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Chapter 1: 

SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1834. 

1. Since 1834 there has been so much change in industrial, legislative, and social 
conditions that it may be well to indicate briefly the principal movements since. that 
date 'which, it seems to us, must be taken into account in determining to what extent a. 
challge is called for either in the methods of the Poor Law or in the character of the 
legislation dealing with distress outside the Poor Law. 

2. The scope of our reference and the difficulty of deciding where to begin 
and where to stop our inquiries, are clearly illqstrated by this Chapter. It was im
possible for us to ignore causes other than administration which occasioned fluctu
ations in pauperism and in the number of applicants for relief. But a full investi
gation into such causes would have entailed an inquiry into the whole of our social 
and industrial· structure, and such a scrutiny was clearly impossible, if only from 
the length of time it would involve. We were, therefore, obliged to concentrate 
our attention upon certain definite questions, and we obtained upon these points 
sufficient evidence, together with that which, previous to our inquiry was public 
prpperty, to enable us to shape and formulate a series of propositions which 
will be found later on. We have avoided economic subjects of a contentious 
character, -except where their elucidation was necessary for our purpose. The following 
statements are, we hope, so drawn as to present an accurate and impartial picture 
of the historical developments of the past, and of the evidence we have obtained. 

(I) POPULATION AND WEALTH. 

3. The Census of 1831 showed that the population of the United Kingdom, which 
had already grown very rapidly during the great war, had increased by 15 per cent. 
in the previous decade, viz., from 20,893,000 in 1821 to 24,000,000 in 1831; that the 
increase as regards Great Britain ,was almost wholly in the large towns and the manu
facturing districts; and that less than one-third of the population of Great Britain 
was engaged in agricultural pursuits. 

4. This rapid growth of the towns was due to the "industrial revolution" 
which began about 1770. In 1725 Defoe had said that, in Englan~ "the country 
south of the Trent is by far the largest as well as the richest and most populous." 
But when steam became the chief" motor power and proximity to coal and iron 
determined the geographical distribution of industries, the population began to move 
north to the cotton and woollen, the potteries and hardware districts. 

5. At the end of the war, in 1816, the chief towns were populated approximately 
as follows: London had 1,100,000; Manchester and Salford. 140,000; Glasgow, 125,000 
to 130,000; Liverpool, 120,000; Birmingham, under 100,000; Bristol, once the second 
city in England, 80,000; Leeds, 70,000 to 80,000; Sheffield, 60,000 to 70,000; Plymouth 
and Portsmouth, 50,000 to 60,000; Norwich, once the third city, 40,000. 

6. In Ireland, on the contrary, where in 1831 the population was about 71 millions, 
. the increase, thanks to the multiplication of small holdings, was mostly in the rural 

districts, and about two-thirds of its population were engaged in agricultural pursuits. 
Dublin, however, in 1815 was the second ·city in the United Kingdom, with a popu
lation of 180,000. 

7. The decennial Censuses which succeeded showed a much slower rate of in
crease in the popUlation of the United Kingdom, viz., 11' 2 per cent. for 1831-41; 
2'5 for 1841-51; 5'7 for 1851-61; 8'8 for 1861-71; 10'8 for 1871-81; 8'2 for 
1881-91; 9'9 for 1891-1901.* 

• The highest rate ever rea.ched wa.s between 1801 and 1811. when the popula.tion of England and 
Wales grew by no less than 21j per cent. The increase of the previous decade wa.s estimated at 14 
percent. 
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8. It is to be observed, however, that these very considerable variations of rate 
were caused mainly, though not entirely, by the decline in the population of Ireland 
wldch began with the Potato Famine. In the same decades (1831-41 to 1891-190.1) the 
population of England and Wales increased successively by 14' 3, 12' 7, 11' 9, 13' 2, 
14'4, 11'7, ~nd 12'2 per cent,; and Scotland bylO.'S,10.·2,6'O.,9·7,l1'2,7'8,andll·1. 
Th~ populatIOn of Ireland, on t~e contrary, which had increased by 14'2 pet cent. 
dunng 1821-1831, and by 5'2 durmg 1831-1841, lost over 1,500.,0.0.0. in the decade 1841-
1851 which included the great famine, when it decreased by no less than 18'9. 
Since then the decline, though irregular, has been constant, viz., 11' 5, 6' 7, 4' 4, 
9'1, and 5'2 per cent, 

9, In 190.1 the Census gave the population of the United Kingdom 'as 41,458,721 ; 
England and Wales having 32,527,843; Scotland, 4,472,10.3; Ireland, 4,458,775. 
As regards England and Wales the rate of increase was 12'17 per cent. during the 
decade, as against 11' 65 per cent. during the previous one. The urban population was 
now more than twice as great as the rural, while its rate of growth in the previous ten 
years was three times that of the rural area. In many rural areas, indeed, actual 
depopulation had taken place, the rate of decrease being greatest in the Counties of 
Huntingdon, Rutland, Montgomery, and Cardigan. . 

10, The population of the chief towns in 190.1 was as follows: London (Adllllllistra
tive County), 4,50.0.,0.0.0.; Glasgow, 761,0.0.0.; Liverpool, 684,0.0.0.; Manchester, 543,0.0.0.; 
{Salford, 220.,0.0.0.); Birmingham, 522,0.0.0.; Leeds, 428,0.0.0.; Sheffield, 380.,0.0.0.; Belfast, 
349,000.; Bristol, 3~8,QO.O.; Edinburgh, 316,0.0.0.; Dublin, 290.,0.0.0.; Bradford, 
279,0.0.0.; West Ham, 267,0.0.0.; Kingston-upon-Hull, 240.,0.0.0.; --Nottingham,-239,O.OO. ; 
Newcastle, 215,0.0.0.; Leicester, 211,0.0.0.; Portsmouth, 188,000.; Bolton, 168,00.0.; 
Cardiff, 164,0.0.0.; Sunderland, 146,ooQ~ 

11. Putting on one side rough estimates, such as that of Mr. Spencer Walpole that 
between 1815 and 1831 wealth increased twice as .last as population, the annual in
come of the United Kingdom was first calculated on definite statistical principles 
by Dudley Baxter who estimated it at £814,0.0.0.,0.0.0. for the year 1867, For 1875 
it was calculated by Sir Robert Giffe~, on a method * now generally accepted, at 
£1,20.0.,0.0.0.,0.0.0., and for 1885 at £1,350.,0.0.0.,0.0.0.. For 1891 it was estimated at 
£1,60.0.,0.0.0.,0.0.0., and in 190.4 Mr. Bowley considered it very probable that in 
190.3 the national income fell very little short of £2,0.0.0.,0.0.0.,0.0.0.. 

12. The bearing of this on our present problem needs little emphasis. If there is any 
accuracy in these calculations, wealth in this country seems to be increasing so fast, a·s 
compared with population, that we might have expected to find that by this time 
industrial poverty at least was disappearing. 

(2) INDUSTRIES. 

13. By 1834 England had fairly embarked on her career as pre-eminently a manufactur
ing country, and the factory system was well under weigh. The great textile inventions 
in spinning and weaving were already fifty years old, and were all at work. The 
.epidemic of machine breaking had passed. Owing to the introduction of the "hot 
blast" in 183Q, the annual output of pig iron was nearing 1,0.0.0.,0.0.0. tons. The sta
tionary steam engine was in general use. The" Rocket" was drawing a load of 91 
tons at the rate of 13 miles an hour on the Liverpool and Manchester line, and 
it was only two years afterwards that the attention of the Poor Law Commis
sioners was drawn to the new demand for labour in the building of railways
"these stupendous works of art." By that time-1836-nearly 8,0.0.0 labourers were 

• The method was: (1) as regards capital, to take the gross annual income returned for Income Tax 
purposes, deducting Schedule C. and a proportion of Schedule D., adding a percentage for incomes t~at 
·escape, and another percentage for incomes below the tax limit which may be ascribed to the possesSlon 
.of capital in the shape of tools, small retail stocks, etc.; (2) as regards labour, to take Schedule E. of 
the Income Tax returns (" salaries "), and a proportion of Schedule D. as due ~o the labour engaged ' 
.in trades and professions, and tn add an estimate of the income earned by. working people and othera 
,under the Income Tax limit. '!'he total may be regarded as the sum that would be assessable t? Income 
'Tax jf all incomes whatsoever were subject to it, and no incomes escaped it. For a!1 analysls of., the 
justification and shortcomings of this method, and how far it gives an adequate refiectlOn of the natlOna.l 
income of commodities and services-" at once the aggregate net product of, and the sole ~urce of pay
ment for, all the instruments of production within the country."-Vide Smart, TM Di&tnbuhO'll o/Income, 
iPp·5-92. 
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engaged in the construction of the London and Birmmgham line, and all tne important 
manufacturing towns were being connected. "From this source alone " said one of the
Poor Law Commissioners, "I anticir,ate at no distan~ date the entire absorption of aU 
the surplus labour of the country. Already too, It was twenty years since Henry 
Bell's little steamer of 25 tons had made headway on the Clyde against wind and 
tide, without oars or sails, at the rate of 7 miles an hoUr. In 1838 the Great Easter'n: 

, c,rossed from Bristol to New York under. steam. Two years thereafter Cunard 
\aunched a steamer for regular Atlantic voyages; two years Inore and the average 
passage under steam was reduced to fifteen days. 

~4. In 1845 there was an extraordinary outburst of speculation in railways. Ten 
years before there had been but one passenger line in England, and another, seven
miles long, in Scotland. Now railway schemes were laid before the country asking, 
it was estimated, for no less than £700,000,000, and in 1847 a disastrous 
commercial crisis was due to the mania; It was the railways that finally broke up' 
the stagnant life of England, and diffused the population over the face of the country 
at the call of the employers. 

15. In 1846 came the repeal of the Corn Laws, and, in 1849, that of the Navigation 
Act, so far as it affected foreign trade. By 1852, Free Trade was generally accepted by 
all parties as the policy of the country, though it was not till 1860 that Mr. Gladstone
n;tade "a sweep-summary, entire and absolute---of what are known as manufactured 
goods from the face of the British tariff." The effect of the cotton famine, 1861-3, 
when Lancashire was practically out of work, recalls the fact that by this time a larrre 
portion oiour-manufacturing operatives were engaged in the making of cotton goods. 0 

16. In 1855 the Limited Liability Acts were passed. In 1865 the Atlantic cable Waft 

laid by the Great Eastern. In 1868 the telegraphic system was acquired by the Post 
Offic'e. In 1869 the Suez Canal was opened. About 1884 it began to be noted that much 
dislocation and distress were due to the transition from wood to iron and steel
in the construction of ships. 

17. These few dates are perhaps sufficient to show that nearly all the great features
of modern industry are at least thirty years old, and that, consequently, there h!l& 
been considerable time both for the evolution and for the studv of the industrial 
problem!'! with which we have to deal. 

(3) AGRICULTURE. 

18. Although 1821 is usually taken as the year when England began to change from 
an agricultural to a manufacturing country, and when the conversion of arable into 
pasture and 'the introduction of threshing mills began to reduce the demand for 
agricultural labour, still the Census of 1831 showed that nearly one-third of the 
population of Great Britain was still engaged in agricultural pursuits. 

19. Agriculture had been protected, first by the high duty of 24s. 3d. since 1804, and 
lihen by the sliding scale since 1828, and yet great fluctuations in price were
characteristic, keeping the farmer in perpetual uncertainty about his profits and the land
lord about his rent. Of the fifteen harvests between 1832 and 1846 eight were good
some of them extremely good-and seven were bad. But, whatever the crop, the 
"agricultural interest" was always complaining of distress, fine harvests bringing 
hardship to some, bad harvests to others. 

20. The repeal of the Corn Laws, and of the Navigation Act made it possible for 
foreign countries to throw agricultural produce freely into Great Britain. The passing. 
of the Elementary Education Act in 1870 powerfully affected the agricultural labourers' 
position by rest:t:icting juvenile labour, and diminishing the aggregate amount of 
the family earnings. For the next few years the Trade Union agitation to a great 
extent destroyed the old patriarchal relation, and brought agricultural labourers- more' 
into line with other working men.'" 

21. In the early 'seventies, farming was prosperous; the value of land was at its 
maximum (the assessment of "lands" under Schedule A. in Great Britain, which is now 

• Report by the Board of Agriculture on the DflClin~ Wi. tM AgricuUtwaJ' Po-pul.1tiM of Great 
Britain, 1881-1906, p. 10. 
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£42,000,~00. was th~n nearly. £60,000,000); wheat w~s never below 45s. a qU:~er on 
average. . '.. \' 

. . '. I 
22 .. About 1875, however-the la~t of the six years of aboun~g prosperit~the 

-cheaperung of transport from AmerIca caused the collapse of pnces of agric ural 
produce, which threw certain lands out of cultivation, reduced rents, and sent th: ~ 
tabourers flocking.to the towns. In 1879 British agriculture entered upon a new er~~ t 

23. By 1894 the cultivated area of Great Britain was almost equally divided betw~tJ 
arable and pasture-16,000,000 acres of each; 4,000,000 acres of grass being add.U 
-since 1871. But, in spite of this very large reduction of the sphere for agriculturallaboUl, 
migration into ~ban districts had gone so far, that, instead of a surplus of labourers, ' 
there was a scarClty.t The Census of 1901 showed that there had been a decline of about 
20 per cent. in the number of agricultural labourers in Great Britain within the decade: 
Since 1901-coinciding with the loss of another 1,000,000 acres of arable since 1894-
there has been some further reduction in the number of men employed on farms, but 
the diminution is proceeding at a slower rate than during the ten or twenty years 
preceding that date.t It is not~d that the reduction in numbers-thanks to the 
general use of machinery, particularly the self-binders introduced in the early 'eighties 
-has been greater among the casual labourers, who used to be employed at 
special seasons, than among the permanent staffs. In several Counties of England, 
for instance, the Irish harvester has ceased to be a yearly visitor. And the Board of 
Trade correspondents for the last few years generally report " regular employment" in 
.agriculture. 

24. Of late years, then, the phenomena of agriculture seem to suggest that equilibrium 
between the demand and supply of labour, and, consequently, more settled conditions, 
have been arrived at, on the one hand by the passing of arable into grass, and the 
extension of dairying and market-gardening, and, ori. the other, by the check, in many 
places at least, to rural depopulation. Farms have not gone further out of <:ulti
vation, and the numbet; of labourers probably approached an almost irreducible 
minimum at the time of last Census.§ 

(4) MOVEMENT OF WAGES. 

25. The difficulties attending wage statistics-particularly comparative statistics
are obvious. 

26. In many of the large factory and worksho~ industries, where there is a standard 
wage arrived at by collective bargaining, there has not been much room for error 
since the first appearance of the Labour Gazette of the Board of TraQ.e in May, 1893, 
although even here it has to be remembered that the mean of standar4 ra.tes is apt to 
i"eBect somewhat tardily the actual changes in wages of trades as a. hole. Where, 
however, the rates are by the piece, or are matters of individual bar ining, there is 
no such basis, either of ascertainment or of calculation. . 

2i. But when the endeavour is made to compare these wages, of w ich the basis 
at least is known, with wages in the past of whose basis we generally 1m w very little, 
the margin for error is almost incalculable. We put forward the brief st ement which 
follows with full consciousness of its defects. 

• Ibid., p. 10. 
t Thip scarcity caused an upward movement of agricultural wages, which continued till. 1892. By 1900, 

it is worth noting, the Board of Agricult.ure reported that the employment of women and o¥ildren in agricul
. ture in England had nearly ceased to eXIst. 

t Ibid., p. 8. 
f .As regards Ireland, Mr. Cyril Jackson points out that the tendency towards depopulation has, perhaps, 

gone too far. "The 8tream. of emigran~8 who have passed to the .united States, and, to a much smaller 
.axten t, to other countries, dunng the last slxty years, hall effectually rehe,.ed the labour m,arket of any a b80lute 
su.rp\us, but it may be doubte~ whether, during the last few ~ecad~s,at. any rate, .the dep~rture of 80 
many of the most enterprising Insh men and women has not had a mo~e . serIOUS et.ect ill checking develop· 
ment than in relievin lY pressure. . That ir the country. districts there ~8 a dearth rather than any surplus 
-of labour, seems to be°fairly well established." Report, 1908, p. 6. 
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28 Previous to 1888, the most authoritative attempt to estimate ~he movement ot 
wages.of the half century preceding was that of Sir Robert Giffen, in his Inaugura) 
Address as President of the Royal Statistical Society in 1883." 

~9. Basing his calculations on the records begun by Porter at the Board of 
Trac:e fifty years previously, such as the wages of carpenters, bricklayers, masons~ 
min,jrs, weavers, spinners, he found that, in all cases where it was possible, from the
aplarent similarity of the work, to make a comparison, there was an enormous apparent 
ris~ in money wages, ranging from 20, and in most cases from 50 to 100 per cent.
in, one or two instances more than 100 per cent.-with a mean percentage of increase
of ove~ 70. In seamen's wages from 1850, the same rise was witnessed. In agriculture
also-conspicuously in Ireland-the rise had been universal. And all this had been, 
accompanied by a reduction in the hours of labour, which he put at very nearly 20 pel'" 
cent. 

30. As to the purchasing power of money, the sovereign went as far in 1883 as it did' 
forty or fifty years before, the level of prices-after the moderate rise between. 
1847-1850 and 1862, and the subsequent decline-being very much the same. If 
anything, prices were on balance lower and not higher, while there were many new 
things in existence, and at low prices, which could not then have been bought at all. 

31. Taking the articles on which the working man spent his wages, the price of wheat. 
was lower, but, what was more important, it was steady. "'That we have to consider 
is that. £.£ty years- &go,~ the working man, with wages on the average about half what; 
they are now, had at times to contend with a fluctuation in the price of bread which. 
implied sheer starvation." Sugar had fallen largely, and clothing was cheaper •. 
On the other hand, the rent of houses was probably one and a half times more
than it had been fifty years before, and the price of meat had about doubled. These
exceptions, however, were insufficient to neutralise the general advantages which, 
the workman had gained-for he had little more concern with the price of meat thaIk 
with the price of diamonds-and Sir Robert Giffen went on to show how the longer life~ 
the increased consumption of the chief commodities used, the better education,. 
the greater freedom from crime and pauperism, the increased savings, the in
crease in estates paying probate duty, the increase in the number of persons paying: 
tax on incomes above £150, were contributory and cumulative evidence that the
mass of the people were immensely better off than they had been fifty years before. 

32. He concluded: "Thus the rich have become more numerous, but not richer
individually; the • poor' are. to some smaller extent, fewer; and those who
remain • poor' are, individually, twice as well off on the average as they were 
fifty years ago. The poor have thus had almost all the benefit of the great materiaL 
advance of the l~st fifty years." . 

33. The onl~r census of wages yet taken in this country is that of 1886, and, althougIr 
necessarily very incomplete, as being confined mainly to the principal manufacturing 
and other organised industries, and based wholly upon voluntary returns, it affords. 
somewhat of a basis for comparison with later years. 

34. From a Memorandum prepared for us by the Board of Trade (Vol. IX., Appendix
xxi., E,t to which we must refer for details), we gather the following as results of 
comparison-50 far as that is pcssible-with the figures of 1886:-

(1) Between 1881 and 1901 a large iricreas'e took place in the proportion of 
employment afforded by the building, mining, iron and steel trades among th& 
great industries, and by the chemical and paper works, among those of 
secondary importance, while the textile and leather trades showed, particularly 
in the decade 1891-1901, a large decline. In all these groups of industries, 
there has been a rise in wages since 1887, but the rise of wages has been 
greatest in those industries where the proportionate increase of employment 
has been greatest; that is to say, in building, mining, iron and steel industrIes, 
as compared with textiles and leather trades (and agriculture). 

• Econom.ic J'l/,fjUi1·ie. and St,M1i~s. Vol. I., p. 382. . 
t Estimate of Num.bers of Wage-ear1l6rs gr01lpea according to wages earned (diJtinf!U~hing between mald aM 

f611w.le, ilt!'eni/6 and adult) and an Account of the MOl'eTnents in the Wages in certain Group, of Jf/.dustrus alld in. 
the Cost of Liloing over a pe1·jod of twenty '!Iearlo 
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(2) Since 1897, among the rapidly growing class of railway servants
now about 500,000 in number-there has been a rise, over the twenty-seven 
chief companies of the United Kingdom, of, roughly, Is. a week. 

, , (3) In the wages of public employes, there has been a general upward 
tendency, not appreciably affected by the general conditions of the outside 
labour market. 

(4) Between 1886 and 1907; the average weekly amount earned per 
employe has risen as follows :-In cotton manufacture, from 15s. 2d. 
to 19s. 5d.; in woollen, from 15s. 6d. to 18s. 2d.; in worsted, from 12s. 2d. 
to 14s. 7d.; in linen, from 9s. IOd. to 12s.; in jute, from lOs. Id. to 
14s. 4d.; in silk, from lIs. 9d. to 13s. 5d.; in hosiery, from 15s. 2d. to 
15s. 7d.; in boots and shoes, from 18s. 4d. to 19s. 2d. . 

(In comparing these figures, however, due regard must be had to possible 
changes in the proportion of men, lads, women, and girls employed in 
the trades. The apparent absence of change, for instance~ in the weekly 
earnings of the hosiery and boot and shoe industries is most probably due 
to the increased proportion of female' workers included in the returns in 
these two industries.) , 

(5) In agricUlture, the rise in the rate of wages from 1874 to 1906 has fully 
kept pace with tha~ of the aggregate of the other groups, although the distribution 
of thi'S rise over the period nas been abnormal. There was, for instance, no 
general tendency to rise from 1874 to 1897 ; the most Jna:rked feature being a 
depression in the later 'eighties. But from 1897 till 1901 there -was asteady 
and considerable rise, and ,the subsequent years maintained the higher level 
reached in that year. The local diversity of the rates, however, was more marked 
in agriculture than in any other large department of industry, except in certain of 
the building trades, ranging from lIs. Ild. for Dorset in 1906, to 20s. 
fol' Durham. The greater part of the difference, apart from the varying value of 
allowances in kind, appears to be due to the relative proximity of remuneratiVe 
employment in other occupations with expanding labour markets, chiefly 
large manufacturing or commercial centres, and the great coal fields. 

35. To sum up: "The general results of records in several trades, covering some 
thirty years, and of comparative statistics based upon the census of wages of 1886 are 
that, in all these groups of industries, allowing for trade cycles, a general tendency 
of wages to rise is perceptible through the last thirty years." 

36. The change in money wages, however, has,to be supplemented by a calculation 
of the changes in prices of the commodities on which the wage-earners spend their 
incomes. The information here available is so complicated that it will be prudent to 
refer to the calculations contained in the Memorandum itself, merely quoting the 
summary :-" The ,rise of nominal wages has been accompanied by such a fall of 
wholesale and of retail prices as implies a rise of 'real' wages, or wages as measured 
in commodities, considerably greater than the rise of money wages. The fall of prices 
does not, however, benefit the various grades of wage-earners in direct ratio to 
their wages. Rent and certain other necessary elements of expenditure, such as fuel, 
which have risen in amount for the large majority of workers, playa relatively larger 
part in the budget of the lower grades of workers, reducing to that extent the gain 
from the general fall of prices. The poorest classes, whose retail purchases are made 
in very small quantities, also gain least from the lower prices of other commodities 
than housing and fuel." , 

37. "Although except in agriculture, no exact measurements in actual earnings ex
pressed in money or in commodities is possible, there is ample evidence for con
cluding that every grade of skilled or unskilled male labour, in regular employment, 
enjoys a higher income than in 1886 when the census of wages was taken, and that 
upon the whole this rise has been steady and of general application." 

38. But it must be remembered that" it is mainly as, regards labour in organised 
industries, and especially skilled workers, that any exact data with regard to wages 
are available. While there is reason to believe that unskilled and even casual 
labour is generally'remunerated at a higher rate than formerly, it is possible that, the 

2 S 
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large mass of casual time labour iS"not niaking any substantial advance in weekly 
or yearly earnings." , '. . . . . . 

39. "Of women's employment and wages it is even more difficult to speak with any 
confidence than of men's, because of the much smaller proportionate 1?,art they take 
in the large staple industries respecting which reliable statistics are avallable. Dom
estic service, still by far the largest occupation of women wage-earners, certaiwy 
has afforded a general rise of wages to the 39 per cent. of women, who, in 1901~ 
were engaged in this work, while the increased proportion of women in the public 
services, and probably in the lower branches of the professions and of commerce~ 
indicates an increase of wage-earning power, and a wider choice of occupation. 
Thougli the propo:tion engaged in the textile trades and in dressmaking. shows a 
falling off, the absolute amount of this employment remains very large; and the 
tendency of wages, in the factories ancllarge workshops which have absorbed a 
greater proportion of these ~rades, has been upwards, th~>ugh probably the advance 
has not been so large as In the case of the more skIlled and better organised 
male industries." 

(5) TRADE UNIONISM. 

40. Since 1834 the labour of the country has come to a great extent, directly or in
directly, under the dominance of Trade Unions. Coming into existence, practically~ 
after the industrial revolution, with the cleavage of interests induced by the spread 
of machinery and the factory system, Trade Unionism had scarcely attained to any 
strength when it was driven underground by the fear and hatred of revolution, which 
took effect in the Combination Act of 1799, making Trade Unions unlawful associations 
"in restraint of trade." On the repeal of that Act in 1824, and after the industrial 
disasters of the next few years were over, there came a rush of activity between 1830 
and 1834-notable for the foundation, among others, of the Boilermakers and Ship
builders' and the Operative Stone Masons' Unions-and the movement entered on an 
almost revolutionary phase of somewhat reckless and aggressive agitation; largely 
under the influence of Robert Owen, and, later, much mixed up with Chartism. 
It was not till this revolutionary chapter was closed, and the magnificent hopes of 
the period had ended in bitter disillusionment, that Trade Unionism settled down~ 
about 1843, to its more limited work of building up the great associations of skilled 
artisans. . 

41.' Between 1843 and 1860 the chief characteristics of Trade Unionism were :-The 
absence of aggressive policy; the deprecation and dislike of strikes; the favouring of 
conciliation and arbitration; the large Friendly Society element; the centralising of 
funds and responsible powers; the restriction of membership to legal apprentices
based on the analogy of th~ protection against quacks provided by the medical 
profession; the agitation against piece-work and overtime. These characteristics were 
almost, one mAy say, embodied in the Amalgamated Society of Engineers founded 
in 1851, which became for the time the model of trade societies. 

42. After 1860 the administration of complex affairs and of large finances in the various 
unions brought to the front, as might be expected, a number of able officials, who 
thereafter appeared very much as spokesmen and in~erp:eters-if n?t ~ectors:
of the movement, and the formation of trades counCIls ill the leading illdustrlal 
centres consolidated it. Under these men Trade Unionism became for some years 
actively political. 

43. The need of leaders and of the adoption of political methods, indeed, was soon 
seen. In 1867 the Trade Unions were attacked from two sides. On the one hand, 
the outrages and intimidation at Sheffield-assumed to be a usual and necessary incident 
of Trade Unionism-roused a body of public feeling ~ery hostile to the movement; and, 
on the other, came the embarrassing legal decision that Trade Union funds were not 
.protected, as had been supposed, by the Friendly Societies Act of 1855. 

44. A Royal Commission of Inquiry was appointed to consider the whole subject. of 
Trade Unionism and its effects. Thanks to the ability with which. the Trad~ Umon 
case was put before the Commission, a complete change was ~fi~cted ill the. attItude of 
the governing classes towards the movement. When the COmIDlSSIOn reported ill 1871, the 
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Maj?rity Re~ort, while 'criticising the theory of Trade Unionism and condemning some 
of .lts practlces, was f01lIl:d to ha.!e :proposed no hostile legislation against the 
Umons, an~ the ~ore frJendly MinOrIty Report, drawn up by Thomas Hughes 
and - Fr~derIc Hamson, put forwar~ several -recommendations which practically 
pa~sed m:o law. B~, the :rrade Umon . Act of .1871, .the Unions became legalised 
- restramt of trade ceasmg to be the test of illegality-and provision was made 
for such registration as gave complete protection to their funds, at the - same 
time l as they themselves became protected from being sued in a Court of Law. 

45. During the years of aboundirlg prosperity (1871-1875) the mo'Vement made 
enormous strides in almost e'Verytrade, but particularly among the hitherto badly 
organised-e'Ven the National Agricultural Labourers' Union, in. 1872, could boast of 
nearly a hundred thousand members. In 1875 the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 
1871, which had practically made picketing of any kind impossible, was repealed: 
c, peaceful picketing" was expressly permitted: and the principle was laid down 
that" an agreement or combination by two or more persons to do, or procure to be 
done, any act in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute between employers 
and workmen should not be indictable as a conspiracy if such act committed 
by one person would not be punishable as a crime." Thus" collective bargaining, 
with all its necessary accompaniments, was, after fifty years of legislative struggle, 
finally recognised by the law of the land." 

46. By 1879, h,owever, the movement met with a serious set-back, when a long depres
sion culminated almost in paralysis of trade. The membership fell off; the 
Agricultural Labourers' Union broke up i hundreds of trade sOCletles--were -swept into 
oblivion; in South Wales Trade Unionism practically ceased to exist; the Unions that 
survived were denuded of their reserves. 

47. For half a dozen years thereafter the various societies' were occupied in sedulously 
building up again the membership and funds so greatly reduced, little moved by the 
reproaches of the more ardent spirits that care for the Friendly Society funds was blind
ing them to their militant duties. 

48. In 1889, the Gas Workers obtained an eight-hours day, and the successful London 
Dock strike of the same year was followed by a great extension of Trade Unionism 
a:mong the unskilled labourers.· 

" 49. In 1896 the number of'separate Trade Unions was at its maximum, viz., 1,309; 
with a membership of about a million and a half. From that time came a steady 
concentration, by amalgamation and absorption of the smaller Unions, till, in 1906, 
in 1,161 Unions, the membership reached. the total of OVer two millions-showing 
an increase of nearly 40 per cent. since 1892. "The membership of many Unions 
varies with trade conditions, with its activity or depression, and to this cause 
the fluctuations in total membership are mainly due i it will be seen that the years 
of declining employment, 1902-4, witnessed a falling-off in Trade Union membership, 

. as -had been the case a decade earlier; and _ that this was followed by a slight 
tecovery in 1905, when employment began to improve, followed by a 'Very rapid 
advance in 1906."t It appears probable that something like one-fifth of the total 
adult male population is now organised in Trade Unions. 

50. Apart from the broad historical fact that, since 1834, the working people of this 
country have become to a. large extent a disciplined i.a.dustrial army, under leaders 
of their own choosing who claim, to have secured rises of wages and improvements 
of conditions of many kinds, there are certain points of Trade Union policy which 
have come strongly before us in evidence as bearing on the problems with which 
we are concerned. 

51. (1) Trade Unions, as a. whole, insure the.ir members against the accidents and 
incidents of life by devoting a very large amount of their funds to what is usually 

.. The above, it need hardly,be said, is merely condensed from "Mr. and Mrs. Webb's HistlYf'!J of Trade 
Uftionism . 

. t Memorandum prepared at the Board of Trade for the Comm;s9ion on T.he Growth of :rraJe Unionl 
with particular refwe'1lCe to tM Payment of Unemployed Benefit~ ¥ 01. IX. App. XXl., C. . 

429. 2 S 2 
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called" Friendly Society benefits." It has been calculated that, during the eleven 
years from 1892 to 1902, the 100 principal Trade Unions spent 61 per cent. of their 
total income on such benefits, and only 19 per cent. on labour disputes. In this 
we have the explanation, to a great extent, of the well-known fact that few Trade 
Unionists come within the scope of the Poor Law or the Distress Committee. 

52. Unfortunately, while the Friendly Society element as a whole enters into the 
great majority of Trade Unions, there is one form of it which is not by any means 
general-that which provides directly for those fluctuations which have hitherto formed 
a permanent feature of modern industry. . 

53. It has always been a principal aim of Trade Unions to assist their members to 
find work. One of the common rules in many Unions is that any member knowing 
of a vacancy must give notice of it immediately to the branch secretary, or be 
fined. But many of the most important Unions connected with engineering and 
shipbuilding, such as the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and the Boiler Makers 
and Iron Shipbuilders' Union, make, besides, a feature of the weekly allowance to mem
bers out of work, called" unemployed benefit,"-usually lOs. for a limited number of 
weeks-conceiving it, indeed, part of their policy to prevent the unemployed work
man from being tempted to break away from his allegiance to the standard wage 
principle. They give also "travelling cards," facilities or allowances for travelling 
in search of work; and in certain circumstances pay railway or steamer fares 
and expenses of removal. Other societies make travelling allowances-usu~lly about 
Is. 6d. per day-without any further unemployed benefit, * and some few even 
give or advance sums to emigrate members. Sir Edward Brabrook says .that, 
roughly, one-sixth of the benefits provided by Trade Unions are out-of-work benefits.t 

54. Another provision of Trade Unionism insures against the unemployment due to 
age, namely, "superannuation benefit." The Amalgamated Society of Engineers, for 
instance, which shows a continual increase of men on superannuation, has 5,300 on 
the list at a pension of from 7s. to lOs. per week, the average being about- 9s. 
But where physical unfitness to earn a living is proved, men are eligible, after 
certain years of membership, at the age of fifty-five, and there are large numbers 
on the list between the ages of fifty-five and sixty.:!: 

55. Superannuation benefit is paid, however, by a comparatively small number of 
the 100 principal Unions, chiefly those in the engineering, shipbuilding, building, and 
printing trades; but these included, in 1906, 633,000 members, or about one-half 
of the total membership of the 100 principal Unions, and £306,089 was paid under 
this head. Few of the miners', and none I)f the weavers' and labourers' Unions pay 
this form of benefit; but in the case of the miners it is given by the Miners' 
PerIl).anent Relief SocietieR. The weekly amounts range from 2s. to 12s., the majority 
ranging from 5s. to lOs. In some cases the benefit is given only when incapacity 
(more or less· complete) accompanies old age.§ . 

~- - 56. There is, then, some ground for the contention that the Trade Unions are the 
most extensive and effective agencies at present dealing with the problem of unem
ployment. In many respects they can administer unemployed benefit as no other 
body can; not only because, in a Union, every man's circumstances are likely to 
be known to the local officials and to the rest of the members, but because the 
Union, as the owner of one fund which may be drawn on for many purposes, 
has every inducement to get the unemployed member off the "vacant book" by finding 

• Travelling benefit was originally intended for men travelling in search of work; it is now mainly 
used to enable men to reach places in which work has actually been found for them. Report of Messre. 
Jackson and Pringle, p. SI. 

t Evidence, Vol. IlL, 35147. In 1906, of the 1,161 Unions in existence,747 (with a member
ship of 1,456,977, or 69 per CIlnt. of the total trade union membership) paid one or more forms of unem
ployed benefit in the course of that year, so that rather more than two· thirds of the organised 
workmen were in Unions which ga're some kind of help to their unemployed members. In 1904--& year 
of bad trade-the amount thus spent reached its maximum of £652,471; in 1906, it was £421,292. 
Momorandum on Tke Growth 0/ Trade Union8, referred to above, Yol. IX, App. xxi., C. 

: Mr. George N. Barnes, M.P., Evidenw, Vol. VIII .• 82814-22, 82906, 83088. 

§ Memorandum on The Growth 0/ Trade U nio1l8, Vol. IX., App. xxi., C. 
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~ a situation,. and. to see that he takes it when offered. Thus some Unions 
gIve a bonus on situatlOns found. and fine .unemployed. members i.f they do not accept 
them ~~en found. The Amalgamated SOClety of Engineers, agam, has the following 
rule:· Any. member under fifty years of age who is on donation (unemployment) 
benefit, refusmg to remov~ to o~her places, shall be suspended from donation, when 
the branch shall at once ~nvestigate the ca~e and decide upon his claim to donation, 
and what other pena~ty, 1~ a.ny, should be l~posed." And where the Union is very 
large and well orgaIllsed, It IS a common thing for employers to apply to the local 
b~an~h for the. men they want. In th~ Unions belonging to the printing, book
bmding, and kindred trades also, the findinl7 of employment as well as the giving of 
relief while out of work is prominent. 0 

. 57. In the building trades, ~~wever, which are largely seasonal, unemployed bene
fit 18 far le~s common, although It IS a feature of the largest of these Unions, the Amalga
mated SOCIety of Carpenters and Joiners.· The textile industries do not make such 
provisi.on to any great e~ent. In coal-mining, a~ain, unemployed benefit is quite 
exceptIOnal, dull trade bemg usually met by redUCing the number of working hours 
per week. 

58. Two points emerge here. One is that the giving of unemployed benefit in any 
form is confined to the Unions of skilled workers. For the unskilled, it is broadly 
asserted that the provision of such benefit is impossible on account of the cost, the 
ordinary estimate being that the extra weekly contribution necessary for this pur
pose is no less t4a.n ninepence a week. t 

The other is that of the skilled Unions, only comparatively few-chiefly in 
the engineering, shipbuilding, building, and printing trades-make provision of super
annuation benefit. 

59. But it is significant of later developments that the rate of increase since 1892 
has been greatest in the case of Unions which give some kind of unemployed benefit, and 
that the number in receipt of superannuation relief at the end of 1906 was nearly 
treble the number in 1892, and almost exactly double the number in 1896.t 

60. (2) One of the points on which Trade Union theory lays most stress is the 
prohibition of its members from accepting less than the standard wage. It is not our 
place to do more than state the fact that the Trade Union body considers that its cardinal 
principle-protection of the Standard of Life once attained-can be secured only by the 
prevention of any member from "cutting" under his fellows. The counterpart, of 
course. is that, so long as there is any choice, no employer will engage workers who,. 
either as regards age or capacity, are below the standa.rd of work on which the standard. 
wage is presumably based.§ 

• The Union of Honse and Ship Painters and Decorators, with a membership of 16,056 at the end 
of 1904, paid £22,039 for unemployed, travelling, and emigration benefit8 in that year, and over £25,()(}()
in the winter of 1905-6 •. (Report of Mesers. Jackson and Pringle, Appendix W., p. 417.) 

t Evidence, Vol. III., 35147. On the other hand, at least one Union, the British Amalgamation. 
of Labour (Manchester), an association of unskilled, chiefly, dock labour, has different sections, enabling. 
the more careful members to insure against unemployment. It has been suggested among the bricklayers 
that a scheme could be devised by which a short period of unemployed pay, e.g., for six weeks, between. 
November 1st and March 31st, could be an-anged without any undue increase of contributions. (Re· 
port of Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, p. 97.) 

t Board of Trade Memorandum on The Growth 0/ Trade Unions, Vol. IX., App. xxi., C. 

§ Note, however, that trade union8 in which operatives are pai~ by time do generally ma~: sp~cial allow· 
ance for old men, and permit them to work at lower rates. (EVidence, Vol. I., 9097.) In the Ama~
gamated Society of Engineers we do not require a man to fhift from one town to another after he IS 
fifty years of age, and, putting it generally, we do not require ~ to get the standard rate of wages
according to the discretion of the committees who may deal 'WIlli the matter-after about fifty-five 
years of age." But the percen B"e of men who take advantage o! this is very small. lOla fact, although 
we allow men to work under the rate at fifty-five years of ag', it is rather the case that the men at 
fifty-five, or even sixty, do not avail themselves of the .opportunity. !=l<> strong is the sense of disci· 
pline in the Trade Unions and their sense of loyalty to the1r Lllows, tha~ m most cases a man .would rat~er 
give up work altogether than accept work at the lower ra~e. . So that, mstead of Trade Umo?-s standing 
in the way of the men accepting lower rates, the 0ppos1le 1S the fact, and the Trade Umona rather 
encourage it."-(Mr. G. N. Barnes, M.P., Evidence, Vol. TIl., 82805, 82812.) 
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61. (3) Trade Unionism has declared bluntly and wlInistakeably for the solidarity of 
the working classes as againstthe employing classes. The" patriarchal relation" between 
employer and e~ploy~d, whic~ prevailed very ext~nsively till at least the third qua.rter 
of last century, IS neIther deSIred nor thought deSIrable. The workman has, practically, 
chosen the "cash nexus" as the only tie between him and his employer. This is seen, 
perhaps, most clearly in the -official attitude towards" labour co-partnership." Even· 
the fact that, under such a system, the men are partly their own employers, only 
emphasises the contention that it separates them from their fellow workmen and gives 
them an interest outside that of their own class. '" 

62. (4) Trade Unions generally have set themselves against piecework and overtime. 

6~. As regards piecework, the oppositi~n to it has perhaps been too summarily con- . 
demhed outside trade union circles as merely a device. to prevent the more 
efficient workman from casting an unfavourable reflection on the less efficient. 
Against this should be set the striking statement of a great employer relative to 
the "black squad" -the men who build together all the iron frame of the ship :
"The workmen have a feeling that it is sometimes used to drive men to work 
harder than is good for them. This is a very great feeling amongst trade union 
leaders, and very likely they are right about it. There is always the danger of the 
man working harder than he can do permanently and so pulling himself to pieces 
in a few years. The fact that the trade unions complain of it has come under my 
notice a good deal. They have taught it to me. I should not have thought of it 
for myself. They put great stress upon it ;8.nd I think they probably knowmore 
about it than I do, an<l; probably they are right."t 

64. As regards overtime, the trade union argument is not only the questionable one 
that it tends to spread employment over a smaller number of men, but that the 
individual worker requires-as in the case of piecework-to be protected against his 
own anxiety to earn extra wages at the cost of health t as well as against the natural 
anxiety of employers to keep their plant working 80S long as possible. The example 
of Lancashire, again is given, where, by resisting overtime, the cotton operatives 
,e steady the demand and resist the seasonalising of trade," whereas, in the woolcomb. 
ing trade, after each of the five wool sales, the machinery of the East· Riding is set 
.agoing night and day, the wool is soon used up, and employment becomes irregular.§ 

(6) INDUSTRIAL COMBINATIONS. 

65. The restrictions and obligations put upon employers by Trade Unions and by in
.austrial legislation, and their increasing risks, due, partly to the continual struggle 
among themselves to take and hold markets by reducing prices, partly to the rapid 
superannuation and scrapping of machinery owing to invention, have tended naturally 
during the past century to throw employment more into the hands of firms and 
corporations having the command of large capital, and to handicap the smaller man. 

• Fide passim Evidence of Mr. G. N. Barnes, M.P., Vol. VIII., 8276 

t Sir Benjamin C. Browne, Evidence, Vol. VIII., 86422-86424:. 

t "There is small doubt but that a tendency to break down, leading in some cases to recourse to poor 
relief, is caused by excessive overtime, especially in those occupations where it is accompanied by 
intensity 'of strain."-(Report of Mr. Steel-Maitland and Misa Squirll, p. 2L) 

§ It may be noted that employers, as a rule, are quite emphatio as regards systematio overtime. 
In answer to a question in our schedules to employers (vide p. 71). the expression was almost unani
mous that systematio overtime is bad, should be dif.couraged, and is actually discouraged. Overtime 
costa more-even night shifts: often cost one-third more in wages-and it is not economically profitable 
that the workers should prolong their exertioDs beyond the normal day. To this extent the trade 
union contention seems justified. But occasional overtime, it is urged, is not only inevitable, but in 
the interests of all classes, both because, if it were absolutely prohibited, some work now considered 
necessary could not be accepted at all, and because permaneIlt staffs could not be kept to oVl'rtake 
work that only requires, perhaps, a week or two of overtime without; reduction of the employment 
as a whole. Besides, as we are nminded, .. it is necessary for a certain number of men to work 
overtime to prevent other men frem being kept idle and waiting." But, 9f course, the majority 
add that the ground on which trade mions generally oppose overtime, namely that its prohibition would 
spread the limited work over a wider !eld, is quite indefensible.· On the contrary, its prohibition would 
lead to the giving up of many jobs whio'l must be done at high pressure or not at all. And one witness 
adds the valuable reminder that" when trade is very bad, the only people who. order goods HIe the 
people who want them v~ry badly indeed," .s when a ship isloet or a property burned. (Sir Benjamin 
C. Browne, Vol. VIII., 86394.) 
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Hence one . .characteristic phenomenon .of ,the pre.sent day is ,the enlargement oLthe 
"unit of employment "-the organisation under a single employing control. 

66. From the point of view of wealth production, theTe is..nothina aO'ainst such 
combinations •. ~ey make' poss~ble t~e e~onomi.es o! production on

o 
a "very large. 

8cale-econoInles 10 manufacture, 10 bUYlDg, 10 selling, 10 office work in warehousing 
freighting, financing, and in the utilisation of bye-products ; the; save the wast; 
involved in keeping up. pushing, and advertising separate and rival businesses; they 
secure th~ .stim~us of competition within the various similar b!aI?-ches; and they 
ean speCIalise 10 plant, processes, and labour to the utmost liInlt. They practi
cally involve the elimination of the unnecessary person, the unnecessary process, 
and the unnecessary thing in the production ,and distribution of goods. 

67. On the other hand such large combinations tend very seriously to become 
monopolies, and monopolies have at least three dangerous powers-over price, over 
improvements, and over labour: that is, power to maintain. and inflate prices, to 
do without the improvements which competitive enterprise would ensure, and to 
keep down wages by eliminating the many competitors to buy the services of labour. 

68. Perhaps all that need be said here is that the evils which have attended the 
formation and working of Trusts in America do not seem to have emerged to any 
dangerous extent in this country. Under Free Trade, " combines" are an entirely natural 
development of the competitive system, and none of our witnesses has connected 
them with unemployment otherwise than as their economies tend to displace labour. 

69. We owe it to Sir Benjamin C. Browne, however, to remind us that atten
tion is perhaps too much attracted by the very large combinations. "I do not think 
people realise how much more important the small employer is than the large employer. 
You find far more workmen employed by small- employers than are employed by the 
large ones. If you define the large and small employers as men who can or who 
cannot pay heavy compensation claims without feeling them, I think you might say 
that more than two-thirds, of the working class work for small employers."· 

(7) THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT. 

70. In 1844 a few poor flannel weavers out of employment in Rochdale estab
lished the first Co-operative Store under the name of t1e. Society of Equitable 
Pioneers, with a capital of £28. Their success was soon followed up in other 
places, and in 1852 the Pioneers attempted to form a wholesale department, 
which might supply the stores in Lancashire and Yorkshire, but failed. In 1863, how
ever, their chairman, Abraham Greenwood, formed 'a wholesale agency by the union of 
various co-operative societies, which, in the following year, became the North of England 
Co-operative Wholesale Industrial and Provident Society, Limited. (In 1873 the 
name was changed to that of the Co-operative Wholesale Society). Both in the retail 
stores and in the wholesale, the features were present from the beginning of charging 
the ordinary market prices, dividing profits according to purchase, and giving no credit. 

71. In 1868 the Scottish Wholesale Co-operative Society was founded on similar 
lines, the only difference of any importance being that the Scottish Society has given 
employes a bonus since 1870 (Sd. per £ on wages, half being retained at credit. 
in the Bonus Loan Fund) and has admitted them to membership, allowing them 
to take up shares to the amount of £.50 each,while the English Society, since. 
1876, has given no bonus, and admits co-operative stores only as members. 

72. The bulk of the general trade of these wholesale societies is in goods bought 
by their buyers at home and abroad.:-the principle adopted being, where possible, 
to go direct to the source of production. But both societies have for some time 
been manufacturers as well as distributors. The factories of the English society a~e 
grouped for th~ most part. round Manchester, Newcastle and London, but b?ots 
are made at Leicester, clothing at Leeds, and Meoa at Luton, etc. The SOCIety 
has also creameries in Ireland, a bacon factory in Denmark as . well as one in 
Ireland, and a tallow and oil factory in Sydney. The Scottish Society began manu-

"Evidence, Vol. VIII., 86248, 86421. 
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factuIing in 1881, with the making of shirts; soon added tailoring, upholstering and 
cabinet-making; then went on to the making of boots, hosiery, printing, clothing, 
confectionery, tobacco, etc. Most of this manufacturing is now concentrated in 
Shieldhall, near Glasgow, but the society owns, besides, three great flour mills, 
tweed mills, soap works, creameries, an aerated water factory, etc. The two societies 
together own a tea estate in Ceylon. 

73. The great part which this "state within a state" plays in modern life may 
be suggested by a few figures. 

7~. At the end of 1905, the total annual sales of the Co-operative Societies in the 
United Kingdom were close on £95,000,000, and their net profits, including interest, 
£11,681,000. The number of members was 2,259,479. 'The capital, share and loan, 
amounted to £38,000,000, and the' reserve funds to £2,561,000. The sum devoted to 
education amounted to over £80,000.* 

, 
75. The accounts of the (English) Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., at the 

end of 1906, showed that 1,131 societies, representing a membership of 1,703,564, 
held shares; that the share capital (paid up) was £1,388,338; that the sales for the 
year were £22,510,035, and the net profits, £410,680. The number of employes in 
October, 1907, was ::"'-'in the distributive departments, 6,691; in the productive 
works, etc., 10,291; a total of 16,982. 

76. The accounts of the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., for the 
year ending 1906, showed that ~65,907 shares were subscribed by societies and 
12,863 by employes; that the share capital (paid up) was £375,198 ; that the deposits, 
including reserve and insurance funds, were £2,575,422, the net sales, £7,140,000, and 
the net profit, £280,434. The number of employes in June, 1907, was-in distribu
tive departments, 1,595; in productive, 5,514; in all, 7,109. About a fourth of 
the population of Scotland is connected with the stores.t 

77. The strength of the co-operative movement is that it starts, one may say, at 
the other end from ordinary competitive industry. Ordinary employers build mills, 
work up to the full limit of their capacity, and throw their goods on the market for 
sale, speculating on a demand which will take off the goods at a paying price. The 
co-operators, on the contrary, first build up a known and calculable demand from 
the Stores, and then, as it were, instruct the Wholesale Societies to meet it
thus avoiding, to a very large extent, miscalculation and dislocation. As is 
obvious from the figures, the goods which the Wholesale Societies manufacture con
stitute only a small portion of their business; the great majority of the goods supplied to 
the Stores they purchase from private firms. (In the Scottish Society the proportion 
is about £2,000,000 to £7,000,000.) Thus the element of speculation-which is uni
versal in private manufacturing-scarcely enters into the manufacturing departments 
of the co-operators, and the equilibrium between their demand and their supply 
is easily kept. Hence the claim that, in both the Societies" a strong effort is made 
to avoid seasonal pressure, and to give continuous employment to the workers-a 
matter of no difficulty in a rapidly growing organisation, with an extensive and certain 
market for its goods.": 

78. Without entering on controversial matter, it may be said that the chief success 
of co-operation has been among the artisan class-not to any considerable extent either 
among the poorest classes or the better off; and that, in towns where the co-operative 

• The returns for 1907 as given at the Tweuty • .6.rst Co'operative Festival in August, 1908, are as 
follows: Sa.les, £105,717,000; profits, £12,000,000; number of members (in 1,582 societies), 2,434,~ 
share capital, £32,000,000 i loan capital, nea.rly £10,000,000. Close on £100,000 was spent on educatiOn 
and £57,000 on charities. ' 

t See passim evidence of Mr. William Maxwell, Vol. Vr., 57764 d 'Uf' 

t .. M~na{rers of a boot-makintz, .. cabinet.making, and a weaving concem (co-operative) informed 
us that, during the many years' existence of their establishments, they had never turned off a hand 
because of slackness ..•• They consider that the tone of employes improves greatly when they have 
been for some time in co-operative concerns. This is largely due to the steadiness of the employment. 
What enables them to give constant employment is the steadiness of the demand from the co
operative stores." (Report, Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, pp. 31-2.) 
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stores l.ave taken a firm hold, the retail trade tends more and more to be divided 
between them and the owners of" multiple shops.". 

78a. But another form of co· operation under the title of co·partnership should 
also be noted. It has been established on a large scale in connection with the South 
Metropolitan Gas Company, and has brought a large number of the workers Jnto the 
position of owners of the stock of the company, and has conferred upon them many 
advantages at the same time. 1Ifr. Vivian has shown to how great a variety of 
businesses the system is now applied. t 

(8) MUNICIPAL INDUSTRIES. 

i9. A notable feature of the last twenty or thirty years has been the rise and vast 
extension of what is generally called municipal industry-the provision and working 
of great public services or "reproductive undertakings," generally more or less of the 
nature of monopolies, the most prominent being gas, water, electric lighting, tramways. 
In these cases the force of circumstances has generally led to great extensions over 
what was probably contemplated at first; on the one hand, driving these services 
outside the local area undertaking them, and, on the other, leading to the sale or hire 
-sometimes manufacture-of accessories such as fittings in electric supply, grates, 
stoves, ranges, and particularly residual products in the case of gas. 

80. The extent of these undertairings may be surmised from the fact that, in 1900, 
173 municipal Boroughs in England and Wales, and 53 in Scotlan~ supplied water: that 
in March, 1899, 222 Local Authorities were authorised to provide gl:l.S, and 300, roughly, 
authorised to provide electric lighting, of which latter' 99 plants were in work in 
1900. Seventeen Corporations were working their own tramways in 1900 

81. Outside of these staples, many Local Authorities construct, own, hire, or manage' 
telephones, markets, slaughter-houses, cemeteries and crematoria, recreation grounds, 
quays, docks, harbours, piers (including concert rooms, lavatories, refreshment rooms, 
etc.), baths and wash-houses, ferries, golf-links, houses, warehouses, shops, building ground, 
allotments, milkshops, refrigerators and cold storage, supply of paving stones, etc., and 
there exists a strong tendency to extend their operations to more questionable under
takings, such as banking, insurance, pawnbroking, mining, etc. 

82. In 1902, of 317 municipal Corporations in England and Wales, no less than 
299 were carrying on " reproductive undertakings" of some kind or another; and, of 
the local debt of England an:d Wales, which stood at over £370,000,000 in March, 1903, 
over one-half was computed to be capital invested in undertakings. producing profit. 

83. To take a concrete instance; in Glasgow, with a population of 800,000, the 
numbers in the permanent service of the Corporation (excluding members of the 
police force) in May, 1908, were 14,651. Of these, 4,766 were in the tramways depart
ment; 2,776 in gas; 739 in electricity; 644 in water; 131 in markets; 1,561 on the 
cleansing establishment; 827 on the lighting; 836 on sanitary and public health 
work; 510 on statute labour (roads, sewers, etc.); 276 engaged in the parks; 220 
on libraries; 195 on baths /iIond washhouses; 157 on sewage purification; 175 on the 
fire establishment; 165 on improvements generally; and 125 on the police establish
ment (outside of the police force). So far as the servants of the Corporation are 
ccno~rned, a "living-wage" of 21s. a week is given for able-bodied men, and, in all con
.tracts given out, there is a clause directing that rio men shall be paid less than the' 
standard rate of wages applicable to the district and paid -to the particular trade 
affected. 

81. The result of such municipal acti vity is that, in some large centres, an 
appreciable proportion of the working-classes-and a still larger proportion of the 
elertors-is in the pay of employers who are influenced not so much bv the ordinary 

• It is BOmetimea forgotten that J. S. Mill, who not only recorded with delight the rise and progress 
of the Rochdale Pioneers and other co·operative associstion8~ but lived long enough to quote the 
Pioneers' balance·sheet of 1864, said: .. The form of association which,if mankind continue to improve, 
must be expected in the end to predominate is not, that which can exist between a capitu.li.~t as chief 
and workpeople without a voiee in the management, but the association of the labourers themselves on 
term80f equality, collectively owning the capital with which they carryon their operations, and work· 
ing under managers elected and removable by tbemselves.It-Principles, Book IV., Chap. VII., par. 6. 

t Live,ey, 83136, 83161, 8·HH. Vivian, Vol. XL, and Special Committee on Unskilled Labour: 
Charity Organisation Society. Evidence of Mr. Horn, p. 238. 
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~eco?oinie object Qf ~king'a 'pro, fit , by .the' render~g of. a service, as by. the purely 
SOCIal one of rendermg the serVICe-WIth the CUrIOUS Issue that, where, ,a ' munici
,p.~lity. ~o~sbeyond its qwn ~~ea aI?-~ ,makes, a ,1~ss~ its own ratepayers pay something 
lior t.~~, ~e~~,~t ,of) ~~e ~eople ,91l;tside. Ldc~l boa.~est backed by rates, enter th~ IOlj.n 
mar.k~t, Ior.,~.n?rmorl~ 'su~s o'I'~apltal: ar:d-often"~ltHb,ompulsory powers o~ purchase, 
compete for' custom. ~lth prlvate, employei-'s; ,', THey r mfluence the laboUl market as 
I" model" efup16'y~rs hby '~fierii:J.g as :" tul~highe'r' wages, shorter hours, and better 
conditidns than are \ giveJl'by' outsiders. : One 'notable feature is that as a. rule they 
discourage casual labour, and employ permanent 'stafis, for whose ~ontinuou;: em
ploy\ment it is in their power to provide by postponing or, anticipating work. * 

(9) , FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. , , 

,I. 85. It 'would be outside our province to give any detailed account of the riser'iihll 
,pies~nt ~onditi?nof, the va~ious' thrift 'soc~~ties, which ~rovide relief during sick
.r.ess or ot.hermfirIIilty, bodlly ,or' 'mental, 'm old age, wIdowhood, and orphanage, 
msure agamst'death and' funeral expenses, loss of!tool's by fire, etc. ' ::, "'~ 

~ . , • f· . ... . 
~. ;,: .: I 

, " :. S6.: ,~he grea't place' ihey 'fill in' modern' society is suggested by their men':tb~rslil~ 
lWhlCh ill 1904 was no less,than 14,OOO,OOO....:..:...and by the fact that the funds ill their 
hands increased,in the five'years, 1899 to 1904, from £340,000,000 to £402,000,000.t 

87. What is import,ant for oUr purposes'is to note that the Friendly Societies'do not 
,compete, with the Tr.ade Unions to- irisilre ~~~inst u~eI?ploymen t. ExceptioI?-ally, indeed, 
I the' ~anc~ester UlPty of Qdo.fellows-:-tlie l~rgest, richest, and best orgamsed-has, in 
many of Its loilges, a. voluntary or ~ompulsory out-of-work fund, and the central funds 
liable for relief to those obliged to travel iIi search" of employment. The 'Hearts- of 
Oak" ·again, have ppwer; to, remit, ,under ,due conditions, one quarter's Ilubscriptioil 
to .. a . member during.n" time of une:Qlploymen~,. ,The Foresters grant a "tra veIling 

,licence ", for six; weeks. The, acco:unts of the Anc!ent Shepherds and :some other 
,societie$ show consideril,ole sumspa~d for out-of-'.V;'ork benefit, distress grants, exemptions 
frOD;l. contributions, and trav:elling relief.. ", : .. 

• • I I.. . = I 

88. But as regards.F:deIi..dly Sqcietie~ generally,_ it may be said that they make 
little or no attempt to provide unemployed benefit. "The only out-of-work benefit 
provided by Friendly Sooieties IiI! the payment of the member's contribution:, So as to 
keep him entitled to benefit if he should fall sick when out of work."l ' ';', 

'. I. 

(10) FACTORY LEGISLATION. 

I 89. The Poor La.w Amendment 4-ct oU834 came into operation just a year after the 
,first. great ,Factory Act. Two Acts, indeeq., had preceded. In. 1802, the Health and 
,Morals of Apprentic(>s Act, was pass~d, for the protection of parish apprentices":-'who 
:were.. in great demand at a time when mills ,were erected wherever there was water 
power ,to drive ,them-limiting, inter alia, their, hours to twelve. This, however, was 
rathpr a. Poor Law measure than a Factory Act; the State, of course, having the right to 
impos.e such,8:1fegua~ds as it thought .fit on the, employment of the children whom it 
.pra.ctically. adopted. But, as Sir Robert· Peel explained in 1815, parish. apprentices 
,ceased, to bq jmporta:r;l.t persons in the new industry when the introduction of the 
steam-engine enab,Ied the worlq>!a<,:es, to be built w,herever the labour was abundant. 

" , .. ! ' 
, ~ 011 the other hand, :it must be, noted that, in times of deprllssion, several municip/,\litios, ,in t~e 

carrying out of large undertaking~ beyond the powers of their permanent staffs, have made a vir~ue 
of employing locnl unskilled men. This, of course, is a direct discouragement of the gangs of skilled 
,labour which contrac;tors employ more or less continuously and move from place to place as the work 
c,a11s. It se!>ms sound economic doctrine that the best service a municipality could do, in times of 
exceptio~1l1 'oistrcss andionsequently of contracted demand for labour on the part of private employers, 
is td' undertake works 'of rebognised public utility, and provide the labolU necessary either by increasing 
theu own staff of skilled workmen, or by giving the woIle out ~to contractors without any obligation 
of employing the "Untl'rnployed." At such times it is I1.t least quite as necessary to prevent regular 
labourers sinking into casual enlployment' as to give 'unsuitable employment to those who lue slready 
to a ~aige ext'ent casual. 'Far from this,'howe"er, our Special Investigators repOlt that they have found 
few municipal authoritieS interested in making their work regular; few municipal officials who thought 
it pop sible to do 80; and some who held that the attempt would be disastrous. , (~lcssrs. Jackson and 
Pring-Ie, p. 30.) ," :, 

_ t Sir :E~ward Brabroolr.~~dence\ ~0J. III., 35158-9, ~5282. 
t [l,id., 35147 (14). ' 
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In 1819, owing largely to the activity and the exn:rp.ple-, ~f, lWbert .Owenm-who8e: pro
posals, however, went much further, and would, if accepted, have anticipated a greai 
deal of later legislation-the hours of, children between the ages of nine and six-' 
teen employed in cotton mills were limited to twelve ner day, ,exclusive/of, meal times; 
and the employment of children: under nine was .prohibited. ' But,this .t\ctwas confined 
to the cotton mills, and, outside of these (except in the "case ,of ,parishapprentices)
there was no restriction whatever on the labour of children. In wool and silk mills 
they were known to be usually working thirteen. and, 'sometimes"fourteen hours, 
and hardly a soul had called out against the eruelties,thus' inflicted. * :.:.:H~ppily,the 
extension of manufacturing drew attention to its possible ,abuses,: ; Ric4ardOastler's 
letters in 1830 on .. Slavery in Yorkshire" started the popular agitation ' ,Gf the '!?hort
time committees-those "strange combinations of Socialists, Chartists and ultra
Tories": and the reports presented to Parliament ,betw~~ ,1831, and 1833 hurried 
on the passing of the first general Factory Act in the latter year. This Act applied to 
cotton, woollen, worsted, hemp, flax, ,tow, l~e.n, and s~lk m,illg~lf1.ce-:rnaking ,and 
some subsidiary industries being expressly exempted. ~In spit,epf the strenuous oppo
sition raised by manufacturers and economists alike~alid one finds it difficult to 
understand nowadays how the argument could, be. met that ten hours were the limit 
of the labour of the adult male convict-young people betweell thirteen and eighteen 
were limited to twelve hours' work per day, or sixty-nine per week; children £ibm ;nine 
to thirteen were limited to forty-eight hours per week, not ,exceeding nine hours per 
day; children under nine were prohibited from 'working:in such factories altogether; 
and. night work was forbidden to all under eight,een., ,F-our official ,Factory Inspectors 
were appointed. Unfortunately, the Act did not. exteI!d, 118 regards the minimum age 
limit, to silk mills, where ~he proportion of children. was larger·thanin, any other 
industry, and where the children were" preferred at.elght years and upwards." 

90. In 1842 the issue of "the most sensational Blue-book of the century," the 
Report of the Children's Commission (.for which, it is said, the sober economist Tooke wa~ 
responsible), brought about the passing of an Act, prohibiting boys ~rom b~iJ;lg employed 
in Inining and colliery labour under the age of ten':"""the Bill as inti-oauced proposed 
thirteen, and the coal-masters stood strenuously for eight-and appointing Inspectors. 
By the same Act women were excluded from mines and cQUieries;This was the first 
restriction of the century on the labour of women, butit:W'l).s soon follow:edup. Th~ 
Act of 1844 restricted the labour of women in factories, 'bringipg them under the 
same category as "young persons," and limiting their hours to twelve' per day, 
to be taken at any time between 5.30 a.m. and 8.30 p,m., and nine hours on Saturdays. 
By the same Act the minimum age limit for children was put back to eight, aJ,ld, the 
hours' of those between the ages of eight and thirteen were fixed at six and a. hall, 
with compulsory school attendance for two and a half hOm:s ~ winter and th,ee in 
summer. 

91. But the complete purpose of. the promotef~ of tb,i~i\ct.~as ,on,ly carrie~ Gui; in 
1847, when the Ten Hours Act for women and young persons passed into, law., a~ong, 
"rejoicings throughout the manufacturing districts such as had ,never been' known. 
b 

.. '- , 
efore. ' . " ,": ',' !.l,', ," , " ' 

92. Although from 1847 to 1860 no great extension in principle ,took place, factory 
legislation made another advance in the Act of 1850,- making the. normal daY" of 
women and young persons from 6.0 a.m. to 6.0 p.m. (or 7.0 'a.m. rto 7.0 p.m.) with 'one 
and a half hours for meals, work to stop on Satur~ys at 2.0 p.m. , .. 

93. In 1853 this was supplemented by an Act extending the normal day to children; 
while their hours r~mained as before-six and a half hours every day or ten 40urs on 
three alternate days-they could not be employed 'before, 6,0, a.m. o~. after, 6.0 ,p~m. 

• The remarkable advpnce in our ide .. s about cruelty to children since th~se days is indi~ated by 
the arguments then used for restriction of their long haUl's. :Sometime. tbe'restriction was, urged. on the 
ground that it would give employment to male adults who were,: kept ,out of work, by : theij:', 
competition; very often on the ground thst it would practically result in limiting the hours' of adults; 
seldom on the ground of the cruelty to the children themselves. ',' :Not. ~ lii~gle .wi~ne&s tha~ came 
before me to give evidence," said Tuilnell, a Parliamentary Commi88i~ner, m' 1834, .. lIt favoUl' of tb,e 
Ten Hours Bill • • • of whatever trade or station he may have' been; 'supported it on the above grounds 
(cruelty and ill-usage)_ I am 'perfectly satisfied that motives of hum/lnityhavenot the smallest weight 
in inducing them to uphold the Ten Hours Bill." (Quoted in A History 01 Factory Legislation, Hutchins. 
and Harrison, p. 60.) . , 

429. 2 T2 
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94. Meanwhile, in 1845, children and young persons employed in calico printing 
had been brought· under Factory Acts. Between 1845 and 1860 even the opponents 
of such legislation were 'converted, and Roebuck and Graham were instrumental in 
passing the Act of 1860, which ,extended similar restrictions to bleach and dye works: 
In 1861, women, young persons, youths, and children in lace factories were placed under 
the regula.tion of the Factories Acts. ' 

95. In 1864 a new principle was introduced into factory legislation by an Extension 
Act, bringing under Government inspection and regulation not only several 
manufactures, such as earthenware, lucifer matches, percussion caps and cartridges, in 
no 'W'\1Y connected with textiles, but certain employments as well, notably paper staining 
and fustian cutting. To bring these industries under the Factory Acts, "factory" 
was now defined as any place in which persons worked for hire. 

96. By 1867 the country was ready to go much further in this direction. The 
Factory Acts Extension Act brought a number of new industries under legisla
tion, giving a. new definition of the word "factory" as " any premises where fifty or 
more persons are employed in any manufacturing process," and the Workshops 
Regulation Act brought workshops employing under fifty persons - with certain 
limitatiws-under factory provisions. 

97. In 1873 a Local Government Board Inquiry, on account of the great 
strain put upon operatives by the amount, and speeding-up of machinery, recom
mended a Nine-Hours Day (which had already become the recognised limit in the 
engineering trades) for textile factories, and a Bill to the effect was introduced by 
Mundella. In 1874 an Act was passed which added half an hour to meal-times, 
thus making the hours per week fifty-six . and a half;' implicitly forbade overtime; 
and raised the age at which children were permitted to work in textile factories to 
ten. 

98. In 1878, with the view of getting rid of the anomalies caused by the various 
classes of manufacture being regulated by various Acts-particularly as regards chil
dren-and to correct the administrative weakness of the Workshops Regulation Act, 
a General Factories and Workshops Consolidation Act was passed. Under the same 
Act, the employment of children and young persons was forbidden in certain branches 
of the white lead and other factories. 

99. In 1883 special protective legislation was enacted as regards employes in 
white lead factories. 

100. In 1886 an Act to regulate the labonr of children and young persons in shops 
limited the hours to seventy-four per week, but made no provision as regards 'Women. 

101. In 1889 the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Acts gave children employed in 
theatrical entertainments the benefit of the Factory Acts. From the Report of the 
Lords' Committee on the Sweating System dates the beginning of the agitation for 
protecting women engaged in their own homes. 

102. In 1891 another Factory Act instituted safeguards against sweating in sub
contracts, and enacted that no child under the age of eleven should be employed in any 
workshop. In 1895 t~e important" particulars clause," which. had been applied to 
certain classes of textile workers only, was extended to all textIle workers, WIth per
mission to, the Secretary of State to extend it to non-textile factories and workshops. 

103. In 1901 the Factory and Workshop Consolidation Act inter alia gave increased 
powers to Local Authorities, requiring that lists of out-workers should be sen~ to the 
District Councils, and that the Medical Officers of Health should keep regIsters of 
the workshops within their districts. * 

104. The important bearing of all this legislation on the present unemployed ques
tion is not always remembered. 

" The ultimate end of factory legislation," it has been said. " is to prescribe c~nditions 
of existence below which population shall not decline." t It comes to thIS, that, 

'" For details of the above legislation, S;6 A History 01 P",ctO'I'!I Le,.!lillatiofl. bv B. L. Hutchilla 
and A. Harrison, 1903. 

t The Times, J 1Ul6 12th, lsn. 
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however will.mg employers may be to employ those who apply for work, they 
are not at liberty to. do so unless they conform to a whole system of restrictions 
regulations, inspections, and prohibitions. ' 

105. Where women, young persons, and children are employed they must limit 
themselve~ to certain hours in the twenty-four-the "normal day." They cannot 
employ children of tender age at all. They cannot employ half-timers without making 
arrangements to I?er~t of their educatio~. They ca~o~ employ women or young per
sons except for a limited number of hours ill the week, glVillg due time for meals and shut
~ing d~wn on ce~ain h~lidays. ~hey must provide and keep open to Government 
InspectIOn expensIve sarutary appliances. They must fence and'guard their machinery. 
In certain dangerous trades they are under still closer limit.1tions . 

. 106. The definite and avowed object of these' restrictions was, of course, the pro
tectmg of the health of the younger and weaker workers from injury by overwork or 
unwholesome conditions. But, as everyone knows, these restrictions, most of them 
primarily applying to women, young persons, and children, have practically imposed 
similar limitations on the employment of adult male" labour. And, of late years, 
as regards all their workpeople employers have come under the diHtinct provisions of 
the Employers' Liability Act and the Workmen's Compensation Acts. 

107. A much heavier task, then, is thrown upon our employers than was dreamed 
of in 1834. They have to earn the wages of organising and supervising labour, and 
to compensate themselves for taking the manifold risks of supplying a fluctuating 
human demand, while conforming to a large and complicated code of limitations 
which the wisdom of the nation has laid down for the protection of' those whom 
they employ. ' 

(11) EDUCATION. 

108. Practically the~ducation of the people in England and Wales dates back 
only seventy years. 

109. When the first general Factory Act was passed in 1833, a clause was insertecl 
which authorised the Inspectors to establish or procure the establishment'of schools for 
"half-timers," but the clause was practically inoperative, as no provision was 
made for starting such schools. 

110. The year which saw the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act witnessed the 
fir:>t Parliamentary grant towards education. It was £20,000, distributed partly through 
tho National Schools Association (which was strictly Church of England), partly 
through the British and Foreign Schools Society (which was unsectarian), in pro. 
portion to the sum already provided by the applicants for the building of scp-oolhouses. 
(It has been noticed that this was less than one-third of what was being granted 
annually for education by the State of Massachusetts alone.) , 

Ill. In 1837-the year of the late Queen's accession-attention was attr:;tcted to the 
deplorable education of the people. Round Oldham, for instance, in a population of 
105,000 souls, there was not a single public day school. About one-fourth of the total 
children in England and Wales received no instruction whatever. It-was stated in the 
House of Commons that 49 per cent. of the boys, and 57 per cent. of the girls of thirteen 
and fourteen years old, could not read, and that 67 per cent. of the boys and 88 per 
cent. of the girls could not write. 

112. In a Report to Parliament by the four Factory Inspectors in 1839, on the effects of 
the educational provisions of the Factories Act, we get some interesting glimpses of the 
state of education generally in England. In some cases where the mill-owners took an 
interest in the education of the children, and maintained the school at their own 
expense, the educa.tion was sa.id to be much superior to that which was to be had in the 
majority of the primary schools for the working classes. But, outside of these 
cases, the Inspectors had to acquiesce in a very imperfect fulfilment of . the spirit 
of the law, because, they said, "No better system of schooling is within reach. Good 
schools must be provided before the educational clauses can be generally mm;ied -
into operation with efficiency." Of the kind of school existing a.t this time, one may 
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judge by this single example: "In the last quarter I had a school voucher presented to 
me with a mark, and, when I called. on the schoolmaster to read it before me, he could 
not. It had been written out by the clerk of the factory, and the schoolmaster_ 
had been called to put his mark to it. I have had to reject the school voucher of the 
fireman, the children having been schooled in the coal-hols (in one case I actually found 
them there), and having been made to say a lesson, from books nearly as black as the 
fuel, in the intervals between his feeding and stirring the fire of the engine boiler. It 
may be supposed that this could only happen at the mill of some poor ignorant 
man; but that, I am sorry to say, was not the case-it occurred at factories where a 
large capital must be embarked." 

11~. The Factory Act of 1844 compelle-d school attendance of half-timers for two and 
a half hours in winter and three in summer, or five hours on alternate days of the week. 

114. By 1846 the State expenditure on education had risen to £58,000. It is 
interesting to remember that Carlyle, in 1843, in Past and Present, had said: "If 
the whole English people, during these twenty years of respite, be not educated, 
with at least schoolmaster's educating, a tremendous responsibility, before God and 
men, will rest somewhere." 

115. In 1861 a Commission on Elementary Education, in its Report, declared education 
to be "miserably defective," .only one-third of the children in' elementary schools 
being thoroughly grounded in reading, writing, and arithmetic, and recom~ende1'l a 
capitation grant proportionate to the number of those who passed in these. three 
subjects. This resulted, during the following year, in Lowe's Revised Code. 

116. In 1870 a comprehensive measure was passed, establishing a national system of 
education, and enabling school boards to be set up, with power t'J enforce local bye-laws 
for compulsory attendance at school up to a certain age or standard in education. 
In 1876 the powers of compelling attendance at school were conferred upon school 
attendance committees in areas in which there were no school boards and in 
1880 compulsion was made universal. In 1891 elementary education was made 
gratuitous as well as compulsory. . 

117. Outside of the enormous effect which universal education must have in making 
the working man into a more efficient and versatile tool of production, what 
has to be considered is its effect on the ambitions and expectations of the human 
being. As Mr. Crooks points out, working men are not going to be content with the 
conditions under which their fathers lived a long time ago. Every stage of acquiring 
knowledge naturally makes people feel very acutely the conditions under which 
they are compelled to live. A man's grandfather was out of work, but he only 
knew the effect; the grandson is out of work, and he knows the cause-and he 
thinks hi' knows the remedy. Therefore ... the discontent is individually greater 
than it ever was before, and naturally so. * 

(12) THE POSITION OF WOMEN AND JUVENILES. 

lI8. It is evident -from the preceding sections that the place of women, young 
persons, and children in factory industry has materially changed since 1834. In the 
beginnlng of the nineteenth century, when the outstanding feature of industry was the 
rapid spread of textile machinery requiring" minders," it looked as it there would be . 
an unlimited demand for children in the' factories. Melancholy stories are given of 
pauper children sent off by the waggon load from London parishes, and apprenticed 
m lonely, isolated factories set up by the side of streams, without safeguards, or 
reasonable regulation of hours. 

119. But parish apprentices, as we have seen, ceased to be an important factor 
inl1 industry when steam enabled the factories to be set up wherever labour was 
abundant, and, later, child~en became "unprofitable servants," even at low wages, 
when their hours were restricted by Factory, Education, and other Acts. As the century 
went on, the growing enlightenment and humanity of the community demanded that 
women, as well as juveniles, should not be exposed to the full force of competition, and 
80 came the long series of regulations restricting or preventing their exploitation. 

• Evidence, Cl'ooks, Vol. IX.; 91381-3. 
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". 120. These. regulations have "not .• been :without their effect both on the numbers 
'employ6d a.n.don the industrialfunetions·now,aUot1ied to them. 
',' 121-.. In th~: factory employment both of children, and young persons there has been 
11 stea.d:r·re~lictlOn.A'Memorandum prepared"forus at the Board of Trade, on the 
extent ~ whwh'/emale and juvenile'laboor [has·'displaced adult labour in the last twenty 
years,"·. puts this beyond controversy. According to this' Return, in almost every 
trade whlCh has been separately examined" the decrease in the number of children 

. 'emplojed'belowfifte~n'"-tha;nks in greatineastrre to the operation of the Education 
. Act~i8"considerable; and·in the case of ma-~ children, the decrease is generally as 
'great "as"'in the case 'of female. 'The number' of -half-timers, for instance, under 
foui-teen: yea is -of' age; -employed in textile factories;! decreased from 55,625 in 1895 
to' 31,744 in 1904, 'and the number, of full-timers under eighteen from 238,078 to 
to '208,003. . And "·the employment 'of young persons under twenty-five years of 
age also shows a'not inconsiderable,tliough a.,less regular, decline." 

:, .. 12.2. As Ireg:p;~s:wom~n, ,t~e tep.den9Y, is not quite so marked, owing to the new 
openings fo~ ~he ~~~. ' .. TilE), ~xcessiv~ sub.d.i ~i~n:o~.1!l-9our and specialisation of machinery 

_ favRurs .t,h~., U,l.t1'lJ8lOn .~f :womep into, ;many" trades hitherto occupied by men-during 
whic~ "~conomic tl;a~for~atii>n" the:e,is, ~atw::a~y,. much d!slocation of ~ale labour, 
tending to the SInking of the, skilled male workman mto the unskilled class . 

.. Even; in. so.~~,braI;l,9he~ ... of th~ engin~eFi~g tr~d1l women are noW finding employment. 
In t4e tWestmghous~;;~;p,d,oj;her Jarg~ .. ~9r~:, r9,ruW:, ;Manchester, We are told, women, 

, bot~ ./ ~n::ied and. ,s/.D.gI~, . ,ha ye I been •. m,trqduced)n large numbers to tend the light 
drilling machines at which the' Trade Unions' used to find employment for men getting 
on in years and unable to take heavy work.t 

, .. 123. Outside"of-the trftjditionaV~:womenl's trades," we find women largely, sometimes 
exclusively; j employed in· ,the making: i oi saddlery and harness, slippers, gloves, 

, cocoa, "confectionery, jam,!. pickles,; ·mustard,' 3era.t~d' waters, straw plait and hats, 
· , rub benl.nd ' gutta-pi!rcha'g(9ods~ IIta tionery,' relastic . 'we b, corsets, cutlery and scissors, 
gold;"silTet, white meta.l,'ana pewte'l!"goOO.s,' eleetr-&-plate, pottery, chemists' prepara
tions; explosives,.in··printing;,'snd in dyeing an'd..-cleaning. A suggestive movement is 

· prElsented by watch-making" in Coventry,. where, female labour is increasing both 
absolutely and relatively. Boys will not serve the required apprenticeship in the 
trade, as they-can get higher wages in the motor and cycle industries where app;rentice-

· ship' is' not· ·required.·· l iThu8 1.girls,· takeil.:froinlschool are brought into the factory 
'at 4s. :a;·week;' rising/tor 16s.' by·,the tiine-tha.y'are twenty-four. In one watch factory 
: th~ I men were' found "to' -:be only' 12 per· 'cent. of the to1le.1 number employed. In 
,Birmingham,,;the :employment of' female· labour' is a. striking feature. Women form by 

far the larger proportion in the steel pen industry;·in,bolt, nut, and screw making, and 
in the leather goods trades; while they form a large percentage in bronze and brass 

· working j white m~tal,.~le£trar-plating, ,the.,. 'goldsmith and jewellery trades, and other 
f general, industries:· of the town •. In,Stoke~upoll:-Tr:ent it appears that women and 
girls are very largely employed in the pottery industry. "In some branches of this trade 
they are being employed to an increasing extent upon work which, a few years ago, 
-was perfQXmcd almost. exclu~i:V:fly J~y P.l~n: ·tlley are now actively in. competiliion 

· .with '/milole }/lobom;,; and, a&.th.eYi ~:r;e aQl~"t.p dosjmilar work for lower wages, they 
...• re. gr~du~lly drivmg .. m~~,from !lerti1oinae~tions o{~he trade."t 

124. Examples such as these; ftom'specia1 trades"and in particular places, might be 
multiplied indefinitely, and we can scarcely wonder at the generalisation so often made 
that ,women "ar~ disnlaeing'maIl'iD.j the. genel'aldabour market.& 

·,:or., VoL·l.3.... ,.A!ppellollx.xxi. E.. .: " , 
·· .... t Mr. Tom., Fox, Evidence, Vol. VUI .• < 83921-6'. 83933. ..r.: 

: Cost of Li!>ing of the WlYrking Classes (Cd. 3864) passim, ~nd pp. 81, 160, and 441. 
§ We may note here the disastrous effects of this in the cases-happily few-where the staple occupa

tion of a town is a .. women's trade," in which very few youths or men are employed, and where there 
is, a somewhat markl'll· tende1iCY' 'fQr the married,~omenl to remain on in the factory, end for the men 

"to"deteriorate and. become depenrumt..on, the wjves.,, .I;n.,.D\Uldee, for instance, where, at last Census, 
· jlJ.te empwy~d. ab(lut 40. ~Ilr cent. of the tO,tal employed. popUlation over ten years of age, end where 
·72 per ~ent. of the ope~~tlVt;~, 0'Y'~r, teti Y"er~, vro,men' the saying is.:t~at, among t~e lower grades. of labour • 
.. the wife works; the man b01ls the 'kettle." Probably tiera 18 a connection between this and the 
fact that, in 1904, Dundee headed the list of towns in Scotland as regards infant mortality. (Mr. 
Jones' Report, Dundee, pp. 95, 96.) An instructive parallel is drawn by the statement made ~ Appendix 
Y. to the' Report of the ·Departmental Committee on ·Physical De~rioration (p. 125), that, m Preston, 
.. the husbands of cotton operatives Visited were 'chiefly employed 8S labourers in intermittent work," 

, and· thllt .. the mother W8Sin most csses the chief ·wll.ge·earner." (Quoted' in Messrs. Jackson and 
Pringle'S Report, p. 29.) \ ,.',:. '. '" . 
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125. But, on the whole, there seems no foundation for any such generalisation.' On 
the contrary, the Reports of the last three Censuses indicate that" women are obtain
ing a smaller, not a larger, proportion 01 the aggregate employment," although it is 
right to say that the greater part of the decreased proportion of occupied females 
has occurred in what is by far the largest of the wage-earning occupations of women, 
domestic service. 

126. To summarise the statistics of the Memorandum referred to: about four
fifths of the occupied male population are engaged in employments which they 
monopolise or in which women are a negligible factor as regards possible com
petitiort, such as agriculture, mining, fishing, building, transport, wood, gas and water, 
and the staple metal and machine-making trades, all of which are virtually male 
preserves. Only one-fifth of the males are engaged in trades where women enter 
to the extent of 1 per cent. of the whole number of occupied females. 

127. Women are making the largest actual and relative advance in commercial, 
professional and public employments, and in the chemical and food industries, in 
each of which groups their rate of increase exceeds that of men, and, among manu
factures, in the paper, bookbinding, chemical, food. metal and leather classes. 

128. Among textiles, where, as a whole, in the period 1881-1901, the proportionate 
decline for women was ab()ut the same as that for men, it is only in the elastic, 
cocoa-nut fibre, and horsehair trades, and in hosiery, that signs of substitution are 
visible. 

129. In the larger group of dressmaking trades, including tailoring, dressmaking, 
millinery, shirt and needlework trades, though female labour still remains the vastly 
preponderating element, this group is so far from showing a tendency for women to 
displace men that the net result of movements in recent years has been rather in the 
opposite direction-the main cause being the encroachment of the factory system upon 
domestic and small workshop industries. * (In one member of this group, however, the 
particular set of trades classed as "tailoring," women constitute an increasing 
proportion.) 

130. In the boot and shoe trade-which has been distinctively a male industry-women 
are certainly obtaining a relatively stronger hold, owing to the division of labour which 
now furnishes certain lighter processes, suitable for women, that were formerly 
done as part of the general work of male shoemakers. Slipper-making, for instance, 
is now passing entirely into female hands. 

131. In the grocery trade, which still remains predominantly male, women are 
increasing in numbers more rapidly than men. and in the drapery trade, women 
workers seem to be displacing young men. 

132. In clerking, it seems at first sight as if the obvious increase in women typists, 
~tc., involved displacement of men, but the fact seems to be that the number of 
men so employed is rapidly increasing, and that their proportionate advance, com

. pared with population, is faster than that of women. 

133. In teaching and the medical services, the proportion of women has, of course, 
grown a great deal more rapidly than that of men, but-particularly considering 
the 'growth in numbers of sick nurses, midwives, and invalid attendants-this 
~annot be regarded as displacement. 

i34. In domestic service, contrary, perhaps, to popular belief, the. noteworthy 
-phenomenon is the decrease in numbers between 1881 and' 1901, not mdeed abso
lutely but relatively to population. Female domestic indoor servants increased by only 
8' 2 per cent., l\'hilA the entire population increased by 25' 2 per cent. 

• The same phenomenon occurs in other fields; for instance, iJ?- ,Sheffield, file-cut!ing, an occupation 
which used to be largely done by female out-workers-the work reqwrmg rather dexterity than stre.ngth
is 1lOW being done by heavy machinery requiring male attendants. (Board of Trade Inqwry on 
(,·o.r of Lidllg of the Wurking Classu, 1908, p. 409.) , 
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135. The conclusion is that, while women and juveniles are now engaged in many 
industries in which the specialisation of machinery enables them to take part, they are 
not, in any considerable trade or process, displacing adult males in the sense that they 
are being more largely employed to· do work identical with that formerly done by 
men. The great expansion of women's labour seems to have been in new fields of 
employment, or in fields which men never occupied. "It should also be borne in 
mind that, even when women are employed where men used to be employed, this is 
largely due to the men going into more highly paid industries. Mining, machine
making, and building have of late years attracted an abnormal number of men and 
boys." 

(13) Boy LABOUR •• 

136. While in factories and workshops the position of children and young persons is 
satisfactorily regulated by law, the problem of juvenile labour outside the great indus
tries has become more serious. The age of beginning apprenticeship, in the case of 
most industries, is sixteen. When the age of leaving school wa~ fixed at fourteen, it 
was, presumably, intended that this should be the minimum; for the great majority 
it has proved the maximum.t The almost universal experience is that, in larg~ towns, 
boys, owing to carelessness or selfishness on the part of the parents, or their own 
want of knowledge and forethought-for the parents very often have little voice 
in the matter-plunge haphazard, immediately on leaving school, into occupations in 
which there is no future; where they earn wages sufficiently high to make them 
independent of parental control and disinclined for the lower wag~s of apprentice-
8hip; and whence, if they remain on, they are extruded when they grow to manhood. 
According to the main statistical sources of information available, the very serious 
fact emerges that between 70 per cent. and 80 per cent. of boys leaving elementary 
8chools ent~r unskilled occupations.t Thus, even when the. boy ultimately becomes 
a pprenticed to, or enters, a skilled trade, these intervening years, from the national 
point of view, are entirely wasted. Indeed, the boy, naturally reacting from the 
discipline to which school accustomed him, usually with abundance of spare time 
not sufficiently continuous to be utilised, and without educative work, is shaped during 
these years directly towards evil. All our investigations and evidence go to show. 
that there is a regular drift from such boys' occupations into the low - skilled labour 
market.§ 

137. The problem owes its rise in the main to the enormous growth of. cities as 
distributive centres-chieHyand most disastrously, London-giving innumerable open
ings for errand boys, milk boys, office and shop boys, bookstall boys, van, lorry, and 
trace boys, street sellers, etc. In nearly all these occupations the training received leads 
to nothing; and the occupations themselves are, in most cases, destructive to 
healthy development, owing to long hours, long periods of standing, w5.lking, or mere 
waiting, and, morally, are wholly demoralising. Street selling, for example, says the 
Chief Constable of Sheffield, "makes the boys thieves": "newsboys and . street 
sellers," says Mr. Cyril Jackson, "are practically all gamblers": "of 1,454 youths 
between fourteen and twenty-one, charged in Glasgow during 1906 with theft and 
other ofiences inferring dishonesty, 1,208, or 83' 7 per cent. came from the class of 
messengers, street traders, etc.," says Mr. Tawney. The difficulty of boys, thus aim
lessly trained, in finding employment about the age of eighteen, seems to be one of the 
main causes of enlistment, and the number of van boys and stable hands who enter the 
Army is very noticeable. 

• See, particularly, Mr. Cvril Jackson's Report on the subject, and evidence by Mr. Reginald A. 
Bray, Mr. E. J. Urwick, Mr. R. H. Tawney" Professor Sadler, and Mr. Sidney Webb. 

t Not only so, but the cleverest children-under the "labour cortificate" exception-are allowed 
to leave at thirteen. 

: According to an official Return of boys leaving elementary schools in London in 1899, 40 per cent. 
became errand, van or boat boys ; 14 per cent. shop boys; 8 per cent. office boys and junior clerks. 
Only)8 per cent. went definitely into trades. 

§ "The theory that boys can become erland boys for a year or two and then enter skilled trades 
eaonot be maintained. Very few boys can pick up skill after a year or two of merely .. errand-boy work . 
. . • The great mass of them fall into the low-skilled trades or whollj ca.sual labour" (Mr. Cyril Jackson, 
Report on Boy Labour, p. 20). . 

429. 2 U 
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138. Thesd unsatisfactory phenomena are aggravated by the habit of restlessness 
into which the boys generally fall. Knowing that there is a ready demand for their 
labour, they throw up their places for the most trivial of reasons, thus destroying, most 
unfortunately, any motive which their employers might have to absorb them into their 
own adult employments. 

139. Th~s particular problem, it will be noticed, is not a problem of factory in
dustry. But· there is another and even more serious form of the problem, where 
boys, on leaving school, enter withou~ apprenticeship into trades where there are 
no possible openings for them when grown up; loom boys, dofiers, shifters in the 
cotton fnd woollen trades-where, it is said, there is little possibility of more than 
one in ten being ultimately absorbed-,rivet boys in shipbuilding, drawers ofi in saw
mills, packers in soap works, etc. * In many of these trades they are tempted by high 
wages-a rivet boy on the Clyde, for, instance, may earn 20s. a week-t,o remain 
till they are too old to enter any other regular occupation. Here" the work 
performed by the boy, instead of being in the nature of training, is a specialised 
compartment, for' which his Bole qualification is the fact that, as an instrument of 
production, he is cheaper than a man."t ' 

140. As regards both these classes, we agree with Mr. Bray that, while it may be 
doubtful how much truth there is in the often repeated cry of "too. old at forty,?~ 
there is probably good reason to believe that, in many cases, we might 8ay, "N() 
use at five-and-twenty." :j: 

141. The great prominence given to boy labour, not only in our evidence, but in the 
various reports of our Special Investigators, leads us to the opinion that this is, perhaps,. 
the most serious of the phenomena which we have encountered in our study of un
employment. The difficulty of getting boys absorbed, through gradual and 8ystemati~ 
training, in the skilled trades, is great enough; but when to this are added the 
temptations, outside the organised industries, to enter at an early age into occupa
tions which are not themselves skilled and give no opportunity for acquiring skill, it 
leems clear that we are faced by a far greater problem than that of finding em
ployment for adults who have fallen behind in the race for efficiency, namely, that the 
growth of large cities has brought with it an enormous increase in occupations that 
are making directly for unemployment in the future.§ 

• "We wero info'nned in Dublin that a difficulty was experienced by boys in finding jobs when they 
grew too old for boys' wages. In the Guinness brewery the boys are very carefully looked after, 
and to improve their physiquo a good mid· day meal is provided for them on the works, but the firm. 
who are, in every way, model employers, have found Bome difficulty in absorbing the boys as they 
I(rew up, and are giving tho matter careful consideration at the present time." (Mr. Cyril Jackson. 
Report, 1908, p, 9,) 

t Mr. R. H. Tawney, Evidence, Vol. IX., p. 96610 (11-12). Mr. Tawney instances the biscuit-making 
department of a bakery-which, it may be noted, is quite distinct from the bread-making department iP 
which the boys are apprenticed-where forty-one boyl' are employed 8S against twelve men, s' 
where, accordingly, the boys are dismissed at manhood, or when they ask an adult's wage. Evidenclt 
Vol. IX., 96610 (11-12). In contrast with this, the practi<.e of a large firm of manufacturing 
confect:o:ers in the North of England may be quoted: "As it is difficult to absorb many boys in 
this trade, the firm is attempting in various ways to supphnt them. Machinery, for example, is being 
used wherever possible in place of boy labour j and wherever it is found practicable, girls are taking 
the place of boys." (Report by Miss Williams and Mr. Jones). 

: Evidence, Vol. IX., 96218 (vi. b). 
§ Mr. Tawney draws attention to the existence of a still deeper evil. Of lorry-boys, enga.ged and 

paid by lorry-men, he s'\ys: "The syst'Jm of employment tends to encourage a kind of caswIl labour 
among boys. The boy has to go down to the yard, and wait there till his man comes in to take the lorry 
out j a group of sllch boys (lorry-boys and trace-boys) can te seen in the neighbourhood of any large 
contractor, loafing and playing cards on the pavement. There is no obligation on the man to take 
the same boy with him from day to day j nor does the obligation on the boy to put in an appearance 
scem to te very strict j a firm may employ eighty lorry-boys, and not be able at any given moment 
to say where forty of them are. Hence those boys rarely stay with the same firm for more than a few weeks at. 
a time, but go from one to another much as they please, till they are not fit to be taken on as van-men 
when thoy grow up. Out of 148 lorry-men employed by a firm examined, only one had boon with the firm 
as a Loy. In short, the opinion seems to be universal that this particular kind of work gets into the hands 
of a low class of boys and still further demoralises them. In their case irregular employment in man
hood is preceded by irrogular employment when they are boys. Though this wOl'k is, no doubt, exceptional 
in having actually harmful effects, it is only one of several occupations undertaken by 'boys :which do 
nothing to prolllot~ any kind of industrial efficiency." Vol. IX., £6610 (9). . . ~ -to;j.~ ~ 

No/e.-Our attention has boen drawn by several witnosses to the .very large lllerease III the num\;er 
of Loys employed by the Govenlmont, both absolutely and as compared with men. The numter of boy 
mOSS8Jgers under fifteen years .of age, e.rJ., increased from 1,831 in 1881 to 4,412 in 1891, IWd to 7,684 in 
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- 142. The evils resulting from boys becoming thus early in life unsuited to regular 
industrial. employment is very forcibly stated by Mr. Sidney Webb. We quote 
his opinion (Evidence, Vol. IX., 93031 (Ans. vii.) without taking responsibility for the 
statements he makes :-

A Proposal lor In.du8trial T rain.ing. 

I regard the growing up of hundreds of thousahds of bop without obtaining any sort of 
ir.dustrial training, specialised or ~specialised, as a perpetual creating of future pauperism, and 
a grave BOcial menace. Mr. Regmald Bray, L.C.C., and Mr. Cyril Jackson, L.C.C., will have 
explained to the Commission the enormous extent to which this is happening in London. Similar 
conditions prevail, I believe, in Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, and other large towns. Without 

.going into detail, I may be permitted to draw attention to the four·fold evil aspect of this 
Fhenomenon. There is, fint of all, the evil, through the mUltiplication of van boys, errand boy., 
messenger boys, etc., ofrel'ruiting a chronically excessive army of unskilled, casually - employed, 
merely brute labour. There is, further, the illegitimate use, by employers, of mC<l88sive relaYi of 
'boys, not as persons to who~ a skilled trade has to be taught, but, by ignoring that responsibility, 
.as cheap Bubstitutes for adult workers, who are thereby deprived of employment. There is, 
.as the other aspect of this, the failure to provide for the healthy physical development of the town 
boy, whose long hours of monotonous and uneducational work leave him a "weedy,'" narrow
<hested, stunted weakling, whom even the recruiting sergeant rejects, and who stlccumbs 
prematurely to disease. Finally, there is the creation of the "hooligan "-the undisciplined youth, 
"Precocious in evil, earning at seventeen or cighteen more wages than suffice to keep him, 
independent of home control, and yet unsteadied by a man's responsibilities. 

I regard it as essential, if there is to be any effective grappling with what may be termed the 
fl&uperism of casual employment or of unskilled labour, that this four-fold evil should be remedied. 
• • • • Nothing is of any real use that does not stop the sou),ces of pauperism. And one 
~f these pources ia our present failure in T.olldon to turn our boys iqto physicallr strong ~<l 
industrially trained men. -

How '106 at pre8ent recruit the Arm.'! 0/ Unskilled Labour. 

What stares in the face the exceptionally careful parent· of the poorer cladS who ;rie8 to 
.tart his son well is, in London, the difficulty of discovering any situation in which his boy can 
become a skilled worker of any kind, or even enter the service of an employer who call offer him 
advancement. 'We have, on the one hand, a great development of employment for boys of a 
thoroughly bad type, yielding high wages and no training. We have, on the other hand, a. 
positive shrinking-almost a disappearance-of places for boys in which they are trained to become 
competent men. London employers not only refuse to teach apprentices, even for premiums
they often refuse to hsve boys on those parts of their establishments in which anything can be 
learnt. Many employers wOll't have boys at all, and take adult recruits from the country. In 1899, 
when I was a member of the Technical Education. Board, I found that London building firmi, 
employing over 12,000 men had in their service, not 2,000 or 2,500 boys, as would have been the 
proportiQ!i necessary to recruit the trade, but a few score only. All the skilled grades of the 
building trade-that most typical J.ondon industry-are almost wholly recruited by adults from 
11." country. Enquiries of a 1&1";:;e number of builders' foremen show that they were nearly all 

1901. (Professor Sadier, Vol. IX. 93386 (6).) As regards th03e employed in the Post OJice, some 
criticisms passed on the Department on account of the large numbers of boys dismissed at the age of 
sixteen have called out a Memorandum from the Department to which we gladly give the fullest; 
'Oublicity. (CflTUlition of Employment of Telegraph, MSlsenglrS in the Post Office.) 

It is frankly admitted that the proportion of boys who have tc) leave is, " at the present time abnormally 
great." But this is very largely accounted fo," by the fact that the possible openings for boys in the 
eervice have l?een curtailed since 1895 by the policy then imposed on the Post Office by the Government 
of the day, of reserving half the vacancies as postmen and porters for ex·soldiers and ex-sailors. "The
result is that a large part ,of the total number of boy messengers employed have to be discharged
a matter of continual regret to the Post Office." It is explained that the reason why those for whom there 
are not openings as adults are required to leave at sixteen is that they are better able to leam a trade 
or secure stable employment at that age than later. 

In these circumstances-for which the Postmaster is not responsible-the Department does all it can 
t() fit the boys either for superior Post Office appointments, or for employment of a remunerative kind 
outside the Civil Service, and endeavours, so far as possible, to obtain outside employment for ,those 
whose services have to be dispensed ~th. Great pains have been taken to discover the largest pOi8ible 
number of outlets within the service which may be thrown open to the messengers, and it may be said 
generally that the number retained at the age of sixteen always exceeds considerably the number 
<If vacancies-· reserved for them. And, during the last two years, the number of messengers placed in 
good pri~atii employment by the assistance of the Post Office has grown. ~teadily and rapidly. III 
considering the position of the boy meMengers, as a whole, the Postmaster pomts out that, so far as the 
boys do obtain appointments in the Post Office, "it means very much more than it does in most 
other trades," as the boy who obtains adult employment there is not dismissed except for ~08S misconduct. 
Bllt in view of the regrettable nece~8ity of di~missing so many. considerable pains are being taken 
ai; ~ertain chosen centres to train telegraph me$sengers experimentally in the use of tools, in tht\ 
hope that they may qualify for effident ~ervice in the Engineering Depntment; and, it is said, that 
other schemes are under consideration, such as the substitution of adults and of girls for boys. There 
is, then, considerable ground for hope that" within a moderate period, the number of telegraph meslengerl 
who can be absorbed into Post Office employment will be found to have considerably increased.'· 

.29. t u ~ 
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born and brought up outside London. Corresponding with this must be put the investigations 
of Mr. Wilson Fox (of the Board of. Trade), which ehow that various large employers of labour, such 
as breweries, railway companies, etc., employ predominantly country-born workmen, in the proportion 
of 40, 60, and sometimes even of 65 per cent. of the whole. The MetlOpolitan Police Force, the 
Metropolitan Fire Brigade, the teachers in London elementary schools, the porters in City 
warehouses, the junior clerks in the" entering desk" of the great wholesale firms, the subordinate 
officers of the Excise and Customs services, all include a qUite surprisingly small percentage of 
Londoners. What happens to the London boy 1 The answer is given in the grim statistical facts, 
that the district having the highest percentage of born Londoners is Bethnal Green, which is 
practically the poorest; and that, 80 far 0.15 we can make out, the London industry in which 
there is the highest percentage of born Londoners is that of unskilled general labour. This section 
must now comprise something like half a million of population in the Administrative County of 
London alone. Its social condition may be judged from the fact that not less than half of it lives 
ill an" overl'rowned " condition ('.e., more than two persons to a room). It may be added that 
Poplar has a larger amount of it than any other London IInion, nearly one-tenth of th~ 
whole d~ss being herded together in this one didtrict. It is an ominous fact that this partiCUlar 
class, if we may rely on the statistics, seems to have doubled in numbers in London in the last 
forty years, and to have increased at a greater rate than the prypulaticn as a whole. It is impossibl~ 
not to feel that this may have something to do with those other grim facts ascertained by Mr. 
Wilson Fox, namely, that the applicants to the London Distress Committees, the inmates 
of the Salvation Army and Church Army shelters, and the inha.QitantR of some large common 
lodging-houses are to the extent of 86 to 93 per cent. London-born. 

(14) TRADE CYCLES. 

143. It hal> been observed, since at least the latter part of the eighteenth century~ 
that the general industry of the country has described a periodic movement, from 
lowest activity to highest and back again, within a comparatively short term of 
years. The cycle is generally put at ten to eleven years. As is well known, ~1ill'8 
description was this; three years of depressed trade accompanied by want of 
employment, fall in prices, low rate of interest, and much poverty; three years 
of revival and healthy trade; four years describing excited trade, speculation and 
collapse; and Jevons tried to prove this periodicity by examining the trade of the 
country from the beginning of the eighteenth century till 1878.* 

144. While one might deprecate the attempt to prove that the cycles have been at 
all similar in duration-although the last two decades lend more support to the theory 
than did the periods examined by Jevons-and zpight object to the positing of 1\ 

"crisis" as either starting-point or issue, or indeed, as a necessary phenomenon of the 
cycle, reference to the annexed tablet will at least bear out the proposition that, within 

• It will be remembered that Jevons, takmg up a suggestion of Herschel, connected 'th~ ~ycles with the 
power of the sun's rays-the period of maximum appearance of sun spots being separat.ed by an 
interva.l of about 10'45 years-and that Bagehot carrying the idea further, considered that the perio
dicity of trade was due to the consequent fluctuation of harvests affecting the financial market. 

1815. Reaction. 
1816. Great distress. 
1817. Great distress. 
1818. Revival. 
1819. Prosperity and reaction. 
1820. Depression and revival.] 

t CYCLICAL MOVEMENTS, 1815-1907. 

1821. Revival (agricultural depression). 
1822. Revival (agricultural depression). 
1823. Revival (agricultural depression). 
1824. Prosperity. 
1825. Prosperity. speculation. 
1826. Crast'. 
1827. Distress. 
1828. Distress. 
1829. Distress. 
1830. Culmination of distress (international). 
1831. Culmination of distress. 2 

1 The chief ca\18e of distress and want of employment during tlll'se six y~ar~ is obvious, and is of little guidance to UI 
in 1908. It was an extraordinary aDd, bappily, exoeptional period of transition from the isolating ciroumstances of the 
great WILl of twenty YOIl.rS by which England WIlS, both directly and indirectly, affeoted, t<l a peace system in which 
the nation again joined the international co-operation of industry. Both agricultural and manufa.cturing supply had 
to be re·cast to mel,t the new conditione of demand, and, till this WIlB effeeted, there was bound to be immense disloca
tion in both fields of aotivity. . I ".~ '¥>l~ 

2 In int.erpreting the tendency of these eleven yNirs. wit.h the.r weE marked cyclical movement of reTivai (1821-3), 
prosperity (lil24-6). cr&llh (11\26), and distress (1827-31), it is woll to remember that the economio equilibrium was 
~reatly disturbed by at ICllBt three things; (1) The continuance .of Protection for agricultUnl. and of dear food, all 
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every decade since the great war, there has been a time of deep depression and a time 
of active trade, and that the movement between the recurrence of these points has 
described an almost constant ebb and flow. 

145. This. periodicity is so striking as to tempt to the belief that, if it were not for 
extra-econOmIC occurrences,: such as the potato rot, the cotton famine, or the change 
to F~ee Trade, the cyclical movement would have been much more rhythmical 
than It has proved to be. Be that as it may, the fact remains that, fora century 
at least, years of good trade have been followed, at a shorter or longer' interval, 
~~u~~ -

146. But, indeed, ·the more closely one studies the phenomena of modern history, 
the less will one be inclined to wonder at this. 

147. The essential features of the present day system are that almost no Olle makes 
goods or renders services for his own consumption or support, b)lt-it may be of' his 
own accord or because he cannot help it-risks his fortunes or his livelihood on 
catering for the wants of others, taking his chance of their buying and paying 
at least cost price for the goods he makes; that this production is so highly organised 
-so much divided up and specialised-its processes extending over wide spaces 
and during long times-that, necessarily, the greater part of the supply is brought 

1832. 
1833. 
1834. 
1835. 
1836. 
1837. 
1838. 
1839. 
1840. 
1841. 
1842. 
1843. 
1844. 
1845. 
1846. 

1847. 
1848. 
1849. 
1850. 
1851. 
1852. 
1853. 
1854. 
1855. 
1856. 
1857. 
1858. 
1859. 
1860. 

Depression. 
Extreme wstreSl'. 
Revival. 
Prosperity (depreBBion of agriculture) 
Prosperity (depression of agriculture). 
Reaction (depressior of agriculture). 
Distress. 
Universal wstress. 
Universal distress. 
Universal distre811. 
.. The lowest ebb." 
Revival. 
Prosperity. 
Prosperity and specuhtton. 
Potato famine. 1 

Crisis, depressioll. 
Distress. 
Revival. 
Revival. 
Prosperity. 
Prosperity. 
Pause. 
DepreBBion. 
Distress. 
Distress. 
Distress and commercial eollapse. 
Revival. 
Prosperity. 
Prosperity. II 

the time that manufacture &ad commeroe, while shaking themselves free, were constantly dislocated by the necessary' 
changes; (2) the rapid spread of pauperi.ation under the old Poor Law: 'and (3) the politioal agitation among the un· 
represented industrial olasses whioh led to the Reform Bill. The painful transition to factery industry, and the use of 
machinery on a large scale, would of themselves have caused great dislocation &ad local distress, but the other facton 
greatly aggravated it. 

1 In this period, 1832-48, the fifteen years of the Poor Law Commissioners' administration, the cyclical movement i. 
again clear, but is not so regular over the whole field owing to the erratic phenomena of agriculture under Protection. Of. the 
fifteen harvests, eight were good--aome of them extremely good-and seven were bad. But, whatever the crop, the 
.. agricultural interest" was always complaining of dist .... ss; fine harvests bringing hardship to some of the interests 
and bad harvests to others. The cycle is, roughly: distress (1832-3), revival (1834), growing prosperity (1831>-6), re
action (1837), distress (1838-42), revival (1843), prosperity (1844-0), crash (1846). The lowest point was reached in 1833, 
and again in 1842. 1834-6 were years of great manufacturing prosperity-a.~ 1823-5 had been-and so were 1844-0. (So~ 
probably, would have been 1846 but for the" act of God.") The disturbing elements are the perpetual political agitation. 
of Charti.m and the League; the six bad harvests in succession; and the great potato famine. There is comparabively 
little dislocation in old industries through changes of method or appliances. The entirely new industry of railway con
struction, indeed, i. a new d .. mand for labour, and promises to ta.ke up any "surplus" there might conceivably be. 

a During this first period of the Poor Law Board's administration the cycle, it will be noticed, i. tha usual ono of 
between nine and eleven years. There iB depression (1847-8), revival (1849-M), prosperity (1851-2), pause (1853), 

, depression (1854-7), revival (1858), prosperity (1859-60). This time there are tWll crises-in 1847 and 1857. Free 
Trade seemB to justify itself by the elimination of the seaaons IWi a potent facter even in agriculture, hy the maintenanoe 
of the revenue, snd by the advance in imports and exports. The depression of 1854-7 is amply acoounted for by the 
GHmean War. The contentment of the country 'is, perhaps, witnessed in the absence of information a. to industrial 
progress in several of the yelU'll.· 
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forward. in anticipation of demand.*· Thus the forces of capihl and of labour 
are organised so thoroughly and intimately that, in production, the various branches 
stand to each other like houses of cards-push over one and the whole range topples
and yet they all depend on a demand which is so far from being organised, that we should 
never guess that it was even roughly calculable if it were not for the statistical 
facts that show it to be so. 

148. 'When, then, one considers that, in an old country, the millions of human 
beings have, on the one side, cut themselves off from the chance of making or raising 
consumable things for themselves, and have, on the other, risked everything on 
meeting a demand which is subject to all the vicissitudes of human desires, the 
wonqer rather is that demand and supply should ever come into equilibrium. Those 
who look upon the cyclical dislocation as a grievance to be urged against the modern 
system-perhaps to condemn it-would qo well to remember that, in a world where 
harvest comes but once a year, steady week-in week-out employment, and, what 
is more, st.eady week-in week-out wage, is the new thing and the "unnatural" thing. 

149., Assuming, then, that, in an ideal type of industrial organisation, supply would 
just meet demand and demand just take off supply, and employment thus be kept con
t.inuolls, it is easy to see that, llnder the modern system, mistakes are liable to OCCUt 

from two sides. 

150. If demand to any extent changes its usual channels and amounts-and this is all 
the more likely to happen the more the human demanders, as a whole, arrive at a position 
where their "demand" is not limited by their physical wants, but expresses the 
desires and caprices of a manifold pleasurable life; or if supply for the moment floods 
any of its channels-which any little spurt of demand always tempts it to do-there 
are unsold goods; sooner or later, in greater or lesser degree, there is a check to 
further production. 

* "The organisation and specialisation of anticipation is one, of the most characteristio featurel of 
the modern economic world." Professor Chapman. (EVidence, Vol. VIII., 84791 (18).) 

1861. 
1862. 
1863. 
1864. 
1865. 
1866. 
1867. 
1868. 
1869. 

1870. 
U7l. 
.1872. 
1873. 
1874. 
.J.875. 

1876. 
1877. 
1878. 
1879. 
1880. 
1881. 
1882. 
1883_ 
188!. 
1885. 
1886. 

Cotton famine. 
Distress. 
Revival. 
Prosperity. 
Wild speculation. 
Crash (Overollds, Gurney! 
Depression. 
Depression. 
Depression.l 

Revival. 
General prosperity. 
" By leaps and bounds." 
Never more prosperous. 
Highest point of prosperitJ 
Declining prosperity.~ 

Depression. 
Depression. 
Distress. 
Culmination of distress. 
Slight improvement. 

" The golden year of shipbuildinlt. 

Depression. 
Distres~. 
Culmination of distress. S 

1 In this period the cyclical movement ia r&ther ahorter. The orisia of 1861 waa not due to economio causes. The 
.. evivalllnd prosperity of 1863-4, followed by a year of wild 'peculation, and ending in a commercial oraah in 1866, are 
Clormal, as are the three following years of depression. 

8 These years, bE-ginning the regime of the Local Government Board, h&ve been grouped because they ohroniole the 
bat attempt to keep down Poor Law E'lI:penditure by strict and .t.renuous o8.l'rying out of the old principles. For on •• 
the CyClical movement Beems suspended. They are simply six ye8.l'8 of .. aboUDding prosperity," oulmin&ting in 187. 
and declining in 187S, the impulse to whioh m&y h&ve oome from the p&yment of gre&t pari of the huge French indomnity ill 
purchases from England. 

8 For the first four years of tbis period, 1876-9, it seema a. if the cyole were again suspended, thfs time at fixed Ind 
et'riousieprossion culminating in 1879. In 1880 there is a alight improvement.. But. as nga.rds 1881, 1882, aDd 1883, 
when the eountry was distracted by the Irish question, one i. ballled by laok of information. U we put them do~ 
-as sCt'ms probabl9-ol\s years of dullness, the undoubted depression of the next three yll&l'8, oulminating in 1886, 
gives httle BUPPOl't to the theory of decennial periodicity. The steady rise in Poor Law expenditure Ia a marked feature 
but reql1iro8 muoh interpretation. 
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.. 151. But the moment there is this dislocation to any appreciable extent, it spreads 
like a contagion. The retail shop, after all, is the centre where, in most cases, demand 
and supply· ultimately meet, an~ it is from this centre that the contagion 
spreads. Some workers are, thrown ou~ of work. Having no wages, they 

. buy less from the shops. The shops, Wlth unsold goods on their shelves and 
diminished takings in their tills, cannot) give the usual orders to the merchants 
and manufacturers who supply them. In turn, the merchants and manufacturers 
with unsold stocks and reduced sales, cannot buy as they did from the shop~ 
which suppl~ the~. This con~ractio~ of demand in course· of time affects shipping 
and all the uLlins1t trades which brmg them material and take away products, 
and the persons engaged in them curtail their purchases from their shops. At every 
lItep, some shop or other, as it were, is affected and spreads the contagion back 
to those who fill its shelves. And so the dislocation spreads; until the thoughtful 
observer wonders how . industry is ever to get a start out of the depression and 
stagnation in which it is sunk. 

152. But, mysterious as may be the reason of the new start, it is obvious that, 
110 soon as the start is made, the same contagion revives the whole organised fabric. 
The workers in some industry or other are put on full, time. Their increased wages 
flow necessarily to the shops; the shelves are depleted and rapidly refilled; all those 
who supply the shops feel the stimulus of new demand, and in turn hand it on 
to the shops with which they deal. In a. short time, to everybody's astonishment, 
it is found that trade is again on the up-grade-htppy if it is not overdone and 
hurried into speculation and premature collapse. 

153. Apparently economists up till now :hav6 looked on periodical depression 
and unemployment as inevitable, just as one looks for break-downs in a motor car-as 
., the shadow side of progress itself," to use Roscher's words. The industrial world, 
they never weary of saying, had become a very highly organised machine, 
capable of producing immense quantities of wealth of all sorts, but, like all highly 
organised machinery, apt to get out of ordet now !lond then. Indeed, a. very little 
thing dislocated the fine interacting arrangements. The whole. fabric had become 
so organio that a flaw or defect in one place spread like a plague, and depression in one 
trade ended in almost universal depression. Some mills went oli short time; others 
dismissed part of their workers; and, without much warning, men, often enough,. 
found themselves walking about in a' world full of wealth, and yet unable to . get the. 
day's work that would give them a claim on it. 

1887. Revivsl. 
1888. Marked revival. 
1889. Prosperity. 
1890. Prosperity. 
1891. Decline. 
1892. Depression. 
1893. Depression, oulminating unemployment. . 
1894. Settled depression (Barings' orash)-
1895. Revival. 
1896. Slow revival. 1 

1897. Prosperity. 
1898. Prosperity. 
1899. Great prosperity. 
1900. Culmination of prosperity. 
1901. Slow ebb, 
1902. Slow ebb. 
1903. Depresaion. 
1904. Distress. 
1905. Revival. 
1906. Prosperity. 
1907. Prosperity and decline. 2 

1 In these ye,," the periodicity is well marked: revival (1887-8), prosperit;y (1889':1900), decline (1891), depression 
(1892-4), revival (189fH1). The period of depression, however, is long, and that of prosperity short. In Poor La ... 
espenditure, there is only OIIe long increase from eight and a half millions to ten and a half millions, or, roughly, 24 per cent. 

S In this period also the periodicity is well marked; prosperity (1897-1900), decline (1901-2), depresEion (1903-4). ' 
revival (1901'», proaperity (1906), prosperity and decline (1907). The period of good trade, however. this time. id long; 
that of e.otual depression, short. The most notable feature of all. ~rhapa, is the enormous inclease of I'oor. Law 
expenditure. ruing to fourteen millions in 1906. 
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154. Business· men, too, aware of this cyclical movement, never regarded the 
year's income as net, but counted on taking the bad with the good; and the upper 
working classes insured themselves, so far as· they could, against occasional want of 
employment through their Trade Unions. 

155. But during the inevitable periods of depression, those who would ·not insure 
and those who could not-and it is much to be feared that the latter sllfIered by 
confusion with the former-if they would not starve, had to live partly or wholly 
on other people. 

lq6. This was the problem as it presented itself to observers probably up till the end 
of the century, and it was serious enough. . 

157. It did not fail to be pointed ouUhat, in the hest of times, there never was less 
than 2 per cent. of unemployment among the members of the best organised trade 
societies; * that, in bad years, the percentage rose to 9 or 10; if this were the case, it 
was argued,among the best organised workers, what must it be among the worst, or 
among those who had no organisation at all.t For, as the century went on, in spite of the 
increa.se of wealth-or perhaps, on account of it, for, the larger the individual's income, 
the more difficult to predict his demand-there did not seem to be much ground for 
hoping that the period and intensity of depression might diminish within the cyclical 
years. Of cours~, the more the certainty of the cycle was realised and believed in, the 
ea.sier it was for tlie employing class to meet it and even to profit by it. If a manufac
turer, for instance, believed that, in a couple of years, there would be a strong demand 
for goods that were at the moment unsaleable, it would at least give him couraO'e to 
carryon over the intervening time. But for the worker there was no such compens~tion. 
The only possible way of providing against the miseries of unemployment was by 
insurance-a thing for which there were no facilities in the unskilled tra.des even where 
they 'Were organised in Trade Unions-a thing which the low level of unskilled wages 
seemed unable to provide-a fortiori, a thing which the unorganised worker could 
not be expected to do for himself. 

158. There was some plausibility, then, in the contention of those who claimed that the 
" competitive system" was a failure; that it did not and could not in its nature lead to 
the steady rise of the whole communIty to a level where everyone "willing to work" 
would be sure of getting work to keep him and his family in independence, and pre
vent his falling from the standard of comfort which he attained or might have 
attained when the periodic tide was at its height. 

I5!). The contrast was continually made with some fancied golden age when people 
lived on the land, and, if they lived barely, could not, at. any rate, blame anyone but the 
Creator for bad crops; and even those who were most convinced that there never had 

• This 2 per c.ent., however, is rather misleading. As explained by Mr. Barnes (Evidence, Vol. VIII., 
$2895) among the 100,000 or so members of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, there are always 
110111(' few who ale not in the right place, or are registered as unemployed, when, as a matter of fact, they 
are ~impJy t,hanging over from one employment to another. Mi. A. Wilson Fox considers the 2 per 
~ent. probably an irreducible minimum: "There will always be men out of work between jobs, or on 
lLccount of breakdown in machinery, or on account of bad weather, etc." (Evidence, Vol. IX., 98897.) 

t As to the adequacy of, and the validity of inference from, the "unemployed percentage," se. 
evidence of Professor Chapman, Vol. VII!., 84791 (').-3), and passim the two Memoranda prepared for the 
Commission at the Board of Trade, entitled .. Method of Compilation of Board of Trade's Percentages of 
Unemployed and the extent to which they may be taken as a Measure of Unemployment," and" Cyclical 
Trade Depressions" (Vol. IX., Appendix XX!., A.-B.). C/. also evidence of Mr. A. Wilson Fox, Vol. IX., 
98E 26: c, After all, we only get the figures for some 600,000 Trade Unionists, and I am somewhat sceptical 
about applying them to the 2,000,000 trade unionists. One reason is that I think we have got figures from 
Mme trades which are particularly susceptible to changes, in bad times, such as the shipbuilding, the building 
.'lnd the engineering. Then another reason ip that, among the Trade Unions we leave out, there are 
br/!(\ hodie~ of men who are seldom out ot employment at all, snub as railway servan ts (80,000), textile 
~orker~ (13,000) and coal-miner'! (400,000). Therefore, I do not think it would be safe to apply our 
~lnemployed figures to the Trade Unions as a whole; and, (\ /ortiori, I do not think it is safe to apply them 
to the 11,000,000 of working people, and I do not think that anybody would suggest that one cOI·1J apply 
the definite information which we have got as to the 600,000 to the 11,000,000" (98850). As to the 
~uelltion whether there i~ a larger proportion of unemploymert among unionists or non-unionists, Mr. 
}'ox will not exprlll1s an opinion; there aTe PlOt) IlDd cons; "I think it B very arguable pomt" (98862-9). 
Similarly with the question whether depression affects unskilled men more than skilled men: "It is very 
difficult to ray" (98875). 
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been such an age historically, and that the existing population could never have been 
s~bsisted under the old agricultural system, felt some regret that there was no simple 
life and labour left, where a man, unable to find an employer might retire from 

. the stTP.SS of competition, and ~ow his own potatoes. ' 

160. This feeling was intensified as wealth increased, and as the Trade Unions raised 
the condition of the organised. workers till they were able to protect themselves by 
"unemployed benefit" and invested savings, while yet the wages of the lower classes of 
workers were seen to be insufficient either to allow them to save much or to contribute 
enough to their Unions to secure the out-of-work payment. 

161. At every time of bad trade,. then, when numbers were tnrown out of work, it 
was felt that, however much the problem was complicated and the real issues con
fused by the appearance of large numbers who obviously owed much of their distress 
to improvidence, drink, and laziness, there were many who did not deserve to be 
thrown on charity or the Poor Law-who. were really the victims of a system of. 
organised production in which occasional bad times and dislocation were inevitable. 

. Thus local bodies were compelled by public opinion to open "relief works" to "tide 
over" the temporarily Unemployed. 

162. The experience of these relief works was almost always the same. Anyexamina
tion, however perfunctory, weeded out large numbers; of those who got to work, 
the great majority, judged by results, were not economically worth the barest sub
sistence. But however unsatisfactory these relief works were-however little help they 
gave to the skilled artisan, whose skill was there of no advantage to him, and however 
much was wasted on unworthy applicants whom· it would have been better to drive 
on to the Poor Law and to make feel the beneficence of the deterrent principle
they at least took a few of the " temporarily unemployed" off the streets; kept them 
in the habit of wotk; and left them the self-respect of doing something for a living. 
When trade revived, the relief wo~ks were closed; the unemployed were supposed to 
have gone back to their own work again; and the problem did not come before the 
public till the inevitable cycle brought the same phenomenon over again. 

163. It may well, indeed, be the case that, at some future time, the community will 
wonder why, during the last quarter of a century or so, when the evils of recurring 
depression and unemployment were fully recognised by those who watched the 
phenomena from outside and had nothing to gain from them, so little thought was 
given to the remedying of these cyclical disturbances, except on the part of those 
whose methods aimed at a complete overturn of the system of private employment. 
In defence of this general inaction, it may be urged that laissez-faire had worked 
so well in the earlier parts of the century that it was a little difficult to believe that 
conscious planning and regulation of industry on the part of any central body 
could do much to improve matters. . 

164. Probably those who were most honestly concerned about the failure of this 
halting organisation of industry to do all that might have been expected of it-where 
they did not rest content with the knowledge that, on the whole, things were better than 
they ever had been in historical times-took courage from the hope that, as wealth 
increased, the Unions even of unskilled workers would become strengthened and 
a.dd on unemployed benefits; that, as free, compulsory, and universal education 
showed its results on the rising generation, fewer parents would be content to send 
their children into the unskilled trades; or that, as the co-operative movement kept 
on gather:ng more and more of the working classes within its foB, not only would the 
habit of saving grow, but more and more production would be gathered into the 
hands of an organisation which claimed, and seemed, to be singularly free from these 
cyclical fluctuations. * 

165. But still it was not recognised that there was any deeper problem than how to 
mirumise the fluctuations, and to carry over those who were unfortunate enough not to 
have other provision till such time as the depression passed .away. The only appli
cant technically qualified to be set to relief work under the Unemployed Workmen 
Act of 1905-which, indeed, only continued the policy of previous municipal and local 

• It is a noteworthy fact that, during the very bad year 1886; the co.operative sales did not faU off. 
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e:f.Iort~ to meet the same e~erg.enci~s-wa:s the real unemployed workman 
suffermg from temporary depressIOn In hIS partIcular trade, and the object of the relief 
work was, as has been so often said, simply to " tide him over" till he got back to his 
own work. The typical case may be taken to be that of builders'labourers where the 
demand f~r. this . pa~ti~ular service, temporarily interrupted .by the cessatio~ of the 
normal actIVIty of bUlldmg, was sure to recur. . . 

166. And it cannot be too strongly emphasised that this problem of cyclical 
fluctuations remains, and seems likely to remam even it we made every man a skilled 
workman, and enrolled him in a Trade Union paying unemployed benefit; that it is 
a di~tinct.problem calling fo~ its own remedies or alleviatio~s; and that it is a matter of 
extreme Importance that It should not be confused WIth the other problem which 
seems now to have emerged, and which we must now try to enunciate. . 

(15) THE NEW PROBLEM: CHRONIC UNDER-EMPLOYMENT. 

167. At every Relief Committee-and later, at every Distress Committee-there 
appeared large numbers who did not seem to "fit in" with the theory on which relief 
or distress funds were based. This theory, as we have seen, was that, in times of good 
trade, there was approximately full employment for all classes; that, in the bad years, 
and, of course, at all times when any special non-economic calamity had occurred, there 
were unemployed-people thrown out of work from no fault of theu own-who must 
be supported till the times were better; that a Poor Law provision which, rightly 
or wrongly, carried so~e measure of stigma, was not the right kind of provision for 
working people who merely required to be "tided over" a period which experience 
had shown to be inevitable. 

168. But now, before every Committee, appeared numbers in the prime of life as 
regards years, * to whom the idea of "tiding over" was evidently quite inapplicable. 
They seemed to fall. into three distinct categories: the Casual workeL's, the 
Seasonal workers, and the Unemployables. 

. 169. (1) The Casual Workers.-These are men engaged from hour to hour or day to 
day, and for whom it is a matter of chance whether employment will be forthcoming 
on the morrow. At the best of times, they are never taken up into regular 
industry, but count themselves well off if they obtain four days a week of work. 
In d~ll seasons and at exceptional times, these casuals are, of course, more unem
ployed than usual, and they appear in crowds wherever relief work is to be had. 

170. The type of "casual" is the dock labourer. This class, and the problem it 
presents, must have been in evidence ever since there were grea.t docks. In an Appen
dix to .the 1834 Report, for instance, we find the following statement about Limehouse: 
"No doubt many families are relieved on the ground that their wages are insufficient 
to maintain their children. This is generally the case in the docks, where the wages 
paid are generally very small in amount to even constant labourers, and insufficient 
to support a large family, but when it is considered that many. hundreds of persons 
are hanging about the. walls of these establishments from day to day without 
being employed at all, or perhaps at most but one or two days out of the six~ it must 
be obvious that one or two days' pay cannot keep their families for a week, and 
the deficiency is of course supplied from the poor rate. If the redundant labourers were 
taken off, the constant labourer would be able to demand a suitable return for his 
labour in t~e docks, the manufactory, and the shops, by reason of the scarcity."t 

• The average ago of the unemployed is a matter on which it seems impossible as yet to giv~ authorita
tive statistics. In some distress committees, sta.tistics of age were taken,. not of the totaillopphcants, but 
only of those who actually obtained work. But one of the main reasons for selecting men for work was 
that the applicants had a number of young dependent children, t.e., generally, men between twenty· five 
and thirty· five years of age.. And there can be no doubt, not only that many of the better class un
employed, owing to pride and independence, did not apply to the distress committees at all, but that 
many elderly and old men were deterred from. applying, owing to the rough nature of the work offered. 
It is quite certain, however. that very large numbers are between twenty and !orty years ?f ag~. It is 
gignificant that, in all probability, the average age of the unemployed belongmg to unski~ed 18 lower 
than that of the unemployed belonging to skilled industries. (Mr. R. H. Tawney, EVIdence, Vol. 
IX., 96617.) 

t Appendix B. (2), p, 108. 
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. 171. The history of the gro~th of dock labour since that ~ime would practically be a 
history of the great d~c~, a~d It would be beyond our province to enter on this, further 
than to suggest that It I~ smc.e 1834 that the growth of our import and export trade 
has opened up the great tIdal rivers and estuaries, and made cities on their banks and at 
their mouths the great centres for the labour connected with the loading and unloading 
?f ships and th~ .warehousing of goods.. Cardiff and the other Welsh ports, for 
1nS~ance, owe theIr m;tportance to the openmg up of the coal fields; l\fiddlesbrough-an 
entIrely new t0WI?- smce 1830-to the development of the Cleveland iron industry, 
and so on. To this extent the problem of dock labour is a new one, though its features 
are U?changed since. 1834-large n1;mbers, in ex~ess of demand e,:"en on the busiest days, 
bangmg about hopmg to get a lob, and finding employment lust sufficient to keep 
them from seeking work elsewhere. 

172. The reason why there should be more or less of an industrial swamp at every 
shipping centre requires little explanation. The work of the ordinary docker requires 
nothing but muscular strength and not always even that. Consequently, the ranks 
are recruited, not only from the families of dockers, but from those who come by sea 
looking for work and, of necessity, take the mst thing that offers, and from the 
failures of all classes. Casuality here is added to want of skill, and the combination 
is deplorable in all its consequences. * 

173. There is, moreover, an attraction at the docks, which strongly appeals to very 
many. It is that there is no fixed engagement, and that yet there is a reasonable 
chance of getting a job or two-with overtime paid extra-each week. The" docker's 
romance," as it is called, is that he, alone of all tradesmen, can take days off when 
he likes, without suffering for it. And while the life does not lose its attractiveness, 
the number of dockers required has probably diminished owing to labour-saving 
machinery, such as cranes, elevators, etc. The docker's work being necessarily inter
mittent, he gets into the habit of it, and, even where it need not be irregular, makes 
it so; the irregula.r wage discourages methodical expenditure; and the docker 
becomes a by-word for thriftlessness.t 

174. Unfortunately, casuallabour is not confined to the persons who load and unload 
ships. The occupation of the store porters, in the great warehouses which line the 
docks for miles in Liverpool and other places, is even more irregular. "It is 
utterly impossible," says Mr. A. L. Rathbone, "as a rule, for the warehouseman 
himself to tell from day to day how many men he will require the following morning. 
He may have a heavy stock of any particular class of goods in his warehouse, 
the owner of which may sell it, say, late in the afternoon; the order is passed through, 
and the carrier applies for delivery mst thing in the morning. The warehouseman 
thus requires a considerable number of men; but, for days on end, even although 
he has a heavy stock in his warehouse, he may not require more than one or two 
hands besides himself to attend to sampling orders, and such small matters of that 
kind·"t . 

175. In pig iron and steel smelting at Middlesbrough, again, there is much casual 
labour, particularly in shipping and stocking the huge .amounts of iron ore and 
crude metal, where men are employed by the hour, ton, or job, and labour is liable to 
interruption by bad weather, or a lull in shipment. In: Birmingham, all the large _ 
locomotive works, as well as the larger metal works, employ a number of casual 
labourers, taken on by the day and hanging about the gates between jobs.§ In engineer
ing, the ship repairers' men, employed"'m all the. dock centres in repairs to ships and 
ships' engines, are employed for long hours at hIgh pressure, and are then thrown out 
of work till the next repairing job. The railway' companies also employ casual 

• It need scarcely be said that labour may be 'entirely unskilled ~d yet not casual. In Burton, 
for instance, very many of the occupations connected with brewing require no special skill, and a 
large proportion of the employes are unskilled labourers, 80 much so that Burton may be called a. 
"labourers'town." (Cost 0/ Living 0/ the Working-ClasseB, Cd. 3864, 1908.) 

t On account of it~ extent and _special feat}lres, the present phenomena of dock labour form the 
lIubject of a separate sectIon «21.) p. 3;,6). \ . 

t Evidence, VoL VIII., Appendix lxiii. (9) .. Ct. also Mr. Pringle's Memorandum on FluctuationB of 
Employllle1lt in Q. Liverpool Grain Warehouse. '-,\. 

§ Final Report of Mr. Steel-Maitland and Miss \Squire, p. 97. 
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labour-generally as temporary porters-at times of holiday pressure to a varying 
extent, but so far as possible prefer to get extra labour by transferring men from 
one grade to another. The occupation of carmen again is a very casual employment: 
in London, at the busiest times, 5,000 out of 42,000 are said to be idle, and two-third, 
only belong to permanent staffs. 

176. For most men, indeed, as has been said, "employment consists of a succession 
of jobs," but it is bad in every respect when the jobs are discontinuous and of irregular 
duration. This is the characteristic of the many trades connected with buildings 
where the guaranteed employment seldom extends beyond the completion of the 
partictIlar contract, and is at all times subject to interruption by bad weather. * 
There seems in fact to be good reason for thinking that the history of the building 
trade during the last few years is responsible for greatly adding to the number of casuals. 
Between 1891 and 1901 the new and striking activity of municipalities in water, 
gas, electricity, tramways, housing, drainage, etc., not only increased the flow 
of population into urban centres, but induced a disproportionate flow of capital 
and labour into the building trades, and the ebb of the tide has left both plant 
and men stranded. This was particularly unfortunate, as these industries already 
employed so much unskilled and casual labour. In time, no doubt, building will 
revive-it is usually the. last to feel a depression of trade and the last to recover
but it will not be till the cycle has entered on its upward course; and, if it be 
true, as asserted, that, owing to recent improvements, the unskilled labour neces
sary has gone down to about one-half, the industrial swamp in the building trades 
will rival that at the docks. 

177. Whethe'r casual labour is increasing and in what proportion, may be a question. 
Some witnesses are of opinion that, in cities like London, there is more tendency to 
take on and dismiss people at short notice than there used to be, and much less em
ployment of men for long periods.t But, in industries where mu~h and expensive plant 
is used-and the range of such industries is increasing-the tendency would seem to 
be in the other direction. "Were' home-work' impossible, it is probable that there 
would be greater regularity of employment in certain branches of the tailoring 
trades: were expensive machinery needed for brickmaking, it would soon be carried 
on all the year round."t 

178. Investigations into the circumstances of the casual unemployed seem to show 
that, if anything is to be done with this class, it must be done for them. They ar(t 
unable to work out their own salvation. The Toynbee Trust Inquiry into the 
condition of the unemployed in 1895-6 reported that their most marked char
acteristic was their "stolidity," 'their "inability to accept change," "their willing
ness to rely on someone else-wife, children, or charity, till another similar 
job turned up." 

* The excessive specialisation in the building trades of itself leads to unemployment. Among 
."ven the lower grades there ere scafiolders and hoisters, timbermen, mason's labourers, bricklayer's labourers, 
,-,arpenter's labourers, plumber's mates, and painter's labourers, all men who have acquired skill in those 
particular sections, and are not always ready to take up other work. .. Very seldom would a labourer 
think of asking for employment in any other section but that which he was accustomed to." (Report of 
Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, Appendix, p. 417.) 

t The tendency in this direction is perhaps illustrated from the Glasgow baking trade. On all days 
of the week there is a great demand for early morning bread, and, on Saturdays, the average daily 
demand is doubled. So, instead of keeping a stafi, say, of twenty men, fifteen men are permanent and 
ten are takeD on for the first half days during the week and for the whole of Saturday. Of these 
workers it is said: .. They gradually become confirmed in unsteady habits, and among sthem there are 
very few cases where a little help would Le of much service." (Mr. James Macfarlane, Evidence, Vol. 
IX., Appendix cv.) 

~ For an analysis of the tendenoies which make, some for greater, some for less, regularity of em
ployment, see the Report of the Special Committee uti. Unskilled Labour of the Charity Organisation 
Sodety, 1908, pp. 4-8. .. The conclusions are shett1y these. Apart from large disturbing influences, there 
is a constant process of consolidation and organisation gomg on in any large group of industries, by 
which the total opportunities for employment tood to beconle more regular. Again. the increased use 
of capital in machinery displaces hand·labour, with the rdsult that the demand for labour is, on the 
whole, regularised, and in the case of the lower grades of employment the quality of the labower 
demanded is raised. On the other hand, in so far as casual labour is itself a cause tending to produco 
a permanent over·supply in the labour m~rket, there are likely to arise new forms of industry. 
constituting a fresh demand for casual labour 110 long as this la\)our remains cheap." 

! 
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,1 ?9. Casual lab~)Ur,· besid~s,. has this ~eavy ~dditional handicap, that it does 
not gtve the materIal for buildmg up an industrIal" character," such as domestic 
servants and seamen, for instance, find indispensable. It has been suggested that, in 
relief or distress work, the best method of discriminating between "deserving" and 
" undeserving ". is to take records of past employments, and it has seemed to some 
that provision should be (made for workers generally providing themselves with a kind 
of ~ndustr~al do88ier~ w.here th~ durat~on an~ value of their jobs would appear to 
theIr credIt. But It IS practIcally ImpOSSIble for the casual labourer who is 
~ngaged only by the hour, day, or job, and passes from employer to employer 
in the course of the week, to build up such a "character." 

180. It is quite evident that "tiding over" is not an idea on which to base any 
remedy for such workers. The distress at the docks, for instance, is not due to 
temporary depression-although things are worse during these depressions. If relief 
works are opened in the vicinity, they will be flooded by this clags-particularly if 
the work is for two or three days a week-but nothinp that is done there will make 
the casual less a casual. Evidently the most that ' tiding over" can do for such 
people is to tide them over perhaps from six days a week at relief work to four days 
a week at their own casual jobs. 

181. (2) The Seasonal Workers.-These are workers whose work describes a cycle 
within a cycle; people fully employed, perhaps, for some months of the year and 
idle the rest. This class also comes largely into prominence at times of relief work
if it be the off-season with them. 

182. In a sense nearly all workers are seasonal, their trades busy in certain months 
and slack in others. To quote the Memorandum. prepared for us at the Board of 
Trade on Statistics 0/ Seasonal Industries and Industries carried on by Casual Labour, 
.. Seasonal fluctuation is found to a more or less marked degree in nearly every 
industry •... The seasons on the whole are least marked and least regular in 
industries connected with the manufactur~ and use of metals-engineering, shipbuilding, 
miscellaneous metal trades, iron and steel working, tinplate, and steel sheet milling. 
Here seasonal fluctuation is not so much absent as liable to be overridden by other 
movements, in particular, cyclical fluctuation."t In the best industries, indeed, 
~mployment is kept continuous only by employers taking considerable risks in 
preparing stocks in anticipation of demand. 

183. But what is now known as the" seasonal worker" is, to a large extent, the 
product of modern conditions-of the excessive specialisation which tends to set 
whole trades apart for the provision of some commodity or service which can be 
produced, or is in demand, only at certain seasons of the year. And the aggregation 
of population into urban centres often provides large amounts of labour, chiefly 
of women and children, willing to take a few weeks or months of employment. 
The types of such work are jam-making, which ca.n be done only in autumn and 
thrives on the abundant cheap labour of East and South London, and aerated 
water manufacturef where the active demand comes with hot weather, and where 
"a sudden fall of temperature means the ~ismissal of many hands!' t 

• Unfortunately, a8 we think, in many of the''+-res8 committees, investigation into character 
..nd record has been banned, and preference given, nut according to deserts, but according to number 
of dependents. We entirely agree with our investigators that, by ignoring the fact that, in an appreci
able percentage of cases, unemployment is directly due to a man's own fault, injury is done to the 
.genuine worker. .. A few instances of men of bad character obtaining relief obtain a quite fictitious 
importance if, by ignorance of their real numbers, the public is led to hastily regard as undeserving the 
.unemployed as a whole." (Report of Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, p. 59.) 

t It is suggestive that, while the seasonal fluctuation in engineering, shipbuilding, and the metal 
trades is negligible, the cyclical fluctuations of emplo]lIlent are more violent and the depressions in 

~ bad periods far deeper in those. trades than in others-the reason probably being that, in times of 
.depression, employers do not as a rule renew machinery or undertake extensions, nor do shipping 
lines udd to their fleets in times of falling freights (Professor Chapman, Evidence, Vol. VIII., 84791 (15).) 

'In fact, if these trades were eliminated from the general table, the general depressions would have 
been expressed in far lower percentages. (Memorandum on "Cyclical Trade Fluctuations," Vol. IX 
App. xxi., D.) 
. t See pas8im the Reports of Mr. Thomas Jones, and of Mr. Steel-Maitland and Miss Squire. lA the 
former industry, to the evils of seasonal employment is adde4 that of casuality; "A certain number are 
1Ullployed throughout all the year, but. during the Bummer months, June to September, a large body 
ot additional labour is required., and both in the factory processes of making jamand in the prepara
tory picking of the fruit a very great many casual workers are required. . •. The casual pickers are 
taken on as required during the day, and wait round the factory doors to be hired." (Report of. Mr. Steel. 
lhitland and Miss Squire, p. 42.) 
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184. In the clothing trades, the demand is most active in the spring; in the printing 
trades, depression comes in late autumn; in building-a set of trades which seems 
to stand somewhat by itself in the intermittent character of the work, the hourly 
terms of engagement, and the great differentiation and specialisation of the 
workers-operations are most economically carried out in the summer and are 
suspended in frost and bad weather; in docking, the slack and heavy seasons depend 
on such things as the closing of the Baltic by ice, the arrival of cargoes bearing the 
crops of different countries, etc. In gas making, the demand falls away in summer
so much so that gas workers are recognised as men with two trades, most of 
them ,taking to brick-making .in summer and a very large propor~ion being brick
layer~ labourers at other tImes. In summer, on the other hand, the Dublin 
stout-makers experience a seasonal expansion requiring 150 supplementary hands, 
which they get by arrangement with the distillers whose heaovy season is autumn and 
early winter. 

185. The theoretical position is that, if the community demands seasonal products or 
services, the price they must pay for them will be sufficient to afford wages high 
enough to cover an insurance premium against the dead time of the year. * Unhappily 
this is not always the case-particularly as regards the seasonal women workers; and,. 
even where it is so, the utterly demoralising effects of intermittent labour are very obvious. 
Painters, for instance, whose wages while in employment are very high, figure largely 
in every Distress Committee register. 

186. Here, also, as the evil has nothing to do with cyclical fluctuations, the remedy 
must not be based on the idea of "tiding over." What the seasonal worker, if he is 
to continue so, requires, is a second trade. To give him public relief work is indeed t() 
fill up the gaps between his seasons of employment; but, as the seasons of unemployment 
are annually recurrent, this would require arumal relief works, in which case the 
community would be subsidising certain industries, and 'encouraging employers -to keep 
down their permanent staffs and trust to getting extra labour, whenever wanted, at 
the relief works. As one of our witnesses says of the sewing workrooms, opened t() 
give women temporary employment, "while the way in to the workroom will in time 
become easy enough, a way out of it still rpmains to be found."t 

187. (3) The" Unemployables."-These are people whom no ordinary employer 
would w'illingly employ, not necessarily because they are literally incapable of doing 
work, but because they are not up to the standards required by the industries which 
they wish to enter or remain in. The word, unfortunately, has obtained a large extension 

• "Most trados are seasonal in the sense that they are busy in certain months of the year and slack in. 
others. In the majority of the principal industries, employing mainly male labour, these fluctuations 
are not too severe to be discounted and weathered by reasonably prudent wor)".-men; but in some, 
notably the building trades, employment diminishes very seriously in the winter months. Since, how
ever, these fluctuations come from the nature of the work, the industries concerned have no claim on th& 
nation in general, but only on that part of the public who uses their services. In seasonal trades 
wages should be, and in general are, on a higher scale than for work of similar skill in regular trades, 
and it is the business of the industries as a whole and of the individual workmen to make the busy 
months pay for the slack. To give public relief is to subsidise a particular trade at the expense of 
others. All that can be done by public bodies is to endeavour to equalise the demand by giving theil 
work, when practicable, to be done in the less busy months." (Protessor Bowley, Evidence, Vol. VIII. 
88112 (3).) 

t Vide Mrs. Ramsay Macdonald's Evidence, Vol. VIII., 82651. In the case of women's industries 
there is, however, Bome tendency for the evil to right itself. Where there is much plant, and where, 
accordingly, the fixed charges are high, it is to the employers' interest to keep their factories fulJy 
employed, and this, it is said, is the case in most jam and biscuit IUld aerated water factories. Happily. 
too, the evil is recornised by the best employers. co The more competent IUld thoughtful endeavour t~ 
overcome the natur:i fluctuations due to the seasons by superior organisation. With the manufacture
of jam and mamlalade they combine the making of sweets and the potting of meat~. They thu~, 
occupy the time of the majority of their employes. An artificial florist, employing over 200 girls and 
women in a trade which occupies . six months of the year, has introduced a second trade, t.he preparing 
of quills for hat trimming, 'and now the workers are employed all the year round. Some make tl) 
stook iu slack seasons, others work fewer hours; Poome employ half the workers half the week, others 
again dismi:;s the least skilled and share what work there is among the more skilled. In some factories 
eeveral devices ",ill be found combined."-(Interim Report of Miss Williams IUld Mr. Jon?s, p: 67.) In 
Luton, where the staple true'e is straw hat-makin!!, and where work is always slack durmg SIX montM 
of the year, felt hat-making has been introduced; and, .. it is now very ueuel to find the t.wo trades 
carried on by the same firm, employing the same workpeople at different periods of the year." (Cust of 
Lit';lIg (if the W,/rAin!! Classl's, Cd. 3864, 1908, p. 284.) 
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of late years. It has come to me.an not only the imbecile, the drunkard, the im
.pot.en~, but also t~e person wh<? cannot conform to the requirements of a highly 
artifiCial and exactrng system of rndustry, or find an employer who can give the time . 
and pains to find him a place where his services are worth a wage. 

188. It must be recognised that an enormous change has come over the character of 
industry since the days when England was an agricultural country. To feed our vast 
population, and to produce a national income large enough to defray our increasingly 
heavy burdens, we have had to organise the work of the community in a way of which 
the past had almost no experience. In the course of this organising, it has become 
difficult if not impossible for any man to obtain a wage unless he comes in to the 
organism where labour is divided and its products brought together again, 
and where everything raised or made is first sold. ~hat is to say, the working 
man has to find an employer who will fit him in to a place in this organised 
system. Employers, competing among themselves to sell with a keenness unknown 
to any former age, are pressed, under dread of failure and disgrace as well as 
of loss, to adopt the most perfect machinery and the most complex processes for 
producing goods; with the result that machinery, for long the welcome auxiliary 
of labour, has become, in countless waYSt its relentless rival, taking its place wherever 
a shilling can be saved. And so it seems to have come about that, while the total 
demand for labour is probably increasing-of Which we shall have to speak later
it may be demand for the kind of labour that the average man is not able to supply. 

189. In view.of this extension of the term, we seem to have at least four classes 
who come under the designation of Unemployables, although it would be easy to 
divide these again into any number of su b-classes :-

(a) The most obviously" unemployable" is the person whose physical con
dition is such as to unfit .him for the stress of manual labour, while his 
mental and moral equipment is not such as to fit him for anything 
better. This unfitness may be the result of vice, drunkenness, bad con
duct generally, and one may have little hesitation in leaving such a 
person to be dealt with by the Poor Law. But the unfitness may also be the 
"act of God," and the most rigid Distress Committees do, as a· rule, 
send such a man, when willing to work, to whatevf'r jobs they may have to offer 
rather than to the workhouse. The fact is notorious: light manual work 
is the only thing which such a man can possibly do, and the manual labour 
market is already overstocked with applicants who are up to the physical 
standard required by' private employers. 

Cb) Next to him is the man who would generally pass muster as" able-bodied," 
but who has some slight physical defect, natural or acquired, such as lameness, 
defective sight, defective hearing, want of an arm, liability to giddiness, heart 
trouble, etc., or the man who suffers from some slight mental " want," 
not enough to bring him within the category of feeble-lninded. Such a 
man is, in many cases, "worth. a wage" if the exact employment is found for 
him which he can do-the proof being that similar persons are employed in all 
kinds of situations; but the ordinary employer,' as a rule, "has no use" for 
him, and, foe want of information or want of interest taken in his case, the 
man unaided is very unlikely to find the place which, econolnically, he is 
perfectly well fitted to fill. 

(e) The third class consists of the able-bodied man of middle-age, brought up 
to, and skilled in, a trade which, through industrial changes, has become 
irregular or obsolete, and without the alertness and energy to train himself. in 
another skilled trade. "When: his own trade fails him, the skilled mechanic 
seems unable to find employment except as a labourer," says the Tojrnbee 
Trust Inquiry of 1895-6: "in the entire list (of cases investigated) t~ere 
is not a single satisfactory case of a skilled man who has had suffiCIent 
mental and physical activity to attempt a new trade." 

(d) The fourth class is one. for which everyone must have the deepest sy~
pdoth.y-the men "too old at fifty." Everyone has heard how workers III 
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shipyards dye their hair and are afraid to wear spectacles. * The strain of hard 
physical work begins to tell, as a rule, long before even fifty, and the men 
themselves become conscious that they are not so "fit fol' their work:" as 
Jounger men. Of late years, things have gone hardly with this class. Em
ployers are willing enough, as a rule, to pay the standard wage, but naturally 
they want the full return for that wage. If the Trade Unions will not allow the 
elderly men to take less, the employers prefer younger and stronger men, and 
no one can blame them. Then, of late years, have come the Employers'Lia
bility Act and the Workmen's Compensation Acts, and dealt another blow 
at this unhappy class. t 

190. One consideration seems to us strongly to reinforce the undoubtedly cur
rent feeli..:6 that, for the three latter classes, and even for individuals in the first, the 
modern workhouse is not the proper place. It is that the evolution of industry has 
necessitated the perfecting of all the tools of production, and that this tendency has 
had full playas regards machinery-and even as regards land since we opened our 
ports to the competition of crops grown under better conditions than naturally. 
prevail in this northern climate-while, all the time, there are many circumstances, 
social and otherwise, which have prevented the human instrument of production from 
being brought to the same point of perfection. Consequently, in all trades that 
employ machinery, employers- and the whole conduct of industry has fallen int() 
the hands of employers-almost of necessity put the human tool into competition with 
the machine tool, and, unless the human tool can stand the comparison, they sub
stitute the machine. Notoriously, the man cannot compete with the machine in very 
many respects-in point of untiring strength, accur~cy of "~peat work," and 
the like-and, just as the great mass of half-trained pianists have been put 
on one side by the pianola, so great masses of men are called on to submit to a search
ing comparison which they cannot st~nd, In every trade, then, as in every pro
fession, there is less and less room for the ill-endowed and the ill-educated. They 
sink to a level where the only demand is for labour so cheap that it does not pay t() 
invent a mechanical substitute. They are very like superannuated fishing-boats~ 
drawn up on the shore, and only put in the water at times of exceptional takes.t 

191. If we compare, for instance, the demands made on the average worker by 
the complex machine industry of to-day with the demands made on him in 1834~ 
when tue great employment was agriculture, and when agriculture was at a comparatively 
low level, it seems e~sy to understand how it comes that, in every occupation, 
while there is room enough at the top, there is always a surplus at the bottom. 

• .. I believe a great many employers would not take on a man at fifty if they knew it .... Many 
employers "ill not take a. man on who is the least bit grey-haired." (Sir Benjamin C. Browne, Evidence, 
Vol. VIII., 86260-86261.) 

t It is questionable if a fifth class should not be added to the unemployables. The information we
have from Poor Law sources, distress committees, and shelters is that discharged soldiers find great 
difficulty in getting employment. In 1893, the Board of Trade Report on the Unemployed pointed 
out that, in the previous year, something like 29,000 men, discharged from the Army, or tra.nsferred to the 
first class Reserve, were thrown on the labour market to compete for employment as ordinary workmen. 
Of these. cavalrymen and artillery, from their experience with horses, had a good chance as grooms 
and carters, and the Royal Engineers were qualified for posts requiring some technical skill. But no 
less than two-thirds had belonged to infantry regiments, and, as the large proportion of these were 
not mechanics, they had every chance of drifting into the ranks of unskilled labour. And, un
fortunat.ely, they Beem to have some difficulty in settling down when they do get employment . 
.. Guinness's Brewery tried to take on a regular percentage of ex-soldiers, but thought them not 
satisfactory, ready to leave for slight reasons, and apt to consider the work too hard." (Mr. Cyril 
Jackson, Report 1908, p. 9.) Striking corroborative evidence may be found in the second volume of the
Viceregal Commission on Poor Law Reform in Ireland. (Cd. 3203.) The fact that sailors have 
no such difficulty, and are readily absorbed, seems to point a suggestive moral. See Evidence passim. 

! .. Though there always were a certain number of men who were unemployed, and a certain number 
who, from misfortune, were permanently thrown out of work, there are now a very much larger class who 
fail to get employment even when trade is good, and whose condition seems to be of a far more hopeless 
character. They seem to be men for whom, in our present high-pressure industrial system, there is no 
place; sometimes they are able-bodied, sometimes they are comparatively young, but they do not seem 
to be quite suitable for any work on which one can lay one's finger even in good times. No d,.ubt 
occasionally, either by their own effort or by the efforts of somebody else, some of them are restrtred 
to propor industrial conditions. Although the numbers are not in our case very large, it St-'t)1U~ 
to me that the existence of the class is undenie ble, new, and serions." (Sir Benjamin C. Browne. 
Evidence, Vol. VIII., 86221 (4).) . 
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It scems proba?le that th~se three latter classes, who practically are never regularly 
e~pl(Jyc~ even In the best tlm~s, w~)Uld, many ?r all ot them, have been employed in 
sImpler tlilles when there was little mdustry outsIde of agriculture. 

. 192. This co~!de~a.t~on of itself ,~eems to give us a standpoint from which to 
Judge whethar the prmCIples of 1834 are adequate to modern conditions or not. 

193. The Commissioners who surveyed the field of employment in 1834 had to deal 
with a problem which was definite enough and serious enough, but still was compara
tively limited, namely, the rapid descent of able-bodied men from being self-respecting 
labourers to being persons who accepted parish relief without feeling of shame. 

194. They saw that, under the existing Poor Law system, the workers themselves 
-and the nation with them-were losing heavily; deteriorated morally, mentally, 
and physically, by dependence, they were not doing the work they might-not even 
producing the equivalent of the relief they got-and so were laying'a burden on the rest 
()f the community. 

195. So far as one may judge, the Commissioners were sturdy believers in the old 
economic theory that increase of supply of wealth is increase of demand for labour, and 
they went to work with the sincere conviction that, if sufficiently drastic measures were 
taken, the great majority of the pauperised labourers could get back, and would go 
back, to independent wage-earning. They had no fear that there was not work enough 
for every able-bodied man willing to work, and thus they had no fear that, if outdoor 
relief were stopped, the same men would become indoor paupers. 

196. The twofold character of their problem deserves to be emphasised. They had 
not only to forcibly deter the able-bodied worker from accepting relief; they had 
also to prevent the officials of the time-Guardians, Overseers, Justices-from offering it. 

197. What we must not forget, in comparing their problem with ours, is that the 
labour with which they had for the most part to do was, naturally, agricultural 
labour. Rightly, but in the teeth of much of popular opinion, they held that, even in 
agriculture, there was room enough for all the labour in the country. But when they 
looked outside of agriculture, the labour with which they came most in contact was 
the new factory industry of Lancashire and the North, and there they were assured 
that there was employment for more than were likely to come forward. 

198. But the very statement of the problem presented to the Commissioners of 
1834 is sufficient of itself to show how widely it differs from the pro~lem to-day. 

199. We have indeed still to deter men from falling into the habit of dependence
to save them from themselves.· We have still to apply some almost self-acting test to 
safeguard the ratepayers from imposture. Possibly we have still to deter short-sighted 
philanthropists from listening to the "strong cases " which" make bad laws." 

200. But the very much greater problem now presented is as regards those who have 
never, or never willingly, accepted poor relief; who are, many of them, anxious 
t.o work six days out of the seven; and whom deterrent measures are likely to 
drive, not into employment, but into the very place which the Commissioners of 
.1834 hoped to keep them out of, the workhouse. 

201. Taking into consideration, then, the existence, in somewhat large numbers, 
of the four classes mentioned whom no employer "will willingly employ," the 
question we must ask ourselves regarding them is: Is there any hope that, if our 
measures are sufficiently deterrent, we shall drive or raise them into the ranks of the 
employed' If not, the great principle of 1834 is not adequate to the new position, 
and we must conclude that, as regards these four classes, we cannot adopt the 
simple principle of the Act of 1834 that, in order to drive men into independent 
labour, we need only apply a test that shall be sufficiently deterrent. 

(16) THE EFFECT 01!' ~ACHINERY. 

\ . 202. 1£ our diagnosis is correct, it seems to give an ample explanation of unemployment. 
Not only is there cyclical dislocation which recurrently reduces the dema.nd for labour, 
~ 2Y 
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and issues either in general short time, as in collieries and the cotton trade, or in workers 
of all classes and grades being thrown out of employment altogether, but going on all 
the time-never disappearing, and only intensified by bad times-there is this 
normal under-employment of casual and seasonal workers, and there is the entirely 
fitful employment of the" unemployables." 

203. But many of our witnesses, and many others who sent in statements, seem 
to be under the impression, or are seriously convinced, that the fundamental cause of 
unemployment is that the demand for labour has actually contracted and continues 
to contract. 

264. This we cannot believe. As all men, whether active producers or not, are con
sumers, and as all wealth; as a condition of its continuing in existence, is constantly 
seeking and actually obtaining employment, the demand for commodities must increase, 
not only as population increases, but as the wealth of the population increases_ 
Indeed, the rise in the standard of life, which is a marked characteristic in all 
the industrial classes, is an indication that the demand for those who supply the 
goods and services necessary for this higher standard is increasing. 

205 As Carlyle put it tersely: ., Too many shirts? Well, that is a novelty 
in this intemperate earth, with its nine hundred millions of bare backs." This is only 
a striking way of saying that the immense majority of men and women have never 
yet been able to make that "effective demand~' for commodities which a full de
veloping life on their part would involve-to say nothing of what is almost equally 
obvious,-t.hat there is no class which would not gladly take more than it has ever 
been able to get. Even among the best educated and most sober-minded, plain living 
and high thinking is an ideal which has sunk into the background in view of the fact 
that high thinking, particularly in science, demands more and more expensive 
equipment for research, travel,. etc.* . 

206. To this, however, it may be answered-and we feel so strongly the plausibility 
of the contention that we wish to do every justice to it-that no one denies that, as 
population and wealth increase, more and more goods will be demanded. But this 
does not prevent the possibility that, of the two great groups of bctors pro
ducing these goods, machinery may be doing more and man less. It is pointed out, 
for instance, that single machines are doing work which formerly used to be done by 
half a dozen men; that the output of every organised unit of production is very 
much, sometimes immensely, more than it was a few years ago, while the number of 
the workers employed within the unit is probably no greater than it was. Even 
then, if human consumption keeps up with this immense production, there is no reason 
to think that the human productive factor is not diminishing in importance relative 
to the machine factor. 

207. This contention is of course strengthened by the very obvious and notorious fad 
that the progress of invention and improvement in industry of all kinds is continually 
Uisplacing labour of one kind or another. We have had nothing of late years, indeed, 
80 distressing as the displacing of the hand-loom weavers by the power looms; bU~ 
such things as the change from gas to electric light, from male clerks to women 
typists, from horse carriages to motor cars, involve for the time a displacement of labour 
which, in its degree, is very grievous to the classes concerned. t 

* Mill once said that it was questionable if 111\ the mechanical inventions yet made had lightened the 
ilay'. task of any human being, aud the passage has been quoted again and again without noticing that he 
wrote in 1M2, and tht\t, in the next paragraph, he looked forward to a time when these inventions would 
effect those "great changos in human d"stiny which it was in their nature and in their futurity to 
accomplish." But Mill's aphorism remains true in this sense, that the increase of wealth and the steady rise 
in the general standards of life ha.ve so enormously increased the demands for goods and services of all 
BOrta that, unless some new moral 01' social tendency emerges in the direction of "plain living," the day's task 
ill likely to be for most of us as long and as hal'(i as e\'or. 

t This incessant economic transform at ion and its painful accompaniments are necessarily more promi
nent in an old country, whieh has been improving and changing machinery and protesses for over a 
century, than in a new one liks Germany or the United States, where many of our indust.ries are now being 
introduced, and where the manufacturers start with all the advantago of our experience, and put in 
llothing but the very newedt plant. In such countries indeed, the most obvious feature in the int.roduction 
of maehinery is that it is associated with new fa.ctories, provides fresh employmt>nt, anel does not involvf) 
di~placement or modification of labour alrea.dy engaged, It is, however, only a question of time till these 

. countries present the same phenomena. 
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203. Even in agriculture, where progress has been slower during the last century than 
in other industries, the introduction of the seU-binders in the eighties displaced the, 
casua.l labour from Ireland and elsewhere a.t harvest and other busy seasons, and it is 
only of late, as we have seen, that the equilibrium of supply and demand in 
agricultural labour has been re-established by the immense depopulation of the rural 
districts. In other industries, this displacement has been so obvious that we 
need not waste time in proving it. 

209. The general answer we should give to" this is to say that "displacement" is 
by no means the same as "contraction," and that, even where it is, contraction in 
certain industries does not necessarily, or even probably, involve contraction in all. 

210. It seemed to us, however, that, while the weight of theory is entirely on the 
other side, this was a question which might properly be referred to practical men; and, 
with the view of eliciting the experience of those who may be supposed to have the 
l::oest means of getting the information, we issued various schedules of questions bearin~ 
on the subject to a large number of representative employers in all classes of industry. 

(17) DISPLACEMENT OF LABOUR: REPLIES OF EMPLOYERS. 

211. Our first set of questions related to the general effect of the spread of machin
ery and more highly organised processes on the demand for-labour. 

Here we found that " displacement" takes many forms. 

212. In many trades, th~ common, though by no means the universal, change is that, 
within the last twenty years or so, " a whole shopful of trained mechanics," as one puts it, 
each of them of more or less all-round skill, has been replaced by perhaps a hundred 
wOl'kers, men, women, or, it may be, children, tending specialised machinery, and 
guided and supervised by half, a dozen intelligent foremen. I Here, there may be 
no con,t.raction of the total numbers employed, a:ld yet there is a displac~ment 
accompanied by serious hardships, raising serious problems, aDd ,leading to many 
perhaps ill-directed efforts at retaining the old systems. ,-i 

213. In many trades, again, it seems certain that middle-aged men are being dis
placed by younger men, where the former cannot keep pa'ce with the speed and alert
ness n6w required-men between twenty-five and thirty-five are preferred because 
they are in the prime of their working powers-and the tendency, say some, is 
intensified by the operation of the Workmen's Compensation Acts, which make em
ployers think twice before employing elderly men who may be presumed to be more liable to 
.accidents.. The man above forty is not, as a rule, dismisse::l, but, if he is, he finds 
Bome difficulty in getting a new place, and in many traies, particularly engineering, 
boiler-making, and shipbuilding, men have little chance of finding a fresh situation after 
fifty or even forty-five. This is specially the case among the unskilled. 

214. But in others-and these probably the best trades-there is no such tendency, 
because, among skilled workmen at least, "there is a progressive increase in skill and 
~xperience till past middle life," and the losses incurred by new hands are 80 great, 

• This is a yery general presumption on the part of our witnesses. The late Sir George Livesey, however, 
gave it as his experience that from twenty-five to thirty years is" the most dangerous age." During a period 
~f eight years ,he found that the percentage of accidents at that age was 55 per 1,000 annually, 
as against 18 per 1,000 of men over sixty years. "Advancing age," he said, "docs not make men 
more liable to accidents. They are, on the contrary, less liable" (83244). Mr. George Barnes, M.P., Bupplies 

1>tronlt confirmation of this view (Evidence, Vol. VIII. 82903, 82808). The evidence presented to us, 
however. as fo the effect of the Acts in this way is most conllicting. Trade Union representatives, as 
a rule. deny that they have had any influence, asserting strongly that it is the speeding up of machinery 

':and the consequent increase of nervous and physical strain that is giving the younger me~ a preference 
and 10werin!Y the average age of employment. (Mr. Sexton, however, says that he now thmks that the 
Acts are att:Cting' the men :' "The insurance companies are Btipulating that the employer who insures Bhall 
pay more for a man of a certain age than he would pay for a younger one." Evidence, VoL VIII., 84211.) 
Employers on the other hand, who are very much disposed to look (!n .the ~cts as .~nothe~ of. the painB and 
l}enalties thrown on. them of late years, generally take the opposIte new. SIr BenJamm C. Browne, 
for instance who thinks that the Act has been an enormous gain ·to the working classes, and agrees 
1i:Ua.t the av~rsion to employ elderly ruen was very much on the il~crease ,before the Act came in~(J foroe, 
oConsider3 it .. notoriously ouly too true that it has made it much more difficult for men above middle age 
~ obtain employment," and puts forward t.he strong opinion that it acts prejudicially to the small emp!oyer. 
and frightens him from employing labour at all (Evidence, Vol. VIIL, 86221 (5) and 86262,86419). 

423. 2 Y 2 
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that the tendency is to have as few changes as possible-and this will be stronger, the 
greater the amount of capital sunk in fine machinery. Again it is pointed out that, 
if this were a general tendency, it would be shown 1-y the statistics of the unemployed, 
and that this is certainly not the case. 

215. As regards the often alleged displacement of men by women, it is pointed OU5 

that the appearance of women and young persons in many trades hitherto regarded 
as a " preserve" of the adult man, is not a displacement so much as an addition-the 
natural effect of' the division of labour and specialisation of process which make 
new openings for those who can perform the lighter and easier jobs, while the adult 
men &et as much to do as formerly, in the heavier work appropriate to them-and 
that the lesser powers of women and the lack of continuity due to marriage 
are a deterrent against the undue extension of such displacement. On the other hand~ 
in some industries, such as laundry work and lace manufacture, the manual labour 
of women and young persons is being replaced by male-tended machinery. 

216. As to the displacement of regular by casual labour, there are, happily, few cases 
in the more important industries where casual workers are fit for the work of such 
industries. But, where the output is large and the demand intermittent, there is 
"less permanent labour." There is no casual labour in collieries and quarries.* 

217. One obvious displacement is that a great deal of work that used to employ botb 
skilled and unskilled labour is now done by machinery. Cranes, elevators, steam dig
gers, etc., replace manual carriers and navvies; the carpenter or joiner, who took 
the crude timber and converted it into doors and the like from start to finish, has now 
only to "knock together" work prepared for him by machmery; joiners, masons~ 
and bricklayers alike are displaced by steel frames and concrete, and so on. 

218. In the course of displacement of this sort, whether it be due to the larger 
employment of machinery or to a change in the character of the machinery, there 
is a good deal of change in the personnel and in the character of the labour that is 
left, and this is discussed later. But when the naive statement is made that, if there 
had not been this machinery, human labour would be employed doing its work, there 
need be no hesitation as to the reply. Independently of the fact that much 
machinery-perhaps the .bulk of it-is doing what man never did and never 
could do, ana that, in many directions, such as puddling, recent inventions hf!ve dis
pensed with severe manual toil and also with the physical strain which attended 
many processes, the' sufficient answer surely is that, if it had not been for the machinery 
and the possibilities of existence it brought, there would not have been anything like 
the present population to employ. 

219. Another set of questions related to the effect of these various displacements on 
the demand for labour. Here the answers showed a remarkable consensus of opinion 
on three things; that the introduction of or improvements in, machinery do 
temporarily reduce the demand for labour within the department where such changes 
occur; that the displacement does not, as a rule, reduce the labour employed in each 
producing unit, the workers dispensed with being readily absorbed within the same 
business-particularly in shipbuilding, where changes are slowly introduced and affect 
only a few men at a time; and that the' final result is that more labour is required 
instead of less.t 

220. The argument is that machinery and new processes are not introduced 1lI\less they 
redu.ce cost per unit of product; ~ that reduced cost, thanks to competition, brings 

• It is worth noticing tha.t miners scarcely figure at all among the unemployed. Of the 10,473 wh() 
applied at the Salvation Army Bureau in 1892, only 28 were miners: of the 803 at the Church Army 
Labour Homes, only 3. (Board of Trade Report on Agencies and Methods for dealing v.ith the Unemp{o!Jca. 
1893, pp. 163, 176). 

t "You, generally speaking, find if you spend .£5,000 on labour-iaving appliances, that you pay mor& 
money on wages afterwards than you ever paid before" (Sir Benjamin C. Browne, Evidence, Vol. VIIL .. 
86327). 

t In gas-making, however, machinery was introduced into the retort houses confessedly with th" 
(lbjcct of "recovering and retaining control of the business" by reducing the need for large numbers of 
men. The money saving was not nearly in the same proportion as the percentage of men dispensed with. 
As the late Sir George Livesey boldly put it: .. The saving by machinery is so small that gas managors would 
not have thought it worth while to introduce it, but for the paramount reason just mentioned." Vol. VIII •• 
83136. (50 1.) 
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down price of the commodity produced, and increases the demand for it; that the 
new Jemand for commodities leads to new demand for labour; and that the equilibrium 
is thus again restored. Of course this will depend on the extensibility of demand 
for the commodity- no amount of cheapening price would much increase the demand 
for wooden legs -and, in the case ·of monopolies, it does not follow that reduced cost 
will involve reduced prices. But, generally speaking, the demand for most goods does 
increase with the lowering of price; whether this will be in greater or less ratio will vary 
from commodIty to commodIty. * But it is certainly strikmg to hear from great 
employers in how many cases such changes do not diminish the labour they employ even 
temporarily, and how general is the experience that they increase it permanently. 

221. But if there is any doubt among employers as to the proximate, there is 
almost none as to the ultimate efiect. It is broadly and strongly asserted that, if a 
displacement of labour does occur in the trade in which the changes are made, it is fully 
compensated and mdi-e-most say much more-by the demand for labour in other 
directions. The most obvious consideration is that, if any commodity costs less 
than before, the consumer who purchases it has. more in his pocket to spend on other 
things, and thus every such displacement is countered by a.n increase of demand 
for labour over the field of purchased commodities. It very often escapes notice 
too that, with increasing population come increasing wants, as well as increased need 
for employment, and that the iIl.creasmg numbers, each of them bringing his own 
quota of wants, are increasing yet more rapidly in wealth and so in purchasing 
power. Less obvious, perhaps, is the consideration that the new demand for the 
commodities supplied by the industry in which the displacement takes place, will 
create new demand for the machinery which displaces, and that, with the runmng 
of this machinery, goes a new demand for coal, oil, water, light, etc.-all the accessories 
of machine driving. Still less obvious-indeed seldom noticed at all-is the consideration 
that all this multiplication of commodities and machinery involves a great deal of 
subsidiary labour, chiefly carriage, and brings a new demand for commercial and 
distributing servants of many linds. 

222. The answer of economic SCIence at least is simple; it is that the supply and 
demand of commodities are the same thing looked at from two sides; this being so, 
every increase of goods is an increase of demand for goods, and, consequently, for 
the labour which makes them.t 

223. But though displacement such as we have indicated may in many cases be 
another term for improvement of production, and the improved method which 
displaces the old will, in time and sometimes within a short time, give more 
employment by increasing consumption, yet we must take account of the human being 
who by the change is put upon the scrap heap. lIe mayor he may not get fresh 
employment, but even in the first eventuality he is not likely to get it at once. Thus 
di::!placement does, temporarily and locally, add to the number of those out of 
employment; as Professor Chapman tersely put it there is a "social time-Iag,"t and in 
visiting Leicester and Northampton where the boot trade had been regenerated we had 
visible evidence of how serious this time-lag may be • 

• No doubt, as a ma.tter of theory, it is possible that the introduction of machinery, or the equivalent. 
industrial change, might result in the production, not of more commodities, but of the same amount· 
of commodities for much less labour; but, as a matter of fact, in almost all cases, it has been found that 
tbere bas been a larger volume of trade by reducing the cost of production. See the Evidence of 
Mr. Sidney Webb, Vol. IX., 93325-93328, 93251 ,eq. 

t T'J.lis perhaps somewhat difficult proposition may be put popularly .thus. ImagiJ).e an ideal 
co.operative store, in a. remote isolated district where there was no metalhc money, and where tb~ 
members werJLllLonce the sole purchasers and the sole producers. Then, during the week, the store 
would be filled with goods ma.de and grown by the men, who would receive credit·notes for what the! 
brought . in. On the Saturday .night, the wives would bring the credit·notes to t~e store, make thelr 
purchases to the amount of their credit·notes, and empty the store. In this case It would be clea.r that 
the goods brought in (supplied) were the goods purchased (demanded); that the more supply there was, 
the greater would be the amount of the credit·notes and the greater the purchases. In other words, the 
wives would make more demand for goods, the more their men increased the supply. of good~the samO 
sl1m of goods being at once supply and demand. . All this is obscured only by the mtermedlatlOn of t~e 
.. third commodity," money. Under a system of barter, everyone would see that the mO.re gooas 
he awl others eontributed ttl the common store as supply, the more he and others would ha.ve m pocket 
with which t.o express their demand. 

: Evidence, Vol. VIIl., 84791 (25). 
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224. But as the goodness and stability of any industria lsystem must be measured, not 
only by the output. of material wealth in which it issues, and by rise of wages, but by 
its effect on the happiness and character of the worker, we felt it desirable to put the 
further question, whether the general effect ·of modern industrial developments was to 
increase the demand, on the part of employers, for higher skill and intelligence on the 
part of the workers. 

225. Here the replies were so conflicting as to show that no such wide generalisation 
can be made as regards industry generally. Some said that it was certainly 80; others, 
that the very reverse was the case; others, again, that it was so in some departments 
and grfldes of their business but not in others. 

226. In building, for instance, it is said that changes in construction, in the using of 
wood, stone, and steel, have entailed higher intelligence on the part of the small portion 
-the machinists-and have made lesser demands on the intelligence of the other 
workers. In the steel and iron trades, again, it would seem that a higher level of 
intelligence over the whole is required. 

227. But the general trend of our answers was that the" skill" of modern industry is 
scarcely comparable with the skill of labour in the past. One might say that, within 
fwenty years, with the universal employment of machinery and the excessive sub
division and specialisation of its use, the character of the production process has quite 
changed. There is a growing demand for higher intelligence on the part of the few; 
a large and probably growing demand for specialised machme minders; and, unhap
pily, a relegation of those who cannot adapt themselves to either demand to a quite 
inferior, it not worse paid, position. If, then, our conception of the "skill" which we 
might have looked for and desired is what might be called "craftsmanship," we must 
conclude that the demand for skill is, on the whole, declining. The all-round ability, 
which used honourably to mark out the mechanic, is no longer in demand, so 
much as the work of the highly specialised machine minder. 

228. In many platform descriptions of machine industry, the artisan is pictured as 
a person who merely stands by and watches, while automatic machinery does the work; 
and, to those who believe that this is typical, it seems clear that, instead of great numbers 
of workmen working with interest and intelligence at tasks which employ all their 
powers as human beings, modern developments demand a great mass of unintelligent, 
if not unskilled, machine mindcrs, supervised and guided by a few foremen. 

229. It must be admitted that such a picture is true enol.lgh of many of the textile 
industries where women and young persons mostly are employed. And outside of these, 
in trades where manufacturing involves" repeat work" in large quantities, the natural 
t\'ndency is for the clever manipulator to take the place of the intelligent craftsman, 
and the all-round man, who had to do and could do many things, disappears-the best 
instance being found in the boot-making and in the printing trades. 

230. But, as a fact, in the greater industries employing adult male labour, 
" machinery" does not in the least resemble the long lines of revolving spindles 
one sees in a cotton mill. In the machine tools of an engineering shop there is com
paratively little of such automatism, and, even where the machines are· automatic, 
single men are put in charge of a. number of machines, and the setting and super
vising of these is work probably demanding a higher level of intelligence than ever 
before. * "I should say the skilled men require even more skill than they did," 
S;lYS Mr. Barnes, "because of the finer work and more intricate machinery ••• 

• The essentia.l trnth on this matter seems to us very felicitously put by Professor Chapman: 
"Generally speaking, I should Bay that invention in its first stages, while calling for some labour of 
greater int.elligence than that which had been previously employed, frequently imposes a number 
"f tashs for the performance of which very low-grade labour is required. Tluough later improvements 
however, these tasks tend to be assumed by machinery. The tendency of machinery is always w c~use a 8~b
~tituti011 of "int.clligonce II for dexterity, the person who was in effeet a machine by reason of his dexterlty 
giving plaee to one who eould understand and direct a mechanical process. Incidentally a number of 
I\lonotonou>< operations are created, but these, as it has been observed, afterwards tend ~o be re~uced, 
and it j,; l1'Jt certain that they are always more monotonous than the hand operatIons aboll.l)hed, 
though they may rcquire less dexterity." (EvidencQ Vol. VIIL, fl4791 (52).) 
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Side by side with automatic machinery there has come about more intricate a,nd 
highly complicated machinery."· "The semi-skilled of to-day," says Sir Benjamin 
C. Browne, "is in many cases as good as the skilled was a quarter of a century 
ago."t 

231. But the disappearance of the all-round man is by no means universal. In 
collieries, for instance, hE\ still holds his place; and, ceteris panous, in smaller trades 
and in special industries, such as the making of fine small machinery or scientific 
apparatus, the all-round man is preferred, if for no other reason than that it is necess
ary to provide" considerable flexibility among the workers to meet such day-to-day 
contingencies as sickness, accidents, leave, promotion, etc.," where the temporarily 
vacant places can be filled immediately.~ , 

232. This, at least, can be said, that, as regards the higher classes of artisans, fore
men, sUJ>ervisors, and the like, in such trades as iron and steel, ship-building, 
engineermg, building, there is a growing demand for a higher level of intelligence. 
It must be remembered, too, that, in these industries, owing to the sa:rn.e specialisation, 
there has been growing up an increased demand for purely head workers~those 
who design, draw, make plans, and generally prepare the work which the machinery, 
thus tended, carries out. The drawing office, for instance, is a post much sought 
after.§ 

233. It is very generally said that every form of machine minding, even the lowest 
grade, requires a certain amount of skill, and excites more intelligent interest. But as 
regards the rank and file in the textile industries, a very moderate level of intelligence 
seems demanded. Attell.dance on the machinery, and· careflll attention to it, are really 
more wanted than any great degree of skill. As one of the employers puts it: "The less 
the human element enters the better;" . 

234. As we have suggested, in all such discussions there are two things the distinction 
of which at least should be clearly recognised. One may inquire with some anxiety 
as to whether modern developments are tending towards a higher level of labour, 
and so of life-more interesting occupation, more intelligent exertion, more human 
powers put forth. Or one may inquire whether they tend to higher wages. Questions 
about" skill" easily confuse these two. "The idea which is usually latent in the mind 
of those who put this question," says Professor Cannan aptly, " is not really one involv
ing the measurement of skill, but some belief as to the' relative proportion of different 
grades of labour, the grading being arranged by standards nominally of skill but really 
of pay. The questioner wants to know whether the low-paid grades are increasing more 
rapidly than the upper or vice 1.'ersa. This is a. matter on which statistical history 
as yet appears to afford no guidance." II 

235. It is to be noted, however, that it is not necessarily the most highly skill,ed and. 
intelligent occupations which are the most highly paid. The riveters in ship yards, for 
instance, whose level of wage is very high, "can hardly be called highly skilled men, 
nor do they require a.n exceedingly high grade of intelligence." 

(18) MOBILITY OF LABOUR. 

236. With the view of finding out what employers considered to be the line of reform 
indicated we took advantage of our schedule of questions to ask if, in these circumstances' 
of displa;ement and change, greater mobility of labour was not ~alled for bo~h bet~~en 
different trades and different branches of the same trade; and, If so, how this mobllity 
was being provided for, or how it should, be provided for. 

• Evidence, V <>1. VIII., 82943 •. 

t Ibid .. 86333. 

t Professor Archibald Barr. Evidenoe, Vol. XL, Ane. II. (d). 

S .. The men are a diiIerent thing to what they were. A skilled .meoh~nio now is a £a~ higher class of 
man than he was twenty years.agQ. If you only IIpeak tQ any A~ml1'alty mspeotf'r, you WIll find how muoh 
their demands have: increased; for example, how muoh more exaotmg they are th.ln they were a few years 
ago." (Sir Benjamin C. Browne. Eyidenoe, VQl. VIII., 86244.) 

II Ev;denoe, VotXL, Ans. II. (c). 
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~37. To those employers who have not found it necessary, owing to changes in 
methods and process, to dispense with labour in their own businesses, the need for 
this mobility does not present itself as a pressing one. But, unless where this is the 
case, there is no hesitation in answering that it is most desirable. * But some are 
very doubtful if this is possible in view of the strong tendency towards specialisa.
tion-" a good fitter is seldom a good turner, although a skilful cabinet maker 
ma.y be quite a good joiner." 

238. There is, however, pretty general agreement that at present Trade Union 
ideas and regulations are very inimical, if not hostile, to trade mobilityt-the many 
bitter. and prolonged disputes about" demarcation," questions being cited in proof. 
So lohg, for instance, as a bricklayer is prevented by his Union from doing stone 
mason work, or a pattern maker from being a joiner, it is hopeless to speak of mobility. 
It is pointed out that one obvious remedy for this is the amalgamation of the many 
separate Unions in related trades. 

239. A13 to how this mobility may be secured, it is agreed that it depends chiefly 
on education. If, at school, young people were taught, first of all, to be intelligent 
-to" think," in fact-and if te chnical training were general-non-specialised, and 
teaching principles rather than practice-mobility would have a .better chance. 
There would be no difficulty in providing for trained machine labour at least. 

(19) ApPRENTICESlIIP AND TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

240. In the early days of industry there was no entrance to the great trades except 
through the one door of apprenticeship; from the age of Elizabeth onward, it was 
considered the duty of tlie State to enforce apprenticeship--even as regards pauper 
children. It might have been expected, then, that the progress of industry would 
haV'e seen a uniV'ersalisation of the system. But, at an early period in the nineteenth 
century, the Trade Unions began \"ery generally to set themselV'es against the 
unlimited apprenticeship of youths; partly on the ground that apprentices were often 
used as a form of "cheap labour "-the boy being set to the performance of routine 
tasks where his work soon became as good as that of an adult--partly from the fear 
that the skilled trades would become" oV'er stocked" and wages brought down. Thus 
many Unions passed regulations that only a limited number of apprentices should 
be allowed-generally in some d~finite proportion to the number of adults. This 
tendency was, of course, strongly protested against by those who considered 
that the economic safety of the young generation depended on the entrance to 
skilled trades being open to everyone. • 

241. The act~al development of industry, however, has, to a certain extent, put this 
particular problem on one side. On the one hand, employers were not always 
willing to take the trouble of educating apprentices;t while, at the same time, it 

,. As to " place mobility"-the ability and readiness to move from one centre of industry to another, 
according to the state of the labour market-all our evidence goes to show that its importance is 
recognised by the skilled workers generally, and that, among them, there is a very considerable 
amount of such mobility. But, as regards the unskilled, the very reverse seems the case; they seem 
to object equally to migration and to emigration. As in many cases, where, for instance, local changes 
have taken away the employment of great numbers, the only remedy is to break up the stagnant pools 
which remain, and drain away the surplus labour, the problem is one of peculiar difficulty. In such 
cases" relief work' of the ordinary L .. ind is the very thing which should be sternly discountenanced. 

t Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, M.P., gives the reason quite frankly: .. The organisation of labour is 
absolutely eS8ential in view of the organisation of capital, and it is practically impossible to organise 
labour if there is much fluidity of labour between trade and trade." (Evidence, Vol. XI., Ans. V.) 

t "London employers not only refuse to teach apprentices, even for premiums-they often re~u~e 
to have boys on those parts of their establishments in wh:ch anything can be learnt .•••. The evil 18 

apparently increasing, because it has relation to the substitution of large firms and large works for 
individual employers. The village blacksmith can take an apprentice. but a large engineering firm does 
not take anything like a proportionate number of apprentices .... The trade union rules are old
fa:shioned survivals which have mostly been given up. Where they still exist, they exist in an almost 
i!ntirely nominal state, and they certainly are not responsible for the restriction of appren~ces, as a 
Tule. because the limit imposed by the rules is far in excess of the actual number of apprentIces. For 
mstauce, in London no employer in the building trade has anything like as many apprentices &s the trade 
'Ullion would be quite glad that he should have. It is only in certain trades. usually a fe~ small old
fashioned trades, that the restriction of apprentices is at all effective. There is o~e exceptIOn. to. that, 
perhaps, the compositors, where they have a restriction which seems to me an unWISe one, but It IS .not 
a universal one." (Mr. Sidney Webb. Evidence, Vol. IX., 93031 and 93035, 93181.) 
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became evident that apprenticeship was not necessarily any security for the ranks 
of the skilled trades being kept restricted-the ranks of journeymen being con
Etantly recruited from those who received a.n irregular training. On the other hand, 
many who had least sympathy with any restrictions on the openings to skilled tradea, 
became convinced that, under the rapidly changing conditions of industry, it was a 
mistake to devote years to the acquirement of a particular skill for which the 
occasion might have diEappeared by the time it was acquired. "It is fortunate," 
says Professor Chapman," that the apprenticeship system is falling into disuse. 
Under modern conditions it renders our industrialism too crystallised. The technical 
school must take its place." * . 

242. It must be said that, in the statements and evidence which we have got from 
employers, there is little recognition .of this latter view. On the contrary, a strong 
feeling is expressed very generally that apprenticeship is the only way in which 
skilled workmen, as a body, can get their training, and that the maintenance or 
revival of the system is necessary.t 

243. One modification which seems pretty gener~lly approved is that the term should 
be shortened; at any rate, if the school age were extended and some amount of 
manu~l and technical training introduced, it seems agreed that three or at most four 
yea.rs in the shops should turn out a qualified journeyman. Another suggestion, 
advanced by two representative employers, is that, . in order to meet the difficulties of 
working-men parents-who are generally quite unable to apprentice more than one of 
their sons-and to guard· against undue hurry to be earning money on the part of 
the boys themselves, the wages of apprentices should be revised so as to reach the 
level, say, of 18s. in such industries as building, engineering, and shipbuilding, in 
the last year of the apprenticeship. 

244. Over technical schools there seems much differen~e of opinion; and, although 
their desirableness, even necessity, for the future overlookers, foremen, managers, em
ployers, or indeed for any lad who aims at rising from the ranks is recognised, it would 
appear that the character of the training at present given does not meet the require
ments either of short-sighted or of broad-minded employers. "A very small per
centage of those in technical schools derive a life benefit from it," says one: "We 
often say that a technical· school spoils a good workman, without making a scientific 
man of him," says another. 

245. On the one hand there is the "view that, if the school age is to continue as at 
present, some training should be given in primary schools in such t.hings as drawing, 
the nature of materials and natural forces, and the general use of tools; on the other, 
the view that, if the age is extended, the education must include a considerable 
amount of training bearing directly on the future occupation of the scholar. And the 
general principle seems to be accepted that, unless technical education means a good deal 
more than could be learned in the factory or shop,t it is of little real value. It must aim 
at £iving the lad an appreciation of the end of the industry, and of the relation 
of the whole organisation to the product, as well as a knowledge of the technical 
processes. 

246. We append three statements on the subject, which seem to us of peculiar value. 

• Evidence, Vol. VllI., 84791 (56). 

t Sir Benjamin C. Browne, of Messrs. Hawthorn, Leslie &; Co., Newcastle, says th~t his fum ha.a no 
mechanics except those who have served a legally indentured apprenticeship. "We train a lot of young 
people to be engineers and shipbuilders j we take the greatest pain8 with them. For example, we pay 
for any of our apprentices to attend any classes they choose, of .any kind, absolutely free; besidell 
that we give them prizes and inducements. }my boy who attains a certa~ not very high standard of 
efficiency in his class in bookwork, we give him an extra shilling a week for that year, and if he passes the 
examination next year, the shilling a week goes on again. Then we take some of the best boys into 
the drawing office every year, and then they are made men for life under ordinary circumstances. When 
I say • we ' do that, I mean not merely Hawthorn's; most other employers do something of the kind.. .. 
(Evidence, Vol. VIII., 86295.) Mr. G. N. Barnes again, the Secretary of the Amalgamated Society 
of Engineers, says that apprenticeship, which had been on the decrease till about five years ago, hall 
been ou the increase smile then, and ascribe, the change to "a more enlightened public opinion." 

. (Evidence, Vol. VIII., 82945-6.) 
t .. At the present moment, technical education means far too much trade education." (Mr. Ramsay 

Macdonald, M.P., Evidence, Vol. XI., Ana. VII.) • 

429. 2.z 
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CC The general effect of modern industrial development being to increase the demand 
~or re~lly sk~lled and intelligent. work~rs, the ~raining of apprentices is becoming 
mcreasmgly Important. The problem IS complIcated by the tendency which un
doubtedly exists, and must exist, to take the greatest advantage of the labour of 
apprentices during their training. I think that it is possible to arrange a suitable 
system of apprenticeship combined with attendance at continuation classes in the 
evenings, in appropriate subjects, provided that some temporary sacrifice be made by 
the employer. 

247. "It is essential to a suitable training that the boy be' not kept too long at 
onej operation or in one department. If his training is sacrificed to the demand for a 
very limited and highly specialised skill in the management of one kind of machine 
or in one operation, the factory may benefit at the moment, but will suffer later on in 
having too few thoroughly trained;men to draw upon when conditions change, as they 
must do in any progressive industry. The superintendence of such a training, involving 
a carefully graded series of changes of work combined with courses of instruction in the 
science and technology pertaining to the industry; should not be left to chance, but 
should be looked after by someone in sufficient authority to say whether the 
immediate interests of the factory as a producing organisation must be set asidQ 
to some slight extent in order to secure a better ultimate result. Such superintend
ence of the interests of apprentices requires to)e in the hands of a man of broad views 
and sympathies, and such will be the more easily found as scientific and technical 
education advance. 

248 ... Now, many managers, and even foremen, as well as employers themselves~ 
have had training in universities and technical colleges, and the broader views such 
men should be able to take, and I believe as a rule do take. will lead them to look 
further ahead, and not to sacrifice the future of their own business, or of tte 
industry in general to any narrow and immediate interests; In many cases the 
teachers in technical evening classes are themselves engaged during the day as 
managers, foremen, or draughtsmen, and so come into contact with apprentices not 
only in the school, but in the factory or workshop. 

249. "I do not think that any systems of training which can be devised outSIde the 
daily factory routine, as by trade schools or by establishing a separate department 
within the factory for the purpose, are likely to be satisfactory, except, perhaps~ 
in the case of very large establishments. It is an advantage not to be overlooked for 
apprentices from one factory or workshop to meet with those from another. This 
broadens their views and prevents the teacher from devoting the class hours to 
very specialised questions affecting only one branch of a trade; and, besides, it will no 
doubt have the effect of letting the conditions, of employment in various factories 
or workshops be more generally known, and so secure for the best-organised factories 
a supply of U.e most promising material vf which to make men of wide skill and 
intelligence. 

250. "I think that the existing arrangements in most centres of industry are amply 
sufficient for the requirements of the ordinary apprentice. :What is required is a more 
enlightened view on the part of employers, managers, and foremen, so that boys may 
be able to take full advantage of the facilities offered by evening science and art 
classes. I think there is ample evidence that more enlightened views are being taken 
as time goes on, and, as I have said, the greater advantage that is being taken of the 
facilities now offered in all large centres of high scientific and technical training by 
youths who will become employers and managers, will lead to a rapid increase in 
the required enlightenment among leaders of ,industr.r."* 

251. "The training of skilled mechanicians must be on broad lir..es. The pupil 
must be provided with a thorough technical and practical acquaintance with the whole 
principles of his craft, and not merely with the application of certain of t,hose 
principles to some particular trade. Hence the need for technical ,training under 
Gpvernment supervision. A man cannot learn his business as a mechanical engineer~ 
for instance, by merely working in, say, a marine engine building shop. 

* Mr, Archibald Barr (of Messrs. Barr & Stroud), Professor of Engin.ecring in the University of Glasgow. 
Evidence, Vol. Xl, Ana. VII.), 
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252. "We do not to-,day want men who are' all-round' at building marine engines 
-we rIo need men who are' all-round' mechanical engineers-men who, can apply 
the principles of their craft to any form of machinery that may be called for. That IS 

a class of training which cannot be achieved by any system of apprenticeship and is 
essentially a matter which the gl)verning authority must handle .if this country 
is to m:lintain its position in the industrial world. That is a m'ltter in which we 
lag behind our neighbours."· 

253. "The present system of technical school training, following on the general 
education in elementary and higher elementary schools', in which ma:lUal work (as a 
means of education) and ~struction in elementary science should be important 
features-with a diminished number of subjects of a less important character for work
ing mcn,-should prepare boys to enter upon 8. system of p.pprenticeship which might 
be adopted by all enlightened, employers in preference to the old system, which 
begins too early, and with boys ill-prepared for the training now necessary to 
form intelligent and capable working men. For those engineering apprentices who 
can give the time, and have the means, to train for foremen and managers and 
positions in which they would have to control others, the training in technical schools 
should be continued for a longer period before apprenticeship to practical work is 
commenced. The educatiol1 'or working men's sons should always be partly through 
mlllual work in the elemen~iHy schools, not to acquire mere dexterity, but to develop 
their faculties of thinking and reasoning, and habits of accuracy and thoroughness; and 
this work should be accompanied by instruction in freehand a.nd geometrical drawing. 
With such & training continued in a higher elementary school or elementary technical 
school, a boy should be equipped at sixteen years old to lea.rn a trade in the workshop 
in four 01' five years, far mOle thoroughly tha.n under the old system of a.pprenticeship 
and untrained faculties; and throughout his apprenticeship he would render more 
efficient service to his employer. During his apprenticeship, attendance at evening 
classes of technical schools should be one of the conditions which the boy must 
comply with, for two or three nights a week, the neglect of which would render bim 
liable to be discharged. If a boy showed qualities for a superior position than that of 
ordinary workman, employers should give facilities for his attendance at day classes in 
the technical schools to take a specified course, by allowing him off certain hours in the 
week for that purpose."t 

:(20) COUNTRy-BRED lIEN IN LARGE TOWNS. 

254:. The large amount of evidence brought before previous enquiries,t and 
presented to us by various witnesses, to the effect that the building trades, and, indeed, 
most of the skilled trades in London are recruited in the main from outside London, 
and that in many trades the Londoner is at a discount§, makes it of interest to 
ascertain how, in the large centres, country-bred men stand relatively to town-bred 
as regards unemployment., At our request the Board of Trade has made some investi
gations, and prepared a Memorandum on the subject.1I 

255. The conclusions of the Memorandum are :-

(1) That the greater part of the poverty and distress prevalent in 
London and the large provincial towns is among the town-bred P~l.rt of the 
population, and not among the country-bred. 

• Sir Christopher Furness (Evidence, Vol. XI., Ana. "II. (12-13». 
t Sir William Mather (of Messrs. Mather &; Platt). Vol. XI., Ana. VII. 
t Such as those made by the Comnyttee of the London County Council on Apprenticeships, ane! by 

the London Council Technical Education"'Board on the Building Trades, quoted in Vol. IX .. 96:118. . 
§ "With carpenters and joiners, bricklayers, carriage-builders, engineers, smiths and saddlers, 

the percentage of head~ of families born out of London range from 61 ~ 69 (Mr. Charles Booth quoted, ibid.) • 
• , The investigations of Mr. Wilson Fox (of the Board of Trade) show that various large employers of labou.r, 
such as breweries, railway companies, etc., employ predominantly country-born workmen in the pro
'P0r~ion of 40, 50, and sometimes even of 65 per cent. of the whole. The lIIetropolitan Police Force, 

'rhe Metropolitan Fire Brigade, the teachers in London elementary schools, the porters in city warehouses, 
'the junior clerks in the • entering desk' of the gref\t wholes"le firms, the subordinate officers of the Excise 
and CU8tOms services, all incl~de a quite surprisingly small percentage of Londoners." (Mr. Sidney Webb. 
Evi lence, VoL IX., 93031.) 

\I See Vol. IX. Appendix XX!., J. 

~ Z 2 
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(2) The countrymen who migrate to large towns are, In the -main:physi
cally strong and of good character, and frequently move to the towns to fill 
definit~ positions which have been secured beforehand. 

(3) Such men generally obtain good employment, especially in outdoor 
trades, which resemble somewhat those to which they have been accustomed 
in the country, and in situations requiring .special steadiness and trustworthiness. 

(4) Country immigrants do n,ot, to any considerable extent, directly swell 
the ranks of those who are more or less in a chronic state of unemploy
ment in the large towns. The unemployed of this class are, in the main 
town-bred, and recruited from those who have sunk to the bottom of the 
social scale." 

256. In view of the opinion sometimes expressed that rurai depopulation accounts 
greatly for urban distress, in the sense that agricultural labourers, finding no place 
on the land, migrate to the cities, and, finding no regular occupation open to them, 
sink into casual labour, these conclusions are so far satisfactory. They show· that 
prima facie the country immigrants do not worsen,. but better their position in the 
cities, and they show besides that the veins of the city population are kept filled by 
fresh blood from the country. 

257. On the other hand they tend to prove that the anremic, worn-out town 
worker is continually put in competition with new comers of better physique, and 
consequently is relegated to the less regular and worse paid occupations. In short, the 
Londoner is easily out-distanced by his country-bred rival in trades where strength 
and endurance tell, while, in the skilled trades, owing to the temptations of boy 
labour and the lack of industrial training, he is not taking the place which bis natural 
quickness of wit might be expected to secure. 

(21) DOCK LABOUR. 

258. This typical form of casual labour, or rather of "under-employment "';""'for 
dockers may, at any given time, with almost equal appropriateness be counted employed 
or unemployed, and are at all times both casual and seasonal workers-seemed to us 
to present so many painful features as to warrant some amount of special investiga
tion, personally and by schedule of questions, as well as by taking evidence. 

259. The commonsense of the nation has seen for some time that the best ordinary 
life for the ordinary kind of man is that he should not have too much leisure or 
have it whenever he likes; that his work should be so regular as to become a habit; 
that he should be able to count on taking home a regular sum weekly to his wife 
as wage; and that he should have some reserve to fall back upon in bad times. 

260. All these things are conspicuously absent in the docker's life, and it is this 
that makes dock labour almost a problem by itself. 

261. The employing agency in the loading and unloading of ships varies from dock 
to dock over the kingdom. At some, the work is done by shipping companies having 
stevedoring staffs of their own; at others, by merchants, dock and railway compani,~s, 
crews of ships, master stevedores and porters; only in a few cases is it done by 
a harbour trust. At the Manchester docks almost all the work is done by the canal 
company. At Dundee there is a "registered benefit society" composed of eighty men, 
who are recocrnised and licensed by the Harbour Trustees, and have special 
privileges; they manage their own affairs co.operatjvely, engaging casual labour when 
their own numbers are not sufficient. -

262. Shipping companies, dock companies, railway companies, and employing steve
dores have usually a small staff of permanent hands paid by the week. Cranesmcll, 
checkers, engine. men are often permanent, as are coal trimmers. At most docks again 
there are, in each employment, numbers of recognised or actual preference men who 
have the first call on a job. But all except men on the staff are taken on by foremen 
by the day, half· day, quarter-day, hour. or job-employment by the hour being 
not uncommon. In many docks, however. the labour is altogether casual; there are 
neither staffs nor preference men. 
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263. Wages seem -to vary very widely from port to port, and, of course, from one 
class of work to another. In some places they are as low as 3s. 6d. or even 2s., 6d. 
per day-4s. 6d. to 7s. being common; in others they are as high as lOs., or from 5d. 
and 6d. per hour-with a common average of 7d.-to Sd. In Liverpool they are 5s. 
per day of nine hours for stevedores and 4s. 6d. for porters. Weekly waO'es vary 
from 26s. to 28s. Overtime wages again vary widely-from time-and-half to"" double; 
and the hours counted as overtime vary as widely-beginning as early as 5.30 p.m., 
and as late as S p.m. Payments are sometimes made weekly, often daily, and in the 
latter case" sub" is usually given at any time. But payment is often counted by 
the piece or by tonnage rates: 

264,. It will not escape notice that, as a rule, the nominal wages, or rather the 
nominal rates are high, and this is found to constitute a dangerous element. In Liver
pool it is freely said that the nominally high wages attract men from the country and 
from Ireland under the impression- that they can get regular work at these rates. 
As fresh country-bred men, they are apt to get a preference from foremen, and thus 
to crowd out the older and weaker. 

2G5. In almost all cases overtime is considered inevitable-" ports could not be 
worked without it "-" the exigencies of the shipping trade demand it." These 
exigencies are: Departure of boats at fixed times of sailing, sailing at midnight or to 
suit mails, perishable cart.. '4 such as fish, fruit, butter, necessity of catching tides at 
other ports, tidal docks, tv get turn of the coal spouts, pressure in berthing room, to 
save the accruing of demurrage, or, more usually, for despatch. In some ports regu
lar nightshifts are worked, counted as overtime, but generally the trade is too irregular 
to pe:'mit of this. Only in very few ports is overtime the exception. 

266. In many ports and for many cargoes the trade is seasonal. Owing to ice, timber 
from the Baltic arrives only from May to the opening of winter, and timber dockers 
work only five months in the year: owing to the harvests, the import of cotton at 
Manchester is from October to March, and of fruit and potatoes from the end 
of July to the end of September; the manure traffic is heavier between January 
and April; sulphate of copper comes only in winter; from June to November, maize 
comes from the River Plate, but, happily, it comes from North America and the 
Black Sea during other months of the year. In Dundee, the busy season is from 
September to April-the jute arriving only during the winter. In Liverpool summer 
is the slack time, winter the busy. But, in' this great port at least, the fluctuation 
due to the seasons is much less than might be expected. "The average number 
employed daily during the three slackest months of the year is between four-fifths 
and five-sixths of the average number during the three busiest months "-a seasonal 
fluctuation which is small as compared with a good many other trades. 

267. It must not be supposed~ then, that the intermittent character of dock labour is 
by any means all due to the seasons. The fluctuation from day to day in Liverpool is 
much greater. The small numbers taken on Saturdays one can understand. Saturday 
is a short day, and employers for economical reasons take on as few hands as they 
can; and, from the other side, the men like to take their half-holiday on the 
same day as their fellows in other trades take it-to attend footbaQ. matches and 
the like. But the small numbers engaged on Mondays has another explanation: the 
men are not to be had-will not turn out if they can help it; the dissipation of the 
week-end leaving them with little energy on Monday. Thus the busiest days of 

. the week 'are Wednesday and Thursday, and the conclusion is that "the number 
employed on the least busy day of the week is frequently only three-fourths, occasionally,. 
two-thirds of the number employed on the busiest day." It deserves emphasis, 
then, that a good deal of the irregularity of dock labour is of the docker's own making,. 
and blame should ~ot be attributed to the nature of the employment. 

268. The majority of our statements say bluntly that there is no or very little 
alternative employment open to men when not engaged at the docks, some adding 
that the men do not care to look for any. At the timber ports the men as a rule go to 
shipyards and building for the seven months when no timber comes in. The other 
alternatives mentioned at various docks are; - public works or wharves in the 
neighbourhood, quarries, harvesting, "boating and fishing in the harbour," and, at 
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Grimsby, steam fishing. At Swansea the only alternative is that of a man" gettiuf1 
a chance of a hobble with various gangs who may have a bit of a rush of work.R 
But such a chance is very remote, because" there is always a surplus of men following 
their particular gang in loading and discharging." It may be added that, as the 
men generally must hold themselves ready for any job that turns up, alternative 
employments do not get much encouragement. 

269. In all the large docks, it would seem that there is always a surplus of labour 
seeking emplo)'ment. "I have not had to go to look for men these forty years," 
says one. In Liverpool where there is estimated to be considerably over 20,000 
docke,s, employers have no difficultyL-except at holiday times perhaps-in getting 
all the men they want. In Swansea, it is said, there might be about 300 men in the 
docks who cannot get a living. In the -smaller docks, however, this is by no 
means universally the case, and in busy times there is sometimes a deficiency. 

270. In a few of the smaller docks, no labour-saving appliances have been 
introduced. But, in the larger ones, cranes-steam, hydraulic, and electric-have 
displaced much manual labour, and do many things which manual labour could not 
do. The largest appliances are in the grain ports, where grain is discharged, conveyed 
and stored by elevators, and in the timber ports, where the cargo is taken out of the 
ship, and conveyed direct by the same cranes to the piles, or to railway waggons. 
In Bristol and Manchester, fruit also in diSCharged by elevators. In coal, there are 
coal tips worked by hydraulic power, grab buckets, shoots, etc. 

27 t. A8 to the amount ot displacement of labour by such appliances, a timber 
t.ransporter is estimated to'do away with ten casual labourers. "As regards the grain 
eleva.tor, when the circumstances are such as to preclude its use, about eight men are 
requisitioned for the work." In the discharging. of grain, a. Swansea correspondent 
says that 75 per cent. of the labour formerly employed has be~n displaced, a calculation 
confirmed by another statement that, in grain, only eight men are employed as 
against fifty to seventy formerly. But the actual a.mount of displacement is 
difficult to estimate, as, generally speaking, the trade at every port has gone on 
increasing. "So far as my experience goes," says the General Secretary to the Coal 
Trimmers' Union in Cardiff, "the improvements in appliances have gone in the 
direction of increasing the amount of tons shipped or discharged in a given time, rather 
than in reducing the number of men in a gang." One good result is that the labour 
attending such machinery gets more regular employment. 

272. Thus, of all the docks of the kingdom, it may be said that the labour 
employed is casual and intermittent, although tbere are degrees even here-Swansea, for 
instance, pndmg itself on being "not so casual as Hull." This by no means pre
vents a good many of the men from being regularly employed and earning good wages. 
The master stevedore of the Booth Line" Liverpool, says that, of the maximum 
number employed at the ships at any time, about one-half may be considered regular 
men who very rarely get less than four days a week and often get more. These men 
.. , follow the firm," and do not care to work for others. 

273. In the larger centres it seems undoubted that the dock labourers prefer 
-casual labour to steady employment, and stop after they have earned a few days' 
wages. At Swansea, for instance, the Secretary of the Dock and General Workers' 
Union says that" men very much prefer to work on tonnage or piece system with 
-occasional days off." The best class' of labourers, indeed, often avow their prefer
'('nee for constant employment. "At Fife. ports, regular work is desired"; and in 
Grimsby, exceptionally, "experience shows that casual men who have been transferred 
to the permanent staff would not willingly go back to their old conrutions of service." 
But, on the other hand, at Southampton Docks, several cases have come under 
notice where permanent hands have asked to be given casual employment, and, in 
West Hartkpool, "a firm of timber merchants have had the greatest difficulty 
in getting men to stay over the busy season when they were promised full wages (2is. 
per week) all the year round." The determining fact seems to be that, at a busy 
time, the permanent hands Bee that they have a wage much' lower than they could 
make by a few days' casual work, and they arc too short-sighted to think of the coming 
dull season. 
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274 .. In most docks perhaps there is little' apecialisation calling for what might be 
ca~led skilled labour. But checkers,. coal.tippers, coal·trimmers-who are very highly 
pa~J -. capstan men, ropers, chamers, sheeters, are skilled men, not subject to 
broken bme to the. same extent as ord.inary labourers; timber carrying requires men 
possessed. of physI~al. strength, and IS a. highly-paid branch; the discharging and 
warehousmg of gram IS usu~lly done by a more or less regular staff; the storing of 
coal, c?k~, patent fuel, and ~ron and s~eel cargoes requires some special training; 
the shlppmg of fuel, fuel brIcks, and tm-plate, and the unloading of different kinds 
of ore require special skill and capacity. It is the case, however-whatever be the 
reason-that, as a rule, men keep to one particular kind of work, and that the 
handling of different cargoes is usually undertaken by different sets of men. 

275. In view of the general impression about dock laboarers that they are nearly 
at the bottom of the social scale, it is interesting to see how 'machevidence' there is to 
the con.trary. Gen~rally, indeed, the permanent and the mere rl'gularly employed 
men are said to be careful, respectable, steady and trustworthy men. Among the 
Cardiff coal-trimmers, who may earn about £4 a. week, and have regular employment, 
"the steady, sober, thrifty men by far outnumber the careless and indifferent." 
But the ge.c.eral character of the others is by no means so bad as is usually con
ceived. In Belfast, it is said, the majority are respectable and well-conducted men; 
in Swansea, the dockers "will compare favourably with any other class of work
men." The Grimsby dockers, it may be noted, on the testimony of ship captains 
visiting the port, are "superior to those at any other port in the world." Drink, 
of course, is the ruling weakness, and the system of "subbing" day by day fostered 
by irregularity of work and coupled with betting and unthrift, tends to deterioration, 
physical and moral 

276. There is, unhappily, almost no difference of opivion among our witnesses as to 
the possibility of making dock labour more regular. The answer is an almost unani
mous negative. The fluctuating and intermittent nature of the business seems, to 
most employers, an insuperable obstacle-" the matter of shipment and discharging 
is beyond the control of any dock company" -although one witness gives as reason 
for the impossibility that there is " a large surplus of men more than what is required 
to carry out the amount of labour to be done." "You cannot decasualise dock 
labour at all," says Mr. Sexton. "You may relieve it, but you cannot absolutely decasualise 
it."· In some of the docks the necessity of making work more regular, however, 
is not so evident as in others: in Swansea, for instance (which, however, seems. 
exceptional in many ways), the secretary of the Trade Union says that "although 
the work is intermittent, 90 per cent. of the total might be said to be in regular' 
employment." 

277. Against these strong assertions must be put the notable example. of the London
and Inuia Docks Company. In their docks, which comprise Tilbury, the Royal Albert. 
and Victoria, the East and West India, the South-West Indian, and the London 
and St. Katharine's Dock, it was given in evidence that, in 1906, 72 per cent. of the
labour employed was done by men on regular weekly wages.t The rest wa.s done·. 

,by prefe~ence men and casual labour, taken on from d.ay to day, at an hourly 
rate of 6d. with 8d. for overtime, engagements being for a minimum of four hours 
or rayment. of 2s. And, it is said, "the men on regular weekly wages value their 
em,Ployment and vacancies' are readily filled." 

~78. The system dates from the great London Dock strike of 1888, when the directors" 
impressed by the evils of ordinary dock labour, adopted the policy of distributing; 
the work with a view to as much as possible of the la1;>our being carried on by the weekly' 
wa"'e men, involving, as a consequence, the curtailment of the number of preference: 
me~ and the elimination altogether of casual workers. At fust it was extremely 
difficult to get the men out of their irregular habits-palticularly as regards absenting 
tl:eIlli:elves on Saturdays and Mondays-but now tte permanent and registered 
staff [as lecome nearly regular. The organisation is very complete~ and the 
men are transferred from one dock to another as wanted. The method is as 
follows. 

. ' * Evidence, Vol. VIII" 840-102 • 
t Mr. II. H. Watts, Evidence, Vol. IX., 96011, Ans. II.-96014-6. 
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279. The labourers are' graded a,s permanent, registered, and preference. 

280. The .. permanent" are weekly workers who have served previously as 
If registered," for twelve months at least, having got their name on the registered 
list between twenty-three and thirty years of age. They must be physically sound 
and strong, of good character, and ready to undertake any work which they may 
reasonably be called on to perform. Their wages are 24s. a week of six: days of eight 
working hours between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., overtime being counted from 6 p.rn. to 
6 a.m. Engagements are terminable at seven days' notice on either side, and regular 
employment is guaranteed" only during good behaviour." These men get a pension 
at the age of sixty-five, or after fifteen years' service if incapacitated for work by 
circun:li!tances beyond their own control. 

281. The "registered," or "Letter A." men-selected from the best' of the prefer
ence men.-cLiffer from the permanent in having 24s: per week of forty-eight hours 
in summer and 21s. per week of forty-two hours in winter, and in having no pensions 
If promoted, however, to being "permanent" men, half the time passed while 
on this list counts towards the pension. 

282. With overtime, and bonus on piecework averaging lid. an hour, the averaf"e 
wage of the two classes ranges from 29s. to 32s. per week all the year round. No 
man is allowed to work more than sixteen hours at a time, and he must not come on 
again till twelve hours afterwards. 

283. The "preference" or "Letter B." men have tickets issued to them every . 
quarter, giving them a preferential number. There are forty-five departments in the 
whole establishment, and each department has a proportion of preference men allocated 
to it, on the basis of 40 to 45 per cent. of the number generally at work. Each after
noon the requirements of the following day are posted up, and at certain fixed stations 
-usually at six, seven, or eight in the morning-the preference men are taken on 
strictly in the order in which their names appear on the list. Thus, if work is slack, 
the men at the bottom of the list do not show up j' they know that there is no work 
for them. If, again, say fifty men are required to-day, the first fifty at the top 
of the list are taken on; if, to-morrow, fifty are wanted, the same men are engaged, 
thus keeping the work among the smallest number, and giving them regular occupa
tion. Every quarter the preference lists are revised and the order of numbers raised 
or lowered, according to good or bad record of attendance,· etc. In 1904 there 
were 2,100 names on the preference list, and the average number employed was 
600, giving a floating reserve, so far as the company was concerned, of 1,500. 

284. The actual results of this system are that the preference men get on average 
about three days a week of work over the year, the men at the top, however, getting 
much more. When not employed, they can go anywhere else they please, and the 
preference ticket is, so far, a guarantee of character-.:.." a number of them obtain a 
fair turn of work with other employers of dock labour." The employers, on the other 
hand, claim that they gain by getting better men and better work. 

285. Under such arrangements the ordinary casual labourers, who are taken on only 
when the preference lists are exhausted, have not much prospect of employment 
except at an ull~xpected rush of work, and are not kept hanging around on_the off
chance. 

286. Boys enter the service as messenge~s, and then are set an examination enabling 
them to become assistant and junior foremen, from which positions they ultimately 
pass to be foremen and outdoor clerks. Those who do not pass the examination 
become "labouring boys," beginning at lOs. per week, and are drafted direct into 
the permanent staff at twenty-three years of age. By this system all the lads who 
enter the service " are provided for for life." 

287. The London and India. Docks Company has control over ail the docks except 
the Surrey and Commercial, the MillwaU, and the small Regent's Canal Dock. But it 
must be understood that its business is almost altogether unloading j that outside of the 
company's service there is a great mass of siInilar labour employed' by stevedores, 
wharfingers, warehousemen, and others j and that the employes of the London 
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and India Dock Company are a small proportion of the 12,000 or 13,000 employed 
at ~r about the docks .. * Among this outside labour, the same conditions prevail 
as did before 1896; that IS to say, the work is mostly casual. -, 

288. It should be added that, during the last ten years, the numbers of the weekly 
men employed by the company have fallen from about 5,000 in 1894 to about 3,000 in 
1904, owing to shipowners taking on their own men within the docks. 

289. This successful experiment of decasualising dock labour ~ London has not 
gone without ' notice, and strenuous endeavours have been made by individuals 
in Liverpool-notably Mr. Charles Booth-to introduce there a modification of the 
system·t 

290. The existing system in Liverpool is briefly this. The hours are from 7 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. with an hour off from 12 to I-a nine hours' day. Night work begins at 
6 p.rn. and ends at 4 a.m., with an hour off from 10.30 to 11.20 p.m.-a nine hours' 
night. Half-a-day is the minimum term of engagement. The men prefer to take a 
night and a day in succession, and this suits the employers. The wages are:
Stevedores, 7s.; shipmen, 5s.; porters, 4s. 6d. Overtime and night work are paid 
at 13s. for stevedores a.nd shipmen, and 8s. for porters. Thes,e wages-thanks, 
apparently, to strong customary force-have remained unchanged since 1871. Each 
employer holds his separate stand precisely at tie same hour (6.45 a.m. and 
12.45 p.m.) so that there is no time for men not wanted at one place ,to go to 
another.: 

291. The surplus of labour is very great, although it is impossible to estimate it, 
owing t~ the numbers who come intermittently to the docks in the hope of getting 
an odd job. Mr. A. L. Rathbone puts it at some 4,000;§ Mr. Sexton at not less 
than 10,000.11 At any rate there is always an excess, and the average employment 
is not more than three days a week. Thus the amount of work which, if well organised, 
might keep a smaller number of men fully employed at high wages over the whole 
week, is spread over a great many thousands more; hardly anyone gets a full 
,week's work; and casual labour becomes a pernicious and a favourite habit. 

~92. l\Ir. Booth's scheme involved combination of employers, for labour purposes 
only. "The South End employers who employ only Union men might form one 
ring; the North End employers, who ignore the' button,' might form another, 
and the central firms in the coasting trade a third." The dockers registered in each 
combination, and given preference rank as in London, would become the workers, 
as it were, of one great dock company, and be sent to any of the docks within the ring 
as wanted. 

293. It looked at one time as if some such scheme might be seriously tried, and 
at four successive meetings of a Conference called by the City Council, the proposal 
got the length of being fully discussed and finally rejected-" the representatives 
of both employers and employed having felt that the scheme would be difficult to 
work owing to mutual lack of confidence." 

294. The objections, voiced by :rtIr. Sexton, are these:-

(a) It would keep the A. B. C. classes continually hanging around (as 
it does now in London) dependent upon the small amount of V'ork doled 
out to them, in the hope of being shifted up into a higher class. 

• Evidence, Vol. IX., 9'6014-15. 
t Ct· .. The Problem of Dock Labour (LiverpooJ)." in Append-,x to Messrs. Jackson and. Pringle's Report, 

p.339. 
t Miss Rathbone, Evidence, Vol. VIII., 83251. (10). 
§ Evidence, Vol. VIII., Lxiii. (6). -
U Vol. YIII., 84190-2. Cf. A CensU8was taken in December, 1905, by the City COlIDCil Distress Committee, 

on I), ~iven morning when there was a fair-even a large-amowlt of work at the docks. It was found that 
thirty-six firms among them engaged 7,709 men, leaving 2,013 on the stands-::Ibout 26 per cont. Grldewood. 
Yol. IV., 37105, (5). ' 
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, (b) The men crushed: out by the classificatio~ system would simply drift 
to other tradcs than' the docks, and compete wIth the labourers in those 
trades, such as building, etc. 

(c) The preference class or permanent gangs, as with the London dock 
companies, which are shifted about to follow the work, would be of no use 
to a stevedore with an all-round cargo or to different employers loading to 
different ports. * 

295. Mr. Sexton, it may be noted, appeared to attach much weight to the second 
of these, the necessary crushing out of the 25 per cent. or so, "who are getting some
thing per \ week." t 

296. In estimating the difficulties of ,decasualisation, in addition to the obvious 
one of getting employers to combine for labour purposes alone, the attitude of the 
trade unions must be taken into account. 

297. There are several Trade Unions which cover dock labourers, such as the Dock~ 
Wharf, and Riverside Labourers', the Gasworkers' and General Labourers', and 
the National Union of Dock Labourers in Great Britain and Ireland. I The control 
of the Union is dominant and, aggressive in Swansea, strong or weak in other centres~ 
and is non-existent in a good many of the smaller ports. In Southampton the Union 
was succeeded in 1890 by the Free Labour Association. In Liverpool Trade Unionism 
is not strong, and is not recognised at the North Docks where the biggest ships berth. 

298. As to how these Unions would look on any attempt at" decasualisation," there 
is a difference of opinion. "\We much prefer the present system," says the secretary 
of the Dock and General Workers' Union in Swansea. In Bristol, one witness 
thinks they would oppose, because" no casual labour is allowed by the Union to 
work at any work in connection with the docks at less than 6!d. an hour," and 
because decasualisation would necessarily mean a considerable reduction in the rate 
of pay. On the other hand, some think that the Unions would be favourable to it. 
But, says another correspondent, in any case the men would not agree to it. 

" I 

.... 299. The latter sentence probably is not far from the truth. "The difficulty we 
meet," says Mr. Sexton, speaking for the National Union of Dock Labourers in 
Great Britain and Ireland, "is that there is a comradeship existing among the dock 
labourers; the labourer feels that it is not fair to crush out the man who is getting 
three or four days a week, and he objects to it. The men themselves obiect to the 
creation of a permanent class." t 

300. There is another anomaly resulting from dock casual labour. The less chance 
a man has of being employed, the more necessary is it for him to be constantly 
near the place where the off-chance of employment may crop up. Dwellings in the 
immediate neighbourhood of docks thus get a fictitious value, and however insani
tary or unwholesome may be the lodging they afford, there is always a demand for 
them. A premium is thus offered to the owners of slum property in the streets 
adjacent to docks. 

\:.... 302. Granted, as we think it must be, that, in the interests alike of the dockers 
and of the community, decasualisation is desirable, the situation which was faced on 
a small scale at the reorganisation of the system of employment at the London and 
India Docks in 1892 will require to be faced on a great scale if attempted now. After 
as many as possible had been taken uJ? into the permal?-ent staff, and othe~s made 
"preference nien" according to effiCiency Rnd steadmess, there remamed a 
large residuum for whom evidently no employment could be hoped, and .the work 
of the Committee of the Mansion House Conference of 1892-3 remams as an 
evidence of the difficulty encountered in dealing with it.§ Temporary diggjng work 
on wa.ste ground was provided for those displaced, and afterwards some few were 

• Evillcnce. Vol. VII!.. 81125. (1). 
t Hid.. 8·j 2:~!). 
t Jl,id., 84H7. . . 
§ Vide the a.ccount given in the Boa.rd (If Trade Report on Agencies and Methods fur dcahng u,tth the 

Uncml,1uyed, 1893, p.' 238 
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emigrated. But it was found tha.t a large number proved "unhelpable," even 
a.mong those whose conduct and work at the temporary dig!7in!7 was good: they 
"were of the class who are always in chronic poverty-theyO were taken up, 
relieved, and dropped again-most of them much in the same position as. at the 
beginning." -

303. If we be correct in our analysis of casual dock labour, and if such a system 
does economically and morally infuse and spread evils of a most serious cha~acter 
into the social life of the community where it prevails, then the 'system cannot be 
considered solely from the standpoint of the employer and of the employes. It is 
detrimental to the moral and material well-being of the community, and should, in 
consequence, be reduced, and if necessary by legislative regulation. to the smallest 
limits possible. We shall say more on this point later on. 

(22) CONCLUSIONS. 

304. This review of historical developments since the pas~ing of the Poor Law 
Amendment Act, and of the more prominent existing industrial conditions, demonstrates 
that the problem with which we have now to deal is far more complicated than that 
of 1834. Whilst the moral causes contributing to pauperism and unemployment 
remain much the same as before, the material influences regulating employment 
and industry have changed both in their character and scope. Forces have come 
into operation affecting employment, its regularity, its cessation and expansion, 
which are quite beyond local control. Cyclical fluctuations now are world-wide 
in their effect upon industry and its employes. Changes in methods of production 
follow one another more rapidly than heretofore, and, as specialisation becomes 
more marked and definite. those habituated and trained to the processes that are 
superseded find it more and more difficult to obtain occupation elsewhere. Trade 
Unions, and employers' organisations have, in response, as it were, to one another, 
succeeded, the one in raising the standard of wages, the other the standard of in
dustrial efficiency. Those who are not in the prime of life, nor in positions of 
adequate physical strength or competency, are apt to fall out of an industrial system 
which is above their level. There is also a large aII,lount of work which par
takes more of the character of personal service than of industrial production, such 
as that of errand boys, newspaper boys, telegraph boys, street sellers-occupations 
which, though remunerative for the time being to those engaged in theni, have a 
tendency to cease at adolescence. A considerable proportion of those so occupied 
early in life become subsequently either unem.ployed or under-employed and swell 
the ranks of casuality. Casual aI).d other occupations giving intermittent employ
ment engage a large proportion of the wage-earning class-possibly a larger proportion 
than heretofore-and the ranks of those seeking this form of maintenance are 
periodically swollen. by those who have lost, or prove their unfitness for, a regular 
or skilled occupation. These are modifications and developments in our industrial 
system which cannot be ignored, and their products and wreckage, when either 
out of employment or in distress, require a treatment more elastic and varied than 
the simple method which, eighty years ago, was sufficient to cope with able-bodied 
pauperism in agricultural districts. 

,(29 
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Chapter 2. 

THE NEW PROBLEMS. 

. 305. The foregoing review of the principal social and industrial developments and 
changes since 1834 in this country permits of certain generalisations. It may safely be 
asserted that, so far as the great mass of the wage-earning classes are concerned, their 
condition now as compared with that of 1834 shows a marked improvement. This im
provement embraces a rise in wages, a reduction in working hours, and a fall in the prices 
of the n,cessaries of life. Town and country have benefited alike in these respects." The 
improvement is evidenced also by the returns of the Savings Banks, the benefit societies, 
and other agencies and organisations dependent upon weekly or periodical contributions 
from the working classes. " 

306. It might be expected that, as a result of this improvement, able-bodied 
pauperism would have largely diminished, and this is actually the case. During the last 
eighty years able-bodied pauperism has been steadily falling, and the great evil upon 
which the Royal Commission of 1834 concentrated their attention has, in rural districts, 
almost ceased to exist.1 

307. In urban districts, the ratio of total pauperism to population is some
what lower than in rural districts, but the urban ratio has not decreased to the same extent 
as the rural ratio during the last thirty or forty years. Indeed, notwithstanding a rapid 
growth of population in London the ratio increased between 1895-6 and 1905-6 by no less 
than 2' 6 per 1,000.2 This is a fact calling for serious attention, and, when we examin-e into 
the causes, we find that the great increase in general wealth of the community during the 
last thirty years is associated with some untoward and unsatisfactory developments 
which are specially noticeable in the great industrial centres and above all in London. 

308. In 1834, there being no public agency for the relief of the able-bodied other 
than the Poor Law, all able-bodied persons applying for relief went to the Poor Law,. 
and as relief was then generally given on very easy terms, the number of able-bodied 
so relieved was a criterion of the number of those who publicly asserted their inability 
to maintain themselves. This state of things no longer prevails; the number of 
able-bodied applying for assistance to agencies outside the Poor Law is far greater than 
those applying to the Poor Law itself. 

309. On 31st March, 1906, when pauperism was at a high level, there were approxi
mately 13,000 to 14,000 healthy able-bodied men in receipt of Poor Law relief.3 In the 
winter of 1905-6 there were 111,000 applicants to Distress Committees, of whom only 1,434 
were women.' The number includes at least 3,000 who had received poor relief, and it also 
includes all those who made application at any time during the winter. It is certain that 
the whole 111,000 were not unemployed at the same time, and that a large proportion of 
them obtained work at some time during the winter. At any given moment, therefore, the 
number would be much less. In addition to the numbers in receipt of poor relief and the 
applicants to Distress Committees, a very large number of persons received relief from 
charitable associations, though in many cases those so treated were the same perSOM 
as applied to the Distress Committees. It may, therefore, safely be said that the number 
of able-bodied men in urban districts applying for assistance outside the Poor Law is much 
greater than the number of those who apply to the Guardians. * 

• The number of ordinarily able-bodied men in health relieved indoors on March 31st, 1906, was 10,060· 
Of healthy able-bodied men in receipt of out-relief, a large proportion receive relief on account of the sickness. 
or infirmity of some member of their families, or on account of " sudden and urgent necessity." Such men 
would not fall to be dealt with as unemployed persons, and omitting them, there were on March 31st, 1906. 
3,28J able-bodied men in receipt of outdoor relief. Taking indoor and outdoor paupers together the total 
number relieved was thus 13,343 (Statistical Appendix, Part II, Table 1.) The year's count (1891-2) for 
men aged sixteen and under sixt,y-five was 3' 26 times great.er than the mean of the day counts of that year 
(Shtbtiral Appendix. Part IV, S-,ction 2, par. 34.) There are no statistics as to the numbers relieved 
ill the winter only, but applying the ratio of 3' 26 to the number of unemployed g~ven above, it would 
still appear that the number of unemployed able-bodied men relieved by thIS Poor L'lw 1S much less than th& 
number relieved by other agencies. 

1 Cf. Annual Reports of Poor Law Commission, 1839 (p. 8), 1843 (p. 254), 1847 (p. 4), with Appendix 
to Vol. I. of Evidence, Appendix No. II B., Table 10. See also Statistic.al Appendix, Part I., Table XV 
II Statistical Appendix, Part I., pars. 85 Ilond 101. 8 Statistical Appendix, Part II., Table 1. "Return
"Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905 (Proceedings of Distress Committee, 1905-6)." H.C. 392,1906, pp. i and ii. 
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310. In the examination of witnesses who gave evidence upon the working and Comparative. 
results of the Unemployed Workmen Act of 1905, we found a general agreement as to the condition of 
condition of the wage-earning classes and the lines on which they are divided. The various grades of 
witnesses accepted a division into skilled and unskilled1; with a further sub-division labour. 
of the unskilled, viz. (1) the upper grade;' and (2) the lower grade,ll 

311. This classification is in no sense scientific as there are many classes of workmen 
on the border line between skilled and unskilled who can equally well be put in one 
or the other class, but generally sp~aking the rate of wage would be the distinction, the 
skilled having a higher and the unskilled a lower wage, though this difference does not 
always prevail. 

312. The great majority of witnesses were of opinion that the general material condi
tion of the skilled workman had impro\Ted during the last few decades.3 As regards the 
higher grade of unskilled the same opinion was expressed, though not so confidently or 
uniiormly.4 A~ regards the lower grades of unskilled labourers, manv witnesses, especially 
some from London and the crowded industrial centres, were of opinion that the position 
of such labourers was worse than formerly.6 

313. Here again the continuity and regularity of the wage rather than its amount 
determined in the main whether a man belonged to the higher or lbwer grade of 
unskilled labour. A docker's pay per hour is higher than that of the ordinary railway 
employc.~, yet no one would on that account place him in a higher category of 
labour than the railway man. In this sense the lower grade of unskilled la,bour 
almost exclusively embraces the casual and intermittent worker., Casual or intermittent 
work, however, can be and is of great variety; sometimes it comes within the category 
of seasonal work, oftener it is outside it. An outdoor painter is a seasonal worker, but 
his employment is Skilled, and frequently continuous while he can work; a fruit or 
hop picker's work is seasonal, but it is also casual and unsliilled. We may there
fore lay down this further generalisation-that, the more regular an occupation is, the 
less likely are those in it, when able-bodied, to apply for public relief. . 

314. Reviewing this generalisation, our Investigators, Mr. Steel-Maitland and Miss ~~latio~l of casual 
Squire, assign to casual labour the chief place among industrial conditions that pa:1l~;~is: and 
contribute to pauperism8, and this view is confirmed by a number of witnesses.7 unemploymcnt. 
The summary of previous inquiries into distress due to unemployment in Messrs. 
Jackson and Pringle's ReportS discloses a most striking unani.mity in the view tHat 
the great bulk of applications. for relief from unemployment come from casual 
labour. Another of ,our Investigators, Mr. Jones, also says: "Among the most effective 
pauperising agencies must be placed casual labour."9 

315. This striking unanimity am(jngour Special Investigators is absolutely confirmed 
by our own inquiry. Mr. Hamilton tells us: "As far as can be gathered, quite 90 per 
cent." of the men coming to the Church Army labour depots are general labourers, about 
half of whom "have not been in continuous employment for several years."lO 
In Londl,n the bulk of the applicants to Distress Comniittees are said to belong to 
this class.u In West Ham 50 per cent. of the applicants to the Distress Committee 
in 1906-7 had had, during the twelve months preceding their applications, practically 
under two days' work a week. That is the normal condition, or very nearly so, of the 
casual class which is so large a part of the popUlation of West Ham.12 In West Hartle
pool, out of 626 applicants to the Distress Committee, 32 per cent. were dock labourers.ls 
In Swansea, out of 703 applicants who registered at the labour bureau from 
November, 1905, to May, 1906. 67 per cent. were either dock or general labourers.14 
And for the whole of Eugland and Wales, 53 per cent. of the applicants qualified for 
assistance from Distress Committees during the year 1907-& belonged to the general 
or casual labour class.16 

1 Jackson and Prin~le's Report, App.,F. Jenkin Jones, Vol. VIII., App. xliv. (4-5). Kelley, Vol. VIII. 
App. xlv. (i.) John DaVles, Vol. VIII., App. xix. (3). Moorhouse, Vol. VIII., App. liv. (2). Mel huish, VoL 
VIlL, App.li. (4). Lea, Vol. VIII., App. xlvi. (i.), Downey, Vol. VIII., App. xxii. (10). Wright, 87323 (8) .. 
I Humphreys, 79416 e.t seA]. 3 Wood, 85764. Jones, 49742. Stableforth, 51225-7. Hurworth, 52969_ 
Browne, 86236,86336. Marshall, 87772. Beveridge, 87059-62. 4 Donaldson, 46315. Brown, 50011. 
Stableforth, 51226. Hurworth, 52970. Marshall,87773. 6 Marshall, 87774. Bowley, 8813u-2. Donald-
80n,46316. Browne, 50012. Stableforth, 51221: Hurworth, 52972. 8 Mr. Steel-Maitland and Miss.. 
Squire's Final Report on Relation of Industrial· and Sanitary Condit,ions to Pauperism, Part II. (1). 
TRusbridge, 20555-8. Wood, 85700 (23). Ward, 83589. T. B. Davies, Vol. V., App.lxxv.(6). iJackson. 
and Pringle's Report, p. 22. 9 }'ina} Rcport by Mr. Jones of Inquiry into Effect of Outdoor relief on Wages. 
and the Conditions of Employment-Part II., p. 29. 10 Hamilton, 93611 (14). 11 Beveridge, 77832 (8). 
12 Humphreys, 79408 (9),79416-23. 13 Simpson, Vol. VII!.. App. lxxi. (2). 14 Suellinl:\, Vol. VIII., 
App. lxxiii. (c). 16 H.C., 173-1908, p. 5. . 
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TIell1tion of casual 316. What proportion this form of labour now bears to employment generally we 
bbourto cannot say. Casual labour was in evidence before the Royal Commission of 1832, but 
pauperism and the references to it are very few,l and it is difficult to believ. e that more grave and unemployment. 

pointed reference would not have been made to it, if it then formed so large a contri-

The relation of 
skilled labour to 
unemployment. 

buting element to pauperism as by universal admission it now does. 

317. We may therefore reasonably infer that this cause of distress and pauperism 
has now assumed, both absolutely and relatively, larger proportions than in 1834. Indeed 
it is the almost unanimous opinion of witnesses residing in industrial centres, and especially 
of London witnesses, that it is yearly developing. 2 Mr. Sidney Webb, whose evidence 
we have referred to elsewhere, described in serious language the rapidity of its increase.3 

The g~owth of casual labour to its present dimensions is, however, a modern evil. 

318. Our Special Investigators report that though there is no evidence that any 
considerable proportion of the men applying to Distress Committees owe their unemploy
ment to sickness, yet "from the evidence of borough engineers and foremen of relief 
works there seems little doubt that the men are of low physical capacity." 4 And in 
summing up the characteristics of the unemployed class they say: "We do not find that' 
there is a very large proportion of men of bad character, but there are certainly a con
siderable number of men who are not very competent and not very industrious."5 

319. Without infringing upon other parts of our Report we must here present, so far 
as applications of able-bodied for relief are concerned, what are the almost invariable 
products of this casuality. They may be summed up in one word':""'inefficiency and 
inability for anything but unskilled and non-continuous work of the most elementary 
kind. 

320. Once a casual labourer always a casual labourer, unless there is within the 
individual some special grit and force of character to emancipate him from his vicious 
and retentive environment. Thus, while those who become casual labourers remain 
so, there is from various sources a constant recruiting of their ranks. Those who have 
failed in higher branches of work, either from bad habits, bad fortune, breakdown in 
health, or incapacity to give a remunerative return for the wage they get, all naturally 
gravitate into the ranks of those seeking casual work. So it comes to pass that at every 
great port the numbers seeking employment are largely in excess of the demand, and that 
there is at the large ports and at certain of our populous centres a stagnant mass of low
grade labour, ready to clutch at any form of assistance which will add to their precarious 
livelihood.6 

321. But if, as regards unskilled labour, there are factors to be dealt with in our large 
towns which were almost unknown to_ those who reorganised the Poor Law in 1834, some 
phenomena affecting the capacity of workmen of a higher type have also developed them
sE'lves which were equally un1..-nown or unforeseen by our forefathers. Cyclical fluctua
tions due to the enlarged area of operations of our trade are apt to become less amenable 
to local or even national control. Changes in fashion, greatly affecting demand, follow 
one anothE'r more rapidly than heretofore, and the wider competition to which product 
tion is subject forces upon the manufacturer new processes and new mechanical appliances. 
All these causE'S tend to put O\lt of employment temporarily and even permanently men 
of respectable character, who are willing to work but whose work is not of the type or 
13tandard required. The standard of machine work is constantly rising, and the efficiency 
()f the worker is expected to correspond. If from age, failing health, or ineptitude a worker 
-fails, his employment may cease. and he has difficulty in again obtaining work in his 
dd grade or level. 

l}{eport of Poor Law Commission. 1832, App. A, Part I., pp. 916-7,' and Vol. II., App. 32, p. 10Sh 
8 'l'oynbee, 30703 j Bailward. 78704 (H), 78850-3 j Quelch, 26051-2. Chapman,84791 (24),84812, 84892-6 

.&c., &C'. a Sidney Webb, 93031, Ans. VII. 4 Jackson and Prinp:le's Report on Effects of EmploymeLt 
or AS8i~tanco given to the Unemployed since 1886, Part II., 2b, i 6 Ibid., p. 146. 8 See previous chap' er, 
Sec. 21. 
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322. Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, while pointing out the difficulty of exactly Relation of skilled 
defining what is meant by the skilled or artisan. classes, estimate that, of the appli- labour Ito 
cants to Distress Committees, 20 per cent. are skilled. 1 This proportion of skilled tu unemp oyment. 
unskilled varied much according to the local state of trade. In Northampton, 
Leicester and Woolwich, it was higher owing to changes in the boot trade at the first 
two places, and to a reduction of Government establishments in the last one. II 

323. The Workmen's Compensation Acts 8 and the Trade Union standard 4 also tend to 
render it more difficult for able-bodied men above a certain age or below a certain standard 
of physique or efficiency to retain or re-obtain work to which they are accustomed. These 
again drift into casual or under employment. This, though not a new phenomenon. has 
greatly increased since 1834. 

324. Summing up the new factors and developments we find-

(1) That we have an increasing aggregation of unskilled labour at our 
great. ports and in certain populous districts. 

(2) That this aggregation of low-grade labour.is so much in excess of the 
normal local wants as to promote and perpetuate under-employment. 

(3) That this normal condition of under-employment, when aggravated 
by periodic contraction of trade or by inevitable changes in methods of pro
duction, assumes such dimensions as to require special machinery and organisa
tion for its relief and treatment. 

1 Jackson and Pringle's Rcport,' p. 69. II Appendix to Jackson and Pringle's Report on U nemploy. 
ment, pp. 50-60 and 171. See also Gribble, Vol. VII!., App. xxxiii. (13-14); Court, Vol. l., App xiii., A. (xi). 
a Marshall, 87721 (9), 13-14; Livesey, 83136 Ans. !. (c), 83211-5; Rouse, Vol. VIII.; App. Ixviii. (18-22) j 
Dr. Inncs-Smitb, 43177-8; Baines, 39600; Solomon, 50438 (13), Raeburn, 89722 !5), &c., &c. 4 Leech, 
83769 (3-4), 83774-5; Abbott, 87157 (8),87170; Hogg, Vol. VIII, App. xxxviii. (13); E. Richardson, Vol. 
VIII., App. Ixiv. (xi); Mordey, Vol. VII!., App. Iv. (3-7), &0., &c. 
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Chapter 3. 

CR.lTICISM OF EXISTING METHODS OF RELIEF TO THE ABLE-BODIED. 

(l).-The Poor Law. 

325. We now turn to the existing methods of relief, with the view of testing how far 
they are adapted to and capable of dealing with the new conditions that have arisen. 
We have described at length in a previous chapter the methods of dealing with the 
able-bodied under the Poor Law. We 'have seen that the normal methods intended 
to be established by the Central Authority under the Act of 1834 were indoor felief 
and emigration, and that the. abnormal methods were outdoor relief, with or with
out a labour test. We have, therefore, to examine seriatim the suitability of the 
workhouse, emigration, the labour yard, and out-relief, as methods for dealing with 
the able-bodied in distress from unemployment. 

326. The first point to note is that at least one of the abnormal methods, viz., * the 
labour-yard, has tended by the force of events to become normal, and that at the present 
day the Unions having power to give outdoor relief accompanied by a labour test, are much 
more numerous than those in which relief to the abl.e-Dodied must be given in the work
house. t Experience, therefore, raises a priori a presumption against the adequacy 
of the normal methods. This presumption is increased when we examine more closely 
the working of those methods. 

The workhous€'. 327. We have spoken elsewhere of the evils which to our mind are inseparably con-
nected with the present general workhouse, and of the need for classification by institutions. 
Our position is greatly strengthened by the evidence which we have received as to the 
effect of residence in the workhouse on the able-bodied. 1 Whatever may be said of 
the reasons for deterrence in the case of those among the aged who come there by their 
own fault, the only principle which can be defended in the case of the able-bodied is that 
they should lea.ve the workhouse better fitted to earn their living than when they 
entered it. Whether we rely on discipline, on industrial training, or moral suasion, the 
end should be in all cases the same, viz. to restore efficiency, physical, mental, and 
moral. But the evidence of workhouse Chaplains, a high authority on such a point, 
is emphatic that, so far from this end being reached, the effect of a sojourn in the 
workhouse is wholly bad. 2 

.. Even men above the ordinary working class appear to lose their manhood when tiey 
come into the house." S The able-bodied .. easily become enervated and lose all desire to rise again 
to true citizenship and individual responsibility." 4 .. It is pitiable to see the mental torture which 
decent people i1ufl'er when circumstances compel them to enter the workouse-there comes a loss 
of self·respect and a moral dtterioration." Ii 

328. We are, of course, aware that in individual Unions the deterrent conditions are 
waived or modified by more prescient Boards of Guardians in favour of a man searching 
for work-as, for instance, when a man is permitted to leave the workhouse in search 
of work unencumbered by his wife and children. But these concessions are often abused 
by the workhouse loafer, with the inevitable result that the Guardians are compelled 
to withdraw them. In the main, we believe that we have not exaggerated those features 
in the present workhouse system which make it not only repellent (as is perhaps necessary), 
but also (as is unnecessary) degrading to the· honest man who is anxious to reinstate 
himself in independence.8 The workhouse does not afford any abiding help to the class 
of distressed unemployed who are willing and anxious to work . 

.. For shortneps' sake we here incluue all forms of outUl)or relief a~.companied by a test of labour. 
t See lit,t of UDions where the Regulation and Labour Test Order .. are in force. T 

. 1 James, 23707; Bushell, 23945 (5) Alford, 31842; Smith, 37402; Williams, 45464 (13); Blossom, 42781 
(8),42910; Carryer, 46516 (8); Brown, 50009 (3); Buckingham, 68579; Ayles, 45786 (7); Vulliamy.73387-
90; Verity, 42048 (8),42066; Turner, 43566 (4); Morris, 69996,70046-8; Clarke, 95410-1; Bonar, 298!:0-4. 
As r!'gards able-bodied women, see Thorburn, 35693 (38); Edwards, 23832; Report by Workhouse Chaplains, 
App. Vol. XI. p. 5 (11), 2 Summary of Reports of Workhouse Chaplains 3.8 to effect of life on inmates, p.6 
(1). S Gasking, p. 21. 4 Harrison, p. 18. Ii HOllgson, p. 19. 6 Fleming, 9127 , Ford, 39776 
(:W) (8); Peters, 19929 j Blackshaw, 41349 (10); Maooonald, VoL IV., App. xlv. (10). 7 !{eport on the 
Policy of the Contral Authority from 1834 to 1907 : Mrs. Sidnoy Webb: App., Vol. XII. 
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,--: 329. The second normal resource of the Poor Law for dealing with the able-bodied is Emigration. 
emigration; but, as we have already shOwn,l it is in practice so little used that it cannot 
be regarded as having had much effect in dealing with this problem. The Royal Com· 
mission of 1832 hesitated to recommend its general adoption. . 

330. Having dealt with the normal Poor Law methods of relieving the able-bodied, The labour yard. 
we have next to consider the methods available abnormally, viz., the labour-yard 
and unconditional outdoor relief. The inherent difficulty of the labour-yard is that, 
if it is in any way a permanent institution, it tends to become the habitual resort of the 
incapables who are content with the barest subsistence, and are willing to put 
up vdth all the inconveniences of the yard so long as they are assured of living 
at home with enough to keep themselves and their families from starving.2 Mter 
the manner of the parish labourers of 1832, they prefer to do a little work for a certain 
subsistence out of the rates, rather than to take any trouble to obtain an independence 
by their own exertions.s The labour-yard, unless well administered, encourages the 
incapables without reforming them. It provides no incentive to industry;4 the 
relief is not earned in proportion to effort, but it is given in proportion to needs, subject 
to the qualification of performing a prescribed task of work.6 A loafer with many 
children may do the minimum of work required and obtain four times as much 
as the industrious single man, even though the latter should do four times the work 
of the loafer. The' labour-yard, in fact, is the home of the "ca' canny," 6 and so 
infectious is its atmosphere and its principle of "do little," that a stay there will 
demoralise even the best workman.7 Hence, by the industrious and respectable persQns 
out of work, the labour-yard has become, and under existing conditions rightly, 
almost as much tabooed as the workhouse.s 

. 331. Whatever the inherent evils of the permanent labour-yard, they are intensified 
when it is resorted to as a remedy in times of emergency.9 The conditions under which 
the abuses of the system can be abated are the existence of a large and efficient staff to 
supervise the labour, the existence of large and suitable premises in which the work can 
be properly done and properly supervised, and, lastly, the existence outside the labour
yard of a sufficient staff of skilled reli~ving or enquiry officers to check imposture. lO But 
these three conditions are not to be improvised in a moment. 

332. Upon unconditional outdoor relief, i.e., out-relief without a labour test, the last Unconuitio~a.l 
Poor Law method of dealing with the able-bodied, we need not dwell. Nothing can outdoor rehef. 
be said in favour of setting aside in times of panic or stress the principles underlying 
the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 and the Report of the Royal Comniission of 
that date. At present the workhouse-test, the labour-test, the giving of relief III 

kind, and strict investigation, are the safeguards attached to the grant of 
relief to the able-bodied. But all these safeguards can be and -occasionally are 
systematically dispensed with on the plea of "sudden and urgent necessity"l1 and 
under certain dispensatory provisions of the Prohibitory or Regulation OrJers.12 In 
such cases, out-relief to the able-bodied is given with practically all the freedom which 

'existed before 1832; and in our opinion it is open to all the evils disclosed by the Royal 
Commission of 1832. Unconditional out-relief to the able-bodied tends to aggravate 
rather than diminish those accumulations of surplus labour, which as we have seen, 
are among the disquieting features of modern industrial conditions. 

1 See Part IV., Chap. 9 (25-27), also Rudd, Vol. VIIL, App. lxix:. (7); Fairchild, Vol. VIIL, App. xxiv. 
(21); Dalton, 31450-1. II Bagenal, Vol. I., App. xv. (A), (171); Walsh, 8647, 8682-4, App. xviii. (C); 
Carryer, 46516 (18), 46648, 46692 et aeq.; Islip, 46915 (3a) ; Millward, 18749; Ford, 39776 (29); 3 Millward, 
18749; Lockwood, 4086, 13236a, 13328-9; Bagenal, 7662; Millwa.rd, 18916; Lockwood, 4089 j Court, 6470-7 
Alford, 31803-6. 4 Solomon. 50624-8 ; Dyson, 20383-7. IJ Lockwood, 13280-1, 13388; Davy, 24,13; 
Lowry, '12094-5. 8 Ford, 39835-42; 7 Court, Vol. I., App. xiii. (Al, 6309-10; Wethered, 5521-2; 
Peters, 20028-33; Rusbridgo, 20418 (11), 20466-71, 20918; W. Fawkes, 43889 (13-18). 8 Smart, 84501 
{8); . Solomon, 50435 (5), 50626-7; Crowder, 17666. 9 James, 48U9-21; Alford, 31775, 31988. 
Lockwood, 13330-40. 10 Rusbridge, 20623, 20979; Crowder, 17387 (23): 17442, 17670. 11 Rusbridge 
20571, 20623. Adrian, 191, 1221-2; Lockwood, 13953, 13402-13, 13971. Dyson, 20117 (4a). WalllWe, 
17041-8; Simey, 51643. 12 Lockwood, 13349. Visits: Urban, 18. 
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33~. I~deed, g~nerally speaking, the w~ole influence of the present Poor Law upon 
paupensm IS centripetal rather than centnfugal.1 Except to the extent to which the 
Guardians can emigrate and can remove under the law of settlement, they can only deal 
with the poor by relieving them where they are. And in proportion as they relieve them 
where they are, it follows that there is less inducement for the poor to move to other 
districts. The one method the present Poor Law possesses for directly assistincr the 
mobility of labour within the kingdom is the casual ward; and the whole Report of the 
Vagrancy Committee shows how repellent and useless the administration of the casual 
ward is to the genuine work-searcher.2 

~35. The present Poor Law, therefore, in effect does nothing to decrease the im
mobility of labour or to grapple with the new tendencies which go to make up the modern 
problem of relief to the distressed able-bodied.8 In times of emergency .there has always 
been a desire to secure the help of voluntary and other agencies. Indeed, in the whole 
of the evidence we took, we are not aware of a single witness who urged that the present 
Poor Law, as it now st&nds and is generally administered, is adequate to deal with the 
problems of distress due to unemployment. 

336. As the Royal Comnlission of 1832 themselves remarked~-
"A person who attributes pauperism to the inability to procure employment will doubt 

the efficiency of the means by which we propose to remove it." 4 

337. The administrators of the present Poor Law are in fact endeavouring to apply the 
rigid system of 1834 to a condition of affairs which it was never intended to meet. What 
is wanted is not to abolish the Poor Law, but to widen, strengthen and humanise the 
Poor Law, so as to make it respond to a demand for a more considerate, elastic, and, 
so far as possible, curative treatment of the able-bodied. 

(2).-Charity. 

338. It is noteworthy that, in the generation succeeding the Poor Law reformers of 
1832, the first attempts of charity to supplement the Poor Law in dealing with the 
able-bodied related to particular periods of exceptional local distress. Such efforts were 
spasmodic rather than permanent. The problems connected with unemployment 
did not at that time assume such a shape as to necessitate the permanent organisation 
of charity as a standing accessory to public relief. 

339. At any rate, whatever be the cause, at that time voluntary efforts, as shown by 
the operations of charity, seem chiefly, if not solely, to have been directed towards 
supplementing the organisations of the Poor Law in times of special distress. It is only 
in quite recent years that charitable organisations, such as the Church Army and the 
Salvation Army, have established permanent machinery for dealing on a large scale with 
great numbers of those out of work, as part of the chronic and permanent problems of 
charity. 

340. On the other hand, as far back as 1860 we find interesting evidence of the 
tendency of the general public, in times of special distress, to believe that the Poor Law 
was unequal to the emergency, and to. accumulate la.rge temporary fun~s a~d 
machinery for supplementing by chanty. the functIOns of the Guardx.ans ill 

regard to the relief of the able-bodied. In the' Report of the Select Com
mittee on Poor Relief of 1864, we are told that in consequence of a five weeks' 
uninterrupted frost in the winter of 1860-61, nearly the whole of the labourers in and 
about the London docks and along the banks of the river were th:0wn out of w~)fk; and 
the numbers were largely increased by the necessary cessatlO~ of ~ork ill other 
directions. For the relief of the persons thus depnved of theIr ordinary me!l'ns of 
support, large sums of money, voluntarily contributed, were placed at the disposal 

1 Mackay, 29843 (22). BRt-port of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy, 1906. rCd. 2852.] I>~"" 
3 Dalton, 31617·9; 31679-80. Alden, 20859-70 j Turner, 43590-4; Brown, ~5~53-4; Mackay, 29843 
(23),29922-4,30043-4; Stepney, 796,19 (17 iv.). -Report of Poor Law ComDllssloners, 1834 lCd. 2728, 
1905], P. 277. 
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of the police magistrates, clergymen, and others in. the several . localities in which the Charity and 
distress existed. 1 ' Metropolitan 

341. These subscriptions were raised on the assumption that the machinery of the Poor 
Law was inadequate to meet the prevailing distress, and that not only did the Rules and 
Regulations under which relief was administered require to be modified, but that 
the funds at the disposal of the Guardians were insufficient for such an emergency.2 

342. Several public writers and speakers alleged that the Poor Law had "broken 
down," and this impression was widespread.8 The Select Committee do not themselves 
express a definite opinion as to the quality and extent of the distress which prevailed, 
but they expressly state" that there can beno doubt that the machinery of the Poor Law 
administration was adequate to the occasion, and that the Guardians possessed the re
quisite powers necessary for the relief of distress." They set out, however, at some length 
the conflicting views. conveyed to them by witnesses on the subj ect of the distress.4 These 
views we here epitomise, because they are in themselves an epitome of the usual situation 
which precedes the interposition of charity in the work of relieving the unemployed. 

343. On the one hand, Mr. Farnall, the Poor Law Inspector for the Metropolitan 
District, was of the opinion that the state of affairs" scarcely ought to bear the name of a 
crisis." and he pointed out that, out of 15,000 odd men who applied for, and were offered, 
relief subject to the workhouse or labour test, only 5,000 accepted the relief; the rest 
refused the test and were never heard of again. Ii This view that the Poor Law, if left to 
itself, could easily and satisfactorily have coped with the situation, was also stoutly main
tained by a number of Clerks and Chairmen of the several Unions concerned. 6 

344-. On the other hand, the Committee quote a number of Chairmen of Boards of 
Guardians, clergymen, and police magistrates who took the' view that there prevailed 
"terrible distress," "most extreme and awful misery," and that "but for charitable 
subscriptions there would have been a. fearful loss of life through starvation." 
The Committee noted the refusal of large numbers to accept the workhouse and the 
labour test, and point out that a considerable amount of evidence went to prove that 
it arose from the great facility with which the relief voluntarily contributed could 
be obtained." But, without any exception, the evidence of the London police magis
trates, who distributed the voluntary relief to the poor, was emphatic and unanimous 
that there was a large number of cases which the Poor Law did not and could not 
reach. 8 

345. Such was the state of affairs which, in the opinion of these witnesses, justified 
the interposition of Charity, and the collection and distribution of subscriptions for 
the unemployed. But their own evidence goes on to show what great scandals this 
interposition of charity entailed. We hear how applicants often obtained relief from 
one police court in the morning and from another in the afternoon;9 that there was no 
co-operation between the Guardians and the police magistrates,10 so that, in many 
cases, duplicate and even triplicate relief may have been given without the possibility 
of detection. One inexperienced district visitor sent in without investigation the 
names of the occupiers of a whole street and square as being' clearly entitled to assist
ance.ll Sums as large as £50, £80, and £100 were often distributed in handfuls of silver 
to crowds of applicants, the sole qualification being a display of dirty hands.I2 Bread, 
which was given in relief, was taken to public-houses and exchanged for beer, and then 
sold by the publicans at a reduced rate.IS There was no doubt, in fact, that imposture 
was rampant on account of the want of organisation and in;yestigation which accompa
nied the distribution of the money so promptly and generously subscribed. 

346. The ultimate finding of the Committee with regard to the measures taken during 
this time of distress was as follows :-

"That they received strong evidence that such distress could have been relieved by the 
Poor Law authorities, inasmuch as the legal machinery of administration was sufficient, and 

1 Report of Select Committee on Poor Relief, 186! (:55). p. 3. 2 Ibid., p. 3. 8 Ibid., p. 3. 
411"-d., p. 4. Ilbid. 8lbid.; Thirteenth Annual Report Poor Law Board 1860-1, 2870 ; 0/. App. 3. 
Do),]". p. 37. 1 Report of Select Committee on Poor Relief, 1864 (:J55), pp. 4, 5, 6. 8 Ibid., pp. 6, 8, 9. 
91bid., p. 8. 10 lltid., pp. 6, 7. l1Iltid., p. 8. 12 Ibid., p. 7. 18 Ibid. 
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the guardians possessed the req)llsite powers for r~ising the neces.sary funds for the purpose; 
but the legal c~arge would have presBe~ very heavily on some panshes within the Metropolis. 
The regular actIon, however, of the Ioor Law was, to a considerable extent rendered 
unn~ces~ary by volunta~y cor,tributions; and hoyvever desirable it is that in great ~~ergencies 
destItutlOn should be relieved by spontaneous chanty, Your Committee find that on the occasion in 
question evils resulted from the want of a sufficient organisation for the investigation of the 
cases of the persons relieved."ll * 

347. We have quoted.and ~eferred at ~ome lengt~ to this Report, now more than forty 
years old, because we beheve It to contam a true pIcture of the situation which almost 
in,:ariably. arises when money is subscribed in a hurry by the charitable public for the 
reliei of distress from unemployment and is distributed without adequate investigation 
by means of hastily improvised or inexperienced organisations. . 

348. From this Report we gather :~ 

(1) The motive of the interposition of charity was the assumption that 
the Poor Law was inadequate to meet the situation. 

(2) Both the Central and local Poor I.aw Authorities concurred in maintaining 
that the Poor Law was adequate; and their view was upheld by the Select 
Commjttee of the House of Commons. 

(3) But, notwithstanding, the Select Committee admitted that it may 
possibly be "desirable" "that in great emergencies destitution should 
be relieved by charity;" and in the body of their Report they themselves 
indicate a form of organisation which might enable charity to intervene more 
successfully in future. 

349. The secret of this inconsistent attitude of the Committee in regard to the 
necessity of the intervention of charity may be explained by the fact that, between the 
date of the Metropolitan distress into which they were inquiring and the date of their 
Report, there had occurred the Lancashire Cotton Famine. An enormous sum had 
been collected and distributed by voluntary agencies towards the relief- of half a million 
destitute persons, and both the people who gave and the people who distributed 
the charity had been publicly thanked in the Speech from the Throne. 

350. It would appear, therefore, to have been necessary for the Select Committee of 
1864 to combine, with a disapproval of the administrative scandals of charity in 1861-2, 
a concurrence in the principle of the intervention of charity which had been approved by· 
the Government, Parliament, and the nation at large. 

351. The Lancashire Cotton Famine was the occasion of the greatest effort which 
charity has ever made in England towards the alleviation of distress due to want of 
employment. The distress began to be acute in Decembe~, 1861, and by the end 
of June, 1863, charity had accumulated £1,974,203 for the relief of the unemployed 
operatives and their families.s It is probable that under the circumstances this vast 
sum was distributed with the maximum of good and the minimum of demoralisation. 
When perfected, the charitable organisation consisted of a Central Executive Committee 
and a General Relief Committee at Manchester, and a Mansion House Committee 
in London. The function of the General Relief Committee was merely to collect 
subscriptions; the function of the Central Executive Committee was to distribute 
the SUbscriptions through the medium of 170 local Committees, and generally, as far 

• Two things should be added. There was then no central organisation for the administration of voluntary 
relief. The parishes could not rally for thfl purpose, and the necessity for treating problems of want as ~atters 
of Bocial knowledge and education was hardly present in the public mind. The Magistrates were admIttedly' 
an unsatisfactory tribunal in an emergency of this kind; and there were no local agencies who Were ablB 
to support them systematically by concerted action. On this and other occasions the difficulties of organisa
tion were immensely increased by the over-haste of the donors themselves, who were impatient of all pre-con
sideration, and in their excitement pressed for the immediate and wholesale distribution of large funds. This 
element has always to be reckoned with in a crisis in the Metropolis, and it is obviously most difficult to 
restrain or to guide it. 

1 Report of Select Committee on Poor Law Relief, 1864 [255] p. 10. I Arnold's" History oft~~e 
Cotton Famine," p. 493. . 
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as possible, to infl.ue~ce, control, and .co-ordinate on a common plan the activities CharitY!Lnd the 
of these' local COmmlttees.1 The functlOns of the Mansion House Committee were to ~an<:ashire Cotton 
collect and forward subscriptions to the distressed districts, but this it apparently Famme. 
did to a considerable extent in co-operation with the Central Executive Committee.s 

352. On the Central Executive Committee sat the special representative of the Central 
Poor Law Authority, Mr. Farnall, whose evidence as to the adequacy of the Poor Law 
to deal with the London distress in 1861 we have already quoted.s There was also some 
co-operation and communication between the local Poor Law Authorities and the 
charitable organisations. The Central Executive Committee used its influence, 
and successfully, to raise the average weekly rate of poor relief per head from 
Is. 2!d. to 2s.,4 and there was a mutua] inspection of each others' relief books by 
the local Charitable Relief Committee and the Board of Guardians.6 The local Relief Com
mittees were enjoined to refer chronic cases of indigence to the Gua.l·dians, and to use 
voluntary or paid visitors for the purpose of investigating cases. There was, in fact, 
at the end of the period of distress, a complete paraphernalia of regulations .and inquiry, 
a central controlling Committee distributing to local Committees funds, partly raised locally, 
partly centrally-in a word a replica of the official and statutory Poor Law system, acting 
parallel to and in co-operation with it. 

353. It might have been expected that charity distributed by such a complete organi
sation and with so many safeguards would have been free (if ever relief of any kind what
ever on a large scale could be free) from serious abuses. But it is clear from the" Manual" 
issued by the Central Executive Committee in the autumn of 18636, when the worst dis
tress was over, and also from Arnold's" History of the Famine," which is throughout 
written in a laudatory spirit, that, at any rate in the times of worst pressure, serious 
abuses did arise. At the outset there were separate funds administered by separate 
Committees in many towns,'1 and there were at least four central funds also administered 
by four Central Committees. I It was not till August, 1862, that is in the eighth month 
of the period of distress, that the Central Executive Committee came on the scene to 
co-ordinate the various funds and to prevent overlapping. In Manchester, where the 
Guardians and Relief Committee relieved the same cases, it was alleged that 25 per cent. 
of the recipients were not proper objects of charity,9 and when special visitors were em
ployed it was discovered, according to. a report of the assistant clerk of the ManchE-'ster 
Union, that:-

"Almost every conceivable variety of fraud, it would appear, has been practised upon 
the officers of the Board, as the reports of the special visitors now employed prove every week. 
Children, recently dead, have been booked &8 living; children that never existed have been 
booked; children have been borrowed to make up families; concealment or misrepresenta
tion of wages seems almost to have been the rule in some districts of the city; men, whose 
regular work was at night have obtained relief for want of work in the day time; sick men have 
been found drunk in .bed; men discharged by employers for drunkenness have obtained relief 
as decent, respectable artisans; persons have left employment avowedly because they could. 
get a living easier by charity and parish relief than by work; men have been found who, 
having work at home, were attending the school or the farm; men have been found who were
working, but not at their homes; and the short hours required of those sent to the school or to 
the farm, have enabled many to secure wages of which they gave no account whatever; and. 
to finish this most unpleasant recital the reports referred to have made the Guardians. 
acquainted with the existence, in one district at least, of an amount of immorality which they· 
had not before heard of, a large number of persons living in adultery having obtained relief as 
married people.'lO 

354. It is probable that such wholesale abuses were not found elsewhere than in the 
largest towns, and that even there, as in the case cited, they were ultimately detected 

1 Arnold's "History of the Cotton Famine," p. 271-2. Letter from Mr. Farnall to Mr. Villiers .. 
IAniel., p. 120, pp. 232-23~. a Ibid., pp. 179-80. 4 Ibid., pp. 234and 353. Ii !bid., p. 273. 
8 Ibid., App., pp. 546 et seq. '1 Lancashire's Lesson, etc. McCullagh Torrens, p. J37_ Ilbid., p. 100,. 
pp. 347, 181. 9 Arnold's "History of the Cotton Famine," p. 362. 10 Ibid., Report of clerk t() 
Manchester Board of Guardians, p. 363. See also Footnote t. 

t .. Rascaldom was in clover during the early period of the distress, and the revision of the 
school lists, in the spring of 1863, turned out domestic servants from the sewing schools, sent 
hand-loom weavers' to their normal dependence upon the poor rates and even committed to 
prison swindlers, who whilst in regular work and in receipt of good wages, were also getting 
assistance from the relief committees. But these cases of imposition oCllurred only amongst 
large populations, and certainly did not at any time comprise 5 per cent. of the recipient.~ of 
rclief."-(" Lancashire and the Cotton Famine," Watts, p. 212.) 
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Charity and the and diminished by the system of visitors recommended by the Central Executive Com
~an~ashireCottoll mittee. But the point we wish to emphasise is that it was only the long duration of the 
hmme. distress that enabled the provisional administration of charity to acquire the experience 

and skill in investigation and revision of cases which, in the words of the Executive Com. 
mittee's Manual, "will alone prevent abuses."1 For it is only when sufficient time has 
elapsed to introduce, train partially, and control a newly organised association of workers 
that the skill, experience and co-operation necessary to charitable work can be attained. 

355. Another abuse, to which the Executive Committee refer, was the tendency to sup
plement the wages of workmen on full time by means of money allowances. * As in 1834, 
some employers took advantage of this system to pay inadequate wages. "It is better," 
say the Committee, "that operatives should be entirely withdrawn from work than 
that they should labour sixty hours weekly for little more, or even less, than the Beale 
of relief."s In one case an operative is said to have worked fifty hours a week 
in a factory for 9id. S In other cases work for fifty-five hours a week would be 
exacted for a wage of 3s. or 4s. exclusive of deduction for rent, the miserable pittance 
then left. being made up by "relief" to the standard of 2s. a head a week.4 We 
have, therefore, here in miniature an indication of what would probably be the general 
effect on wages of re-introducing an indiscriminate system of giving money allowances 
to the able-bodied, whether from charitable or from public funds. 

356. Yet another evil was the protracted pensioning of a large number of able
bodied men and boys without providing them with any occupation. The" Relief Com
mittees" had been from the time of their establishment utterly unable to provide 
manual labour for all the able-bodied men whom their funds supported, H and the 
Guardians (not unnaturally) neglected a requirement which the Committees did not 
make.6" The labour test, therefore, seems almost of necessity to have been largely aban
doned. Although the Poor Law Board did not repeal the Outdoor Relief Regulation 
Order, they had pointed out to the Guardians that its provisions could be dispensed with 
in cases of urgent necessity, and that the existence of masses of starving operatives con
stituted such necessity.8 Thus in March, 1863, although there were between 60,000 
and 70,000 girls employed in sewing schools and 20,000 t men and boys being taught 
in other schools-all of whom were accounted as " working" -there were yet" upwards 
of 25,000 able-bodied men and boys who were then receiving the means of subsistence 
without labouring in any way in return for it. 7" . . 

357. This protracted idleness led to demoralisation and riots,8 and no doubt 
was the cause of the Government's adopting a new method of alleviation, viz., the pro
-vision of works of public utility undertaken by the Local Authorities and paid for by them 
out of loans advanced from the Exchequer. To this part of the lesson of the Cotton 
Famine we shall refer subsequently. We are here only concerned with the moral that, 
even with the most effective organisation, a general system of money allowances to able
bodied in distress can never be safely resorted to. 

358. There was yet another early mistake on the evils of which the Executive Com
mittee commented in their Manual. The original bent of the Local Committees was to 
supplement the relief of the Guardians, instead of confining their sole attention to cases 
with which the Guardians did not deaJ.9t This system of divided responsibility for 

• " During the'last two years, however, the allowanee system has been set up anew and sanctioned 
in every form and to every conceivable extent in Lancashire."-(" Lancashire's Lesson, etc.," McCullagh 
Torrens, p. 120.) "Some Committees had also Buplcmented full time wages in cases where the material 
to be worked up was so wretched that weavers who used, in ordinary times, to earn from lOs. to 12s. 
per week, could not earn the amount as wages."-(" Lancashire and the Cotton Famine," Watts, p. 210.) 

t In the winter of 1862-3, when the famine was at its worst, 48,000 men and boys were being taught in 
8chools.-(" Lancashire and the Cotton Famine," Watts, p'. 210.) . 

t The Report of the Honorary Secretary for May, 1865, shows that, a month before the Executive 
Committee adjourned sine die, "the relief of 3,872 persons from the Gua.rdians was being supplemented 
by the local Committees at a cost of £901 per month, when the total expenditure of the R~lief Committee3 
was only £5,090 per month."-(" Lancashire and the Cotton Famine," Watts, p. 210.) 

1 Arnold's .. History of the Cotton Famine," App., p. 550. 2 Ibid., App. p.553. 3 Ibid., p. 362. 
41bid., p. 413. II Ibid., p.387. 8 Instructional letter accompanying issue of order to Lancashire, 8ee 
Arnold, pp. 73, 106. 7 Arnold's" History of the Cotton Famine," p. 387. CI. also Report on Agencies and 
l\Iethod~ for dealing with the Unemployed (C. 7182] 1893, p. 392. 8 Arnold's "History of the Cotton 
Famine," p. 387. 

9" Lancashire and the Cotton Famine," Watts, p. 206 ... Lancashire's Lelson, etc." Torrens, pp. 92-3. 
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partic~lar cases was found ~o "invite a struggle between the Guardians and the Relief Charity and the 
C?~mJ.ttee as to ~he proportIOn of the relief to be given by each, and so lighten the responsi- Lanc,ashire Cotton 
bility for the relief of each case as to leave no appreciable burden of such responsibility Famme, 
either on the Guardians or Committee."1 In fact, the system then, as now, led to the un-
warranted assumption by the Guardians and the Charity Committee that each would 
suppl:y the other's deficiencies as regards the relief or the investigation of a case. This 
unsatisfactory arrangement was gradually replaced by one in which there was a 
clear demarcation of charity and Poor Law cases, with the consequence that the ;:esponsi. 
bility for the relief of each case was distinct; charity dealt with the better class of cases 
and left cases of misconduct and chronic ip.digence to the Guardians.1I 

, 359. The history of the famine and of the measures for the relief of the sufferers by it 
brought to light some grave defects in the machinery, no less than in the system, by which 
that relief was administered. And we can hardly be surprised if it illustrates the truth 
that" knowledge comes but wisdom lingers." It was the first experience of the kind 
in England. Never before had the country attempted to cope with suffering on so large 
a scale. The tradition of voluntary effort in such cases was well-nigh lost; certainly, 
co-operation between Poor Law and charity in dealing with such an emergency had not 
been contemplated. It was only as experience grew longer and wider that bad methods 
were discarded and sound administration took their place. The almoners, official and 
other, had everything to learn, and the scale and the duration of the distress had this, at 
least, of good, that its lesson was learnt thoroughly. 

360. The Guardians, not unnaturally, considered that they were the proper persons 
to deal with the crisis; they were confident of their ability to do so; and they were 
supported in that confidence by the Poor Law Board. In November, 1861, the Poor Law 
Board informed the Guardians that: "The Board are also confident that the machinery 
of the law itself will, with judicious management, be found, as heretofore, equal to any 
emergency." 8 And, as late as May, 1862, the President of the Board advised an anxious 
deputation of Lancashire' Members of Parliament to "leave the matter at present in 
the hands of the Guardians, who were performing their duties very efficiently."4 . 

361. It was, in fact, only the extraordinary and protracted nature of the distress that 
brought about the c!ose co-operation of the Poor Law Authorities with the efforts of 
the Central Executive Committee to supplement the Poor Law by charity-and it was 
that co-operation alone which enabled the Committee to work so efficiently. 

362. In considering, therefore, the teaching of the Lancashire Cotton Famine as to' the 
operations of charity in relieving the unemployed, we must not fail to remember that 
both the successes and the failures of charitable effort on this occasion were largely 
due to the character and duration of the distress. 

363. The distress was not in any way sudden. It was foreseen in the autumn of 
1861,. developed gradually in the winter of that year, and did not reach its acutest stage 
until the winter of 1862. There was thus ample time given to the Central Poor Law 
Authority to concert measU:I'es of relief. A special representative of ,t~e Poor Law Bo~rd 
was sent down to the distIlct, and stayed there permanently, explammg and smoothmg 
down the asperities of the Poor Law, assisting and co-operating in the organisation. of 
charity.6 That organisation in its perfection was only possible owing to the ~~mg dlir~tlOn 
of the distress. The working-classes affected were not casual labourers, but highly skilled,. 
respectable, and thrifty operatives *-but, none the less, th~ protra<:ted and idle depende~ce: 
on charity in the end demoralised them.7 We have thl~s I!l the ~Istory of , the Lanc~s~e 
Cotton Famine a most instructive commentary on the limits of Ilght charItable actlOn In 

connection with the relief of the unemployed • 

• "Some of the operatives are men of superior intellect • ~ • many of them attain great proficiency 
in scientific, artistio and other pursuits."~" A Visit to Lancashire," Ellen Barlee, p, 5.) 

1 App", p,549, II Appendix 549. 8 Fourteenth Annual Report, P?or Law Board, ~861-2, 3037-
App. vii, p. 28. 4 Arnold'lJ "History of the Cotton Famine," p. 127. Ii Ibid., p. 47. 0 Ibid" pp. 128-9. 
7 Arnold's II History of the Cotton Famine," p. 477. 
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364. In 1886 there was much distress in London, and in the winter a Mansion House Fund 
was opened. "Nearly £80,000 was rapidly subscribed and almost as rapidly distributed 
without in most cases any adequate precautions being taken to ensure a proper adminis
tration; as a consequence much of the money was wasted and had a most demoralising 
effect." 1 This experience led to an inquiry into the conditions of dealing with exceptional 
distress by a special Committee of the Charity Organisation Society, of which Mr. Albert 
Pell was Chairman, and this Committee arrived at two conclusions, viz., a recognition 
of the inadvisability of starting central relief funds for London except under certain 
express conditions, and, next, a recognition .of the view, which largely influenced public 
opinion at the time, that relief employment was a method of assistance of very limited 
utility\.2 

365. The latter question was very closely investigated in connection With plans 
carried out in that and subsequent years, and also after reviewing the schemes of past 
years including those of the Cotton Famine. The conclusions of Mr. Pell~s Committee 
were:-- . 

" That in the event of employment being provided, the wage should not be a ' charity' wage; 
that the best methods of payment appeared to be either by contract or by • measured 
work,' or by scale; that the men should be worked, not by shifts of four or five hours, 
but for an eight hours' day with days off to look for work; and that on work other than that done 
on contract there should be sufficient inquiry or a trustworthy recommendation. The supervision 
should be strict, the gangs small, and the manager empowered to dismiss summarily if necessary." 

The Mansion House Fund was used only to a comparatively small extent in providing 
employment. The next year there was much less distress; and the Lord Mayor appealed 
for £'20,000 to provide assistance in some way that "might lead up to permanent 
remedies." 3 From the excitement and lavish giving of the past year there was a 
natural reaction, and only £5,000 was received. A small number of men (394) were 
employed under proper supervision and their cases considered individually. It was 
found possible to assist only 17 per cent. in such a way as to prevent their falling back 
into the ran!{s of the unemployed, even if so much as that could be guaranteed. Subse
quent experiments in 1892-3 and later gave similar results. The best conditions of 
employment relief were fairly ascertained; and the after-results ot such relief did not 
appear to justify it, unless great pressure required the use of this expedient. The Mansion 
House Committee of 1887-8 summarised the question thus :--

.. The Committee are of opir iOIl that works started for the relief of the unemployed, even though 
they be in some degree useful and beneficial, are in the long run an injury instead of a benefit to 
the community, by discouraging the real spirit of work, and thereby diminishing seU-reli8Jlce 8Jld 
enterprise; also, that such works under the management of amateurs, however well-intentioned, 
will usually result in increasing the number of those dependent on almsgiving, and by slackenin/r 
foresight during the months when wages are earned, intensify the evil instead of remedying it. More
over, such wbrks tend to attract labour to London and further glut the market." 

366. In regard to the other main conclusion of Mr. Pell's Committee, to which reierence 
has been made above--the recognition of the inadvisability of starting central relief funds 
for London except under certain express conditions, a definite scheme for the establish
ment of a central voluntary adminIstration with the aid of local committees and skilled 
help was proposed; and suggestions for dealing with distress in times of emergency which 
have been found of great service in subsequent years were submitted in detai1. In 1892-3 
and in 1894 employment relief was provided in connection with Committees at the Mansion 
House with results similar to those of 1887-8. In 1903-4, there was another Mansion 
House Fund for employment relief; 467 men were dealt with, and it was claimed by the 
·Committee :--

.. That in spite of the limitations caused by the smallness of the fund a large number of genuine 
unemployed families were thoroughly helped, the men were maintained in health, efficiency, and 
self'respect, their homes kept together, and their wives and children enabled to preserve a fair st8Jldard 
of comfort through the winter. This was done without attracting to the fund the habitually de
pendent, and at a cost which must be regarded as small in proportion to the thoroughness of the 
relief afforded." 4 

367. Subsequent inquiries, however, showed that o~y .26 per cent. of the J?enhelped 
had obtained more or less regular employment, the remalmng 74 per cent. haVing lapsed 
into casllallabour or obtained no employment at all.6 But it is noteworthy that even 

1 Toynbee, 30622 (19). . 
2 Report of Speci~l Committee of Charity Org8Jlisation Soriety on Exceptional Distress. pp. xiv., xvi. 
a First Report of the Mansion House Conference on the Condition of the Unemployed, 1887-8. 
4 Toynbee, 30622 (27). 
6· Beveridge, 778:;1 (28). Maynard, 78371 (ll). 
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this result of painst~king efforts in selecting the men was only achieved, by sending the 
me!l to farm colorues under the management of permanent charitable organisations, 
whIch we shall hereafter shortly describe. . 

368. In brief then in London the experience of the period between the Mansion 
.House Fund of 1886 and the introduction of Mr. Long's scheme, has been that in meeting 
distress employment relief is of very partial utility, and that, so far as general relief is 
concerned, it is almost inevitable that a considerable part of all temporary funds for the 
unemployed shall be wasted on unworthy objects, or, at best, spent with no permanent 
benefit to the recipients, unless the management of the fund Las the assistance of-

(1) Persons skilled generally in the administration of charity; and 

(2) Some permanent organisation to which the cases can be referred for 
treatment. 

369. This view is emphasised by the experience of funds raised and adminis- Press Funda.t. . 
tered by the Press for the benefit of the unemployed. At Tottenham, we arc 0 

told, money anI! goods to the extent of £10,000 were collected by ,a newspaper 
and distributed, being greatly in excess of the needs of the district: Fifty 
sheep were .. contributed," and with difficulty got rid of;1 thus illustrating 
an inducement to lax administration, innate in all such funds. For unless the whole 
of the fund is actually distributed, the subscribers are inclined to believe 
that their contributions have been extracted from them under false pretences. 
Hence there is an incentive to spend as much as possible on as many as possible; for as 
a rule, the public estimation of a charitable fund is increased or decreased in fairly 
accurate proportion to the number of pounds subscribed and the number of persons upon 
whom they have been spent. 

370. At West Ham in 1903-4 some £20,000 was raised by newspapers and distri
bute4 to the unemployed, but :-

.. Unfortunately there were a lot of impostors, and I think it was pretty well circulated 
that the money went to other than those who needed it." II 

It is alleged that the knowledge that this money was mis-spent operated subsequently 
to the detriment of the Distress Oommittee in collecting voluntary subscriptions. 3 

Another newspaper in London collected some thousands of pounds, which were dis
tributed among a few thousands of the unemployed as wages for doles of from one to 
three days' work; thus affording another instance of the mistaken endeavour to cure 
casual labour homreopathically.4 .Oasual labour was also the chief form of assistance 
given by another Press fund, as to which we had evidence which convinced us that 
a genuine attempt was made to administer the fund on sound lines. Ii The organiser 
of yet another great Press fund gave it in evidence before us that, except as regards 
emigration, the methods of help employed by the fqnd had been unsatisfactory.6 And 
though those responsible for each of the last two mentioned funds were of the opin~oll 
that a number of respectable workmen had been genuinely assisted, it was admitted that 
there was no co-operation between the two funds, which were being applied to the same 
district at the same time.7 In the end, we were informed by two competent witnesses, 
there was indiscriminate giving of relief to such a degree that it tended rath9r 
to the aggravation of the trouble than to any reduction of it.1 

If these are the acknowledged results of Press funds, it may well be asked how it is 
that they are again and again repeated. We feel convinced that the answer is, that, 
rightly or'w:rongly, there is a wide-spread impression that the Poor Law in its methods 
and tests 18 so deterrent that there are very large numbers who would prefer to 
undergo suffering rather than accept poor-relief. Hence the necessity for .charity, 
especially in times of distress. We cannot better illustrate the prevalence of this 
view than by quoting the answers of ce~aiJl clergymen, almoners of one of the West 
Ham Press funds, to the following que~tion which was addressed to them :-

Queation.-Do you consider that the relief of distress is best left in the hands of the roor 
Law officials t 

1 Coart, 6197. S Rusbridge, !}0!78. See also Ma.ynard, 78371 (3), 88038, Humphreya. 79463-70. 
a Rn ;bridge, 20418 (13). 4.Ta.ckson and Pringle'S Report, p. 103. ~ Gardiner, 78640 at Beq. 6 Richard, 
son. 85623 (10). 7 G~rdiner, 7867S-9; Rich:mison, 85684-6. 8 Maynard, 78371.;(3),88038. Humphreys, 
79463-70. 
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Anawer.-" I! shouid be sorry to see all rolief left entirely' to the Poor Law officials. 
as ~he most deserving would be omitted. on account of their not applying through fear of being 

bullied. 

l-(.B.-Poo~ Law officj~ls sh~)Uld romember every one .has a right to make applic.ation 
even If not qualified to receIve rehef. and should treat applIcants all alike as to behaviour 
and courtesy. The best do not apply because of this." , 

Anawer.-" It would be impossible for any voluntary systerrl to take in hand Poor Law 
administration. But I do not think that in times of exceptional distress Poor Law officials are 
'Iuch fair and considerate almoners as the clergy and their district visitors." 

Anstcel".-" No, the relieving officers are often harsh, and even cruel, and not always 
honest." 

\ Answer.-" The consideration of relief is greatly influenced by the class of people to be 
deal~ with. Two divisions :-

(I) ThoBe whose character for work is still unimpaired. 

(2) Professional parasites of Society. 

"The classes of people best dealt with by charity are those of the fust class. For a satis
factory distribution of alms of any kind, perdonal knowledge of cases is essential. This the Poor 
Law officials are not in position to acquire. Furthermore, the genuine cases of distress are 
not, as a general rule, willing to apply for relief, and in consequence the Poor Law officials do 
not always have the best material to work on." 

Anatcer.-" No." 

Answer.-" I think that the relief of distress should be left in the hands of the Poor Law 
officials in the case of those people who like being relieved by charitable people."l 

371. It seems clear that, so long as this view of the harshness and inadequacy of the 
Poor Law methods prevails in certain sections of the community, it will be difficult or 
impossi!>le to pr~vent the outpouring of charity, even in the most indiscriminate and 
demoralising manner, in times when distress. is widespread. The evidence as to Press 
funds, therefore, seems to point to the conclusion that distress from unemploy
ment cannot helpfully be dealt with by sporadic and unorganised charity, but that 
under existing conditions it is difficuli to preveni the interposition of this form of 
charity in times of special distress. 

372. We now turn to consider the operations of permanent charitable' organisations 
affording assistance to the able-bodied. . These may be divided into two classes, viz .• first, 
those which deal chiefly, if not exclusively, with the better class of workman. and second. 
thosE.' which deal chiefly with the worst classes-the unemployables or the " incapables." 

373. To the first of these classes belong the Charity Organisation and other kindred 
societies in the country. Of these societies we may take two as illustrating their work 
generally, the Charity Organisation Society in London and the Liverpool Central Reli~f 
Society. The Secretary of the latter society thus de;:;cribes its work. and the statement 
may be taken as of general application :-

r· ... 

.. Ordinarily, the work of the Society consists in relieving distres, of a temporary kind in what
ever way is likely to restore the distre88ed to Eelf-suppnrt. Persons in distress are brought under 
the Society's notice by ministers of religion, missionariell,nurses, school attendance officera, or private 
persons, or pf'rBonal application is made. Careful investigation is made as to the antecedents and 
character of the applicants and the prospects d self-supporii being resumed, and appropriate BcLion 
is taken."11 

In addition at Liverpool the Society has works~ops where men in want ~t e.mp~oy
ment are put to firewood making. The London SOCIety has started no such InstitutlOn. 
Its rule is that the cases of able bodied persons temporarily out of work should be conr 
sidered, like other cases, on their merits. Where the want of work is due to seasonal of 
other recurrent causes, conditional relief of various kinds is given. the efficacy of which 
is practically limited by the amount of individual influence and personal supervision 
that is forthcoxning. If the distress is due to some exceptional temporary cause, those 
who suffer are dealt with in accordance with a rough classification as :-

(1) Thrifty and careful men; . 
(2) Men of different grades of respectability, but non-provident and of very 

lixnited capacity; and . 
(3) The idle, loafing class, and those brought low by vice or drink . 

1 Richardsoh. Vol. VIII., App. cii. • Grisewood, 37105 (22). 
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The firs~ class an~ those in Class (2) whohave a deccnt home are temporarily supported 
~y chanty, or assIsted, e .. q., br the payment of arrears of rent, by redeeming tools, and 
l~ other wars, and by eIDlgratlOn. Others are le~ to be dealt with by the Poor Law Guar
dians. This method has been frequently put ill force in exceptional years. Thus" a. 
man may be out of work whose occupation is such that relief work offered by the Guardians 
or under the Unemployed Workmen Act would be wholly unsuitable for him. In such 
cases allowances have ,been given, after inquiry, for week;s, or, it rna y be, even for months. "1 

And in this way, for instance, the Kensington District Committee; who" had no faith in 
the remedy of employment relief,"adopted the plan of making careful inquiry and granting 
assistance according to the requirements and needs of the particular case. ' In the result 
the men, assisted for varying periods from one or two weeks to five or six weeks, " found 
work for thexnselves in most instances, and showed real appreciation for the help afforded 
them."i Charity Organisation Societies generally believe in the ...utility of emigration as 
one remedy for distress, especially when the distress is due to permanent causes, as for 
instance, when a. .trade is failing or dying out or removing, and when shortness of work 
tends to become chronic, and the applicant cannot turn his hand to some other occupation. 
The Liverpool Society has set a helpful example of how to mitigate local accumulations 
of surplus labour, by transferring a number of families of widows with children to factory 
districts, where they become quite self supporting and independent of parish relief. 8 

3U. There are more than 100 Charity Organisation. "Corresponding" Societies in 
Great Britain; and in many of the larger towns there are District Comniittees as well 
as a Central Organisation, and visitors either attached to them in part, or working in the 
district and co-operating with them These Societies no doubt, like other locally organised 
bodies, official or non official, differ in different places in their utility, energy, and means 
and influence.4 Sometimes a division of opinion in a town may lead to the formation of 
what is, or appears to be, a rival society. These are conditions which in the changes of 
public and philanthropic opini9n are almost inevitable; no less is it likely that where 
with a view to ultimate self help a definite and discriminating method of inquiry and 
assistance is adopted-whether it be in the Poor Law or in voluntary administration 
some unpopularity will be incurred. And no doubt there may be other causes for it 
differing according.to the character of the local management. Ii But, however this may 
};le, it is evident that in many places the operations of these societies have often been 
very helpful to the men assisted and most educative to those engaged in the work of 
assistance. In fact, it is not tOE) much to say that, since the more general introduction 
of the methods of Charity Organisation, the standard of the administration of voluntary 
relief has been definitely raised among a large number of persons whose duty it is to deal 
with this branch of work. The value of societies such as that at Nottingham,6 as centres 
from which an organisation on right lines can be extended to meet the demands of special 
distress, is very great indeed. 

375. We feel, therefore, that, while what we may call permanent charity organisation 
committees are well adapted for dealing with some classes of the unemployed. they will 
only achieve success if they are multiplied and reorganised as part of a linger and completer 
org,misation, under a. new name and upon a wider basis than at present. This point will 
~e found more fully developed in Part VII. of our Report. 

376. Chief among the larger permanent charitable agencies which purport to provide Salvation Army. 
assistance for the incapables or the lower class of the unemployed, are the Salvation 
Army and the Church Army. The Salvation Army have furnished us with a valuable 
paper of propoflals for the future by General Booth;7 but, although they kindly allowed 
one or our Committees to \'isit' their colony at Hadleigh, they did not supply us with 
any oral or written evidence as to the general working of their scheme for helping 
the unemployed. The Salvation Army also preferred not to give direct information 
to our Special Investigators, Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, when requested to do SO,8 and 
they declined to answer a schedule of questions which we sent them as to the 
work and cost of their colony at Hadleigh, on the ground that :,-

"The Hadleigh Colony was not, in the ordinary scnso Of the words, e~tablishcd for dealing 
with the unemployed, but rather on behalf of those who have, through bas of character, illness, 

1 Toynbee, 30621 (Hb). i Jackson, Vol. VIII., App. xl., 1-11. a Grisewood, 37105 (29),137112. 
4 Visits: Urban, 19, 2u, 21, 22. 6 Toynbee,30761 ; Dalton, 31588; Herbert. 8549; Thompson, 22823- 6~ 
Gr,cy, 15584-5; Kcrwin, 18160-1, 18223; Simey, 51686-7; Rogers, 45297 ; Blackshaw, 41428. 6 H<)~· 
bert, Vol. I., App. xvii. (b). 7 Booth, Vol. IX., App.lviii. .8 Jackson and Pringle'S Report, p. 9:> .. 
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the effects of exceJsive drinking, and kindred evils, become for the time being unemployaLle and 
with a view to restoring them and enabling them once more to undertake employment in this or 
som!.! other country. 

Men have also. been. received at Hadleigh who could ,not be regarded as unemployed or 
distressed persons in the usually accepted sense of those terms. . 

It should also be borne in mind that the moral restoration of the man is the leading purpose 
of the colony, and that everything there is made subservient to that end." 1 

377. Although the impression made upon thos·e of our members who visited 
Hadleigh was favourable we do not feel in a position to express any decided opinion 
as to the value of the assistance given generally by the Salvation Army to the 
unemplo)'ed. The indirect evidence quoted by Messrs. Jackson and Pringle in their 
Report raises a presumption that, in certain respects, there are defects in the Salvation 
Army system, when considered as a means of restoring to a life of independent 
industry those whom they endeavour to help. a 

!kvch Anny .• ::. 378. The Church Army submitted detailed evidence to us which convinced us that on 

Jonclusions as to 
;he sphere of 
lharity in the 
~elief of the 
~ble-bodied. 

the whole it is performing a valuable and useful work of reclamation among a 
class of the unemployed with whom it would perhaps be difficult or impossible 
to deal except by means of a semi-religious agency. Although from the figures sup
plied to us it appeared tha.t, for the twelve months ending September, 1907, 66 per 
cent. of the men dealt with in the Church Army labour homes had previously been 
in workhouses, casual wards or prisons, yet we were informed that, of those who 
passed "the three day" work test and ultimately left the homes, 40 per cent. went 
to situations or were restored to their .friends or emigrated. Another 42 per cent. 
whose conduct and industry in the homes are stated to have been satisfactory, left 
of their own accord to seek work, but their subsequent careers could not be traced. S 

Altogether the Church Army sent out to Canada 3,000 persons in 1906, and 1,595 in 
1907-and these people are stated to have succeeded well on the whole.' For a com
plete a.ccount of the work of the Church Army we must refer to the evidence of 
Messrs Hamilton and Jones,6 and to our Investigator~' Rep.ort.6 

379. We are disposed to agree with our Special Investigators that" the devotion and 
enthusiasm of the Army officer~ is beyond all praise."T , 

380. This last quotation gives us the clue to what is probably the true utility of 
this class of charitable institutions. They afford a means of helping otherwise hopeless 
cases by individual attrntion, dicected and applied with religious enthusiasm. It 
would appear essential, however, that the numbers dealt with at anyone place and 
time should not be so ~eat as to render individual attention impossible. We think 
it also inexpedient that-such organisations should enter to any la}.'ge extent into com
petition with independent industries, and it is obvious that they can deal only with 
persons willing to submit to voluntary discipline. 

381. Subject to these qu~lifications, we believe that these permanent charitable 
organisations have a special aptitude for dealing with the lower grades of the un
employed; and we think that such organisations might well be used by public relief 
authorities for dealing with such cases. 

r 382. We may now sum up the conclusions at which we have been able to arrive, from 
pur retrospect of the operations of charity in connection with the relief of the able
bodied. We haV'e found that the intervention of sporadic and unorganised charity 
in times of special distress from want of employment has done little good and much 
harm, unless there has been available for the right distribution of the money such 
experien~e in the administration. of cha~ity ~s i~ u~ua~y to. be fou;nd !>nly in a perman~nt 
organisatlOn. Sympathy must be linked wlth discnmmatlOn, If chanty IS not to demoralise, 
and discrimination is a plant of slow growth We have also found that much of what 
may be called the excesses of charity are due to public distrust of the Poor Law, and we 
may infer that, if the excesses of charity,are to be curbed, Poor Law methods must be 
broadened and reformed so as to regain the general confidence of the public Beginning 

1 Letter from Salvation Army. February 17th, 1908. a Jackson and Pringle's Report, pp.9\1-102. 
a Hamilton and Jones, 93611. " Hamilton and Jone~. 93611 (56). 6 Hamilton and Jones, 93611-94038. 
6 JacksoJ:l and Pringle'll Report, pp. 102 d 'efJ.. T IbWl., p. 106. 
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at the top of the scale, we have seen that the better class unemployed workmen can be 
afforded effective temporary help by means of permanent charity committees, but that 
these committees need to be authoritatively recognised if they are to form a defiDite 
part of the system for dealing with distress from unemployment. Descending to the 
bottom of the scale, we have seen that the unemployables in special classes can be success
fully dealt with in small numbers by charitable institutions. It would, therefore, appear 
that the proper field for voluntary effort is that form of distress which is due to temporary 
unemployment, whilst at the same time it can reclaim some of those whose unemploy
ment is due to moral causes. The spheres of work of organised charity are wide and 
manifold; but the relief of permanent destitution or of chronic unemployment seems to 
be more properly the duty of a public authority supported by pU.blic funds. 

(3) Municipal Relief Works. 

383. We have seen how in times of special distress charity intervened to supplement 
the supposed inadequacy of the Poor Law as an agency for relieving the unemployed. 
It has also been pointed out how the Poor Law Board at first publicly and gratefully 
recognised these charitable funds as "diminishing the number of applications" 
to the Poor Law,l and subsequently, while criticising" indiscriminate" charity, 
themselves proposed a scheme which would " enable Boards of Guardians 
and charitable agencies to work with efIect and rapidity, if any emergency 
should arise."! The Poor Law Board in fact recognised charity as the proper agency for 
supplementing the Poor Law in times of distress. We now propose to describe 
briefly how in later times the Local Government Board came to recognise and 
encourage the Municipal Authorities, as an additional agency for supplementing the 
Poor Law in times of unemployment. 

384. In 1886, :Mr. Chamberlain, then President of the Local Government Board, issued M!., Ch~ber. 
the now famous Circular in which Municipal Authorities were encouraged to undertake lain S Circular. 
relief works for the unemployed. 3 The Circular is printed in full in the Appendix, and 
we need only here refer to such points in it as are essential to an understanding of the new 
policy which it embodied. It assumes that there exists" exceptional distress amongst the 
working classes" ; that there is "evidence of much and increasing privation in the ranks of 
those who do not ordinarily seek Poor Law relief" ; that" it is the duty and interest ofthe 
community to maintain" the spirit of independence'; that the usual Poor Law labou.rtests of 
stone· breaking and oakum picking are not suited or are even prejudicialto skilled artisans; 
and that" it is no& desirable that the working classes should be familiarised with poor law 
relief.'" In districts in which exceptional distress prevails the Board, therefore, 
recommends that the Guardians should confer with the Local Authorities and 
endeavour to arrange with the latter for the execution of works on which 
unskilled labour may be immediately employed. The work is to be:-

(1) Such as will not involve the stigma of pauperism. 

(2) Such as all can perform, whatever may have been their previous 
avocation. 

(3) Such as will not compete with that of other labourers at present in ' 
employment. 

(4) Such as is not likely to interfere with the resumption of regular em· 
ployment in their own trades by those who seek it. 

385. As indications of suitable kinds of work, ~he making and cleansing of streets 
and roads, the making of recreation grounds, cemeteries, sewage farms, and waterworks 
are instanced. d 

. " In all cases ... the men employed should be engaged on the recommendation of the 
guardians as persons whom . . it is undesirable to send to the workhouse, or to tr(la.t as 
subjects for pauper relief, ... the wages paid should be something lel\s than the wages 
ordinarily paid for similar work." 8 ',' 

1 Smart's MemorQ~dum Oll ,he Poor Law,Board, p. 6, par. ~. S·Ibid., p.13, ,par. 6. 3 Sixteenth 
Annual Report of Local Goycrnmeni Board. C. 5131, 1886-7, App. A, No.4. 'Ibid., p. 5. tiJbitl., p. 6. 
8 Ibid., p. 7. . 
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Contrast between 386. It is important to bear in mind that the work which the Municipal 
.. relic: " w;?r~ in l\uthOl;ities we~e thu~ recommended to undertake was, from an economic point of 
1886, In,~ e°ks - Vlew, In an entIrely dIfferent category to the famous works, undertaken towards the 
merCIa wor I f th L h' f .. Th k· . in 1863. c ose 0 e ancas ue cotton arome In 1863. e wor s In 1886 were Intended 

to prevent men from becoming paupers: the works in 1863 were intended to 
restore to an "independent livelihood" those who through exceptional distress had 
become, paupers. Wp,en the Lancashire works were started, the distress had already 
been in existence for ;nearly two years and was rapidly diminishing. The number 
of persons receiving relief, which at one time reached a maximum of over half a 
million, had ;now bllen considerably, and trade and employment were improving, as 
is clear from the l"eport of Mr. Farnall to the Poor Law Board. The Lancashire 
worb were therefore intended to provide "a livelihood" for a residuum of unem
ployed who had not then been re-absorbed even by the remarkable revival of industry 
which began in 1863, grew in 1864 ~d culminated in 1865. In other words, the 
Lancashire works were a remedy for what was a long protracted condition of unemploy
ment, and, accordingly, the works themselves were more or less protracted. They lasted 
for at least five y~ars. By contrast, the works recommended by the Circular of 1886 were 
intended to be temporary, and for the temporary relief of a certain number of workmen 
temporarily out of employment. 

387. Again, the work in 186~ was to a very large extent on a commercial basis.1 It 
was work at ordinary wages, partly piece-work, pa.rtly time-work. It was to some 
extent let out to contractors in the ordinary way. And both skilled and unskilled men 
were employed upon the ordinary commercial conditions. The Local Authorities 
wt:re expressly informed that it was the intentio;n of the Act of Parliament 
"to provide remunerative employment for the labouring classes." 2 By contrast, 
at the works proposed in 1886 the men were not to obtain the market-wage for their 
labour; the work was in no sense to be commercial work on commercial lines ; it was not 
to be carried out by contractors: it was to be designed specially for the unemployed, 
and the men selected were to be sent to the Municipal Authorities by the Guardians. 3 

In brief, the 1863 work was commercial employment, the 1886 work was to be relief em
ployment. Except that the Local Authorities were given the advantage of national over 
local credit in obtaining their loans, there was nothing in 1863 to differentiate the work 
from ordinary work undertaken in times of prosperity.4 Except that the money paid to 
the workmen was called wages, and not relief, there was little or nothing economically, 
to differentiate the work in 1886 from the work provided by Guardians as a condition of 
relief. 

388. It is clear, therefore, that there was a very vital difference between the experi-' 
ments initiated by the Central Authority in 1863 and 1886, and it appears from the 
Memorandum attached to the Circular-of 1886 as presented to Parliament, that the Local 
Government Board were at any rate to so~e extent aware of that difference. 

Municipal relief 389. The Local Government Board were in fact officially recognising the Municipal 
works 1886. Authorities as suitable agencies for assisting the Guardians in relieving distress 

from unemployment. It is true that there is evidence that, in some districts, 
the Municipal Authorities were already in the habit of providing additional work in 
times of unemployment. But what the Central Authority now did was to insist 
on the "relief" nature of such work by recommending that the "wages?' should 
be below the normal, and that the men should be taken on by recommendations 
from the Guardians. :Men were to apply for relief to the Guardians and were then 
to be transferred to the Municipal Authorities.1i In other words, the workers were 
employed in their character as applicants for relief and not in their character ~s in
dependent workmen. The Municipal Authorities were being urged to become a second 
"relief authority"; and it is interesting to note that, at any rate in some districts, 
as for example at Poplar, there was at the outset considerable reluctance on the part 
of the Municipal Authorities to take upon themselves this new responsibility.6 

1 Sixteenth Annual Report Poor Law Board, 1863-4, p. 15. II Ibid, p. 28. 3 Sixteenth Annual 
Report Looal Government Board, C. 5131, 1886-7, App. A (4), pp. 6-7. Cf. Jackson and Pringle'S Beport, 
A'PJ>. A;, p. 11, and Return of Pauperism and Distress [H.C. 69, le86], pp. 9-10. .426 & 27 Viet., o. 70. 
Ii Sixteenth Annual Report Local Government Board, C. 5131. 1886-7; App. A., No. ., pp. 5-7. 
6 Pringle'. Ap;". II. to Jackson and Pringle's Report, P;o. 61. 62. 
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390. The Circular of 1886 was re-issued by the Local Government Board in Extent of 
subsequ~n~ years,! an~ ~t ultimately ca~e to ~e generally consider~d a moral obligation of ~lu~icipal. 
the Muruclpal AuthoritIes to open speCIal relief works for the unetnployed in all times of Ro:hef W0rk. 
special or even seasona:l .distress; ~ ~ have ~ortu!1ately no figures to show definitely 
to what extent the MUlllCIpal Authontles proVlded relief for the unemployed, but-it is clear 
from the particulars given in Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith's Report of 1893, and in our own 
Investigators' Report, that the amount of relief thus given outside the Poor Law must 
have been very considerable indeed.s For instance in Bradford, between October 1904 
and January 1906, the corporation provided relief works for 1,973 men to whom they paid 
nearly £12,000 in wages.s In the same way during a period of six months the Municipal 
Authorities in London relieved, at a cost of over £100,000 in wages alone, an indefinite 
number of workmen who in a single month amounted to over 13,000.4 

391. Assuming, therefore, the existence during the last twenty years of this ancillary 
system of relief by the MunicipalAuthorities we now propose to examine briefly its effects. 

Defects of Municipal Relief Works. 

392. In considering the provision by municipalities of relief works for the better class Indiscriminate 
of the unemployed, the first difficulty which arises is that the Municipal Authorities have fccePi~fce 0t men 
no staff or machinery for ensuring that the men relieved by them really are of that or re Ie -wor s. 

class. We have seen that the mass of unemployment is among the casual and 
unskilled labourers and the "incapables" chronically in distress, whom, even in 1886, 
it was the intention of the Local Government Board to leave to the Poor Law. It 
was, therefore, a fair assumption, that, !lnless strict discrimination were used, there 
would be a tendency for the new relief works (ex-hypothesi more attractive tha.:1. 
the Poor Law) to be utilised by the incapables to the exclusion of the capables. 
The Local Government Board apparently hoped to guard against this difficulty by 
suggesting that the Municipal Authorities should only employ men on the recom-
mendation of the Guardians, who would presumably use the Poor Law machinery 
of inquiry to ascertain whether the cases -Were really suitable for such recommenda-
tion. While, however, there is evidence that in a few cases the municipalities 
did take on the men sent to them by the Guardians, we cannot find that as a 
rule there was anything in the nature of strict co-operation between the munici-
palities and the Guardians in the matter. The list of instances of such co-operation 
given by Messrs. Jackson and Pringle6 is very short, when we consider the vast extent to 
which it is admitted that this form of employment-relief was used. We infer, therefore, 
that, as suggested by Messrs. Jackson and Pringle, in most cases it was left to the municipal 
surveyor to select the "unemployed" whom the municipality were to relieve. "The 
usual system has been to vote a sum from the rates for certain 'Work • . . and to open a 
register for the unemployed at the borough surveyor's or engineer's office or depot; little 
or no inquiry was made usually in these cases":6 and again :-

.. These bodies have no investigating stali. Discrimination has sometimes been exercise 1 
by the surveyor's superintendent .••. The men were generally taken from the unemployed registry, 
and it has always been the practice to give preference to the neediest applicants with large families." 7 

393. Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith, in his report on these municipal relief works 
in 1893, says:-

.. It appears, for example, to be conclusively shown ••• that the olier of work without discrim
ination to all applicants is likely to attract large numbers of a class for whom it is unlikely to be 
of permanent benefit. Many (though not all) of 'the local authorities who carried out relief work J 

during the past winter were sufficiently alive to this fact to attempt some kind of sifting proceS1, 
though the tests applied were not always of Ii very searching character. It would appear, more
over, that the inquiry was usually merely directed·to ascertain fitness for employment on the 
relief works, and did not extend to the question of the possibility of permanent assistance."8 : 

394. It seems clear, therefore, that no effective measures were taken by the 
municipalities, as a whole, to ensure that they should confine their relief of the un
employed to the particular class of ,workIMn suggested by the Local Government Board. 

lLockwood, 13372. 8 App_ to Jackson and Pringle's Report, Part III. 8Dawson, Vol. IX., App. xc. (2). 
4l\ir. Whitmore 8 Return, H.C., 103-1905. 6Jackson and Pringle's Report, pp. 45-7. 61bid, p. 8\1. 

Tlbid., p. 43. 8Ibid., p. 37. 
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~95. But further than this, the method of apportioning the work was in most cases 
such· as to make it especially attractive to the lower class of unskilled labourers, 
which, as has been indicated, the Local Government Board never intended should 
be relieved by the municipalities. As a rule the relief work was divided up among 
as many men as possible into daily doles of work, with effects which have .been well 
described by Mr. Walter Long, M.P. :-

"The municipalities, since they could not possibly find work for all the unemployed, • . .. 
adopted a most unfortunate shift. They gave the men so much work apiece-i.e., if they had 1,000 
men and only enough work for 200, instead of carefully sifting the 1,000 and selecting the 200 most 
likely to be helped by relief work, they gave all the 1,000 one day's work each, so that you had 200 
employed on the Monday, 200 others on the Tuesday, and so on. Thus the good men suffered and the 

\ loafers benefited, getting their one or two days' work a week and loafing the rest of the time.''l 

396. Mr. Long's .evidence as to the prevalence of the system of "dole-work" is 
corroborated by a number of other witnessesll and also by Ii. reference to the very 
interesting table contained in Sir Huber~ Llewellyn Smith's report of 1893. From the 
conclusions of that report, we may also quote the following passage :-

"Loafers and tramps are not unwilling to do a couple of days' work-even hard work; and 
many who will work for weeks together three days in each week, would be weeded out if 
they were compelled to work every day. This being so, schemes which merely provide a few days' 
work for a large number of men in successive relays are of all others the most likely to be abused. 
They offer work in the form which exactly Buits those who are unwilling to submit to continuous 
exertion, while doing very little for those really in distress. The plan of employing men in two 
shifts-three days a week each-is recommended on the ground that it gives them a chance to look out 
for work during the rest of the week, but against this very real advantage must be set the encourage
ment offered to loafers by an arrangement which falls in with their habits."3 

Such a system is, in fact, nothing but municipal casual labour, offering additional 
points in favour of that gamble for a weekly existence which is the vice and the attraction 
of the casual's life. 

397. We may, therefore, take it that, in the municipal relief system which followed 
the Circular of 1886, the municipalities "not only failed to take adequate steps to 
exclude the casual labourers, but even took positive steps to attract them. It is a 
natural inference that the municipal relief works "relieved" chiefly the loafer and 
the casual labourer, and this is, in fact, the burden of most of the evidence on the. 
subject which we have been able to collect. Here and there, as in Birmingham, 
we have been told that the better class (If workman has been assisted by the munici
pality,4 but elsewhere, and especially in London, the evidence is conclusive that 
the relief works were frequented by the under-employed casual, the "professional 
unemployed,"11 and the loafer. At Newcastle, for instance, as early as 1895 the city engineer 
reported :-

"Decent men willing and wishful for work. . . are even intimidated and prevented from 
doing their best by those with whom they must work. Several cases came to our knowledge 
last year where men were threatened for doing more than the • professional' unemployed thought 
was sufficient." 8 

But even more striking is the evidence of the surveyor of Chelsea before the Select 
·Committee of the House of Lords in 1888 :-

.. The surveyor has seen a number of the unemployed to whom he ga.ve work walking about the 
streets since, and is afraid they were not men who would be considered first-class workmen. Tbey 
were either men who had never had regular work or did not have it now. The police told him he had 
a great number of thieves. Some men were discharged because they struck for higher wages: they 
stood round the works for a good length of time and. then gradually drifted off iuto their old ha.unts, 
walking about the streets and so forth. He did not know that they found employment elsewhere, 
and does not lmow how they live at any time. Fifty per cent. of the tales they told of their distrcs~ 
was imposture, he was sure, but there was undoubtedly a dismal background of fact which wa< 
very painful to listen to .••• When snowstorms occur he would put on first the unemployed and 
then afterwards the more industrious labourers who were thrown out by the storm; men of a 
superior class to the former, being out of work temporarily, while these are out of work generally." T 

'lLong, 78465. II Angel, Vol. IX., App.lxxxviii. (2); Jameson, Vol. IX., App. xci. (2); Maynard, 
78371 (14); Stepney, 79644-1>; Connolly, 99146 (5); Bailward, 78703 (2), 78708-9,78871-78931-2; Morris, 
79033 (10), 79049-51; Heekford, 80573-9,80691-703, 80592, 8061!}-!B; Balfour, 77744; Somers, 82377 (4) ; 
Gllgeby, 99299; Wood, Vol. VUL, App. lxxxv. (15). 3 Ja('k~on and Pringle's Report. p. 37; HumphrE'Ys, 
79407 (16-20) ; Manfield, Vol. VIII., App. xlix. (3); F.}irchild. Vol. VIII., App. xxiv. (10). 4 Fothergill, 
"3827. II Crooks, 91316-8; Heekford, 8730-1; Humphreys, 79407 (20:~ 8 JackJon and Pringle's 
Report, p. 131. T Jackson and Pringle's Report, p. 45. 



MUNICIPAL RELIEF WORKS: 

398. It is open to doubt whether the municipal relief works, in 
attracting the casual labourers, did not even add to their numbers. One 
witness informed us that :- . 

'381 

addition to Demora.lising 
experienced effect of reliei

works. 

.. The natural result was that before long , a day from the vestry' came to be looked upon as 
a matter of right and its refusal as an injustice. Crowds gathered round the vestry every 
winter waiting for work and gradually losing their hold upon the open labour market. At a. 
meeting of the vestry in 1895 8. young man complained that' he had been up every day for ten 
weeks, but had not been taken on once,' and he was one of many. Almost every man capable of work 
who applied to the Charity Organisation Society or the guardians had had one or more days 
from the nstry, and a generation has grown up which has learned to look upon it as a right." 1 

A similar criticism is alBo made by the Bishop of Stepney, who says :-
"This is a plan which obviously rather creates 3 class of unemployed. • • ,In several 

boroughs there is, or until recently was, a real danger of a class of permanently unemployed ex
pecting winter by winter to subsist on doles of munici~a~ work." 8 

399. Another defect of relief works to which frequent reference has been made 
in the evidence submitted to us, is its demoralising effect on the industrial capacity 
of the men employed. We have seen how demoralising in this sense is the test-work 
supplied in workhouseEi and labour-yards as a condition of relief, and we think it 
may generally be said of municipal relief work that, in proportion as emphasis is laid 
on its relief character and not on ~ts commercial character, so the work degenerates 
from helpful, manly exertion for wages into the inefficient and lazy performance of the 
necessary prelude to a meaL8 

400. If the men are taken on in relief work because they are destitute and not be
~ause they are workmen, it follows that their capacity as workmen has no bearing on the 
~uestioll of their employment or discharge. As we have seen, among the unemployed, 
are always a number and sometimes a majority, of inefficients, who have become so from 
want of food, of training, or of brains. These inefficients set the pace at relief-works, just 
as the least efficient vessel in a fleet sets the pace of the fleet. The pace and standard of the 
inefficients on relief-works spread by contagion and example to the few efficient men 
~mployed, with the result that there is a general deterioration in the industrial efficiency Excessive cost or 
on relief-work. Hence the extravagant cost of relief-work, as compared with commercial relief·work. 
work, which has been so generally admitted.4 

401. The whole subject has been dealt with at length in Messrs. Jackson and 
Pringle's Report,6 from which we may quote the following instances in support of our 
remarks :-

"Some forty or fifty select outcioqr labourers from the register of the unemployed at 
Blackburn were put on tc? sewer excavation. It is said that the few permanent men who were 
I>11~ with them and the better of the Unemployed themselves, got demoralised on relief works. 
The Borough Surveyor says that he would n9t again mix men, and he estimated that where an 
ordinary man would do 5s. worth of work, an 'Unemployed' would only do Is. worth."6 

"From St. Pancras we were informed that the cost of painting the arc lamp columns by the 
unemployed amounted to about 8~. 6d. as against 6s. by contract in the open market. ' It 
~rtainly was not so well ~one, in spite of rigid supervision.' " 7 

.. In Stepney the borough engineer worked out the cost carefully' a year or two back and there 
was an increase of 33 per cent. over ordinary labour." d '. 

"At Gateshead the Church Army Captain thought the Distress Register men worse thim his 
ordinary clients. The estimated value of their wood-ohopping work was .£35 Og. lld., for which 
they were paid .£99 8s. 6d. Various other work was given at Gateshead, excavating, painting and 
stonebreaking at 8. total cost in wages of .£654 4s., of whieh the estimated value was .£447 5s. :ld."9 

.. At Liverpool work which cost £2,000 was only estimated as worth £350 to £400. (Returns 
of the Local Government Board).lO 

1 Bailward, 78703 (2). 2 Stepney, 79619 (8). See also Angel, Vol. IX., App. lxxxviii. (5). 3 Eigh-
teenth Annual Report Poor Law Board, 1865-6; Cj. Rawlinson, pp. 44-45. 4 Long, 78460 (4); Somers, 
82376 (4); Heckford, 80722-7; Fair. 81545; Wood,' 80221 (1(}-13); Tagg, Vol. VIII., App. lxxvii. (8); 
Fairchild, Vol. VIIL, App. xxiv. (12); Sutton, Vol. VIII., App. lxxvi. (5). 6 Jackson and Pringle's 
.Report, pp. 125-132. 6./bid., p.127. Tlbid., p. 125. 8 Ibid., p. 125. 9 Ibid., p. 128. 11) Ibid., p. 129. 
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"At York Bbout 91 acrcs at Naburn Asylum were dug over by the unemployed. The,. 
were paid £498 16s., but the value of the work, as estimated after consultation with various 
farmers, was £57." 1 

402. But we would especially draw attention to the following instances in support of 
the view that, the more the conditions of the undertaking approach the commercial and 
recede from the eleemosynary, the better the industrial results of the work. 

" In 1905-6 the borough surveyor (Woolwich) reported that :-' As a rule the men showed a 
willingness to earn their wages. There was little fault to find with them when fairly started • 
• md a larger proportion were as capable as the regular men.' The men chosen by the surveyor 
in 1905-6 were employed by the borough under the usual conditions, i.e., likely men only were 
chosen and told they must earn their wages. Practically all the men recommended by the distrc3s
committee to the surveyor were employed by him. The busincss of recommending and employing 
were kept clearly separate, and this was thought to explain the success achieved." 2 

"An interesting case is that of Barking, where twenty men were employed for four months-. 
They were at first paid at a rate which led to an expenditure of lB. 5d. for painting a single bay 
of iron railings. The council thought this excessive and offered IOd. for the same work, paving 
by the work done. The men acccpted the offer and are said to have' earned good money.' "3 • 

403. In some cases the cost of relief works has been still further heightened by 
the payment to the unemployed of "full Trade Union rate of wages even when the 
men were obviously not of the Trade Union class or standard of efficiency."4 This 
device, while it purports to assimilate the relief-works to ordinary commercial works, 
is, economically considered, only a method of increasing the eleemosynary nature of the 
undertaking; the difference between the actual and the market cost of the work is 
thereby increased, and that difference is a measure of the increased free gift of money 
from the pockets of the ratepayers to the pockets of the unemployed. 

404. There is no doubt, therefore, that municipal relief-works, whether at or below 
Trade Union rates of wages, have been found by general experience to be a most 
costly device for concealing the fact that a certain number of workmen are reduced to 
dependence upon the rates. Of the cost in itself there would perhaps be little reason to 
complain, if the device had proved of real help to the workmen: but unfortunately the 
relief works have been useless as a remedy and demoralising as a method. In fact in 
many places, as for example at West Ham Ii and Leicester,S the municipal relief works~ 
which were intended to be exceptional and remedial, became seasonal and casual in their 
nature, and as prejudicial to the workmen as any other form of seasonal or casual em
ployment. 

405. Nor is a system of municipal relief-works entirely free from a demoralising effect 
on the authorities who provide them. Town councillors may find themselves open to 
pressure from their constituents which it is difficult to resist,' especially if, as in 
some localities, 35, 38, or. even 47 per cent. of those applying for work have the right 
to vote at the election of the local authority which is expected to supply the work. S 

But it is obvious that no considerations should be allowed to enter into the question 
of providing relief· works other than the dispassionate decision as to whether, firstly. 
the situation justifies the taking of special measures, -and, secondly, whether relief
works can be opened in the particular locality such as will benefit the unem-
ployed without prejudicing the employed. -

406. This local pressure from within a Borough, combined with the Central 
Authority's pressure from without, has, we have no doubt, in many cases caused 
Local Authorities to forestall, by relief-works, work which they would in the ordinary 
course of events have shortly put in hand. and upon which they would have largely 
or exclusively employed their regular staff of workmen. The ordinary work to be 
done by Local Authorities is provided for in their estimates, and so far as po~sible 
it is, or should be, arranged so that the work is performed by men employed 
throughout the year. If, therefore, ordinary work is anticipated and made into 
relief - work for the unemployed, it either displaces these permanent hands. or 
lessens the amount of work they would otherwise have performed arid been paid 
for. According to our Special Investigators, the forestalling of the work of the more 
regular labourers by postponing a Borough Council's works to the winter for the relief 

------------ -

lJack::lon and Pringle's Report, p. 130. 2Ibid., p. 126. 3 Ibid., p. 1~7. 4 Ibid., p. 131. 
6 Humphreys, 79-1-07 (2u). S Pringle's App. ii. to Jackson and Pringle's Report, !lp. 1.53 et seq. 
7 WhAatlcy, Vol. VIII., App. l.nxii. (2); Manfield, Yol. VII!., App. xlix. (3); Green, "\ 01. "\ III. App. 
xxxii. (13); Bailward, 787U3 (2) ; 8 Jackson and Pringle's Report, pp. 7-!---5. 
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of the unemployed has been fairly common, especially in the provinces.1 The hardship The forestalling 
generally falls on the class of men who are, regularly taken on when an expansion of ordinary work. 
of manicipal work occurs-the Municipal Authorities' second list men. But occasionally 
the regular municipal employees are also affected. The Bethnal' Green Distress 
Committee point out:-

C' •• Carrying out ••• ordinary ·work a.t a.n earlier period than is necessary is directly ca.lculated 
to have the efiect of causing at a future date a reduction in the number of men regularly employed • 
• • . This means that the better class of workmen ••• become unemployed for the sole reason that 
the work ••• has been done at an earlier period by the unemployed at a much greater cost arid 
with far le3s efficiency."s 

407. Instances in illustration of this tendency are cited by Messrs. Jackson and 
Prinrtle, and given elsewhere in our evidence, and though we have no reason to believe 
that "there has a~ yet been a"ly considerable displacement of regular municipal employees 
by rea~on of relief-works, it is obvious that the tendency to such displacement must 
increase in proportion as, year by year, the number of extraordinary and financially 
feasible undertakings available as relief-works diminishes,8 leaving in effect no scope for 
relief-works except the ordinary work of the Local Authorities. 

408. We have now shown that municipal relief-works have not assisted but rather Conclusions as to 
prejudiced the better class of workmen they were intended to help. On the other municipal relief
ha"ld they have encouraged the casual labourers, by giving them a further supply works. 
of that casual work which is so dear to their hearts and so demoralising to their 
character. They have encouraged and not helped the incapables; they have dis-
couraged and not helped the capables. Moreover, the provision of artificial work for un-
skilled labourers in particular localities can only tend to fix in such localities 
these agglomerations of nnskilled labour, to disperse which is one of the solutions 
of local unemployment. We regret, therefore, that we must pronounce the system 
of relief-works suggested by the Local Government Board Circular of 1886 a failure, 
and we support our condemnation of them by the following extract from the Report 
of our Special Investigators:-

"The Municipal Relief ,"Yorks, encouraged by Mr. Chamberlain's circular in 1886, have been 
in opera.tion for twenty years, and must, we think, be pronounced a complete failure-a failure 
accentuated by the aLtempt to organise them by the Unemployed Workmen's Act of 1905. The 
evidence we have collected seems conclusive that relief works are economically useless. Either 
ordinary work is undertaken, in which case it is merely forestalled, and, later, throws out of 
employment the men who are in the more or less regular employ of the councils, or else it is sham 
work which we believe to be even more deteriorating than direct relief. If the' right to work' is 
to be construed as the right to easy work, weare directly encouraging the lazy and incompetent 
and discouraging the trade unionist and the thrifty. The evidence seems very strong that most 
men on relief works do not do their best, and to pay them less than ordinary wages only encourages 
the belief that they are not expected to do so. Competence to do the work required should be the 
basis for selection of men for work, not destitution and a large family. The3e are very good reasons 
for giving relief, but not for giving work."4 ' 

(4).-The Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905. 

409. It was with a. view to remedying some of the defects in those methods of 
relieving the able-bodied, which we have reviewed in the previous sections that 
in the winter of 1903-4 .!'tIr. Walter Long, then President of the Local Gove:nment 
Board, started his scheme of Joint Committees for dealing with the unemployed 
in London, * which has since been developed and legalised in the Unemployed 'V orkmen 
Act of 1905.6 :~~'. ' 

, 410. To ~a:ke intelligible the criticisms which we shall find ourselves ob~ged to pass 
oli the Act,.lt IS necessary that we should devote a short space to a descrIption of the 

• For details of this scheme Bee Jacks~m'B Report on ~nemploym~nt, pp. 6S, .et~. See also that Report. 
p. 133 for references to the recommendatIOns and conclUSions of various Commissions and authorities on 
Unemployment Distress. 

1 Jackson and Pringle's Report, pp. 117-9. S'Ibid., 'p. 117. 
and Pringle's Report, p. as. II 5 Edw.YII., ciS. ' 

8 Richardson, 91141 (H). 4 Jackson 

429. 3 D 2 
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authorities it set up;- of -the classes of workmen with whom it was intended to deal; of 
the methods contemplated for assisting such workmen; and finally, of the methods 
by which the Act is financed. -

411. We have seen how the problem of relief to the able-bodied is largely, if not 
exclusively, an urban problem, and it is significant of this inciden~e of unemploy
ment that the Unemployed Workmen Act, following the precedent of Mr. Long's 
precursory scheme of 1903-4, first sets up machinery for London,1 subse
quently. applies that machinery to the large urban centres outside London,1I and 
lastly enables smaller urban centres and the rural districts to apply for permission to 
set up machinery if necessary. In London every Borough Council was to appoint 
a Dil\tress Committee consisting of members of the Borough Council, of the Boards 
of Guardians, and of persons experienced in the relief of distress. Exercising authority 
over the whole of London, there was to be appointed a Central Body consisting 
partly of members of the Distress ComInittees, partly of members of the London 
County Council, partly of co-opted persons, and partly of persons nominated by 
the Local Government Board.s 

412. In every Borough and urban district outside London, with a population of 
50,000 and over, there was to be compulsorily established a Distress Committee 
on the London pattern, and combining the powers both of a Distress ComInittee~ 
and of a Central Body.' A Distress Committee on similar lines might also be 
established by the Local Government Board in any Borough or urban district with a 
population of less than 50,000, but not less than 10,000 on the application of the 
Council of the Borough or district. 

Moreover the Board might, on the application of a County or Borough or District Council 
or Board of Guardians, or on their own initiative, establish in any county or part of a 
Jounty, a Central Body and Distress ComInittees with similar constitutions and siInilar 
powers and duties to those of the Central Body and Distress ComInittees in London. II 

413. In Counties, Boroughs, and districts, where no Distress Committee was set up~ 
it was provided that the County Councilor County Borough Council should appoint 
a Special ComInittee to collect and supply information as to the conditions of labour 
in their district by means of Labour Exchanges, etc.8 i We have no evidence to 
show that effect was given to this valuable provision by the Local Authorities. or that 
any pressure was put upon them to do so. 

414. In all, 29 Distress Committees and a Central Body have been established in 
London, and 89 Distress Committees in the Provinces.'1* It will be observed that the 
cstablishment of Distress Committees only applied compulsorily to the large urban centres. 
We understand that Distress Committees have been formed in 14 urban districts with a 
population of less than 50,000 in 1901, and that no Central Body or Distress ComInittees 
on the London plan have been established in provincial counties. 

J'utie'l of the U5. The main duties of the Distress ComInittees in London are to acquaint them
Local Authorities. selves with the conditions of labour within their area, and, when so required by the Central 

Body, to receive, inquire into, and discriminate between any applications made to them 
from persons unemployed. 8 Outside London. a& already explained. the Distress Com
mittees have all the powers possessed in London by the Distress ComInittees and the 
Central Body. This distinction must be borne in mind in what follows. 

416. A Distress Committee -may endeavour to obtain work for a suitable appli
cant, but have no power to provide work for him. They must refer to the Central Body 
all cases for whom they are unable to obtain work, but for whom they think work should~ 
if possible, be provided.s The Distress Committees are also to keep a register of the 
Unemployed and a record or case-paper with regard to each applicant who comes before 
them: and before" entertaining" a case they are bound to inquire into it.10 

* One of these Committees, that of Northfleet, was dissolved in August, 1907. 
5. Edw. vii. c. 18.fSec.1. I Ibid., Sec 2. BII,id., Sec. 1 (1). 4 Ibid., Sec.-2 (1). Ii Ibid., Sec. 2 (2). 

81l.i.l .• I:5l'c. 2 (3). '1 Rot.urn as to the ProceedingR of Distrcss Committees, etc., for year ending March 31st. 
1908. p. 2. 85 Edw. VII., c. 18, Sec. 1 (2). 91Ibitl., Sec. 1 (3). 10 ibid., Sec. 1 (2) ; St.. R. and 0 .• 
1905, No. 1071, Art. VI. (1). 
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417. The main functions of the Central Body are: 

(1). To decide when the Distress Committees can begin to receive 
applications_from unemployed persons; 1 

f' (2.) To superintend and as far as possible co-ordinate the action of the 
Distress Committees; B 

(3.) To establish, take over or assist labour exchanges or employment 
'registers and collect information. 3 

(4.) To assist an unemployed person referred to them by a Distress 
Committee, by aiding his emigration or migration or by providing, or con
tributing towards the provision of~ temporary work in such manner as they 
think best calculated to put him ina position to obtain regular work or 
other means of supporting himself.4 

418. The qualifications for assistance under the Act are of a two-fold nature: Classes of 
firstly, those prescribe:! by the Act, and secondly, those prescribed by Regulations perso~s who can. 

f the Local Government Board. be asslst,ed o under the Act~ 

419. The qualifications prescribed by the Act are:-

(1.) That the applicant must have resided for not less than 12 months 
immediately before the application in the district; 6 

(2.) That the applicant is honestly desirous of obtaining work; 

(3.) That he is temporarily unable to do so from causes over which he 
has no control; 

(4.) That his case is capable of more suitable treatment under the 
Act than under the Poor Law.6 

420. The qualifications prescribed by the Loca.l Government Board now III 

force are:-

(1.) That the applicant is of good character; 

, -, (2.) That ihe has not· from a.ny source sufficient me,ans to maintail1\ 
himself and his dependants; 'I 

421. In addition the Distress Committees have been instructed by the Local 
Government Board to give 'special preference to a person complying with the
following conditions :-

(1.) That he has in the past been regularly employed,- and has been 
well-conducted and thrifty; and . -

(2.) ~at at the time of his application he has a wife, child, or other
dependant. 

(3.) That in respect of his age and physical condition, he is qualified for 
such work as the Distress Committee may be able to obtain. 8 

422. It will be seen that the methods of assistance are roughly three, viz. :

(1.) Emigration and migration; 
Methods of' 
assisting the 
Unemployed 

(2.) The provision or arranging for the provision of temporary '\Vork ;9 and under the Act. 

(3.) Labour bureaux.lo , 

The first, two methods of assistance can be offered orily to persons with the 
qualifications prescribed in the preceding paragraphs, but the last method of assist. 
ance-labour bureaux-is available for all unemployed workmen irrespective of any 
other qualification. 

15. Edw. VII. c. 18. Sec. 1 (2). ',25 Edw. VII., c. 18, Sec. 1 (4). 3 Ibid., ~ec. 1 (4). 4 Ibid., Sec. 1 (5). 
6 Ibid., Sec. 1 (2). 8 Sec. 1 (3). '1 St. R. and 0., 1905, No. 1071., Art. II. (iv.). 8 Ibid., Art. 11. 
(2; a, b, c). 9,5 Edw. VII., c. 18, Sec. 1 (5). 10 IbUf,., Sec. 1 (4). . 
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423. With regard to the pro'Vision of temporary work, it is laid down by the 
-Act or the Regulations :-

\ 

(1.) That any such work must be of actual .and substantial utility;1 

. (2.) That it must afford continuous occupation for the person employed 
with such absence only as may be needed to facilitate his search for 
regular work; 2 and 

(3.) That the total remuneration for any given period must be less 
than that which would, under ordinary circumstances, be earned by 
an unskilled labourer for· continuous work during the same period.2 

424. Temporary work may not be pro'Vided for any person for a longer period 
than 16 weeks, a except with the consent of the Local Government Board, and contributions 
by a Distress Committee or Central Body are allowed towards the pro'Vision of tem
porary work only in those cases in which the work is provided by a local authority or 
Public Body. 4 . 

For the purpose of the Act it is open to the Central Body to rent or purchase land. 
etc.1I . . 

425. The Act contemplated that the expenditure of the local authorities should be 
defrayed from two different soUrces. Firstly. it authorised the payment. from a limited 
contribution to be made out of the rates, of establishment charges, and expenses incurred 
in relation to labour exchanges, migration and emigration and the acquisition of land. 
Secondly, it was contemplated that all other expenses should be defrayed 6 out of voluntary 
contributions. Since the first year after the passing of the Act. however. Parliament has 
granted an annual sum of money, amounting to £200,000, out of which contributions are 
made by the Local Government Boards of England, Scotland and Ireland respectively 
towards defraying the cost of work provided under the Act. This year the amount is to 
be increased to £300,000. 

426. From this brief summaJ;y of the pro'Visions of the Act, it will be seen that it 
aimed at combining members of municipal,. Poor Law, and charitable bodies into a 
new and special local authority, whose normal duty was to watch, so to speak, 
for the approach of unemployment in their district, and whose abnormal duty 
was to pro 'Vide help for the better class of unemployed workmen under con
ditions which, it was hoped, ,r luld a void some of the evils which had arisen through 
the unregulated provision of work by the municipalities and charitable agencies. 

427. In so far as the Act pro'Vided for the diagnosis of the problem of unemploy
ment and for the classification and dispersal of the unemployed, it would seem, 
a priori, to have met a need which has been indicated by our examination of the 
modern problem of unemployment in previous sections. In so far, however, as 
the Act perpetuated the system of relief-works, in so far as it assumed that the 
chief problem of unemployment was furnished by the capable~ workmen as distinct 
from the incapable, and in so far as it added yet another authority to the medley 
of organisations already dealing with the unemployed, the Act seems to have 
been doomed from the outset to failure administratively, and to failure as a remedy 
for the evils against which it was designed. 

.. 428. We propose to deal briefly with what we conceive to have been the three 
main objects of the Unemployed Workmen Act, and to show from our evidence how 
these objects have been frustrated. . 

429. In his evidence Mr. Gerald·Ba.lfour informed us:- . 
" We distinctly proposed to deal with the elite of the unemployed. • • •. The unemployed 

for whom the Bill was intended were respectable workmen settled in a locality, hitherto acoustomed 
to regular work, but temporarily out of employment through circumstances beyond their control. 
capable workmen with hope of return to regular . work. after tiding Over a period of temporary 
distress." '1 

1 St. Rand 0., 1905, No. 1071, Art V" (ia). liSt. Rand 0., 1905, No. lOn, Art. V. (i.). 
8 Art V. (iv.). 4 Art. V. (v.). 6 Art. X. 85 Edw. VII., c. 18, Sec. 1 (6). '1 Balfour. 77738. 
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430. It seems therefore clear that it was the intention that the Act should benefit regular 
wOlkmen of good character temporarily out of wQrk. Hence it is remarkable that the 
Act itself lays down no qualifications to give effect to this iiltentiQn. Regular empIQV'
ment dQes not entitle to the benefits of the Act. Irregular emplQyment dQes not debar 
from the benefits of the Act. Putting aside the residential qualificatiQn, the Qnly.statutory 
definitiQn of a beneficiary under the Act is, "any applicant (who) is honestly desirous of 
obtaining work, but is temporarily unable . to do so from exceptional causes over which he 
haB no control," and whose case the Distress Committee consider "is capable of more 
suitable treatment under this Act than under the Poor Law." 1 

431. In considering the meaning of cc exceptional causes" in the above definition, 
it must be remembered that the whole machinery .of the Act, so far as the provi
sion .of work is concerned, was intended to apply .only in exceptional emergencies. 
Distress CQmmittees are to be always in readiness, but are not to receive 
.or entertain applications for work until so directed by the Central Body. It is 
therefore clear that it would be quite possible for either a casual or a seasonal 
labourer .out .of employment to urge that, thQugh he was often out .of employment, 
on the present .occasion he was .out of emplQyment .owing tQ exceptiQnal distress. 
It would, in fact, be very difficult tQ say that, under the terms .of the Act, casual 
.or even seasonal labQurers could be excluded. This view was apparen.tly taken 
by the Local GQvernment Board, a inasmuch as, under their Regulations, regular 
and thrifty wQrkers are to be given, not the exclusive right, but .only the preference 
tQ the . benefits .of the Act. There was thus implied at any rate a secQndary right . 
.of the irregular and unthrifty worker tQ receive assistance. It would appear, 
therefore, that neither the terms of the Act nQr the Regulations of the I~ocal 
Government Board exclude irregular or casual wQrkers from the benefits .of the Act. 

432. As a matter .of fact, as we have already indicated in previous paragraphs, Class of appli- ~ 
the general 'statistics show conclusively that the greater prQPortion .of applicants clnts uLder 
tQ Distress Committees were either casual labourers or persons belonging to those the Act. 
trades in which clltsuality prevails. This testimQny .of the general statistics is amply 
corrQborated by the evidence we have been able to .obtain from individual Distress 
Committees. In a few places, such as WOQlwich,3 Newcastle,' and Cardiff,5 the 
majority Q~ the applicants may have been drawn frQm a higher social stratum than 
those whQ ordinarily applied to the PQor Law, and possibly were decent hard-working 
men anxious tQ get employment. But these cases are the exceptiQns, and~ as a rule, it 
seems clear that the bulk .of thQse seeking benefit frQm the UnemplQyed WQrkmen Act 
have been irregular labourers more .of less in a chrQnic state .of destitution.6 

433. Dealing first with LondQn, we are told that the bulk .of the applicants to Distress. 
Committees are " men normally in or on the verge .of distress, men earning perhaps fair
daily wages, but getting .on an average only tWQ .or three days' work in a week, .or two
.or three weeks in a mQnth."7 At Bethnal Green the great majQrity of the applicants 
were casuals-the same peQple, generally speaking, who applied tQ the POQr Law or BQrQugh. 
Council in fQrmer years.· In West Ham, .out .of 4,825 cases xegistered in 1906-7, 48'7 
per cent. were casuallabQurers. 9 

434. Out .of 675 applicatiQns cQnsidered by the M:aiylebone Distress CQmmittee in 
1905-6, 236,. or rather more than one-third, were ineligible from want of good character 
.or capacity. In 1906-7, the Committee considered 361 applicatiQns, of which 173 were 
found to be ineligible, a considerable number .of these having refused to consider cQlony 
wQrk.l0 Generally, there was a very small proPQrtiQn belonging to any kind .of organisa
tiQn or making any kind of prQvisiQn fQr want of work .or sickness.u Of the 2,085 
applicants -registered by the Camberwell Distress Committee in 1905-6, 716 were "nQt 

15 Edw. VII.,c.18, S~c: 1 (3). 2Balf~ur, 77825,77828; Bee alsb Ma.ynard, 78383. 3 Larner, 79226, 
79237. 4 Wood, 85722-3. b r.Ielhuish, Vol. VIII., App.li. (11). b Balfour, 77825-:7; Maytiard. 78371 
(47) ; Wood, 80244-6; Marshall, 82146 (19,20,23). -Gardner, 92112 (11, 12, 14), 92125, 92130-2, 92367-70 • 
Somera, 82378-88. 7 Beveridge, 77831 (8). • Bailward,_ 78720, 7.8793. . 9 Humphreys, 79408 (6): 
79418. 1(, Morris, 79034 (4). 11 Morris, 79034 (5), 
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recommended for work;" that is, they "were physically unfit, of bad character, or of 
the ordinary loafing class, never had any particular trade, and were more or less in regular' 
receipt of Poor Law relief."l 

435. In the Provinces, we find almost equally ominous instances. At Salford, 
in 1906, 64 per cent. of those registered were disqualified on account of bad conduct,. 
receipt of Poor Law relief, etc., etc.2 The Clerk to the Walsall Distress Committee 
thinks that about. 75 per cent. of the applicants were" perfectly useless as work
men, t~ey never have worked, they never want to work, what they want to get is the 
daily wage which is paid to them.":! At Preston, in 1905-6, 45 per cent., und in 
1906~7, 51 per cent. of the applicants were unsuitable.4 At Liverpool more than 
two-thirds of the applicants were chronically unemployed or casuals.6 

436. The evidence, therefore, seems overwhelming that the bulk of the applicants 
to Distress Committees have been persons of the class to which the casual labourer 
belongs. 

437. Such being the character of the bulk of the applicants for assistance under 
the Act, we turn to the evidence in order to ascertain what class of persons actually 
received assistance under the Act or under the precursory scheme of Mr. Long. Under 
Mr. Long's scheme, it appears that, though there was better discrimination than before 
of the skilled regular workmen, it was not sufficiently effective.6 For out of 46,000 
applicants 3,496 were selected, and of these 55 per cent. were returned as general labourers, 
and 20 per cent. as in the building trade. Of the remainder a very large proportion were' 
low-s1..;lled and irregular workmen. The experience of several Joint Committees was 
that the men on the whole did not come within either the spirit or the letter of the scheme.7 

438. Under the Unemployed Workmen Act, according to the latest Return of 
the Local Government Board, out of a total of 54,600 applicants pronounced 
qualified by Distress Committees, 29,100, or 53 per cent., were "casual or general 
labourers," and 10,500, or 19 per cent., belonged. to the building trades, and these two 
categories of cases thus formed 72 per cent. of the number of cases entertained as 
qualified for assistance under the Act.· 

439. In quoting these figures, we do not intend to imply that every casual or 
-seasonal workman is necessarily a case of chronic unemployment to which the Act 
.should not apply. Even among the dock labourers, there is a considerable class of 
respectable men who obtain regular and sufficient employment at what is a typically 
irregular industry,9 and a trade depression might well throw some of these out of 
work owing to exceptional circumstances over which they have 11.:0 control. When 
(lases of this kind do occur, it may be surmised that ·these men would have some 
(lhance of recovering their normal and sufficient amount of employment, provided 
they were "tided over" the time of depression.. They are cases which may rightly be 
assisted by voluntary agencies,lO and among the applicants classed as "casual or 
general labourers," there may be men normally obtaining such a sufficiency of 
irregular employment that they have as good a chance as a "regular" workman 
of being "tided over" into independence again by means of the Unemployed 
Workmen Act. Such men, however, must be but a comparatively small number. 
'The opinion is overwhelming that among the casual labourers under-employment is 
'very rife. Hence, in order to discover those who, though casual labourers, are 
normally sufficiently employed, the most careful discrimination would be necessary. 

ITagg, Vol. VII!., App.l.uvii. (1). IIDesquesnes, Vol. VII!.. App.:u. (2). a Cooper, 91082. 
'1 Moss, Vol. VIII., App. lvii. (A.). 6 Ra.thbone, 83497-500. See also Barrow, Vol. VIII., App. vi. (5) ; 
Brown, Vol. VIII., App. ix. (1). 6 Balfour, 77797. 7 Beveridge, 77832 (30). Maynard, 78371 (19). 
78390. • H.C., 1908, No. 173, pp. 3,5. See also Local Government Board Memorandum on Unemployed 

-Workmen Act, 1905, para. 61-2. 9 Nelson, Vol. VII!', App.lix. (4), See also BaUour, 7782S-9. 10 Larner, 
79352-8. Toynbee,30622 (15). . 
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The inquiry would have to be not whether the man is destitute-for a large Class of persons 
proportion of casual workers are always verging upon destitution-but whether the man 8.$sistel under 
in normal years is a respectable workman earning sufficient to keep himself respectably'tll.e Act. 
the' year through. Such an inquiry would be very difficult in the case of a successful ' 
"casual," getting employment from one, two, or perhaps even half a dozen employers 
in the year. But unless such an inquiry were made, it may be assumed that the very 
large majority of casual labourers assisted would belong to the class of the chronically 
under-employed or unemployed for whom the Unemployed Workmen Act was not in-
tended. 

441. The question of the method o{ inquiry and selection adopted becomes, 
then, crucial in deciding whether the 30,000 casual and general labourers. found qualified 
by the Distress Committees, may be assumed to have been really suitable for 
treatment under the Unemployed Workmen Act. On this point Mr. Crooks has 
told us that the Distress Committees selected the most distressful cases, which they 
ought not to have done, the object of the Act being to save men from falling into the 
ranks of the permanently unemployed. Neither the Act nor the Regulations made 
destitution the test.1 The same opinion was expressed by Mr. Maynard, late Secretary 
of the Central Unemployed Body in London, who thought the classification was seldom 
carried out thoroughly by the Distress Committees, chiefly because they objected 
to leaving unassisted any class which they considered worthy of assist.lnce.2 Mr. 
Scotland, Works Superintendent of the Central Body, has informed us that the men 
selected by the Distress Committees in London and assisted by the Central Body 
were mainly builders and dock labourers, factory and warehousemen and general 
casual labourers.s Mr. Hammond, Late Superintendent of the Fambridge Labour 
Colony, informed us that "a very large number of the men assisted at the Labour 
Colonies under the Central Unemployed Body are chronically unemployed."4 

442. As to the Provinces, Messrs. Jackson and Pringle have reported to us :-

"There have been in some boroughs small Executive or Classification Committees, and 
they ha.ve sometimes interviewed applicants, and very carefully considered their relative claims. 
In 8. very large number of towns, however, the selection of men for work has been left practically 
in the hands of the clerk to the Distress Committee. In some places there were no rejections. 
Preference was given in most boroughs to married men with families, and it would be true 
generally to say that the ground of selection for work has not been that a man has been thrifty, 
or had a good industrial record, and had been thrown out of work through general depression of 
trade, but that he is destitute, has a large family, a.nd can show no chance of emploJ!llent in the 
ordinary market." 6 

443. With a view to testing the evidence which we have thus received, ~e issued 
questions to the Distress Committees in London and the Provinces, asking them 
inter alia to inform us to what extent they had been able to give special preference 
to the classes of men indicated in the Local Government Board Regulations, 
which classes it will be remembered were roughly the following three :-

(1) Regular thrifty workers; 

(2) Men with families; 

(3) Men physically suitable for the work which could be provided. 

444. About half of the London Distress Committees (15) reported to us that they 
had endeavoured to give preference as required by the Regulations. Eleven others had 
only done 80 to a limited extent, and three Committees reported that they had given 
no preference under the Regulations. 8 

445. Turning to the areas outside London, of 79 active Committees, 9 reported that 
they had given no preference under the Regulations; 40 that they had givt'n 
preference to needy men with families; and only from the replies of 26. is it possible 

1 Crooks, 91542-65. 2 Maynard, _ 78458. a Scotland, .79862 (2), 790;0. 4 H .. mmond, 80773. 
a Jackson and Pringle's Report, p. 90. 8 Replies by Distress Committees to Questions on the Unemployed 
Workmen Ac~ pp. 22-3. ... 
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to gather that preference may have been given to regular workers. I The conclusions. which 
we draw from these replies, which are printed in full in the Appendix, are that the number 
of cases "entertained" Qutside the class of irregular or under-employed workers 
was, on the whole small, and that the necessities of the particular applicants have far 
outweighed any other consideration, such as the regularity of their normal employment 
or the prospect of the help given being of permanent benefit. 

446. The result has been, according to the evidence of one witness, that the work 
has not been provided for the persons contemplated (viz., the exceptionally dis
tressed)\ nor has it achieved the purpose contemplated (viz., restoration to regu1ar 
employment).2 For those assisted were mostly irregular workmen before applying, and 
they simply returned to the same industrial condition when the relief work was over. In 
Julv, 1906, only 31 per cent. of those assisted by the Stepney Distress Committee in 
190"5-6 were found to be in "fairly permanent work," and, of 278 men who had been 
given work by the same Committee in 1905-6,.45 per cent. applied again in 1906-7.3 

And even in Woolwich, where the unemployed were admittedly of an exceptionally 
superior class, not more than half of the men provided with work subsequently obtained 
employment in the open market.4 

447. Even in the labour colonies, the encouraging features of which we shall 
describe elsewhere, the presence of the casual labourer seems to have spread 
failure. The general opinion of the chief witnesses as to the result of colony work under 
the Act is that the men, although recuperated and sometimes made into competent 
workmen, afterwards relapsed into their old conditions, with little more chance 01 
finding work for themselves than they had had before. Ii 

448. A further indication of the extent to which persons assisted under the Act are 
of the class not exceptionally but chronically requiring assistance is afforded by 
the number of recurrent applications for relief to Distress Committees. Messrs. 
Jackson and Pringle have given some particulars of the number of recurrent 
cases in their Report.s Although the results they give are by no means exhaus
tive, the figures seem to indicate that in some places in London, roughly speaking 
30 per cent. of those registered in 1906 were persons who had applied either to Mr. 
Long's Joint Committees in 1904-5, to the Mansion House Committee in 1893,7 or 
even to the Mansion House Fund in 1886,8 while at West Ham, 2,088, or over 40 
per cent., re-registered in the winter of 1906-1907.9 As to the Provinces, at Bolton 
it was thou~ht that 75 pel' cent. of the applications had applied in previo.us years,lO 
at Newcastle 36 per cent.,ll and at Devonport 64 per cent.l2 

449. This evidence is substantiated by that which we have ourselves taken. At 
Bethnal Green we were told that more than one half of those who registered in 
1906-7 had been on the register in previous years, and 22 per cent. of those 
who registered in 1905-6 re-applied in 1906-7.13 Of 245 applicants to the 
Nottingham Distress Committee in 1906, 102 had applied in the previous year.14 
At Bradford, 521 persons re-registered the second year,11i and at Norwich 41 per 
cent.1S 

450. In practice, therefore, we find that the irregular and under-employed labourer, 
who was intended by the promoters .of the Act to be excluded, has in fact very 
largely, though not exclusively, benefited under the Act; while on the othe hand, 
there is a considerable body of evidence to show that, partly on account of this 
extensive use of the Act by the casual labourers, the better class of workmen, 
for whom it was intended, have in some districts refused to apply for its benefits.IT 

I Replies by Dilitress Committees to Questions on the Unemployed 'Vorkmen Act, pp. 57-62. J Beve-
rid~e. 77832 (33). 3 Beveridge, 77832 (35). 4 Larner, 79234-5. Ii Smart, 84562-4,84739,84755-9; Somers. 
8~376 (c); Long, 78547 ; Maynard, 78416; Smith,80113 (4-7),80129-30; Scotland, 79862 (10); Anderson, 
92123-5; Humphreys, 79407 (~9 (x.) ). 79442, 79511, 79615; Larner, 79211 (12), 79240-1. 6 Jackson and 
Pringle's Report, pp. 50-7. 71lrid., p. 51. 8 Ibid., p.52. 9lbid., App., p. 417. 10 Ibid., App., p. 283. 
11 J/.iJ., p. 55. . 12 Il,id., p. 55. 13 B,tilward, 78704 (7),· 78760. 78793. 14 Green, Vol. VIII., App. 
xxxii. (7). III Watson lI!ld Crowther, 90804. 18 Miller, Vol. -VIII., App.liii. (1). 17 Downey, Vol. 
VIIL, App. xxii. (2 and 9); Holms!:taw, Vol. VIIL, App. "xxviii. (8); Mercer, Vol. VIII. App.lii. (16.). 
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451. A second object of the Unemployed Workmen Act was, apparently, to correct Effect of the 
some of the abuses of the municipal relief-works system inaugurated by Mr. Chamberlain Act on Municipal I 
in 1886. Mr. Gerald Balfour informed us that :_ Helief "orks. 

. •• 'J.!le si~uation ~a8 q~te ~clluratel.y 8u~med up in a Report issued by: the .Charity Organisa
tIon Society ill 1904, ill whi?h It was said: There are at present two public relief agencies in the 
field-the Poor Law Guardians under the Local Government Board, and the Borough Council, 
who have a free hand.' That was the situation which the Government had to deal with, and the 
question was, what was the best way to deal with it." 1 

Mr. Long also told us that his aim was to "regularise" and "secure more 
beneficial results" from the then existing system of municipal relief-works, the evils of 
which were admitted.s 

452. It was apparently thought that the establishment of a Special Authority 
for dealing preferentially with the better class of men who since 1886 had been 
referred to the. Municipal Authorities, would to some extent deprive those Authorities 
of the excu~e for continuing a separate systeD,l of relief with separate methods and 
separate standards. 

453. The new "Unemployed" authority, the Distress Committee, was, in fact, 
closely associated with the Municipal Council, and, in law, a Committee of it. It was 
therefore, perhaps, a fair inference that, even if the municipalities were to continue 
their separate system of relief, they would tend to incorporate in that system any 
improvements suggested by the experience of the Distress Committees. And there 
was even a more direct inducement for them to do so. The Distress Committees were 
empowered to contribute towards the cost of relief-works provided by the Municipalities 
where such works complied with the conditions laid down in the Regulations of the 
Local Government Board. 

454. Hence the Act provided inducements, both moral and monetary, for the 
municipalities either to fall into line with the new system and to abandon their 
separate relief works, or else, if they retained thelIl:, to reform them. But the 
successful operation of these inducements was conditional on the Act realising the 
objects of its promoters. If the new authorities provided, as we have seen they 
did provide, for the same class as. the Poor Law, and if they failed to provide, 
as we have seen they did fail to· provide, for the better class of workmen, then the 
argument in favour of the municipalities themselves providing for the better class un
employed remained .practically as, forcible· as before the new Act was passed. If 
the authorities under the Unemployed Workmen Act, instead of reforming, 
merely perpetuated the methods of municipal relief ;works, there wal" clearly no 
moral inducement to the municipalities to reform their methods. If the new 
authorities failed, as we shall see they did fail, to collect contributions towards 
properly conducted municipal works, the monetary inducement to the municipalities 
was equally inefficacious. 

455. We will first consider the moral inducement to reform afforded to themunici- Demoralising 
palities by the Distress Committees. The chief evils of the municipal relief-works were, effedot of wAork 

d I f k · uffi' di" t' t t t d th un er the ct as we have seen, 0 es-o -wor , IDS Clent SCl'lIIllna lOn, ex ravagan cos, an e . 
forestalling of work We regret to be obliged to report that, notwithstanding the terms 
and safeguards of the new Act, we have received evidence that every o~~ of these evils 
has, to a greater or less extent, been perpetuated by the new authOl'ltles. 

456. As regards the forestalling of ordinary work, it was admitted by Mr. Balfour Forestalling cf 
that the Unemployed Workmen Act provided no parti~ular safeguard against ~or~ u;der 
this evil,S and several witnesses have asserted that ordmary labour has been e c. 
displaced by work provided for the unemploy~d under the .Act.4. In so far as work was 

lBalfour, '17'145. SLong, 78464-5. SBalfour, 778B-5. 4Bailward, 78703 (7,8),78941; 
Ro/?ers, 45406-13; Mercer, Vol. VIII., App. Iii. (17); Martley, 81760 (24b) j Wright, 87323 (33); 
Sffilth, 86783-4. 
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~lirectly provided by the Unemploy~~ Body or Distress Committees the danger of reduc
mg the employment of regularmunIClpal employees was to some extent minimised. But 
as a matter of fact, except in London, more than half the 'work" provided" under the 
Act has been work provided through the agency of the Municipal Authorities. For the 
three years for whic~ figures are available, work was provided under the Act for 47,400 
persons by the DIstress Committees or Unemployed Body directly, and for 55,100 
through the agency of the ordinary Local Authorities, and these numb'ers are exclusive 
of •• unemployed" given work directly by th~ municipalities apart from the agency of 
Distress Committees.1 . 

~.~7. ~~ is clear, therefore, tha~ considerably more work h~s been provided by the 
mumClpalitIes than has been prOVIded by the new authoritIes set up under the 
Act. The Act has, in fact, systematised municipal relief work, without materially 
altering its unimproving and demoralisi,ng character. Except in London the system 

. of dole.-work continues to be resorted to.2 At Manchester,3 Birmingham,4 Walsall ll and 
elsewhere, the unemployed have been given" spells" of three days' work, at Bradford6 

four days, at Newcastle7 six days a fortnight; and where, as at Norwich,8 the work 
has been for five days a week, this has apparently been found possible only by 
making the day a five-hour day-in a word, by making the dole a daily dole 
instead of a weekly dole. As instancing generally the fliscontinuQus nature of the 
work provided, we may mention that, in the most recent Return of the Local 
Government Board, 27 cases are noted in which the average duration of the 
work was a fortnight or less, as against 23 cases where the average duration of 
the work was over a fortnight. 9 

458. SiInilarIy, the Act has apparently failed to reduce the cost of relief works. 
We have had numerous complaints as to the cost of the works under the Act.10 At 
West Ham the expenditure on local works in 1906-7 was £10,250; the contract 
price for the same work would have been nearly £7,500.11 The Secretary of the 
London Central Unemployed Body thinks the work done by the unemployed was 
on the average from 25 to 50 per cent. more costly than it would have been if done by 
ordinary contract labour.12 The cost of reclaiming a small portion of Chat Moss plan
chester) with unemployed men was nearly three times as much as it would have been 
with ordinary country labour. 13 In the matter of excessive and useless cost, the 
Unemployed Workmen Act has therefore also failed to reform the system of municipal 
relief-works. 

459. Finally, the general failure of the Act as a measure of relief has falsified 
the hope that the municipalities would be encouraged to discontinue their relief works 
on the establishment of a special authority for dealing with distress from unemploy
ment. There is a great consensus of opinion that, chiefly from lack of funds or the failure 
to find suitable work, the actual number ofp~rsons relieved has ~een extremely small 
in proportion to the number in distress. The Act has been described to us as "useless,"14 
"entirely inadequate,"l11 "incapable of dealing with the question of unemployment in 
a thorough manner,"16 "very little use except to the employer desiring cheap labour,"11 
and we have been informed that "the Jl,osition of the unemployed workmen was better 
before the passing of the Act than after."18 This opinion as to the general failure of the 
Act as a system of relief for workmen in distress from unemployment has been repeated 
to us by a very large number of witnesses of all shades of opinion and from all parts of the 
country.19 

1 H.C., 392-1907; H.C., 326-1907; H.C., 173-1908. II Bar\,ow, Vol. VIII. App. vi. (5). 3 Leech, 
83830--11. 4 Owen, 1:\5999. Ii Cooper, 91050. 6 Watson, 90739-41. 1 Adams, Vol. .nn., 
App. i. (18). 8 ~Iiller, Vol. VII!., App. liii. (11). 9 H.C., 1908, 173, pp. 26-33. 10 BaIlward, 
78703 (8), 78723-4, 78!)44-51; Mercer, Vol. VII!., App. Iii. (17); Stubbs, Vol. VIII., App.lxxv. (8) ; 
Morris, 79172; Hammond, 80753-4, 80808-18, 80912. llHumphreys, 79443. 12 Maynard, 78433; 
Se~ also Green, Vol. VIll., Apr,. xxxii. (7-14); Beveridge 77830 (45), 77869. 13 Leech, 83?70 (23) 
83804. 14 Gribble, Vol. '\ III., App. xxxiii. (25). 111 Richardson, Vol. VII!., App. I.Xlv. (17). 
16Cro8sman, yol. VIII., Api'. xvi. (6). 17 Twomey, Vol. VII!., App.lxxx. (20). 18Fairchil~, ~ol. VIll, 
App. xxiv. (13). ~~ Crooks, 91307 (2, 3), 91542-55, ~!311-5; Roberts, Vol. VII,I., App. lxVI. (0) i..Sh~w, 
Vol. VIII., App. IXXll. (7) ; Gee, Vol. VIII., App. XXVlIL (4); Holmshaw, Vol. V III., App. XXXVlIl., (t;) ; 
Drummond, Vol. VIII., App. xxiii., (7); Downey, Vol. VII!., App. xxii. (8); Cuthbertson, Vol. '\ I1.I., 
App. xviii. (7); Curley, VoL VIII., App. xvii. (8); Abbot., 81lb7 (17); Coates, Vol. VIII., App. XIV. 

(9); Chaplin, Vol. VIII., App. xiii. (7); Carey, Vol. VIII., App. xi. (7,8); Cadogan, Vol. VIII., App .. x. 
(4); Barrow, Vo!' VIII., App. vi. (5,6); Bailey, Vol. VIII., App. v. (5); Nelson, Yo!. VIII., App. h.x.. 
(9); Sexton,84124 (6), 8-42117, 84313; Fox, 83910 (20-1); Desquesnes, Vol. VIII., App. xx. (~-13)i 
Livesev, 83134 (Ans. VIII.); Gageby, 99260 (9), 99291, 99230; Marshall, 82146 (17,24, 30-2); Gardner, 
\12112 (10) ; RathLJone.83251 (24),83273, 83494-6; Bevcl'idge, 77831 (33,46). 
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460. We have no means of ascertaining how many" unemployed" the municipali- Co-existence of 
ties continue to employ otherwise than thro.ugh the Distress Co.mmittees: but we )1.unicipal and 
may no.te that, in 1907-8, in. one hall of the pro.vincial to.wns where the Distress Co.m- cDistre~s R l' f 

. tid t .. I li f k h D' C' ommlttee .e Ie mlttees sen unemp oye men 0. mumClpa re e war s, t e Istress o.mmlttees made Works 
no. co.ntributio.n to. the Co.st o.f such wo.rks.1 It is o.nly the fact o.f such co.ntributio.n . 
which gives the Distress Co.mmittees any effective po.wer o.f bringing the municipal 
wo.rks under the Regulations Qf the Act as to. co.ntinuity Qf wo.rk, rate o.f pay, etc. 
It may therefore be assumed that, in Qne-hall Qf the cases in which the municipalities 
nro.vided relief-wo.rks to which the Distress Co.mmittees sent men, these relief-
wQrks were, to all intents and purpo.ses, as little under any regulatio.ns and co.ntrQI as 
were the relief-works befo.re the passing Qf. the Act in 1905. Mo.reo.ver, in the mo.st 
recent return as to the wo.rking o.f the Act, frequent cases are no.ted in which, in the 
~ame district, wo.rk has been pro.vided simultaneo.u~ly by the municipality and 
the Distress CQmmittee.s The co.-existence of what are in. a sense co.mpetitive relief-
wo.rks, cannot, we think, be beneficial. Our Investigators have described how, in such 
.cases in Londo.n, the municipal works WQuld emplo.y men rejected by the Distress 
Committees, and how men wo.uld refuse the Distress Committee relief-work fQr 
the easier relief work Qf the municipality. a The reverse Qf this situation is illustrated 
at Bournemo.uth' where the Distress· Committee co.mplain of the straits to. which 
they have been reduced Qwing to the municipality retaining fo.r their o.Wli relief-
works all the men who.!!e labo.ur was remunerative, and referring to the Distress 
Committee relief-works all the inefficients. We cannot but think that the simultaneous 
establishment Qf independent relief-works by two separate authorities in the same 
<iistrict must be pro.ductive Qf harm. and tend to. destrQY any po.ssibility o.f usefulness 
in. either set of relief-wo.rks. 

461. We find, therefore, that the Unemployed W o.rkmen Act has largely failed in 
its seco.nd main object, viz. : the regulatio.n and impro.vement o.f municipal relief-works~ 

462. A third o.bject Qf the Act was the preventio.n o.f .the demo.ralisation o.f the "Ull- Influence of the 
{lmployed" by indiscriminate charity, the evils o.f which we have explained in a Act on Charity. 
previo.us section. Mr. Long referred to. the evils o.f "Unemplo.yed Funds" as o.ne 
of the abuses he hQped to check by his scheme. TheAct, in fact, assumed the co.llectio.n 
of voluntary 8ubscriptiQIlB by the new authQrities, and cQntemplated, as we have seen, 
that a great part Qf their expenditure, and particularly that incurred in providing wo.rk, 
WQuid be defrayed out Qf such vQluntary subscriptio.ns.6 T.o a certain extent, no. dQubt 
the Act has discountenanced the raising Qf hasty" unemplo.yed funds," to. be spent in an 
indiscriminate manner Qn ill-coIlBidered schemes, by bodies who.se activities o.ften over-
lapped. It has, we think, been beneficial that money, which the charitable public were 
inclined to give for the relief Qf the unemplQyed, should be given to. a responsible 
authority cQnducting experiments on lines subject more Qr less to. central CQntro.l. In 
so. far as the new bQdies co.llected the money and focussed the effo.rt,_ Jf charity, their actio.n 
has undo.ubtedly been beneficial. But unfo.rtunately the success of the new bodies in 
attracting the help Qf charity has beco.me less and less. Under Mr. Lo.ng's scheme, and 
largely through his instrumentality, £52,000 was co.llected.s In the fo.llowing year, the 
first of the new Act, the subscriptio.ns amounted to £105,000.7* For the next year, in 
order to meet the plea that voluntary subscriptions were insufficient,. the Government 
allo.wed the provisio.n Qf work to. be paid for out of Imperial, instead o.f voluntary funds, 
and Qbtained a Parliamentary Grant of £200,000 for this purpose; and in this year the 
voluntary subscriptions sank to £36,000.8t In the third, the last year of which we have 
particulars, a similar grant was voted and the voluntary subscriptions amounted to. only· 
.£7,800,9 i.e., less than Qne-fourteenth of the amount raised in the first year. Charitable 
()ontributioOIlB have practically ceased, and a further o.bject-lesso.n has been affo.rded of 
the truth that the charitable public will nQt easily Qr largely contribute towards purpo.ses 
for which tnOn{lY is co.mpulsorily taken from them by means of rates or taxes. 

• Including £86,418 from Her Majesty the Queen's Unemployed Fund. 
t Including £24,669 from Her Majesty the Queen's Unemployed Fund. 

I H.C., 1908,173, pp. 24-5, coL 6. II H. of C., 1908, 173; Bournemouth, Brighton, p.26; De,:on-
port, Ha.stings, Leeel&, p. 27; Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Northampton, p. 28; Plymouth, Reading, 
p.29; Sunderland, West Ham, p. 30; Smeth wick, p. 31; Erith, Kettering, Ley ton, Walthamstow, p. 32. 
8 Jackson and Pringle's Report. p. 88. 'Ibid., p. 26. ~ /) Ed..,.. VII. Co 18. Sec. 1 (6). 6 London Un
employed Fund. 1904-5. Report of Central Executive Committee, p; H2. 7 H.C., 392-1907. 8 H.C., 
326-1907. • H.C., 173-l908. 
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463. in most respects therefore the Unemployed Workmen Act has failed. Its primary 
object was to assist the better class of workman: the vast majority of those whom it has 
relieved did not belong to that class. It was hoped that it would supersede the existing 
bad system of municipal relief works: it has, on the contrary, encouraged them. Under 
its operations the sources of charity might have been enlarged and its agencies further 
developed in dealing with the able-bodied: both have in many directions been curtailed 
and discouraged. The aim of the Act was to deal with a section of the unemployed 
by means other than the Poor Law. The Poor Law administration was in a manner put 
in abeyance. This led to Inisunderstanding and some injustice. The people had before 
thepi an alternative, and in 'many instances they applied to the Distress Committees 
when they should have applied to the Poor Law Authorities. 

Points in favour 464. We readily admit that in some directions the Act has been of service. A number 
of the Act. of dec'ent, sober, honest workmen who would have felt naturally reluctant to go to the 

Poor Law, were assisted during a period of serious unemployment. It was a good 
thing to bring together ,in one body members of diverse agencies, hitherto working spas
modically and disconnectedly towards the same object-the relief of the able-bodied. 
The association of Guardians, Town Councillors, and voluntary workers on the Distress 
Committees has been of great benefit educationally. The new bodies, and the public 
from whom they are recruited, are beginning to diagnose the problem of unemployment, 
and to recognise its diversity and difficulty, as they have never done before. Since 1905 
the nation as a whole has learnt much about the possibilities and the liInitations of help 
for the unemployed. But if it is true that valuable educational experience is due to the 
Act, it is also true that it is the failures rather than the successes of the Act which have 
provided the education. 

465. The Act was started under impossible conditions~ and if it has failed 
the failure is largely due to. the hopeless task imposed upon the Local Authorities 

dL~casont's o~ h which it set up. In various directions they have accomplished experimental work of 
lscon mumg t e t 1 ' h d .. I b I' d lab han Wh Act, grea va ue, Wlt regar to eIDlgrallon, a our co omes, an our exc ges. . at, 

Conclusions.. 

however, we do emphatically assert is that neither Distress Committees nor Unemployed' 
Bodies are necessary for carrying out these methods of assisting the distressed able-bodied. 

466. As regards emigration, this is probably the one method of relief which the 
Poor Laws specifically authorise to be afforded to the poor, as distin,ct from the 
destitute. There is no question here of entering a workhouse. nor 6f submitting 
a man and his family to unduly repellent conditions. Disfranchisement in England, 
even if it continued to apply, would hardly affect an emigrant. There is no reason, 
therefore, why a reformed and enlightened Public Assistance Authority should not 
undertake all the emigration relief which it is wise for the State to give. 

467. As regards labour colonies, we hold most strongly that, except for purposes, 
for which a prolonged stay on them is necessary, labour colonies are almost if not 
entirely useless. But it would appeal' irrational and senseless to place in the hands of 
an authority intended to meet temporary distress, institutions which are useless except 
as a method of more or less prolonged and permanent help. Such institutions should 
surely be placed in the hands of the authority dealing with prolonged or permanent 
distress-that is the Public Assistance Authority. 

468. In the matter of labour exchanges, we shall show in the next section why it 
is in our opinion essential that these institutions should not be managed by, or associated 
with. an authority whose primary object is to give relief. 

469. We feel, therefore, that the methods successfully used by the Distress Committees 
would be exercised more appropriately by other authorities. On the other hand. the 
unsuccessful methods of the Distress Committees are in our opinion so harmful, that we 
feel it t(l be in the interests of the State that they should be discontinued. Except as 
regards the operations referred to above, we believe that the Act has mainly resulted 
in the wholesale and periodic relief of casual or chronically: under-employed labourers 
under non-deterrent conditions. This class of men is tending to rely more and more on 
tho regular provision of municipal relief-work which has been sanctioned and encouraged 
under the Act. In effect the result is. that we are in some danger of repeating in an indirect 
manner the disastrous experiment of relief to able-bodied wage-earners. which occasioned 
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the scandals and reforms of 1834. The gravamen of the Report of 1832 is that the 
community was subsidising wages which ought properly to be paid by the employers. But 
if casual labourers are supported year after year at certain seasons at the cost of the 
rates, their yearly wage is just as effectively subsidised by the oommunity in 19C5 as their 
weekly wage was subsidised by the community in 1832. To give regularly to a 
casual labourer 13s. a week employment-relief for 4 weeks in each year is arith
metically equivalent tosubsidising his weekly wages by a shilling throughout the 
year. And the subsidy is in some ways more dangerous, because it is indirect and 
disguised, instead of direct and open as in 1832. Any general increase of this 
dangerous practice of indirectly subsidising wages from the rates, would, we are con
vinced, lead to a recrudescence of the evils so ably described by the Royal Com
mission of IS32. The evils would be equally certain, but the remedy would be 
less easily applied, because the cause of the evil would be less apparent. Even 
now there are signs that among the casual labourers, encouraged and subsidised by 
the Unemployed iW orkmen Act, there is a.rising precisely that spirit of dependence 
and demoralisation which was so rampant in 1832.! 

. 470. ~W e feel, therefore, that if the working classes are to retain their independence 
and their industrial efficiency, it is essential that all encouragement of casual labour 
or the subsidisation of the wages of casual labour, out of public funds should cease 
as 800n as possible. 

471. For this and for the other reasons we have detailed, we recommend that the 
Unemployed Workmen Act should not be continued, and that the functions of Distress 
Committees, 80 far as they are useful. should in future be discharged in the manner 
hereafter described. 
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Chapter 4. 

PROPOSALS AS TO DISTRESS FROM UNEMPLOnlENT. 

472. We propose to classify our recommendations for dealinO' with p,istress from 
unemployment under three headings according as they relate to ~- . 

(1) Permanent Preventive Measures of a Social or Industrial Character; 

(2) The Permanent Syste~ of Public Assistance for the Able-Bodied. 

~3) Transitional Measures. 

(I)-Permanent Preventive Measures of a Social or Industrial Charac-ter. 

(a) Labour Exchanges. 

473. Any investigation into the facts and problems relating to unemployment
distress and its relief, discloses, as one of the chief defects of our' present system. 
an extraordinary lack of accurate information as. to the extent and character of 
unemployment. It is at best a. happy chance to find a remedy for a disease as to 
which there is no possibility of accurate diagnosis. But this is the position which we; 
as a great industrial country, occupy as regards the unemployment of our people. There 
are no data which give any accurate idea of who and how many the unemployed are, 
and what is the duration of their unemployment. Yet the ascertainment of these 
particulars is essential to the successful treatment of distress from unemployment. 

474. There are Returns periodically published of able-bodied paupers, under which 
term may be included the halt, the maimed, and the blind-all persons in fact who are not 
sick or physically or mentally disabled. Statistics of able-bodied paupers compiled on such 
a basis are clearly illusory, even as an indication of mere numbers. As to the character, 
industrial and moral, of able-bodied paupers, there is no other periodically available' 
inIormation than the opinion of a few individuals and the meagre information afforded 
by the decennial census. 

475. When we turn to the figures furnished by the Board of Trade as to the 
percentage of unemployment in certain Trade Unions, the information is hardly 
more satisfactory. These figures to-day are founded on returns from about 600,000 
Trade Unionists,l many of them belonging to trades subject to special fluctuations; and in 
the past this basis has been even narrower. They show the tendency of trade, but little 
more. Any attempt to apply the percentages to the whole ten ~on of adult 
workers would give wholly untrustworthy results. 

476. Even in regard to the Trade Unions, to which the figures relate, the 
statistics afford no help to those whose business it is to provide for distress 
arising from unemployment. The figures are some indication of the fluctuations 
of unemployment. But they do not show how many men in a given period are un
employed even in the limited number of Trade Unions to which they relate. They 
give no trustworthy measure of the numbers unemployed or the duration of their unem
ployment. Thus, for instance, in a year in which the Board of Trade percentages show 
I), mean annual average of unemployment of 4 per cent. on 600,000 men, the figures may 
!llean either:-

(a) That the same 24,000 men have been unemployed throughout all the 
months of the year; or 

(b) That a different 24,000 men have been unemployed in each month 
throughout the year. . 

477. On hypothesis (b) the statistics would indicate that some 288,000 men had 
each been unemployed for one month in the year. This from a social point of view 

-1 Wilson-Fox, 98850. 
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is an insignificant amount of unemployment, not likely to cause serious distress, 
nor to require remedial action. On hypothesis (a) the statistics. would indicate that, 
throughout the year, the same 24,000 men were without any employment. This would be 
an amount of unemployment of considerable intensity, and would indicate the 
probability that relief measures of some kind would be necessary in some localities. 
But as to which of these two interpretations, (the one pointing to relief measures, the 
other not), is the right one, the figures themselves give us no guide. It is clear, 
therefore, that, even in regard to the Trade Unions to which they relate, the Board 
of Trade figures afford no safe criterion of the intensity of unemployment, nor of 
the likelihood of distress arising from it. Far less do the figures afford any accurate 
measure of unemployment among the labouring classes as a whole. 

478. In view of the limitations thus attaching to the use of the Board of Trade un
employment percentages, we requested that Department to make further inquiries into 
the extent of unemployment in certain selected Trade Unions. The inquiry extended 
to some 30,000 members of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, the Amalgamated 
Society of Carpenters and Joiners, the Compositors', Operative Plumbers', and Wood
cutting Machinists' Trade Unions, and shows that the large majority of Trade Unionists 
\tr~ Dot out of work for more than three days in the year; that is to say, the large majority 
are In continuous employment. In a bad year a percentage varying from 11 to 27 in the 
different Unions were unemployed for an aggregate period of three days but less than 
eight weeks, whilst from 11 to 16 per cent. were out of work for eight weeks or over, and 
7 to 11 per celit. for twelve weeks or over.. The percentages vary, of course, between 
good and bad years, and in the good year selected for the inquiry (i.e., 1898 or 1899), the 
percentage unemployed for twelve weeks or over, varied from less than 1 per cent. with 
the Carpenters to nearly 5 per cent. with the Compositors. It would seem, therefore, 
that, whilst in good times the amount of distress from unemployment amongst Trade 
Unionists must be small, in bad years the number reduced to straitened circumstances 
through unemployment must be considerable. * f 

I' 

479. Turning to the data collected by the'Distress Committees under the Unemployed Statistics under ' 
Workmen Act, we have seen how the Committees' registers have been avoided the Unemployed 
by the capable workmen. The registers and records of these Committees are, Workmen Act. 
'therefore, only an index of the extent of unemployment amongst a certain in-
ferior class of workmen in those few districts in which the Committees have been 
set up. 

480. In this dearth of trustworthy information it is hardly to be wondered at that 
mistakes should have been constantly made in attempting to deal with distress from 
unemployment. The mass of hasty and inconsiderate donors assume that a large 
number of decent and capable workmen are in distress from unemployment, and pour 
out funds in a manner which could be justified only on the assumption that the men 
assisted really were of the class supposed to be out of work. Experience has shown that 
these funds, raised in excitement and distributed without thought, are invariably, to a 
very large extent, absorbed by incapable and undeserving workmen to their own 
detriment. The failure of such gifts is obvious. They have no relation to conditions. 
causes, or remedies-none whatever to the evil or its diagnosis. The Unemployed 
Workmen Act assumed that there was a special class of workmen out of work who 
would avail themselves of it. That class, if it existed, has not made use of the Act, and 
all its potentialities for good have been destroyed by the clogging of its machinery with a 
mass of under-employed labourers. 

481. This points to the need in future of obtaining more accurate statistics as to 
the numbers, classes, and character of the men reduced ~o unemployment, alld as to the 
length of the period during which they are unemployed. It is, only by obtaining such 
accurate particulars .that it will be p~ssible to make the r~medies effective by adjusting 
them to the needs of the time and to the wants of the parttcular class of men affected. . 

482. A second defect which permeates our modern system is the failure to do anything Lack of -
positive and effective to increase the mo~ility. of labour. Although, as. we ha!e ma~h~ner.r Eo 
seen, there is a lamentable tendency for unskilled labour to stagnate m certam asBls~l.ng the 
localities, and although there is on all sides an increasing difficulty for individuals :::b!:;~Y of 

• Statistical Appendix, No. xvii., A. 

429. SF 
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by their own efforts to recover regular employment1 when once it has been lost, 
yet the community has provided no publio machinery for helping the unemployed 
workman to find work whioh may be waiting for him. This failure to assist mobility may 
be noticed in each of the systems we have reviewed. The Guardians, except here and there 
in an individual instance where a particular Guardian takes an interest in a particular man, 
take no steps and incur no expenditure with a view to finding a workman a situation while 
he is in or when he is lea ving their institutions. There is some doubt whether they may even 
pay a man's fare to a place where he knows that work is awaiting him.2 On the other hand. 
as we have seen, the general tendency of the workhouse life is to reduce a man's effici
ency, and s(to render him less mobile, considered as an atom in the economic organism. 
Charity, we have seen, makes occasional efforts to send the workers where work is awaiting 
them, but the operations of charity'in this direction are limited by its funds, and it has 
no permanent or suitable machinery to help it in finding work for cases outside its own 
particular district. . 

483. Under the Unemployed Workmen Act, it is true that the Distress Committees 
have powers of migration, but these have not been used to an appreciable extent. Labour 
exchanges were also established under the Act, but these .have achieved only a partial 
success; they have suffered by their association with a relief authority; and they have 
not been able, except to a small extent, to increase mobility generally. On the other 
hand, the system of municipal works encouraged by the Distress Committees has tended 
to encourage directly the immobility of unskilled labour by providing periodically artificial 
work in districts where there was already an excess of unskilled labour. Clearly, then, 
the Unemployed Workmen Act has done little or nothing to assist the mobility of labour. 

484. If we turn to the Trade Unions we find that each union provides for mobility 
of labour as regards its own particular members, but the rules of Trade Unions 
impose a serious fine on any member of the union finding or endeavouring to find work 
for a man not belonging to the union. To some extent, therefore, the Trade Unionists 
may be said to have increased their own mobility at the expense of the mobility of 
workmen who do not belong to the Unions. 

485. We have hitherto been referring principally to the lack of facilities for re
moving workmen from place to place, i.e., to what is technically known as place
mobility. But there is not only. a simlar lack of facilities for moving workmen from 
trade to trade, and so ensuring what is known as trade mobility. but the Trade Union' 
organisation discourages such inter-trade mobility. If a man abandons his own trade 
and Trade Union he is penalised by the immediate loss of unemployed and other benefits, 
and he is not for some time qualified for the Trade Union benefits of the trade into which 
he transfers his labour. We have received some evidence that the ranks of the unem
ployed and of the casual labourer are recruited from workmen who, from one cause or 
another, no longer find employment in their original trades, and who degenerate into 
unskilled labourers, thus helping to overstock still further the already overcrowded un
skilled labour market. It is not within the province of the Poor Law to provide technical 
tra.ining for the able-bodied; nor are there, so far as we are aware, technical schools wher<l 
adults can learn a new trade. To the extent to which this is an educational question, 
it is perhaps beyond our scope to prescribe remedies. But the difficulty is not merely 
educationa.l. Even if the necessary technical training were available either in schools 
or ordinary workshops, there is at present no available information to indicate to a work-. 
man desirous of changing his trade in what other trade or trades there is most 
demand for the kind of qualities which he possesses. To this extent the question of 
trade mobility is one of obtaining more accurate information on the state of employment 
in various trades; and to this extent we believe we can propose some remedial measures 
for the difficulty. 

486. To sum up, it is clear that there is at present great lack of machinery for as
sisting the mobility of labour, and this at a time when such machinery is particularly 
needed, and when, through the increase of travelling, postal, telephonic, and telegraphic 
facilities, physical mobility should not be a difficult matter. We lay it down, therefore, . 
as one of the leading objects of our future proposals that they should tend towards! 
an increased mobility of labour. After what has been said, it is equally clear that 
any successful treatment of distress' from unemployment on the basis of the existing 
statistics is impossible. 1We therefore lay ip down as a second object that statistics 

1 See e.g., Pringle's App. ii. too Jackson and Pringle's Report, p. 35. II Adrian, 293-8; Sidney Webb, 
93091. 
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relating to the enumeration and classification of the unemployed should be collected 
on a trostworthy and scientific basis. 

487. Both 'these objects' can we think be achieved by the establishment 
of a national system of Labour Exchanges. As instancing the way in which labour exchanges 
can assist mobility~w:e may cite the evidence given us by Mr. Fair, the Chairman of the 
Association of Employment Exchange Superintendents. I We shall refer later on to the 
London labour exchanges and tEek working. As pioneer institutions they were not free from 
defects. But, in spite of these defeCts! we believe that the scheme of exchanges in London 
under the Unemployed Workmen Act lia1hleaT£ wltllthe.E.roblem of the unemployed on a 
limited but a scientific basis. The linking together -of all the different parts of London, 
by means of a central exchange acting as a clearing house, brought the supply and demand 
for labour into touch with each other. Mr. Fair declares that the Metropolitan exchanges 
have already done good work, employers have promptly found men they could not have 
obtained so quickly by any other means,s and men have obtained work whiqh they could 
never have got by their own unaided efforts. 

488. We have aIRO been informed that the German labour exchanges have operated 
towards abolishing the vague search for work in the streets and at the factory gates, and 
have incl'PRsed the industrial efficiency of the community by adding to the mobility 
of the labour supply.· 

489. With regard to the way in which labour exchanges would facilitat~{he collection of 
data for the classification of the unemployed. we may again refer to tl~~' evidence of Mr. 
Fair. lIe there points out that, if the exchanges are to aid the unemployed.~ it is ;necessary to 
get trustworthy figures as to the number and capability of workers emp~'.Oyable and of the 
capacity of various industries to absorb labour. The. Metropolita . exchanges have 
done much in this direction. Their books, at the end of the firs year's working. 
showed at least 100,000 men and women in London who are only partially employed, 
exclusive of the trade unionists. The exchanges can show the various trades 
affected, and further can prove special stagnation in particular industries.4 

490. Similarly, we have been informed that it was one of the objects of the 
German labour exchanges to" get a perfect test for unemployment as a means of know
ing if a man is really unemployed against his will. You can only do this if you can 
see the whole labour market and all the jobR that offer."6 

491. Before further developing our proposal for the establishment of a national 
system of labour exchanges, it may be asked how we reconcile such a proposal with the 
admitted failure of labour exchanges in England to attain the objects expected of 
them. We will, therefore, briefly recapitulate the gist of the evidence given before us 
as to these institutions, and the reasons why they have failed. 

492. Prior to 1905, a good many municipalities had made experiments * in the wayMunicipallabollI' 
of labour exchanges, but apparently these institutions were seldom carried on with bureaux befoI'e 
any full understanding or foresight.8 According to the view of our witnesses, the weakness 1905. 
of the old municipal exchanges was due to certain easily ascertained causes. There was 
no knowlcdge of what they were intended to do; they were not properly staffed; they 
were hampered by many bad rules; they were nearly all started in times of depression-
" exactly the wrong time to start a labour exchange; the time to start it is when trade is 
going up. because then the peo.fle whom you decasualise have the best chance of finding 
other places for themselves." Employers mostly held aloof from these exchanges; 
they knew nothing about them. No effort was made to advertise them, "though every-
thing depends on that."· They worked independently of one another, until an attempt 
was ma~e by the London Unemployed Fund to provide a central unemployed exchange.9 

493. The London Act of 1902, we are told, was a failure because it merely permitted, 
and did not compel, Borough Councils to establish bureaux, and consequently only a. 

• e.g., in London under the Labour Bureaux London Act, 1902, and in other places under local Acts. 

1 Evid,mce, 81464-81666, passim. II Fair, St. 3 and 4, 81598. s Beveridge, 77890. 4 Fair, St. 7 and 8, 
6 Beveridge, 77890,78218 . 6 Beveridge, 78334,77930. Tagg, Vol. VII!., App lxxvii. (11). Le",: Vol. VIII., 
App. xlvi (4). Fordham,81300 1 Beveridge, 78337. 8 Beveridge, 78339. 9 BeVeridge, 78340, 
Of. Fordham, 81304-8. . 
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very small part of the Metropolis was covered. Further, amongst those established, 
there was no interchange of ideas, men were placed in charge of the bureaux who 
were, perhaps, the protege.s of some influential councillors, regardless of their fitness for 
the work. The bureaux "were the shuttlecock of party politics, and, to a large 
extent, became mere registers whence a borough surveyor could get his staff of 
scavengers, etc."l . 

494. In fact, the evidence seems to show that the failure of these pioneer labour 
bureaux was not owing to any innate. dete<:Jt in.the idea which they embodied, but 
rather to their inchoate and disconnecfed cnaracter and to their overclose association 
with the faults and failings of particular Local Authorities. Indeed, it is chiefly .owing 
to the inability of the Local Authorities to institute and maintain what should be a 
national service that we feel bound to :r:ecommend a natiol!-al organisation to carryon 
these important industrial institutions. 

Labonr exchlLlwes 495. The local labour exchanges established under the Unemployed Workmen Act 
Imner Co have been to some extent, but not very much, more effective than their predecessors.2 

~~lelkployed In the Metropolis we are told that these exchanges are not very satisfactory, and" there 
or -men A,)t. has probably not been a single labour exchange in England which has yet been an important 

or indispensable induBtrial institution."3 

496. A new institution, to be successful, generally requires something more than a 
cold support from the authority establishing it. The Local Authorities, especially in 
the country, do not seem to have supported the labour exchanges either with energy or 
determination. In addition to this lukewarm support there were obstacles in the way of 
their development; suell as the unfavourable attitude of the Trade Unions, the poor support 
given bv employers, the fact that the best types of men have not refistered, largely 
because-they have not been encouraged, and lastly the financial difficulty. 

497. As to this last point, most of the districts, as one of the witnesses observes, 
can probably meet from the !d. rate the comparatively small expenses necessary 
for the efficient wor1..'i.ng of an exchange in conjunction with a linked-up system. But 
the districts where unemployment is worst find the limit too low fer efficient working, 
and in one or two areas little or nothing can be done in this way for that reason. 
Of Yet any increase of the rate contribution would tend to a~gravate in such rate-burdened 
districts the very trouble it is intended to relieve."li . 

498. The opinion again has been strongly expressed that the association of the 
labour exchanges with what is really a relief authority has largely contributed to the 
comparative failure of the exchanges under the Unemployed Workmen Act.6 There 
has been a tendency to confuse the exchanges with the Distress Com
mittees, which repels many employers who object to aid a system of "State-created 
work."7 On the other hand their association with an authority administering assistance 
to the lower types of unskilled and casual labourers has led to their being looked upon 
with suspicion by the Trade Unions, who have in some cases unhappily regarded them 
as "blacklegging" organisations.8 For instance~ in Liverpool, we were infor!lled that 
no distinction was made between applicants to the labour exchange and applicants for 
the Distress Committee register; they had all to answer the same questions and fill up 
the same form. 9 

500. It is obvious that any neglect to draw a distinction between persons applying 
for assistance and persons merely desirous of obtaining facilities for being put into 
communication with employers, will be likely to affect prejudicially the attitude of 
the better class workmen to the labour exchanges. Where, as in Edinburgh, ,the 
labol~.l exchange has been dissociated from the relief work of the Distress Committee, 

- --~--.----------------
1 Fordham, 1258, St. 2, 81262. I Tom Fox, 83974. Leech, 83769 (22). Wm. Wood, 85750-3. 

85851-i 85860-3. Coates, Vol. VIII., App. xiv. (10). Crowther, 90823-8, 906~7 eI seq; '!~i~ht, 
87323 (l7);Gageby 99291-4; Stubbs, Vol. VIII., App.lxxv. (8).. 8 Bevstldge, 78006, 111;72. 

80mers 62439 Green, Vol. VII!., App. xxxii. (4-22); Livesey, 83134 (viii.); Chapman, 8485&; 
Fair, 814uo (29); Stepney, 79791 j Lamer. 79211 (11) j Somers, 82407; Fordham, 81280, 81381. 
T. Smith, 8G726 (3, 18, 19). 6 Humphreys, 79408 (26-27) . 6 Beveridge, 77940, 7817t. 7 Fair, 81464; 
1-33, 81522 8 Fair, 81464 2981006, 81619. 9 Rathbone, 83491. 
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the evidence shows that the labour exchange has been more successful, and haa enlisted 
considerably more sympathy from the Trade Unions.1 

501. Other witnesses have told us that the administration. staff, equipment. etc., of 
the exchanges have been starved under the Act, and that this acc01lli.ts for their failure. I 
The superintendents of the exchanges have in many places had to struggle against 
great difficulties. They have had but one clerk to help them (often an inexperienced 
youth), hardly any advertisement. offices of poor appearance and in ;bad positions. In 
many cases little or nothing has been done to make the labour exchanges either a popular 
or attractive institution. I 

502. But the greatest objection to be urged against the existing system is that 
under it labour exchanges are only set up sporadically. * Isolated exchanges, especially 
ifIsuccessful in their detachment, tend to decrease rather than increase the general 
mobility of labour. If, for instance, labour exchanges are established in London and 
not at Norwich, the fact that these facilities for quickly obtaining work are available 
in London is all the more likely to attract to London or to retain in London, unemployed 
people who think that they have thereby a better chance of getting work. 

503. That the failure of exchanges in England is due to local and special carnies Labour 
and not to any innate defect in the institutions, seems clear from the interesting account exchanges ill 
of their success abroad which has been furnished to us in evidence. 4 Germany. 

504. In Germany, with its diversity of kingdoms, laws, and customs, there is no 
imperial system of labour exchanges. The lack of homogeneity among the constituent 
peoples would tend to prevent it. But there is a network of labour ex· 
changes of various types. The most important and the most akin to what we should 
propose for England are the public and municipal exchanges. "There are over 200 
such. among the 700 odd exchanges, filling now 150,000 places a month, which report 
regularly to the Imperial S'tatistical Officer. Practically there is a public general exchange 
in every town of over 50,000 inhabitants, and in a very large proportion of the smaller 
towns." Most of the public labour exchanges date from 1894-6 or received a fresh impulse 
then. They have been extraordinarily successful. Thus according to the evidence 
supplied to us by Mr. Beveridge:-

. .. The Munic.h Exchange, for instance, filled over 25,000 situations in the first complete year of its 
working. The Diisseldorf Exchange, after remaining unimportant for some time, filling less than 2,000 
situations two or three years ago, rose suddenly to filling 28,000 in 1906--7, and will hardly fall short 
Qf 50,000 in 1007-8. In Berlin, Stuttgart and Strassburg, the aotivity has nearly doubled in the last two 
year.;.''6 

505. The public labour exchanges in Germany are not confined to unskilled 
or -low-skilled labour. "Most show a percentage of forty"' to sixty in definite trades, 
and the larger exchanges, at least, have separate sections for unskilled and skilled 
men of various types." 6 

506. The causes of the success of the German system of 'abour exchanges have 
apparently been as follows:-

(1) The high standing given to the movement by the advocacy and practi
cal assistance of all public authorities, town councils, State Governments, 
Imperial Government, etc. ; 

(2) The associa.tion through combined Committees of employers a.nd employees 
in the management of the exchanges; . 

(3) The unequivocal character of the exchanges as industrial and not 
relief institutions ; 

(4) The excellent arrangements for the use of telephonic, telegraphic, and 
postal facilities by the exchanges; 

(5) The preferential railway fares for men sent to a situation." 

• See par. 413. 
Ca.mpbell.91172, 91200. I Ewart Ric.hardson, Vol. VIII., App.1xiv. (2). 

Fordham, 81258 (7). 3 Fair, 81464 (10). 4 See Beveridge-evidence passim. 
(22-32). I Beveridge, 77333 (5) and (6),77875, 77880. Wilson Fox, 99129-30. 
'I Beveridge, 77833 (20) ; if. Tawney, 96750, 96847. 

Humphreys, 79408 (27); 
Tawney, 96674-96725 
6 Beveridge, 77833 (9). 
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507. We see no reason why these features which have been so successful in Germany, 
should not be reproduced to a large extent in England. In view, however, of the 
importance in England of obtaining all statistics through these labour exchanges 
on a uniform basis, and in view of the desirability of keeping them absolutely 
impartial, untinged, so to speak, by association with the Poor Law, .or by local contro
versies,1 we think it essential that the system should be worked centrally by the Board 
of Trade, and that the organising officer or secretary in charge of the exchange should 
be an officer of that Department. It would, however, be essential, if the exchanges are 
to be a success, that the Board of Trade officer should be assisted by an advisory Com
mittee consisting of employers, workmen, and representatives of the Municipal or Local 
Authorities. There is a large consensus of opinion that the actual managing body of 
each exchange should be a Committee constituted on some such lines.s 

508. We think that a managing authority of this nature would attract the support 
both of the employers and of the Trade Unions. As' regards the employers there 
is, as we have said, evidence that they have .hitherto been chiefly discouraged, 
as at Leicester, by the fact that the labour exchanges have been concerned chiefly with 
the less skilled and less efficient workmen,3 or, as in London, by the confus~on of the
exchanges with the Distress Committees, which are objected to by the employers ae 
inaugurating a system of " State-created" work. 4 

509. On the other hand, there are indications that, even under the present system, 
the employers can be induced to use these institutions. The Chairman of the Associa
tion of Labour Exchange Superintendents considers that the number of employers 
who have obtained through the Metropolitan exchange satisfactory workmen is highly 
creditable to the superintendents, considering the paucity of means at their disposal.!; 
At Newcastle we were told that the employers were using the exchanges to some 
extent, and that this state of affairs could be improved, if it became possible to establish a 
system by which employers and the representatives of labour were brought more 
closely together upon the management.8 

510. The experience in Germany has been that employers have increasingly supported 
the labour exchanges, and the general opinion in England is that the employers 
are gradually becoming more favourable to the institutions by finding out that it is 
to their interest to use them. 7 

511. It is also obvious that, the more the Trade Unionists and the better class of 
workmen can be induced to use the labour exchanges, the more will the employers resort 
to them. 

512. As regards the attitude of the Trade Unions, although the difficulties are serious 
t,here is no reason why they should not be surmounted. The Trade Unions' 
hostility, such as it is, is based on several grounds ;-that labour exchanges might be used 
for the supply of " blacklegs " in trade disputes, that no preference is given to unionists~ 
and that they might provide labour below the standard rate of wages or conditions of 
employment. It is also demanded that Trade Unions using the exchange should be 
entitled to provide their own " vacant books" and continue their present methods except 
as to the place of registration. Many are jealous of any scheme which would supplant 
their own systems. 8 

513. It has, however, been represented to us that much, if not all, of the hostility of 
the Trade Unions would be removed if they could be induced to take their proper 
share of representation on the managing bodies of the exchange.9 . 

1 Beveridge, 77832 (48), 77887. Campbell, 97205. Martley, 81960-1. Morris, 79110-1. Wright, 
85039. Stepnpy, 79656-79781. Marshall, 82180. 2 Beveridge, 77924-6. Wright, 85043, 85052. 
WllRon Fox, 98928. Wood, 80222 (30). Casey,86525-6. Abbott,87194. T. Smith, 86779. Chapman, 84849. 
Ward, 83~16. Woud, 85753. Fox,83976. Crowther,90833. Fordham. 81286. Dunn Gardner, 92162-3. 
3 Smith, 86726 (3, 19). etc., 4 Fair, 81466 (32). 6 Fair, 81466 (9). 8 Wood, 85750, 85851. 

Beveridge,77833 (S.18), 78088, 78158. Watts,96078. Wright, 87323 (21). Fordham, 81322, 813H, 81362. 
Watson, 90664. 8 Beveridge, 78163. Bell, 8601:14 (8),86118, 86176. Ward,83744, 83767. Crooks, 91423. 
Stepney 79619 (13). Fair,81621. Smith,86777. Crowther,90661. Wood, 85855. 9 Ward, 83581. 
83622,83764-8. Wm. Wood, 8571)3-5. F. Hughes, 854137-90. 
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514. We think that when the working and results of a successful system of labour Trade Unions' 
€xchange is explained and thorough~y understood, the Trade Unionists wiil be, more ready attitude to 
to acc~pt them, as they have ~one m ~he cases already cited. Fo! though, as one witness ~bour 
has pomted out to us, there mIght be m theory a loss to Trade Umons when public labour changes. 
exchanges are set up, since they would take away one of the reasons for joining 8. Union, 
yet the objection in many cases is quite theoretical. In most trades the action of the 
Union in regard to finding work is very rough and ready, and in few does it go much beyond 
the way of mutual information and assistance by men in the same trade who are constantly 
in touch with one another, and recommend one another to the foreman.1 

.')15. The practical gain to Trade Unions through labour exchanges would, we are 
convinced, outweigh any possible loss. It is directly to the interest of the Trade Union to 
have the labour exchange as efficient as possible, because it is paying unemployed benefit 
to its members, and it wants to get them off its "vacant books" as soon as possible. 
Moreover, in proportion as the exchanges are efficient there should be a corresponding 
reduction in the cost of " travelling benefit" to the Unions. 2 In future a man will not 
have to travel about indefinitely in search of work: it should only be necessary for him 
to make one journey, direct to where the work is waiting him. 

516. In Lewisham, for instance, by addresses to the Trade Unions branches and 
discussion of the whole question, ,a friendly feeling has already been induced. Three of 
the Trade Unions keep their books in the employment exchange, and their members 
usually come and sign there, instead of at a public-house as formerly.8 Similarly at 
Newcastle, we are told, there has been no trouble with the Trade Unions; the 
superinkndent has always had the absolute confidence of all the working classes in ,the 
city.4 . 

517. Indeed, in Germany, though the attitude 01 Trade Unions has hitherto been 
hostile t~wards public labour exchanges, there are some signs that it is becoming 
increasingly favourable. At the present time it is common for workmen to ask for the 
establishment and exclusive use of a joint labour exchange, as one of the terms of an 
agreement terminating a dispute.' In one or two towns, the Trade Unions have even 
made over to the exchange the payment of their unemployed benefits.6 

518. Moreover, we think that if, as will; be proposed subsequently, the State con
tributes to the unemployed benefit paid to each Trade Unionist, the State might well 
make it a condition of such payment that the Trade Unionist, when out of work, should 
register his name and report himself to the local labour exchange, in addition (if it is so 
desired) to his entering his name in the vacant book of his Union. If the State supports 
and encourages the Trade Unions. it seems only reasonable that the Trade Unions should 
assist the State by supporting the national and nationally needed labour exchanges. 

519. Finally, both skilled and unskilled labourers might be induced to use the 
exchanges to a considerable extent if Local Authorities and Government Departments 
engr.ge their men only through the agency. of t,hese exchanges. As has been already 
shown, the support of the exchanges ,by public authorities has been one of the reasons 
for th~ success cf the system in Germany. 

520. Questions may be raised as to the cost of establishing labour exchanges. We Cost of Labour 
have not taken much evidence on this subject, but such as it is, it appears to show Exchanges. 
that the cost would not be extravagant considering the benefit which they would 
bring. In London, we are told, the. cost at present is abo~t £9,000 a year for. the 
hire of offices, staff. wages, postage, telephones, etc. 'I ThIS cost could, we think, 
be much reduced if some arrangement could be made whereby the exohanges' 
had the free use of telephones and postal services; a result which would naturally 
follow from their being branches of, a. Government Department. In Germany the 
estimated cost of filling a situation is from 4d. to 10d.' l:1r. Webb estimated roughly 
that the very elaborate system of labour exchanges under his scheme' (which were 
to be universal},would cost about £1,000,000 a year.8 On the other hand the Association 

1 Beveridge" 78168. 
Beveridge, 7796 •. 

• Beveridge, 77833 (10). 

II Beveridge, 78169-71. Fair, 81491. 4 Wood, 85753, 85863. 
8 Beveridge, 77833 (16). Of. Tawney, 96610 (25). 'I Beveridge, 77936. 

B Sidney Webb, 93339 . 
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of Superintendents of Metropolitan Exchanges estimated that a complete system 
of ,exchange~ for the whole of Greater London would cost only about £30 000 a 
year.1 If this estimate is applied to the whole of England on the basis of popuiation~ 
we get a much more reasonable sum. At the same time we feel bound to say that, as the 
principal offi.cer in c~arge of each exchang~ must be a person a:ble, inter alia, ~o meet employers 
and employmg bodies on an equal footmg, he must be gIven a recogmsed status in the 
community and must accordingly be somewhat highly-paid. In our opinion to attempt 
to keep down the cost by the appointment of any but specially qualified persons would be 
fatal to the scheme. 

'\ 
521. If, as in Wurtemburg, the rural post offices were used as branches of the 

exchange, the cost of establishing a co~plete system of exchanges. would no doubt 
be reduced. 

522. Another question of some difficulty is the attitude which should be adopted in 
the case of trade disputes. The practice in Germany in regard to strikes and lock-outs 
is various. Sometimes the exchanges take no notice of a dispute in. considering the filling 
up of vacancies. Sometimes they register the vacancies due to disputes and notify 
them to applicants, but at the same time give formal notice of the dispute to the 
individual applicants; in other places they suspend operations within the range 
of the dispute while it lasts; and in yet others the action of the labour exchanges is 
dependent on the verdict of a special tribunal. The second course, viz., to notify 
applicants when vacancies are due to trade disputes, has most approved itself 
in practice. As a result, such vacancies are seldom accepted by any of the men in 
the exchange. I We do not think, therefqre, that this difficulty need prove insuperable 
in England. 

523. If a national system of labour exchanges, working aut.omatically all over the 
country, could be established, it should tend to ensure that the supply of labour available 
in all parts of the country would be, in a measure, gauged and recorded. It 
might be hoped that demand and supply would be brought generally and locally 
in touch with each other, and that the overstocking of certain trades and the 
difficulty of getting labour in other industries would be diminished. The present system 
of engaging workpeople, whether through advertisement or by taking them on at the 
gate, is often wasteful and ineffective. By using the exchange as a centre, the employer 
would obtain the men he wanted, and. the men would know where they were wanted,3 

instead of having to endure, as at present, the misery of tramping after problematical work. * 
To this extent the exchanges would replace haphazard methods by a comprehensive system 
based on industriaJ, supply and demand. 

524. The need for labour in country districts could possibly be met by placing out 
men from the towns who had an aptitude for agricultural work.. And, in another way, 
the labour exchange might help to check rural depopulation by diffusing accurate infor
mation as to the actual conditions of life in large towns.' 

525. It is hoped that labour exchanges would also 

(1) Make it easier for men permanently displaced by industrial changes 
to pass to a new occupation. 

(2) Facilitate the use of subsidiary trades by seasonal workers. 

(3) Substitute for artificial tests, and inquiries the beneficial and naturaE 
test of a situation through the exchange.' 

* Labour Exchanges would incidentally help the tramp problem generally. 

1 Fair, Vol. VIII.. App. xci. (A). I Beveridge, 77833 (13 and 14), 77884. 3 Fair, 81464 (21,36). 
81527. Fordham, 81332-5. Shann, 83857 (22). Wright. 85068. War~, 83583. . Owen, 86001. 
Hamilton and Jones, 94020. 4 Fordham. 81372. Allen, Vol. VIIL, App. li" (8.). Fall', 81464 (2S). 
n. H. Wright, 85096-7,. 6 Beveridge, 77832, (64), 78142, 78090, 78354. Tawney, 96790. 
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526. Of c~se;"we .J:e~ogniae,.."a& Pro£esS9f. Chapman 'has I pointed out; that there 
is some da,n~er. that labour excha-';lges might lead "the operative classe~ tq ,feel 
thatresponinblHty to find work· was . shifted from their shoulders."! . But we do not think 
the risk is great~ It should be made. incumbent Qn, each applicant to attend eiLch 
day at the exchange; and when a likely employer was found, the workman wduld 
s~i~ have to ~rav~l to the empl?yer and satisfY,him of his suitability. The responsi

'blhty for secunng a place would stdl be the worker s; but he would be spared the aimless 
and often hopeless tramp after work. 

527. But in two other respects the labour exchange would be of the greatest benefit. 
First, it would give practically accurate data and records of theamount, character, and 
intensity of industrial depression or unemployment.s It would afford the Central as well 
as the local authority a vantage ground from which to watch over and deal with the results 
of distress from want of work. For the first time facts and figures capable of proof would 
be in the hands of the administration, in place of the empirical returns now current. Second. 
the information obtained by the exchange would be of great use if widely circulated in an 
intelligible form to the elementary schools of the country. An intelligence bureau should 
be formed, acting in concert with the: managers ·of schools, through which both parents 
and teachers would obtain guidance and information as to what branches of employment 
give the best future opening for children and what the worst. Thus warned ~. guided, 
the parent would doubtless respond and take some trouble in securing a good start for 
his children. 8 . 

528. We reconllnend, then, that there should be established under the Board of Trade 
a general system of Labour Exchanges throughout the United Kingdom; that these ex
changes should be managed by officers of the Board of Trade, with the help of an advisory 
Committee of employers, workmen, and members of Local Authorities; that there be 
no compulsion to make use of these institutions, but that it should be the object of the 
Board of Trade and the advisory Committee by propaganda and otherwise to popularise 
them in every way. The exchanges should be granted free postal and telephone facilities 
by the State, and arrangements should be made whereby they might grant passes entitling 
workmen travelling to °a situation to specially cheap fares from the railway companies.' 
In suitable cases, the cost of such passes might he defrayed by the Labour Exchange 
and afterwards recovere.d froni the workmen.4 (See also paragraph 666). 

1 Chapman, 81791 (40), Ana. viii j Cf. Leech, 13170 (24); Bailward, 78704 (10),78956; l\lartley, 81955~6o 
I Fair, 81464 (3-8). ·8 Bray, 96383 et seq.; Bevpridge, 7~041; Ur;wick, 96962-970.n; Gardner, 92234; 
l\larsha.ll, 82254-5; Gordon, evidence (pa.'l>'im). 4 Of. Sidney Webb, 93030, Part ii. ; Wilkinson, 81714-5; 
~'ordham, 81258 (8); Marshall, 82182; Fox, 83975; Owen, 85981 (35-6), 85988-90; Stepney, 79658-60, 
79783; Hamilton & Jones, 93611(69 et seq.); Hughes, 85485; G. H. Wright 85021 (9), 85038; Dunn-Gardner, 
92113 (31); Campbell, 97187; Mercer, Vol. VIII., App. Iii. (22); Casey, 86522 i. Desquesnes, Vol. V!IIo, 
App. xx. (5); Wood, Vol. VIII., App. lxxxv. (14); .Hogg, .Vol. VUL, App. XUVll. (16); Chapman, 84191, 
Ans. viiL; Ward, 83743; Wright, 87348, &c., &c. . '!'. 
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40a PROPOSALS 4S TO DISTRESS FROM UNEMPLOYliENT. 

(b) Intermittent or Irregular Employment. and lOme Suggested Remedies. 

529. We have referred in previous chapters to the extent to which "casual m
termittent and seasonal labour" prevails in certain trades, and contributes both to 
pauperism and UIlemployment. We have also indicated that a sufficiency of normal 
employment may, be, and in some 'cases undoubtedly is, obtained from what are 
casual trades. Instances are the " preference men" at the London docks, and the better 
class of dock labourers referred to by Mr. Nelson; 1 while, in connection with women, 
the point is well illustrated by our Special Investigator Mr. Jones, who says :-

" Where the employer fails to organise his factory so as to give regular work, the task of dove
tailing employments is thrown on the dismissed worker. The more energetic women do this with 
\1stonishing success, and fill in the year, with few gaps, between the jam and ginger beer factories. 
laundries and rag ptores, with the addition of indefinite charing and mending. The baby will be out 
at a subsidised creche or in charge of a subsidised grandmother. The same personatdifierent times 
may be found at matchbox-making, hopping, step-cleaning and hawking. We found a tailoress 
working at book-folding, a jam girl at screws, and a machinist giving pianoforte lessons at Is. 
an hour."*2 

530. In a different category of intermittent occupations, viz., the seasonal 
trades, cases have also been cited where a sufficiency of employment is obtained by 
persons who are? e.g., gas-workers in the winter and bricklayers in the summer. 3 More
Qver, in many parts of Ireland, as is well known~ the inhabitants are able to gain a 
livelihood only by the possibility of combining several kinds of seasonal employment. The 
Memorandum furnished us by the Board of Trade as to seasonal and casual labour 
also shows that, in point of fact, it would be theoretically easy in many cases to 
combine or "dovetail in" one or two kinds of seasonal labour so as to afford 
ample occupation throughout the year.4 . 

531. 'Ve have drawn special attention to these instances because we do not wish 
it to be assumed that, by our. previous or future comments on casual or inter
mittent labour, we intend to imply that all casual or intermittent trades can or 
'Should be abolished. It is obvious that, however fmuch industry and trades are 
regularised, there must always be a certain amount of periodicity in the demand 
for certain kinds of work. All, therefore, that can be hoped for is to endeavour 
'80 to reduce the number of persons dependent on intermittent trades ·that, in normal 
years, the totality of work which these trades in the aggregate provide shall supply 
the workers in them with a sufficiency of maintenance throughout the year. Our 
object must be, not so much to abolish the casual trades as to diminish the surplus 
.of labour in them. 

532. We have niore than once before in the Report referred to the cumulative evils 
Qf intermittent employment, but these evils are so grave that we make no apology for 
referring to them again. 

533. AB Mr. Sidney -Webb has pointed out to us, the mass of casual labourers 
"" intensifies the evil of unemployment and renders nugatory all kinds of relief-works."5 
It intensifies the evil, because reliance by individual employers on casual labour 
.creates little crowds of surplus labou£ at: each dock gate or round each builder's 
foreman. Moreover, so long as there exists this huge army of labourers who are never 
regularly employed, every attempt to provide for the comparatively few skilled work
men displaced by machinery or other causes is doomed to failure. The practically 
inexhaustible flood of casual labourers flows in and swamps the register and the relief
works; and apparently these stagnant pools of casual labour are getting larger and still 
more casual. 8 , 

534. The remedies for intermittent employment may be divided into two classes :~ 
First, those which aim at diminishing the sources from which the inter-

mittent labourer is recruited; I ; 

Second, those which aim at decreasing and contracting the existing practice 
of intermittent employment. 

. * Other instances of combinations of casual trade. (though to an insufficient extent to oosure maintenance), 
~o given in Pringle's second Appendix to Jackson ana Pringle's Report, pp. 35-37. 

1 };elson, Vol. VIII, App. Ii.&'. I Final Report, Part II., p. 30 8 Livesey, 83222. t Board of 
'Tr&<le Memo.: -,-01. IX., App. xxi. D. II Sidney Webb, 93030, Vol. IX., Part II. of statement 
e~irlnAv Webb. ibid. 
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535. Apart from special local causes, there is a consensus of opinion that the inter-
mittent labour market is r~cruited from the following classes :- . 

(1) Those who like intermittent employment, or follow it bec~use their 
forefathers did. . 

(2) The" failures and breakages" who have fallen out of better and more 
regular employment into the ranks of casual labour. Some of these have failed 
from their:>wn faults, others by possibly a hard combination of mischances. 

(3) The agricultural labourer attracted by the high wage per hour.1 

536. These classes in themselves constitute a large numerical aggregation; but 
in late years the casual market has been largely and increasingly recruited by boys Boy-labour. 
barely adolescent, who have been cast off by the" blind alley" occupations which they 
entered npoJlleaving school, . 

537. A great many boys when they leave school drift into occupations which are 
not very strict in their regulations, and though relatively well paid, not likely to lead 
to permanent work. Many parents do not look sufficiently far forward to take into 
account what will happen to their children when they are between the ages of 
eighteen and twenty-five. They look at the occupation mainly from the point of 
view of the wage immediately obtainable. I! In this way a great number of lads are 
allowed to start as errand boys with grocers and small tradespeople, or as street-traders, 
newspaper boys, and van boys, or as telegraph boys, numbers of whom are thrown out by 
the Post Office· every year at the age of sixteen. 3 

538. The parents are generally ignorant as to the best ultimate occupations in which 
to place their boys, but this ignorance is, on the whole, the not unnatural con
sequence of the industrial complexities and changes by which they are faced. The 
desire of the boys to earn a high wage quickly is a contributory cause.4 

539. On this point, Professor Sadler observes that the fact that it is easy for boys 
in big towns, on leaving school. to get uneducative temporary employment, results in 
their having during adolescence a relatively large amount of pocket-money. This 
makes them largely independent of home control, and also accustoms them to a certain 
standard of personal expenditure which it is difficult to maintain later. Many of these 
boys, too, lose the habit of learning; they become very quick, but they lose the habit of 
steady application.' 

540. But, in addition to all this" blind-alley" labour of boys in the streets as 
messellgers and errand boys and van boys, there are factories6 in which lads are taken 
on largely as "process workers," "put to machinery, and, while becoming expert in 
one operation, learn nothing of the fundamental principles of the trades in which 
they are engaged. 'I " 

541. The results of this large employment of boys in occupations, which offer 
no opportunity of promotion to employment as men, are disastrous. The boy, 
thrown out at sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, or twenty years of age, drifts 
naturally, as the witnesses testify, into the low-skilled labour market, or the army 
of unemployables.8 There is, the Bishop of Stepney says, a continual influx of 
unskilled boys ready to do casual work at almost any wage,9 boys often demoralised 
and physically enfeebled by their two or three years in the streets, or on vans, and 
80 forth. 1o 

54 2. Still more disastrous, another witness holds, are the factory occupations in 
their effect on the boys' after-careers, for the boys stay in them till they are eighteen or 
twenty, and then find that they are too old to get any permanent occupation elsewhere.ll 

543. Our Special Investigator, Mr. Jackson, informs us that:-
"The evidence seem3 conclusive that in the • woollen' centres the bulk of the; boys havll' 

to leave the mills between sixteen and twenty for some other work, and though the regular hours 
and work of a mill have probably been a better training than the casual work of an errand 
boy, it is still the ease that they are thrown on to the unskilled labour market without any specia) 
aptitude~." 19 

1 Casey, 86466 (2b) i Rouse, Vol. VII!., App. Ixviii. (13-17); Rathbonf', 83288-90, 83377-80,83475-6 
. Humphreys, 89424; Stepney, 79699-703; T. Fox, 83954-6; Heale, 69089-95, 69105; Sexton, 84137-9, 
84189; Booth, Vol. VIII., App. viii [3] ; Manton, 43626 (6); Rogers, 43502; Nelson, Vol. VIII., App.lix. (1); 
Jones, 49743; T. Smith, 86771; Bell, 86112-5, &c., .!rc. 2 Cosey, 864fi6 (2) ; 8641\1-6. Campbell, 97153 
(13); Gordon, 97300 (15). 3 Wilkinson, 81668 (4). 4Urwick, 96921 (4). 6 Sadler, 93386 (3); 
93458-9. 8 Russell, Vol. VIII., App. lxx. (3) ; Urwick, 97070; Bray, 96397. '1 T. Smith, 8fl725 (12) ; 
8G739-41. 8 R. H. Tawney, 96610 (2-7); Sidney Webb, 93030, Ans. vii; Barrow, Yol. VIII., App. vi. 
(2); Twomey, Vol. VIII., A pp. lxxx (16); T. Smith, 86725 (12).. 9 Stepney, 79637-40. 10 Tawne'y, 
96631,96647,96843, (19.) . II R. H. Tawney, 96628. II! Jaekson's Report on Boy Labour. p. 30. 

* See however the Memorandum by the Post-master General on this subject attached to Mr. Jackson's 
Report on Boy Labour. . 
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, ,54~1 Professor .s,~~ler mentions, ~s l'!>n il).l:1-~tr:a.~iq:q of :th~" econ~:t;nie: ,Jies:u1ts of un
educatlve boy-labour. that nearly one 01lt:9f every ~1!ree q'Ualified app4cant~ for~ssistance 
from the Distress Committees in 1905-6 and 1906-7, were reported to, be under thirty years 

, of age.1 ' I . '" ' "',, ; 

" ,. 
545. The whole question of boy labour has been 'ably' and exhaustively examined by 

l\'lr. Jackson, to whose Report on the ,subject we may refer for further details. From 
amongst his conclusions we may, however, quote the following :'- ;. ," 

"The evidence as to the difficulty boys find in getting into pe'rmanent work oE a satis
factory kind seems overwhelming. ! Every enquirer gives the same impression.' In his latest book 
Professor Sadler writes: 'It has never been so easy for a boy of thirteen or fourteen to 
And Bome kind of virtually unskilled work involving long hours of deteriorating routine ..•. 
The work lasts for a few years and then leaves the lad at the very time when he l:>egins to want 
a man's subsistence out of line for skilled employment ... : Certain forms of iIJ.dustry which 
make large use of boys and girls who'!have recently left the elementary schools are parasitic in 
character and get .more than they ought ·of the physical and moral capital of the rising gener-
ation •••. In this matter great Government Departments are to blame.'," 2 " , 

: 546. It is in connection with these boys that a School Committee working in con:
nection with the labour exchange would be so beneficial. In place of the haphazard and 
thoughtless manner in which boys plunge into any occupation which takes their fancy, 
they would have put before them~ in a way they would not misunderstand, the consequences 
of such thoughtless acts. They would have, at perhaps the most critical period 
of their existence, a trained adviser to whom they could go for advice,3: the direction 
of their wishes would be changed and,the one false step early in life. which has been 
the subsequent ruin of so many of the rising generation, would be averted, . 

547. We may be optimistic, but we attach great importance to the establishment of 
such an organisation which would combine parent, child, teacher, and [industrial expert . 
for the ultimate good of the child's career. 

548. Such being the recruiting ground of casuality, we have now to consider how 
we can diminish its area. As regards the casuals by inclination, Class (1) (Par. 535), 
everything reasonably possible must be done ,to increase the inducements to regular 
work and we can only hope that in course of time the attraction of casuality 
will be neutralised as iis evil becomes more self-evident. As reg !lords Class (2), 
the decadents from better trades, so far as the loss of regular employ
ment is due to faults in the workman, it is, perhaps, inevitable that he should 
continue to pay the penalty of his defects. But as regards men who have lost 
regular work through no fault of their own, we are confident that the institution of 
labour exchanges will give such men a better chance than heretofore of regaining regular 
employment. As to Class (3)-the countryman attracted by deceptive ideas of 
the wages obtainable in towns-weare hopeful that the labour exchanges will act 
as centres for· disseminating information which will at least warn him that the larger 
wage will be associated with inconvenience and' charges unknown in the country. 

549. The question of instituting some control over boys, beyond the now recognised 
school age, so as to check their entrance into occupations which are deleterious, is 
very difficult. The rights of parents, the interests of employers and of the juvenile 
employees are all affected by any such restriction. We regard, however, with favour the 
following suggestions of Mr. Jackson:-

(1) That boys should be kept at school until the age ot fifteen instead 
of fourteen j* 

(2) That exemption below this age should only be granted for boys leaving 
to learn a skilled trade; and 
. (3) That there should be school supervision till sixteen and replacement 
in school of boys not properly employed.4 

550. A large number of witnesses have also suggested as remedies compulsory 
continuation schools. an extension of the half~time system to all persons below the age 

* Note that the raising the age to fifteen was one of the remedies proposed for unemployment at the 
Trade Union Congress., ... 

1 Sadler, 9338G, St. 7-10, 93459-61. Of. Jackson and Pringle's Report on Unemployment, pp.49-50 and 
} .. pp., p. 45. 2 Jackson's Report on Boy Labour, p. 27.' 3 GOrdon, 97300 (20 et sq.). 4 Jackson'o;; 
Report on Boy Labour, p. 30. 
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()~ eighteen, .. etc .• ,etc.1 . We understand· that a special inquiry has been undertaken 
into these subjects by the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education, 
and that they are of' the opinion that proposals of this character would meet 
with general public approval.s We ourselves believe that there is aD, urgent need of 
improved, facilities for technical education during the period between the present age for 
leaving school and the age of eighteen or twenty. 

55L But there is little use in keeping boys at school if the education which they Defects in ,p~blio 
receive there is not suitable, and a considerable amount of evidence has been submitted e~me~tary " 
to us to the effect that the present system of elementary education is not adapted to e UcatlOD. 

the wants of an industrial community. As long ago as 1887, the Mansion House 
Committee of that date reported:-

"It is remarkable that out of the 394 men (111 were between the ages of 20 and 30), 
scarcely one of whom could hope to improve his social position if opportunity offered owing to 
the persistent neglect of education by parent or child or both. So far, the administration of 
the Education Acts has not, it is clear, given the people what they require as members of a 
great industrial community." 

552. Sixnilady, Mr. Jackson reports to us:-
"It must not, however, be supposed that the present education given in the schools is 

all that can be desired. There is a wide-spread feeling that it is too academic and. must be 
made more practical. In any case it must aim at developing character and intelligence rather 
than merely imparting book knowledge." 3 

553. This opinion has been corroborated by many witnesses who have appeared before 
us. There is a consen,sus of feeling, in which we ourselves concur, that the present 
education is too literary and di,ffuse in its character,4 and should be more practicaL Ii It 
should be more combined than at present with manual training.6 It is not in the 
interests of the country to produce by our system of education a dislike of manual work 
and a taste for clerical and for intermittent work, when the vast majority of those so 
educated must maintain themselves by mariual labour. If school training is to be an 
adaptation of the child .to its future life and occupation, some revision. of the present 
curriculum of public elementary schools seems necessary, and to this necessity we will 
revert in a subsequent chapter of our Report. 

554. But the mere extension of the school ag~, or of the period during which the bOY,Decline of home 
is under control. will of itself be insufficient unless, during that period, the training and, influence. 
influence brought to bear upon the boy is a good preparation for facing an.d overcoming 
his future difficulties. We have been told in evidence, and the statements are confirmed 
by our own individual experience, that there is a lack of self-discipline, both moral and 
physical, amongst the rising generation which in no small degree contributes to its 
subsequent decline.'1 Since the establishment of universal compulsory education, 
home influences, especially during the latter years of school life, are no longer what they 
were.· In some cases this may be beneficial, but, when the school life and its influences 
are over, the weakened home influence is often ineffective and insufficient to restrain the 
boy from bad habits, undesirable companions, and occupations which lead to nothjng. 

555. An investigation into the causes of pauperism and unemployment makes it Ne~<l: of physical 
manifest how largely moral defects contribute to these evils. They produce such tralDlDg. 
a softness of fibre and physique as to make the burden and continuity of prolonged 
labour unsupportable, especially if the work be of a. strenuous kind. Some form of 
continuous physical training is an excellent ,antidote for such weakness, and we consider 
it very necessary that a continuous system of physical drill..should be instituted, which 
might commence during school life, as now, and be continued afterwards. 

556. There are some of us who believe that the simplest and most effective method 
of improving the physique and morale of adolescent youth would be to establish 
universal military training for all at a certain age. Many of the problems which now 
confront us are due, III a measure, to a lack of early training. The labouring community 
requires for its elevation intelligence, a combination of discipline and of knowledge of how 
best to husband and utilise its muscular strength. All these qualities are developed by a 
course of regularised and i,ntelligent physical exercises~ performed in co-operati9n and 
unison and under authority, with a knowledge that the experience and improvement 
thus gained will, in normal times, be beneficial to the performer and, in abnorma~ times, be 
of use to the country. Moreover, the physique of all those in training would be improved 

I T. Richardson, 91276-84. Sidney' Webb,93051, 93188, 93348. Sadler, 93386 (11). J. Ricbardson, 
94039, (vii), 94063-9. Bray, 96218 (9). Tawney, 96653-5, 96610 (16). Urwick, 96947-9. Park, 89615 (18). 
Anderson, 89923, Matheson, Vol VIII., App. 1. (6). Leech, 83770 (10). 2 See Acland, 93358 et seq. 
3 Report on Boy Labour, p. 30. 4 Hobson, 88367 (8). Humphreys, 79429. (; Stepney, 79680. ' 
Barnes, 82778 8 Sadler, 93468.:..9, Urwick, 96956. Aclal1li 93364-5. Humphreys, 79571. -
71,'awney, ,96647. .• Bray, 96431. 
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l'roposals for 
discouraging 
intermittent 
employment 

Regularisation of 
employment. 

at a critical period of life by good .and regul~~ meals. ~ho~e of us who support this Idea-. 
do so not for the purpose of Improvmg our mIlItary orgarusatlOn-a question which is quit~ 
outside our reference-but because we believe that such a proposal would be both_ 
physically and industrially beneficial to the whole population. . 

557. But, to curtail the future sources of supply of the intermittent labour ~rket. 
by more careful guidance of the young, will not be sufficient. We have to deal with the
mass of intermittent labourers which already exists. What their numbers are we cannot. 
tell, and shall not be able to do so until our labour exchanges are formed, but that they
exist in very large numbers there is no doubt. We must, therefore, do all that we can 
to ma1.'Ie intermittent labour less the resort of both workmen and employers. 

558. As regards the workmen, this can probably be best done by increasing in every
possible way the advantages of regular as' against irregular employment. 

559. As regards the employers, two proposals for the regularisation of work have been. 
made to us which assume somewhat opposite and antagonistic forms. On the one hand,. 
it is urged that employers should regularise their work by spreading it more evenly over 
the year, and in this way employ more men regularly and fewer men casually. I On the other 
hand, it is urged that public authorities and the State shouid, in their capacity as em
ployers, deliberately reserve a certain volume· of their work, and throw it upon the labour 
market at such times as the ordinary demand is slack. 2 Such action, it is urged, would tend 
to regularise the total demand for labour. . Thus, the first proposition is that employers. 
should spread their work evenly over the year, and the second that a certain section of" 
employers should deliberately not spread it evenly over the year. 

560. We are of the opinion that both of these principles may, to a certain extent and 
WIth certain limitations, be adopted. 

561. Dealing first with the proposal to spread work more evenly over the year~ 
it is obviously desirable that, in so far as it can be foreseen that a certain amount
of work will regularly need to be performed each year, that work should, in the interests· 
of the men and of the employers, be done by regular and not by casual employees. 
From 'he evidence which has been accumulated by our Special Investigators, Messrs. 
Jackson and Pringle 3 it is clear that the Local Authorities, and also some of the 
Government Departments, have not alw;tys given due weight to this principle. We' 
believe, however, that both the Local Authbrities and the Government Departments are 
now alive to the evil of employing a needless amount of intermittent labour and are 
endeavouring to employ as many regular hands as possiple. We think this tendency
should be strengthened by means of special communications addressed both to Govern
ment Departments and Local Authorities. 

562. With regard to private employers, it may doubtless be urged that a large
reserve of labour is really essential to them; that if they have not such large rESErve
available it will be impossible for them in the face of competition to accept new 
contracts suddenly advertised; that such contracts will go elsewhere-possibly abroad 
-and will carry WIth them, as is too often the case, other orders. The result would 

. be that the general volume of trade undertaken and employment offered by them WOt,l!l' 
decrease. 

563. We recognise, further. to the full, the difficulty there may be in certain.' 
occupations, such particularly as the docks; both on the part of the men and on the 
part of the employers, in inducing them to regularise industry. We think, therefore, 
that the Boud of Trade should send officers to visit localities where intermitteLt· 
employment prevails, and should endeavour, through conference 'with employers and 
employed, to arrange for some schemes by which the industry may be to a greater 
extent regularised. A provision in this sense has, we understand, been inserted in the
Port of London Act for establishing a London Port Authority.4 

564. One method of discouraging casual labour would be the imposition of what 
we might call an " employment termination due." That is to say that. to the termination 
of an enga.gement either by the ma~ter or by the man should be attached a small payment .. 
both by the master and the man, in the nature of 3 fine or sta!llP duty to the State. The
tax or " employment termination due" could be very easily levied by means of stamps. 
placed upon a " termination of employment" form which it might be made incumbent 
upon every workman to produce to the labour exchange upon registration. It is urged. 
that the advantages of this system, if it could be adopted, would be threefold. In the' 
first place, it would discourage the so-to-speak wanton termination of employment either' 
by the employer or the emplolee. In the second place, it would discourage also the em-· 

I Barnes, 82764 (3 (a) (b». S l\laynard, 8372-(54, (i.». 8 Jac¥.soo allt! VriJlgle'. Report on lJnem-' 
ploymel:t, p. 116 et uq. 48. Edw. VII. c. 68. Bec. 28. 
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ployment of casual labour, inasmuch as, the more casual the labour employed in a concern 
-the greater would be the amount of "employment termination due" which would have to 
!:>e paid. And, thirdly, to the extent r' whi~h it did not deter either .of these practices, 
"It would afford a source· of revenue w lCh mIght be devoted to defraymg the cost of one 
-or other of the proposals which we sha make. 

565. Another method of compulsion which has been proposed is that the 
~mployers should be bound _ to employ all their casual labour through the labour 
-exchanges. l 'We doubt the wisdom or practicability of such a. proposal. If casual 
~mploymer.t could be obtained only through what would in effect be a Government office, 
the tendeacy would be to shift on to the office the responsibility of providing casual work 
for all who applied. On the whole, we do not think that the time has yet come for any 
-compulsory measures. . 

566. Turning now to the second proposal for the regularisation of work, vir;., the . 
reservation by local authorities and public bodies of certain work which it is proposed 
-should be put upon the open market in slack times, this proposal must be 
ticrutinised with some care. To the extent to which it suggests that public authorities 
.should not regularise their work, but should deliberately casualise it for the 
benefit of the intermittent labourer, we think that the proposal is pernicious. It 
13 probable, however, that it may not always be possible for public authorities to perform 
their work entirely and regularly throughout the year ~y means of their ordinary 
workmen. I~ addition to the normal work of such authorities there will generally be 
some special work, in some years more, in some years less in amount, the undertaking of 
which is imposed upon them by their necessities. So far as it may be inevitable to employ 
~ccasionally other than their own regular workers, or to place contracts, we think that 
it may be desirable for public authorities to arrange such irregular work so that, 
tf possible, it comes upon the labour market at a time when ordinary regular work is 
slack. . This point has been well put by Professor Chapman, who suggests that, so 
far as the public authorities' demand for labour fluctuates, it is desirable to liberate 
.such demand from the influences of good and bad trade and seasonality, and then 
~eliberately to attempt to make it vary inversely with the demand in the open market. d 

567. A policy of this kind Inight help to some extent to steady the fluctuations in 
the demand for interInittent labour. Such demand cannot, as we have seen, be 
abolished. The object must therefore be so to spread out the total demand for 
intermittent labour that it shall, as far as possible, pr<1vide a regular sufficiency of 
-employment for the residuum of workers engaged in it. Reme~e8and 

568. To sum up" the following are the measures which we propose with a view of suggestwn .. 
,diminishing intermittent employment :-

I. Measures tending to decrease the future supply of intermittent labourers. 
(1) Labour Exchanges. (Pa.r. 548). 
(2) Diversion of boys from occupations certain to result in casuality. 
(3) Increased facilities for the compulsory technical education and 

rphysical training of the young. 
(4) Our general scheme of assistance for distress due to Unemployment. 

11. Measures tending to discourage resort to interInittent labour by workmen 
ani employers. 

(1) The Board of Trade to endeavour by local inquiry to arrange schemes 
Ifor progressive decasualisation of trades in localities .speciallv affected by 
;intermittent labour ; 

(2) Public authorities to be enjoined-
I . 

'. (a) To regularise their work as much a.s possible; 
(b) To endeavour, as far as possible, to undertake their irregular ........ _. 

work when the general demand for labour is slack. 
----- -.---~ .. --

* In this connection we asked the War Office whether it would be feasible to carry out the annual 
otraining of the Militia during the winter instead of during. the summer months. The Army Council were 
4ecidedly unfavourable to such a proposal, 011 military, administrative and general grounds. They pointed 
out, howcver, that the Militia Servico was on the eve of re-organisation, and that, among other changes, 
the period of annw training would be shortened. They also indicated that in future" It is probable that 
all recruits will be trained on enlistment for six months, and they will be able to do this during the winter." 
o(Vol. IX., Minutes of Evidence, App. No. lxxxvii). . .. 

These changes have now been given effect to, and we are glad to observe that the wmter trammg of 
the Special Reservists on enlistment is claimed by your Majesty'e Government as forming" a very 
43ubstantial addition to the provision made for the unemployed." (Speech by Prime Minister on the 
measures proposed by the Government for alleviating the distreaa due to unemployment in the winter of 
II908-9.-Hansard, Vol CXCIV., 1908, page 1169.) 

1 Sidney Webb, 93074·5 j Tawney, 96726·8; Watts, 96120; Beveridge, 76210-2, 78248. II Chapman, 
ilH91 (36). . 
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(0) Insurance against Unemployment.,: ,', 

, ,,' 569. A study of modern industrial conditions proves that: unemployment isoftetidue 
·to influences for which the workmen is not responsible. Whether it be from g~neral cycli~ 
'cal depressions of trade, or from fluctuations of the demand in particular trades, or 
from the effect of machinery, or 'from special inclemencies of weather, it has 
long been recognised that every workman, however regularly employed, incurs a· risk, 
uncertain in imminmce and indefinite in extent, of being thrown out of employment 
through causes beyond his control. It is this recognition of unemployment as a 
normal risk of irdustrial life which has led to the various attempts of so-called 
insurance against unemployment. The Board of Trade, in their Memorandum on the 
subject, have pointed out that insurance in a technical and .commercialsense is not 
feasibl'e, or at any rate has never been attempted, in the case of unemployment.1 

570. Practically the only form in which insurance against unemployment has been 
attempted in England is by means of Trade Union unemployed benefit.2 It is true that 
the Friendly Societies give a considerable amount of travelling benefit, and also charit
able grants to their members which, occasionally are used for the relief of unemploy-
inent not due to sickness. Such grants are, however, incidental and uncertain, and are 
not claimed as a matter of right. 3 We believe· that the Trade Unions afford the only 
English instance of a body of men co-operatively insuring themselves against 
the risks of unemployment by means of paying in contributions ensuring the receipt 
of specific allowances for a limited period of unemployment. The extent to which 
the Trade Unions have expended their funds in mitigating or p:reventing distress 
due to this cause is no doubt very great.4 

571. The Board of Trade have pointed out that the hundred principal Trade Uni~:ms 
alone paid in unemployed benefits in a single year, when distress was very great, a sum 
of over £650,000, which was:-

"Sufficient to pay 36,000 workpeople or nearly 4 per cent. of the total membership of the 
unions paying the benefit, a weekly sum of 7s. each during the entire year. The number relieved 
was, of course, very much greater than 36,000, as few, if any, of the workpeople would be out of 
employment for a year, and fewer still would receive the benefit for ·that period. The number 
of dependants on thos!' assisted must also be taken into account when any 'estimate is made of the 
importance of this benefit with reference to the relief of distress."6 ' 

572. This scheme of insurance, however, benefits only a comparatively' small pro
portion of the total number of workmen. There are, roughly, 1,500,000 Trade 
Unionists entitled to unemployed benefit.6 But if we consider that there are in 
England and Wales some 8,000,000 adult males between the ages of twenty and sixty, it 
is clear that the Trade Unionist insurance scheme covers only a very limited portion' of 
the ground. Moreover, it is chiefly the highly-skilled and therefore most highly-paid 
workmen who are thus insured, for in most cases the Trade Unions of unskilled 
workmen give no unemployed benefit.6 ' 

}'orcim methods" 573. When we look abroad, we find that a considerable number of experiments 
,01 ins~nce have been made ~ insurance or quasi-insurance against unemployment. A full 
a"ainst uu- account of the various systems adopted and of their results will be found in the 
e~lployment. Board of Trade Memorandum to which we have before re£erred.'1 

But, in order to render our subsequent remarks on this difficult subject more clear, 
we here reproduce the following outlines of some 'of the typical foreign systems of so-called 
insurance against unemployment :-

(a) Cologne: Direct Voluntary Insurance • 
.. The • City of, Cologne' Unemployed Insurance Fund' was founded in 1896 in pursuance 

of a resolution of the town council in 189~. Ultimate control rests with the general meeting of 
pa.trons, subscribers and representatives of the insured, held annually between April 1st and 
July lat. The Executive Committee consists of twelve representatives of the insured and 
twelve honorary members (subscribers) elected at the general meeting. In addition, the 
Oberburgerrlleister or his representative and the President of the labour exchange are ex officio 
members of the Executive and of the general meeting. There is also a committee of the insured 
to deal with details of administration, e.g., the decision of doubtful claims. Insurance is voluntary, 

_______ against winte~ unempIO}~mel~t only, ~n~ confined to males of e!ghteen and over, resident in Cologn~ 

1 Board of Trade Memo., Vol. IX., App. xxi. (k). 2 Abbott, 42353., II Abbott, 42352; Blossom, 43094-
5; Marlow, 77256 (2 et seq.) 77262; Stead, 77468 (19); Bunn,77642 (7), 77653-5; Hudson, 47458-63 
4 Brabrook, 35147 (14), 35273-5; Conolly, 99146 (7). 6 Memorandum by BooEd of Trade on Growth of 
Trade Uniolls, Vol. IX., App. xxi (0). 6 Bell, (1), 86143, Barnes, 82868-70; Wallis, 77141-8; Kell~', 
Vol. VIII., App.lxv. (4); Harris, Vol. VIII., App. xxxv. (3). '1 Memorandum by Boa.rd of Trade, Vol. IX., 
App. xxi. (k). 
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for at least a year. Persons without a recognised occupation and e3sual labour'lIS 
(GelegetlsheilaTbeiler) are excluded. Insurance is for each winter separately. the busine8l1 year 
running from April 1st, and contribution extending over thirty·four weeks • 

.. The contributions (premiums) to he paid by the insured are, in the ('ase of unskilled men, 
4!d. weekly f?r thirty-four weeks, ~3kiI:g a total of 128. Old-; in the case of skilled men 5l-d. 
a week for thirty four weeks, mal"lJ'.g a total of 158. 7d. Proposals for insurance bave to be 
made by the first Sunday of June in each year, with payment of contributions reckoning always from 
.April 1st. A workman four weeks in arrears with his contributions forfeita all claim upon tbe 
fund. 

"The contributions were originally fixed at 3d_ a week for all classes,. and have been 
lIuccessively raised in 19m, 1903, and 1905, to their present point • 

.. The benefits offered by the fund are 2s. a day for the first twenty days, and Is_ a day 
for a further twenty-eight days of unemployment not due to personal fault between 
December 1st and March 1st. making a maximum of £3 8s. No allowance is paid for the firSL 
three days (including Sundays) aft-er the insured person first notifies himself as unemployed 
(the' waiting time '). Men. claiming or receidng an allowance must report themselves twice daily 
at the office of the fund (which is also the office or next to the office of the municipal labour 
exchange) and are bound. under penalty of forfeiting all claim on the fund to accept any 
employment otIt'red them tthere, provided it corresponda fairly with their occupation and their 
usual earnings, and provided that it is not employmel'.t vacated through a trade dispute .. ~o 
paymenta are made in re~t of Sundays and holidays. Persons who during each of two 
6uttel!8ive winters have drawn three-quarters or more of the maximum may. in the third 
.nnk'r, draw only £2 1-ls .• vis .• 28. a day for the first twenty days, and Is. a day for a furthed 
f,)lIrteen days. This rule is (apparently) a new one introduced in 1905, since it is not mentioned 
in the annual reports before then. Thirty-six persons fell under it in 1905-6, and twenty-two in 
1906-7 • 

.. The annual income of the fund is derived from the following sources :-
.. (1) Weekly contributions of insured amounting in 1906-7 to £860, or 37 per cent. of 

total income • 
.. (2) Grant from mudcipality (~ince 1902-3) amounting in 1906-7 to £1,000. or -13 I er 

(lent. of the total income . 
•• (3) Voluntary subscriptions amounting in 1906-7 to £l~8, or 5! per cent. of th~ 

total income. This item has shown a steady decrease since the first year of the fund, both 
actually and in relation to other items . 

.. (4) Interest of £318. or 14 per cent. of the total income, on capital accumulatei: 
mainly at the start, and now amounting to over £6,900 . 
.. The solven('yof the fund is guaranteed by a rule forbidding the entering into aq' 

new insurance contracts so soon as the maximum possible claims on those already made 
amount t? two-thirds of the whole fund. This rule had to be put in operation in the years of 
depresssio!l 1901-2 and 1902-3.'! . 

(b) &. GaU.-Direct Compulsory Il1St1rance. 

.. On May 19th, 1894. the Great Council of the Cant.on St. Gall passed a law empower· 
mg local authorities either singly or in combination to introduce compu~ry insurance against 
anemployment. The main provisions of this law are as follows :-

•• Membership of the Insurance Fund established in any district was to be obli
gatory upon all men wor\P.ng for wages in the district, unless either their ~verage daily 
earnings exceeded 4s. a day or they were already members of an association afiording unem· 
ployed benefits at least equal to those of the Fund.' Men with earnings above 4s. might join 
voluntarily. Either the obligation or the right of membership might be extended to 
women by the local authority, which might make further regulations as to the Fund subject 
to the following conditions :-(1) The Fund to be managed by a committee of not less than 
five containing adequate representation of the insured members. 

•• (2) The weekly contributions payable by the members not to exceed 3d. 
•• (3) Unemployed allowances to lit; paid only to able-bodied persons who had lost 

work otherwise than through their own fault; to whom employment in their own trade. 
auited to their eapaeit ies a~d at the current rate of wages could not be ofiered; and who 
had paid contributiona continuously for at least six months or (in the case of Ii 

foreigner) such period not less than six months, as might befixed by the local authority • 
.. (4) The unemployed allowance not to be less than 9id. a day, nor to last for more 

than sixty working days in a year. nor to be payable in respect of the first unemploymen~ 
within three montha unless this lasted at least five days. 

H (5) Every Insurance Fund to be connected with at least one Labour Exchange • 

.. The expenditure of the Fund to be met out of:-
.. (a) the regular contributions of the insured members. 
.. (b) donations, 1egaeies. etc. 
c. (e) grants by local authorities up to Is. 7d. per member per year in addition to 

rests of administration. 
.. (d) grants by the Cantonal Government • 
.. Ie) grants, if uu.de. by the Federal Government. 

3H 
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.. Workmen Wlder obligation to be insured but failing to pay their contributions might 
on proof of their ability to pay be fined up to £1 or imprisoned in default up to five days. The 
Cant?~al Government was also empowered to make grants in aid of volWltary associatioU& 
provldmg unemployed benefit to their members. 

"After proposals for joint action between the three neighbouring districts of St. Gall. 
Tablat and Straubenzell had fallen through, the' law was put in force by the mWlicipality of 
St. Ga:ll alone. A Fund for compulsory insurance was established there and commenced 
operatlOns on July 1st, 1895. The following regulations were adopted:-

"The committee of the fund consisted of nine persons, two being members of the
municipal cOWlcil and seven insured members of the fWld, of whom four were appointed by 
the ~abour Federation from amongst trade unionists, and three were non-Wlion, one being 
appom~ed by Labour Federation and two by the mWlicipal council, with special regard to 
othefW1se unrepresented occupatio.ns. The detailed administration, e.g., registration of the
insured, collection of contributions, calculation and payment of allowances was undertaken. 
free of cost by the mWlicipality, and was in fact carried out by the chief 01 the POllr 
Law department. . 

.. Apprentices and minors earn~g less than Is. 7 d. daily were' excluded from the 
insurance fund. For the purposes of weekly contributions and allowances the members of 
the fund were divided into three classes, according to their own statements of their wages,. 
as follows :-

Contribution. Unemployed 
A \'e,rage Daily Earnings. Weekly Allowances 

per day. 

s. 4id. or less 2 
o 
o 

- - - - - - ~ ~id. Is. 51d. 
ver 2s. 4id. up to 3s.2!d. - - - - - - Is. 8ld. 
ver 3s. 2id. up to 48. - - - - - - 3d. Is. lId. 

"No member could claim allowance for more than sixty days in a. year, nor till 
he had been a member for six months (in the case of foreigners, twelve months). 
Contributions were to be pa.id by the purchase and insertion of special stamps in books 
provided for the purpose, and were to be excused during the time when an Wlemployed 
a.llowance was actually being received, as well as during sickness or incapacity due to an 
accident for which no compensation was payable. The claim to an allowance was to be 
forfeited if the member had become unemployed exclusively through his own gross 
fault, had ceased wqrk through a strike or refused, without sufficient groWld., employment 
offered him. At times of depression the committee were empowered to reduce the p3.yments 
to single men, and if, notwithstanding. this and the receipt of full subventions from the 
Municipality and Canton, the FWld proved insufficient, they might reduce the allowances 
in the higher classes and at need in all classes. The fWld was to come to an end after 
two years Wlless renewed by resolution of the MWlicipal Council. 

(c) Strassburg: Municipal Subvention to Trade Unions. 

" In Strjl.ssburg t.he • Ghent system' of municipal subventions in aid of allowances }laid. to 
their unemployed members by industrial organisations has been in force since the beginnmg 
of 1907. The main feat,ures of the scheme as set out in :the resolution starting it are as 
follows :-

.. (1) The munic.ipal subvention is paid only to persons in receipt of an unemployed 
allowance from a trade organisation of employees to which they belong, is to be 50 per cent. 
of the. a.mount of such allowanc.e at any time and is not to exceed Is. per day. It. is not 
paid in respect of unemployment resultin'g or continuing as a consequence of st~ikes. 
lock-outs, sickness; accident, etc., or to persons who have been less than a year resIdent 
in Strassburg . 

.. (2) The subvention is paid through the organisation (trade union), ~.~., t~e union 
'Pays in advanc,e to the unemployed workman and recovers from the m~~ll(,lpahty . 

.. (3) The subvention is conditional upon daily appearance at th~ MU~Jicip.al Labour 
Exchange and ceases so Boon as suitable work can be offered to the apph('ant ~ hiS trade . 

.. (4)' Disputes are referred to a committee chosen from t.he Labo~~ Exchm:ge 
Committ.ee. . \ . 

" (5) Trade organisations desiring the~ benefi~s of the subventton have to subll')t. a copy 
of thl:'ir statutes and the rules governlllg their unemployed benefit funds, ant\ have to 
keep these distinct from funds for other purposes. \ 
.. No provision is made for men not belongi~g to any trade union. From th~ report\of the 

Reference Committl:'c, upon whose recommendatIOn the se.heme was .adopted, It appea'i,. to 
have been generally admitted that the scheme would not touch eIther .the great mass 'Ie! 
unskilled men or the building operatives-for whom, therefore, annual rellef works are con'>--. 
templated." 

Members of Trade Unions insured under the 8c~eme' a~ obliged., when uneDlp~oyed., to ha!8 
their cards stltmped at the labour exchange, once, hnce, and III ~ome cases, three times a day, 10 
order to prevent fraud. They are not expected to take relIef, work, but they mUlit accept a 
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. situation at their own trade when offered by the labour exchange. It is evident that such a scheme 
of supplementing Trades Unions' unemployed benefit would be unworkable without the labour 
exchange. As fA? whether ~he subvention is the best possi.ble device for the prevention of skilled 
w:orkm~1l becOmIng other~ more dependent upon pubbc assistance is a matter of serious con-
8lderatlOn. 

• (d) France: State Subvention to rrade Unions and other AssocWtions. 
m April, 1905, the French Government set aside in their Budget for the enBuina financial 

year U,400 to subsidise the funds of societies assisting their members during une~ployment. 
The conditiollB o. participation in this subsidy were subsequently announced by Presidential 
Decree (September 9, 1905) • 

.. The classes of funds eligible for participation are ,-
"(1) Those whose membership amounts to at least 100 engaged in the same or 

kindred occupations. . 
"(2) Local funds with a membership of at least fifty. engaged in the same or 

kindred occupations, provided these are already subsidised by the communal authority 
concerned. Amended Dec. 31st, 1906. (See below.) 

"(3) In communes of less than 20,000 inhabitants (amended Dei;. 31st, 1906. See 
below) funds with a membership of at least fifty, whether engaged in kindred occupations or not, 
provided that these are already subsidised by the communal authority. 

"(4) Funds. organised by a federation of societies for the purpose of paying 
travelling benefit and supported by lump sum contributions of the federated societies provided 
the resources of those societies are themselves derived from the contributions of individual 
membera.-
'1 The conditiollB of participation are:-

"(1) The fund must have been in operation at least six months, must have an 
~rganised system of gratuitously assisting its members to find employment, and must 
furnish a copy of its bye·laws and rules to the Ministry of Commerce. 

"(2) These bye-laws and rules must include the following (amongst other) provisions: 
that" a member may belong to one fund only for each kind of benefit; that no member shall 
have the right to benefit till he has belonged to the fund for at least six months; that every 
unemployed member shall sign a register at the office of the fund at least three times a week 
during working hours, and shall accept- 8uch work in his own trade as may be found for 
him by the fund. 
II The extent of participation is not to exceed 16 per cent. of the total benefit paid by the 

fund in accordance with its rules during the half-year; but in the case of funds operating in at least 
three di1lerent depa.rtments and having a paying membership of at least 1,000 this maximum may 
be increased by one-half, i.e., to 24 per ceIlt." 

574. For tile purposes of criticism we may divide the foreign methods of insurance 
int\t two classes:-

:,.; (1) Methods which involve separate schemes of insurance with separate 
tunds and separate organisations for separate trade-groups*; 

(2) Methods for the insurance in one fund of all classes of workmen 
as workmen and not as members of particular trade-~oups. . 

The first of these methods we shall refer to as "Trade-Group Insurance" and the 
800nnd as " General Insurance." 

575. The great difficulty in regard to any scheme of General Insurance against un- General 
employment is the tendency of any such scheme to. result in the accumulation Insurance. 
of .. b.\d risks." 1 In commercial insurance againllt death or sickness, the" bad risks" . 
are eliminated by medical examination-or, if not eliminated, are forced to pay a 
higher premium. But in insurance against unemployment, it is precisely the ." bad 
risks," i,e., those most subject to unemployment, who most need and press for insurance. 
As a. rule, in " general" schemes the premiums are based on wages, and the bad risks, being 
less well paid, pay less, not greater, premiums than the regular highly-paid workman. The 
good workmen, who obtain regular employment at good wages and are rarely out of work, 
do not care to pay premiums which are practically all absorbed by the irregular or bad 
workmen who are constantly out of work. The consequence is that, where such schemes 
are co!upulsory, as at St. Gall, there is practically a revolt amongst the better 
class of workmen, and where they are voluntary, the better class workmen either 
do not join;' or else, as at Basle, abandon the fund, which t~e!l becomes .merely a 
species of savings bank for less competent workmen largely subSIdised by chanty.8 

• So/e.-By" trade·group" is mea.nt any association of . persons engaged in the samlo_occupatioll 
ell in kil:cired occupations, liable approximately to the same flsk of unemployment. 

1 Chapman, 8-1872-4.8 Memorandum by Board of Trade on Insurance. Vol. IX., App. xxi. (k.) 
~a 3Hi 
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576. Moreover, as Sir Ed ward Brabrook has pointed out, in regard to a system of general 
insurance covering various trades, there are no sufficient materials upon which any 
actuary could compute the proper contribution which different trades should make. 
while the possibility of a levy applying to all trades would very likely give rise to 
many disputes and much dissatisfaction.l The lack of statistics upon which to 
found reliable premiums for unemployed insurance, either for particular trades or 
for workmen in general, has also been referred to in the special reports by skilled 
actuaries which we have caused to be prepared on the subject. II In the present 
state of our knowledge, it would seem that the only alternatives available for a General 
Insurance scheme would be, either to fix the premiums on a basis of wages, with the dis
advarl.tages we have already pointed out, or else to fix what would be practically arbitrary 
premiums for different trades, or one arbitrary premium for all workmen. Such 
arbitrary premiums would not be a:cquiesced in by the various trades unless they had 
a voice in fixing such premiums, and it is difficult to see how, if each trade had such 
a. power, any common agreement could be arrived at. 

577. On the other hand, the advantages of Trade-Group insurance are that the risks 
within each trade are, even if inaccurately, yet voluntarily estimated and borne by 
that trade, and the premium can be adjusted according to each trade's estimate 
of the risk. There is a sense of solidarity amongst the men within a. trade, which 
permits them to be content to pay for the support of the less fortunate members of that 
trade. And though all insurance rests on the principle of the fortunate paying for the 
unfortunate, yet, as the :.soard of Trade has pointed out, "the principle of solidarity 
clearly cannot be carried successfully beyond the point up to which" it is supported by 
the sentiment of solidarity."8 

578. Another advantage of trade-group msurance is that all the men in the trade
group are more or less mown to one another, and the chance of fraudulenio 
unemployment or malingering is reduced to a minimum. It is in the interest of each 
workman to see that a fellow workman does not draw unemployed benefit when 
work is available for him. The available work is, as a rule, well-known within a Trade 
Union by means of its organisation, with the consequence that a supervision can thus be 
ensured, which, in the case of a General Insurance fund, would be almost impossible, or. 
if not impossible, would involve an expenditure on the supervising staff which would largely 
add to the cost of the scheme. We are, therefore, clearly of the opinion that a priori 
considerations tend to show the superiority of Trade-Group Insurance over General 
Insurance against unemployment, and this is amply borne out by experience abroad, 
where the only form of insurance which has obtained any modicum of success is that based 
on trade organisations. 

Disadvantages of 579. But, in addition to this general division of insurance schemes into "Trade
.. c.ompu~orhY Group" and CI General," there is another important classification of them which we must 
Ulllver~l BC erne. . Th . h' I" . h bIt d rt' I notIce. ey may, In t eu app lCatIon, elt er e vo un aryan pa la, or com-

pulsory and universal. The "disadvantage of a compulsory scheme is that, in the 
existing unorganised state of a large part of the labour market, such a ~ompulsory 
scheme must either work on a "General" rather than a "Trade-Group" basis, or else 
must, as a condition precedent to its success, force all the labourers into trade
group organisations.4 At the present time it is estimated, even by the Trade Unionists 
themselves, that not more than a quarter of the working classes in England are 
organised in Trade Unions; while Sir Edward Brabrook estimates that the Trade Unionists 
are only one-sixth of the total number of workmen.1i It therefore follows that a. com
pulsory. universal scheme, if founded on a Trade-Group basis, would require compulsion 
to be applied to at least three-quarters of the working classes to form or join trade 
organisations; and if not founded on a trade-group basis, it would lack solidarity in its 
premiums, risks, and payments. 

580. A compulsory universal scheme not on a. trade-group basis would, therefore 
involve the State in the difficulties of fixing, enforcing, and collecting the premiums, and 
in the invidious and costly task of detecting malingering. These features would add 
enormously to the difficulty and expense of administering a compulsory as compared 
with a voluntary scheme. 

1 Drabrook, 35232, 35242. I Statistical Appendix, Part xvi Nelson, Stat. 6 i Ackland, Stat. 23-25. 
• Boud of Trade Memo. on Insurance, Vol. IX., App. xxi. (k). 4 Board of Trade Memo. on Trade Union 
UJl.employed and Travelling Benefit, VoL IX., App. xxi. (k). 6 Brabl'OOk. 35147 (S. 14). 
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581. Further, a universal compulsory scheme would necessarily be opposed by 
the eD3ting trades and benefit organisations, especially if it were enforced by means of 
deductions from the workmen's wages.1 It would interfere and compete with such 
voluntary organisations, and upon the basis of compulsion such competition would 
probably be successful. For this and other reasons it has been found that, in most 
instances, the working classes either oppose such a compulsory general scheme, or where, 
as at St. Gall, they have first proposed it, on ascertaining its results they have been the 
first to insist on its abolition. 

582. This investigation seems to show that a scheme of insurance against unem· Arguments for 
ployment based upon the voluntary system, and resting on trade groups, is the most volunt~ry trade
likely· to attract general support. If, then, the leading idea be the encouragement of group Insurance. 
voluntary organisations, it would follow that insurance against unemployment should 
be developed and encouraged by assisting existing organisations in much the same way 
as one might develop a system of invalidity pensions through friendly and other kindred 
8ocieties. This view is supported by Trade Unionists, by economists, representatives 
of Friendly Societies, and other eminent witnesses. I The Trade Unionists consider 
that -by reason of their machinery by which workmen are sent to places where work 
can be got; of their assistance to men travelling in search of work; of their recognised 
agencies in every part of the kingdom; of their large unemployed benefits; of their know-
ledge of the character, suitability, and industry of their members-they should be the 
recognised agency to deal with that class of workers described by Mr. Long as respect-
able men temporarily in distress owing to their inability to obtain employment. a 

583. Professor Chapman. thinks that Trade Unions can undertake insurance 
.. ~ainst unemployment because-

I 

(1) They determine the wages which may be taken. 

(2) They exercise compulsion on their members and find them places 
which they are expected to show reasonable ability to keep. 

(3) They are organised by trades. A trade organisation can detect. any 
disposition on the part of a member to slacken his efforts to find work, and the 
general feeling among the other members abqut a man who was too often out 
of work, or who stayed out for what was considered an unreasonably .long 
time, would be a sufficiently strong deterrent against imposition.4 

584. Amongst the foreign methods described to us there is one in operation at Ghent The Ghent 
and elsewhere which seems to us to be much in accord with what we are suggesting. The system and its 
essence of this system is that either the State or the Municipality add a fixed amount to the advantages. 
benefit actually paid to an unemployed workman by a Trade Union or other organisation. 
Thus at Ghent, Antwerp, and other Belgian towns and provinces that have adopted the 
system, the proportion which the municipal allowance bears to the Trade Union allowance 
may be as much as 50 per cent., while in France the subvention by the Stf.i.te ranges from 
about 20 per cent. to 25 per cent. of the allowance given by Trade Union or other organis 
tions.' 

585. The advantages of this system are various :-In~ the first place, we may refer 
to the economy of the system as compared with other forIna of assisting unemployed. 
workmen. Mr. Beveridge nas summarised the cost of relieving men under the 
Unemployed Workmen Act at about 30s. a week per man, and the cost of relieving 
them by Trade Union benefit at about 15s. per week per man.8 Now, the State on the 
Ghent system would pay a maximum of only one-half of this 15s., whereas, under the' 
Unemployed Workmen Act, the whole 30s. is provided at the public cost.* It would, 
therefore, follow that the Ghent system would cost the general public per man relieved 
only one-quarter of the cost of the existing system of maintaining an unemployed man 
at the public expense. In addition, the public would be saved the always high and 
sometimes prohibitive cost of investigation under the present system. 

• NOTE.-i.,. by .ubscrip~onB, taxes, or rates, provided by the general public 

lBl\rnes, 83098-83118. IITwomey, Vol. VIII., App. Ixxx:. (21)j·Wilson Fox, 99054; Gageby, 
99260 (11) j Stead, 77468 (19), 77470 j Sidney Webb, 98978-84 j Tawney, 96782-3 j Martler, 81756 (27), 
81949-53; Beveridge, 77832 (70). a Ward, 83503 (lOb). 4 Chapman, 84791 (43), 84875-6 . 
• Memorandum by Board- of Trade on Insurance, Vol. IX., App. ·xx:i. (K). • 8 Beveridge. 77832 (71). 
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TheGhentaystem 586. The second advantage of the Ghent system is that the State obtains gratis 
and its all the benefit of the trade organisation in detecting impostUre. . 
advantages. . 

Moo' of intro
ducing principle 
of Ghent system 
in England. 

587. Last.ly, th~ associa.tion of insuraDc~ with membership ofa trade organisation 
would, we thmk, glv~ an. Impulse to unskilled workmen to form such organisations, 
and would, we hope, In this way help on the movement towards that regularisation of 
unskilled unemployment which we have seen is so desirable. . 

588. Unless some such combinations are formed amongst the unskilled workers, we 
do. not believe it to be possible to improve the condition of these low grade workers. 

\ 

589. With regard to the act'ual effect which the introduction of a system like 
that of Ghent would have upon workmen in England in inducing them to join 
trade group organisations, we can speak with no confidence. It is true that abroad 
the subsidy system has not had any marked effect in increasing the number joining 
trade organisations, but it is thought that the subvention will "probably have an 
effect in preventing those who had once joined from leaving the unions." 1 It must 
be remembered, however, that abroad the experiments have been purely local and on 
a somewhat diminutive scale. For instance, at Strassburg, where the. Ghent system has 
been in force since the beginning of 1907, the total municipal subvention in 1907 was 
only £250: .and it would appear that the whole system of municipal relief is not very 
well-known. II On the other hand, while the working classes generally were hardly aware of 
the benefits of the new insurance system, it was well-known to Trade Union management. 
Thus at Ghent the introduction of a municipal subvention had a considerable 
effect in developing the practice amongst Trade Unions in providing unemployed benefit. a 
The advantages which we hope, therefore, from the system in England would be 
three: first, it should encourage trade organisations not now paying wlemployed 
benefit to pay that benefit; second, iii should encourage trade organisations paying 
only partial or incomplete benefit, to extend that benefit; third, it should in 
many cases encourage workmen ha'Ving no trade organisation to become members 
of such an organisation (by joining one of the existing societies) for the sole purpose of gain
ing the benefit of insura."~e. 

5f10. When we examine the figures furnished by the Board of Trade in regard 
to the extent to which Trade Union unemployed benefit is provided, it seems 
possible that there is a considerable margin of workmen who might be covered by this 
form of ~rovidence, if only some extra inducement could be supplied. Thus, 
among eXlSting Trade Unionists, there are roughly some 650,000 men whose unions 
do not provide any form of unemployed benefit, although lIuch benefit is in fact 
provided by other Unions of the very trades to which these 650,000 men belong. If, for 
instance, nine Unions of the transport trades find it feasible and necessary to 
provide unemployed benefit, it does not seem unreasonable to hope that a little 
extra inducement would be sufficient to cause the remaining forty-nine transport 
unions also to provide such benefit, and thus coover an additional 73,000 men whom 
they include among their members.' 

591. Again, although there are nearly 1,500,000 men entitled to unemployed benefit in 
some form, this benefit, in many cases, is only travelling benefit, and, in others, 
is not a continuous allowance for a fixed period, but merely an intermittent and 
arbitrary grant on special occasions.6 We have no figures to show what proportion 
of these 1,500,000 men receive unemployment benefit in an incomplete or partial 
form; but it would appear that, taking only the 100 chief Trade Unions, there 
are oVer 145,000 members entitled to partial benefit only, and 990,000 to com
plete benefit. It may be assumed, therefore, that, out of the 1,500,000 men entitled 
to some form of unemployment benefit, there are probably 200,000 men who receive 
that benefit only in a partial form from their Unions.s It is, we think; not un
l'easonable to hope that a little financial assistance would enable the Unions in 
question to transform this partial into complete unemployed benefit. 

592. Furthermore, it would appear, from an estimate which the Board of Trade have 
1urnished to us, that probably 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 men over twenty years of age belong to 

1 Memorandum by Board of Trade on Insurance, Vol. IX., App. xxi., K. II Ibid. a Ibid. 
"Memorandum by Board "f Trade as to Growth of Trade Unions, eto_, Vol. IX., App. xxi., (C). 
I. Ibid. 8 Letter from the Board of Trade, September 16th, 190~. App. Vol. XI. 
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t~e classes £ro.m which Trade l!ni~)llists are drawn, but h~ve not yet joined a trade organisa
tion.. There 18 ~herefore a prwn so~e chance of enabh~g a very large proportion of the 
work~g populatIOn who a.t present enJOY no or only partlal unemploYl1d benefit, to obtain 
the nght to such benefit ill a complete and regular manner. If we oOIlSider the number 
of dependants of these men, it seems clear that any inducement which could bring them 
int~ the p?vilege~ class of those enjoying unemployed benefit would be, from a 
natIOnal pornt of 'Vlew, extremely advantageous. 

593 .. We are ~ot able with our pr,esent liInited knowledge to indicate. p.recisely the AJ?pl~cation of 
form whIch such mducement should assume. In Denmark and Franoe, It IS a national prInCIple of 
contribution. In Ghent, Strassburg and elsewhere, it is a municipal oontribution. 1 ~hFr jY8~em 
There are objeotions to the latter form' of assistance, as it oonfines those so helped In ng an . 
to the locality helping them. On the other hand, whilst these schemes are in the 
experimental phase, it Inight be premature to assist them by national contribution. 

594. Several witnesses have expressed the opinion that a State subsidy would have 
the effect both of inducing many of the poorer Trade Unions who do not now 
provide unemployed benefit to provide such benefit~ and, also, of inducing men who 
do not now belong to Trade Unions to join them.1I We have little doubt ourselves that, 
if the Central Government, the Public Assistance ComInittees, the Voluntary Aid 
Committees, and the Trade Unions would combine to support an~ encourage the 
establishment of the scheme of insurance by propaganda and persuasion, they would 
enable the present field oovered by Trade Unions' unemployed b~nefit to be very 
largely extended. If necessary, an additional inducement Inight be given by 
offering, as is done in many places on the Continent, preferential treatment at the 
national labour exchanges for those persons who have insured. 

595. We have seen that, as the Friendly Societies do not insure against 
unemployment further than by giving, in some cases, travelling benefit and charitable 
grants, practically the only form in which such insurance has been attempted in England 
is by me aIlS of Trade Union unemployed benefit. Seeing, however, that not more than. 
one sixth to one-fourth of the working classes in England are members of Trade UnioIlS, 
it would not be just to give them a subsidy without extending a similar advantage to 
those not thus organised. We should, then, of course, recommend that a similar subsidy 
be granted to any Friendly Society providing unemployed benefit as, part of its normal 
functions. But, having regard to the great difficulties already adverted to attending 
any attempt at "general iIlSurance," it does not seem likely that Friendly Societies of the 
ordinary type, whose members are drawn from all classes and all occupatioIlS, and who> 
have little or no trade solidarity, will be induced to undertake this branch of insurance 
even on the inducement of a subsidy. 

596. If, however, the subsidy were to be offered to any provident organisation. 
which would make unemployment insurance a leading feature of its business, we should 
look for the advent of a new type of Friendly Society, composed of men of similar or allied 
trades, who would have the necessary trade solidarity and knowledge of each others' 
circumstances, and whose interests would be sufficiently similar to prevent the I, bad. 
risks" crowding out the good. It would, in fact, ·be a Trade Union organised for pro-. 
vident benefits alone. If such societies came into existence under the encouragement 
of a subsidy, we Inight hope for insurance against unemployment becoIning general over 
the field of labour. Such a result, we venture to say, would far more than counterbalance 
the expeIlSe of the, subsidy. .' 

597. One criticism which may be applied to this scheme is that it would not dear, 
effectively with the interInittent and casual labourers. Abroad it has been found im
p08~ible to include the worst form of casuals (Gelegenheitsarbeiter) in the insuranoe 
Bcheme,' and many of our witnesses have expressed the opinion that it would be impossible 
to include them in England.-

. I 

1 Memorandum by Board of Trade on In~urance, Vol. IX., App. xxi. (K). 
T"wn~y, 96610 (31-2); Wilson· Fox, 99054; Webb, 98978-84; Gageby, 99261 
'Memorandum by Board of Trade on Insurance, Vol. IX., App. xxi. (K), 

• Hamilto:J, 94018-9; Dawson, 99066-9; Ward, 83670-1. 

a Beveridge, 77832 (70) ; 
(11); Tawney, 96782-3. 
4 Wilson-Fox, 99053-6; 
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Difficulties of 
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598. But here again we must be careful to discriminate between intermittent labourers 
and labourers merely belonging to what are known as unskilled or casual trades. 
Some witnesses imply that the unorganised labourer, seasonal and casual workpeople, 
could not, unaided, provide against unemployment out of their own earnings even if they 
would.1 One or two witnesses differentiate, however, between the seasonal trades and 
the casual labourers,2 and it is interesting to observe that many of the foreign 
schemes, though they exclude the worst forms of casuals, do include both 
seasonal labourers and the lower class' of unskilled labourers. Indeed, another im
portant witness thinks that effective organisation would enable even the un
skilled labourer in many more 'cases than at present to meet the difficulties which 
now have to be dealt with by the Poor Law. The difficulty which prevents the 
unsk111ed labour class from forming associations is the lack of a definite 
standard of skill and the nature of their work. The hope for them, this witness 
thinks, lies in amalgamation with ·the other groups of the trade, unskilled 
labourers being pulled up, as it were, by the skilled members of that group. "It 
may be possible, but I cannot easily conceive a union of unskilled labourers except as 
xp.embers of a trade." 3 Whether, therefore, along these lines or along others, we see 
no reason why a very large number of unskilled labourers, induced by the advan
tages held out by insurance and the labour exchanges, should not· form themselves into 
organisations capable of participating in the system of insurance assisted by public funds. 

599. An alternative scheme would be, in addition to the subsidy of trade organisa
tion benefit, to form a general insurance fund through the labour exchanges to which 
all classes of workmen could belong.4 But to do this at the outset .would reduce the 
inducement to enter the system we have been describing. At first we should prefer 
to establish a scheme of insurance only operating through trade organisations. If 
it is shown that the Trade Unionists do not take up or support the trade-group scheme 
sufficiently, it may become necessary to superimpose a supplementary scheme. We do 
not, however, feel hopeless as regards the financial possibility of including in trade
group insurance a large number of unskilled workmen and labourers. 

600. For instance, - at Cologne, where a general fund was established, which in 
many ways was a failure, a large majority of so-called skilled beneficiaries of the fund 
were seasonal .workmen, e.g., bricklayers, whitewashers, carpenters and painters, and 
some 30 per cent. were generally unskilled labourers and navvies. Even with such 
unpromising material, which produced a percentage of unemployed members as 
high as 84' 8, the proportion of premiums paid to allowances received by the insured 
has been as high on an average of years as 50 per cent.6 .'Ve see, therefore, no a 
priori reason why regula}," unskilled labourers should not be brought into a trade
group scheme. It might even be made incumbent on the labour exchanges, by furnishing 
information and advice and by other methods, to more or less actively co-operate 
in the formation among unskilled labourers of organisations for insurance on a trade
group basis. 

601. We are well aware that there are several objections to the Ghent system. 
It may be argued that it implies public control of trade organisations and 
their proceedings. On the question of the solvency of a Trade Union benefit fund, 
it may be pointed out that, under the system, the public insurance fund would 
not suffer but rather gain from any failure of the Trade Union fund, because payments 
are only made from that fund after the Trade Union has actually made a payment to 
the unemployed man. Of course, some arrangement satisfactory to the public 
contributing authority must be made for the separation of unemployed benefit from 
strike benefit; for the public contribution could not apply in cases of trade dispute 
unemployment. What ~he public allowance does is ~o add to the weekly allowan~e 
paid by the Trade Umon to members of that uruon out of employ. No pUblic 
contribution is made to the general funds of the union, and, if the unemployment 
is due to a trade dispute, no payment would be made to anyone out of,· employ-

1 Sexto~, 84196-9; Ward, 83670-5; Stepney, 79669-71; Watson and.Crowther, 90875, 909l3; Marshall, 
82266; Browne, 86H7-8; Beveridge, 78311-3. II Stepney, 79668, 80132-5. 3 Bonar, 29521-30; 
4 Beveridge. 78014; Wilson-}<'ox, 99057. Ii Memorandum by Board of Trade on Insurance, Vol. IX., 
App_ xxi. (K). .' 
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ment in consequence of that dispute. To this end no payment ought to be made in Difficulties of 
respect of any man's unemployed benefit unless upon the certificate of the local Ghent syst.m 
labour exchange. But for the rest we think the position would be summed up 
by sar~g that the trade organisations, which would suffer most by any failure 
of theIr IDsurance fund. would under the new system have the benefit of public advice 
as to the means for preventing such failure. It is true that, if the fund fails, the local rates 
may have to support some of the workmen, but in that case the men will be more affected 
than the State, and are more likely therefore to avoid the contingency. 

602. There is another su bject which we must allude to, and that is the attitude 
which employers generally might assume in connection with proposals to subsfdise trade 
organisations with public money. Although the subsidy would be only for purposss of 
insurance against unemployment not arising from labour disputes, such a system 
would probably increase tht> number and improve the financial position of the trade 
organisations. Against any apprehension on the part of employers which an aug
mentation of trade organisations might create, we may urge the following con
siderations :-

Distress caused by unemployment or under-employment prejudicially affects employers 
in two respects:-

First, it increases the burden of the rates, and the increase of the local 
rate is a direct tax upon the enterprise of the employer whose business is 
within the locality where the rate is raised. 

Second, it deteriorates the workman and consequently the character and 
quality of his work. 

603. If employers desire to have at their disposal that reserve of labour which they 
sometimes profess to require, they should in their own interest acquiesce in measures 
which would avert deterioration amongst thQse whom they may want to employ. 

604. This review of unemployment insurance enables us to arrive at the following Conclusions. 
conclusions :-

First, that the establishment and promotion of Unemployment Insurance, 
especially amongst unskilled and unorganised labour, is of paramount importance 
in averting the distress arising from unemployment. • 

Second, that the attainment of this object is of such national import
ance as to' justify. under specified conditions, contributions from public 
funds towards its furtherance. 

Third, that this form of insurance can best be promoted by utilising the 
J.gency of existing trade organisations or of organisations of a similar character 
which may be broflght into existence. 

Fourth, that no scheme either foreign or British which has been 
brought before us is so free from objections as to' justify us in specifically 
recommending it for genera~ adoption. 

605. Owing partly to want of time, and partly to the absence within the Commission 
of expert and actuarial experience upon insurance, we have not ourselves attempted 
to formulate a scheme. It will require much close general investigation and know
ledge of local conditions .before the founda~ion. of a general or a national system of 
insurance can be safely lald. But the questlOn IS urgent. We, therefore. recommend 
that a small Commission or Departmental Committee of experts and representatives 
of existing trade benefit 9rganisations be at once appo~ted with an instruction to frame 
as quickly as possible a scheme or schemes for consideratlOn. 

606. We further suggest that, after that Committee has reported, a special Advisory 
Board be set up to help and to promote. schemes adapted to the varying conditions 
oj different industrial communitiell. . 

4::9. 3 I 
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(2) The Permanent System of Public Assistance for the Able-bodied. 

607. Though the suggestions we have made in ' last section may, we hope, do 
much to prevent capable and deserving men from bel.. . ~duced to destitution through 
lack of employment, yet these preventive measures"" 'equire some time for their 
complete development. Side by side with these preventiv",.;asures must be established 
a permanent organisation to which those, whom our preventive measures fail to reach, 
can have recourse if necessary in times of distress. We propose that in future there shall 
be in every district four separate but co-operating organisations, viz. :-

\ (1) An Organisation for Insurance against Unemployment. 

(2) 'A Labour Exchlinge managed by the Board of Trade with the help 
of a local committee., ' 

(3) A Voluntary Aid Committee, representing local organisations subject 
, to the conditions we elsewhere state. t 

(4) The Public Assistance Authority representing the County and Countv 
Borough Councils and acting locally through Public Assistance Committees. 

608. Two of these organisations, the Insurance Scheme and the Voluntary Aid 
Committee, will be representative of self-help and voluntary effort, and will be worked 
through voluntary organisations. The other two, viz., the Labour Exchange and the 
Public Assistance Authority, will be public organisations, financed by public money, 
and staffed by public officials. The object of all four will be broadly the same, viz., the 
maintenance or restoration of the workman's independence. Each will, however, have 
a distinct sphere marked out for itself. The function of the Insurance Organisation will 
be to develop and secure the greatest possible benefits to the workmen from co-operative 
insurance against unemployment., The function of the Labour Exchange will be to 
provide efficient machinery for putting those requiring work and those requiring workers 
into prompt communication, but the Labour Exchange will not provide work or give 
relief. The function of the Voluntary Aid Committee will be to give advice and aid 
out of voluntary funds, especially to the better class of workmen who may be reduced 
to want before the Labour.Exchange can find them employment, and we have pointed 
out in Part VII. of our Report what resources bO,th of money and of personal service 
will, we hope, be at the disposal of the Voluntary Aid Committeb. 

The functions of the Public Assistance Committee will be:-

First, To assist, with a view to their ultimate self-support and independence; 
'those who are able to work and who can show that they have taken active 
measures to obtain work, but without success, and cannot in consequence support 
themselves or their families. , 

Second, To assist, under curative and reformatory conditions calculated to 
restore self-respect :-

(a) Those who, though willing to work, cannot offer a return in work 
adequate to the wage demanded or received, and are in consequence 
without employment and unable to support themselves or their families. 

(b) Those who, though able to work, cannot show that they have taken 
active measures to obtain work, and are in consequence unable to support 
themselves or their families. 

One alltbor~tJ: 609. We have dealt elsewhere* with the method by which we propose to establish these 
on\;, ,toad.nuDlster various organisations and we need not here amplify the subject. There is, however, one 
pllbh~ ,~ehef to principle in connection with the policy to be pursued in regard to Public Assistance, which 
;:~~~~, ous is of such importance in ~connection with the trea tment oft~e. able-bodied, t~a t we propose 

to re-state it .. It should, we think, be a fundamental condltIon of the asslstance system 
of the future that the responsibility for due and effective relief of all necessitous persons 
at the public expense should be in the hands of one and only one authority in each County 
and County Borough. It is difficult to conceive any system, in which different public 

t Beg Port VII. .' 
* Viz. :-As to Insurance and Labour Exchanges, previously in this ohapter; as to Voluntary Aid 

Committee ill Part VII. ; and as to Publio Assistance Authority in Part IX. , 
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authorities have power simultaneously to administer relief to much the same class of 
applicant in the same locality, which will not result in overlapping, confusion, and diver
gence of treatment and practice. We have shown how all these inconveniences have 
arisen and are still at work under the machinery set up by the Unemployed Workmen 
Act, and we have accordingly recommended that this Act be not continued. Under the 
system which we propose. one authority, and one authority only the Publio Assistance 
Authority, will for the future be responsible for the public relief of the able-bodied 
suffering from distress due to want of employment. The Public Assistance Authority 
will, as before stated, act locally through the Publio Assistance Committees. 

610. The principles which should guide the various organisations in their treat- The princ,iple 01 
ment of the able-bodied may be briefly summed up in three words: Co-operation, co-operatIOn. 
Discrimination, and, so far as possible, Restoration. 

SI!. The Public Assistance Committee should co-operate in every way with all other 
agencies possessing information about, or having special methods of treating, the cases 
which come before it. Thus, the Voluntary Aid Committee, the Labour Exchange and 
the Public Assistance Committee should freely exchange information. The Voluntary 
Aid Committee should refer to the Public Assistance Committee all cases which are more 
suitable for treatment by that Committee, or which, though suitable for' voluntary treat
ment. are unable to obtain from this source the assistance which they require. 

612. On the other hand, the Public Assistance Committee should in its turn 
recognise and develop the usefulness of the Voluntary Aid Committee by referring to 
it any cases, which it is thought might more properly be met thrigh agencies outside 
the sphere of Public Assistance. Generally speaking, a first app ation for assistance 
will naturally be made to the Voluntary Aid Committee. Tempor ry need due to non
recurrent causes will belong primarily to the sphere of voluntary id; chronic distress: 
or destitution to the Public Assistance Committee. In rural districts there may be delay 
or difficulty in forming Voluntary Aid Committees, but as there are few able-bodied mell 
out of employment in such districts, the want of such Committees will not greatly affect 
the treatment of able-bodied unemployed. 

813. General rules should be laid down and accepted by each authority as to what 
class of cases should be dealt with by the Voluntary Aid Committee and the Public 
Assistance Committee respectively. When, therefore, the case of an able-bodied man 
cameo-up before either Committee, it would at once be recognised whether his case was 
or was not one which, according to the r~es agreed upon, should be dealt with by that 
Committee. .Moreover, in course of time, the practice of the Committees WQuid be so 
well-known in the district that the applicants for assistance themselves would know to 
which of the two Committees they ought to apply. In this way, we do not think it 
would happen that an applicant would apply for .assistance to the wrong Committee. 
We have suggested in the arrangements for the constitution of the two Committees that 
representatives of each should sit on the other, and we contemplate that the offices of the 
two Committees should be in telephonic communication. In a word, it is of the essence 
of the proposed co-operation between Voluntary Aid and Public-Assistance in the treatment 
of the able-bodied that such co-operation should result in more prompt and more efficacious 
treatment than heretofore. 

614. As with the Voluntary Aid Committee, so with the Labour Exchange. The
Public Assistance Committee should be in close communication with the Labour Exchange,. 
and should (except in cases of urgent necessity) refuse to maintain an able-bodied applicant, 
until he has registered hiIIlBeU art the Labour Exchange, and until the Labour Exchange
has informed the man and the Public Assistance Committee that there is no suitable work 
available. Again, in considering the best form of treatment or training to be given to 
an unemployed man, the Public Assistance Committee and the Voluntary Aid Committee 
should not neglect to seek the advice of the Labour Exchange as to what trade or calling 
would be most likely to offer the best chance of independent livelihood. The Labour 
Exchange on its part would refer to the Public Assistance Committee or the Voluntary 
Aid CODlIIllttee applicants' for whom it deemed Publio Assistance or Voluntary Aid to 
be required. Thus the co-operation between these three organisations would be c:onstant. 
close. and effective.' , 

615. The second principle which should guide the Public Assistance Committee 'l'he principle 
and its co-operating. organisations in the work pf relieving .or preventing distress is of discrimll!llti 

429. 312 
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Discrimination. The Public Assistance Committee should as far as possible endeavour 
to select treatment which will restore the individual to independence. but it should at 
the same time endeavour in its treatment of individual cases so to shape its policy as to 
make it one of general encouragement to the thrifty and independent. Discrimination 
and individual treatment will be facilitated through classification by and in institutions. 
and the general tendency of classification will be to operate to the advantage of the well· 
conducted. and the encouragement of tho~e who previous to their period of distress have 
made real efforts towards self· maintenance and insurance. 

. 616. The third principle is partially covered by what we have said in the 
preceding paragraph. viz .• that restoration to independent habits of life should be an 
ever.p.resent consideration in the minds of the various organisations in prescribing 
treatment. In some cases in which such restoration may seem to be impossible. curative 
treatment may be effective if undertaken by voluntary organisations having within 
their ranks persons of experience whose whole lives are given to this work. On the other 
hand. if past misconduct seems to mark out the applicant for assistance as irreclaimable. 
care must be taken that he is sent to a place of detention under another authority, where 
his evil influence and example cannot contaminate associates less hardened than himself. 

617. We lay some stress upon the necessity of restorative treatment, where practicable, 
for the able.bodied. as such treatment hardly figures in our Poor Law processes; nor 
is it difficult to give the reason. The Royal Commission of 1832 were confronted by a 
national danger of urgent importance. Indiscriminate relief to the able· bodied was demora
rising the whole community. They very properly concentrated their attention on stamping 
out what was a dangerous and spreading epidemic. They;~ ·;ended their system to pro
duce " negative rather than positive effects." and an examination of the conditions under 
which they reported explains this attitude. They had to deal with the Poor Law as it 
was. and they did not iook to it" for the general diffusion of right principles and habits."l 
Their policy was successful in restoring and maintaining the independence of the main. 
body of the working class, but it di<J not aim at a restorative treatment of individuals 
who had fallen out of the ranks. 

618. Hitherto relief, either outdoor or indoor. as at present administered. has 
generally resulted in the deterioration of the able-bodied. We ~ope that in the future 
<>ur suggestions will make it possible for the action of the Public Assistance Authority. 
even when applied to the relief of the able-bodied. to be restorative. 

619. It will have been observed that in previous sections of our Report various terms 
have been used in attempting to classify the necessitous unemployed. For our present 
purposes it is enough to divide them into three classes:-

Class I.-Those who require temporary maintenance with work. ; 

Class Il.-Those who require for a longer period maintenance with work 
and training; 

Class IlI.-Those who require detention and discipline. 

(al Class I.-Those who require Temporary Maintenance with Work. 

620. This class will consist of those in need of temporary help. who. to judge by 
their industrial record. will shortly be again able to maintain themselves at their own 
trades. We hope that our scheme of Labour Exchanges. Insurance. and Voluntary Aid 
Cominittees will greatly reduce the numbers in this class resorting to the Public 
Assistance Committee; still the possibility of such resort. especially in times of prolonged 
distress. must be met. Moreover. the class will contain. as a rule. the best characters and 
the most hopeful cases. It is therefore useful to consider at some length how the new system 
may provide restorative treatment for this class. . 

621. A man will be placed in this class chiefly as a result of an examination of his 
industrial record in the possession of the Labour Exchange. together with the opinion 
of that institution that the man has a good chance of obtaining employment in the occu· 
pation which he has hitherto followed. Broadly speaking. the men in this class will 

lReport of Poor Law Commission. 1832. [Cd. 2728], 1905, p. 362. 
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be the men for whom the Unemployed Workmen Act was intended by its promoters, 
and the possibility of recognising such cases will, for the first time, be made easy by the 
particulars which the Labour Exchanges will possess of the man's qualifications and 
record, and by the test which in the ordinary course of its operations the Labour Exchange 
will be in a position to offer as to tn·~ ~ar. " \ illingnel!~ to work. 

622. The distinguishing feature of men in this class is that the treatment required for 
them, so as to restore them to permanent independence, is temporary maintenance in health 
until they are able to resume their ordinary occupations. The methods of Assistance avail
able for them would be : First, Outdoor Relief. or as we shall call it. Home Assistance; 
second. relief given on the principle of the Modified Workhouse Test. or as we shall 
call it,. Partial Home Assistance; and, third, Indoor Relief. or we shall call it Institutional 
Assistance. The general conditions under which.these various forms of Assistance will be 
administered will be den ed later on. (Vide pars. 630, etc.) 

623. An essential principle to be observed in connection with Home Assistance \ H 
to the able-bodied is that it shall be in some way less agreeable than assistance given by ~~~ista~:e 
the Voluntary Aid Committee. Unless the superiority of the assistance afforded by the . 
Voluntary Aid Committee is in some way secured. it is doubtful whether that 

. Committee will be able to collect voluntary subscriptions for the purpose of helping 
deserving cases of unemployment. Experience has again and again shown that the 
charitable public will not contribute to any extent towards a purpose for which they 
are also taxed or rated. It therefore follows that if. as is our desire, cases in the class 
we are considering should be chiefly dealt with by the Voluntary Aid Committee, it is 
necessary that the aid given by that committee should confer' greater benefits, or have less 
onerous conditions attached to it than the Home Assistance given by the Public Assistance 
Committee. It is also important that the Home Assistance given in these cases should 
in some way or other be less agreeable than the receipt of Unemployed Benefit through 
insurance, otherwise the mere fact that out-relief can be given in such cases will in itself 
prevent a large number of men from insuring against unemployment. We think, therefore, 
that Home Assistance should be given· only in (lases where the man satisfies the conditions 
named in paragraph 630 (1). 

624. The second method of Assistance available for the class we are considering will be (b) Partial home 
Partial Home Assistance granted on the principle of what is known as· the "Modified assistance. 
W orkhous6 Test" system. The essence of this system is that a man is taken ,into an 
institution as a test, but his family remain and are assisted in the home. The class for 
which this form of assistance would be desirable might include even men who, though 
good workmen, are occasionally unsteady in their habits. For such men Home Assistance 
might be demoralising, and might leave them less fit to resume their work when the expected 
opportunity arose. On the other hand, the men ar~ ex-hypothesi efficient workmen 
at their trades and are not in need of technical training as a condition precedent to their 
obtaining work. If they receive Home Assistance at all, it should be for their faInilies 
and they should receive indoor relief for themselves in suitable institutions where proper 
employment can be given them. The uninterrupted stay in such institutions may be 
either for the inside of each week or for a longer period, according as the character of 
the men permitted of a greater or lesser degree of liberty being accorded to them 

625. If a man in this class was not suitable for Home Assistance or for Partial Home (c) Institutional} 
Assistance on account of the condition of his home or some other failure on his part to Assistav.ce. J: 
comply with the conditions specified in Par. 630 (1), the proper method of Assistance 
would be indoor relief for hiznself and his faInily in an Industrial Institution, * where 
he would be provided with an occupation as far as possible akin to his ordinary trade. 
The object of the Assistance would be the return of the man to his normal occupation. 
in good physical health and with no diminution of his former skill as a workman. 

626. Where InstitutionalA-ssistance is given it should be associated· with conditions 
which would enable the recipient to keep his name on the Labour Exchange, and to 
keep in touch with the Exchange. But the class of applicants whom we are discussing 
under this definition are not such as in our judgment would require or should be given 
long periods of institutional treatment. If such treatment became necessary because 
the applicant required it; he would be transferred to lj.nother class. 

• See par. 634. 
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(bl Class II.-Those who require for a longer period Maintenance with.Work and Training. 

627. The second class, whose needs the Public Assistance Committee will have 
to meet, are those who require prolonged treatment for the purpose of training or of 
restoration to physical efficiency. It is difficult for us to do more than sketch out a general 
idea for the restoration of this class to industrial efficiency, for it includes individuals 
whose failure and collapse are due to such different causes that it is impossible to prescribe 
any general scheme likely to ensure success .. But they all have this much in common: 
they require something more than maintenance to enable them to regain their place in 
the industrial world. For this class as a rule, therefore, institutional treatment and 
training would' be required, and these would be available in the industrial or agricultural 
institutions or labour colonies which we propose to establish. Here the capacity of the 
individual could be properly tried' and his physique improved. Young men might in 
some cases, if they showed promise, be sent to technical schools for training, the fee being 
paid by the Public Assistance Authority. 

(c) Class III-Those who require Detention and Discipline. 

628. The last, and the most difficult, class with which the Public Assistance Committee 
will have to deal; are those who, before they have any chance of being restored to inde
pendence, require detention,. discipline, and training for Ii prolonged period. We may 
sub-divide this class into two divisIOns :- . 

(I) Those unwilling to work~ 

(2) Those whose character and behaviour are such that no employer will 
tollgage them. 

629. .I!'or both divisions of this class we would advocate a different kind of treat
ment from that which we laid down for the two preceding classes. It does not seem to 
us that the maintenance and detention of persons who will not work or whose recent 
character and conduct are an insuperable bar to their re-entering industrial life, are within 
the legitimate functions of a Public Assistance Authority. Detention under disciplinary 
treatment affords the best hope of their reformation or of preventing them by their 
example or conduct from contaminating those with whom they come in contact. They 
should be handed over to that authority whose special duty it is to detain those whose, 
presence at large is a danger or a mischief to the community. Detention colonies under 
the control of the Home Office should, in our judgment, be established for the reception of 
this class. We believe that no system of labour or industrial colonies can be properly 
worked, ·unless· there is in reserve a semi-penal institution to which those who refuse tQ 
comply with the rules and regulations of the colony can be sent upon proof of repeated 
or continuous misconduct. . 
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. Cd) The Methods of Assista.nce. 

630. We will now enumerate and further describe the methods of assistance, which, 
as we have already indicated, will be in future available for the treatment of the able
bodied by the Public Assistance Authority. 

(1) Home Assistance on condition of daily work in an Industrial or Agricul. 
tural Institution or Colony or otherwise as the Public Assistance Authority may 
decide within regulations laid do~ by the Local Government Board. By Home 
Assistance we mean assistance at the home whether in money or kind, and given 
without requiring the recipient to live entirely in an institution. The conditions 
under which Home Assistance should be granted would be as follows :- , 

(a) That the requisite assistance is not forthcoming from any other 
source. 

(b) That the assistance be given on condition of daily work. 

(e) That the assistance should be only given to' ari applicant with a 
decent home and a good industrial record. 

(d} That the order for assistance should only be for a strictly limited 
period and subject to revision. 

(e) That the applicant should be registered at the Labour Exchange, 
and that the relief should cease as soon as suitable occupation has been 
ofiered through the Labour Exchange. 

(2) Partial Homt! Assistance, i.e., Home Assistance for the family of an 
applicant, the applicant himself being maintained in SI.T) institution and e;iven 
work .. __ L--;~ 

(3) Institutional Assistance, i.e., continuous maintenance in an lndustriltl 
or Agricultural Institution or Colony without detention, except in so far as, the 
applicant binds himself by a written agreement to stay for a definite period. 

(4) Continuous maintenance under compulsory detention in a colony estab- , 
lished and managed under the Home Office • 

. 631. In recommending the above methods, it is not intended to suggest the estab
lishment of separate institutions for each of the first three. One·institution would usually 
suffice. In most of the County Boroughs the institution might be on the . out
s1..-irts of the town built in an inexpensive manner and with sufficient land to employ 
a large number. For industrial occupations, . inexpensive workshops would be erected. 
In many cases R disused workhouse might be adapted for the purpose. If the institution 
be properly planned, and there be sufficient area. for the purpose, such classification. as 
may be required would be possible. 

632. In county areas there would be little difficulty in setting. up conveniently 
situated institutions of the kind suggested, to which Public Assistance Authorities of 
other areas might send men on payment. 

633. It may be necessary to provide other institutions in the shape'of Labour Colonies 
for those persons who are willing to work and who would bind themselves for a stipulated 
period, and who would be benefited by prolonged treatment and training in industrial or 
agricultural pursuits, Such men, it is hoped, might be permanently reinstated as 
industrious workmen either in this country or abroad. It is not proposed that an 
institution of this kind should be established in every area by the Public Assistance 
Authority nor indeed in any area if voluntary or charitable efiort can be induced to make 
the necessary provision. One such training colony may~ be sufficient for a number 
of "County Boroughs or for several Counties. 

el Industrial or Agricultural Institutions . 

. =:. 634. The Industrial-and Agricultural Institutions to which we have 'referred -will 
tOR large extent supersede the existing general workhouse as' a method of dealing with 
the able-bodied. For the future, the difierent treatment and cla.ssification of the able-
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bodied should commence from the time that the application for assistance is entertained 
and every effort· should be made, at an early stage, to dissociate the respectable 
unemployed from the habitual "in and out." On entrance into the institution the 
applic~nt shou~~ as far as 'p?ssible be placed ~n work adapted t? his previous occupation' 
and his capability and willingness to work wIll thus be ascertamed. The Industrial and 
Agricultural Insti~utions w!ll be in di!ect c?mmunication with the L~bour Exchange, 
and one of the pnmary obJects of theIr officIals should be the restoratIon to industrial 
efficiency and independence of the inmates under their care. 

\635. These Industrial and Agricultural institutions will include housing accommo
dation for those receiving Institutional Assistance or Partial Home Assistance, and also 
workshops or land where work can be done. It will probably be found necessary to estab-
lish separate Industrial Institutions for women. .! 

(f) Labour Coloniel. 

636. We obtained a considerable amount of evidence upon the subject of Labour 
Colonies. We visited personally certain of the colonies which have been established in 
this country by charitable and religious bod es. We also saw the colony of the London 
Central (Unemployed) Body at Hollesley Bay 1 and a deputation of our colleagues visited I 

various institutions of the colony type in Holland, Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland 
The experience gained during this tour is recorded in a Report contained in the Appendix. 

637. The advantages claimed for the colony, as contrasted with the workhouse system 
of dealing with able-bodied, can be stated in a·few sentences. The advocates of the colony 
system assert that by the workhouse methods now applied to able-bodied, the home is 
destroyed and the man demoralised, both morally and economically, and that the cost 
to th~ ratepayers is great. In contra-distinction they maintain that, under the colony 
system the home is preserved, the man improved, and this at a much less cost per head 
for a given time than is possible under the other system. Indirect advantages are also 
claimed for the colony system in the inducement or facilities it may give to townsmen 
to settle subsequently upon the land.· 

638. The practical experience of labour colonies in this country is small. Until quite 
recently the only labour colonies in existence in England were connected with religious 
and charitable organisations. At Lingfields and Hadleigh4 and the German Colony at Ware 
good results in a certain number of cases have been obtained, and high praise is due to the 
spirit of devotion and self-sacrifice animating the officers and staffs of these establishments. 
Temporary improvement has doubtless been achieved in some cases, but we cannot, on 
the evidence and figures given, speak positively as to the actual percentage of those 
thus benefited, lior as to the period during which the improvement lasted. Hollesley 
Bay is an institut~on ~elonging to the Central Unemployed Body for ~ondon .. I~ .has 
been too short a tIme 10 existence to afford trustworthy data for analysIS and cntIclsm. 
Its promoters assert, and we believe correctly, that through its operations a number of 
persons have been enabled to emigrate and are doing well.' ~ 

639. The English experiments, though few in num?er,' a:nd.limited in du~ation, show 
that with proper grading and a good influence operat1Og Within the colony Itself, much 
better results can be obtained from the colony system than from that of the workhouse 
The colony has been in some, if not many, cases, a s~table refu~e f?r. the necessitous, a~d 
it has but to what extent we. cannot accurately estImate, led 10dividuals back to a liIe 
of ind~pendence and of self-support. But the work. of these colonies has been li~ted by two 
conditions. They are all voluntary and have behind them no powers of detentIOn. T~ey 
thus serve as temporary refuges only. Nor they do they attempt, ~s a rule, to COmbl?e 
industrial training of different kinds with field work, as IS the practIce of labour colomes 
on the Continent . 

• It may, however, be necessary in some instances to establish Receiving Houses for the temporary 
reception of the able-bodied. , 

1 Visits: Miscell. I Smart, . 84500 (91-4). See ul,o Tagg, Vol. VIII. App. lxxvii. (a); Morgan 
Vol. VIII. App. lvi. (21). a Hunt, 80952 et seq. 4 Visits: Miscall. 8 Smart, 84510-6. 
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640. The evidence which we have received from abroad supports the general conchisions 
we have arrived at as regards English colonies. Our Committee which visited these 
eolonies reported that with certain advantages the free colony at Frederickoord in Holland 
represents much the same conditions as those prevailing at Hollesley Bay, and the Arbeiter
kolonien may stand for the Salvation Army Colony; but the other establishments visited 
by them are places of detention of a reformatory type. 

641. In recommending the policy of establishing Labour Colonies we do so with 
.a full appreciation of their liInitations as at present recorded by their work. But the 
.t!ubstitution of colonies for the general workhouse means open air Qr outside treatment 
for the able-bodied in place of the present intra-mural workhouse treatment; it affords 
()Pportunities for more varied methods of industrial treatment than are possible in the 
somewhat confined space of a workhouse. We cannot doubt that healthier influences, 
both physical and moral. will be associated with these new conditions and will conduce 
to the reform or rehabilitation of those sent to the colonies. 

642. Aa regards cost, we do not think that the colonies will be found expensive in 
eomparison with the present system. The expense of maintenance, site and building 
f1hould be less than in the case of urban workhouses. Against this saving we must 
remember that, if supervision is to be thorough and stimulating, the staff of officers 
will bear a higher proportion to the number of inmates than is generally the case in the 
'workhouse. 

643. A colony is but another name for an institution, and classification is as necessary 
nere as in other institutions. True, the colony in space arid area is larger than the 
average institution: consequently division of inmates and their separation, if necessary 
ean be more easily effected. 

, 644. Many of our witnesses who are in favour of Labour Colonies expect from them 
the attainment of two objects which cannot be promoted by the same class of treatment. 
"On the one hand it is held that Labour Colonies should be institutions providing technical 
and general training for men to whom it is desirable to teach a new occupation, and on 
the other hand, it is urged that the Labour Colony should be a more or less permanent 
ha ven for the derelicts of industrial life. l 

645. Experience would seem to show that to endeavour to combine both objects in 
«me colony would result in the failure of both, unless it were possible to effect complete 
division between the classes of persons treated. This was acknowledged by a number 
()f our witnesses. They consider that colonies should be graded so as to admit of three 
I()r four different systems of treatment.s This would enable the Public Assistance 
Authority to deal with applicants in a way suitable to their respective antecedents and 
eapacity. 

646. If we take age as the criterion, the aged or those past hard work should receive 
different treatment and accommodation from men who are young or who have not attained 
middle age. The one class from age or infirInity have retired from active industrial life, 
the other class are, if possible, to be qualified by treatment to re-enter industrial life. 
No siInilarity of treatment for these two classes should be allowed. If we take conduct 
and antecedents as the criterion. there would again be a necessary gradation between 
persons who (say, previous to eInigration) were sent for a short training, and those 
who came back to the colonies periodically. The treatment and accommodation of the 
former should be more eligible than that of the latter. It is clear also that, if it should 
be necessary to have colonies for women, they should be separate. 

647. AasuIning that the colony system must provide several distinct classes of treat 
ment, we would leave to the Public Assistance Authority after consultation with the 
Local Government Board, discretion as to whether each class was to be treated in a 
separate colony or to be made a distinct division in one colony. It would probably be 
found convenient and econoInical for two or more authorities to combine and establish 
eolonies for common use, in which case the combined colony would probably be confined 
to the reception and treatment of one class only. ' 

lBeveddg .. , 77(132 (49); Hammond, 80733 (1 et seq.), T. Smitb, 86726 (30); HUllt,81054. S Bolton 
Smart, 84501 (83-88); 84553, 84722-3; Stepney, 79619 (15), 79795-802 i Hunt, 80953 (7), 81012-9, 
131055-63,81036-44; Wood, 85747; Hughes,8M38. ' . 
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648. Moreover, there are voluntary religious bodies who have establishments specially 
devoted to the cure and restoration of those who have fallen or slipped out of industrial 
employment. We strongly advocate the utilisation of these institutions for restorative 
purposes. The staff of such institutions is largely composed of earnest anddev oted men. 
who bring a religious fervour and constancy to the discharge of their work which no rebuff 
or occasional failure can check or discourage. 

649. To establish Labour Colonies on such a scale as to make them a leading feature 
in the future administration of Public Assistance, will require much forethought, control 
and supervision. Unless the treatment in these colonies is uniform so that one class 
in\one colony gets much the same tre~tment, food, and accommodation as a similar class 
in another colony, the new institutions will set up and repeat the very evils, inconsistencies 
and anomalies which we have shown ~o exist in the present administration o~ workhouses. 

650. The colony system if it is to be effective must be carefully controlled and super
vised at the outset by a strong body of officers and inspectors from the Local Government 
Board, and so far as we know there is not at present in that office sufficient expert opinion 
for this new and difficult duty. We therefore recommend that such an addition be mad~ 
to that Department as will be adequate for this purpose. 

651. Before we leave the subject o(institutional treatment by the new Public Assist
ance Authority, there is one point of importance upon which we would propose a departure 
from the existing law and practice. Under the Poor Law, as now administered, there is 
no means by which a well-conducted and hard-working man in an institution can, if he 
performs well his daily task, receive any payment. We would relax this principle 
in the case of well-conducted men in institutions or colonies, and if a man shows 
industry during his time of training he might, we think, receive at the discretion of the 
Superintendent some small gratuity in the shape of good conduct pay: the greater part 
of such sum to accumulate and to be given him when he leaves the colony. 

652. In proposing the establishment of the various institutions we have now described, 
we wish it to be clearly understood that in our view they should be available for a very 
different class from that which is commonly found in a workhouse. They should be 
suited to those whose unemployment is due to causes wholly beyond their own control, 
no less than those with whom it is self-caused-for the one they should be an honourable 
retreat from the storm-for the other a place for testing capacity.and willingness to work. 
We look to them to provide the machinery for dealing with the results of prolonged 
depression in trade, a severe winter, a war, or any such interruption with the normal 
course of things. At the same time they will be available for individuals who are tem
porarily out of. work. and will prevent the loss of efficiency which too often follows 
unemployment. _ _ _ .,.. " ... ' 
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(g) Detention Colonie .. 

• 653. So far we have dealt only with colonies in which comp1,llsory detention is not 
to be in force, but the experience of foreign countries is practically universal that no system 
of colonies can be effective unless there is in reserve a detention colony, tb which those 
can be comInitted who either refuse to comply with the regulations of the voluntary colony, 
or as vagrants and beggars become a public nuisance. 

654. We have given much consideration to the question as to whether these places ' 
" of detention should form part of the system of the new Public Assistance Authority and 
be under their control or whether they should be an, addition to the places of, detention 
at present under the Home Office. 

G55. It would, in our opinion, be unwise to impose upon the new Public Assistance 
Authorities a duty outside their recognised functions, and which from its very nature they 
<:ould not perform as adequately as the authority specially established to discharge siInilar 
<luties. The Home Office have already the experience, the, officials and the machinery 
essential for the proper control and supervision of institutions intended for the enforced 
<letention of their inmates. We think, therefore, that the detention colonies for the 
able-bodied, which we now propose, should also be under the control and supervision of 
the Home Office. 

656. But we do not consider that the cost of such places of detention should be wholly 
an Imperial charge. An arrangement should, we think, be made by which each Public 
AAAistance Authority should pay the full cost of the maintenance of the individuals sent 
by them. As regards the details of the internal management of these colonies, such 8S 

<liet, etc., we endorse the recommendations of the Departmental Committee on Vagrancy.* 

657. We have now to consider the nature of the statutory offence which would entail 
committal to the detention colonies. We would define it as a wilful and persistent repeti
tion within a given period of any of the following offences !-

(a) Wilful refusal or neglect of persons to maintain themselves or their 
faInilies (although such persons are wholly or in part able to do so), the result 
of such refusal or neglect being that the persons or their families nave become 
chargeable to the Public Assistance Authority. 

(b) Wilful refusal on the part of a person receiving assistance, to perform 
the work or to observe the regulations duly prescribed in regard to such assist
ance.. 

{c) Wilful refusal to comply with the conditions, laid down by the 
Public Assistance Authority, upon which assistance can be obtained with the 
result that a person's faInily thereby become chargeable. 

(d) Giving way to gambling, drink, or idleness, with the result that 8 person 
or his or her faInily thereby become chargeable. 

The counterparts of the first two of the above offences are already punishable under 
the Vagrancy Acts, and a third repetition of them renders the offender liable to imprison
ment for not more than one year with hard labour. 

658. For this punishment we propose to substitute committal to a detention c'olony 
for any period between six months and three years. This proposal is in general harmony 
with the rec'ommendations of the Departmental Committee on Vagrancy, and we believe 
it to be essential to the proper treatment of the ins-and-outs, the "workshy" and the 
loafer. Moreover, by removing these cases to the eare of another Authority, the Public 
Assistance Authority will be enabled to deal more effectively and more hopefully with 
the better class of workmen applying for assi&tance., 

• Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy. [Cd. 2852] 1906. Pars. 290-2. 
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(h) Migration and Emigration. 

659. With regard to Emigration, we have found considera.ble diversity of opinion 
amongst our witnesses. 1.Iany are in favour of it as an important means of lessening the. 
evil of unemployment;1 some object to it on the ground that there is derelict land available 
in this country which should be utilised before sending men ~broad,~ others on the ground. 
that the best men are sent away while the worst remain on our hands. 8 But the conditions 
of agriculture, and of labour in general, are so different in England and her Colonies that we 
do not regard either consideration as conclusive. In new countries, there is always room 
f01\ much low-skilled labour which may be superfluous in an old country. There is ample 
evidence in the records. of Emigration Societies to show that men who are" inefficient ~ 
in relation to the conditions of industry in England, may be "efficient" in relation t() 
conditions in Canada. Some of the most successful work done under the Unemployed. 
Workmen Act has been by way of emigration, and an analysis of the men sent by the 
Central Unemployed Body for London shows that a large proportion were unskilled labourers. 
The Secretary 01 the West Ham Distress Committee says of emigration that it is:- 0 

.. The most beneficial form of assistance rendered under the Act, both in the relief to the locality 
as well as to the emiglants. The objection raised to such form of assistance under the Act on th& 
ground that it is robbing the country of some of its best workers is greatly discounted in the fact of the 
small percentage of the best workels that registel under the Act, and the small numbel of these wh~ 
Beek emiglation aid. Of over 250 married and single applicants assisted out by the West Ham Distress 
Committee four only were of Class I." (i.e., skilled and regular artisans) ... and sixty of Class II." (i.e .• 
irregular artisans and regular laboUf618).4 

660. The Lingfield Labour Colony, which deals with" the dull, the drunken, the 
intractable, the lazy, the physically or mentally unfit, and the unfortunate," finds 
emigration the best method of dealing with its cases after reclamation, and claims 
that its emigrants do well.6 

661. The Church Army considers emigration "a most successful and ready means 
of permanently benefiting them, and at the same time of lessening the competition in 
the home labour market."6 

662. While it cannot be considered that emigration by itself is a sufficient remedy 
for unemployment, we nevertheless regard it as a valuable means of dealing with a certain 
class of cases which are likely to make a fresh start under new conditions. More especially 
do we consider it as indispensable in dealing with districts where an excessive congestion 
of labour has taken place and where exceptional treatment is called for. As instances 
of such districts we may mention West Ham, Poplar, and Bermondsey; and 
we think that the new authority when constituted should turn their attention primarily 
to the dispersal of labour from those districts. The distress there is chronic and tends 
every winter to become acute; and any attempt to deal with it on the spot only perpetuates 
the evil. Every effort must be made by migration and emigration to break up the con
gested mass of labour, and to allow the ordinary conditions of industry to resume their 
course. It may be found that special grants are necessary to carry out this policy, and 
if so we think that there should be no hesitation in making them. 

'-

663. We think also that this work of emigrating poor persons at the public expense 
falls well within the functions of the Public Assistance Authority, which would, however. 
naturally co-operate with established emigration agencies. and would be--either through 
those agencies or immediately-in close touch with the responsible authorities in the 

I country of destination. 

lOwen, 86055; Hunt. 80953 (2-5),80984; J. B. Richardson, 85642. et ,eq. " WheaUey, :Vol. VII!.. App. 
h:xxii. (13); T. Richardson. 91141 (17-18), 91176-7 j Stepney, 79619 (14); Maynard, 88089; Bililward, 78121>-6; 
Bowlev, 88166. I Runes, 82883 j Hughes, 85452; Fox, 84.085; Anderson, 92524-6. 3 Gossip, 
Vol. VIII., App. xxxi. (8); Wheatley, Vol. VIII.. App. lxxxii. (8). 4 Humphreys, 79408 (36), 19i35. 
6 Hunt, 80953 (2-5). 6 Hamilton, 93611 (55). 
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664. With regard to the previous training of emigrants and the use to be made of 
of farn;t colonies f?r tha~ purpose, we w~uld call at~ention to the Report of the Department 
COmDllttee appom~e.d m 1906. to coruuder Mr: RIder Haggard's Report on Agricultural 
Settlements ill BntlSh Colorues. The followmg extract indicates the proper functions 
of farm colonies in this connection:-

. .. We ~ve ~cidentally ~d broug~t before us the utili~ of f~rm colonies in the United Kingdom 
m connectlOn Wlth the selectIon of swtable persons for emIgratlOn; and with their preparation for 
colonial life. We do not regard it &8 essential, nor in many cases even desirable, that an attempt 
should be made to provide instruction or training in agriculture in this country. We have had evi
dence from several witnesses that the difierence between the conditions of agricultural work in this 
country and the colonies makes it desirable that the emigrant should receive the necessary training 
in the colony to which he proceeds • 

.. Accordingly, we do not suggest that a period of work on a farm colony should be made a 
necessary condition of any assisted emigration • 

.. We think, however, that farm colonies may have a distinct utility in connection with eInigration. 
There are, we believe, many cases in which persons. who might be very suitable for eInigration, and 
who would be likely to become successful colonists if they were in good condition, could not, tem
porarily enfeebled as many of them are, be advantageously sent out, without a pp.riod of physical 
training in the country. Moreover, a farm colony offers, perhaps, the most suitable means of sub
jecting applicants for emigration to a test of their willingness to work, and to face with courage and 
energy, the inevitable hardship of an eInigrant'slife. We anticipate, therefore, that the farm colonies 
conducted in connection with comInittees under the Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, or with 
philanthropic societies, will be found of considerable value in the working of any organised system 
of emigration from this country:".' 1 

665. The Departmental Committee recommended a grant in aid to be made for 
emigration either to committees under the Unemployed Workmen Act, or to Emigration 
Societies. 

666. We have recommended that in order to facilitate migration, passes be issued 
by the Labour Exchange entitling workmen for whom situations have been found to 
travel at specially cheap railway fares. We think that as the Labour Exchange is to be 
under the Board of Trade, a limited sum from the Exchequer might be placed at the 
disposal of the local Labour Exchanges, so as to enable them to defray the cost of these 
passes in suitable cases: but when this is done, the expenditure incurred should be in 
the nature of a. loan or advance recoverable either through the employer or otherwise 
from the wages of the workman who has received the pass. Some of us, however, are 
of opinion that the necessary expenditure should be provided and recovered by 
charitable agencies or the Public Assistance Authority. 

(i) Political Disqualifications on Account of Public Assistance. 

667. The question how far relief from the Public Assistance Authority should dis
franchise its recipient is more closely connected with the relief of the able-bodied than 
with any other class of recipients of Public Assistance. We hold generally to the principle 
that those. who either from misfortune or otherwise have failed to successfully manage 
their own affairs, ought not by law to have power to interfere in the management of the 
affairs of others. But Public Assistance will often assume a transient form, and we are not 
disposed to disfranchise wholesale and unconditionally all who receive public assistance. 
We therefore recommend that only persons who have received assistance other than medical 
relief, for not less than three months in the aggregate in the qualifying year be 
disfranchised. 

668. We have now described the changes and additions we propose to make in the per
manent methods of assistance applicable to the able-bodied unemployed. They consist as 
will be seen. of a co-ordination of agencies, some existing, some new. but all of which will 
work in accord and whose object will be to meet distress by methods of assistance. curative 
and restorative in their principles. The governing principle is that there shall be only one 
authority in each district dispensing public relief. but associated with such authority 
there shall be a number of co-operating organisations, each with a. distinct sphere of 
action and each aiming at maintaining or restoring the independence of the unemployed 
workman. . 

. . 1 Report of Departmental Committee, 1906 [Cd. 2978]. p. 7, pars. 31-3. 
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(3) Transitional Measures. 

tnt- t d _ 669. In the preceding sections we have described at· length the new organisations 
lma e a e hi h bli h f h f' di .. f f quacy of Public W c we propose to esta s or t e purpose 0 meetmg stress arIsmg rom want 0 

Assistance system employment. 
for dealing with 
aU distress. 670. We have recommended the formation of a national system of labour exchanges, 

connected and in close communicatio~ with one another, and working under the direction 
of a Central Authority, viz., the Board of Trade. These institutions if duly developed 
upon the lines of sympathetic co-operation between employers and employed, should 
beco~e effective instruments in promoting mobility of labour; time, however, will be 
required for their expansion. . 

671. We have recommended the general adoption of schemes of insurance against 
unemployment, to be set in motion either through existing trade organisations or through 
groups of -persons engaged in similar tlCcupations and combined into an organisation 
for the express purpose of insurance. We have suggested that assistance from public 
funds be given to encourage such organisations. Time, again, will be necessary before 
insurance can become a great operative force. 

672. We have recommended the recasting of the present system of Poor Law relief. 
In future, if our proposals are adopted, there will be at the offices of the Local Govern
ment Board, under the charge of an Assistant Secretary, a separate Public Assistance 
Division in which all matters relating to Public Assistance will be dealt with. Emphasis will 
be given to the existence and importance of this separate and specialised Division by 
the presentation to Parliament of an Annual Report relating to Public Assistance in 
a separate ·volume distinct from the remaining portions of the Annual Report of the 
Local Government Board. The work of this Division will be of a very responsible 
character, as it will have to consider and control the new- proposals put forward by the 
Public Assistance Authorities in connection with the various forms of assistance 
enumerated in our last chapter, and which should be at the disposal of these 
local bodies. New institutions, colonies, and other establishments will have to be set 
on foot and existing institutions reorganised. Combination between different local 
authorities for these purposes may be necessary, and, possibly, will have to be enforced. 
To further these objects effectually the staff at the disposal of the PubUc Assistance 
Division of the Local Government Board will have to be strengthened and enlarged. 
There will thus be a centre of Public Assistance in Whitehall with improved sources of 
information, watching over the many problems connected with the relief of the neces
sitous and the working of the new and reorganised institutions. 

673. Correlated to this Central Authority will be the local authorities. These will 
not be so numerous as at present. In each County and County Borough there will be 
a Public Assistance Authority, or Statutory Committee of the Council, formed on broad 
lines of selection and nomination. This authority, according to the terms of its con
stitution, will be the responsible local organisation, acting under the supervision and, 
if it be ultimately necessary. under the direction of the Central Authority. 

674. Appointed by the Public Assistance Authority, there will be in each County 
and County Borough one or more Public Assistance Committees. These will not be 
independent but auxiliary bodies. They will have at their disposal all the macl?inery 
provided by the Public Assistance Authority of the County or County Borough, or by 
two or more such authorities, acting in association, for the assistance of necessitous. 
persons by means of industrial colonies or institutions. Thus they will be in close touch 
with a local centre of Public Assistance-a centre where questions of distress can be 
considered for the County or County Borough as a whole, where emergencies may, as 
far as possible, be anticipated, and where in any case preparation and readiness will be 
a first duty. 

675. Allied to these Public Assistance Authorities and Committees, and constantly. 
co-operating with them, there will be in every district statutory Councils of Voluntary 
Aid and Voluntary Aid Committees supplementing the work of Pu blic Assistance in various 
ways, and bringing beneficial and ,preventive influences to bear upon those in distress. 
These Voluntary Aid Councils and Committees will be connected with the Central Authority 

• See Pa.rt VII. 
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in London. In this way, we hope to do away with the separation now existing between 
voluntary and official forces, and to secure co-operation in place of isolation and mutual 
exclusiveness. 

676; Under these arrangements we may, we think, anticipate a definiteness con. 
sistency, and completeness of policy which have not hitherto been possible. ' 

677. When all the different parts of our scheme are properly developed, we believe 
that, in the aggregate, it will be adequate to arrest and deal with the distress due to un
employment. It is upon this assumption that we have insisted that, in the future, there 
shoUld be, in each area, one, and only one, public authority empowered to grant assistance out 
of public funds to necessitous individuals. We therefore recommend that the Unemploved 
Workmen Act, 1905, should expire as soon as'the new system has come into operation •.. 

678. It is clear, however, that the permanent system which we propose to set up will Need of intel"in\ J 

take some time before it can become thoroughly diective. This applies not only to the measures in ea.se en 
organisation directly dealing with distress, but also to the measures, preventive of distress, p!"olonged acute 
which we suggest. But, during the earlier stages of their development prolonged distress distreS!l. 
of an acute kind may occur. If there be no special machinery in resenre, alid our proposals, 
not having had time to develop, should prove inadequate to meet this exceptional 'distress, 
the new system of Public Assistance may be overtax~d. It seems, therefore, necessary 
for the success of the reforms we propose that, during the early years of their existence, 
they should be, for a strictly limited period, safeguarded by some kind of reserve pow~r 
or safety valve, available only under exceptional circumstances. 

679. Any special machinery for dealing with exceptional distress is open to objections, 
the force of which we fully admit. Such machinery tends to shake public confidence in the 
sufficiency of the permanent system of relief; and to give occasion to competing schemes. 
But unless, during the inevitable transition period, there is some official organisation ready 
to meet the emergencies to which we have referred, the pUblic will insist upon extemporising 
in the future, as they have done in the past, remedies both dangerous and demoralising, 
and they may even force the Government into passing hasty and temporary legislation. 

680. The evil of extemporised, and in a sense opportunist, methods does not end with 
their inadequacy nor with the demoralisation which they temporarily produce: they tend 
to persist, as methods, after the emergency which called them into existence has passed 
away. Nor is this all: in persisting, they sometimes deteriorate and come to be looked 
upon as permanent methods of assistance parallel with the normal Poor Law or Public 
Assistance system, and, to a certain extent, superseding it in a harmful way. Thus, 
charitable efforts, which worked well under proper supervision and organisation at the 
time of the Lancashire cotton famine, in later years have been superseded by" Press iunds" 
and" Unemployed Funds," with the unfortunate results upon which we have been obliged 
to animadvert. Similarly, municipal relief works, which were advocated by the 
Central Authority for times of special distress, have tended, especially in certain localities 
to persist and become recurrent; indeed in some places they have outlived the estab. 
lishment of the dilltress committees which were intended to supersede them.1 Again, we 
have seen how the Unemployed Workmen Act was intended to meet times of exceptional 
distress, and how, in fact, it has come to be regarded as part of the normal and permanent 
machinery of relief. 

681.. If, then, there is any likelihood that during the early years of the schemes we 
propose, at a time of exceptional distress, pressure will be exerted upon the Government 
to supplement our proposals by special remedies or special works, we must take such a 
contin~ency into consid~ration. . 

682. Past experience shows that extemporised methods of relief have generally been 
futile and mischievous in their ultimate effect. This is inevitable when uncontrolled im· 
pulse attempts to deal off-hand with difficult social phenomena. The conclusion is, there. 
fore, forced on us that, if any such reserve power is to be brought, even for a limited period, 
to the aid of the ordinary system of Public Assistance, its scope, character, and effect should 
be carefully thought out in advance. 

1 Green, Vol. VIII., App. xxxii. (16-19.)' 
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Precedent and 683. The Lancashire Cotton Famine in its magnitude and ,duration is, perhaps, 
arguments for the most intense instance of industrial depression ever known in this country. 
SPIC!~1 "c~mmer- Towards..its close, charity had become well organised and was working in cordial co
cIa wor s. operation wit~ public relief, but in" the opinion of the' Government of that 

day further measures were necessary. Additional aid was given to the distressed districts 
in the form of public works started, managed, and regulated on a commercial basis; No 
demoralisation was caused among those engaged upon the works. Neither was there any 
expectation or 'demand that such work should become a perennial source of occupation 
III the localities where they had been started. In contrast with the comparatively 
good results then obtained from. works of this character, we must place the conclusions 
conta;ined in the reports and evidence made to us as regards the' relief works set in opera
tion during the last few years. (Vide pars. 392-408.) 

684. A good example of the different results obtained under the two systems, both 
in regard to the workmen and in regard to the cost of the work done, is afforded. by the 
following instance of the operation of " commercial-works" and" relief-works" in the 
same locality and on the same class of inhabitants. The quotation is from the statement 
of evidence of the engineer of a large County Borough ~~ . 

"-Commercial" "In the year 1903, the corporation took in hand an extension to their sewage works (about 
works. five miles from town), the estimated cost of which was £32,000. In view of the unemployment in the 

borough it was decided to carry out this work by direct employment, and to give a preference to 
... (local) men. Subsequently arrangements were made to convey the men to and from the work 
in motor waggons, which were purchased for the pUl'pose of conveying materials to the site. The 
charge of the works was placed in my hands. My instructions were that the men to be engaged were 
to be fit for their work, and that I was to have the Ullual power of discharging any men whose conduct 
or work was not satisfactory. In short, the engagement of the men was on the same terms as if the 
work was being carried out by contract. The standard rate of wages was paid. The result has been 
quite satisfactory; the work has been well-done and at a reasonable cost. Of course, there have been 
a large number of changes among the workmen, some being discharged and others leaving of their 
oWn accord, but the number has not been greater than might have been expected in any contract 
of this magnitude. The' work is still proceeding, and the number of men employed upon it is now 
about 100." -

"Relief" works. .. A distress committee was formed in ...... under the Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, 
but the Act did not pass until after the special period of distress to which I have alluded had come 
to an end, and there was no real need for exceptional measures at the time the committee was formed 
The committee received applications from a number of unemployed workmen during the winter, 
and at their request the corporation found work for some of these men, first in laying a sewer, and 
second in levelling a playground in one of the parks. The arrangement made was that the distress 
committee should pay the wages of the men employed, and that the corporation should pay the 
committee for the wOlk according to its value as measured up by me. The result showed that the 
labour cost the committee 75 per cent. more than its value. It was necessary to employ along with 
the men provided by the distress committee some efficient labour to carry out the timbering, pipe
laying, etc., which could not be entrUllted to inexperienced hands. It was found that the good 
workmen deteriorated while employed alongside the others, and instead of his raising the standard 
of the unemployed to his own level the reverse was the case, and my inspectors and. foremen have had 
considerable trouble in bringing back to their former efficiency the men who have worked alongside 
the unemployed. "1 

685. The vital distinction between these two instances is that, in the case of the 
relief works the men were taken on because they were necessitous, and the idea that they 
were necessitous and thus entitled to relief governed their engagement, their dismissal, 
and the whole conditions of the work. In the case of the commercial works it may be 
true that the men employed were necessitous, but they were engaged and dismissed in 
their capacity and accordiI].g to their fitness as workmen and not from any idea of their 
claim for relief from public funds. 

686. We therefore strongly hold that ii, under the contingencIes contemplated; any 
works are to be started to relieve a locally congested labour market, such works should 
be upon a. " commercial" basis and be executed under contract. 

687 It may be asked if work of this description will really help the situation. What 
ilver its nature, and, in all probability, whatever its amount, there will inevitably be 
left outside unemployed men of all trades and of all grades of skill. And, if the engage
ment is left to contractors, those who get employment in this way will be the best men 
for the particular kind of work, not the greatest sufferers, and not persons who have any 
preferential claim on public help. Moreover, as the work in question will p~obab!y be of 

lStubbs, Vol. VIII., App. lxxv. (7":'8.) 
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a kind involving the employment principally of muscular unskilled labour this will 
actually give a kind of protection to this class of worker over skilled artisans, tradesmen, 
and others who work more with their brains than with their muscles. All this we grant. 
But. we wo~d ll!ge that no measures to meet exceptional distress have ever yet been 
deVlsed which dId more than employ a small number of those actually in distress; that 
the occupation provided has always been almost entirely unsuitable for the skilled artisan, 
tradesman, and others; and that such measures did, on the whole afford a kind of 
protection for the unskilled classes. ' 

688. On the other hand. we see two positive advantages in the" commercial" work 
recommended. Firstly. such work. if put on the market at a time of special distress, will 
help to restart the industrial machine at a time when the contagion of discouragement. 
want of enterprise, and timidity is making it move slowly and with great friction. The 
work will thus anticipate and tend to induce that general revival of industry which, in 
the present industrial organism, once started is equally contagious. Secondly, it will 
relieve the labour market to some extent, while assisting the classes least able to 
provide for themselves by insurance and trade organisation, and, therefore, most liable 
to deterioration. . 

689. 'Ye make no claim to having discovered a scheme for employing men profitably 
at a time when private capital and private employers cannot do so. . But we may fairly 
claim to have had every aspect of the difficulty under our consideration; and if we put 
forward this, it is because it seems to us to involve the least disturbance, and to avoid the 
greater evils in which experience shows that" relief works" usually end. 

690. We have now to consider the authority to whom this provision for exceptional The pr?per 
and protracted distress should be given, and the precautions and restrictions to be auth?dr1ty to. 1 
. d b f h k b t' d provi e specJa Impose e ore any suc wor scan e sane lOne . works; 

691. We dismiss at once any idea of such works being initiated, financed, or super
intended by a National authority. It may be that schemes of great magnitude such 
as afforestation, the general arrest of coast erosion, and the provision of waterways are 
outside the grasp of any Local Authority or any reasonable combination of such authorities. 
If such works are undertaken it would be on the ground of national utility and they 
should be promoted as "commercial" works. But they will, as a rule, necessitate the 
provision of housing accommodation for those engaged upon them. The enterprise will 
tend to become permanent to employees, or at any rate will require continuous work 
over a number of years for its completion. On the other hand it is of the essence of such 
works as we recommend that they should not last longer than the exceptional distress 

• which they have to meet. 

602. Dismissing, then, the idea that the National Authority should undertake works 
'of the class or character we suggest, we have to decide what Local Authority or what 
branch of It Local Authority should be entrusted with their promotion and control. We 
have devoted much of our Report to pointing out the confusion, overlapping, and other 
evils caused by the duplication of relief works by Voluntary, l\funicipal. and Distress 
Committees, alongside of the Poor Law Guardians, and we cannot recommend the 
renewal of these evils. If the works were to be "relief" works we should have 
recommended that the Public Assistance Authorities should undertake them, but as 
they are to be carned out on ordinary commercial lines and as such: works would be 
quite outside the functions of a Public Assistance Authority, we require to fall back on 
other bodies who would be conversant with undertaking works of this character. Our 
opinion, therefore, is that the bodies best qualified to carry out this exceptional task during 
the period of transition are the Works' Committees of the various now existing Local 
Authorities. 

693. We now turn to the financial aid which may have to be offered to the Local ~'inancial 
Authorities to undertake this duty, and also the restrictions to be imposed and the con- ~~ducem~~ts to, 
ditions to be complied with before any such help can be obtained. Two alternative Bp:cf:lo~~~~ 0 

methods suggest themselves. 

694. The first is a direct Government Grant towards works which are approved 
by the Government. This has been in effect the method adopted in distributing the grant , -

4:0. 3L 
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Financial 
induoements to 
the provision oE 
special works. 

Safeguards 
against abuse. 

of public money voted under the Unemployed Workmen Act. It has many disadvantages 
inherent in or inseparable from the method itself. Among others it creates the idea that 
the Government out of National funds 'are providing local work for the unemployed. 
This method. in our judgment. is thoroughly bad. and we cannot recommend it. 

695. The alternative method is for the Government to act through the Local Authority 
by lending them, on advantageous terms, money to facilitate the undertaking of special 
works. At the time of the Lancashire cotton famine, the course was adopted of allowing 
the Local Authorities to borrow from the Government at a less rate of interest than they 
themselves could have obtained in the open market, but the money was not advanced to 
the Local Authorities at a lower rate of interest than that at which the Government itself 
could borrow. What the Local Authorities enj oyed was the advantage ofN ational over Local 
credi,. Since 1863 the practice of Local Authorities borrowing money through the Public 
Works Loan Board has been largely extended, though the operations of the Board have 
recently been curtailed. The Board now refuses to lend money (except for the purposes 
of education, small holdings, etc.) to a Local Authority, the rateable value of whose area 
amounts to £200,000 or upwards, and in the case of other Local Authorities the Board 
will only lend for certain purposes, e.g., education, Poor Law, sanitary works, housing, 
small holdings, etc.l We suggest that these limitations upon the powers of the Public 
Works Loans Board should be cancelled in regard to loans required by Local Authorities 
for the purpose of carrying out special works for the relief of the labour market such as we 
suggest. It is a condition of all loans granted by the Public Works Loans Board on the 
security of local rates that the rates of interest, which are fixed by the Treasury, shall 
be such that no loss is thrown upon the Local Loans Fund, but, without abandoning 
this principle, we think that it should be within the power of the Board to grant loans 
for the purposes we have indicated at the rate of int~rest at which the Imperial 
Government can borrow. 

But to give a Local Authority special financial facilities for the prosecution-of 
public works might result in the inception of schemes unsound. in themselves, and 
advanced only in order to enable the Local Authority to participate in the special loans. 
This undoubted danger is one which must be guarded against. We think, therefore, 
that, before a Local Authority should be allowed to thus borrow from the Public 
Works Loan Commissioners for the purpose of meeting temporary local distress, certain 
indispensable preliminaties should be complied with, which we will now enumerate. We 
suggest two safeguards :-

First.-The proof of exceptional and protracted distress due to severe 
industrial depression. 

Second.-.The proof of the soundness and utility of the schemes themselves· 

These two conditions should be complied with before the special loan is granted, 
and we will now specify how these conditions can be fulfilled. 

696. Under our scheme there will be in each locality a Labour Exchange well organised 
and forming part of a national system of Labour Exchanges. Through this exchange 
full and authoritative information as to the amount and intensity of local unemploy
ment in anyone place can be obtained by the Boa~d of Trade. 

697. Thus the Board of Trade will receive weekly from the labour exchanges accurate 
and detailed information as to the amount of unemployment throughout the country, 
From the time they are started the local labour exchanges would be able to give to the 
Board of Trade full and authoritative information as to the amount and intensity of local 
unemployment. In short, a Government Department will hereafter be able to test to 
the full the amount of alleged exceptional and protracted distress in any industrial 
locality in the country. 

698. The Voluntary Aid and Public Assistan~e Committees. again, will be the agenci~s 
dealing respeetively with private and public assistance; through them could be obtained 
an accurate report as to the adequacy or inadequacy of their resources to meet the local 
distress. Thus the amount of distress and the resources of assistance would be capable 
of authoritative comparison and the Local Government Board would have tnlstworthy 
.data on which to go in deciding upon the necessity for special loans. 

699. We would not allow any authority to apply for a special loan until it had 
reports from the Voluntary Aid Committee and Public Assistance Authority of such 
a character as to justify the application. . When the application has been m~de the 

1 Thirtieth Annual Report Public Works Loan BOlll'd, 1904-5 (!lU, 1905), pal'. xiii. 
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sanction of the Local Government Board, after consultation with the Board. of Trade 
would have to be obtained. 

700. To those accustomed to the haphazard methods of relief now in vogue, the Necessity for 
procedure h~re laid down may seem tedious and to require more time for its consummation preparation 
than is possible in an emergency. Our reply is simple. Measures hastily taken in an beforehand. 
emergency are generally ill-thought out, ill-organised, costly, and ineffective. With 
the exercise of a little prescience and vigilance impending distress, especially if it be 
a bnormal, can be foreseen. This is shown by the experience of the Indian Government. 

701. The Indian Government is probably the most highly organised system of adminis
tration known. The local governments have each a separate and fully developed local 
administration, and above them is a Central Authority invested with almost absolute 
executive power, which it can exercise at once in time of emergency. Yet, even with 
the advantage of these rare administrative powers, experience has taught the Government 
that public works for relief of distress cannot be improvised, and that unless an emergency 
is anticipated by a careful preparation of schemes in advance, waste and demoralisation 
are certain to ensue when the emergency arises. The duty is therefore imposed upon 
every province and district to ha.ve schemes of this character thought out, and periodically 
revised and ready to be put at once into operation when the emergency arises, and all 
the engineer departments of the diHerent provinces are so instructed and so act. 

70Z. We therefore suggest that schemes for special works be prepared and drawn 
up by the Local Authorities in co-operation with other authorities and be revised from 
time to time; such schemes to be submitted to the Local Government Board for approval. 
Works of this character need not necessarily be confined to the area of the Local Authorities 
promoting them but may be carried on outside such area. 

703. Having thus laid down a procedure which would exact, on the one hand, proof Recommendatiom 
from authentic and official sources of the existence of local distress from exceptional 
industrial depression, and would ensure, on the other hand, that the work proposed for 
the relief of the locality was of public utility, we ~y now recapitulate our recom-
mendations :-

(1) Assuming that the Local Government Board, after consultation with 
the Board of Trade, are satisfied that the above conditions have been 
complied with, then, for the purpose of carrying out special approved 

i works, the Public Works Loan Board should be empowered to lend to the 
Local Authorities money at the rate at which the Imperial Government can 
borrow • 

. (2) The special works should be carried out on ordinary commercial lines, 
by contract, and the fitness or unfitness of workmen for the work shall be the 
main consideration in engaging or dismissing them and in determining the con

. ditions of their employment. All workmen so employed shall, as far as r-ractic
able, be taken from the register of the Local Labour Exchange. 

(3) The wages paid will be the ordinary market wages for th(kind of work 
done-whether piecework, or time rates. 

. 704. We would further propose that the period of repayment of any loan sanctioned 
under this plan should vary according to the utility and durability of the work proposed. 
The less the durability the shorter should be the period of repayment. 

429. aL2 
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ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS IN PART V-I .• 
CHAPTER 4. 

(A.) PERMANENT PREVENTIVE MEASURES OF A SOCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL CHARACTER 

I.-Labour Exchanges. 

(1) A national system of Labour Exchanges should be established and worked by 
the Board of Trade (507) for the general purposes of assisting the mobility of labour 
and of collecting accurate information as to unemployment. (487.) 

(2) The Labour Exchanges should be in charge of officers of the Board of Trade, 
assisted by Committees of employers, workmen, and representatives of local authorities. 
(507.) 

(3) There should be no compulsion to use the Labour Exchanges, but the object of 
the Government and the Local Authorities should be to encourage and popularise them 
in every way, e.g., by propaganda and by making use of the exchanges in engaging workmen. 
(519,528.) 

(4) The Labour Exchanges should be granted free postal and telephone facilities 
by the State. (520, 528.) 

(5) Arranger,lents should be made to enable the Labour Exchanges to grant passes 
entitling workmen travelling to a. situation to specially cheap railway fares; in suitable 
cases the cost of the passes might be provided and recovered afterwards from the 
workmen. (528, 666.) 

II.-TheiEducation and Training of the Young for Industr-ial b:fe. 

(6) The education in our public elementary schools should be made less literary and 
ffio Ire practical, and better calculated than at present to adapt the child to its future occupa
tion. To this end the curriculum should be reyised. (553.) 

(7) Attention is drawn to the suggestions in paragraph 549:- . 

(a) That boys should be kept at school until the age of fifteen instead of 
Iourteen. 

(b) That exemption below this age should be granted only for boys leaving 
to learn a skilled trade; and 

(c) That there should be school supervision till sixteen and replacing in 
school if not properly l'mployed. 

(8) There is urgent need of improved facilities for technical education after the present 
age for leaving school. (550.) 

(9) With a \iew to the improvement of physique, a continuous system of phpical 
drill should be in"tituted which might be commenced during school life, a.nd be contmued 
afterwards. (555.) 

(10) In order to diseourage boys from entering occupations which offer no prospect 
of permanent employment, there should be established, in connection with the Labour 
Excha.nge, a special organisation for giving boys, parents, tea.chers, and school managers, 
information and advice as t') ~uitable occupations for children leaving schooL (527), 
(537-547.) ,-. 
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(11) Government Departments and Local and Public Authorities should be"enjoined; 

. Ca) To regularise their work as far as possible. (561, 568.) 

(b) To endeavour, as far as possible, to undertake their irregular work when 
the general demand for labour is slack. (566, 568.) 

(12) The Board of Trade should send qfficers to visit and hold inquiries in localities 
where intermittent employment prevails, and should endeavour through conference with 
employers and employed to arrange schemes for the progressive decasualisation of such 
employment. (563-568.) . 

IV.-Unemployment Insurance. 

(13) The establishment and promotion of unemployment insurance, especially amongst 
unskilled and unorganised labour, is of paramount importance in averting distress arising 
from unemployment. (604.) 

(14) The attainment of this object is of such national importance as to justify, under 
specified conditions, contributions from public funds towards its furtherance. (604.) 

(15) This form of inSurance can best 'be pronioted by utilising the agency of existing 
trade organisations, or of organisations of a similar character, which may be brought 
into existence. (604.) 

(16) No scheme of Unemployment Insurance, either foreign or British, which 
has been brought before us, is so free from objections as to justify ,us in specifically 
recommending it for general adoption. (604.) 

(17) A small Commission or Inter-Departmental Committee of experts and represen
tatives of existing trade benefit organisations should be appointed with an instruction to 
frame a scheme or schemes for consideration. (605.) 

(18) After that Committee has reported, a special Advisory Board should be set up to 
help and promote schemes adapted to the varying conditions of difl'erent industrial 
communities. (606.) 

(B.) THE PERMAXENT SYSTEM OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE FOR'THE ABLE.BoDIED, 

V.-Organisations engaged ,in Public Assistance and their Functions. 

(19) There shall be in every district four separate but closely co-operating organisa
tions with the common object of maintaining or restoring the workmen's independence 
(607,608), viz. :-

(a) An organisation for Insurance against Unemployment, to develop and' 
secure (with contributions from public funds (604» the greatest possible benefits. 
to the workmen from co· operative insurance against unemployment. (608.! 

(b) A Labour Exchange established and maintained by the Board of Trade 
to provide efficient machinery for putting those requiring work and those re
quiring workers into prompt communication. (608.) 

(c) A Voluntary Aid Committee to give advice, and aid out of voluntary 
funds. (607-608) 

(d) A Public Assistance Authority representing the County or County 
Borough and acting locally through a Public Assistance Committee, to assist 
necessitous workmen under specified conditions at the public expense. (607, 
608, 609.~ . 
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(20) It shall be a fundamental principle of the system ot Public Assistance that the 
responsibility for the due arid effective ass-istance of all necessitous persons at the public 
expense sh~ll be in the hands of .one and only one authority in each County and County 
Borough, VIZ., a Statutory CommIttee of the County or County Borough Council (Part IX., 
p. 23) eJ;l.titled the Public Assistance Authority (609.) 

(21) The guiding principles of the organisations engaO'ed III the work of Public 
Assistance should be:- 0 

. (a) Co-operation, so. as to secll!e prompt and efficacious treatment of appro
\ prIate cases by the varIOUS agencIes. (611-614.)· 

(b) DiscrimInatlOn, so as to select treatment appropriate for each case 
and yet encourage general thrif,t and independence. (615.) 

(c) Restoration, so as to prepare workmen "by restorative treatment, for 
return to independent life. (616-618.) 

(22J ]from the point of view of treatment, the necessitous unemployed may be divided 
into three classes. (619, 622, 627, 628):- . 

Class I.-Those requiring temporary maintenance and work. (620-622.) 

Class II.-Those requiring for a longer period maintenance and work 
with training. (627.) . 

Class IlI.-Those requiring detention and discipl~e. (628.) 

(23) For Class 1. and Class II., there will be available various methods of treatment 
under the Public Assistance Authority (622-626-627), but Class III. will be handed over 
to another authority-the Home Office-and dealt with in Detention Colonies. (629. 
655-6.) 

VI.-lI! ethods of Treatment. 

(24) There will be available for the Public ASSIstance Authority the following methods 
of treatment of the able-bodied (630) :-

(1) Home assistance. 

(2) Partial home assistance. 

(3) Institutional assistance. 

(4) Continuous maintenance in a Detention Colony under the Home Office. 

{5) Emigration. C663.) 

VII.-Home A.ssistance. 

(25) By Home'Assistance we mean aSSIstanCe at the home, whether in money or in 
·kind, and given without requiring the recipient to live entirely in an institution. The 
conditions under which such assistance should be granted to the able-bodied would be 
as )ollows (630) :-

(a) That the requisite assistance is not forthcoming from any other source. 

. (b) That the assistance be given on condition of daily work in an industrial 
or agricultural institution or colony, or otherwise as the Pliblic Assistance Au
thority may decide ·within regulations laid down by the Local Government 
&u~ '. 

(c) That the assistance should o~ly be given to an applicant with a decent 
home and a good industrial rocord. 

(d) That the order for assistance should only be for a strictly limited period, 
and subject to revision. 

(e) That the applicant should be regIstered at the Labour Exchange, and· 
that the relief should cease as soon as suitable occupation has been offered through 
the Labour Exchange. 
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(26) An essential principle to be observed in connection with Home Assistance to the 
able-bodied is that it should be, in some way, less agreeable than aid given by the Voluntary 
Aid Committee or than the receipt of Unemployed Benefit through Insurance. (623.) 

VIII.-Partial Home Assistance. 

27) By Partial Home Assistance we mean Home Assistance for the family of an 
applicant, the annlicant himself being maintained in an mstitution and given work. (624), 
(630.) 

J{.-I nstitutwnal Assistance. 

(2,g) By Institutional Assistance we mean continuous maintenance in an Industrial 
or Agricultural Institution or Colony without detention, except in so far as the applicant 
binds himself by a written agreement to stay for a definite period. (625.) 

X.-Ind'ustrial or Agricultural Institutions. 

(29) Industrial or Agricultural Institutions should be situated in the country or 
on th(~ outskirts of towns (631-632), in many cases a disused workhouse might be adapted. 
(631.) 

(30) They should Include housing accommodation for tltose receiving Institutional 
or Partial Home Assistance. (635.) 

(31) They should be built in an inexpensive manner and with sufficient land to 
employ a large number of persons. (631.) 

(32) For industrial occupations, inexpensive workshops should be erected. (631.) 

(33) The workshops and land need not necessarily be adjacent to the housing accom
modation. (635.) 

(34) The Industrial and Agricultural Institutions will be in direct communication 
with the Labour Exchange; and one of the primary objects of their officials should be
the restoration to industrial efficiency and independence of the inmates under their care~ 
(634.) 

(35) On entrance into the institution the applicant should, as far as possible, be-
placed on work adapted to his previous occupation, and hiCJ capability and willingness
to work will thu.CJ be ascertained. (634.) 

(36) The different treatment and classification of the able-bodied should commence" 
from the time that the application for assistance is entertained, and every effort should be, 
made, at an early stage, to dissociate the respectable unemployed from the habitual" in
and-out." (634.) 

(37) It will probably be found necessary to establish separate indl,l8trial institutions 
for women. (635.) 

XI.-Labour Colonies. 

(3S) While appreciating the limited experience and success of Labour Colonies, w<t' 
recommend their establishment (641) and use on the following grounds:- . 

(a) The open-air life will conduce to the re-habilitation of those subjected! 
to its influence. (641.) 

(b) The expense of mainten~nce, site,=and building should be less than)n 
the case of Urban Workhouses. _ (642.) . 

(c) The colony affords better opportunities than the workhouse for :more 
varied methods of industrial treatment (641), and for classification. (643.) __ 
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(39) The colony system should provide several distinct classes of treatment, either 
in separate colonies or in distinct divisions of the same colony. (647.) 

(40) Public Assistance Authorities might combine to establish a colony or colonies for 
their common use. (647.) 

(41) The colonies of voluntary and religious bodies should be utilised by the Public 
Assistance Authorities for restorative treatment in suitable cases. (648.) 

(42) The colony system should be carefully controlled and supervised by the Local 
Government Board. (650.) 

\ 

XII.-Good-Conduct Pay in Public Assistance Authorities' Institutions 
and Colonies. 

(43) Well-conducted men in institutions or colonies might, if they show industry, 
be awarded small gratuities in the shape of good-conduct pay, the greater part of such 
pay to accumulate and be given to the men on leaving the colony or institution. (651.) 

XIII.--Detention Colonies. 

(44) Compulsory Detentiol~ Colonies are essential to the success o£·a system of volun
tary Labour Colonies. (62~), (653.) 

(45) Detention Colonies under the control and supervision of the Home Office should 
be established (655) ; to which might be committed, for any period between six months 
and three years (658) persons guilty of a wilful and persistent repetition of any of the 
following offences (657) ;-

(a) Wilful refusal or neglect of persons to maintain themselves or their 
families '(although such persons are wholly or in part able to do so), the result of 
such refusal or neglect being that the persons or their families have become 
chargeable to the Public Assistance Authority. 

(b) Wilful refusal on the part of a person receiving assistance to perform the 
work or to observe the regulations duly prescribed in regard to such assistance. 

(c) Wilful refusal to comply with the conditions laid down by the Public 
Assistance Authority, upon which assistance can be obtained, with the result that 
a person's family thereby become chargeable. 

(d) Giving way to gambling, drink, or idleness, with the result that a person 
or his or her family thereby become chargeable. 

(46) Public Assistance Authorities should pay the full cost of maintenance of persons 
sent to Detention Colonies at their instance. (656.) 

XIV.-E migration. 

~47) While emigration by itself cannot be considered as a sufficient remedy for un
employment, it is, nevertheless, a valuable means of dealing with a certain class of cases, 
which are likely to make a fresh start under new conditions. More especially is it in
dispensable in dealing with districts where an excessive congestion of labour has taken 
place, and where exceptional treatment is called for. (662.) -

(48) This work of emigrating poor persons at the public expense falls well within 
th~ functions of the Public Assistance Authority, which would, however, naturally co
operate with established emigration agencies, and would be-either through those agencies 
or immediately-in close touch with the responsible authorities in the country of destina
tion (663). 
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\4n) Only persons receiving Public Assistance (other than medical relief) for not less 
than three months in the qualifying year shall be disfranchised on account of such 
Assista,nce. (667.) 

XVI.-Discontinuance 0/ Unemploy~ Workmen Act. 

(50) The Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, should expire so soon as the new system 
of Public Assistance has come into operation. (677.) . 

(C.) TRANSITIONAL MEASURES. 

XVII.-Special Works and Loans/or times 01 Exceptional and Protracted Distress. 

(51) For a strictly limited period during the earlier years of the reforID.S which we 
tiuggest (678), the following arrangements should be made:-

4211. 

(a) The various existing Local Authorities (692) should draw up, either 
singly or in co-operation, and submit to the Local Government Board for approval 
(702) schemes of works of public utility (703) which might be put in operation 
in times of exceptional and protracted distress due to severe industrial depression. 
(695.) 

(b) If the Local Government Board is sati~fied, after consultation with 
the Board of Trade (697, 703), that there exists exceptional and protracted 
distress, to meet which the resources of the Voluntary Aid Committees and Public 
Assistance Authorities are inadequate (698), then the local authorities affected 
may obtain loans from the Public Works Loan Commissioners at the rate of 
interest at which the Imperial Government can borrow, so as to enable special 
works approved under (a) to be carried out. (695,703.) 

(c) The Special Works should be carried out on ordinary commercial lines, 
by contract, and the fitness or unfitness of workmen for the work shall be the 
main consideration in engaging or dismissing them, and in determining the 
conditions of their employment. All workmen employed shall, as tar as 
practicable, be taken from the register of the Local Labour Exchange. (703). 

(d) The wages paid will be the ordinary market wages for the kind of work 
done-w.hether piece-work, or time rates. (703). 

3H 
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PART VII. 

CHARITIES AND THE RELIEF OF DISTRESS. 

1. The charities of the country, endowed and voluntary, represent a"very large force 
and considerable means, which are at the disposal of the community for the relief 
of distress. Many of them have the services of skilled and experienced workers. Their 
aggr~gate income is great. They are centres at which groups of persons of many kinds 
and classes are brought into direct communication with those who are in need or 
distress; and their aims and methods indicate generally, what are the thoughts and 
conceptions of the people in regard to' charitable relief. Men and women, so far as 
they le~rn to c?n"der and deal with the problem of ~elief seriou~ly, ~d their .training 
and guIdance In part, no doubt, at boards of guardians, but chiefly In connectIon with 
these bodies. Every year new foundations are established and large amounts are 
bequeathed as endowments or left by bequest to voluntary institutions. The force 
represented by the charities is thus a growing force, which is affecting the well
being of the recipient classes in many ways for good or for evil. 

In this Part we propose first to trace the relation between voluntary aid and public 
assistance and the institution of methods of control and revision in regard to endowed 
charities and of registration in regard to voluntary charities; then from the evidence-at 
our disposal to state what is the general condition of the poor at the present time' as 
indicating in some measure the problem with which we have to deal; next to summarise 
the evidence which we have received about dole charities, the suggestions .which have been 
made to us and the proposals which we desire to make for the formation of a more 
responsible administration of voluntary aid than that which now prevails; and, lastly, to 
show how thest.> proposals may bt.> applied to the cODditioDs of rural and urban districts. 

I.-GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CHARITIES AND THEIR CO-ORDINATION • 
. . 

2. As in the case of Poor Law administration, and especially in the distribution of 
outdoor relief, we have found great varieties of practice and sometimes a slipshod and 
purposeless giving which was altogether wasteful and very injurious; so in the case 
of the charities we have found instances of quite useless and ineffective gifts. The 
charities, both endowed and voluntary, are often checked and hampered by regula
tion, tradition and procedure in such a way as to render them, like the boards of 
guardians, seU·centred and exclusive. They are not regarded and utilised as parts 
of a common organisation, though, however scattered and disconnected they appear, 
they have by intention been created to fulfil what is after all a common social 
purpose in many ways and subject to many differences. They continue to exist, just 

·as they have come into existence, individual entities, each independent of the other, 
each fulfilling in separation its larger or lesser functions. They do not exchange 
information and have no common centre of inquiry and registration, except in so 
far as in some towns they may use the facilities which are placed at their disposal 
by Charity Organisation Committees. They stand aloof from each other and from the 
Poor Law, and the Poor Law from them. No doubt, like the Poor Law, they are, as 
we have said, tied and bound in many ways. But this state of things should not, 
we think, continue, and it need not do so. We are convinced, and the evidence has, 
in our opinion, amply shown, that the charities should be brought into the field 
of public work and responsibility, and that, expressly or tacitly, obligations should be 
imposed on them which are consistent with the purposes for which they were 
established; and we believe that if they are pressed and stimulated to fulfil these 
purposes vigorously in accordance with some accepted scheme of co-ordination, 
they will in their degree form a very real and effectual' barrier to want and distress. 
It may be said, of course, that established casually, as various waves of thought ~d 
sentiment have passed over the country, they cannot now be endued with unity of 
purpose, and cannot, therefore, now take a responsible part in the administration of 
poor relief; and without question, to give coherence to the charities and thus augment 
their usefulness by co.operation, would entail the adoption of a definite constructive 
.policy which would have to be carried out with very great patience and persev(>ranoe. 
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Yet SO satisfied are we that the charities may become of infinitely greater service than 
they now are for the prevention of dist1'ess and degradation, that we propose to submit 
suggestions by the adoption of which they may, we think, find their place by degrees 
in a widespread auxiliary organisation or federation, which, working parallel to the 
official administration of poor relief, may assist the community very materially in 
the relief of the poor, the promotion of health and independence, and in much other 
cognate work. . 

. l' ART VII. 

3 . .As we shall show later on, ~he principles and methods of the administration of The generally' 
relief have been 1;he subject of study and experiment during a large part of lihe past a~o?t~d method. 
century in this country, in the United States of America and on the Continent ; and as aU canty. 
result, among those who have been engaged in charitable work personally, and have 
followed the development of thought respecting it, there is a general agreement in 
regard to the main issues. It is now generally agreed that if charitable relief is to be of 
lasting service to the individual and his family and is to promote the well-being of the 
community, some such lines as the following should be adopted. Each application for 
aid or each case of distress should be considered individually, not merely in relation to 
the possibility or desirability of granting an allowance or making a gift-and so closing 
the matter, but in relation to some purpose or plan, which, if it be properly carried out, 
should produce lasting results. To effect this, the material facts that bear upon the question 
have to be ascertained either personally by voluntary workers, or in part by them, in 
part by paid or official assistants. The causes that have led to distress or want or 
degradatlOn have to be learnt-not roughly generalised causes merely, such as widowhood, 
the largeness of a family, illness and the like, but causes, often more potent and less obvious, 
which lie in the character, habits and health of the family itself. From these data some 
plan of help should be formed, so far as it can be foreseen, sufficient to cope with the 
difficulties which have been ascertained; and with this object, according to the require-
ments of the case, assistance should be given, often with the help of friendly visitors: 
who, being prepared to give time and thought to this branch of work, are also more or 
less systematically trained to do it well. By this method care is taken that whatever 
aid may be granted, it is, as far as possible, turned to good account. The visitor, where-
ever his services are necessary, may prevent want in many ways. He may continue 
to advise and to supervise, as occasion- arises, until relations, who should assist, 
actually do 80, or until, for instance, by forming new habits, the applicant becomes clean 
in house and person; or until, as circumstances alter, the family moves to other quarters, 
and new arrangements become possible for the well-being of parents or children. All 
this may be done acco.rding to the strength and quality of the force available, so 
long as the question is one of temporary help, or of the alteration or reform of the: 
conditions of life in the home, and not a question of maintenance merely, under 
conditions in which improvement is impossible. In such circumstances, in many countries,. 
if help is forthcoming at all, it is help which is given by way of maintenance in a 
poorhouse or some other similar institution, or in suitable cases by some form ol 
continuou(allowance. . 

4. Whether the relieflbe furnished from charitable sources or from a rate, and'_ 
wl:ether the visitors be voluntary or paid, this system of inquiry, purpose, plan,_ 

\ effectual aid and personal work, combined with the preservation of family ties and 
obligations, is equally applicable. And further, it is recognised that in any single
case many remedies may be required. These remedies lie in many hands; and 
success may depend on their being used in conjunction. Hence action and fitting,' 
co-operation between the agencies which are suitable in the particular case, whether
tbpy be voluntary or official, is indispensa.ble. And in this wa.y the bodies, what
ever they be, which administer general relief, become incidentally, by the mere 
expansion of their work, the active organisers of the relief of the community. They 
bring the relief in the forms in which it is required within the reach of individuals in 
distress; and whether the diversity of the charities be caused by the varying intentions 
of their founders or by the self-imposed regulations and procedure of their governors, 
they endeavour to neutralise its effect by stimulating and guiding the instinct of 
,,'!sociation in the direction of mutual help and united action. Thus in our discussion. 
of the subject of charity and the relief of distress, we have before us a widely accepted 
method and standard of work, which may guide us in the development of a system 
of charitable relief as an adjunct and aid to the system of public relief. 
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II.--THE PARALLELISM 01" CHARITY AND THE POOR LAW. 

o. The: a.fministration of poor relief drawn from the rates and the administration of 
charitable relief run naturally parallel one to the other; and in view of our 
recommendations it is desirable to trace this parallelism. The Act entitled "An 
Act to redress the misemployment of lands, goods and stocks heretofore given to certain 
charitable uscs," the <l:;:o.:J. of Eliz., c. 4, was passed in the same year as the" Act 
for the Relief of the Poor," 43rd Eliz., c. 2.1 The preamble of the former Act, which defines 
the charities to which it applies, is still in force. It defines them by a kind of 
rough enumeration:-

\ " The relief of aged, impotent and poor people; the maintenance of sick and maim~d soldiers 
~nd mariners, schools of learning, free schools and scholars of universities; the repair of bridges, 
ports, havens, causeways, cnurches, seabanks, and highways; the education and preferment of 
orphans; the relief, stock, or· maoi.ntenance for houses of correction; marriages of poor maids; 
supportation, aid, and help of young tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and persons decayed; the relief 
or redemption of prisoners or captives; and the aid or ease of poor inhabitants concerning 
payments of fifteens,· setting out of soldiers, and other taxes." . 

6. With this definition may be compared the objects of the Act of the sanie year 
for the relief of the poor (43 Eliz., c. 2) : 

" For setting to work the children of all such wh03e parents shall not •.• be thought able to 
keep and maintain their children; for setting to work all such persons, married or unmarried, 
having no means to maintain them, nse no ordinary and daily trade of life to get their living by; 
to set the poor on work; the necessary relief of the lame, impotent, old, blind and such other 
among them being poor and not able to work; for the putting out of such children to bp . 
apprentices. " 

The method of meeting the wants of the poor by voluntary relief only had proved 
insufficient. But the aim of the act of Queen Elizabeth was not substitute a poor rate 
for voluntary relief, but to supplement it by a rate; and the churchwardens and over· 
seers for a long time made voluntary collections for the purposes of relief under the Act. 

7. Parallel to " the necessary relief of the lame, impotent, old, blind and others" 
who are "poor and unable to work" comes on the charitable side "the relief 
of aged, impotent and poor people"; and while in the Poor Law Act the children 
in large families are to be furnished with work, the Act on Charitable Uses refers to 
the education and preferment of orphans and the aid of poor maids and young 
tradesmen. In it no reference is made to apprenticeship; and" the relief, stock and 
maintenance for houses of correction" is set down as an object that falls within 
the province of charity, while the provision of employment for the men who ha'Ve no 
"ordinary and daily trade of life" and for the poor is left to the Poor Law. These 
differences suggest a vague division of labour between charity and the Poor Law, 
according to the seV'eral provinces which were assigned to each at the time. 

B. The administration of the Elizabethan Poor Law may also be compared with 
the administration of these charities. The charities were in general administered by 
the churchwardens of the parish or by the churchwardens and overseers, who were 
the authority for deciding upon cases under the Poor Law Act. Thus it may be said 
that the administration of poor relief for which a rate was paid was to a great extent 
in the hands of those who distributed the parish charities. The" oblations and alms" 
of the parishioners "for their poor neighbours" were also, it would seem, " in the 
custody of the parson, vicar or curate" and of "the churchwardens or any other 
two honest men to be appointed from year to year."s Thus the administration of Poor 
Law relief and of charitable relief in the parish, whether endowed or voluntary, 
was to a great extent in the hands of the two-fold authority of churchwardens and 
overseers. 

9. And, further, for the better preservation of the endowed charities the Charitable 
Uses Act provided a method of investigation and order. Commissioners were appointed 
by the Lord Cha.ncellor who were authorised to summon a jury of the county, in which 

• A tax on personal property levied for the last time in 1626. 
1 C/. the three Acts of 39 of Eliz. for the relief of the poor, for charities, and for the repression of rogues 

and vagabonds. II C/. The Royal Injunctions, 1559, Sec. xxv. Report of the Select Committee of the House 
of Commons, 1715, to inspect the Poor's Ratp..a and Scavenger Ratea, within the Cities of London and West
minster, and the Weekly Bills of Mort.ality. Journals, Vol. niii., p. 392. Some account of the hospital and, 
Parish of St. Giles in-the-Field, Middlesex. by the late Mr. John Parton, 1822, pp. 259. 265. 281. C/. Reale 
69055-69063, 69068. ~ . 
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the property of the charity lay, with a view to the facts respecting the alleged misuse 
of the charity being ascertained and the "setting down" of "orders" to ensure its 
proper use in ~he fut~e. And these orders had to be executed by the parties concerned 
and were regIstered ill Chancery. As the management of the charities was a question 
of the administration of a trust, petitions in Jegard to their mismanagement came before 
the Court of Chancery; and eventually in 1853 the Charity Commission was created 
as an administrative tribunal for the quicker and more economical settlement of many 
questions relating to endowed charities, for the supervision of their accounts and 
the better observation of their trusts. The control of the poor rate on the other hand 
was given to the justices to whom the churchwardens and overseers at the end of 
each year had to render their "account of all sums of money by them received, or 
rated and sessed and not received." Eventually in 1834 the general supervision of the 
Poor Laws was placed in the hands of the Poor Law Commission. now the Local Govern
ment Board, and officers appointed by them and acting under their 'Orders audited the 
accounts of all boards of guardians; and" the allowance of the poor rate by the justices 
is now deemed a mere ministerial act, which the justices cannot legally refuse, if the 
rate be presented to them in proper form by the proper officers."l In both cases the super
visory control, general and financial, has passed to a permanent central department. 

10. In difIerent places at different periods, after the passing of the Act of Queen 
Elizabeth, the comparative importance of th~ parochial charities in relation to poor relief 
dwindled. The expenditure on poor relief from the rates becomes larger and larger, 
and the responsibilities of the churchwardens became relatively insignificant; 
and later when the POQr Law Amendment Act of 1834 was passed and unions instead 
of parishes became the area for the administration of the Poor Law, all direct connection 
between it and the administration of the parochial charities became impossible. 

11. It is our duty to consider how the correlative action of the Poor Law and of the 
charities, whose field of work has now very largely increased, can be revived and 
resettled on the terIIl(:and conditions which are necessitated by the altered circum
stances of the present day. The policy of charitable administration, it is evident, 
is to endeavour to draw into associative unity and conSIstency of purpose the energy, 
devotion, and resources of the trustees, managers, and officers of charitable bodies, 
and to create, as far as may be possible, an outer circle of friends and assistants 
whose duty it may be to prevent distress and on some settled plan share with." the 
local authority for poor relief the responsibility of dealing with it. 

IH.-THE POOR LAW COMMISSIONERS OF 1834 AND RELIEF AT THE HOME. 

12. The desirability of voluntary help and the necessity ot outdoor relief or allow
ances in certain classes of applicants is frankly recoghised by th'3 Royal Commissioners 
of 1834. 

13. In regard to this policy, however, a question arises at the outset, and we 
may conveniently consider it here .. It covers the whole field of co-operation between 
charity and the Poor Law; and ~pon our decision in regard to it will depend the 
possibility of our acceptance of any general scheme of co-operation such as we have 
sugO'ested. It affects town and country districts alike, but ;at the present time, when 
pauperism is to so large an extent urban, it especially affects the towns. The question is . 
technically that of " partial relief," as it was termed by the Commissioners. 

14 .. To the princlples affecting indoor and outdoor relief we have referred elsewhere. 
But, as we have said, we now propose to constitute a system of voluntary aid parallel to 
that of the Poor Law or Public Assistance, and the question which the Report of 1834 
suggests is, Under what conditions, if ~ny, can ~here b~ ·such a supervisi~n. or~ control 
over relief at the home as would prevent Its becommg partIal, purposeless and InJurIOUS ? 

15. Institutional relief includes·'the whole maintenance of the person assisted and 
in that sense cannot be • partial.' But can the administrator,s of relief at the home, whether 

1 Poor Law Statutes, Vol. 1, p.541 •. J. Brooke Little~ 

PAm .VlJ. 
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it be provided from rates or from voluntary sources ensure the assertion of a similar suffi
cient or complete control? On this the efficacy of relief at the home depends, whatever 
be the form that the relief itself may take. 

CIIo8e8 to be dealt 16. First, the Commissioners refer to the hard cases of the able-bodied; and "where 
with by charity ('ases of real hardship occur, the remedy," they say, "must be applied by individual 
.orrbr outdoor r'larity, a virtue for which no system of c6mpulsory relief can be or ought to be a sub
t.? Ha.~d cases" of I,itute." Accordingly, in their judgement indi vidual and voluntary charity should deal 
the "ab'e-bodied." with all exceptional cases of this kind, and should be so administered as to be capable of 

doing so. 

The "partially 
<l.isabled." , 

l~. Another class, to which the Commissioners refer, is the "partially dis-' 
abled" persons who are not "indigent and helpless" but who, being "not able
bodied," are "from age or infirmity deemed unable to maintain themselves 
entirely."l For these, as well as for the able-bodied, the Commissioners considered 
partial relief undesirable. 

"They should either be set to work by the guardians in such a manner as may be suitable to 
their condition, or should not be suffered to do any work on their own account_" .. When the 
5Uardians feel under the obligation to provide entirely for these persons, they will be more likely 
to obtain adequate relief than when partially assisted, inasmuch as where relief is given in aid of 
earnings there is a constant desire to give the least possible amount, and the workhouse is made 
use of not for its legitimate purpose only, but is offered to the applicant with the view of 
inducing him to accept in lieu of it the smallest pittance." 

18. Our investigations have proved to us that this result is not only quite possible 
but that it actually obtains at the present time. It does not, indeed, appear that 
wages given to the partially disabled and partially assisted tend to keep down the 
general level of wages in any patticular trade or business. The gross effect of such 
subsidies is too small to influence the general trend of wages. But on the administrative 
side the objection remains and has still to be' met. It is di~t to ascertain the 
facts, the amount of the inp'ome or earnings from other sour~ and to control the 
conditions of relief. "For the able-bodied the remedy set forth in the statute [of 
Queen Elizabeth] was to make the indolent industrious," and "in proposing further 
remedial measures" the Commissioners kept "that object steadily in view";2 but 
in the case of the partially disabled, the proposal to apply seclusive treatment has 
hardly been pressed, though on various grounds it is now proposed for a large num
ber of the class as, for instance, for the feeble-minded;8 and it may well be ex
tended to others. Hence we may say that the partially disabled remain in great 
part, at least, applicants for treatment either by public or by private relief at the 
home. And the difficulty of ascertaining tp,e facts and controlling the conditions of 
relief must be solved, as far as may be on "out-relief" lines. 

19. Of widows, too, the Commissioners of 1834 wrote, treating them as an excep
tion.4 And in "the form of the Consolidated Order" published in the Second 4<\nnual 
Report of the Poor Law Commissioners, that for the year 1836, widows are included as one 
()f the classes for whom the guardians may order relief-" widows," that is, "who are 
destitute and are burthened with children incapable of working." They are referred 
to, not as "indigent," but as "destitute," for destitution is a state consistent with 
ability to labour, and thus, in their case also, the uncertainties and inconveniences 
of " partial relief" arise. 

The indigent and 20. Lastly, there are the" impotent, using that word as comprehending all except 
helpless. the able-bodied and their families.'" In regard to these, t_he Commissioners in the same 

Report write :-

.. No uso can be made of the labour of the aged and sick, and there is little room for jobbing, if 
their pensions are paid in money. Accordingly ••• even in places distinguished in general by the 
most wanton pa.rochial profusion, the allowances to the aged and infirm are modera.te." 

1 Report on the Further Amendment of the Poor Law, 1839. pp. 71,72. Also pp. 147-H9,153, 155, 
1M. II Report of 1834, p. 262. 8 Report of the Royal Commission on the Feeble·minded, 1908 [Cd. 
4202 4 Report of IS3!, p.42. 'Repo~t of IS34:, p. 42. Re;>ort on the.F~ther Amendment of the 
Poor L'lw, 1839, pp. 61 and 71 ; a~,d S3cond Report of the Puor I..aw CommISSIoners, 1836, p. 92. 
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And to the" impotent" as cc indigent" the g'uardians under the form of the Consolidated 
Order of 1836 were enabled to give relief, for "indigence [is] the state of a person 
unable to labour or unable to obtain, in return for his labour, the means of sub. 
sistence." The words of the form are:-

" In the following cases of persons who are • • • paupers . • . namely: 

Persons who are indigent and helpless from age j 

Persons who are indigent and helpless from being crippled or from incurable disease; 

Persons who are indigent and helpless from temporary sickness; 

Widows who are destitute and are burthened with children incapable of working j 

the guardians may order weekly relief to be given, partly in money and partly in kind; that 18 to 
say, in articles of food, clothing, fuel, medicines or other articles of absolute necessity.". 

21. These two classes of applicants, the widows and the indigent and helpless, might, 
the Commissioners suggested, receive outdoor relief or relief at the home; and the partially 
disabled, in fact, did so very generally, contrary to their advice. But, whether the relief be 
from the rates or from voluntary sources, in all these cases it is "partiaL" not necessarily 
in the economic sense, but in an administrative sense. ,For, as has been proved to us 
abundantly, most outdoor relief is "partial." As usually administered, it is not a sub
sistence, but a grant towards subsistence. There is often little or no evidence, whether 
it is too much or too little, and it is frequently gjven on the assumption that it is supple
mented by aid from other quarters. It is often, indeed, a speculative gift made towards 
meeting an unascertained need. We have to ascertain, therefore, in regard to outdoor 
relief or relief at the home, by what method may this" partiality"· of relief be avoided 
and adequacy take its place. 

PART VII 

22. The Commissioners, as we have'shown, supported their opinion that the relief The lesson of 
of the able-bodied s~ould be indoor or seclusi:ve relief, ~n. the grOl.~d, amongst yoh~.nta~ s that 
others, that such relief was adequate.1 "Even 1f the conditIOn of the mdepend,ent ~st1tut10nrtial 
labourer were to remain as it now is, and the pauper were to be reduced, a-vowedly, ~~~:tO po. 
below that condition, he might still,,' they said "be adequately supplied with the 
neces!.laries of life." Following out this thought, the Commissioners recognised the 
good results achieved by voluntary institutions, which adopted this principle and 
which gave no partial relief." 

.. The circumstances that conduce to the "success of these excellent institutions," they said, 
.. appear to be, first, that by classification of the objects of relief, the appropriate course of 
tl eatment is better ascertamed, and its application and the general management rendered 
less difficult; and secondly, that the co-operation, of persons of leisure and information, is 
obtained." 

23. In fact in institutional relief there is under good management a continuous and 
comparatively adequate control OVer the person assisted, with classification and 
appropriate treatme:lt, and c")-operation. If these be the conditions of success in" 
institutional relief, it would seem that mutatis mutandis similar conditions might 
have been sought for and proposed in regard to relief at the home; but the question was 
not worked out. A reference is indeed made to selection by merit.1I If merit was' to be 
the touchstone of relief, the Commissioners said very rightly :-

"We see no possibility of finding an adequate number of officers whose character and Possibilities of 
decision would obtain sufficient populllr confidence to remove the impression of the possible supervision and 
rejection of Bome deserving cases." investigation. 

But even if merit were not the touchstone, experience gave no prospect of success on 
other lines. The contrary, rather. Independent labourers in the administration 
of the funds of their friendly societies had "long acted on the principle of 
rendering the condition of a person receiving" their relief less eligible than 
th..a.L.oI an independent labourer." They gave allowances, bllt-_8.Yoide.d "partial 

*It will be noted that the Commissioners apply the word "indigent" to those who are helpless-to 
the" impotent" of the Act of Queen Elizabeth who are" unable to work." But the widow who, like Ihe 
able-bodied generally, is presumably able to work, is called "deBt~tute." 

1 Report of 1834, pp. 228,229, 308. II Report of 1834, p. 272. 
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relief," not allowing members to remain on the sick list after they had become able t() 
work; and this result they secured by "incessant vigilance." "It was generally 
provided by the rules that a domiciliary visit should be paid by the stewards, or by a. 
member, generally every day; these visits have to be paid at uncertain times, that they 
may increase the chances of detection." And yet these precautions were "ineffectual.'~ 
If this investigation failed, what conclusion, could the;re be hut that "the only 
definite ground for relief is utter inability to work" 1; and to this utter inability t() 
work, as we have seen, to the assistance of the indigent and helpless, the Com
missioners desired to limit outdoor relief almost entirely. And thus the question 
was closed. Outdoor relief was to be definitely limited to particular classes. In 
that li~tation, it was hoped, safety would lie. Subject to the terms of the Poor Law 
Amendhlent Act, the guardians were entrusted with "the direction and control 
within the union" "of all relief to the poor," and, in spite of the ,admitted diffi~ 
culties of investigation on these lin{lS, paid relieving officers were appointed 
to "receive all applications for relief, and to examine into the merit and circum
stances of each case, and report the same to the guardians at ,their .next weekly 
meeting;" iii, 

24. Thus the Commissioners in carrying out their scheme in 1835 and 1836 had. 
after all, to give scope for outdoor relief, including, in fact, the outdoor relief of the partially 
dieabled, and to check it, as far as it was possible, by investigation; and it may fairly be 
urged, that they pressed ·their argument as to the impossibility of establishing a 
sufficiently vigilant administration too absolutely. The precautions, adopted by 
friendly societies to prevent malingering maybe ineffectual; but they are so only 
in a lesser degree. They have not failed seriously. The societies themselves are 
evidence to the contrary. Under good management they have prospered in spite 
of the difficulty of stopping all malingering. The human material and conditions with 
which the COmnllssioners were concerned did not admit of so absolute a judgment as 
they forI;lled and pressed home. And allowing for some margin for mistake and 
aberration we may say that with good organisation and management, in spite of 
great difficulties, there may be a sufficient supervision and control of cases, which, 
after proper inquiry, are found suitable for relief at the home. 

25. What method then should be applied? If the persons suitable for publi~ 
assistance or " outdoor allowances" should generally be the, indigent and helpless of the 
three classes mentioned above-persons who require" necessarY relief" and are unable t() 
work, there is a great mass of miscellaneous cases, which do not come under this category 
or do so only in part. For these voluntary methods of assistance, which are more easily 
adaptable than the methods of public assistance, may well be forthcoming; and thus on 
the general lines of the Poor Law Commissioners of 1834, a division of labour may be 
adopted with" classification," " appropriate treatment" and co-operation" with persons 
of leisure and information," in fact, on the same conditions as those which the Commis
mioners found to prevail in effectual institutional relief. but applied in other ways. , 

The Commissioners limited ithe classes eligible for' outdoor relief and, centralised 
its operations. Charitable administration .even at the time had -taken a different line 
of development. The theory of the day was in urban areas to divide parishes into 
districts and to appoint a deacon or visitor to each district; and this was, consistent with 
the older traditions both of voluntary and municipal organisation.s But beyond the forma
tion of relief districts as the areas for the work of relievmg officers, outdoor relief, like 
indoor relief, was centralisea. in unions, and the forces of general charity were almost en
tirely ignored. Apart from Mr. Goschen's Minute and from special developments to which 
we shall refer later on; the entry in the Application and Report Book,' which we have most 
often found to be quite insufficiently filled up :-

II If receiving regular or temporary relief, and any other, and what relief from clubs. 
charitable institutions, Government pensions or otherwise; such relief, pension, or allowan('e~ 
or contribution to be described and the amount atated."-

1 Report of 1834, pp. 232, 272, 273, 274. iii Form of Consolidated Order, Second Annual Report of the 
Poor Law Commissioners, 1836, pp. 81, 92. S Hanna's Memoirs of Thomas Chalmer" ii., 297; and Report; 
of Mr. E. C. TufneJl to the Royal Commission on the Poor Laws, 1833; and ct. First Report of the Sub
division of Parishes Commissions, 1849, par. 10. Munsterberg, Vol. ix., 100300 (5). , General Consoli
dated Order, 24th July, 1847, Article 215: and General Order for Accounts (Unions), 14 Jan., 1867, Article 
23, and Schedule F. 
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remains as an indication of the utmost that has' been done in this direction. On 
th~ o~her hand, in r~&ard ~ot only to official b'~t also to voluntary r~lief at the hOlTle~ the 
prmclples of adIlllD.lBtratlOn now almost unIversally accepted, ill order to obtain 
adyantages similar to those which the Commissioners had noted in the case of voluntary 
institutional relief, are decentralisation, ,individualisation, and co-operation. We 
have to consider how far these principles have been applied in actual administration in 
this country 'and elsewhere, and whether or how, far they meet the difficulties, which 
the Commissioners thollght were inherent in the system ,of outdoor relief, except in the 
case of the "indigent and helpless." ' , 

IV.-THE CLASSES OP CHARITIES.* 

PART ""TT 

26. Charities, as a whole, endowed and voluntary, have to be considered for our pur- Charities classed 
pose from difierent points of view; and they may be classed according to, the origin by reason of 
and source of their income, according to their status, and in practica.l a.dministra- tthhe. s~urces of 
. ding th· b· elr Income. tlOn, accor to eu 0 Jects. ' . 

27. Considered in relation to the sources of their income there are endowed charities, 
with, as subordinate groups, ecclesiastical and non-ecclesiastical charities; mixed 
~harities paltly endowed and partly voluntary; voluntary charities, which include 
subscription charities in which the members pay contributions for the assistance of those 
who are in want either generally or in. relation to some particular form of help; 
and benevolents ocieties, in which the members pay contributions for other mem
bers of their own craft or trade, institutions, which may be described as partly charities, 
partly friendly societies. 

28. These charities may alSo be classified according to their public status, to which Charities classed 
we will refer later: as eleemosynary or charitable corporations "established for acc?rding to 
the perpetual distribution of. the free alms or bounty of the founder ",_" created their status. 
SOlely to fulfil a charitable purpose and holding their property in every case as 

,trustees for, the accomplishment of that purpose;" 'as charities held in trust by 
civil corporations; as charities held in trust by private trustees; t as charities 
,registered under the Friendly Societies Acts ; ,as charities regi"tered under the Companies 
Acts ;as voluntary charities unregistered,wh086 managers a.re responsible to,. their 
.(lontributotB only.l ' 

.. 29. But broadly. "What is a tharity ? " With the limitations in which the word is Definitions ot 
here used, the general answer may be given~an institution or society founded and" charity" 
supported for a public, benevolent or eleemosynary purpose by free donation; ge~eral1 t 
and a "charity" thus stands contrasted with all institutions fou.nded and supported :~d oW:d or no 
by compulsory donation in the "!"ay of rates or taxes. ow . 

• NOTB.-To prevent misunderstanding, it should, perhaps, be said here that in the following pages we 
are not concerned with educational charities, whether ecclesiastical or not ecclesiastical, but with eleemosyniuy 
()haritiea; and further, neither here nor elsewhere in the discussion respecting registration do we make any 
reference to the endowed or the voluntary charities of churches or congregations granted for religious 
purposes, nor to the voluntary charities of churches or congregations provided for eleemosynary purposes. 
To charities of any kind it would be left open to register, if they so desired, and if otherwi,e eligible under 
paragraph 229. 

t The definitions of .. charity" under the Charitable Trusts Acts are :- Definitions of 
(1) .. The· expression • charity' shall mean every endowed foundation and institution, endowed 

taking, OI to take, efiect in England and Wales, and coming within the meaning, purview, o~ charity_ 
interpretation of the etatute of the forty-third year of Queen Elizabeth, chapter four, or as to Charitable 
which, in the administration or revenues or property thereof, the' Court of Chancery ,has Trusts Act, 
or may exercise jurisdiction. 1853, Sec. 66. 

, (2) "In the construction of. the principal Act and this Act (the Charitable Trusts Act of 
1855) the word 'charity' shall include every institution in England and Wales, endowed Charitable 
for charitable purposes, but shan not include any charity' or institution expressly exempted Trusts Act, 
from the operation of the Act of 1853, and words applying to any person or individual shall apply 1855, Sec. 48. 
also to a corporation, whether sole or aggre~ate.'" , 

.. Endowment" includel! all property of any description belonging to or held in trust for a Re Cler~ Orphan 
charity, whether held upon trusts and conditions which render it lawful to apply the capital to the Corporation 
maintenance of the charity, or upon trusts which confine the charitable application to the income. [1894J, ch. 3, 

145, 150, 151. 
,1 The Law of Charities and Mortmain, ,being the fourth edition of Tudor's Cllaritable Trusts, 1906.'pp. 62 

and 63-

.29. 3 N 2 
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30. As we have seen, there is a very great variety in the form and status of charities, 
In point of fact, however, considered as parts of a common organisation of relief. 
or as atIording assistance of different kinds for persons in distress, the division of 
charities into classes proceeds in another way, irrespective of whether the charities 
be, for example, eleemosynary corporations or charities supported by voluntary con
tributions. They are classified according to their purpose, the class of persons 
whom they assist, as for instance, the blind, the epileptic, the orphan, the home
less, etc. And the problem before us consists· largely of a recognition and 
practical enforcement of this side of the question. Side by side with this practical 
administrative classification come the Poor Law or, speaking more generally, the rate or 
tax-supported institutions, which also have to be taken into account as fulfilling certain 
specifia. purposes.. . 

Y.-ENDOWED CHARITIES. 

31. To return to the endowed charities. 

To be allowed to alienate land or other property In perpetuity for some 
particular purpose is to enjoy what is in the nature of a privilege. To alienate 
land was to free it from obligations which, if it were not alienated, would remain 
due from the possessor to his superior lords. They, by reason of the alienation 
would lose "their escheats, wardships, relief and the like." Accordingly for 
the alienation of land in mortmain the licence of the King ultimately became 
necessary. And, justified by a public policy which aims at preventing land 
from passing out of private use and ,control, the principle of the disutility of 
alienation in perpetuity still holds.1 Accordingly the most recent Act, the Mortmain 
and Charitable Uses Act of 1891, leaves all kinds of property, except lands and tenements 
and hereditaments, capable of being disposed of in favour of charity, as freely as to an 
individual. If lands, tenements and hereditaments are given by will to charity they 
have to be sold, though the benefit of the gift, the money realised, remains to the charity. 
But it is "lawful ... for the Charity Commissioners, if satisfied that land assured by 
will to or, for benefit of, any cha.ritable use, or proposed to be purchased out of personal 
estatc by will directed to be laid out in the purchase of land, is required for actual occupation 
for the purposes of the charity and not as an investment, by order to sanction the retention 
or acquisition, as the case may be of such land." If lands, tenements and hereditaments are 
giv~n by instrument inter vivos the gift is subject to certain restrictions which are set 
out in Section 4 of the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act of 1888. 

32. On the other hand if the State desires to encourage gifts for public purposes, as 
sometimes it has done, it has to provide means for protecting the gifts in perpetuity. 
It has to secure that the property itself is not turned to other purposes, and that 
the conditions imposed upon the gift by the donor will be observed. It is with' this 
object that the Charity Commission was 'established. Between the years 1819 and 
1837, while the administration of the Poor Law was being reconsidered and ultimately 
resettled, investigations in regard to endowed charities ,were made by what are 

'known as Lord'Brougham's Commissioners. a They found that" funds, and even lands, 
were being lost from time to time; and that administration was not always strictly in 
accordance with the trusts; and that various trusts were either incapable of, being 
carried out or were doing more harm than good."s These words" not always strictly 
in accordance with the trusts" hardly convey indeed the impression of waste, 
confusion, and misdirection which the Reports themselves leave on the mind of the 
reader. Hence, finally on the Report of a Royal Commission appointed in 1849 the 
Act of 1853 for" the better administration of charitable trusts" was passed and the 
Charity Commission was founded as a permanent body. 

1 Tudor on Charitios and Mortmain (1906), pp. 8, 18. 2 Report of Sel('ct Committee appointed to 
exam~e and consider the Evidance in the several Reports presented to the House from the Commissioners, 
1835 [449], First Report of tb3 Commissioners, 1850, p. 4. 3 Sir Goorge Young, 31109, 31190. 
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VI.-THE CHARITY COMMISSIONERS. 

33. The field of work of the Charity Commission is represt'nted by those foundations 
or trusts which have a charitable purpose. 

PART VII 

34. The purposes which have been held to be charitable are indicated by the 43rd Charitable 
Eliz., c. 4, which has been quoted above, and by analogy the definition by enumera- purposes. 
tion there set out has been applied to other purposes not there specifically mentionea.1 

Now generally they are placed under one or other of four heads :-. 

(1) "The relief of poverty and disability," including "the relief of 
sickness " ; 

(2) "Children who are under legal disabilities." These are, "it is said," 
the special objects of charity, and the charity in their case now takes the 
form of apprenticing and of education," but "education is now trans
ferred for all purposes from the Charity Commissioners to the Board of Educa
tion." 

(3) The promotion of religion; and 

(4) "The benefit of the public." 

In general "a purpose, in order to be charitable, must be directed to the benefit 
of the community or a section of the community." 2 _ 

35. In order to carry out the objects of the Charitable Trusts Acts and to secure the Pow~rs of the. 
due administration of charitable trusts,S the Commissioners have power: to examine ~ant.y . 
and inquire into all or any charities, and the nature and objects, administration, manage- ommlSSl0n. 

ment, and results thereof, and the value, condition, management, and application 
of the property; to require accounts and statements of all trustees or persons con-
cerned in the administration of any charity; to require trustees and others to attend and 
to be examined; to take evidence on oath either by themselves or by their Assistant 
Commissioners. * They have also to receive and consider applications for advice from 
trustees and others concerned in the administration of a charity; and persons acting 
on the advice of the Board are indemnified. The Commissioners have thus very large 
and independent advisory powers. They have powers also for preventing unnecessary 
legal proceedings on the part of charities; and they may authorise proceedings, and, 
in relation to such proceedings, they may have local inquiry made by their Assistant 
Commissioners.4 They may empower the trustees of a charity upon satisfactory proof 
to discharge any officer who is negligent, unfit, or incompetent. Upon representa-
tions made to them by the trustees they have power t(} make order under their 
seal for the granting of leases, and for the making of. roads, laying down of drains, 
building or repairing, rebuilding or removal'of houses, " although such leases or acts 
respectively shall not be authorised or permitted by the trust." "Under special 
circumstances" also they may authorise the sale or exchange of the land of a charity. 
Through their agency the lands of charities may be vested in the Official Trustee 
of Charity lands and stock and securities in the Official Trustees of Charitable 
Funds; and the <,:apital of the charity, whether land or securities, is thus secured 
in trust for the use of the charity, while the inoome is expended by the trustees 
themselves.6 Subject to appeal the Commissioners have also a definite and prescribed 
power of making orders. They may, for instance, remove or appoint trustees or 
make an order for a scheme. In case of abuse they certify the Attorney-General, 
with a view to proceedings. "They do not act on their own power; they are not a 
court of law, nor are they prosecutors in their own person; they certify the 
Attorney-General and the Attorney-General has, of course, full power to say:' The 

• ct. Appendix No. I., Report of Select Committee on Charity Commission, 'I89! [221] p. 305. 
Memorandum on the origin and Bcope of the relations between the Charity Commission and Trustees of 
Charity; and Appendioes No. J[ii., A and C, and No. xxiii. For the latter, revised to date, /fee Charities 
Appendix of this ~eport. 

1 Young. 3UU. 2 Tudor on Charities and Mortmain, p. 87. 8 Young, 31133, 81140; Charitable 
Trusts Act, 1853. Secs. 9,10,11,12, and 1855, Secs. 6, T, 9. 4.Charitable Trusts Act, 18l>3, St'cs. 16, 17,23. 
Ii Charitable Trusts Act, 1853, Sees. 48, 49, 50 and 51, and 1887, Sm:. i. 

\ . 
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ComIDlssioners are wrong in this, and I will not proceed' or 'the Commissioners are 
making too much of a small matter, and I do not think proceedings ought to be taken' 
but when the Attorney-General does move it is generally sufficient." Thus the Com: 
missioners supervise the manageme.nt. of .estates under powers delegated to them 
ftom the Court of Chancery and sHnilar In many ways- to those applicable to trusts 
in general.1 Their office is also a centre of investigation and registration, advice, 
and control. Inde~~, we may say that where the voluntary' charities are' weak, 
the endowed chantles are strong. The latter have a centre for registration, the 
former have none. The endowed charitie:s have, the voluntary charities have not, the 
advantage of an official trustee; and, as we shall show, instances occur in which 
property purchased by voluntary contributions passes surreptitiously into privaw 
hand~ For endowed charities there, is a recognised centre for the receipt of state. 
ments and accounts, for the voluntary charities there is none. And besides these, legisla. 
tion, we think, might produce many indll:ect results that would be very beneficial. 

36. Before passing to a discussion of the present position of endowed charities and 
to the conclusions that we may submit with a view to increasing the utility of these 
chalities as parts ofa ('ommon organisation for the relief of distress, we would draw 
attention to two questions-namely, on the one hand, the limitations imposed on the 
intervention of the Commission, and, on the other hand, the power of the Commission 
to make scheme~ and to adapt old gifts to new purposes of a kindred nature. 

VII.-THE LIMITATIONS -ON THE, WORK OF THE . CHARITY COMMISSION. 

37. The first limitation is due to a desire to exclude large and important charities from 
the' intervention of the Commission unless the trustees theInselves wished them to 
intervene. 2 If the gross annual income of the charity, exc~usively of the yearly annual 
value of any buildings or land used wholly for'the purposes thereof and not yielding 
any pecuniary income, amounts to £50 or upwards, the Commission can make no order, 
except upon application of the trustees .. The Commissioners have full power to inquire 
in regard to all charitie~, but this limitation ties their hands in the case of many charities 
in which on other grounds their intervention would be most desirable; and it seeIns 
reasonable' that the income of the charity should not be the sale condition by which 
they should be guided in making orders under the jurisdiction vested in them by the 
Charitable Trusts Acts.s If the policy is adopted of bringing the charities together for 
co-operative work, this proviso should, we think; be withdrawn .. It would seriously 
interfere in the development of such a policy;-

38. Nen under Section 62 of the Charitable Trusts Act of 1853, there are limitations 
rather roughly defined by which certain classes of institutions are excluded, institutions 
that are educational and religious rather than eleemosynary.' Educational endowed 
charities are all now under the supervision of the Board of Education.6 Friendly or benefit 
societies and savings banks belong to another Department and are excluded. Societies 
for religious or charitable purposes wholly maintained by voluntary contributions .are 
excluded. In the case 'of charities partly maintained by e~dowments partly by voluntary 
contributions-the voluntary income is excluded from the cognisance of the Commission; 
so are donations or bequests legally applicable as income in aid of voll1ntary institutions; 
80 are such moneys if appropriated or invested for some definite object or purpose con· 
nectedwith the charity under any rule or resolution of the governing body~. so are dona· 
tions or bequests in aid of any fund set apart for such a purpose.8 )'. ''', ' . 

39. Thus, though possessed of property and having to that extent the element of per
petuity which would justify'its treatment as an endowed 'charity; a voluntary' institution 
.may escape obligations similar to those imposed by the Charitable Trusts Acts, may 
send in no accounts and be liable to no supervision. We are inclined to agree with Sir 

1 Charitable Trusts Act, 1860, 23 & 24: Viet., c. 136, Seo. 2, ~d Charitable Trusts Act, 1853, Sec. 2 & 3. 
Young, 31133. Young, 31125. II Charitable Trusts Aot, 1860, Seo. 4:. a Young, 31131, 31209. 
'Charitable Trusts Aot, 18153, Seo. 62. 6 The Board of Education (Powers) Order in Council, 1900. 
II Young, 31166, 31242, 3124:5~ Charitable Trusts Acts, 1853, Soo.21 i and 1855, Seo. Hi, f8 Church Army 
(1905), 74: L. J. t Ch. 624:. 
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George Young that in these cases the question should not be .. What is the origin ,of, 
the property? ",1. But" What is the nature of the property now?" Is it a propeI;ty 
in the nature of an endowment at the present time? We think that on the acquisition; 
of land for the purposes of the charity the voluntary charity should ipso facto come· within 
the jurisdiction of the Charity Commission. Several cases, the details of which are 
furnished to us in a Memorandum drawn up by the London Charity Organisation Society,: 
confirm this view.8 Some of them are as follows:-

(1) F. has fou'ldedand maintains a large number of institutions out of charitable contributions 
The properties have been acquired in his own name, or in the names of members of his family. He 
has declsred his intention of handing them over to trustees for public purposes, as soon as they are 
free from debt, and in one instance this has been done. 

(2) The Society was etarted many years ago by the late Mr. 'G., described as founder and~ole 
manager. 

In'1891 he purchased a house at the sea.-side 'for the purposeb of a convalescent home by means 
of public subscriptions and the issue of seventy mortgage bonds bf £100 each. In 1900 he disposed 
of thls house to a company for £14,000 or £15,000. The company's accounts soon got into confusion 
and a winding-up order was made on April 14th, 1908, upon a creditor's petition presented March 
Slet, 1908. 

(3) This hospital was established in 1887 by Mr. H., a medical man, and his brother; 

The institution had no treasurer, and year after·year the balance sheets showed substantial 
-deficits, which were said to be liquidated by advances from Mr. H. himself, until his claim against 
the hospital reached the amount of £3,207. The accounts, which disclosed "Cash advanced in 
1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890, £2,425 8s. 10d." were not audited until 1891, when they were certified 
by a chartered accountant not in private practice. Mr. H. admitted that he had no documentllry 
evidence of his claim, and formally cancelled the alleged debt. It did not appear, however, that 
he was ever in a position to make these advances, since during .the period in which they were said 
to be made, three county court judgments were registered against him, while within a few months 
of his making the inetitution a f~rmal present of £3,207, he had a distraint in his house for rent. 

(4) These Homes were founded in 1875 by Mr. J., for the maintenance of deaf mute children 
from four years of age in the neighbourhood of elementary 8chools, where special instruction was 
given oq the oral system. They were supported by voluntary contributions, and were under the 
personal superintendence of Mr. J., who was treasurer, and managed the finances, under which there 
was an ever increa&ing debt to him. 

In January, 1898, negotiations were entered into between the London School Board and Mr. J. 
for" transference of a portion of the Homes to the Board, but the accumulated debt and the length 
of the leases pre&ented insuperable difficulties. 

On Mr. J.'8 death, in April, 1898, the debt amounted to over £3,000. The Homes, with one excep
tion, were then closed, and the executors under his will sought to dispose of the pr(}perty as his private 
estate_ This claim was resisted by the committee of the remaining Home, aI d by an Order of the 
Court of Chancery an Honorary Receiver was appointed. TheR~ceiver died in March, 1900, and the 
Home had then been. closed for a year. . 

40. In all these casej, and others also Inight be quoted, sums 'of, money have been. 
raised by widespread charitable appeals. They have been in part applied to the lease
or purchase of houses, which· remain the private property of the founder, and they 
are, or may be, treated as private. property by himself in his will or by his creditors 
in the event of his incurring debt or becoming insolvent. 

PAllT VIl· 

41. We conclude that Section 62 'of the Charitable Trusts Act of 1853 should be Conclusion_ 
amended; that in all cases in which money is raised by charitable gifts and is invested 
wholly or in part in property by purchase or by lease of premises, the society or institution, 
on whose behalf the charitable gifts are received, should come within the terms of the 
definition of charities dealt with by the Charity Commission. 

42. Other liInitations depend upon the 8tatus of a charity. An eleemosynary cor- Incon'oration 
poration created by Act of Parliament can only be altered by Act of Parliament unless, by A;ct of 
or in so far as, the powers of the Charity Commission are expressly reserved by the ParlIament. 
Act.' Accordingly the CharityCommission in these cases have to put in operation the old 
jurisdiction which the Commission possess under the Charitable Trusts Act of 1853 to 

1111166. I Charitie,s Appendix. 8 Young, 31129, Charitable Trusts _Act, 1853,~ Sec; 54. 
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make Parliamentary schemes.1 "That has been done and several excellent schemes 
have been passed," Sir George Young told us; "although, of course, the usefulness of 
the provision is limited by the very small amount of time which Parliament has to 
give to such matters; and also by the faci that, unless a scheme is unanimously 
accepted, so long as there is any objection at all, owing to the forms of the House of 
Commons, it cannot get through." By this relatively cumbrous method of an 
amending Act, the exclusion of outside control which the Act of Parliament confers 
on the corporation is through the agency of the Charity Commission in some degree 
neutralised, to the great benefit of the charity. 

4.3. The constitution of a charity incorporated by the grant of a Charter or by 
Letters Patent cannot be altered by the Charity Commission, except in so far 
as their powers are expressly reserved in the Charter itself.2 "It is the custom now," 
Sir George Young said, "on the recommendation of the Commissioners, to whom private 
Acts affecting charities are always referred, to insert clauses reserving the jurisdiction 
of the Commissioners, but in former days that was not done, and in the result a great 
many charities find theIllSelves with a far too stereotyped form of constitution." The 
same comment applies to charities incorporated by charter; and in their case the 
only means of preventing a like result has been "to obtain from the Privy Council a 
promise to consider the insertion in all future Charters of a reservation of the 
jurisdiction of the Charity Commissioners." It no doubt adds to the dignity of 
a charity to receive a Charter; but in the interests of the progress of charitable 
administration, we would urge very strongly that ample consideration should be 
given to the question which has been submitted by Sir George Young to the 
authorities of the Privy Council. 

"Everything," he said, "which once admits the interest of the unborn ought properly 
to be under the supervision and the protection of a centralised body, like the Charity Commissioners, 
independent of popular election, who can secure that those interests are not overlooked •.•• All 
the interests, all the influences, and all the associations of bodies and companies of people 
at present in existence are on one sidt'ID this matter, and on the other side is the interest of 
those for whose sake the endowment is permitted to be an exception to the general rule 
of English law against perpetuities." 

44. In regard to these two limitations, then, in affecting eleemosynary corporations 
crea.ted by Act of Parliament and those incorporated by Charter, there should be 
reservations to give the Charity Commission power to act in the future on the 
lines of the Charitable Trusts Acts. A private Act in a matter of large public 
importance should not practically override a public Act, unless for some conspicuous 
and altogether exceptional reason. In the main the duty of bringing all charities into 
a common relation one with another on the administrative s~de is of paramount public 
importance, for only in this way can that common spirit and pUrpose prevail amongst 
them which may make them responsible agents for the service of the community. 
To have in the Charity Commission a common central authority for the protection 
of their property and for their general assistance is one method of promoting this. 
If the Commission 1does not fulfil this purpose, as it is at present constituted, 
endeavours should be made to revise its constitution and to equip it thoroughly 
well for its task. And we would urge that this policy and not a policy of 
exemption and limitation should be adopted in regard to it. To leave it in 
charge of a large branch of most useful work, but not to enable it to do that work 
thoroughly, is the worst policy of all. 

VIII. -THE ApPLICATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF ()Y-PRES • 

. ~45. In the course of time the objects for which endowments have been made may 
change greatly. Objects beneficial, when, for instance, there is no Poor Law, may be 
deemed to be sufficiently met when outdoor relief is generally available; and new 
legislation, as in the case of education, may in many ways supply from the rates ?r taxes 
what was formerly in its measure supplied by endowed charities. The populatlOn, too, 

;,.:-; 1 Thirty-seventh Report of the Charity Commissioners, 1890, Sec. (17) [Cd. 5986]. 
31130,31240,31241. Tudor on Charities and Mortmain, pp. 185, 196, 507. 

II Young, 31128, 
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may move from one district to another and a wealthy endowment established for the 
benefit of many may in the course of time be used with doubtful advantage for the 
relief of a few. Hence" courts of equity have always exercised the power of varying 
the means of carrying out the charity from time to time, so as to secure more effectually 
the benefits intended." 1 This process of adaptation is now largely enforced by the 
schemes of the Commissioners. 

46. Sir George Young described the application of the principle of cy-pres in 
the revision of charities, as follows I :-

" In the first pJac!!'," he said, .. the main intention of the founder is to be regarded, and for the 
purpose of giving eilect to the main intention the means prescribed by the founder may, if necessary, 
be altered; secondly, where the design itself requires modification, there are various ways in 
which it may be modified. Amongst others, to take the case of a charity which has largely 
increa8l!'d in wealth, the class of beneficiaries may be enlarged;' another class would not, however, 
be 8ubstituted, nor would another be allowed by force of circumstances, or, as a consequence of 
general legiaJation, to acquire the benefits. • • . Purposes found harmful or liable to abuse, lind 
purposes of no practical benefit, or of benefit small in proportion to the funds expended, may 
be modified or superseded." , 

PART VU. 

47. In using these adjustive powers for the resettlement of charities on new lines,3 it Consolidation of 
has been the policy of the Commissioners to suggest that, not the one or two charities charities. 
only, in regard to which application may have been lI).ade to them, but all the several 
charities administered by trustees for the same parish or in the same place should be 
dealt with under a common scheme. After inquiry the funds which are available are 
then consolidated and allotted to difierent purposes according to a general interpre-
tation of the doctrine of cy-pre8. This doctrine is applied specially to doles-gifts 
payable, generally speaking, to the poor of a parish, sometimes given or bequeathed 
before the establishment of the Poor Law of Queen Elizabeth, but very frequently after 
that date.· The conditions under which these doles have been provided as gifts to 
the poor are very various, and, distributed merely as a supplement to the small 
resources of poor persons, they have been shown to be very injurious, as the evidence 
which we will submit later on indicates. Accordingly on the principle of cy-pres, 
since Poor Law relief, it was argued, had taken the place of doles. doles were assigned Separation of 
to" the second poor," as the poor who were not in receipt of poor relief were called; charities from 
"and the doctrine was introduced that paupers were not entitled to the benefit of Pdm0o~ ~aw . 

ha . b th d I " Thi li t' h h h a lllistration .. the c nty, ut e secon poor on y. s cy-pres app ca IOn runs t roug t e 
whole scheme-legislation of the Commission, and has initiated and promoted a division of 
labour between the Poor Law and the charities. It may be said to be both a rule of 
law and a settled policy that persons in receipt of Poor Law relief ought not to receive 
relief from endowed charities also.' 

48. Thus, local endowed charities have been consolidated and the income ofthe dole 
chatities has been made applicable to certain purposes set out in schemes, coupled with 
the condition that the benefits of relief under the schemes should be restricted to 

• those who, at least, for a specified period, h.(J.d not been in receipt of Poor Law relief. 

49. But, while a clear line has been drawn between the Poor Law and endowed charity, 
the conditions under which endowments of the nature of doles may be used for other 
purposes have not be~ ~learly marked.s Doles, indeed, have been freely applied to 
other purposes. Already m 1869, under the Endowed Schools Act, the cy-pres method 
was pushed very far indeed, and that, not with a view to the expansion of particular 
charities for the better fulfilment of the objects for which they were established, but 
with a view to the application of the charities to a ~ew purpose altogether.'1 As the 30th. 
Section shows, to receive education was counted a benefit equivalent to any benefit that 
might be conferred upon the people even by a revised application of the charities, which. 
were diverted to educational uses. That section is still in force. It is as follows :-

II In the case of any endowment, which is not an educational endowment as defined in this 
Act, but the income of which is applicable wholly or partially to anyone or more of the following 

1 Tudor on Charities and Mortmain, p. 202. SYoung, 31153. 8 Young, 31142,31143.. • Youn~, 31166 
and Appendix to Evidence, Vol. II!., p. 621. • Tudor on Charities and Mortmain, p. 161. 6 Report of 
Select Committee on Charitable Trusts Acts, 1884, p. viii., and Appendix No. iii. 7 The Endowed Schools 
Act, 1869,_ Sec. 30. Young, 31154. . 
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purp.oses i . na~ely-doles in ~oney 01 kind; marriage portiOI).S; redemption of· prisone~ and 
captives; rehef of poor prisoners - for. debt i lpans;. apprenticeship fees; advancement in 
life; or any purposes which have failed altogetheJ: or have become insignificant, in comparison 
with the magnitude of the endowment, if originally given to charitable uses in or before the 
year of the Lord 1800, it shall be lawful for the Commissioners, with the consent of tl-,e governing 
body, to declare, by a scheme under· this Act, that it is desirable k apply for the 
advancement of education, the whole or part of any such endowment, and thereupon the same 
shall, for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to be an educational endowment." 

50. So far-reaching is this clause that it may be said to express not so much an 
application of the doctrine of cy-pres, as an application of the doctrine of appropriation. l 

The general end of benefiting the class of poor "by all or any forms of relief" was 
set\aside for" the general end of benefiting" them, and others not poor, by the education 
of their children. "In fact, alteration of the manner in which the benefit has been 
conferred has been expanded ..•. to an alteration of the benefit.... A con
siderable change has been made· both in the nature of the benefit and in the class 
to whom the benefit came." Probably by the operation of Section 20 about £19,788 
of the annual income of charities has been transferred to education, and a capital sum of 
£89,713 diverted to educational purposes.1! 

51. In 1892 the Commissioners wrote in their annual Report :-

.. Following the example set in more recent times by the Court of Chancery, and fortified by 
the high authority of this judgment [that of the late Sir G. Jessel, in 1881, when Master of the 
Rolls, in the case of the Campd?n Charities at Kensington],' we have for 'many years made it our 
.first object, in framing Cy-prfS schemes for dole charities, to prescribe such an application of their 
fund3 as may tend in some degree to confer real and lasting benefits upon the poor, consistently 
with a due regard for the main intention of the founders of those. charities.S We conceive, and in 
this view we have the support of the highest authority, that the particular directions of a founder, 
for the distribution 9f funds in the form of doles, are but,means to the general end of benefiting 
the class of poor sought to be helped; and that sur-sequent changes (to use the language 
of Sir G. Jessel in the course of the above-mentioned judgment). in the value of endowments, 
in the circumstances of the locality within, [or of the population [for the benefit of which, the 
charity is administered, in the times, in the habits of society, or in the ideas or practices of men, 
are sufficient to justify the substitution of other and· improved means for the attainment of 
the object proposed." 

52. On this principle, in the case of the city parochial charities the application of 
the parish charities were by statutE' diverted even more widely.4 The total income of 
the Central Fund of the City Parochial Foundation is £52,654, and only £5,000 is made 
applicable for charitable relief-for pensions. A sum of £152,959 was peid out· of the 
capital of the City Parochial Foundation, as grants towards the building of polytechnics 
and institutes, which now receive grants from the State like other technical schools.· Of 
the principle of extending the area of benefit, the scheme was a signal illustration. The
charities previously restricted to residents of parishes in the city were extended to the 
whole police area of the Metropolis. A still further departure from the doctrine of cu.-pres 
was permitted by the Allotments Extension Act, 1882, Section 14, where it is enacted 
that if part of the endowment of a charity in regard to which the Commissionets make 
a scheme is in land, they shall authorise the trustees of the charity to set apart a portion 
of the land for allotments. 

53. It may be concluded, therefore, that, while the doctrine of cy-pres has reen 
applied in very many cases of particular charities, the State has adopted the plan of 
wholesale transference of dole and other charities to educational uses, or, as in London, to 
general philanthropic purposes-if the objects of the polytechnics may thus be described
or, as in the case of allotments, to meeting what was held to be a general want in 
country districts. The gravity of the assumed social demand has thus broken 
through the technicalities of normal procedure. .For the doctrine of cy-pres .has 
been supplemented by a doctrine of beneficial appropriation; and perhaps in the 
case of doles there was at the time administrative justification for this,' There was 
a general consenSllS of opinion that doles were injurious when administered on the 
conditions usually attached to them; but even if they were freed from those conditions 
there was generally neither in the unions nor in the parishes any such administration 

1 Young, 31153. I! S~e Charities Appendix, . •.. S App. No. xiii. G. Evidence, Vol. I .• p. 621. 
4 City of London Parochial Charities Act, .~883.; Return:. Endowed Charities (County of L(mdon). }89:l-1904, 
Vol. 8., p. 322, Vol. VI .. , pp. 936,940,954. Hayes Fisher, 30936 (7). 
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of relief as would turn them to good account. Hence resulted their diversion, as we 
ha ve pointed out, to purposes quite unlike those for which they were founded. Had an 
administration suitable for their proper use and' management under altered conditions . 
been forthcoming, instead of being diverted to entirely different purposes, they might 
reasonably have been placed at the disposal of a suitable authority for continued appli
cation to the relief of the poor on new lines.1 Such an authority we would desire to 
create. And in view of this, and since we believe that doles may be tutned to 
good and proper account for relief purposes, we would strongly recommend that 
Section 30 of the Endowed Schoob Act of 1869 should be repealed. 

IX.-THE SCHEMES OF TirE CHARITY COMMISSION. 

PART VJI.. 

54. Now, to turn to the schemes themselves. In the re-settlement of dole charities The purpose 
under schemes it was desired to fulfil two objects:9 "First, the encouragement among the !lsu&lly enteNd 
poor of habits of providence, thrift and self-help; and, secondly, the ,concentration of l~ sc~~:nes for 
these endowments upon assistance to the poor at the times of their special and c Imtles. 
certain need, namely, in sickness and in old age." With these objects the schemes 
usually enable the trustees to apply the funds of the charity under their care in the 
following ways: (1) They may make s'llblcriptions or donations:-

(a) In aid of dispensaries, hospitals ahd convalescent homes or any institution 
in which persons suffering from any bodily infirmity are taught a trade 
or employment so as "to secure the benefits of these institutions for the 
objects of the charity." . 

'(b) In aid of any provident club or society established in or near the said 
parish for the supply of coal, clothing or other necessaries. 

(c) Any duly registered and ~ccessible provident or friendly society. 

The clause respecting medical relief has been useful it is stated and has led to I!ood 
results. The clause respecting friendly societies has not been so operative. .... 

(2) The trustees may also make contributions for the following purposes: the supply 
of nurses; the payment of the expenses of travelling to hospitals or convalescent homes; 
the purchase of annuities; the cost of outfit on entering a trade, or occupation, 
or service; passage money for emigration ; the provision of "proper care and super
vision for poor persons requiring temporary change of air or special protection or treat
ment "; the provision or maintenance of recreation grounds; the acquisition of 
open spaces or the maintenance of any reading room, library, or workman's club; 
the suppolrt of any accessible museum, art collection, or art and industrial exhibition; 
and the provision of technical or art instruction. 

In thia class" the provision of emigration," Sir George Young says, is "liable 
to a gOt, deal of obJection." "The conversion of eleemosynary funds to the 
provision ~f recreation grounds or the maintenance of workman's clubs. is," he 
states, "obtiously open to difficulty, and is probably only possible in ,special cases, 
and only e.iPedient where there is plenty of money." And this applies still more 
to the claus{s relating to museums and art collections. 

Ii \ . 

Finally,) (3) as a third class of permitted expenditure, there come :-

. (a) The supply of clothes, linen, bedding, fuel, tools, medical or other 
aid" including surgical appliances, in sickness, disability or infirmity, food 
or :,other articles in kind to an amount not exceeding £ in anyone year; 8 

an~\ ' 
_ (b) Temporary relief in money, by way of loan or otherwise, in the case 

of unexpected loss, or sudden destitution, to an amount not exceeding £ in 
anyone year. 

1 Fortieth :R.eporhf the Charity Commissioners, 1893, Secs. (24), (25), and (26). 9 Young, 31141. App. 
No. xiii., Yo!. IIr., pp. 615 and 621. 8 Vol. IlL, App. p. GIg. 
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Thete is also sometimes a. clause which permits the payment of contributions 
towards apprenticeship. The first of the two clauses (a) and (b) represents "the 
limit to which the Commissioners consider themselves able to cut down the pernicious 
cperation of promiscuous dole charities." Of the second clause (b) it is said that 
"the standard represented by the clause is still a little higher than that which can 
be ensured in all cases throughout the country." 

. 55. On these statements we would make some comment. Of the ways of spending 
permitted by the schemes, that for the encouragement of habits of providence, 
thrift and self-help does not appear to have succeeded. Only wealthy charities can help 
to p'rovide recreation grounds or open spaces, or to maintain working men's clubs 
and museums. " Emigration" is liable to objection. The" temporary relief," 
clause (b) works fairly well. But considered from the point of view of useful co-operative 
charity these many divisions, we must say, appear to us to be of very doubtful 
advantage. The requirements of particular cases of distres~ properly understood and 
provided for, personally and otherwise 'on some reasonable plan, are in our opinion· 
the true guide to the best use of the resources of a charity. And as has been shown in 
the evidence the co-operation of the endowed charities with the charity of 'Voluntary 
societies and pri'Vate individuals will add greatly to the sufficiency of the assistance 
which they gi'Ve; and further, this co-operation is often the means of connecting the 
administration of the endowed charity with actual personal work. To prevent'the trustees 
reverting to doles the purposes for which the money available under the scheme might 
be used has been stated in very great detail. What is required is money applicable to 
any of the needs of distress as they arise, subject to the main principle" the encourage
ment among the poor of habits of providence, thrift and self-help, but not applicable 
for doles." 

56. If sufficient inquiry is not forthcoming to ascertain the data necessary for such 
a purpose, it were better that the income of the charity should be repetved till means 
for making' proper inauiry are arranged. But provision should be made expressly for 
thie, as to a certain extent it now is, by the terms of the scheme itself.' In the case of 
almspeople and pensioners the trustees are now required to make inquiries in regard to 
applicants for appointment; and it is said that" in the less populous parishes and places 
the means of securing inquiry are sufficient or might easily be made so." 1 

"If a body of trustees came to us," Sir George Young stated, I "and said there is more 
work than we can do, we could reinforce them, of course, or we could give the powers, which 
after all they could take without assistance or leave, to act by agent.q or by committees to obtain 
information, or to utilise the services, whether of clergy, medical wen, benevolent persons, 
district visitors, and others. • • . In various old towns whose charities are numerous, abuses 
are very apt to exist, but even there it is not for want of power that proper inquiry is not 
made. . . • It is notorious that charities in past times and probably in present times have 
been made the means of political influence, or have been utilised for the purpose of private 
interest. . • • Any reasonable expense for making inquiries would be allowed by '.ilie Ch1uity 
Commissioners .••. In very populouspla.ces the difficulties are, of course, greater, lind there we 
have always been on the watch for suggestions as to the best way of meeting them i thus we have 
given power to the trustees to avail themselves of the local Charity Organisation Societies." 

;' 
57. To ensure that the standard of work is such as we have deem~d reasonable, another 

condition also has to be fulfilled. Some method of visitation should be adopted 
in order to ascertain that the work of the charities for which schemes haveibeen made 
is well and usefully conducted. But the staff of the Charity Commissidn does not 
at present permit of their making any except casual inspections. 8 This defiorncy affects 
the whole administration. " 

" The Commissioners ought to have power to see that all their SChemes~ carried out, 
but they have not sufficient staff or power to do so. There is no sufficient me of supervising 
the action of trustees to ensure that they will obey the scheme. A good deal of Qrrespondence 
might be saved and some difierences which are not now settled might be settled i we had rather 
more staff to deal with cases of complaint. We have a department which classilles the annual 
accounts carefully and produces them as wanted, whenever a case is taken up, and examines them 
so far &s possible; but there is no sufficient staff provided for proper examination of the 
account.s. 4 Still les8 have we power to andit or surcharge." 

1 Appendix. Vol. IlL, p. 616. 
431178.81209. 

I Young, 31151, 31152. 8 Young, 31145, 31149,31150. 
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Thus, however carefully drawn the schemes may be, the staff necessary to ensure that 
the system of supervision set in force by the Charitable Trusts Acts is properly 
applied is lacking, and still more is the staff insufficient to meet the demands -of 
any large and well-directed extension of that system. 

PART VII. 

58. Weare of opinion then, that under proper safeguarru. " doles" and othel similar Conclusion. 
charities should be used more definitely for eleemosynary purposes proper than the schemes 
8uggest--extremely useful as these schemes have often undoubtedly been; that the 
Commission should have power to audit *; and that the Commission should be staffed 
8ufficiep+ly well to enable it to super lise the working of the schemes and, when necessary, 
to revise them. 

X.-BOARDS OF TRUSTEES. 

59. In the draft schemes for the administration of endowed charities submitted to us The selection of 
by Sir George Young it is arranged that the body of trustees should when .complete Trustees. 
consist of a certain number of competent persons appointed as ex dfficio trustees, 
as representative trustees, and as co-optative trustees.1 The ex officio trustees 
consist generally of local persons specially concerned in the administration of 
the charity by reason of their office, as for instance, the rector or vicar of the parish or 
parishes to which the charities belong, or the mayor of the borough, or the chairman 
of the parish council.s The representative trustees are appointed direct by the bodies 
that are given the right of representation, such as the parish councilor a town council. 
The co-optative trustees are appointed for a term of years by the resolution of the trustees. 
On this method some comments ·are made by Sir George Young. He says :-

" There is no doubt that many of those who serve upon parish councils or town councils are 
not on & line with the Charity Commissioners in their opinion as to the comparative effects of 
dole charities and of the substituted provisions. Therefore, the representatives of these bodies 
very often take & line, which becomes of more importance owing to their representative position, 
in opposition to the principles which have been recommended by the experience of the Charity 
Commissioners, and there are indications that these matters are being introduced into local elections, 
and that an amount of what I fear I must call popular prejudice is not an altogether unheard -of 
method of commending a candidate to the electors .•.. I confess that I regard the general 
effect of the in4-oduction of representatives into the Board of Trustees as beneficilll; . • . it is 
necessary to bear that in mind, for instance, when the Commissioners are being pressed, as they 
are being pressed by a resolution of the House of Commons, though not by an Act, to 
constitute in all cases as a majority of the trustees represe9-tatives of the local authority. t. . . 
Without raising objections to this . •. I would very strongly urge that my successors should 
be left to exercise the discretion that they have hitherto enjoyed, and that undue pressure should 
not be brought to bear upon them to proceed too fast in this direction. . . . It must be 
remembered that persona are elected to town councils and pamh councils for certain purposes, 
and those purposes are not in grneral the administration of charity."3 

60. And in answer to the question, Who are the local authorities who would be 
consulted upon the draft of a scheme? the answer was :-

.. The district councils frequently, the parish councils invariably, and town councils invariably. 
, .. boards of guardians we should not consult a8 such. We should consult them in the form 
of local distl'ict councils and corporations which cover the same ground, but boards of guardians 
as 'such we do not, as. a rule, consult; they would not be considered a local authority for the 
purpose." 

61. This evidence suggests two points of difficulty which would have to be met in 
any reorganisation of endowed charities with a view to'meeting distress. The- witnesses, 
as we shall see, state again and again that there ;6 no co-operation between the en
dowed charities and the Poor Law Guardians. This might, we think, be in some measure 
prevented if boards of guardians were consulted with a view to the administration of 
the charity being an independent but recognised part of the local arrangements for the 
purposes of relief and assistance. And next it is evident that to carry out a scheme, 
the election upon the board of representatives of bodies created for quite other purposes 

• It may be mentioned that under Sec. 58 of the Local Government Act of 1894 it is held that the 
-audit<:lrs of the Local Government Board have the power of auditing the accounts of charities of which the 
-parish council are the trustees. 

t No rosolution was passed A motion was proposed that in their schemes the Charitr. Commissioners 
tlbould "provide for the election of a majority of the Trustees by representative Authorities'.j but the debate 
was adjourned and no motion was adopted. 

1 Young,31U2-31148. Report of Select Committee on Charitable Trusts,I884, p. ix., No. 306; and 
Extracts from the Fortieth (for 1892) Annual Report of the Charity Commission, reprinted on p. 325 of the 
Report of the Select Committee on Charity Commission. 221. 2 Vol. III. of Evidence, Appendix, p. 613. 
sYoung, 31145, 31U6, 31147. 
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must prove to be a very unsuitable method. 1 In practice, such an election may be a 
merely indiscriminate appointment of persons who are not in any wav specially qualified 
to fulfil the duties of charitable administrators. To administer charitable help usefully, 
it would be better, we. think, that the trustees should have comparatively large powers 
of co-optation on the settled .understanding that, as far as possible, the persons co-opted 
should be qualified to be suitable members of the board, by their general knowledge of 
the subject or by their cognate knowledge of some department of work. 

XL-OTHER METHODS OF REGISTERING CHARITIES. 

Registration . 62. Before passing to the evidence submitted to ~ respecting the working of 
under the· endowed and other charities, we may conveniently refer here to methods of 
Fril'ndly Societies registering charitable societies other tha:l those connected with the Charity Com
Act,1896. mission.s Charitable societies ca:l register under the Friendly Societies Act of 1896, 

Section 8, as "Societies other than friendly societies (in this Act called benevolent 
societies) for any benevolent or cha!:itable purpose." Every registered society is 
required to have a registered office, to appoint trustees, to submit its accounts to 
audit annually, to make an annual Return showing separately its expenditure in respect 
of the several objects of the society, to deliver to every person on demand copies of 
rules; to supply copies of its annual Return; and to allow the inspection of its books. With 
these duties it has certain privileges. It can legally hold property (in the case of 
benevolent societies, not exceeding one acre) and other kinds of property in the 
names of trustees. It has remedy against fraud on summary conviction" whilst the' 
only criprinal remedy against fraud by its members open to an unregistered society is 
confined to cases of larceny or embezzlement." 

"If the society has stock in the funds in the names of trustees a.nd the trustee is away from the 
United Kingdom, becomes ba.nkrupt, etc., instead of having to apply to the High Court of Justice 
or to take a.ny other proceedings which it would have to do if unregistered, it ca.n have the 
money·tra.nsferred by direction of the Chief Registrar on payment of £1 fee." 

And there are provisions for the settlement of disputes by reference to the Chief 
Registrar or to a County Court or a Court of Summary Jurisdiction. 

63. The Act, it will be noted, does not interfere with the decisions and work of the 
registered society. The rules of the society must be consistent with the terms of the 
Act; and the forwarding of accounts and Returns and the opportunities afforded by 
this and other busines!t lea:! to the Registrar becoming both a.n inspector of accounts 
and a friendly advisor. But his powers cease there. The society remains inde
pendent. He does not control its investments nor require it to adopt one set of 
rules and one only, nor in the case of a friendly society does he fix and determine 
the scales of payment and the range of benefits. He stands as a kind of official 
guarantor to the members of societies and to the public that the work of the societies 
will be conducted in a businesslike manner. If a society does not register, it is not 
compelled to do so. But the general status obtained by registration is an ad\'antage 
to a society, in addition to the privileges and the support and security which the Act 
affords. 

M. We may compare the system of registration enforced by the Friendly So~ieties 
Act with the system of accountancy and supervision, adopted under the Chant able 
Trusts Acts. In the former case members, officials, and trustees, who may be 
ignorant of actuarial methods necessary to their business and who may need pro
tection against fraud, are guided by the procedure oi the Act and by the counsels 
of the Registrar. In the latter case the recipients of tIle charity and those who may 
claim under its conditions may be inclined to guard its bo'mty jealously as against all 
outside interference. But they ca.n have no part in its. government as. member~. 
Their interests are in the ha:lds of the trustees of the char ty. And mutah8 mutandu 

1 Cf. Report made to the Royal Commission on the Poor Law re3peol~.g endowed a.nd voluntary 
charities, by Mr. A. C. Kay and Mr. H. V.Toynbee (1908). p. 59 S Friendly l~.cietie9 Act, 1896, 59 and 60 
Viet., c. 25, Sections 8,24,25,26,27,39,40,47,55,68. 
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the Charity Commission is like the Chief Registrar the authority for seeing that 
the trustees do their duty; and similar machinery is required both in the one case 
and in the other. The Charity Commission deal only with endowed charities-with the 
trustees of the dead hand. The Registrar deals with, and through,responsible trustees 
who hold office for tl:e enforcement of interests. in which all the members are 
directly concerned. But in both cases, there is the condition to which Sir George 
Young drew attention. The institution is dealing with the interests not of the passing 
generation only,. but in a: great : measure with the interests' of its ·successors. The 
claims of one generation are closely involved in those .of another; the investments are 
held in common for all members; the society, by the nature of its privileges 
and by its registration, assumes a kind of c.ivic personality. Its property has fQr 

. these rea.sons to be safeguarded from the point of view of its members and of the 
community. There must be continuous accountability, and the society cannot 
dissolve except formally and on certain terms. That this is an argument applicable 
to other than endowed charities is proved by the fact that not friendly societies only 
but" benevolent and charitable societies" take advantage of the Act.1 Th~se societies, 
however, in London at least, are with one exception-a hospital'-benevolent societies, 
whose members are eligible to receive charitable benefits under various conditions 
by reason of their payments to a common fund, and not societies for tp,e grant of 
eleemosyt:ary benefits to outsiders who have paid into no such fund. But in spit'l of this 
difference, the argument in favour of some continuity of public supervision may be 
pushed one step further and applied to yet one class more. If it applies to volun
tary "benevolent" societies it applies, though on rather different grounds, to 
voluntary eleemosynary societjes. They, too, are in most cases managing their funds 
and carrying on their work for others than the members of the passing generation. 
Their organisation involves considerations that affect their future administrators very 
greatly. Sir George Young said 2:_ 

"It has appeared to me that a line might be drawn in regard to endowments arising out of 
voluntary contributions, of which the principal intention at the time seems to have been that they 
should have been spent as received, namely, if the administrators at the moment said: 'With 
regard to this sum that has now come in, we will Dot speud it .this year, or next year, but WI." 

will put it by and use the income of it,' and, if that continues, that it might be considered that 
they had power to confer upon it, and that they did confer upon it, the nature of an endowment. 
It would seem rather hard, after one generation of prudent administrators, taking advantage of a 
windfall or of a wind. that filled their sails and filled their coffers with money, had abstained 
from dispersing everything that came in, and had formed a nucleus which would enable the 
charity to tide over bad times in future, that that nucleus, that accumulation should still so 
far retain the character of a voluntary contribution in the eyes of the law, as to be liable to 
expenditure in any year that a body of administrators who had more extravagant or less 
cautious ideas happened to find themselvel\ in possession of it." 

I 
PARTm~ 

65. There are many societies which have investments which are in the nature of an Registration and 
endowment, that is to say, the income drawn from their investments is used to supple- incorporation 
ment voluntary contributions; and the capital itself is seldom realised and used ender th.e A 
for current purposes. And it may be thought that to treat this capital as an l~~panles ct, 
endowment and make it impossible for the managers to realise it without the per- . 
lnission of the Charity Commissioners 'Yould be to impose too great a restriction on the 
charity; but intervention need not be pushed so far. Charitable societies in 
want of the kind of security that Sir George Young would desire to give them are using 
as sufficient for their purpose the registration which is placed within their reach by 
the Companies Acts. Under Section 23 of the Companies Act, 1867, an association 
for the purpose of "promoting commerce, art, science, religion, charity, or any other 
useful object, which does not involve the diVision of profit, may, if it obtains the 
licence of the Board of Trade, be incorporated by registration with lilnited lia
bility, but without the aq.dition of the word 'limited' to its name." Here, as in 
the case of eleemosynary charities, the benefits of the -' rity are a vaila ble for the 
common good, not, as is usually the case in benevolent societies, for the charitable 
advantage of particular members. Under the Companies Acts by the Memorandum 
of .Association the association provides for the proper application.of its funds and for 
the liability of members in the event of the; association being dissolved. True accounts 
ha ve to be kept, and to be open to the inspection of members. Once a year the 
accounts have to be examined, and the correctness of the balance sheet ascertained 

.. 1 Reports of the Chief Registrar, Part A.,.App. ii., p. 78, London, 11)05. 
II YOWli 31243. . 
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by one or more properly qualified auditors. On the other hand the subscribers of the 
Memorandum, together with such other persons as may from time to time become 
members of the company, are a body corporate by the name contained in the 
Memorandum of Association, capable forthwith of exercising all the functions of an 
incorporated company and having perpetual succession and a common seal, with 
power to hold lands . 

• 
66. The number of charitable associations registered under Section'23 were,four in 

1904, eleven in 1905, ten in 1906, and seven iIi. 1907. 

Ga. Subject, then, to the further consideration of the question, which must follow 
our t'xamination of the present position of endowed and voluntary charities, we would 
conclude that the presumption is that some registration and supervision of voluntary 
charities is desirable, at least on the lines common to the Charitable Trusts Acts, the 
Friendly Society Act of 1896, and the Companies Act of 1867. In these cases 
registration carries with it requirements that tend to secure careful and business
like management, combined with privileges which give to the society which registers 
some of the advantages of incorpora.tion. 

68. But to set out the facts fully for our purpose, we have still to refer to one or 
two legislative provisions that bear upon charities. 

XII.-FURTHER ACTS AFFECTING THE REGISTRATION OR ADMINISTRATION OF CHARITIES. 

Registration o.f. 6!1. The Local Government Act of 1888 transferred to the county councils a.nd the 
en~wed charIties councils of county boroughs the registration of charitable gifts, which was conducted 
~~un ~~nd the formerly at the office of the clerk of the peace of the county or city or town being a county 

. Coun~hs of in itself, under 52 Geo. III. c. 102.1 The registration was made by a memorial or 
County statement of the real and personal estate and the income, investments, and objects of 
Boroughs charities and charitable donations for the benefit of any poor or other persons in any 

place in England or Wales, with the names of the founders or benefactors and the 
persons having custody or control of deeds and other documents. The Act extends 
only to endowed charjties as defined in Section 10,* and is, it would seem, practically 
obsolete. 

70. In 1892 a Charities Inquiries (Expenses) Act was passed "to authorise the 
councils of counties and county boroughs to contribute to the expenses of inquiries into 
certain charities. ~'J These inquiries were "conducted by the Charity Commissioners 
into any charities which are by the trusts governing their administration expressly 
appropriated in whole or in part for the benefi~ of their county or county borough or 
of any part thereof." They were made in regard to London and to thirteen counties 
and the West Riding of Yorkshire and in some county boroughs. But the method has 
not been generally applied. Yet, if it were managed on economic lines, it would, with 
the information already in the hands of the Commissioners provide the data for a most 
useful and handy scheme of reference and registration. The Charitable Trusts Acts 
indeed do not require the Charity Commissioners to keep a register of charities, but it 
appears that by the necessities of their work a register has been compiled. We have 
already, therefore, a central register at the Charity Commission and a method which 
might be utilised for its extension for practical purposes; and the question arises how 
we may best turn these to account for the better administration of charity generally. S 

• That is, it does not extend to any charity or charitable' donation not isst.ing out of or 
Fecured upon lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or directed by the donor or founder to be secured 
thereon,orto be permanently invested in Government,or public, stocJ..-s or funds, or to any charitable 
donation which, by the direction of the donor or by the lawful rules of any charitable institution 
may be wholly or in part expended in and about the charitable plllpose to which the sam~ may 
have been given, at the discretion of the governors, directors, managers or trustees of such charltable 
institution. 

1 Local Government (England a'nd Wales) Act, 1888, 51 and 52 Viet, cap. 41, Seo. 3 (xv.). Tudor on 
Charities and Mortmain, p. 307. J Charities Inquirie~ Act, 55 and 56 Viet., c. 15. Thirty-sixth Report of 
the Charity Commission for England and Wales [Cd. 5685], pp. 12 and 13, and re~erences in subsequent 
reports, especially App. B: Forty-fourth Report, p. i8. [Cd. 8413]. 8 Thirty·seven.th Report, p. 13; and 
other subsequent Reports. [Cd. 5986]. 
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71. It should be added,' that the results of ~e co-operation of the Commission with 
the county and borough councils has been t¥J' discovery of unknown charities the 
rescue of cha:rities which were in danger ~ being lost, and the ascertainme~t. of 
cases of improper administration on the part of trustees of charities. 1 These results 
suggest that an altogether closer rel¢on between the' Charity Commissioners and 
local administration would be desir l51e; and if local committees were formed in' 
some definite relation to the end ed' charities and to the Charity Commission- I 

especially, 80 far as it may be ossible, in some friendly and even informal con
sultative relation, the wish pressed to us by Sir George' Young might be yet 
further realised. "We co ," he said, "the opportunity of utilising the best 
experience. of those eng a d in charity work. Anything which would tend to 
increase the relationshi between the Charity Commissioners and those who are 
engaged in personal ch~ty work ought to be encouraged." 

/ 
XI .-CORPORATION AND PARISH COUNCIL TaUSTEES. 

72. Next as 0 municipal corporat.ions. By the ~Imiicipal Corporations Act of 1835 
under Section 1 the policy was adopted of divesting the corporations of estates 
leld by the under special charitable trusts and of providing other Trustees ,in their 
place.1 Th administration of the Charities was kept "entirely distinct from that 
()f the pu c stock and borough fund." Again, under the Corporations Act of 1883, 
if a mun' 'ipal corporation was dissolved, the Charity Commissioners were '.' empowered 
by mea of schemes to vest their property in the charities in other persons or bodies 
corpor ,as they might think right for the benefit of the inhabitants." Thus 
munic' al charities have been freed from the corporations that formerly controlled 
the Both legal estate and administration are in other hands. The point is of 
imp ance. If the charities in towns were reorganised, the trustees might be 
ap inted by a local board of charities and the direct connection with the municipality 

l
Uld then cease.8 

73. By the Local Government Act of 1894 the parish councils in rural parishes were 
in certain cases made the local authority for holding the property of parochial charities, 
but not as a rule.' A parochial charity, as distinguished from ecclesiastical charities, 
is defined as "a charity the benefits of which are, or the separate distribution of 
the benefits of which is, confined to the inhabitants of a single parish, or of a 
single ancient ecclesiastical parish divided into two or more parishes, or of not 
more than five neighbouring parishes." The legal interest in all the property of 
these charities, which had formerly been vested in overseers with or without 
churchwardens, passed to the parish council. The churchwardens and overseers 
were superseded by trustees appointed by the parish council; and with the consent 
of the Charity Commissioners trustees other ,than chmchwardens and overseers were 
allowed to transfer property held for any public purpose connected with a rural 
parish to the parish council. 

, 74. Under the London Government Act of 1899 provision is made for the vesting 
in the borough councils of all, legal interest in property hitherto vested in church
wardens and overseers, other than property connected with the affairs of the church, 
and for appointing trustees in place of the overseers.1i 

75. In those cases the property vests in the local authority, the administration lies 
with trustees; and the facts suggest that if a local centre for the administration of 
charitable relief were desired, some of the trustees in a parish or a group of parishes might 
in part form it. The same suggestion may be made in regard to the trustees of borough 
councils in the Metropolis.8 

PAR';fYII .. 

76. If we make a survey of the statements and facts so far submitted, we may conclude General 
that there is a definite standard of administration which may be applied as a test conclusion. 
to the efficiency of administration as we now find it in different parts of the country. 

1 Young, 31190, and Thirty-ninth Report 01 the Charity Co~ission, p. 19, and oth~r Reports of the 
C~mmissioll. I Municipal Corporations Act, 1835, 5 and 6 W,IL IV., c. 76, Sec. 71. CharItable Trusts Act, 
18~ 3, Sec. 65. Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, 45 lind 46 Viet., c. 50, Sec. 133. Municipal Corporations Act, 
1883 46 and 47 Viet., e. 18, Sec. 3. 3 Tudor on Charities and Mortmain, pp. 792, 795. Young 31131. 
'Th~ Local Government Act, 1894,56 and 57. Viet., c. 73. Sec. 75. 5 (2) (c) 14 (1) and :(2). Young, 31156. 
31159. 6 The London GOvernment Act, 1899, 62 and 63 Viet.,· c. 14 23,(1), (3). (4). 6 Lewis. 22082. 
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, . 

This standard would require of those 'Who participate in the admirustration the ell. 
deavour, no~ merely to supplement poverty by gifts, but to remove distress by well 
planned aid fortified ·by personal oversight and care. Nei-t, there is accepted alike 
by the Charity Commissioners and by the Poor Law authorities, as exemplified 
in what is known as Mr., the late Lord~ Goschen's Minute on Poor Law' Relief~ 
the principle that there should be a recognised division of work between the Poor 
Law authorities and the managers of charities, a division that implies. that they 
should each fulfil a somewhat different function, but should none the less each 
co~operate with the other. We have seen further that a system of safeguarding 
endowed charities has been gradually develop~d and ~s now in operation, that 
a do<\trine ?f cy·pres has been widelJ: B:pplied, ~~d that ,under the provisions of 
Acts of· ParlIament a system of approprIatmg CharItIes to al~ogether new uses has 
been enforced. On the other hand, there is no central adminiS\J:ation applicable to 
voluntary chstrities though there is an· evident desire on the pazt of many charities 
to obtain some kind of status by Act of Parliament, by Charter'll by registration 
under the Friendly Societie~ ~ct of ~896. or und~r .the Companies Act, 1867. Finally~ 
apart from endowed ch.a~ltles ~hwh are a~J?lillstered under sche~es by private 
trustees, there are charItIes whwh are admInIstered by trustees actmg for counties 
county boroughs, parish councils, and Metropolitan boroughs, which, in conjunctio~ 
with other endowed charities and with voluntary charities, might be the nuciei of some 
new local organisation . 

XIV.-ExTENT AND CAUSES OF PO\"ERTY. 

77. We propose now to submit the information that has reached us from the inqu.ries 
that have kindly been made through the bishops and clergy in most of the dioceses in 
England and Wales as to the state of poverty; They will indicate in some measure he 
local conditions with which those who administer voluntary relief have largely to concerI.' 
themselves. Subsequently dealing with the country districts, and the towns, and the 
Metropolis separately, we would submit evidence respecting the charities and their 
management; and the proposals made to us for the formation of some administrative 
system of responsible local committees or boards of charity. 

Of the diocesan returns themselves, we should add a word. They represent an 
endeavour to obtain a census of opinion from the clergy throughout the country in regard 
to the extent of poverty and in regard to a few points on which in common conversation 
there is frequent criticism of the Poor Law. The results appear to us to be very valuable, 
especially as to the condition of the poor in the country generally. This and the method 
of charitable assistance are the only points with which we are able to deal. But, considered 
as tests of opinion, the replies to other questions are hardly of.less interest as, for instance, 
those made to the questions whether there is any amount of unrelieved distress due to 
the reluctance of destitute persons to resort to Poor Law relief;' whether there is distress 
due to inadequacy of relief; how far there is overlapping. Altogetherthe returns, which 
ill the case of many of the dioceses have been very carefully collected and considered. are 
of a somewhat special importance 

Reports from 78. From the rural and from the urban districts in the dioceses of Newcastle, 
dioceses in regard Durham, Ripon, Liverpool, Manchester and Chester thp-J:e are the following Reports :
to the ",xten of 

poverty in them. Of the Newcastle area it is said :_ 

Newcastle. " In the rural areas poyertv does not exist to any appreeiable extent •••• Such poyerty as 
does exist in the rural areas is found in the small towns, and in connection with the • rights of 
freemen,' charitable trusts, and weekly markets. The first seems to limit enterprise, the second to 
attract an indolent class, and the third loafers." 

"In the small boroughs and market towns, espl1cially in' Berwick, poverty is in evidence, 
largely due to • casual labour,' mismanagement and drink. In the south·east corner of the 
diocese, where the population is almost entirely industrial, poverty exists to a gIl!ater extent, and 
especially among the lower·class lall1)urers, and again it is owing to lacl, of regular frupluyment, 
want of thrift, ignorance of household management, drink and gambling. Among tho Dlmen, of 
whom there is a large proportion, there is considerable reluctance to support their aged /Uld infinn 
parunts, owing, perhaps, largely to their becoming independent at an 'early age, and this is 
aggravated by the number of miners' representatives on the board of guardians, who are readv to 
lupport applications without enforcing the duty of children to parents." 
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Of the colliery and rural districts in the Durham Diocese, it is said:- Durhan1-

.. There is, comparatively speaking, little poverty in the colliery and rural districts except 
/lmong the aged, widows and those who are physically unfit, and that is not increasin,g in 
intensity except among the last-named class. This increase is due,asin the towns, to the operation 
)f the Workmen's Compensation Acts in making it difficult to find employment. With this 
.!xception, Buch poverty as does exist in those districts is almost invariably ascribed to moral 
causes, intemperance, gambling, thriftlessness, etc." , 

"In the slum districts of the towns there is a considerable amount of chronic poverty. There 
is, however, little evidence to show that it is increasing either in amount' or intensity. . •. 
The proportion of • poor' to the whole population is not increasing. But in towns dependent on 
shipping, ship-building and allied industries, recent depression of trade has caused great distress." 

In the Ripon Diocese :___ Ripon. 

.. The rural parishes contain little or no poverty. In the' great majority of cases the reply is 
that whatever real' poverty there may be is' due to the moral causes of intemperance and 
improvidence, and to the economic one of wages being too low to enable a saving to be made 
against sickness and old age." 

.. The case in towns is very different. In some parishes poverty is intense and increasing; 
in others it is but little in evidence, but on the whole there seems to be a· decrease in the. amount 
of poverty." 

Wakefield :-
.. The Diocese of Wakefield is chiefly industrial; and the population more or less dense. On 

the whole ••• while some poverty and distress exists, it does not appear to be generally acute or 
increasing." 

In the Liverpool Diocesan Report it is said that:-
, .. While more than a third of the parishes, urban or rural, report the existence of a consider
able degree of poverty, only one-seventh of the total number believe that there is a tendency 
of it to increase." 

Wakefield. 

Liverpool. 

In'the Manchester Diocese in the rural districts there is:- Mancheiter • 

.. Not much poverty, and what there is appears to be decreasing. It exists chiefly through 
drink ~nd gambling, also through sickness and early marriage." 

.. In all the large towns of the diocese there is a considerable amount of poverty, though 
at the beginning' of the year when trade was exceptionally good the number in distress were 
les8 than usual. Where poverty exists in the towns apart from unemployment it seems to be 
traceable to drunl;ennes~, gambling, thriftlessness, and early marriages, to the irregular employ
ment, especially of unskilled labourers, and' a desire to work only part of the week.' " 

From the Chester DioceSe it is reported :- Chester • 

.. The summarised return~ for the thirteen rural deaneries of the Chester, Diocese agree in 
stating that, on the whole, there is not much poverty." Withrespect to the purely agricultural 
rural deanery of Malpas, it is stated t1"at: 'There is no real poverty.' And' little or no poverty 
is said to exist in the agricultural districts of Cheshire,' too absolute statements which, 
it would appear from the report, "require some modification." 

.. In towns where there is some flourishing industry, e.g., Runcorn, Stockport, Crewe, there is 
little poverty. The greatest distress obtains in places where trade is bad, e.g., in the salt 
district and at Nantwich, and where a town haa no importa.nt industry but considerable 
opportunitiell of casual employment during pad of the year, e.g., at Chester." 

In the Birmingham Diocese :- Birmingham 

"Where urban conditions prevail, on the whole, poverty seems to be increasing, the 
exception being in the outlying districts. Of the fifty-two (out of ni.nety incumbents) who a!lswer 
this <;Juestion, thirty-three definitely state that it is increasing, sixteen say that it is not increasing, 
and four a.1Iirm that it is decreasing." 

f~'he retlY:Il.l! for fortv-five rural parishes, many of which have a population of less than 500, 
are practically unanimous in stating tha.t there is no general prevalence of poverty, and several of 
them\ftate that there is no poverty in the parish ..•. It cannot be said that the problem of 
poverty exists in an acute form in the ru:al parts of the diocese, ex('ept in so far as the difficult~-

\ of pro-1sion for old age is concerned." . 

"Takng next the ljlOceses of Wor~ester, Lichfield, Southwell, Peterboroug!l 
and E~\. the replies are :-

W orceste: :- Worcester. 

r "lot much poverty, except in congested areas, and not increa.sing. It is very prevalent 
;here trere are endowed charities. What poverty there is in country districts is caused by 
he p~<cariou8ness of employment, which causes improvidence. In the ,town of Dudley, the 
~eason \ Qr poverty is stated to be a disinclination to employ people over sixty years of age •. Most 
<jf the p.verty is traceable to intemperance and to a disinclination to regular work." , 
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Lichfield. TJichfield : 

SouthwtJll. 

?eberborough. 

Ely. 

J 10ucesteI. 

Icrerord. 

,e In a large percentage of parishes therQ is little real poverty. There are three archdeaconries 
-that of S~l\fford, whi?h covers a l~rg~ mining and industrial district known as the Black Country, 
wgether With a c.onslderable ag~lcultural arel! .. Here poverty is .marked as increasing in 
twenty-six parishes, decreasing in 120. The Archdeaconry of Stoke contains the large pottery 
towns, together with a. mining and an agricultural district. There is not much poverty in 104 
parishes; there is poverty in twenty-five; in eight it is increasing. In the Archdeaconry 
of Salop there is only one large town, a.nd a certain number of market towns, a large proportion 
of the parishes being country villages. Here there is little or no real poverty, at all events of a
chronic nature, in 104 p:1rishes. In two instances there is increasing poverty a.nd considerable 
poverty in eight." , . 

In\ the Diocese of Southwell, out of 444 replies receivec;l to the question: "Is there 
much poverty in your parish?" the answers in 410 were in the negative. 

" A la.rge numerica.l proportion of the parishes are purely rural and scantily populated, whilat 
the mining and industrial centres are, for the most part, enjoying the benefits of good trade and 
regular employment." 

In the Peterborough Diocese the answers to the question: "Is there much poverty 
In your parish?" . 

"Reveal the fact that there is very little real poverty, or, at any rate, distress, over 
the whole area. In a few parishes it is said to be fluctuating with the state of trade; but in n() 
less than 380 there is said to be very little, and in only thirty-one any considerable amount_ These 
thirty-one, however., represent a total population of 148,711, of which nineteen are parishes 
with populatious of over 10,000." 

The "considerable amount," therefore, refers chiefly to the larger towns. 
"Out of 106 parishes which answer the question whether it is increasing or decreasing.. 

thirty-two state that it is increasing, thirty-two that it is decreasing, and forty-twotha.t it is 
practically stationary." . / 

The increase is in the more populated parishes, the decrease entir I1 in parishes 
with a population under 500. 

The Ely report does not contain the question as to the e nt of poverty, but in 
387 parishes for which figures are supplied, the approxiJIULte y mber of poor families 
is~~~~ /. 

"Total number of families - - - ~,650 } about . 
Families living on insufficient wages - /- 2,800 9 r cent 
Dependent upqn charity or Poor L/ellef - 5,600" pe. 

80. Another group IDil,y be made of Ydioceses of Gloucester, Hereford. Bath and 
Wells, Exeter, and Truro. / 

The Gloucester reply relates: (a) to parishes in Gloucester and Cheltenham. Here~ 
it is said, that there is a good dea.l of poverty, mostly among the casual workmenp 

but destitution is met by the' Poor Law; (b) to parishes with populations of 3,00() 
and over, and the reply is: "Always poverty, but destitution is met by Poor Law 
relief-not increasing in intensity;" (c) to parishes with. populations under 3,00Q. 
In regard to these the answer iEl the same. 

Hereford reports :-
"In a diocese where elllployment is chiefly agricultural, ~ith wages of lIs. to 15s_ 8 week" 

poverty of the kind implied in such wages ~s, ~aturally,. taken for granted. e rie are. vI poor 
is a common verdict But, apart f~om the prIvat.lOns admltt.~Jly attendant o~ ages lr" these, 
poverty of a. severe type is said not to oitist.widely.. There IS a~ aI.most unan.1 ous con,;ensus of 
opinion that it is not increasing, and some lIttle eVld?n?e t~at It. IS de~reasll.' and I that, too, 
although there are frequent ('.omplaillts of a steady dmllnutlOn of ~dustrlal ,~fl lellcYtmoug the 
labourers. In only two replies is general poverty stated to be on the mcrease. 

Bath and Wells reports :-.~ . 1 . 
" There is not e much poverty' in Somerset. Of the 3:!5 of the der~ who repJ to the question, 

.95 say that there is e llone,' or 'very little,' pr 'not much.' Only thirty rep04 to the contrary • 
.lnd they speak almost entirely for the towns and chiefly for Bath." 
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Exeter reports:- Exeter, 

.. There is a general consensus that in country' parishes throughout the diocese poverty is 
decreasing; and that such poverty as there is, exists, possibly to a small extent from low wages, 
but much more from dJink habits, consequent thoughtlessness, improvident marriages, 
and the unwis(' administration of doles, which last breeds a pauper temper. In the country proper, 
there are few unemployed, unless for some reason or other they are practically unemployable." 

.. In towns, especially the la.rger towns, it is said that though poverty does not increase in 
ratio with the increase of population, there "is a great deal of regrettable poverty. Immorality 
tends to poverty; but the chief causes of poverty are the same as in country districts, only in 
a more aggravated form, viz., intemperance, want of thrift, large families, and local charities and 
doles." 

"In large seaside places where tourists create a summer harvest, the intermittent character 
of much of the work has a degenerating influence. Money easily earned in the summerseaSOll 
is not huabe.nded to meet the utress of winter. In' The Three Towns' there is the reduction in 
dockyard labour, ups and downs of the building trade and occasional "dislocation of labour ..•. 
It is genera.lIy agreed that the" causes of poverty are more moral and social and hereditary 
than economic." 

Truro reports :- Truro: 

.. There is a large mass of pauperism that we are called on to relieve, which from local 
causes is not just now largely increasing (mining boom, etc.), except in some special parishes." 

Passing to Wales, we have from the Diocese of St. David's the following note :- St. David'if • 

.. The great majority of incumbents expressed the opinion that there does not exist much 
poverty in their parishes and that it is not ~ncreasing in intensity. Only sixteen incumbents, of 
whom eight were from the industrial area, stated that much poverty existed in their parishes; 
and only seven considered the poverty to be increasing in intensity." 

"In rural parishes the poverty is said to be due to old age and sickness; and in towns to 
drink, thriftlessness, and in a few cases, to lack of work." 

81. Th~ St. Asaph reply states that" the population is mainly' agricultural and pas- St Asaph 
toral," apart from the Denbighshire and Flintshire coal districts, while a certain' . 
number are engaged in lead mining and quarries and some at seaside and pleasure 
resorts. " 

Of the agricultural and pastoral area-

"The answers are nearly uniform, a large number of poor, but very little actual poverty. 
Those who are disabled by age, or infirmity, or sickness are willing to receive Poor Law relief, 
whic.h is administered fairly liberally. In most of the parishes there are coal and clothing 
clubs, and in some places sick clubs .••• Benefit societies, Oddfellows, Foresters, and the lih 
are also very general. and undoubtedly do much to stave off want in times of sickness." 

In the mining and industrial area in one or two places, Bagillt and Flint, for instance, 
owing to exceptional industrial- causes, such as the transference of industries elsewhere, 
there has been much actual poverty. In other places-Buckley, Brymbo, or Ruabon
business has been fair and poverty has been kept away. 

In watering places there always will be a certain amount of poverty and distress. 
They draw toget\er the unthrifty who do not mind a short spell of hard work but win 
not plod through ,s task all the year round; and lodging-houses are a speculative 
business often I"tarttd on insufficient capital. 

82. The 8outh-w~tern dioceses, exclusive of London and Southwark, may be taken 
next-Salisbury, Winccester, Chichester, Canterbury, Rochester. Salisbury writes:- Salisbury. 

" Ninety per c~\ of the returns state t~at theres is no real poverty; the remaining 10 per cent. 
say that there a~~!)me cases, and attribute the causes to drink and thriftlessness, improvident 
marrisges, increase of iusanity; and fluctuations in a partiCUlar trade or employment; all agree that 
poverty is rot increasing." 

li'or Winchester a few .abridged Returns are given:-

I.-A fair amount of poverty increased lately. Unemployment normal last winter. 
H.-No special poverty. Conditions norma.l. Agricultural. 
IlI.-Great poverty. Seamen and dock labourers. Causfd by drink, overcrowding, and casual! 

labour •••• Dock labour constant source of distress. Attracts wastrels; is intermittent. 

Wiucheste:r., 
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IV.-Not much poverty, and not increasing. ' 
V.-Considcrable and increasing poverty; due to want of independ.mce and bad.bolle. 

Riverside work casual, seasonal, uncertair., employment better. 
VI.-A good deal of poverty. Unemployment due to dockyard discharges. 
yn.-Large amount; acute poverty much increasing, largely due to migration from slums into 

new streets here. 

VI~I.-A . good deal of poverty: but. not inc~easing. Many live on visitors, maldng 
money ill the summer: out of employment m the wmter. Moral causes: intemperance idle-
ness of men, living on wives' earnings: ' 

IX.-Not acute poverty. Employment normal. 
X.-A good deal of poverty. Employment irregular. Want of thrift and drink causes 

poverty; 200 men out of work last winter. 

In t~e diocese of Chichester replies have been received of ninety-three town and 227 
country Incumbents :- . 

.. Thert' is a general consensus of opinion that in the towns conditions as to food clothing and 
housing, have improved, but some deterioration in housing (arising from high rentals or th; un. 
suitability of the houses for the working classes) is mentioned in a few of the return!!." "On the 
whole, there is not a general increase of poverty. Where such increase is reported it is almost 
e~tirely ~onfined to the to~s o.f Brighton an~ Hastings: Amongst cause,s of pove~ty are men
tlOned drmk, the want of thrift m prosperous tImes, and m some cases bettmg and gambling." 

From the country two-thirds of the returns state that there is no actual poverty, 
and the remainder-

"Very little .... For such poverty as does exist the main causes mentioned are intemper. 
ance and want of thrift." 

From the diocese of Canterbury r.ome the following statements :-

" In the country parishes we find that there is no real poverty. There is nearly always work 
enough for those who can do it. If in some cases the employment is not constant, there is the possi. 
bility of supplementing it even in the winter by work of another kind. The poverty that does exist 
is due for the most part to moral and not to economic causes." 

.. In the towns there is poverty varying in dilIerent localities. But much more stress is laid 
upon the moral rather than economic causes. As to the latter, the chief reasons assigned are want 
of work amongst unskilled labourers ..•. High rents are also mentioned. Amongst older persons, 
the poverty is attributed in the towns to the difficulty to find employment. With regard to the 
moral causes, with reiteration we find poverty assigned to I the waste of money in drink,' • thrift· 
lessness, money spent on pleasure out of all proportion to earnings,' • growing extravagance in the 
manner of living,' • improvident marriages,' • slate clubs as substitute for benefit societies,' • a spirit 
of pauperism has been fostered by petty doles and local charities,' and this last applies equally 
to church charities and to those controlled by parochial and municipal authorities. . .. There 
is an increasing tendency on the part of children to allow aged parents and relations to apply 
for out-relief. .. '. In the country, a large percentage make no effort to save •.. and, this is 
from Croydon. . ..• the lack of sense of filial responsibil!ty hM increased during the period 
in which the State has done 80 much for the children •••• ' We are driven back again and 
again to the moral cause. The poverty is to be attributed to a failure in character, rather than 
to any particular economic cause .... The expectation of relief appears to have contributed in 
no small degree to the encouragement of pauperism .••• Another bad feature in some towns is 
the number of unskilled casual workers who are content to live on the earnings of women: when the 
14 te~ are unable to work, distress instantly ensues." . 

The Rochester reply is as follow& :-

.. Dividing the parishes roughly into urban, manufacturing, and agricultural, to the first part of 
the question: • Is there much poverty' the answer from more than hall of the (187) parishes is 
in the negative, i.Il., that there is little or no po,'erty. In those parishf;S where poverty is reported 
to exist, it is almost invariably stated t{) be increasing, or l~ely 8hor~l.t t{) incre.ase ....• " O~t of 
a total of about 116 parishes that may be classed as mamly agrV,ultural, distress IS admItted 
to exist in only twelve, or of those twelve in only two cases 'is the/distress attributed to general 
agricultural depression. I 

II Practically all the urban parishes attribute distress to d~ression in the building trade, 
increased in some cases by thriftlessness and drink." 

83. St. Albans includes the populated districts on the' East of "London-London 
over-the border, in which are situated some of the very poorest parishes in E~g!::..nd." 
Extreme poverty in the diocese is mostly confined to this area. The defi~lltlOn of 
"much poverty" vari~s in different localities a~d wi~h different men:, ~ut. slxty-~our 
tQwn parishes speak of much poverty, and thIrty-elght say that It IS. mcreasmg. 
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Fifteen country parishes say that they have much poverty and six say that it is 
increa~ing. Acute poverty in country districts would appear to be rare. "Those 
out of work leave the place." 

PART VII. 

S4. Lastly we take the replie's for the dioceses of Southwark and London. From Southwark. 
Southwark the reply is i-

.. In the 8uburban and country parts of the diocese, there does not seem to be any growth of 
poverty except that incidental to the building trade, which is rather slack in some places; but in 
the Metropolitan area, and more especif Uy in the Archdeaconry of Southwark, reports show a 
considerable increase. ( ...., . 

.. The causes for this seem to be. from the moral point of view, drink and thriftlessness, 
from an economio point of view to be owing to the fact that the richer people are gradually going 
further afield, and leaving many who used to be employed by them to shift for themseh'es, 
and further, to an exceBB- of unskilled labour, and to ignorance of domest~~ management, 
consequent upon too early marriages." 

It is difficult to generalise ~bout London, and the Bishop of London's Commission London. 
have therefore published examples of replies as indicating the state of things, instead of 
drawing up a summary. To the questions: "Is there much extreme poverty in your 
parish! If so, to what do you attribute it!" The' examples of replies are as 
follows :-

(i.) No; though proportionately, this parish containing few of the artisan clas~, there 
is too mucb. Rents here are very bigh, but the cbief trouble is irregularity of employment, 
particularly in the cases of unskilled labour. 

(ii.) Yes, many of the men are casual labourers, and many only obtain work in thpir 
calling during part of the year. There is a good deal of drinking, botb amongst men and women. 

(iii.) Not a great deal of extreme poverty, except under special circumstances when trade 
is bad and casual labour is in small demand. High rents, which mean sub.letting, are, in my 
judgment, a chief cause of squalid -living and low ideals and want of self.respect. 

(iv.) Then! is a good deal. Much attributable to drink; but a good deal also to the fact 
that many of the younger men have never learned a trade. 

(v.) In a population of 6,500, there are about 1,000 _ desperately poor. The sole causes 
seem to be drink and extravagance; especially extravagance in dressing the children and in 
expenses on holiday excureions and treats. 

(vi.) About 1,000 people belong to the "slum claBB." Their poverty is, in my opinion. 
due to:-

(a) The uncertainty of employment for the unskilled labourer. 

(b) Improvidence:-
(i.) Reckless marriage. 

(ii.) Drink. 

(c) Disproportionately high rent. for tenement property. 

To the questions: "Is the distress increasing or decreasing? What is the cause 
of the variation 1 " the following examples of replies are given :-

i. The last two years there bas not been quite so much out of work, but a serious feature is th& 
difficulty lads-fairly capable, honest and -sober-find of obtainiog work. -

ii. Increasing. Poorer people coming to live bere. 

iii. Increasing on the wbole. This is largely due to the migration of better-class families to' 
the suburb~. Undoubtedly religious influences are among the chief causes for this aspiration 
after more congenial surroundings. 

iv. Steadily, if slowly, increasing. The better·off folk push out; their places are taken by a 
lower social class. 

85. We have given these notes at some length, both because they indicate what may 
be accepted as a brief summary of the state of the country, and because they euggest the 
conditions which any s'chemes for the better relief of distress would have to meet. 
Needless to say that scattered throughout our evidence many references could b~ 
cited in support of the various opinions and generalisations which we have epitomised. 

~6. The statement~ of the causes of distress it is not necessary to reproduce in further 
detaIl. They tell theIr own tale. Economic causes are constantly at work to :tIter 
social conditions and to place within the reach of people both many opportunities for 
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good wages and many obstacles resulting from the instability of industrial and com
mercial life. But, after making all allowances for these, the vital issues in tbo 
problem are rather moral than economic. And many of the evils to which reference is 
made in the reports can hardly b~ affected at all by relief, though relief unwisely 
given may aggravate them. To obtain results, therefore, with or without relief, 
some other element has to be brought into play, which, whether it work through 
personal influence or by considerate refusal of relief, or by treatment, or by general 
measures will strengthen and develop .self restraint and independence of character. 

< 

87. The impression which the evidence gives in regard to the rural districts is that, 
though there are low wages in the country and in that sense" we are all poor," the 
pove1\ty of the rural districts is not what some of the writers have called "actual 
poverty," or "poverty of a severe type." It is the clean and self-respecting poverty 
which is'consistent with a small wage, that is spent according to a routine of careful ex
penditure, and so suffices. "Actual'" ot "special" or "acute" poverty is due to 
misfortune, the misfortune, for example, of the migration of a trade to some other 
place or to some want or uncertainty of employment, the results of which have 
not been, or cannot be, a voided without loss and suffering. But this is a very 
small part indeed of the whole. "Actual" poverty is due, also, it is repeatedly stated, 
to degrading habits of some kind, such as intemperance, immorality, or gambling, 
or to, what one may call, fatal and habitual social misjudgment, which shows itself in 
many ways, such as improvident marria.ge, thriftlessness, and disinclination to fulfil 
the· duties of relationship. The periods of out-of-work due to physical causes, 
sickness a.nd old-age have their effe~t also-difficulties which it should be possible to 
meet in great part by insurance and foresight, as they represent evident and cal
culable risks. But, after all has been said, in far the larger number of rural parishes 
there is not much poverty or little or no poverty, and very seldom is it on the in
crease. Indeed, the reports as a whole are most satisfactory. 

88. The distress in industrial towns, on the other hand, especially among the unskilled 
classes, is. serious. The inducements to excess of some kind-which may be summed 

. up in the words" moral causes "-have a freer play, while at the same time aconomic 
instability is greater. The individual has thus to educate himself to bear the pressure 
and distraction of influences to which he becomes very slowly habituated; and 
social aid and charitable help find their office in promoting this process 'of habitua
tion, so that the great self-restraint and steadfastness necessary to an industrial life 
in the large centres of population may be acquired by a larger number of the unskilled 
class, as it has been acquired by the greater part of those engaged in industry. Its 
relation to this question, and to the cases of individual distress which come to light, 
partly in connection with it, gives a special character to charitable work in these 
centres, and suggests the nature of the administration which should be put in force 
in them. 

XV.-ENDOWED DOLE CHARITIES IN THE COUNTRY A~"'"D IN TOWNS. 

89. With this general view of the problem before us we turn to the endowed charities 
in the rural and in t1.e urban districts. 

Endowed. 
Charities 
(Almsreople, 
.Pensioners, HI".). 

90 .. It,would appear that the total gross income of th~ endowed ch~rities ~hich 
come WIthin the scope of our' Report is £991,959, of which £666,147 IS ~p~hca?le 
to the maintenance of almspeople and pensioner.s, and .f325,812 .to. distnbutlOn 
among the poor.l The whole of this sum is appropnated : most of It very stro~e?ly 
appropriated to localities." This is a consideration which affects endowed chantIes 
especially, but relatively by habit and procedure it affects also the great mass of 
voluntary charities. Whatever scheme of general organisation may be prop?sed, 
the charities themselves are established to fulfil certain definite purposes, ana an 
adaptation of them to other eVen slightly varied purposes is very difficult. 

91. The endowed charities which in general terms are called doles receive very severe 
criticism, managed as they are at present. It is not poss,ible to read ~hroug1. the 
evidence-the replies from the bishops and clergy of the dlOceses, the eVIdence taken 

1 Young, 31182, 31183, and App. No. XII, (G), p. 621, Vol. IlL, and (H), p. 623, Vol. III. Mr. 
Drage's RetUID, 1898, J 10. ~ee alia the Report of Select Committee on Charitable Trusts Acts. p. o. 
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by the CoDlIIllssion, and the reports furnished by our in'Vestigators-without coming to 
the conclusion that some far-reaching changes in regard to them are absolutely 
necessary; and we preface a. more detailed examination of the subject by a 
statement of this evidence~ 

PART VII.r, 

, 92. It is stated in the Peterborough Report that" most parishes, except the new districts Diocesan Reports. 
In towns, have doles of some sort, though they vary from 'bad,' 'mischievous' Opinions respect
, pauperising , and' leading to jealousy' to ., good,' 'beneficent,' 'useful,' and 'ad<iin'!1 ing t?~ dole . 

• to comfort and happiness.'l To some extent, at any rate this is a matter of administra~ ?harltIes chIefly 
t ' In . h h h' th . h'" b' b I In country JOn. many parlS ~s, my·ever, a. s are In ese ancIen~ c arItIes IS 0 tamed y a 1 districts and 
householders who are In receIpt of weekly wages as a rIght, whether in money or small towns. 
kind, and the feeling seems quite general that when the amount given is small and . 
universal it becomes at once mischievous and even of an immoral tendency." In 
two parishes, one of them under 200 in population, £70 and £80 is annually dis
tributed in cash. The vicar says: "All the village participate in it, except those 
owning live stock," and he has a "distinctly unfavourable opinion" of it . 

.. A strict inquiry seems to be desirable into what constitutes eligibility (so far as position is 
concerned) for the old parochial charities. Strong working men in the prime of life claim their 
ahare, limply as labourerB, while widows and aged people su:ffer, for whom the charity (if kept 
for them) would be a real and valuable boon. The ·keenness of these men to obtain their share 
however small it may be, shows the harmful effect upon an otherwise manly and independent 
character." 

The Ely Report contains some weighty sentences on the administration of endowed 
(. harities. 2 

.. Our imperfect statistics which lack the particulars of almost a hundred small parishes, prove 
that the income of the endowed charities in the diocese exceeds £22;000. Though nota large 
amount as compared with the funds of some other dioceses, it is large enough if efficiently 
administered to produce important results. Unhappily the documents before us tend to 
show that, under existing conditions, the administration neither is nor can be efficient. 

(1) The mere fact that there art' 935 separate trusts is a very serious obstacle. A 
separate organisation for managing every £20 of the income! But even that is not the 
worst. A great number of these trusts have an income of from £3 to 15s., sums not laIge 
enough to etIect any solid good, yet quite large enough to be the objects of intligue, and the 
causes of much jealousy and ill·feeling. Only if the administrators are both entirely wise 
and entirely tn\8ted by th& people can the distribution of such funds be innocuous. 

\2) It hall already been shoWD that in the majority ot parishes the trusts are administered 
either by the incumbents alone or by the incumbent and churchwardens. Now it is only 
a minority of the clergy who have received any training in the principles of charitable relief; 
and the answers we have received make it clear that such knowledge does not come by the 
light of nature. Still less can we expect the churchwardens, who· are appointed for reasons 
fjuite independent of almsgiving, to possess this kind of skill. Clergy and churchwaIdens 
alike are exposed to the criticism of the ignorant, whose idea of justice is always a 
mechanical rule. What wonder, tben, if the administration of smail funds is often either 
arbitrary or mechanical! We cannot refrain from quoting an example of churchwardens' 
charity which is given in one of the return. :- . 

.. Our considerable charities are made of little use by being divided up among the whole 
of the cottagers. Families earning· £3 a week are treated in the same way as those who are 
in real poverty; but the churchwardens cannot be persuaded of the folly of this waste." 
This is, indeed, the prevailing vice of distributing cOIumittees. Fearing the criticism which 
would be provoked by substantial gifts to deserving cases, they shield themselves by a 
mechanical allotment of useless doles. As to the other bodies of trustees we have no 
direct evidence; but it IS reasonable to assume that many of them labour under the same 
disabilities. 

(3) One of the besetting sins of charitable· trustees is a desire to act independently, 
refusing co·opera.tion with other bodies which are doing similar work. The effect of this 
feeling is that. all over England. plausible mendicants make a comfortable income by 
obtaining grants from several sources. This diocese is no exception to the rule. In those 
many small parishes, indeed. where all the funds are in the hands of the incumbent, and 
the Nonconformists give no relief of any kind. the danger is not serious. But in the larger 
parishes, especially in the tOWDS, there are frequent instances of overlapping. Of the 
incumbents who are aware .of the evil only twenty (mostly in town parishes) are able to 
say that an attempt has been made to co·ordinate the sources of relief. Where a Com
mittoe has been appointed to deal with all the local funds, and to work in concert with 

1 Diocesan Rrport. Peterborough. 2 Diocesan Report. Ely. 
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"'the guardians, the results are said to be thoroughly satisfactory. The town of Bedford is 
£larticularly well organised in this respect, and derives much advantage therefrom. But 
the effect of the want of system, which is so general in the diocese, may be read in the 
-ciiscourag.ing ans,,:er~ given to our fifth and eighth questions. The perusal of them leaves 
9. depressmg convlCtlOn that the greater part of the "relief" which is being given is either 
useless or positively injurious to the recipients. 

(4) T~e wisest adn:lini~trator ca~ effect little good if he is bound -by covenant to devote 
much of hiS care to mischievous obJects. We have, therefore, to consider the purpose for 
which the charitahle trusts have been founded. Some of them are excellent. Parts of 72 
a:usts are devoted to education, of 60 to the housing of the poor, of 15 to apprenticing boys 
11 to hospitals or district nurses, and a few to allotments of land. But" charities" of 
·another class are more numerous and better endowed. No less than 172 provide for doles 
()f coal, 125 for doles of bread, 91 for doles of money, and 82 for doles of clothing. The 
1!"9t~ns conta!-n J?a!1Y laments over the mischief ,,:hich these relics of an obsolete conception of 
chanty are mfhctmg upon the present generatlOn. Where the funds are large (and in 
Borne places they are very large) widespread demoralisation is the result. All the 
.parishioners are inclined to grasp at a share in such distribution; and trustees exposed to 
the fire of local criticism must be unusually courageous if they can wholly resist the claim. 
'Consequently, for every case of deserving poverty which is relieved, several who are undeserving 
obtain a portion of the spoil, while several more are not less pauperised because their unjust 
desires have been disappointed. We cann,ot wonder, therefore, if the wiser clergy are anxious 
to be relieved of a responsibility which involves so much odium, and carries with it so little 
power of doing substantial good. 

These charities are subject to the Charity Commission; and many of them ar~ administered 
under schemes drawn up by that body. Some of the schemes are intrinsically bad; some fail 
in practice because they assume too large a measure of wisdom and courage on the part of 
the trustees. We cannot help thinking that the time has come for a wholesale revision of these 
antiquated instruments. 

The Gloucester Report 1 states .there is a general consensus of OpInIOn tha.t 
endowed charities, which consist of doles have a demoralising effect on the recipients, 
and the Committee think that the Charity Commission might with advantage sanction 
schemes for the conversion of dole charities to purposes more beneficial to the parishes 
ICMcerned. 

The Exeter Report states;1I 

" It is agreed that the existence of large endowed charities in a place tends to create who:e 
areaS of dependence and destitution.:' 

'The Hereford Report has the following sentences:8 

"It is most regrettable to find that a large number of parochial endowed charities are of the kind 
known as "dole" charities. They are generally described as .• unsati'lfactory," " wasteful," and 
·'demoraIi'lin,g." ThGse dole.'! are given in bread, coal, clothing, boots, and cash, and bread is stated 
to be the most wasteful form of gift. Some recipients will not even take the trouble to call for the 
bread which has been a.llotted to them. Very many of the parochial charities have under the 
trust deed'! to be di'ltributed to fixed numbers of persons or bmilies in money or kind, and it 
llppearil frequen+.lv to occur that the 'Ie numberil are in great exees., of the really necessitous poor 
of the pari.,ll. Even where the hand'! of tIle trustees are not fett.ered by the terms of the trust, 
it is the practice of many parish councils and other trustees, as a result of custom or a mistaken 
Bense of justice, to distribute the proceeis of the charities in doles among the entire working 
population of th'3 parish. Complaint is made that in some caies these doles have to be earned by a 
Tegular attend!l.nee at church servieei, and there are clergy who strongly resent having to perform 
-livine service before a congreg \tion cOJ.sisting partly of paid worshippers. The doles are sometimes 
too large, of tea insignificant from exces'live division, and, being regular, are anticipated before 
t"eceipt, and for all practical purposes serve no useful 'lnd, but are merely aids to low wages, which 
they help to make still lower. Mil.ny incumbents express hopes that powers will be taken, if such 
are not now existent, to revise the tru'!t deeds. There is an almost entire agreement that 
these dole cha.rities would be better reserved for emergencies, such as cases of sickness, 
'lending patients to convalescent homes, or providing outfits for gil Is of necessitous parents to 
enable them tG-- enter domestic service, or in paying parish nurses. There are also important 
}Jroposala for utilising the capital for the provision of almshouses, as indicated under the last 
question. 

"Closely connected with the question of outdoor relief l.s that of the plovlSlon of 
pensions. It is not quite easy to gather from the returns how many parishes have a. 
Batisfa.ctory pension system already in operation. Twenty-nine speak of such a system, bllt 

1 Diocesan Report, Gloucester. II Diocesan Report, Exeter. a Dior.esan, Report, Hereford. 
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!"~"" to be on a very restricted scale, consisting, in some instances, of 2s. 6d. amootA t& a few old 
people, sometimes of Is. a week to aged church folk; in one instance it is given frankly &8 a. 
weekly reward to old people who attend church regularly . 

.. In sev~teen pa~8h:es the pndowed charities have been converted, under a scheme drawn Up' 
by the ~nty Commissioners. The ~moqnt fonnerly used for doles is, in these cases, applied 
usually, . m the fustm~tance, to. penslOns. Almshous~s, nursing funds, apprenticing, and other 
g~ objects .are also mcludedm the. schemes. We are glad to notice that the clergy are
eVlden~y anxiOUS. for change. Speakmg from. personal experience some members of ,your 
Commltt~e can :pom~ out that, whatever OPP?sltion there may be at first to the adoption of a 
IICheme, It speed!ly wes d~w:n when once the Improved methods get to work. Also, it may be
added, the Charity CommiSSioners are prepared to vary their scheme in order to meet the special 
needs of the neighbourhood. 

H In several parishes out-relief is reported to be dying out, being rendered unnecessary by 
the pensions provided under the scheme. In one or two cases the~ church and the 'endowed 
charities co-operate to provide pensions for all who are beyond the working age and have ~-gooa 
record behind them.~" 

•• Meantime, it appears that there are eighty-six parishes, of those making returns, in which 
there are endowed charities which are given ,away entirely or almost entirely, in doles. Many 
strong criticismI' are passed upon the result; the money is given in coals and clothing to people 
who don't want them, and fifty-one loaves every Sunday to people who don't want them. • The 
parish suffers from the number of Christmas doles.' • So many loaves are given each Sunday-all 
wasted money.' In one parish the endowed charities yield an income of over £600 per annum, of 
which more than half is distributed in doles. That, of course, is flxceptional." 

"In the Canterbury report it is said that there appear to be many unreformed 
eharities :_1' . . 

•• • Two loaves a week through six winter months to widows and poor attending church. 
Another charity gives coal at Christmas and money to about eighty persons at Easter.' In the 
same parish, population 1,350,-' £Iii a yeat to thirty men and women over sixty; also grants of 
£1, £2, £3, to fifteen others in need of help.' Again, in another parish, population 2,321, • On 
Ash Wednesday, 100 persons receive lOs. each.' 

.. When such grants are made we are told often that persons do not need them. It would 
obviously be well in some cases to secure an alteration of old schemes, and where new schemes 
are unwisely administered by parochial bowes, to make suggestions as to the more helpful 
a!tematives offered by such a scheme. 

"The Committee is of opinion that if the separation between Poor Law and charity were 
made, the desired change in the method of administration would come about of itself." 

Some of the clergy write in regard to the question whether there is overlapping in 
these terms. "Yes; owing to the reckless way in which tickets for city charities are 
given to the most undeserving by city authorities." "Canterbury is a sink of 
small charities." And from another parish there the report is: 

.. There is a great deal of overlapping between various charities. A great many municipa 
charities and charities in the handa of trustees and almshouses which might well be reorganised. 
There is a regular scramble for their doles." 

.. From St. Albans come the following statement~ :_2 

429. 

.. As regards endowments, the very considerable amount of money that appears to be given 
away in doles is surprising. Whether such doles are, in all cases, really productive of good results, 
may be open to question :-

1. "If my poor fund runs low, I have only to say so in church, and the congregation will give 
read.il y .'. 

2 ... Total about £125, of which I have official knowledge. Much in addition to this is 
done by private almsgiving." 

S ... The charities for the relief of the poor have been amalgamated . . • they are now to be
ased for the upkeep of a club and reading room." 

4. "I think the extent of our dole charities is on the whole mischievous, and should be glad to 
have the revenues devoted to some permanent object of helping appreciably the aged daservingpoor." 

5 ... Wa get a little from Ecclesiastical Charities, but the recant eonwtions of its distribution 
greatly m.inimise its value." 

6. "In my opinion wasted. Any change would be resented unless it were part of a general 
system prescribed by law." 

7. "There are no endowments of any kind, and I think this fact has bean a blessing to the 
parish." 

1 Diocesan Report, Canterbury. 2 Diocesan Report, St. Alban!'. 
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8. "There are no endowments, I am thankful to say." 

9. "I think the inoney spent on doles according to the conditions of the trust deeds might 
be more beneficially expended." - . 

10. II The parish charity is useless, and might with others of the kind be given to some other 
object-preferably old-age pensions." . 

11. II Every parishioner, including children, whose weekly wage does not exceed 25s. per week, 
is entitled to share in the endowed charities, so that in some cases as much as £2 goes to ODe 
house." 

93. To pass to other evidence. One witness referring to the dole charities in his 
pari~h, says: 1 

"As to the eHect of these charities, I doubt if they serve any useful purpose. It would 
be better if it were possible to utilise part of these charities as the contribution of the poor to some 
good object, such as the provision of a certificated nurse for the parish." 

Another says that: 
" The eHect of the charities on the poor is rather degrading, 88 they cringe to the trustees." 

There is " great discontent, as few are satisfied with what they get as charity." 2 

Another said: 
"I have to do with parishioners who know that they have no charities whatever and with 

parishioneN who know that they have many. Although the two belong to the same class the' 
diHerence between them is very marked. . . • It may be fancy on my part, but it really seems 
to change the whole tone of the people, socially and even spiritually." S 

Another says of the small endowed charities: 
" The benefit from them is received by persons who are not in need. As regards one of the 

charities, bread is only given to certain people who attend divine service on particular days. 
The consequence is that persons who never enter a church on any other occasion Hock to it at the e 
times. The doles, therefore, partake of the nature of a bribe for. taking part in religious worship, 
and certainly have anything but a good eHect on the recipients, as far as religion is concerned." 
,< Once they [people who do not really need the gift] get on the list it is very difficult to strike them 
off, and it is also very difficult to refuse to give to other people in the same position. Ihave struck 
oH some. For instance, there was a woman who was keeping a shop and who kept cows and had 
7 or 8.scres of land, and she had benefit from these charities and these doles. In another case 
there was a widow who was paying £15 a year for her holding, and had a pony and trap and kept 
cows. They had this charity, and they thought they ought to have it." 4 .. 

94. There is also a widespread depreciation of the endowed charities of the small 
towns. Of the results of their administration at Beverley, one said: Ii 

<' The dole charities are an absolute waste. The money is taken to the first public-house. 
They have a bad eHect on character and independence. Before Christmas people get themselves 
up shabbily, and touch their hats at street corners." " They look on the church as a place out of 
which there is something to be got." "Many of the people live on charity. Cadging is the order 
of the day. The charities deter people from improving their position." 6 

A trustee said: 
"My bell used to be continually ringing with people asking for tickets for groceries, etc. 

The deserving people keep away, and the undesirables come." 

95. Passing to the iarger towns, we have the same criticism. Of the doles in Norwich, 
., More than one of these informants who had been officially connected with the 
administration" spoke of the dole charities as an unmitigated evil. Another, an 
incumbent, said: 

.. Norwich is pauperised to a degree, and a large portion of idlers appear to live on the 
, generosity' of the Norwich 'charitable.' The poor are helped too much, and if they were helped 
les8, and made to help themselves more, we should have less poverty and discontent." ., 

1 Batchelor, I) 11879, (13). 2 Hood, 71023. (13) •. Jebb, 71698, (21). S Moody, 71940, (10)., Burges, 
72139, (11). Kevill Davies, 72681 (25), 72766, 72831 (2). 4 Platten, Vol. VII. App. No. cxciv. (8). 

Report on endowed and voluntary charities, p. 29, Beverley. 8 Of. Lichfield, p. 32. Ludlow, p.34. 
}journe, p. 35. Staunton-on-Wye, p. 43. ., Norwich, p. 14. 
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So at York the incumbent of a city parish said: 

.. The people come in swarms to the school·room, and the gifts do them no good at all. There 
is no limit of age; people of thirty, and under, get the charity. Prostitutes take a room in the 
parish before Christmas and try to get it. It is given to men earning good wages, for instance, 
a telegraph wire·man, earning 28s. to 308. a week, with a drunken wife and three or four children. 
The charities destroy my spiritual position. When I visit *e people, they say: 'What has 
Mr.-- brought t ' " fa • 

96 . In support of all this generally unfavourable evidence, many cases might be 
quoted, of which the particulars are given in the IDvestigators'report, for they made 
independent inquiries in regard to a large number of cases taken at haphazard.s These 
show that the doles fell to many of the unjust, and to some of the just. They cam~ to 
drinking and immoral people living in dirty homes, to the lazy and disreputable,to
people quite well enough off to do without them; to old almspeople who were already in 
receipt of a pension, or had a place in an almshouse; to widows of good, bad, or 
indifferent character; to steady and well-doing people, and to thriving families. They 
were indiscriminate. They promoted dependence among the independent, and palliated 
demoralisation, and did little or nothing to ameliorate a state of poverty; or prevent 
a. state of distress. 

PART VD 

97. These charities are a principal factor' in the settlement of any reorganisation of the Doh ch:&rities ' 
local relief. Where they are small in comparatively small populations they cannot be conclUSlon. 
ignored, and where they are large it is indispensable that they should be revised and 
hrought into co-ordination. To a great extent they are now used to supplement 
outdoor relief. If, as we would desire, the policy adopted heretofore by the Court of 
Chancery and the Charity Commission and the Poor Law, as represented by Mr. Goschen's 
)finute, were to prevail, they would be administered on lines parallel to the Poor 
Law. Co· operation would take the place of supplementation. But to make the 
<,harities useful, and to bring them into co· ordination , is usually a very unpopular 
task. 3 Local residents and trustees fear to undertake it. Reform, therefore, must in 
great measure come from without. 

XVI.-SUGGESTIONS O'F WITNESSES IN REGARD TO' DO'LE CHARITIES AND THE LO'CAl/ 
ORGANISATION O'F VO'LUNTARY AID. ! 

98. We next turn to some of the comments and suggestions made by witnesses. in Suggestions 01 
Tegard to the better application of d01es and the better organisation of local voluntary ~id. witnesses and 
The Hev. Charles R. Reale, the Vicar of Williton in Somersetshira, in his very interesting others as to the 
evidence told us that 4:_ I development 

, of a reformed 

.. Under the old schemes each parish provided for the relief of their own people, and the system. 
mouer of these old charities was practically given to the help Of the parish generally. If yo~, 
examme the old overseers' accounts and the old churchwardens' accounts, you invariably find' 
that they reliev"d their own people; and sometimes people connected with the place left & small 8U~ 
in charity to go tQwards le8scIling the local expenses. . . . There was a house kept in almost 
every parish where the very poor people, who were helpless and could not take care of themselves, 
W6re herded together. . . . As far as I can gather, there was very little out-relief gived in 
the old days, and what was given was only given in cases of sickness. I am going back more than 
100 years now. Charities' left for giYing a small Bum or clothing annually to the second P09r, 
i.e., those noli in receipt of parochial relief' were given to people who were not in the house." ,. 

The parish poorhouses have vanished, and their place has been taken by the union 
"'orkhouses, which have o£tpn developed into general i.nstitutions for the care of 
the' sick ana aged poor rather than workhouses. Now, usually, it is possible 
to take advantage of much more various means for dealing with those in distress 
than formerly; and institutional relief may be said to include, not only treat
ment of the sick in infirmaries or infirm wards under careful nursing, but the main
tenance of the affiicted and of children in special homes. And these means may be 
.still further deV'eloped by making use of private certified homes, and by regulated co
operation between the public authorities and the managers of voluntary agencies. Renee 

1 York, p. 18. Coventry, p. 2S. Kendal, p. 27. SNorwich, p.IS. York, p. 17. Coventry, p. 25. 
Kendal. p. 25. Lichlleld, p. 31, and Lloyd, 32062. Also the Abstract 01 information, p, 235. 3Report' 
-on Endowed and Voluntary l.'harities, p. 32, p. 39. 4 Heale, 69047, 69055, 69058, pars. 29-31. - . 
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by the scheme we suggest, while the dole charities, subject to an indispensable modifica
tion, namely, that they are 8pplicable to cases of distress, are left in the hands of trustees· 
for local use, the Poor Law, in the larger area of the county,and with the aid of 
county rates, would provide such institutional relief as might seem right for the: 
individual applicant, instead of only "the workhouse" and the "offer of the house." 
Outqoor relief would be restricted in its scope, and charitable association throughout the 
union by means of the Voluntary Aid Committee would, as far as may be, take its place~ 

, 99. Speaking of the possibility of an unification <?f outdoor relief and charity, Mr. 
Reale, thought it was not possible to work local charity and Poor Law together; if this
were ~arried out, people would cease to give to church collections, money would not be 
so freely given by individuals, and there could be no system or method. The charities or 
endowments left to the second poo.r ought, he considered, rather to be used for old
,age pensions than for the relief of the poor under the Poor Law. , 

100. This line of thought is taken by several witnesses tentatively. The Rev_ 
Henry Moody, Vicar of W olverhampton, who was very familiar with the methods of 
the Poor Law, and who from about 1870 had worked continuously among the poor. 
in towns--in the East of IJondon, and in Leeds, and in country districts, gave us the 
,results of his experie~ce.l He said that:-

"In some cases charity and out-relief should go hand in hand together, but at present
.. here wafj no connel'tion between them. In Bome way or other there should be provision for the two-
to work together .... Some means should certainly be devised so that each knows what 
the other is doing. . . . Occasional charity is no doubt of the greatest value, and one cannot 
see how the .poor could possibly tide over certain times without it. In the hour of their rear 
want they Beek charity rather than Poor Law relief. In the interests of the poor themselves by 
all means do away with harmful relief and substitute u!eful charity, if it can possibly be arranged,
and I think it might." 

101. Another witness,2 the Chairman of the Stretton Board of Guardians, suggested. 
that the charities in a parish or town might be pooled and provide-

, 

I 
" A number of small pensions to carefully selected cases, and letting it be known that, unless. 

forfeited by bad conduct, such pensions will be continued through life. In a former parish with 
which I was connected," he said, " a number of small charities no one of which alone was of suffi
cient value to do any permanent good, when distributed amongst all the aged, or all the widows, or 
all the spinsters of the parish, by being pooled, produced an aggregate sum from which we were 
able to pay thirteen worn·out folk, all of the classes for which the charities were originally in-
tended, a weekly pension of 3s. 6d. each. All these people must have, but for this charitable 
help, been on the outdoor relief list at, perhaps, from 2s. to 2s. 6d. each. They had no
longer any fear of the money being withheld, provided they behaved the:qJ.selves reasonably well, 
-all the annoyance and quarrelling caused by frequent distribution of doles was done away 
with, and the poor rate was relieved to an appreciable extent." 

102. Here by consolidatlOn dependence on the rates was reduced. In co-operation 
',with the board of guardians, if State pensions led to its being desir8 ble to revise such a
'settlement, the charities could be equally well turned to some other account on similar 
lines. 

103. Another witness,3 Mr. Thomas Emberton, speaking of Ellesmere, where he
hlld been a guardian for fifteen years and vice-chairman six years, proposed that a-

u Committee might with advantage be formed to administer both outdoor relief and the
charities." .. There is," he said, "a good deal of dissatisfaction. You see there is the vicar aLd 
the churchwarden; there IS the trustee from the parish council and a trustee from the w'ban 
council, and one or two more of the other minor parishes tbat have been lopped off from
the Ellesmere parish that have trustees really." "The guardians," he continued "ba'\"e
nothing whatever to do with the trustees; there is no conference with them in dealir:g with, 
cases; the urban oouncil elects a trustee; the guardians have no standing whateyer." 

The committee, he suggested, might be composed for the greater part of guardians
(whose service on it would be compulsory) with, say, the vicar and one of his church
wardens as trustees, the secretaries of iriendly societies-the Oddfellows and Foresters, 
.,.ud of a women's club. The committee would then refuse out-relief if they thought 

1 Moody, 71940, (10-14). B Uurges ,!~!!9. 3Emberton, 71324,. 71341, 71375, 71350. 
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-ther~ :was ~raud of any k:IDd; or where the applicants" lived under insanitary 
~onditIOns In cottages which are unfit for them to reside in" and "when they 
llave no one to look after them and they can get no attendance; and, where we find 
'it is some drunken, careless, improvident individual, we do not see that we are in a-
manner bound to give him out-relief at all." For the reasons which we are about ~to state 
we have not advocated a combined Poor Law and Voluntary Aid Committee as· is here 
-suggested, but otherwise this evidence describes what we think is desirable. 1 In this 
case the Voluntary Aid Committee would deal with the whole union, an agriClLt:lral 
-union with a population of about 2,000, with Ellesmere town as its only urban centre. 

104. Another witness from the same union, 2 "a dissat isfied distributor of Phillip's 
~harity which, up till 1905, annually provided blankets and flannel (about £100 
worth) for distribution in Ellesmere parish" said :_ 

"The co·ordination of medical and all other agencies for the help of the poor is sorely 
needed. One representative body might Undertake the work of the hospital, the dispensary, 
th" trained nurse, etc., and be in touch with the guardians, the charity trustees and other, at 
present, separate organisations." 

105. }Ir. John MacGowan, a the general secretary of the Oddfellows Widow and 
Orphan Society, at Bridgwater, said:-

"To endeavour to prevent this (' a too liberal dispensing of charity, which tends to make 
people 80rdid and 8eems to cause them to be more and more disinclined to depend upon any effort 
of their own '), all charity should be organised, and its indiscriminate distribution discouraged. 
This might be done by establishing permanent charity organisa.tion committees in each 
lotality, the members thereof to be elected and some co·opted. The aim of such a committee 
should be to centre all charity within its own sphere o~ work. If charity thus organised could 
be assisted by aid grants from the State, the present system of out-relief would, I think, be greatly 
:educed, and in time might disappear in its present form.: 4 

106. :Miss Joseph, 6 a guardia!!. of the Williton Union, said :-
"I believe, if out-relief were the exception and not the rule, and there was co-operation 

between the chality of a district and the Poor Law to meet the' hard case,' that in the course of a 
generation there would be a marked improvement in the economic condition and morale of the 
district; but where out-relief is given it should be adequate and the circumstances of the recipient 
be reviewed frequently." 

She suggested that the parishes or villages in unions might be grouped, and that in 
~achgrQup there might be a sub-committee-

" Different people representing the various interests in those villages, and that one of their 
-members should work on the central committee and report to the central committee of the union, 
_ which would meet on the board day of the board of guardians after the meeting of the 
board. The sub-committee would not make any expenditure without reference to the ceritral 

-committee, and the funds should be raised on each case. There are a certain number of endowed 
-charities which we hope to get. Then there is a great deal of private charity, and if we could 
bring the charitable to our point of view, we hope to get the money which they now give 
il'ldividually ..•• The idea of the scheme in the first place was to keep cases from becomin/t 
chargea ble by timely aid." 8 

'The surrgested rules require that "relief shall- not be given to supplement outdoor 
relief; "'that the board of guardians allow their clerk and committee to report fully 
to the committee after investigation that the money needed must be raised specially 
for that case; that a reserve fund be raised from private donors for certain specific 
-objects; that members of tbe committee must under no circumstances give re~i~f 
without the authority of the committee;. that members must. ~e encouraged to VlSlt 

.cases regularly and report to the comnnttee; that every deCISIOn be-reported to the 
board of guardians as soon as possible. 1 

107. This scheme deals with the whole union, and would serve a purpose similar to 
-that of the more simple scheme adopted by the guardians. at F~rnham, which Mr. 
Baldwyn Fleming described to the Commission. Mr. Flemlllg saId 8:~ 

.. Take Farnham for instance which has been referred to by Miss Hill. ~l'hey havEJ an 
admirable institution 'by the side ~f the board of guardians' work. They call it a benevolent 

1 7132 .. (2). 1I Jebb, 71698 (16). a MacGowan, 68814, (16), 68835, 68844. _ i Malaher, App . 
. cnxvi., Vol. VII. (2), (3), (i), (7). 6 Joseph, 69293 (3),69334, 69359. 8 App. iii .• Vol. VII •• p. 365. 
-, App. iii., Vol. VII., p. 31;6. • Fleming_ 9417-9422. 
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fund. This benevolent fund is subscribed to by people who live within the district, and if any 
case goes before' the board of guardians which they think the application of the Poor Law works 
hardly upon, and which is evidently a deserving case,but only of temporary distress; and if 
they want to save the person becoming a pauper-if, for instance, it is the case of a man who can 
be got to work by purchasing tools for him-they apply to the benevolent fund, and the beneTolent 
fund gives what is necessary, possibly on loan. The man having got his tools and to work, would 
gradually repay them back. Colonel Fitroy, who is the treasurer of the Benevolent Fund, told 
me recently that in no year had they spent more than £20. 

"It is a question whether it ought to be done at the cost of the rates." 

" It would be a most excellent thing to have such voluntary funds annexed to boards of guar
dians elsewhere. Mr. Bland Garland told me that when he started the reformed administra
tion in the Bradfield Union he put aside £100 to meet cases of that kind, and that he had only 
used a small amount of it .•.. " 

And Mr. Fleming agreed that- "It is mostly a little advice and sympathy that 
is helpful to the people"; and that there was every reason why, even in the poorest 
districts, there should be some kind of organisation of a voluntary character 
working side by side with the Poor Law system, if you could only get the people to 
do it. And he thought that-

.. The funds that would be required would be so small that they could always be 
forthcoming. There was an enormous amount of charity given away, and if that charity 
were utilised instead of being wasted, it would mu"h more than do what is required in the 
direction that we are now considering." 

108. Of the usefulness of parochial committees and similar organisations we have 
received much evidence. 'In the Report for the Winchester Diocese special attention is 
called to them. Parochial committees are to be found, it is said, mostly in town 
parishes; but we may take this statement as applicable to parishes in the smaller as well 
as in the larger towns.' The rules frequently adopted by these committees suggest what 
might be a line of division between the Voluntary Assistance Committee which we 
have proposed and the Committee of Public Assistance. The parochial committee, it 
is said:-

"Must bear in mind that there are many cases in which the granting of relief is likely to 
encourage idleness, lack of thrift, or forgetfulness of family responsibility. Consequently relief 
shall not be gsanted :-

(a) In ordinary out of work cases, unless there is evidence of thrift, or unless there is illness, 
and there is reasonable prospect tha.t circumstances will improve. 

(b) In cases of destitution, when there is no prospect of circumstanc.es improving
these are Poor Law cases. 

(c) In cases of chronic sickness, unless they are suitable for a permanent allowance on 
the ground of good character, thrift, provision for the future, and readiness of relations to assist. 

(d) In cases in which near relations, able to help, are unwilling to do so. 

109. And in regard to a parochial committee at Shalford, Sir William Chance 
gave the following account:-

"l\Iay I say on the other point of VOIUIItblY efio) t taking the place of outdoor relief, that 
there is a parish close to where I live, Shalford, near Guildford: where last year they established 
a parochial relief committee; that relief committee has the vicar 01 the parish at the .head of 
it, but he has called in a certain' number of laymen, the chief constable of the county being one, 
and two guardians and one or two ladies. Every month they have a collection in the church for 
this relief society. Then they meet once a month, and all the cases tha.t have been relieved 
during the time are reported, and perhaps in difficult cases they meet in the interval to consult. 
whether a case should be relieved or not. That has worked extremely well. The oharity is cut· 
off entirely from the churoh, with this exception, that -every month a collection is made for it. 
but it has nothing at all to do with the church. The consequence is that now practically we get 
no demands for outdoor relief in that parish; we get a few demand. for medical outdoor
relief. but no longer any for outdoor relief. I hope that before very long we shall han that system, 
established all over our union, and I hope that the~e parochial committees, consisting of the
clergy, ministers, and laymen and people who are interested in the thing. will gra.dually be able 
to deal with all the deserving cases. I hope that that principle may possibly extend to the country. 
fhat is one reason why I do not want to upset the present system, <.ertainly in the country, 
more than is necessary, because I do feel that there is an enormous movement for good going. 
on all over the country now, and pauperism is going down." 

1 Diocesan Report, Winchester, and App. xvi., Vol. iii. Diocesan Report, Canterbury. Diocesan 
Report, Hereford. II See also Charities App. : Cases dealt with by Parochial Uommittees. 
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no. We thus pa~8 from suggestions to plans which are at work successfully, and which, 
condu~ted . under slightly ~ltered methods and in alliance with the public assistance 
cOmmlttees, would, we believe, lead to a good use of endowments, adequacy of relief, 
diminishing dependence, and friendly and personal help. 

XVlI.-PoOB LAw RELIEF AND THE "ENDOWED CHARITIES CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO 
THE UNIONS. .~ 

111. In many parishes there are few and trifling or no endowed charities; and the 
same may be said of not a few unions, if we consider the unions as groups of parishes. 
But. as we have seen, in very many places these charities are well worth considering in 
relation to the relief of distress; and we have selected Cricklade in Wiltshire, Ellesmere, 
Taunton and Lichfield as illustrating the position.1 The population of the parish 
()f Cricklade is 1,517. Most of the inhabitants are agricultural labourers. The 
wages of the labourers are said to be 12s. to 14s. a week with a cottage. The demand 
for labour is fairly steady. The Diocesan Report states that in 90 per cent of the parishes 
in the diocese there is no real poverty; and "all agree that poverty is not increasing.":a 
From the endowed chalities at Cricklade £204 2s. 5d. in doles was distributed in 1906 
to 230 single persons or heads of families; the recipients are returned at 830, who would 
acc?rdingly receive on an average about 4·9ls. each. 

" Of recent years the trustees have reduced the numher of recipients by striking off the 
names of about fifty recipients whose circumstances seemed to disentitle f;hem to the receipt 
of charitable relief, but the list still includes, in addition to ordinary labourers, the na.mes of 
small farmers; gardeners, grooms, tradespeople, shopmen, railwa.y men, postmen, and others 
earning good wages." 

Twelve months' residence qualifies for the reception of the doles. 

112. Apart from the endowed charities about £20 is raised by the two churches for 
sick and poor funds. This is distributed by the clergy in one case, and through district 
visitors in the other. Out-relief to the extent of £283 is distributed in the parish, 
making in a.ll a distribution of £625 a year; in a population of 1,517 persons. The 
pauperism of the parish is high. "There has been no communication between the 
board of guardians and the trustees of the charities or any understanding arrived at 
as to the class of cases with which each should deal." There is a good nursing 
association, the benefits of which are available on payment of a small subscription; 
and there are 304 adult members of permanent registered friendly societies. Clearly 
there is very little distress. 

113. Already in this parish there is practically a central board. Under a recent scheme 
the rector of one parish, the vicar of another, the high bailiff of Cricklade, serve as ez 
of!icio t~tees for the endowed charities, together with the representative trustees 
appointed by the parish council. All the dole charities might by general statute be 
assigned to the relief of distress, and, further. according to the distribution of 
the population a part might be assigned to the Voluntary Aid Committee for the union, 
and a part retained by the parish. The demand for the relief of distress would be very 
different from the demand for the charities' gifts. The former would b~ met by relief 
according to the needs of the case, and there would be comparatively few cases; for the 
latter any so-called poor person is a claimant. The trustees would be represented on 
the Voluntary Aid Committee. 

114. There are fourteen parishes in the Union. Two have no endowed charities, six 
have charities with incomes of between £2 and £17, five have incomes of £88, £80, £61, 
£58, £35 respectively. .As to the management of the charities: in eight parishes the trustees of 
the larger amount of the charities are the rector, vicar, and trustees appointed by the parish . 
council. The rector, vicar, and churchwardens as trustees deal in these parishes with an 
income of £28. In one parish trustees appointed by the. parish council and co-optative 
trustees deal with an income of £75. . If therefore we take the union as a whole tbere is 
a good basis for the formation ola Voluntary Aid Committee, and trom the point of view 
()f the trusteeship,S this conclusion would apply equally to "the other Unions to which we 
~~ . 

1 RepOlt on. endowed and voluntary charities, pp. 37, 205, 246. :a Diocesan Rep~rt, Salisbury. 
a Charities Appendix. . 
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115. The general position, financially, may be summed up thus :-:-

Thm~w,d~~ , 
(1) Indoor relief in the half-year ending Lady-Day, ,1908-108 persons. 
(2) Of those in receipt of indoor relief sixty-nine had received relief for ninety 

days and over. They are, therefore, presumably most of them aged or infirm .. 
(3) Outdoor relief-half-year, as above: recipients, 338: of these un

ioubtedly a large proportion are the aged. 
(4) On outdoor relief in the year ending Lady-Day, 1908, was spent. £1,634. 
(5) Thus in the union with a population of 11,357 persons, apart from indoor 

.telief, £1,634 was expended on outdoor relief plus £719 from endowed charities: 
in all £2,353. 

(6) The charge of£I,634 would, in future, so far as it referred to the aged, fall 
on the Exchequer, in a subsequent generation, when the pension at 70, instead 
of poor relief may be claimed. 

(7) It is clear that, as we shall show in other instances, the endowed charities _. 
and voluntary charities could me~t a great many of the miscellaneous cases now 
assisted by the Poor Law. 

116. Next we take the Ellesmere Union. l 

The population is 14,486. The income from endowed charities is £632. Nine 
parishes with populations varying from 44 persons to 624 persons have no endowed 
charities. In four parishes the charities are under £17. In the remaining eight parishes 
the income of the charities is £600, of which £25 is available for ahnspeople, in a popula
tion of 9,476. 

The general position, financially, is as follows :
(1) Endowed charities, £632. 
(2) Indoor relief for half-year to Lady-Day 1908-100 persons. 
(3) Of these seventy-two had been in receipt of relief nmety days and over. 
(4) On outdoor relief in the year ending Lady-Day, 1908-the expenditure 

was £726; which, for the half-year, may be analysed thus :-

Infirm· 
Widows 
Illness -
Miscellaneous 

Persons. Expenditure in 

66 
13 
17 
15 

half-year. 
£ 

216 
62 
53 
35 

(5) Here in a succeeding generation the major part of the infirm would 
probably be old-age pensioners; illness would be dealt with under the scheme in 

-Part V. ; and it should be quite possible by co-operation within the union, by 
the endowed charities, and otherwise to deal with the cases of widows and with 
the miscellaneous cases. 

117. Taunton Union has a population of 38,653.2 There are in it forty-two parishes. 
Ten parishes with small populations have no endowed charities. The income of sixteen 
charities from their sources is in all, £136-£25 being the maximum. The rest of the income, 
£4,932, lies in sixteen parishes, with a population of 29,741. Of this income £1,364 is 
payable to almspeople. The total income of endowed charities for the union is' £5,068. 

Here the financial positio n stands thus :
~1) Endowed charities £5,068. 
(2) Indoor relief for half~year ending Lady-Day, 1908-243 persons. 
(3) Of these 180 have been in receipt of relief for ninety days and over. 
(4) On outdoor relief in the year ending Lady-Day, 1908, the expenditure 

was £1,224. 

1 See Emberton, 6324(2), Jebb, 71697, and other entries-Index to Vol. VII. Report on effeot of 
Outdoor Relief on Wages, etc., Shropshire, by Thomas Jones, p. 11, and Charities Appendix. a Cj. Report 
by A. D. Steel Maitland and Rose Squire, and Charities Appendix. . . 
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- (5)" In the half-year ending Lady-Day; 1908, the figures may be analysed 
thus:-- - -

Persons. Expenditure. 
£ 

Infirm 0 112 336 
Widow8 19 68 
lliness 00 39 i20 
Miscellaneous 36 98 

(6) Here,if we have regard to the amounts available in the dIfferent parishes 
and take into account the reports we have received about the Taunton Charities 
for instance, it would seem again quite feasible in connection with a Voluntary 
Aid Committee, and in co-operation with the Public Assistance Committee, to 
deal with all miscellaneous cases and with the cases of widows. * 

US. Again, to take the case of Lichfield.1 It is a "typical small cathedral city." 
The population is 7,902. 'There are three breweries employing under 200 men, and 
two small iron foundries; and about 150 men are employed _ by an architectural 
sculptor. The only other occupation of any importance is market gardening. 
Labourers' wages are 5d. to 6d. an hour, rents are low, the population increases but_ 
very little. 

119. The following is a table of the charities :--

Endowed Charities. I Truatees. Object. GroM Yellrlylncome. 

---------------------------------------~---~----~---I-------------

St. John's Hospital 0 

The Municipal Charities • 

Dr. Milley's Hospital 

Lowe's Charity • 

Henry Smith's Charity 

Wakefiflld • 

PaSll6m's Charity, • 

Hinton's Charity 

Haworth's Charity .. . 

The Clolle - - - . 
-- . I . r. -. -- -

Governed unde? statutes 12 inniates over 60. 
mad>! by the bishops. 
Proposed---a body of 
truateea. 

- 15: 3 appointed by the 
town council, 3 byelec
tors of the north ward, 
2 by those of the south 
ward, and 7 co-
optative. 

The Dean of Lichfield 
and 2 trustees ap
pointed by the city 
council, 1 appointed by 
the trustees of Feck-
nam's Charity. and 3 
co-o~ted trustees. 

Pensions, alms-
houses, 5s. grants, 
etc. 

Almshouse. 

• 5 trustees appointed by Coats, caps, pen-
the town council and 7 sions.etc. 
co-operative trustees. - I -

• Churchwardens of St. Flannel, etc •• for the 
Mary's. I poor of the City 

• 4, trustees. Doles. 

• Incumbents and church
wardens of 3 parishes. 

• ,Mayor of Lichfield. 

.- The'Dean of Lichfield. 

· 2 trustees not connected 
with Lichfield. 

"', ' -,-

Doles. 

5s; gifts in sickness 
or distress. 

Monetary and other 
relief; very poor 
person~. 

D"sc;:ving poor of 
th'l Clooe. 

£1,250; will shortly 
be conside:ably in
creased. 

£650 

£540 

£520 (shortly). 

£18 

£103. 

£26. 

£26. 

£46 

£71. 

·Data in regard to two or three other towns are gIven In the Cha.rities Appendix. 
I 

1 Report on Endowed and Voluntary Charities, pp. 30, 179 and 286. 
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120. Besides these are eleven other charities distributed, some in all three parishes~ 
some in one or another-amounting to more than £90 a year. Apart from those 
which are mostly distributed by the incumbents 01 the several churches and the 
churchwardens, who are the trustees, there are, as the above list shows, nine different 
sets of trustees. This fact and the figures suggest that there might be one committee 
of trustees for the city; that all these sums and the almshouses and pensions 

i might be made available for the relief of distress in a larger area. With the single 
body of trustees in the union might be associated representatives of the voluntary 
societies of the city and others. A Voluntary Aid Committee. would thus 
be formed. There are several useful Voluntary charities in Lichfield, a nursing 
home, ~ branch of the Ladies' Association for Friendless Girls, a White Ribbon Mis
sion ana Maternity Home, trades unions, church and chapel charities, and a Charity 
Organisation Society. Thirteen per cent. of the population are members of friendly 
societies, and there is a medical provident society with 2,818 members.1 At present~ 
though of the eight guardians for the City of Lichfield six are trustees of endowed 
charities, five of them being trustees of the municipal charities, this has not resulted 
in bringing about any system of co-operation between the board and tht} charities. 
A Voluntary Aid Committee acting in co-operation with the friendly societies 
would promote that, and other movements that tend to independence might . be 
strengthened. . 

121. Altogether the income from the endowed and voluntary charities in I,ichfield~ 
and the amount expended by the guardians on out-relief is £4,290-in a population of 
7,902. And the investigatprs report :-

II If the standard of administration of the almshouse and pension charities were raised, and 
steps taken to secure help from relations, old employers and others, which is never done a1; 
present, and if the £361 (the yearly sum available from endowments for temporary help) much 
of which, goes in useless doles, were di:IIerently applied, the expenditure of £484 on out-relief 
somewhat laxly administered, might, in our judgment, become unnecessary, or 'at least be 
reduced to a small amount. 

"To secure this result it is essential that the charities should be brought into definite 
relation with the administration of the Poor Law. Instead of this there is often overlapping 
between the two." 

The total expenditure on outdoor relief is £483; and but for the help given from 
the charities, the outdoor relief, it is a.greed, would be heavier. 

The Lichfield Union contains thirty-five parishes. Their total population is 
42,542. The total income for endowed charities is £5,231. In the half year 377 persons 
received indoor relief, of whom 225 received it for ninety days and more. There were 
611 persons relieved outdoor in the half year; and in the whole year £3,900 was spent. 
Of this, £2,658 appears under the heading" Infirm;" under" Widows," £513; under 
" Illness," £536; under" Miscellaneous," £191.1 

The total expenditure for the year from the "Poor Law, apart from indoor relief, and 
from endowed charities was £9,131. . 

Clearly in this union also concerted adIninistration would produce great changes for 
the better, on the lines we are about to consider. 

122. In the Charities Appendix will be found data in regard to other Unions and 
parishes. 

XVIII.-THE SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS OF THE INVESTIGATORS. 

r - 123. Mr. A. C. Kay and Mr. H. V. Toynbee were appointed byus to make inquiry in 
eertain urban and rural areas as to the administrative relations between charity and the 
Poor Law and as to the f>xtent and actual and potential utility of Endowed and of Voluntary 
Charities. What the nature of the reforms should be the suggestions and criticisms -of 
these investigators indicate; Sand before proceeding further it may be well to state their 
opinions briefly. We will touch on the main points in succession, adding notes also 
taken from general evidence. 

101. the circumstances of Kendal, p. 161. ISee Charities Appendix. 8Report.on Endowed and Volun
tary Chari1.iel,pp.69-79. 
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1. Administrative Relations between Charities and the Poor Law. 

124. On this point the comments of the investigators are:-

.. In most cases it does not seem to have suggested itself to the representatives of either the one 
or the other that it was even desirable that such relations should be established, or that it was 
possible that any advantage might be derived therefrom. In no single instance, so far as 
we could ascertain, had any conference taken place between the endowed and voluntary charities 
and the Poor Law guardian~, as to the policy which they should respectively pursue in dealing with 
the relief of the poor, nor had any attempt been made to define the sphere of operation which each 
ehould fill Here and there we met with an individual who appreciated the importance of 
co-operation, but this was quite exceptional, and it is no exaggeration to say that the majority 
of those whom we saw had given the subject no thought, and surprise was sometimes expressed at 
the suggestion that such co-operation was advisable." 

2. Mr. Goscken'8 Minute 0/1869. Registration and the Prevention 0/ Overlapping. 

PART VII. 

125. Mr. Goschen's minute, to which we make reference again later on, advised the Hinute of the 
guardians that there should be some recognised division of labour between them and the Poor Law Board. 
charities; but" representation of the boards of guardians on the charities is not likely November, 1869. 
to lead to any change of policy unless there is a recognition on both sidE'S of the great 
importance of working in co-operation" on some such lines . 

•• One of the recommendations there made is • that in all those cases where the board 0 

guardians are granting relief-and in all such cases the relief must by law be adequate-the 
almoners of charities should abstain from giving food or money, or supplying any such articles as 
the guardians are themselves strictly bound to grant, and especially from giving their charity in 
such a manner as would constitute a regular increase of income.' 

II As a means of bringing about such an understanding, it is suggested 'that there should be 
every opportunity for every agency, official or private. engaged in relieving the poor, to know 
fully and Accurately the details o~ the work performed by all similarly engaged. The lists of the 
relieving officers would form the natura.l basis for the necessary information. No funds are 
at the disposal of the Poor Law Board with which they could appoint a staff and provide 
offices for organising a general registration of Metropolitan relief. Other means must, there
fore, be BOught for providing that a. public registering office should be established in every large 
district, where registers should be kept of all persons in receipt of parochial relief, with such 
particulars attached as might guide others in their inquiries_ The clergy of all denominations, 
and the representatives of all the charities in the neighbourhood, should be invited to send in 
their lists to such offices, and to make themselves acquainted with the other lists deposited there, 
by which means an accurate dictionary or reference book might be framed, which would supply the 
necessary information about almost every person who had once received relief, either parochial or 
charitable. In the absence of any sufficient legal power in the Poor Law Board to enforce an 
organisation of this kind, the working of the plan must mainly depend on the voluntary action of 
the guardians and of the various charitable bodies, but the Poor Law Board will be happy to afford. 
any aid that may be in their power, and to authorise such expenditure as may fall within legal. 
limits. They would be prepared-

1. To authorise the guardians to print weekly lists, containing the names and addresses
of outdoor paupers, and the sums given in relief in each case. 

2. To authorise any reasonable remuneration for extra work to officers whom the guardians
may employ to carry out this arrangement. 

3. To instruct their inspectors to facilitate the communication between the official and private
agencies, where such interposition may be of any service, and to aB8ist in systematising as £ar
a8 possible relief operations in various parts of the Metropolis," 

.. It is further suggested that the trustees of the charities should refer to the relieving: 
officer all totally destitute applicants who properly fall within his sphere, while he, on the other 
hand, should pa8S on to the charities all those not actually destitute, who seem likely to fall 
within the class which charity undertakes to assist." .J., 

126. This minute is supplemented by the General Order (Metropolis) 1878, by which 
the guardianp may cause lists to be prepared at such intervals as they may det>m expedient, 
being not oftener than once a week, showing the name and addrese of f'ach pauper who has 

. during the intE'rul been admitted into the workhouse or has received outdoor lelief . . . 
and the amount or value of the outdoor relief so received in each case, and may cause 
such liBt~ or any parts thf'reof to be printed and circulated anp. distributE'd in such 
manner as they may think fit_ This Order and Mr. Goschen's minute apply to the'Metro
polis only. 
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127. We prop.ose that they should be enforceci throughout the country in a modified 
, form consiAtent with'the general scheme of poor relief which we recommend.1 Heretofore 
it would seem, the investigator's report, "that the minute would hav€:' r{'mained entirely 
inoperative but for the practice of the Charity OrganisatioD Soc-ietief', which ar~ invariably 
in constant communication with the Poor Law authorities with a view to avoid the 
supplementation of out-relief and to promote the transference of cases from one body to 
the other as the one or the other could best deal with them." In Norwich a weeldy return 
of cases dealt with by the Charity Organisation Society with the decisions arrived at was 
sent by the society to th{' guardian&. At Kendal the society had opened a general register 
with a view to the prevention of overlapping. Casual supplementations of poor relief 
is th~ rul{' , however. The investigators state that in all places which they visited the 
charities have bepn applied in a greater or less degree in supplementation of Poor Law 
relief with two exceptions. S , 

" It was our practice to submit lists of the recipients of the various endowed charities to the 
relieving officers, who marked the names of all those who were on their out-relief books. In 

every, place, apa.rt from those mentioned above, it was, found tha.t there were numerous 
cases in which people were being helped both by charities and the Poor Law.'" , 

"In Kendal it was stated by a trustee . . • • that if the trustees did not give to people 
in receipt of' poor relief, they would have no re'ipients; and an informant at' Beverley said 
that • if the doles were not given to Poor Law cases, the money could not be spent'." . 

"At York,. when lists (not complete) of the recipien~ of the charities were submitted by 
us to the relieving officers, over sixty cases of people receiving out-relief were at once, much to 
their surprise, recognised by them. The following are particulars of the amounts received in some 
of these cases from the endowed charities :-

OVERLAPPING OlP CHARITIES AND POOR LAW RELIEI' IN YORK. 

No. of 
Ca~eB. 

l' . 
3 0 

1 0 

t -
1 -
1> 

1 0 

1 0 

5 -

1 0' 

S '-
13 0 

£ s. d. 

Amount Received 
from Charity. 

Pension of 20 16 0 So year. 
13 0 0 " 

" 
" 
" 
" 

.. 
" Gift of 

" 
" .. 

10 10 0 " 
10 0 0 " 
600 .. 
5 18 3 

6 4 0 .. 
5 0 0 

" 2 0 0 

1 10 0 
" 1 2 6 
" 1 2 0 
" 

(3 also received 
gifts of 40B., 
228., and 12s. 
respectively.) 

(besides doles.) 

i4 of these also 
received lB. a' 
month and a 
loaf weekly.} 

.. The overlapping is not l,-onfined to endowed charities. Out of thirty reCIplents 'If 
help from the York Benevolent Society, taken at random( nine were found to be on the 
-outdoor relief list, and five in receipt of occasional reiief. 

" In Norwich, the endowed and voluntary charities (apart from the Almshouses and pension 
-charities) go .very largely to those in receipt of out-relief. 

" In the case of the Norwich Society for the Relief of the Sick Poor, out of twenty-five cases 
taken at random, ten were found to be in receipt of out-relief." 

,128. To prev~nt this aberration of charity, registration is es~entiaJ.8 It is adopted 
and is being extended by degrees wherever the problem of relie~ ~as ~een carefully 
studied-3.t Berlin, and generally wherever the Elberfeld systemm Its different forms 
is in {oree: in Holland; in some cities in the United ~tates of America, but especially 
at Boston, Massachusetts. In England 'probably it is now most completely applied in 
the civil parishes of Chelsea4 and Hampstead. " ,. . . . 

129. ·At Chelsea, churches and charities and the Poor Law guardians are by degrees 
to a larger and .larger extent IlRing the" Chelsea Mutual Registration of Assistance," 

1 Report"p. 60 SReport, p, 61. 3 Report, p. H. 4M~mo.: Ch~ Commi~tee,of the Charity 
Organisation Society, and Sketeh of Hampetead System. Charitit"s Appendix, Blankenberg, 1~20 (55). 
MunBterberg, 100300 (8), (18). 
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together with varIOUS institutions whose work ill some measure lies in Ohelsea, 
though they do not have their central quarters there. The scheme was instituted 
more than three years ago" with a view to the prevention of overlapping and plOmotion 
of co-operation Ilmong the relief agencies in Chelsea." 

"The procedure is 'that 'the agencies forward monthly or weekly lists of their cases to the 
office, where they are co~pared, and if the same name is found on two or more lists, the fact is 
notified to those agencies. The scheme,' the hon. secretary writes, 'receives increasing supporli, 
and we have lately commenced holding monthly conferences of the overlapping agencies .for 
the purpose of considering the possibility of restoring the families to a state of independence 
and mutually agreeing upon future action in regard to them.' " 

I 

130. This statement of itself proves the positive utility of the method. The 
statistics show each year an increasing number of communications made to those who 
have registered cases, as year by year the plan has been utilised by a larger number 
of charities. 

131. The figures, according to the average monthly numbers for each year, are ~ 

1905. 
I 

1906. 1907. 

Jan. Feb. I Mar., Dec. Jan. I Feb, Mar. Dec. Jan. I Feb, Mar. Dec. 

--i-

CommuniClltions - - - 180 222 .216 I 254 210 136 199 1~9 246 274 181 358 

Families concerned - - - 107 130 133 i 130 132 92 115 58 152 174 116 188: 
Ce.aea of overlapping within four 

53 31 73 69 82 72-weeks excluding pensions - 49 55 56 81 42 59 
Casel of overlappinf within 

eight weeki exclu ing pen-
160 73 58 77 34 87 90 83 8~, lions - - - - - - - -

Communications to the Board 
of Guardians - - - 51 

~91 
88 I 68 

~51 
31 42 22 .51 58 28 5~: 

Familie8 e.asisted - - - - - I - - - - - - 2,152~ I 
I 

. ,', 

132. It was found that the register at Chelsea was of very great service to the-
London Un~mployed Fund in' 1904-5, and the agencies that are members of jt bear" 
witness to its great utility.l 

. 133. Such registration can only be developed, it is evident, with great perseverance', 
and by demonstrating to the charities how it may serve their several needs. may prevent. 
duplication of inquiries. and may secure that either. one agency de'3ls with the case, , 
or that each agency, instead of unconsciously supplementing the work of others, 
co-operates for a common object. A scheme of general registration is so necessary
that we recommend its adoption in every union area. 

3. Want of information, and inquiries. 

134. The investigators report that in their opinion2:-

"The trustees are not sufficiently alive to the importance of making thorough enquirieS" 
regarding applicl>nt,s. In many cases we found that the trustees considered inquiry unnecessary,. 
on the ground that they knew all the poor people already. This may, no doubt, be true in a
country village, but can hardly be 80 in larger places, except in cases in which no publicity is given. 
to the charity, and appointments are practically confined to persons mown to the trustees or'" 
their friends. Forms of application, with inquiries regarding the character and circumstances of 
applicants, may be usefully.employed, but we frequently found that such statements, ,if certified' 
by two or three householders, were accepted as sufficient. It is important, we think, 
that independent inquiry should be made by the trustees themselves, or through an inquiry 
officer, or &II agency such 808 the Charity Organisation Society, for the purpose of· verifying the 
statements on the. appJicstion form, and ascertaining the character, thrift, resourcllB, and home 

. conditions of the applicant;" 

. 1 Report of Central Executive Committee: London ·Unemployed Fund, 1904-5. 
Enuowcd and Voluntary Charities, p. 70. 

2Report on 
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135. Of the necessity for inquiry, a. point to which we have already referred, 
evidence has conte to us from almost every quarter, and we are of opinion that it 
should no longer be left to the trustees of charities to make inquiry or not to make 
inquiry in regard tothose who apply to them for the benefit of a cbarity.1 The Charity 
Commission in the case of almspeople and pensioners requires that there be "full 
investigation of the character and circumstances of the applicants, and inquiry 
whether they have shown reasonable providence, and whether and to what extent they 
?Day reasonably expect assistance from relation~ or others," and they have added 
ln more recent schemes-that for the purpose of this clause the trustees may avail them
selves of any suitable agency. 

\ 136. We think that many facilities for making inquiry in regard to applications 
will result from the unification of charitable work on the lines we are about to suggest· 
Both voluntary and paid help will be more easily provided for the purpose; and as 
trustees and others desire to effect 'more through their intervention, they will be 
led to require a better system of investigation for their own guidance and for the 
benefit of those who have asked their assistance. In any case, we are of opinion that 
means of making suitable inquiry should be. assured in regard to all charities as part
of the schemes, under which they are administered; and that there should be some super
vision to ascertain that so necessary a condition is fulfilled. 

4. Appropriation 01 Means and Supervision.1 

137. Among the objects mentioned as permissible to trustees are those contained 
in clauses we have quoted above: "the supply of: (a) Clothes, linen, bedding, 
fuel, etc; and (b) temporary relief in money, etc."; representing, as S.ir George 
Young said: "The limit to which the Commissioners considered themselves able 
to cut down the pernicioUs operation of promiscuous doles." 

" It is clear," the investigators write, "that a fund left at the disposal of a body of trusteea 
for application under provisions such as those of the scheme for general benefit of the poor 
referred to above might, with care and intelligence, be made productive of very great benefit 
~ the poor. Help, adequate in amount and wisely directed, at a time of special need, through 
sickness, want of employment, or other misfortune, may often prevent a famlIy from drifting 
into a condition of pauperism." 

138. With this we agree; but the agreement implies two conditions-the appoint
ment of competent trustees or managers, and a supervision of the administration. 

139. On the former question there is a difficulty.s Trustees are inclined to accept 
the pleasure of patronage as the compensation which. they receive for undertaking the 
management of the trust. Hence the common practice of allowing each trustee iri. 
turn to nominate to the charity. What should be the duty of the trustees jointly 
becomes the prhilege of t.he individual trustee; and the decision of the common 
body, which is intended to prevent the domination of private interests may yield to 
"the dictates of a merely private patronage. Bllt further :-

"Unfortunately, the work of selecting' helpable' cases and providing assistance suitable to 
the varying circumstances of each case demands an amount of know.edge and interest in charitable 
work, and an expenditure of time and trouble which can rarely be found under the conditions of 
charitable administration prev8iling in the towns the investigators visited .••• " 

"In some of the places which we visited we were unable to discover any elements out of 
which a really satisfactory body of truste.es could be constituted." 

II The administration of almahous~s and the granting of out-pensions as compared with other 
modes of charitable relief • • • makes much less demand upon' the time and capacity of 
trustees. It is, consequently, much easier to find a body of trustees who will make. good 
appointments of alms-people and pensioners than who will satisfactorily perform the difficult 
work of from time to time giving appropriate assistance in cases of special need and distress." 

140. It is clear from this and other evidence that the building up of a good adminis
tration will not only necessitate a careful choice of trustees, but will also involve the 
imposition upon them of a new and ordered responsibility in connection both with 

1 App. xiii. (c) iii., p. 616. 
pp. 70, 56, 78. 

I Report, p. 76, and see ante, para. 54. Young, 31141. SReport 
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a local committee of administration and with 0 0 central supervision of some kind. 
o Otherwise, as the investigators say:-

"'Ve should feel considerable doubt 88 to the expediency of leaving any considerable sum at 
the disposal of the trustees as a liquid fund applicable for the benefit of the poor, unless a serious 
endeavour is made to ensure that the administration is Bound." 

.. In the absence of effective periodical inspection we see reason to fear that a fund left at the 
disposal of the trustees for the relief of distress would too frequently be frittered aWIlY in the 
same ineffectual manner as is common now; and in this case, if experience should show that 
the money is not being applied in ways calculated to be of real benefit to the poor, it should be 
diverted to other modes of application which leave les88cope for unwise expenditure." 

5. Raising Money lor Reliel Purposes and the Oases assisted.1 

141. It may be fearea that if a system of doles is set aside for a system of reasonable 
charity, consistent with the standards which we described in the earlier part of this section, 
a very large amount of money for relief purposes would have to be raised by public 
appeal. If the method discussed by the investigators and described by several witnesses 
is adopted, this would not be the case. a The investigators point out that if there were 
careful selection the funds of the charities would go much further. They would not be 
wasted. In regard to almspersons and pensioners, they say:-

.. We have frequently referred to cases in which it seemed to us that the almspeople might 
have been maintained by sons or relatives, and we think there is some laxity of administration in 
allowing sons, who are fairly well-to-do, to be relieved of their obligations at the expense of 
the charities. We also think that more might be done in supplementing the allowances from 
the charities by contributions from children, old employers, and others . 

.. If these points were kept in mind in the administration, the funds of the charities would go 
further, their benefits would not be extend03d either to persons who do not really stand in need of 
the aSRistancc, or to those whose character and antecedents do nOL entitle them to any exceptional 
consideration, and who might well be left to the guardians for support, and there would be better 
security that the benefit of the charities are really going to the best and most deserving case3." 

142. It is well that this should be thoroughly understood; and accordingly we 
mention one or two cases illustrative of it.8 

The two cases which follow, taken from different localities, show the waste of doles :-
Husband was formerly in Marines; sllld to have been discharged with" very good "character, 

forty yea1'& ago (but discharge papers said to have been burnt) .No penSIOn. ChIldren SaId not 
to help. Accordmg to several trustworthy authorities, husband and wife are said to be intemperate, 
the former lazy, and in habit of begging, and the latter of doubtful moral character. Dole,! ton. 
coal biennially. 

Husband, crippled with rheumatism, and wife, almost blind, have done no work for eight years 
and have been in receipt of out-relief mOht of that tIme. Single soa, 20, labourer, lives with them,. 
oontributing 5s. a week. None of the other children help. There were originally fourteen children~ 
Statements said to be unreliable, and six credible mformants sta.ted that reCipients were notoriously
untruthful, cadgers, and drunkards, and the man's condition was due to his intemperate habits._ 
Doles, Lane's Gift £~; husband. 1 shirt and 1 loaf every 3 weeks; wife, 1 shift, 2s. from church 
occasionally. 

143. The two almshouse cases which follow, shoW' insufficiency of relief:- : 
No. 79.-Man. single. 66, formerly labourer. Room and occupant both very dirty, supported: 

parents for many years. Complained of the smallness of allowance from charity, 3s. 6d., which 
is now his total income. Said on reliable authority to be very respectable. 

No. 81.-Widow. 73, late husband foreman in a mineral water factory for twenty-five years, 
earnu...- 4Os. per week. One son, who has never assisted. Recipient's character said to be o 
very good. Total income now only 4s. (the almshouse stipend). Husband was in Ancient Order
of Foresters and another club. and widow received £24 at his death, twelve years ago. 

144. In these instances a dole is granted or an admission to an almshouse, but there is no
plan adopted to see that it is of actual use.' "The effects of the dole charities as a means 
of relieving the poor are insignificant." 

P.;,RT VII 

145. There are two ways of obtaining the assistance required for cases of distre~~. Raising of 
One is to open funds for relief purposes. The endowed charities are funds of this kind funds for the 

relief of tiistress. 

1 Report on Voluntary and Endowed Charities, App. x.., p. 234. II Report,p. 70. 8 Report.ppo 32,35, [6. 
, Report, p. 71. 

429. 3 S 
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hemmed in by many restrictions. When the fund is used up all the good that it can 
do is done, and, whether the money which is given is or is not sufficient to meet any real 
need or fulfil any real purpose, it is given and there is an end of it. The other method 
is to use funds but not to rely upon them alone, but to raise. in addition from other 
sources what is necessary. This has many advantages. In the first place probably 
greater care is taken in considering what should be done and how the persons in 
distress can be properly helped. Next the charitable feeling of those connected with 
the family is kept alive. The relations are asked to help, and former employers, and 
friends. This is good for all parties. The family tie is strengthened, and so on one 
imp?rtant side the plan justifies itself; and similarly it justifies itself on other 
sides. Many will help in this way and for some definite purpose who otherwise will 
not help at all. Again, no large fund. always insufficient, always likely to raise claims 
a.nd to assume large and even prep.osterous dimensions in the popular imagination, 
always likely to create greater demands than it can meet, will be found to be necessary.l 
The charity of inilividuals forms a more comprehensive and more. constant fund 
than any large collection made by appeals and circulars; and. directed in th.e manner 
which has been suggested, it is' much more useful. And further, in addition to 
the gifts of the endowment consisting sometimes of considerable sums and sometimes 
of one or two insufficient shillings, an amount adequate to the need is raised from 
the endowment and from other friendly sources, while in addition personal care and 
friendliness comes to the rescue to assist in many other ways.2 The endowment has, in 
fact, become vitalised. It is wrought into life again and is meeting once more the real 
needs of the people. 

"H. family.-Bermondsey United Charities gave £5 12s. 8d. towards temporary allowanc 
and convalescent treatment. 

"The father of a large family was dying of phthisis when the case was first referred to the 
Trustees of the Bermondsey United Charities. He was being catefully nursed at home, and help 
was continued until he died .. In addition to this, a. good deal of help was given directly by the 
trustees. After his death, assistanco still had to be given until the Charity Organisation Society 
had obtained the admission of three children to Church of England Homes, the Children's 
League of Kindness paying 28. a week for each, and until the delicate eldest son had been 
convalesced and 'had started work, and a girl had become old enough for employment. In addition 
to this it was found necessary to obtain hospital and convalescent treatment for the widow. The 
family was self-supporting for Bome months, but the oldest Bon developed rapid consumption, and 
\elp was again needed. The total cost so far has been about £30 . 

.. In this case there was co-operation between the Bermondsey United Charities, Children's 
League of Kindness, Society for Relief of Distress and Courage's Fund. The' Sons of Thames' 
Lodge of Oddfellow8 (M.U.) have also been helping." 

146. Here the endowed charities granted £5 12s. Sd. The total help has cost £30. 
In another case the £2 lIs. 6d. of the endowed charity becomes £12 Is. 6d. by the 
increments of assistance obtained from other sources; and there is added a friendly 

,care or visiting that supervises the w~ole. 

"E. 0., girl, aged 15.-Bermondsey United Charities gave £1 lIs. 6d. to complete 
training at Clark's College for Typewriting and Shorthand. 

. . 

" The mother, widow of a police inspector, has three daughters, one of whom is almost a. dwarf, 
and very frail, and another (the above-mentioned) has a crippled left hand. The tiny daughter 
was in work, but required much care, making it difficult for her mother' to be absent fo! ~ong hours. 
B.C. was sent by the Charity Organisation Society to Clark's College to learn typewntmg, short· 
hand, and book-ket'ping. the total cost being £12 Is. 6d. The mother and son paid .£4 4s., a friend 
through the Society for Promoting Employment of Wom~n £4 4s., .I!-agged School UnIOn £2 2s., and 
the remainder was made up by the Bermondsey Umted Chanties as above. 

" Sixteen' months after training she was earning 13s. 6d. a. week." 

14 7. Or to take the case of aged people :-
" F.M., a widow, aged 82.-The ·City.Parochial Foundation ·gave a pension of £6 lOs. a. year. 

"F.M. is a Belgian who has lived nearly forty ·years in London. She ea~ned her living .by 
laundry work, and supported her sick husband for years. Of her seven children, a mamed 
daughter only remains. F.M.·managed to save as much as £100, and, when past work kept herself 
on this till it was ab:ilost gone, and she was obliged to ask for help. 

1 Cj. Witnessos as to newspaper appeals:' ?I~yriard, 78372 (3)! Marshall, 82176-8;, Richardson, 815662, 
85689; Gardiner, 78694, 78731. ~ Hayes Fisher 30906 (18), 31042. 
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.. The Charity Organisation Society at first raised an allowance of 98. 9d. a week for her towards 
which a Foreigners' Society contributed 5s. a week, her daughter lB., and the clergy Is. Th~ rest was 
given by private persons till the City Parochial Foundation granted her an allowance of 28. 9cI. 
a week. Now the old lady is too frail to live alone her daughter gives her a room in her house. 
rent free, and the Society of Friends of Foreigners in Distress and the City Parochial 
Foundation give 58. a week between them." 

6. Pooling 0/ Funds and Supervision. 

148. Further, it is suggested by the investigators that it would greatly facilitate the 
work of reorganisation which they have sketched, if the parochial charities could be 
" pooled," and the parochial boundaries, which have not been allowed to stand in the way 
of the unification of civil government and of the Poor Law, should also be set aside in the 
administration of the charities in favour of the Union or some other area.1 In NorWIch 
and York there is a migration of the population from the inner and more fully endowed 
parishes to the parishes in the circumference of the ,town. At Norwich the city parishes, 
in which no new houses or very few have.been built. contain only 26'4 of the population, 
and have no less than 85' 0 per cent. of the endowed charities and 48' 2 per cent. of the 
church charities, while they are responsible for 37:9 per cent. of the expenditure on out· relief 
And similar conditions prevail in York, and no doubt in other largely endowed towns. In 
these circumstances we think that a "pooling" of charities and a revision of boundaries 
should take place under statutory powers, but conditionally on the introduction of an 
effectual administration on the lines which we propose. . 

PART VII. 

J 49. Lastly, to carry out the necessary improvements of administration AS.3istant Offi~ial 
Commissioners who have been trained in the methods o,f relief should be present at ASSistance. 
the meetings of the voluntary aid committp-es, whose creation we suggest; and they 
should, as far as possible, use their influence to ensure that suitable inquiry is made, well. 
considered plans put in force in individual cases, the neccssary relief raised, and friendly 
.. isiting and co-operation promoted.2 In the past. as we have amply proved, the charities 
have been distributed to individual applicants on qUlte general lines, and without any 
special attention to detail. Now, if they are to be used for adequate help and for the 
prevention and relief of distress, a right consideration of details will be of the first impor-
tance. 

XIX.-THE REFORMED SYSTEM OF POOR RELIEF IN GERMANY. 

These statements, drawn chiefly from the Reports of our investigators, D;lay be taken The system of 
as a fair summary of the suggestions. that may be made, not only in regard to places in municipal relief. 
which there are considerable eleemopynary endowments, but relatively to other towns 
also. But to obtain a different view of the problem, we would submit a statement in 
rpgard to the organisation of relief in other countries, but especially in the State of 
Hamburg. 

150. The German system of poor relief as reformed on the lines of the administration 
at Elberfeld, is not so much a new method as a reversion to earlier post·reformation 
methods combined with much resettlement of details. 

151.. There are one or two primary ,trinciples on which the German system of poor 
relief is founded. 8 

152. The Poor Law in effect imposes 9n local rE'lief authorities throughout the Em
pire the obligation" of relieving every poor persi>n conformably to . his need"; and it 
defines settlement. The administration it leaves to local authorities acting for the 
pal'ish, the municipality, and the pfO'~ince. The administration is not centralised in a 
Government Department. and there are no Government Inspectors. 

" There are tOwn8 which refuse outJoor relief, and others which refuse money anI give relief 
only in kind, so that the practice everywhere is quite different; but, as a rule, one can say that 
outdoor relief is 'Prevalent." 

\ Report on Voluntary and Eooiowed Charities, p. 75. 
10')5':'8, 100511, 100315, 10\)385, 140389, 100420. . 

t Report, pp. 18. and 79. S Munsterberg, 

429. 3 S 2 
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. 15:t Next, the council of the town or parish is elected by the votes of three 
classes of electors graduated according to a property qualification. Each class elects a 
third of the council.1 Thus, at Berlin in 1902, "electors of the first class numbered 
1,501; those of the second class, 28,017; and those of the third class, 314,032." S The 
administration of relief for the town is entrusted to one special committee subordinate 
to the town council, and is formed out of members of the town council with the 
addition of other inhabitants. The mayor or his representative presides over the 
committee. There is thus a restricted franchise and a responsible central committee 
for the supervision of all public relief, composed in large measure of persons other than 
members of the council. 8 

154. Next, "an actionable right of the poor to poor relief is not recognised by 
German legislation. The legal conception is that every community is obliged, in the 
interests of public order, to grant the relief requisite in individual cases." 4 In England, 
"an indictment will lie against a~ relieving officer for negligence in relieving the poor." 
This would not be so on the Gelman system. The applicant,! if he considers himself 
aggrieved, may appeal to the superior administrative authority. ,lienee there is a lesser 
disinclination than in England to refuse cases, if it is thought desirable to do so. 

155. Next,. in the local administration of relief it is an-accepted principle that the 
relief afforded from the rates should be only necessary relief. A poor person who needs 
help, and is unable to work, or only partially able to work, is eligible for public relief, 
if no one else is both liable for his relief and able to relieve him, or if private charity does 
not provide for him.1 A poor person who needs help, but is able to work, is relieved on 
the same conditions, but he must prove that he has honestly striven to obtain work, 
though it· be without result. He is obliged to perform any work which m~.;y be found 
for him. Persons living alone, and heads of families who!:>e income is sufficient for pro
viding for themsE'lves and their familier what is absolutely necessary for their maintenancE' 
have no claim for relief. 

The re.li~f to b~ 156. Next, in the local administration of relief the principle laid down by the Poor 
less ehglble rellcf. Law Commissioners of 1834,. that public relief should be] less eligible than an 

independent maintenance, is accepted and made applic3ble to outdoor relief.8 
"The pauper shall not be placed in a .better position through relief than the person who 

provides for his own support by frce labour.'1 On the other hand, care must be taken to ensure 
that it rcmail's possible for him to lead a life cO:l.sistent with human requirements. and that he 
does not rec.eive such relief only as will merely prevent starvation." 

. ~he administra- 157; Lastly, the older German or Elb3rfeld method, which is considered best in 

Otiffion by v?tllUlItary Germany, proceeds on the principle that, properly guided and assisted, voluntary 
eers WI 1 k . I P L di h . 'tt b t decentralisation wor ers, actmg not on y as oor aw guar ans on t elI COmmI ees, u as 

·of services. enquiry and relieving officers in their districts, can safeguard relief and yet avoid 
inadequacy. The process by which this is to be accomplished is decentralisation, and 
an extreme sub-division of work amongst the members of a large band of voluntarv 
assistants, coupled with a strong centralisat.ion in many other respects. 

158. Summing up, we may say that, as in England, the conditions of relief to the 
applicant should, on this system, be such as would be less eligible in his eyes thltll 
self-support, and the relief he would receive should be only necessary relief.8 The 
administration is placed in the hands of very closely controlled volunteers, in such 
a way that a definite and restricted task is imposed upon each of them; and the nature 
of their responsibility in relation to the application for relief is different from that 
Qf a relieving officer,. and less absolute. The system is legal not voluntary. But 
'to it, as a legal system, the voluntary service vf the visitors or helpers gives a 
-charitable or philanthrOpic character; and it is the evident wish of the authorities 
that this element in it should be retained and developed. "On the activity of the 
helper depends the weal or woe of the applicant; on it, too, primarily depends 

1 See here, and generally Appendix on Poor Relief in Germany. and regulatioTls for the administra.tion of 
poor relief in Hamburg, Berlin and Elberfeld. Se, also the Report made to the Commission by some of its 
members in regard to Labour Colonies on the continent and the administration of relief at Hamburg. 
S Munsterberg, 100462-67, 100497-99. 3 Appendix: Germany, pp. 15 and 21. 4 Munsterberg, 10C669, 
100347, 100300, 100394: (2() • Ct. Adrian. 936-43. 6 Mun~terberg, 100300 (14). • 8 Munsterberg. 
10)300 (14). '1 Berlin, Instructions, Seo. 50. 8 Berlin, Instrulltions, Seo. 10. 
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the social and moral value which is the characteristic of \ an ordered care of the 
poor. He must be the friend and counsellor of the poor bnd in the granting of 
relief assist them by word and deed." \ l . , ! 

PART Til' 

159. Some of these points wa will Jow consider further. . A board of guarruans is a 
comparatively large body of 'persons elected on a. popular franchise for the administra
tion of Poor Law relief in a large area after an inquiry which io made by paid relievih~ 
officers. !Large unions were. formed in. En~land partly with 8.., view to' provi~g a The ~~a of . . 
workhouse that would adnut of classIficatIOn, and partly for t~ determinatioll J~f t.dm~tra~lOn w 
cases by an impartial non-parochial body. Here a. different process'is adopted. TheJ(l~atl?.h'tol!l-
. t·tut· I . I nd th l' . I . stltutlonal a~ ms I lona area remams arge, a e centra comnuttee of contro. superY1ses 1 Ie. -". 
that area. But t1e adjudication of relief is decentralised and administered in small persona wor· 
districts, but yet by persons who .are appointed by, or whose appointment is 
sanctioned by, a central board. 

n.-THE METHOD OF DECENTRALISED SUPERYISION, 

160. We would illustrate this in some detail and as a whole. 

In the State of Hamburg the senate is the supreme administrative authority. The t~he adfmin
1
. isftll~-

bli h · . h . h f b h f h d'· . f Ion 0 re 16 pu c aut ontIes w 0 are m c arge 0 separate ranc es 0 tea numstratlOn 0 at Hamburg 
the State consist either of members of the Senate or of members of the Senate and of The . 
members elected by the council (Bii,rgerschaft). The senate appoints on each adminis- President and 
trative authority one or more of it!:' members and decides which of these member& is to Director. 
be president of the authority. Among the branches of administration, the authorities 
()f which consi~t partly of member& of tha senate partly of members elected by the council, 
and are delegate authorities (Deputationer), are, in the department of public assistance, 
the Armenkollegium or poor relief corporation and the corporation of the orphanage. 
The Armen1collegium consists of three members of the Senate, one of them appointed 
by the Finance Deputation, and fifteen elected by the council. 

161. The duties of the Collegium are: the issue of all general instructions neces
sary for the guidance of the administration ; the publication of all decisions and orders 
bearing on questions of fundamental importance; the demarcation of ,the boun
daries of poor divisions and poor districts; the settlement of complaints against the 
orders and instructions of subordinate authorities; the selection of district super
intendents, and the ratification of the appointment of deputy district superin
tendents, of district almoners, men and women, and of women-helpers, and the appoint
ment of medical officers. The president, with the aid and co-operation of the director, 
ill responsible for the supervision of the administration throughout the State. 

162. Next in order below the Collegium come the poor divisions. Of these there are The Divisional 
eleven. At the head of each of these is a divisional superintendent, who holds office Committee and 
generally for three years. He is appointed by the Collegium from those of its members Superintondents. 
who are elected by the Council, and while he acts as superintendent of one 
division he is also deputy superintendent in another. It is his duty to see that the 
regulations of the Collegium are carried out in the districts which lie within his division. 
He has the right of taking part in the district meetings, to require information 
from the almoners in regard to individual cases, and according to his discretion to 
obtain information respecting these cases by visiting the home and otherwise. 

163. The divisional superiLtendent and the superintendents of the district committees 
within the division form a divisional committee. The divisional superintendent 
is chairman of it; and the chairman of the Collegium, any members of the Colle
gium appointed by him, the director and such officials of the central office as the 
director may order, have the right to take part in it. This meeting is usually ·held 
monthly. The divisional meeting choose and dismiss the almoners; make the 

. nominations for the selection of divisional superintendents; alter the boundaries of 
districts; allow or disallow relief in excess of that permitted by the regulations ; 
decide whether the payment of back rent mayor may not be permitted in particular 
cases; and settle as to the placing of persons in families or as to their admission 
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to publIo and private inlltitutions,except, in the caee of hospitals; and they decide 
also on complaintI' subro.itted to them in regard to resolutions of the district com-
mittees. ( 

16·!: Next in order comes the district committee, consisting, as arnIe, of not more 
than fifteen almoners and a district. superintendent, who is elected by the Armen-. 
Collegium out of three persons nominated by the divisional committee. The superin

. tendent- holds office for-tlrree years. It is his business to act as intermediary between 
th~ -district committee and the central office, the divisional committee and the 

. -Armen-Cbllegium, and to obtain from them whatever information may be required; 
to select the almoners who should deal with particular cases; to summon the meetings 
of the district committee; to gwde them and to ensure that their restrictions are~ 
carried out; to ensure that the regulations for the care of the poor are closely followed, 
and to promote uniformity of procedure; to inform himself accordi.ng to his judgment 
in regard to the cases in his district, and with that object, to pay visits at the home; 
to prepare the prescribed returns of helpers and other returp.s, and to see that the 
district returns of cases in which continuous relief is being given, and the district minutes 
in which are e;ntered gen~ral resolutions and resolution! resp.ecting the relief of pers?ns 
helped "On a smgle occaSIOn, are properly prepared. Applicants are referred to hIm, 
and his chief duty is to find the right helper for the right case. 

165. There are 112 district committees and 1,513 almoners. The almoners are 
chosen by the divisiona.l meeting, one out of two persons nominated by the district com
mittee, and hold office for four years. Women may be elected on a three-fourths 
vote of the divisional meeting. The district committee meeting consists of the 
almoners and, as 9 rule, of the helpers (Hil/erinnen), women who assist the 
almoners, especially in cases of women living alone, or families with children. 
They ale consultative members of the committee, but they have a vote in regard 
to cases which have been entrusted to their independent care. The medical officer is 
required to attend, but he has only a consultative vote. The almoner is bound 
to attend, whether he has a case to submit to the committee or not. The President 
of the Armen-Collegium, members of the Collegium appointed by him, the diviSIonal 
superintendent, the director of public poor relief, and officials of the central office 
on his instructions are entitled to take part in the district meeting. The meetings are 
monthly. They elect the deputy district superintendent. They decide on the appli
cations for relief. They have to settle .the kind and amount of relief that should 
be given, .and how long it should be continued. They ha.ve to receive the approval 
of the divisional committeA in cases in which relief beyond 5 shillings is proposed, 
and in regard to admissions to institutions and the placing of individuals in fa.mily 
cale. The first business of the meeting is to consider circulars, notifications and 
resolutions of the Armen-Collegium or the divisional committee, and to discuss gen~ral 
questions raised by the district superintendent or an almoner; then the cases 
are taken. Stress is laid on the utility of the discussion of general questions. In th~ 
discussion of cases it is urged that the district superintendent should arrange that. 
more time should be spent on the new cases, and that the almoners should all take 
part in it. At the conclusion of the meeting all the case papers and minutes are sent 
to the central office. When the entries have been noted, the books are returned 
to the district. The President of the Armen-Collegium is entitled to postpone 
any. resolution of a divisional or district committee, and the superintendents of the 
divisions and of the districts have similar p()wers in regard to their divisions or 
districts. They may prevent the enforcement of any resolution provisionally, and 
may submit the question to the Armen-Collegium or the divisional committee, as 
the case ma.y be. 

166. This closely linked and supervised organisation is further supervised and sup
ported by the central office. At the central office is the director, who is the intimate 
adviser of the president. Under his guidance it is the duty of the central administration to 
support the voluntary officials in the conduct of their work, to carry out the resolutions 
of the Armen Collegium, the divisional and district meetings, and to attend to the 
official business arising out of the cases which are dealt with. All additional notes 
in regard to particular cases are put together in case-papers (personalakten). 
It is the policy of the administration indeed to take off the shoulders of the almoner all 
responsibilities except that of attending to the cases placed in his care. The system of 
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case papers has been simplified •. All the papers are kept at the central office. The 
cases of applicants are taken down in the first instance at that office. All questions 
that arise as to the claims on relations on the part of those who are .assisted, as .to . 
action to be taken against persons who refuse to maintain, etc., are dealt with by 
the central office. Since 1892, when the whole system of poor relief at Hamburg 
·was reformed, the staff at the office has been largely increased. It now consists 
of five departments--a general office and registration department, where all papers 
in regard to cases are collected and placed with the several case-papers, and where the 
applications afterwards referred to the almoners for verification and for submission 
to the district committee are taken down; a scrutiny department which 
carries out the decisions of the district committees on the financial side, and notes 
the payments to be made to the almoners for their cases. It also makes all the arrange
ments for the admission of applicants to institutions, for the placing of cases iniamily 
care, for the admission of tuberculous patients to institutions, for the housing of 
the furniture of persons admitted to the poor house, and for the storing of {he 
property of paupers which on their death passes to the Poor Administration. Next 
there ~ a legal department to deal with all questions of legal claims, whether 
claims on the part of the administration on the property of paupers, or claims 
on the part of applicants on relations or on burial clubs or sick clubs, or trade 
clubs, or for insurance in infirmity o~ old age. They have also to deal with all the 
legal business in connection with prosecutions, and with minors. Lastly, there is 
a pay department from which amongst other business the sums which have been 
approved by the, district and divisional committees as payable to applicants are 
paid to the almoners. The staff, as we have said, has largely increased since 1894, but it 
is stated that the cost of it has been more than covered by the sums raised from various 
sources, from property accruing to the administration from the estates of those 
relieved, from payments from other poor administrations -for non-settled cases, from 
payments from clubs and from insurance, from the relations of those relieved, 01' from 
the poor themselves. 

167. This statement of the organisation of poor relief in Hamburg will have to be 
supplemented in some ways m order that its relations to charitable work may be 
made clear, but one or two points that it suggests may be noted. Hamburg con
tams a population almost as large as that of Liverpool, and if the proposal were 
adopted of employing voluntary workers in greater or less degree in the administration 
of poor relief. its methods might be considered as fairly applicable to cities of 
that size and to smaller cities of any considerable - population. First, there is a 
strong central organisation which controls the treatment of cases in detail throughout 
the several circles of co-ordinated authorities of which the administration is 
composed. The kind and amount and continuance of the relief is no doubt settled 
by the district committee, but there is a limitation to the amount, proposals for 
assistance in excess of which have to come before the divisional committee, amlthe 
committee cannot settle as to the admission of persons to institutions or their committal 
to the care of a family. These questions come automatically from the district 
committee to the divisional committee, and they settle them, accepting or rejecting the 
proposals of the district as they may deem best. 

168. The divisional committee is a small committee of eleven persons, the diVisio,nal 
- superintendents, one from each district. The presIdent of the Collegium or one of the 

members of the Collegium, the director and other officials of the central office, can take 
part in it. The -president of the divisional committee and that of the district 
committee can control the business of his committee by postponing any decisions 

-which he thinks d~sirable. . The president of the Armen Collegium ca~ postpone any 
decision of- either the di~isional or the district committee. At the district com
mittee, too, the Collegium and the central office may be as strongly represented as at 
the divisional committee. The whole system is placed under the supervision of a 
paid director, and in connection with a central office it is organised so as to ensu,re that 
the register is examined to ascertain if the case is known, tnatthe case. is taken down 
at that office in the first instance, and that subsequently -on its settlement that o'ffice 
carries out the decisions in so far 38 these entail admissions to institutions or questions 
of an obligation to maintain. Thus the control and influence of the director and 
the central office and of the divisional superintendents tend to give unity to 
the whole organisation, and to remove from the helper burthens and responSIbilities 
that would exceed his powers. All that remains for the almoner is the verification 
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of the facts as not6J when the case was taken down, the care of the family, 2nd the 
taking of the relief. Yet the administration on this side is extremely decentralised. 
The almoners have the care of only 5·S. cases each, and it may be said that 
apparently such an organisation as this meets the objectioll of the Commissioners of 1834 
to relief at the home at least on one point-the impossibility of " finding an adequate 
number of officers whose character and decisions would obtain sufficient popular con
fidence to remove the impression of the rej ection of some deserving cases." On these 
terms then we have a large institutional area, and a central committee of control which 
supervises that area, with the aid of the superintendents of divisional areas or divisional 
committees. On these the settlement of admissions to institutio:r..s depends a 
smaN representative committee, as we ha-ve pointed out, whose -members are sever~lly 
acquainted with all the cases dealt with by the district committees in their areas; 
a~d the ce~t.ral office c~~ries out all. the . arrangements; Finally, burthene~ only 
WIth the IDlmmum of wfltmg or reckoillng there are the almoners, fifteen to a dlstrict, 
making up, it is alleged, " that adequate number of officers" which is required. 

XXI.-THE DECENTRALISED METHOD OF SUPERVISION IN REJ,ATION TO 
VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE. 

169. Taking this organisation as representing what is generally considered desirable 
in Germany, we will now refer to its charitable side, and then sub:nit some statistics 
and criticisms. 

170. First, then, here, as in Berlin. there is a central charitable fund. 1 The Poor 
Institution (Armen-Anstalt) was formerly an institution, in the management of which 
the State of Hamburg took part, and which was also constituted a legal corporation 
(Juristische Person), but it was supported by endowments and contributions and not 
at all by subsidies from the State. Subsequently these sources proved year by 
year less sufficient, and State grants were made in constantly increasing amounts 
until in 1870, owing to the passing, of the laws on education and' on settlement, 
the education of the poor and public relief were finally taken over by the State. The 
endowments of the Poor Institution amounted to a capital of about £85,000. Some of 
this was used for educational purposes, but eventually in 1898 £60,000 was placed 
at the disposal of the Armen-Anstalt for preventive charity, a method which they 
were entitled to adopt under the Act of 1892; and they had already in 1878 estab. 
lished a sepa!ate fund for this purpose. Thus the Poor Institution besides, and 
parallel to, the public funds which it administeIs on behalf of the State, has a 
charitable fund consisting of about £61,258, and with other annual receipts producing 
an income of £3,986.8 This sum is used in co-operation with other associations in 
payment of rent and in the relief of urgent cases, etc., in the treatment of cases of 
tuberculosis, and in sending children to sanatoria and to holiday colonies. 

171. But further action has been taken in two ways. There are about 500 charitable 
foundations in Hamburg, with a capital of £2,000,000; and these funds, it is stated, 
were a.dministered arbitrarily and not in accordance with the public interest. By 
an Act passed by the State in 1907 the supervision of charitable endowments is 
placed in a section of the Armen Collegium, consisting of one of the members of the 
Senate serving upon the Collegium as chairman and six Council members, chosen yearly 
by the Armen Collegium out of the number of their members of that class. The super
vision extends to all corporations for the relief of individuals-excepting foundations 
managed by the State. the civil parish or the church authorities, and, generally, 
foundations which by their trust deeds are managed entirely in the interest of members. 
For the rest the managers of the foundations have to produce documents and papers 
and send in yearly accounts, yearly lists of the persons assisted, notifications of changes 
in their governing bodv, a.nd other returns. The committee of supervision in cases of 
neglectful management may report to the Senate, and in special circumst~nces the 
Senate may dismiss the members of the committee of management and appomt others 
in their place. 

. l1)&s offl'ntliche Armenwesen in Hamburg •. p. 66. II Annual Report for 1907, pp. 15, 16 • 
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172. Next .an information office has been established at the offices of the Poor Information 
Administration which supplies to inquirers in regard to cases information drawn from office. 
the case-p~pers of t~e Armen-Anstalt, the case papers of the police authorities, 
and the eVldence supplied by the managers of charitable foundations and associations 
an~ obt~ined from the private sources. It reports as to the amount of the poor 
rehef which has been granted, the extent to which there are pensions or allowances 
t~e amount of the relief granted by charitable foundations in single gifts or con: 
tllluou...:ly, . and finally, t~e settlement ~f the applicant, so far as it is possible to 
~ertalll It: A repo:t IS also made ~ reg3;rd to the character of the applicant, 
his reputatIOn, the Clrcumstances of his family, the cause of his distress, and other 
matters. The issue of reports on these lines increases largely year by year. 

173. Each year an address, bearing on some important question of the' day in 
reference to assistance and social work is given by the director to the members of the 
administration, and some institution for the relief of distress is visited bv them. In 
addition to the assistance of the women helpers (Hillerinnen) referred to above, the 
members of an association for the care of the home assist in the homes in certain 
cases, if, for instance, the wife is incapacitated for a time by illness or some other cause. 
In the year 1907, ladies from this association aided 1,510 persons in co-operation with the 
Poor Administration which supplied the necessary relief. 

174. In this and other ways the administration in Hamburg is developing new 
relations year by year with the charitable institutions in the State, and is carrying out, 
indeed, the policy which many of our witnesses have strongly supported. In spite of 
this, however, it did not appear to the members of the Commission who visited Hamburg 
on our behalf that, so far as they could judge, the consideration and treatment 
of individual cases was so careful and sympathetic, or so preventive and helpful 
as it is in England among persons trained to the duties of associative charity. They 
thought that the old evils of giving small landlords a security in their rentals by 
reason of the fact that their tenant was a recipient of public relief tended to 
reappear j and the grant of outdoor relief to women with one or more bastard children, 
born sometimes during the period of their receiving relief was open to very grave 
objection. To the necessity of avoiding a procedure that would stereotype the 
methods of relief, whether public or private, the authorities are fully alive; but the 
applications are chiefly dealt with from the point of view of allowances, and obviously 
great care has to be taken to prevent these being granted without sufficient considera
tion or being continued indefinitely. 

XXII.-STATISTICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS. 

1:"5. Some statistical results should now be stated. The general statistical test Statistical 
of administration in Germany is the average number of cases, or the average number results. 
of continuing cases, assisted with monetary outdoor relief in the course of the year, 
apart from medical relief. In 1892, the administration of relief in Hamburg was 
reformed. The average of continuing cases in May, 1893, was 9,178, and in 1907 it 
was 8 762, while the population had increased from 585,671 to 930,889. Thus, in 
6.ftee~ years these c~ses had decreased 4 per cent., while the population had increased 59 
per cent. The temporary cases decreased ~rom 2,652 in 1900,. to 2,331 in 1907. The 
inmates of the work and poorhouse, according to a day count, mcreased from 1,220 to 
1,777, or 45 percent., between January 1st, 18~2, and January 1st, 1908, b~tthe persons 
in this department who were placed under family care decreased from 201 m 1903 to 163 
in 1907, or 18 per cent. ~his 8h0W:8that~hetherby.process of ~avitation or by conscio"?-s 
policy there has been an mcrease m the mdoor relief coupled wlth a marked decrease III 

outdoor relief, a. result which would be anticipated from a stricter administration of Poor 
Law relief on English lines. Generally, it is said that where the stricter metho.ds of 
administration have. been introduced on Elberfeld lines-with a sufficiency of almoners, 
there is a reduction in pauperism, and an increase in the amount of relief in individual _ 
cases. In detail the German statistics consist usually of a monthly average of 
continuing cases (Parteien) in receipt of outdoor relief and cannot be compared. 

4a 3T 
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with the English day' count of all persons in receipt of indoor and outdoor relief, including 
medical relief, on 8 particular day, reckoned according to the instructions of the Local 
Government Board. But, as a general measure of the increase or decrease of pauperism 
the results arrived at according to each method may be.. roughly compared. Thus, at 
Elberfeld, the average number of cases of single persons and families assisted by outdoor 
relief and of children under care is returned at l' 76 per cent. of the population in 
1855, when the reform of the administration was introduced, and at . 63 per cent. in 
1906. Of the other forms of relief, outdoor medical relief, and indoor medical and other 
relief there is no continuous return. On the other hand, at Leeds, for instance, between 
1851 and 1901, the population has increased 151 per cent., and the numbers of persons 
in receipt of relief of all kinds, in and out on January 1st in those years has decreased 
14'54 I\er cent. The percentage of pauperism on population has dropped from5'9 to 2'0 
in this period. This reduction in the gross figures of pauperism we have found 
in many unions, due partly to changes in the population and differences in economic 
conditions, partly to a more fixed and regular administration. Many more salient 
examples of the reduction of pauperism in English unions than that we have 
quoted might be adduced. But a comparison of the English figures with those 
of towns in Germany, where the administration of relief is managed on the stricter 
system, suggests that results siInilarto those attained by good administration in England, 
on the lines of the liInitation of outdoor relief, and the greater use of the workhouse 
and other Poor Law institutions of the union, may also be secured by the close 
scrutiny of individual cases and by the closely controlled services of voluntary 
assistants on the German method. On the other hand, if we may judge by Berlin, 
where the control is more difficult,. and the cases are not in the first instance 
taken down by an official at a central office, and where it is hardly possible 
to obtain the aid of a sufficient number of helpers, the check on the expendi
ture of relief at the home can hardly be sufficiently strong,! At least, there the 
figures show an expenditure increasing considerably beyond the increase of the 
population, and si~arly an increasing number of persons continuously relieved. 
Thus between 1892 and 1905 the population has increased by 25'94 per cent., and 
the number of recipients of permanent outdoor relief at the close of each year 
increased by 49' 97 per cent.; and the number of the children of widows and others 
for whose subsistence outdoor relief is paid, incre~tsed by 36'36 per cent. 

XXII I.-DIFFICULTIES OF THE DECENTRALISED l\IETHOD. 

176. Dr.Munsterberg,1! whose evidence has been of the greatest service to us, on account 
both of his frank avowal of difficulties, similar to those with which the Commisp 
sioners were familiar, and by the clearness of his conception of the main issues of poor 
administration, threw some light on these figures incidentally. To take one or two 
points,8 The control over the work of the district committees without paid officers 
in the districts is hardly sufficient, though Dr. Munsterberg, as President of the Poor 
Relief Board, by official instructions and by personal influence, does much to secure 
uniformity of action and administration . 

.. I am myself," he said, "very careful to see that the instructions are followed. I allow 
oudience to every poor person in the town, which consists of more than 2,000,000. Every 
poor person may apply to me directly. I have three days of the week audience, and every
')ne may apply to me; so that by this personal influence care· is taken that the district com
mittees are not out of touch with the head of the administration. Local forces, however. are 
very strong and greatly afftlcli the selection of the helpers, The chairman of the district com
mittee and the helpers are, appointed by the town councillors, and the town councillors appoint 
them as they will. The whole town is distributed to the town councillors, and they find out 
honorary people; and there are also small communities, a kind of clubs, who do not allow any
one who is strange to them to enter a district committee. We have little communities of citizens 
in a very small area, they are well acquainted with each other; and if a man of more progres
sive character, for instance, a social democrat, wishes to be appointed, it is very difficult to bring 
him into that district committee, because the others resist i and it is the same with the women." 

177. At Hamburg the city is smaller and the almoners or helpers more numerous i and 
"they are accustomed to a more thorough investigation than in Berlin." Also as the city 

1 Munsterberg. 100309, 100,158, 100,193, 100300 (23). . J Munaterberg, 100404. 100420. 100459, 100308, 
8 Munsterberg, 100479. 
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develops, classes separate, and rich and poor communities are formed. This is 
cause for anxiety. The helpers are by the rules resident in or quite near their districts, 
but with the expansion of the town this becomes more difficult. "I believe," Dr. 
Munsterberg said, "there will come the time when we shall be obliged to have some 
paid officers in order to supplement the inquiries of our ordinary people." There is 
a difficulty, too, in the supervision of continuing cases. At Hamburg able-bodied 
men may have relief from month to month, "if a thorough investigation proves that 
there is need of help." Persons over sixty years of age can have relief granted to them 
for as long a period as a year, .but "the helper is under an Qbligation to ascertain 
from time to time if the need of help continues to the extent anticipated." In other 
cases relief may be granted for three months. The same rules prevail at Berlin, except 
that relating to able-bodied men-who at Berlin" are not as a rule to be considered 
eligible for relief." But Dr. Muns~erberg says:-

II I am not quite sure that the district committees are as careful as they should be in every 
case. It is a mistake to allow permanent relief for a whole year, and if I could do away with it I 
would. I think every case must be inquired into at least every month." 

By the General Orders the helpers should maintain a permanent supervision of the 
poor, and:- I 

.. H the Orders were carefully followed' it would be impossible that any change in the con· 
ditions of the person relieved could escape the view of the helper; but, as a fact, I confess 
that we have cases in which the change does escape. That is a fault of administration, and 
not a fault of rule." 

Grants of allowances for maintenance can never be kept under control, u~ess they 
be made for very short periods and che<;ked by an active and constant revision. Next 
the whole system depends on the sufficiency or, perhaps it should be said, the stringency 
of the inquiry. The inquiry is the alternative to the test. If it fails, the relief can 
hardly be otherwise than partial, controlled by private and personal influences, irregular. 
arbitrary and injurious. 

PART VJ 

178. On another side also there are difficulties.1 The measures contained in Measures of 
the Imperial Penal Code for the punishment of drunkards, idlers, beggars and repr68sion. 
tramps are not earned out. The evils indeed in Germany are those to which 
the Report of the Departmental Commi~tee on Vagrancy have drawn attention 
8S prevailing in England. In regard to the desertion of families Dr. Munsterberg 
8ays:-

.. It is really a pity to see the healthy and able-bodied people walk through the town and 
desert their families, when we have no means to punish them, or if we bring them before a judge he 
merely fines them 10 marks, which they can earn within a week." 

Therefore on this side, again, the administration is not properly supported. 

179. From this evidence and other indications we are led to conclude that 
In any application oJ this decentral!sed method of vol~tary. helpers, whether it 
be considered as part of a recogmsed voluntary admllllstratlOn or as a new 
method for the control and distribution of public outdoor relief in our large cities, 
and especially in th~ Metrop?lis, greater reliance woul.d have to be placed on s~ill~d 
and paid local aSSistance III England than has hitherto been placed on It III 

Germany. This, it seems to us is an indispensable condition, if the employment 
of voluntary workers on the lines of decentralisation and indivi~ual .treatment is 
to be introduced here to any large extent. Safeguarded, however, In thIS and other 
ways, 'We are in favour of its adoption, as pa!'t of t~e scheme of a.dministration which 
we recommend. 

180. In making this statement we are expressing views in substantial accordance 
with those of the Poor Law Commissioners in 1836-so far at least as the indigent are 
concerned-with this difference onlv that what they proposed to do by paid relieving 
officer!! only, and by boards of gua.rdians, we should propose to do in towns partly by 
voluntary assistants, worki.lg in conjunction with paid officers and with local boa.rds, 

1 Munsterberg, 100362, 100300 (29); 100446. 
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constituted differently from the present boards of guardians, and partly in co-operation 
with voluntary agencies. The indigent under the definitions of the 'Form of the Con
solidated Order of IS36, form a considerable group, the indigent who are helpless from 
nge, or from being crippled, or from incurable disease, or from temporary sickness. 

lSI. The question of the application of the system of individual treatment remains 
to be considered in. relation to the special classes to which the Commissioners of IS34 
referred, the" partially able-bodied" and the widows; and there is also the problem 
of the able-bodied. We take this first. . 

18*. We said in an earlier page t~at "only if the conditions of the treatment of the 
able-bodied, whatever they may be, are fully and' finally settled, is it possible to 
settle witb any completeness what time .should be adopted in regard to other class('s, 
whether with the aid of public or official relief, or of pri"ate and voluntary ~elp." 

XXIV.-THE DECENTRALISED AND INDIVIDUAL METHOD IN RELATION TO THE 
ABLE-BODIED. 

183. The Hamburg rules state that an able-bodied man is not, as a rule, to be con
sidered entitled to relief (hel/sbediir/tig); but in exceptional cases, if he prove that 
he has been active in the endeavour to obtain sufficient work but without success he 
may have temporary relief from month to month. In suitable cases, in which the 
willingness to work is assured, able'-bodied men may be referred to labour inIormation 
offices; and in Hamburg in 1892 agreements were made between the poor administration 
and some fifty of these offices with that object. In the years IS98 to 1902, 1,613 
persons were so referred and 406 or 25 per cent. informed of work, but how far these may 
have found work upon the docks not independently bub through the municipality cannot be 
ascertained. Men are also sent to the neighbouring labour colonies. But the question is 
being dealt with also from another side.! A Hamburg Act of 1907 authorises the 
formation of a Committee for relief work, who may serve as an administrative court. 
If a person has received public relief for himself or for his dependents he may, on a 
resolution of the Committee, be required to do any work that is suitable to his strength, 
if such will enable him to provide for his needs wholly or in part; and on his refusal 
to do the work he may on the resolution of the Committee be removed to a poor relief 
workliouse and there detained. This is an experiment, but the effect of it is receiving 
the fullest attention from experts~ and it opens altogether new lines of possible develop
ment.2 Speaking generally, Dr. Munsterberg said: 

"If the case is one of a really deserving man, whose willingness to work is undoubted. he 
is relieved several times, perhaps two or three months, without hesitation. We Are quite 
satisfied with the results, if, as I must repeatedly point out, there is a thorough investigation." 

In charitable work this line was adopted by the Kensington Committee of the London 
Charity Organisation Society, in the winter of 1904-5, with very good results, on the 
same indispensable condition of " thorough investigation."s Dr. Munsterberg proceeds: 

" If we have able-bodied men who are not deserving, who live with their families, then per
haps we give the wife and the children relief, and tell the man to go to work; if he does not, we 
refuse further relief, and then he must do something. If he is very undeserving, and the child ren 
are in danger of being neglected, then we ask for a judicial order so that we may take the children 
away, because we have no power to compel the man to give us the children. We have no other 
power than to decide upon relief or no relief. If we say we refuse relief, then the case is 
rtjected; but if the district committee beco~es aware in that case that there are children in 
" very bad state, neglected, ill-treated, and such things, then they report it; and we try to have 
the children placed under our authority_ For those purposes we need a judicial decision." 

"With thorough. investigation it is quite without danger to give outdoor relief" ; 
and to the question-
-_ .. _----- -~-_.- --_._----- -----------~--

1 Munsterberg, 100376. M:unsterberg, 100300, (29). 2 Munsterberg, 100468, 100399, 100563, 100431, 
100432,100444. 3 JacksOD, Evidence, Appendix No. xl., Vol. VIII. Cf. as to Nottingham, Wright, 87323 (2). 
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" What is there in the way of deterrence that is to prevent people from a.pplying who might 
with a little exertion, be able to provide for their own needs unless you have a workhouse test 1'; 

the reply given was :-

.. Yo~ refuse relief: If t~e committee is ~f opi~on that he is an able man, and he might take 
care of himself and his family, we refuse him rehef. We apply the workhouse test only in those 
cases in which we find there is a man with a family and wife, or a woman who needs relief but 
which relief, on account of unworthiness, we will not give in money or in kind. Then we 'offer 
him or her the House; but in the case of able-bodied people we do not offer the House we 
simply tell them we refuse relief: We have inquired ~to your case, and we are of the opinion 
you are able to help yourself." 

PART :VII. 

184. But it is only fair to say that this position of granting relief to the able-bodied Insurance 
'it is proposed to buttre~s by the system of insurance applied. to . unemployment, a against want of 
method which, as we have said elsewhere, we would strongly urge for experimental e!DJlloyment. 
adoption by local authorities or agencies in the first instance. . The opinion that the 
provision of factitious employment, furnished with a view to meeting distress is 
desirable or indeed ultimately practicable is now losing ground. "For skilled arti-
sans who are in want of work" 1 the Report of the Strassburg Unemployed Committee 
states, it is impossible under existing economic conditions to organise work suit-
able for their callings. For them, there is no resource except relief in money or 
insurance." The application of insurance or provisional funds to the unemployment of 
unskilled labourers we have discussed elsewhere. In Berlin some employment is pro-
vided by the town authorities, but not any considerable amount.2 Reliance is placed on 
other measures. One of these is insurance for" invalidity" and old age. It tends to 
classify and in part provide for one group of claimants. The cards for his invalidity 
insurance which the applicant is required to produce serve indirectly also as evidence 
of character. It" is a great help. If a man, for instance, has the twelfth or 
thirteenth card with stamp, that is a sign that he has had work all the time." Thus 
a difference in policy comes to light. One policy is that of the Commissioners of 1834. 
They wished to prevent the creation of a dependent class of able-bodied men, and 
ultimately, it may be said, succeeded in doing so by the use of one method, by the 
offer of the house-the clearly less eligible maintenance-with more or less uniformity 
everywhere. The other, the German method, the ~ethod which this evidence suggests, is 
to adopt various expedients, to break up the problem; to prevent claims by insurance 
of the several kinds, which directly, in the case of unemployed insurance, and indi-
rectly in the case of other insuranc~s, supply substitutes for relief; to deal with excep-
tional cases by allowances;. to provide relief works to a moderate extent; to use 
" colonies" of the Belgian or Swiss type where, if the inmates are not reclaimable 
they are at least proviqed with work under less eligible conditions, and for a time kept 
out of temptation where they are separated and treated, as the Commissioners of 1834 
recommended, "as a class, placed in its proper position below the position of the 
independent labourer" ;:60 strengthen the law against those who shirk reasonable 
work; to link out-of-wdfk help, whether from unemployed insurance funds or from 
the relief authorities, with the labour agencies in such a way as to keep the un-
employed under a very sharp supervision; to lighten the task of providing employment, 
by procecding promptly on lines of repression against all unsatisfactory men whQ 
apply for poor relief, by the refusal of this relief, by the" offer of the house," and in the 
more extreme cases by the removal of children to the care and authority of the 
poor administration. In all these, and in other ways, there is, what may be called, 
an adjustive ineligibility in the offer of the authorities; and behind this there is a local 
administration strongly centralised on the official side, and on the side of the voluntary 
helper decentralised but supervised closely. Finally, there are charitable means avail-
able in exceptional cases. As we have said elsewhere we think that some such com-
bination of methods may be adopted in England, subject to strict adherence to the 
principle that the offer of relief to the able-bodied, and indeed to all claimants for 
public relief, should be less eligible than maintenance by their own efforts. But as 
we have also urged we do not think that relief in a workhouse under the conditions 
usually prevalent at the present time is the only satisfactory method of meeting 
the requirements rightly involved in the application of this principle. 

1 Report of members of the Commission a1 to Strassburg. 
li)0471, 100376. 

--------------

2 Munsterberg, 100300 (28), 100468, 
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185. The corollary of this conclusion in relation to voluntary institutions and social 
and charitable work is obvious. The voluntary institutions registered and inspected on 
the lines we have proposed, would be brought into relation with the administra
tion as recognised assistants in the public relief of the country, as institutions that 
did not give" partial relief," but dealt with the individual wholly and separately. And 
with a recognised de'V'elopment of voluntary personal work preventive assistance would 
have a larger scope. There would be a better classification of the objects of relief~ 
a better ascertainment of the appropriate course of treatment and its application~ 
with a better organised system of co-operl\,tion. To this question we have now to turn. 

\ XXV.-THE DEVELOPMENT 0;'. RESPONSIBT.E VOLUNTARY ACTION AND 
\..Iu-OPERATION. . 

Registration of' 186. Legislation in Holland has 'aimed at leaving all poor relief in the hands of 
cases in towns churches and private charities on the understanding that the public administration 
andco·operation. should intervene only in cases in which they are unable to help.l Practically, 

relief is administered by three recognised authorities: the State provincial or com
munal authorities; the churches; and private institutioD~, that is, institutions 
which are not official bodies nor yet of a confessional or ecclesiastical character. By 
degrees a larger share of the- administration is passing to the official authorities and 
to the private bodies, a decreasing share to the churches. 

187. The percentages representing the share of the total expenditure which 
each authority meets are as follows :-

Year. 
1854 
1903 

Public. 
40'1 
47'6 

Churches. 
50'4 
39'1 

Private. 
9'5 

13'3 

188. Every municipality keeps a register of all charities in the locality and the 
institutions, subject to penalty, send it to their rules and regulations. They have 
also to forward annual statistics of their work, and they are under an obligation, if 
required to do so, to] submit to the municipal authorities evidence to show why, they, 
rather than the municipality, should not assist an applicant. There is no legal 
right to relief. Public relief is limited to what is "strictly necessary."! In Am
sterdam an association of charities (Lieldadigheid Naar Vermogen) has been formed 
and has established a central register of cases; and its relief has been administered 
on "Elberfeld" lines for the last fifteen years by a staff of 400 or 500 workers. 
The municipal relief also is now taken to the houses of the poor by its voluntary 
workers. This system has been in force only one year, but it has hitherto answered 
very well. Societies similar to that in Amsterdam are' established in the larger 
towns of Holland, and work generally on Elberfeld lines. Mr. Blankellberg, who ,was 
one of the founders of the association of charities in Amsterdam, and who was for 
a long time a member of the board of guardians of the city and is now a member of 
the to.wn council, submitted to us evidence on which this short statement is based; and 
he considered that the main points round which a future reform of the, administration.. 
of relief would probably centre were the following;,-

(1) In every town an association of all the existing charities (public, church~ 
avd private) to be established, in order to secure co-operation and .efficient 
organisa tion. 

(2) In every town a. central register to be instituted, in which all the names: 
and addresses of the assisted poor shall be recorded for consultation by all the: 
associated charities. 

(3) Public relief to be organised on the Elberfeld plan. 

189. As we have said, voluntary charity should, in our opinion, form a kind of outer 
circle of assistance, of which the centre is public relief, and by its means many of those 
who are in distress should be aided outside the Poor Law in such a way. as to prevent 

1 Blankcnbcrg, 100020, (9). 8 Blankenberg, 100086, 100147, 100076, 100125, 100l!l6, 1000:''0, (43), 
(48), (55). 
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their dependence on the community. In Berlin, as in our own country, the co· 
operation between the public relief authorities and the voluntary agencies is not 
systematic or effective, though in many German towns the relations between the 
two are, it is said, "very good and helpful." 1 But in Holland, as we have seen, these 
relations are much more fully developed. A kind of partnership between the two 
administrations has been recognised, and an "Elberfeld" system on charitable lines 
is being utilised for mllDieipal purposes.s The registration of charities is also there in 
force, indeed, the registr. :t)D is necessary in order that the institutions may have 
civil rights, be competent to plead in Courts of Justice, to receive bequests, and to 
collect contributions. Except on these conditions, "the charities, so to say, cannot 
exist .. " a Among the proposals recommended by a Special Parliamentary Committee in 
Belgium on the Reform of the Public Administration of Relief which reported in 
1900, are included proposals for the registration of charities with the object of 
promoting co-operation between them and the public authorities, and for the estab-
lishment in each commune or union of communes a central joint information 
(:ommittee, on which both the voluntary and the official institutions should be 
Iepresented. 4 Reference need only be made to the laws for the recognition of volun-
tary associations and of foundations in France. They amply support ·our general 
proposition on that head, as does also, in Paris, the de centralised method of relief 
adopted in the divisions of the A.rrondissements placed under the care of unpaid 
Administrateurs and their assistants. Thus, the evidence that we have received from 
abroad from experienced witnesses and from documents may be said to confirm our 

PART VII. 

opinivn on two points; that there should be a close association between the 
administration of official and of voluntary relief; that with that object voluntary Sl)oieties and 
societies and institutions should be enabled to acquire a recognised and responsible institutions. 
.status that would make them competent for such association; and that a system 
.of trained voluntary visitors should, as far as possible, be brought into alli.ance with the 
authorities entrusted with the duty of public relief, or should be wectly associated with 
them in its fulfilment. 

190. During the past thirty years the movement of thought in the United States 
ll.as been in this direction.' In many' towns there are friendly visitors who work in 
connection with the Associated Charities or the Charity Organisation Society of the 
town. The Boston Associated Charities states as its object:-

" To secure the con~urrent and harmonious action of the different charities in Boston in order 
to raise the needy above the need of relief. J • • to encourage thrift, self-dependence and industry 
.•• to prevent children growing up as paupers ••. and to accomplish these [and other] objects, 
it is designed [amongst other means.] :-

"1. To provide that the case of every applicant for relief shall be thoroughly investigated; 
2. To provide a means of confidential exchange of information between overseers of the poor, 
charitable societies and agencies and benevolent individuals .••. 5. To send to each poor family, 
under the advice of 110 district conference, a friendly visitor." 

191. In the course of the year some 900 to 1,000 friendly visitors are employed, 
while about 1,800 families are cared for by friendly visitors, and some 2,700 families 
are otherwise dealt with or worked for. 

192. The society is organised like a Charity Organisation Society with a central 
-council and district committees or conferences. 'The friendly visitors visit cases 
for longer or shorter periods as the circumstances require, both cases dealt with 
by the Poor Law and others. "The friendly visitor is not expected to investigate a 
family, for investigation is made by the agent." . Nor is he "an a;lmsgiver, for where 
relief is needed experie~ce has taught cl~arly tha~, It s~ould be obta~ned from som~one 
else." His aim is by frIendly help and influence to glVP lJeople a fall chance to retrleve 
their fallen fortunes," whether their difficulties have ~tln "caused by ignorance mis
fortune or moral defect; to help them to improve their condition "-"not simply to 
relieve distress but rather to ascertain and remove its causes." This method has led to 
the prevention' and removal of much distress. It is an application of the" individual" 

1 hluDsterberg, 100319, 10U512 .. 2Blan~~nberg, 100257-72. 8~fo~e de 1110 BienfaisaDce .en 
Belgique: Resolutions etc. de 1110 Comm18810n speciale, 1900. 4 Appendix Vll., Systems of Poor Rehef, 
p_ 4. 6 CLarities Appendix. 
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system, combined with cel).tral registration, the training of workers and localised super
vision; and it has been at least an important concurrent force in the reduction of out
door relief. One of the distinctive features of the" associated charities" is the exclusion 
of all relief from their direct administratiQn. Relief is not granted by them; it is 
obtained from other sources, as they may think best, whether from private agencies or 
individuals or from the Poor Law. Another is the large reliance placed upon the friendly 
visitor in dealing intimately and continuously with cases of every kind. But here, con
sistently with the other evidence we have received, the cases are in the first instance, 
taken down and investigated by a paid officer of the committee. 

\ 193. We have analysed as far as possible the conditions of one or two larger towns 
and cities, as we have those of rural districts and the smaller towns. Information;n 
regard to them will be found in the Charities Appendix; and later bearing in mind the 
statements which we have just submitted and the experience gained in the administration 
of relief in Great Britain, we will formulate our recommendations .. Other evidence in 
the same direction is to be found in the methods and development of the Charity 
Organisation. movement. 

XXVI.-SUGGESTIONS OF WITNESSES FOR THERE-ORGAmSATION OF CHARITIES IN RELATION 

TO THE POOR LAW IN COUNTRY DISTRICTS AND THE SMALLER TOWNS. 

194. We have now to consider the suggestions which have been made to us for a 
development of administration on lines resembling those which we have indicatGd 
but partially and tentatively. They will, we think, justify the position we hve 
taken. 

195. It is stated that outdoor relief cannot be abolished under present conditions 
of administration; that the charities cannot take the place of outdoor relief; that a 
reform of the endowed dole charities is urgently required; that though there may 
be supplementation of outdoor relief, there is little or no co-operation with the guar
dians; and that in many places there is overlapping between administrators of the 
Poor Law and administrators of the charities and donors. 

196. (1) In most parishes in the country districts there a,re no Voiuntary Relief Com
mittees, and there no challge need be made except that the terms under which the dole trusts 
are held should be altered, ~o that they become unconditional trusts for the general 
relief of distress in the parish, or are applied, wholly or in part, to some purpose of an 
eleemosynary character approved by the Charity Commission. 'Where the parishes have 
Voluntary Relief Committees, these committees, if registered, would be represented on 
the Voluntary Aid Committee of the union. The applicants to the Public Assistance 
Committee would be referred to the Voluntary Aid Committee for help, if suitable, 
from the distress (formerly the dole) charities of the parish in which they are 
resident and from other sources of benevolence. The trustees of the parish charities, 
though the legal interest in the charities is in some cases vested in the parish 
council, are independent trustees; no question need arise, therefore, of the 
rights of the councils. The use of the charity would remain as heretofore in th e 
hands of thA trustees, some one of whom would be desired to serve on the Voluntary Aid 
Committee, but the funds of the parish would still be applied to residents within the 
parish. (2) If, however, the funds are large, out of all proportion to the population 
and rateable value, it would be open to the Charity Commissioners to make an allocation 
of the charities proportionately to population to the several parishes in the union, or to 
make a scheme for their application in connection with the Voluntary Aid Committee for 
some special eleemosynary purpose that experience has shown to be satisfactory. As we 
have seen, provision for the aged by way of almshouses or pensions is said to have been 
very useful; but the utility of these charities may be greatly modified after a 
time by the introduction of State pensions. The provision of nurses for the sick and 
infirm is greatly desired by many witnesses, and where a scheme is necessary owing to 
the largeness of the endowments, part of the funds might well be applied to this object, 
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not for the parish only. but, so far as is practicable, for the union.1 The detailed 
requirements of the third section of the model form of scheme would no longer be 
:ne~ess~ry: "The supply of : (a) Cloth~s, l~en, bedding, etc.; or (b) temporary 
relief m money by way of loan or otherWIse, m case 6f unexpected loss, etc.," for the 
doles would be transmuted into a distress fund not available for the poor generally, 
but for those only who are proved to be in distress. (3) By the Charitable TrUsts 
A~ts. all .trus~ees have now to send in accounts yearly to the Oharity Com
Jll1BS10n; It ~ now ,be recommended by us that these accounts be made up in 
:accordance wlth defimte forms and be sent to the Voluntary Aid Committee for 
publication in their AImual Report, as well as to the Charity Commission. The regis
tration of aU cases assisted in the union might be better undertaken by the 
Voluntary Aid Committee than by the Public Assistance Committee. In these and other 
ways. there would be built up a voluntary system of relief parallel to the public 
system, which might take over the duty of giving relief at the home, in co-operation 
with agencies and persons in the several parishes. 

XXVII.-MR. GOSCHEN'S MINUTE OF 1869. 

, , 

PART v:.:~ 

197. The desire to develop a systematic scheme of co-operation between charity Mr, Goschenal 
and the Poor Law, especially in regard to outdoor relief, is very generally Minute of 1869. 
expressed in the evidence. Mr., Goschen's Minute, to which we have already 
referred, represented a turning point in public opinion in regard to this ques-
tion and suggested a line of co-operation which in some of the unions of 
London has been carried out to a considerable degree by the guardians acting in corres-
pondence with the District Committees of the Charities Organisation Society. We there-
fore draw attention to it again in some detail.!! Mr. Goschen la~d down a principle and 
'Suggested a method. The principle remains. The method, in our opinion, requires re-
yision and extension. The principle was that there should be co-operation between 
Poor Law and charitable societies, but not overlapping; that is, that each case 
should be fully dealt with by either one or the other agency, and that, neither un-
wittingly nor of set purpose, should there be a supplementation of the allowances of 
()ne agency by the relief granted by others. After referring to " one of the most recog-
nised principles in our Poor Law," "that relief should be given only to the actually 
aestitute, and not in aid of wages," he says:-

•• The general principle to be borne in mind seems to be that the obligations of the guardians 
should not be curtailed. and that where the charitable associations consider it within their province 
to deal at all with persons on the parish lists, they should do so, not by affording additional means 
of income, but by supplying once for all such articles as do not clash with or overlap the relie 
administered by the guardians." 

To carry this out, Mr. Goschen proceeds:-

•• The first point ill that there should be every opportunity for every agency, official or private, 
engagea in relieving the poor, to know fully and accurately the details of the work performed by 
all similarly p,ngaged." 

rhen he suggests communication between the boards of guardians and the 
charities with that object. The Poor Law Board would, he says, be prepared:-

.. (1) To authorise the guardians to print weekly lists, containing the names and addresses 
of outdoor paupers, and the sums given in relief in each case; (2) to authorise any rea.sonab~e 
remuneration for extra work to officers whom the guardians may employ to carry out this 
arrangement; (3) to instruct their inspectors to facilitate the communication between the official 
and private agencies,· where such interposition may be of any service, ~nd to assist in 
systematising as far as possible relief operations in various parts of the Metropolis." 

And he suggests as at least one practical line for the division of labour between 
charitable and Poor Law work for relief purposes:-

429. 

.. It may be well to add that boards of guardia.ns cannot legally give relief (1) in redeeming 
tools or clothes from pawn; (2) in purchasing tools; (3) in purchasing clothes (?xcept, in cases 
of urgent necessity); (4) in pa.ying the cost of conveyance to any part of the Umted Kmg,dom ; 

(5) in paying rent or lodging; 80 that assistance re"\aered for any of these purposes will not 
interfere with the action of the guardians." 

1 Ba.tchelor, 69011. B Da.vy. 3291. Alford, 31693 (11) 
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, 198. The Local Government Board,1 as the evidence shows, have been ready to approve 
any,useful co-operation between the Poor Law and charities, but in general it may be 
said that but few active steps have been taken by the inspectors" to assist ill systema
tising as far as possible relief operations in va.rious parts of the Metropolis." , 

The principle of Mr. Goschen's Circular we accept. However it may be defined~ 
the Poor Law authorities should have a definite province of work and a clear and undivided 
responsibility in regard to it, though they may find it proper or necessary in the interests 
of those :who apply to them to obtain the services of charitable societies or institutions 
or the aid of voluntary workers. The methods of co-operation should, however, go further. 
we think, than those suggested by Mr. Goschen. In each Poor Law Union there should 
be tt register of cases which are being dealt with or have been dealt WIth by the Poor Law 
authorities, the charities and parochial and other agencies, managed, as may seem best,. 
bv It central Voluntary Aid Committee, or by the Public Assistance Committee. Next 
a broad division of labour on either side should be accepted; and the Public 
Assistance Committee should refer to the Voluntary Aid CommIttee of the union cases in 
which people should be " kept off the, rates," persons who can be assisted to become or to 
keep independent. We do not think that the Poor Law should become a charitable fund 
for the relief of the poor as it was before 1834. We think that 'cases in which relief goes 
beyond the relief that is necessary to meet destitution, reasonably interpreted, should 
not be relieved by the Poor Law, though the aid of voluntary workers be called in for 
the better)upervision of these cases. And we are of opinion that, if there is to be co
operation, some working plan ofeross representation o£ the Public Assistance Committee 
on the Voluntary Aid Committee and vice 'I;elsa is indispensa.ble. 

199. That there is a wide field for such co-operation may be gathered from the 
special return of persons relieved during the Jear ended 30th September, 1907. This 
suggests that many cases of temporary distress might be dealt with by voluntary 
agencies instead of by the Poor Law. Thirty per cent. of the applications to the Poor 
Law were cases of persons whose aggregate period of relief during the year did not 
exceed one-month, and who were not relieved on more than two occasions during the 
year. 

XXVIlI.-THE METHOD OF CO-OPERATION BETWEEN POOR LAW A~"D CHARITY, 
AND ITS PRACTICAL RESULTS. 

The requirr;d co- 200. As a general statement of the l..-ind of co-operation required the evidence of one 
operation between or two of the General Inspectors of the Local Government Board may be quoted. 
~oo~ Law and Mr. Preston Thomas, who has had a large experience both at the Local Government 
c amy. Board and in the practical work of inspection, says :2 __ 

",It always seems to me that the one complement that you want to the Poor Law is, in every 
place, some organisation to deal with what ought not to be Poor Law cases. There are lots 
of, people who are ready to subscribe money if they can be certain that the money is not wasted. 
and you want some organisation in every union,· in every district, to take 011 the rates people· 
who ought not to go to workhouses, and whom it would be kindness to prevent from going t<> 
workhouses, or indeed from bein~ pauperised otherwise, and who. would not come within hard 
and fast regulations. I should like to see that very much. Of course, in London you have got 
various societies which help in that way." 

And Mr. Preston Thomas' evidence in regard to Exeter shows how, in connection 
with a. careful administration. of outdoor relief, Mr. Goschen's suggestion of the 
circulation of printed lists of applicants was of service, while the material for carry
ing out our proposals for the formation of a Voluntary Committee are there at hand. 
He s8oY8:3- ' 

"I found the administration was very unsatisfactory in many respects j in the first place 
its workhouse was bad, its accommodation for the sick was adversely criticised by Sir William Chance 
in an address which he published-I think the epithet he used was • abominable,' and altogether 
it was as bad as it could be. Forty-two per 1,000 for a town of that sort, abounding in charitie3. 
everybody only wanting to find somebody to bestow charity upon, and Poor Law rel~ef given 
broadcast! They had not grasped, up,til it was represented to them, how much paupensed they 
were in comparison with other places, and when they came to1.:now that, and callle to know 
that fixed rules were desirable and that giving relief indiscriminately was not good for anybody, 
they reformed,their ways-one or two very influential guardians took up the .matter thoroughly, 
and instead of having 1,127 outdoor ,paupers they have at the present time under' 500. . I: think 
the last return sent to me was 450 something. '.: • That saved them :£2,700 a year, so 1 was then 
able to go to them and say: Well, now you have been saved, this, do not you think you ~an 
provide properly for your sick inside the workhouse and build a deeent infirmary 1 . They sald: 
That is a fair way of putting it,. we will j what do. you want ,us ~Q spend '"They have now 
built a v~ry excellent infirmary, I1olld, their Poor Law relief is goil),g .down B.till. I took the 
trouble to go round only a week or two ago for . th~ purpose-kn!>w~ ~ sho,1,lld have the, honour 
of being examined before this Commission-o'f finding out whether there was any hardship from 
this at all. I went to ,the cl\lrgymeIJ. o,~ th,e !li~erent, pa".i,shes, t? the chief constable. to the 

- .. ", . .' . ~. 

J,Davy. 3264. _ B Preston Thomas, 12318, 12427. 8 Preston Thomas, 4438, 4439. 
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~cretll.ry of t-he -Charity O:ganisation Society and to the secretary of the Church Army. I had 
ta~8 with all those people, and the universal ?pinion was that the result had been wholly bene. 
fiClal. One of the cl~r.gymen, who has a pallsh of, I thiuk, about 4,000 or 5,000 people-a man 
who knows the condltlOn of every man, woman, and. child in his parish-was able to· turn to a 
book as to all the smaller houses, in which he kept the names of people living in the houses; he 
(l():ud tell you about Mary Smith and William Jones, and every individual, and what they were 
dOlllg. He was a man who knew all about it, and I went. over the old lists of paupers with him. 
'The Exeter guardians do a very useful thing; they print the names of their paupers in their half
YI'.arly book, half-year after half-year. Then they circulate these books a great deal, and sometimes 
people come and say: This man or this woman does not want thie relief; he or she has a 
tlouri~hing son who lives at so-and-,o, and could perfectly well aflord to keep her or him; and, on 
the other hand, Bome one may come and say: Thh woman is only gettlllg 3.s. a week; H is very 
hard on her j she ought to have more, It h a very usefUl thing to do that. I went through some 
()f the names with the present clerk of the guardiam; he wa.s once a relieving officer and therefore 
has a very large knowledge of the whole thing; he was able to indicate this person and/that person 
and say of her, That person is doing very well; she sells apples in the ma.rket, or she peddles 
-she is making herself very comfortable indeed, and her Bon lives with her. Then someone 
else now lives with a married daughter, someone else lives with a married son, and so on. Lots 
()f these people who had had relief seven years before were living on, and had got merged in the 
general population, and were earning their living,· or being supported by people whose proper 
duty it was to: support them, without any harm to anyone, but wi: h great benefit to the rate
payers." 

Other evidence of Your Majesty's inspectors connrms the utility of co-operation. 
Mr. ,Hervey suggests that 1:_ . 

.. The clergy of all denominations and representatives of charities in the neighbourhood 
should be invited to send in their lists to some central charitable organisation and to make them
selves acquainted with the other lists deposited there, by which means an accurate dictionary or 
reference book might be framed to supply the necessary information about almost every person 
who had once received relief, either parochial or charitable." 

And the utility of the method is practically confirmed by its use by boards of 
guardians and charity organisation societies by mutual arrangement. Mr. Lockwood 
says':- . 

.. Not·a few boards of guardians have amongst their members those who are members 
also of the Charity Organisation Society. An excellent practice prevails in a certain number of 
boards, and I wish the number were greater, of referring applicants for relief through the 
guardians representing the society to the Charity Organisation Society yrhere such a course 
seems desirable. The arrangement works very satisfactorily where adopted, and saves a quite 
appreciable number of persons from becoming chargeable to the rates. In the report of the White
chapel guardians for the year ended Lady Day, 1905, is given a return of cases assisted by or 
through the agency of the Charity Organisation Society, whence it appears that 113 persons were 
so assisted during the year in various ways." S 

The procedure is almost invariably this:-
.. Some member of the committee or of the board who is there, and who happem to be a 

member of the Charity Organisation Society, takes down the particulars, and then the applicant 
is told to attend at the office of the Charity Organisation Society at a certain hour. If a member 
of the Charity Organisation Society does not happen to be present, then the applicant will be 
givell a note to say that the guardians think it will be bettex for the Charity Organisation 
Society, in the first instance, to deal with the p .rticular case. 

" At St. Pancras at almost :11.11 the relief committee meetings a member of the Charity 
Organisation Society, who is not a guardian, attend, and notes particular oases, and to a certain 
extent enters into the deliberations with regard to the case, but has no official status. 

"The agents of the Charity Organisation Society at St. Pancras always come round to 
know what we know about their cases, and they are always willing to show us their case
papers with regard to any case that we may have, or to render assistance to the relieving officer 
with any information that they may have on any particular case." 

r.rr. Morris, the Vice-chairman of the St. Marylebone Board of Guardians and Hon. 
Secretary of the Charity Organisation Committee; sa:id :-:-:0- . . ' 

" The procedure, ever since I remember, has been that at the relief committee a member of 
the Charity Organisation Society has always been sitting. I have been sitting there since I 
have been elected, and prior to my being elected there wa'J one of the justices of the pMce who 
always used to sit there. When cases come up for consideration if any member of the committee 
considers they are suitable for the Charity Organis3tion Society's work, it is suggested they should 
be referred j but- I should think that quite half the easel that are referred to us come from 
the relieving officers who uy, before. bringing this up to the committee, 'Is not this a oase rather 
that you feel would be sui~able to you! ' " 

And on the n.n:a~ci~l side ~ •. Morris said:...--
, •. , "I do not think in Marylebone ,we ever have been in the position [of being unable to meet 
~ the needs of a case that. had been investigated, owing to lack of funds). I think possibly in 

the year 1897 we might have been pUihed into that position, but we had at that time as 

1 Appendix to Vol. I., App. xx:x;iiU4). DaVy, -2971.. 2 Lockwood, 12919.13163, 13190, 13177, 13185 
13211. 1 Morris,'16278, l6805, 16820, 17051, 17061. Millward,18766. Craig, 19696. Cleaver, 35917. . 
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re:presenting us on the board of guardians, a gentleman who gave very freely, and he used t~ 
brmg the cases from the guardians to the Charity Organisation Society, and he himself very 
largely finanuea them. So that although at that time, when we were trying really to almost 
do away with out·relief in Marylebone, we had a. great pressure a.t the Charity Organisation 
Society's office. We weathered it. Since then we have, .I think, never had a. really good case
for assistance which we felt should be dealt with by charity, and yet been obliged to refuse it." 

. Speaking of London, Mr. Toynbee,l an Organising' Secretary of the Charity Organi
sation Society confirmed these statements. Asked whether the Poor Law autho ... · . ~s 
throughout London generally co-operated with the Society, he said :-

.. The practice differs very much in different districts. In some parts of London there is. 
the closest possible accord. There is, for instance,.tIl Whitechapel. In others, at the present 
time, there is not very close co·operation. But in most cases I think I am right in saying that 
there is a reference to the Society on the part of relieving officers, and very often on the part of 
individual members of boards of cases which they think can be better dealt with by the Society 
than by the Poor Law-even where co-operation with a board, as a. board, is not known. 

"30651. May you say that it is the regular practice, then, of a majority of the London Boards of 
Guardians to refer cases to your Organisation ~-Undoubtedly. 

"30652. Would you say that in a majority of cases thus referred, which otherwise would come
upon the Poor Law, YOIl have been able to do something to prevent them coming upon the
Poor Law !-It is difficult to say whether the majority have been helped by the Society to that. 
extent--a. very large number, a.t a.ny rate, have. 

Asked, "In the great majority of cases, have you been able to help the people and to put 
them on a. better footing than before, so that they may render themselves independent for the
future !-I should lIay in the ma.jority of cases .: \t is so; but, undoubtedly, there are a. certain. 
number of recurrent cases---ilases that come back to us after a time which we thought we hall 
permanently helped. On the other ha.nd, there are, as I say, a great number who do not come
back, who have been reinstated once and for all, and whom we never hear of again . 

•• 30644. Then may you say that you think your curative work has been considerable an<l 
effective !-Undoubtedly. I should sa.y, roughly, that about half the applications made to the
Society are not helped, for one cause or another. Some are withdrawn forthwith when the
question of investigation is broached; others are already in the hands of the Poor Law guardians. 
and as it is the practice of the Society not to supplement Poor Law relief, they would at once
be ruled out; and then, of course, a large number are rejected on the score of character aft~ 
the investigation has been made. 

"Outdoor relief cases could be dealt with to a very large extent • . • by the existing 
agencies, if there was the proper close co-operation." 2 

Mr. T. Hancock Nunn, a member of our Commission, has cited another class of 
cases in which there has been useful co-operation with the Poor Law authorities.s 

. " After considerable controvorsy it was agreed, between the Guardians and our Executive,. 
that, in accordance with the principles of Mr. Goschen's circular, these young women should, in 
every first case, at the outset, be offered the alternative of being dealt with by a w;oman worker
one of the members of our Rescue and Maternity Committee. By these, the young women, who
almost invariably accept the alternative thus offered, are sent first to a Maternity Home and then 
to a Maternity Hospital, often the same institution. For the first three, six, or sometimes twelv& 
months of the baby's life, the mother is enabled to earn her livelihood in the MaternIty Hom~ 
without sepalation from the life of her child. A glance at Appendix VIII. will indicate what. 
measure of success has attended this difficult work. Of the influence on character-the most 
important thing-a schedule can only speak most vaguely. But it speaks definitely on tw~ 
tendencies; firstly, the prevention of application to the relieving officer, ana, secondly, the steady 
increase in the number of cases in which the man has been successfully prosecuted." . 

201. It is hardly too much to say that, as these quotations suggest, all systematiC' 
co-operation between charity and the Poor Law authorities for the exchange of inform a
tion, the prevention of overlapping, and for mutual help has on the charitable side been 
promoted and carried out almost solely by charity organisation and other similar societies. 
Of the method generally, Sir William Chance, who has studied the problem of relief 
from the historical side and also practically as a guardian, and as the member of a Charity 
. Organisation Committee, gave evidence. He said 4 :-

"How different is the administration of public relief by the vast majority of. boards of 
guardians, and of private relief by a properly organised Cha.r.ity Organisation ~mmittee. Before 
such a committee all the facts of a case have to be ascerta.m~d before a declSlon can be come
to and when these facts ha.ve been a.scertained the question of how it can best be helped may 
oc~upy a. considerable time, and even then it may have to be adjourned for further information 
before the final decision. And the discussion is carried on by 'experts,' by men and women 
who really lmow the poor and live among them. Surely equal if not greater care should be 
taken by those who have the public purse to draw upon." 

And speaking of the possible withdrawal of outdoor relief consistently with the 
encroachments of voluntary effort, he said :- . 

.. I think certainly something would ha.ve to be put in the place [of out:door relief]. I am 
not going to answer for London whether that ca.n be done or not; but I think for the I'ountry 

1 Toynbee, 30717. Grisewood, 37204.-7,37228. 'Crowder.17387 (6), (11), (13), 17651. Toynbee. 
30629, 30643, 20649, 20652, 2064.6, 20782. II 30716. 8 Sel page 703. 4 Chance. 27061 (48), 
27106-8. ' 
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that a far better thing could be put in the place of outdoor relief-not by the Local Govem,mnt 
Board nor by the State .••• I believe that voluntary effort could perfectly well manage to relieve 
all the so-called deserving cases which otherwise would be relieved by outdoor relief. 

"There would ~ a difficulty [in great districts growing up near London where the mass 
of the people are poorl, but at the present moment it is almost impossible in some of these 
districta lor voluntary effort to do very much, because the Poor Law gets in its way. Even in 
some of these districts that you talk of I am not at all certain that people would not come forward 
to help, ber.-3use .after all it is not ~lways the rich people whom you want; we want everybody 
to help. You will very often find m some of the poorest parishes less pauperism than in a 
very rich parish. If you go abroad to the Tyrol you will not find a pauper there. The Tyrol is 
extremely poor, but everybody looks after themselves and they help each other. The abolition 
must be done extremely gradually, but I am not at all certain that it could not be done. You 
cannot 8&y to-morrow outdoor relief shall be abolished. That was not done even in Bradfield; 
it was done quite quietly by not allowing any more outdoor C:1.ses to go on the lists. I quite 
recognise the difficulty you mention, but still I cannot help thinking that charity will meet it 
with benefit both to the poor and to the rich-the well·to-do rather." 

202. In several of the larger towns, as for instance, London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Liverpo()l and Bristol, Charity Organisation Societies have adopted the decentralised 
form of organisation, and have usually a representative central administration with 
district committees. In London there are forty district committees, one or more in 
each u!llon. To these committees the applications are made and are taken down 
on "case-papers" similar to those used in the administration of poor relief in Germany. 
The district committees have the sernces of a paid or hon. secretary and an inquiry 
officer, and the committees are composed of voluntary helpers and persons connected 
with parochial and local work, who, some of them, conduct the work of inquiry 
and th.e business of the committee, some of them help by friendly visiting, for 
which purpose many persons associated with other agencies give their aid. A large 
number of voluntary workers are in active co-operation with the society. Four hundred 
are working in connection with the district offices.l In view of the conditions of London 
life, it has hitherto been thought best in the treatment of cases not to create a general 
visiting system, but, as far as possible, to make use of the services of persons already 
at work in the district, and to ask their aid in the several ways that may seem suitable 
in the particular case.s With the object of yet further decentralisation, the formation of 
parochial relief committees have been promoted and ward committees proposed.s 
Co· operating with the Charity Organisation Society, the guardians have been aided both 
to improve administration and to reduce pauperism. In their work the society has aimed 
at restoration to independence, "lifting them out of the circumstances that necessitate 
recourse to Poor Law relief."t The three main conditions that govern the action of_ a 
district committees of the society may thus be stated:-

"That there should be (I) a thorough knowledge of the character, circumstances and cause of 
distress of the applicant; (2) a definite scheme of really adequate help directed to the 
restoration of the applicant to a position of independence, and (3) co-operation in carrying out 
t~heme on the part of (a) relations; (b) employers and others upon whom the applicant may 
h¥some. claim, and ee) charitable agencies." 

PART VII. 

And the results of the method are its best illustration and its justification. The Results of the 
following is one of many cases that have come before us in evidence 5 :- method o~ . 

co·operatIon With 
.. A.M. was referred to the Charity Organi8&tion Society by the Church visitor. He was guardians and 

ill with pneumonia. His club contributions were in arrears, so DO sick pay was available. Five agencies. 
quite young children made it impossible for his wife to earn. Although for several years the 
man's wages had been small and irregular owing to bad health, it was evident that they had done 
their best to keep the home comfort&bl~ and. take gl)od care of. the children. The Charity 
Organi8&tion Society raised money to pay up the man's club arrears, gave an allowance of from 
1580 to 2Os. a week until he was entitled to sick pay, and sent him twice to a convalescent home 
by the sea. (He had a relapse after his first visit, because he tried to begin work too soon.) 
By the kindness of one of the Society's vi.'Iitors two of the children were sent for three months 
into the conntry to enable Mrs. B. to give more time to nursing her husband, and to lessen the 
household expenses. After many months of careful treatment, in which the district nurses took 
a large share, the man recovered, but was not strong enough to. resume his former work. An 
introduction was obtained for him to the manager of one of the tram hnes. He obtained work exactly 
suited to him and was quite able to support his family." 8 

lCharities App~ndix. II Toynbee, 30622 (2); and Dalton,. 31363. a Toynbee, 30622, (60) ; (6-10), 
30715. t 30766, 30631, 30639. 6 Toynbee,30622, (15). Report on the effect of outdoor relief on waaea 
in London, pp. 18, 31, 33, 36, 38, 40. 8 Report .on the effect of outdoor relief on wages in certain nni;ns 
in England, 148. 
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203. In co-operation with the guardians the following are cases taken at random. Mr. 
,Morris says 1 :-

.. I will take one which is a case we are dealing with at the present moment, which I think 
is a typical one, in which I think charity can help. It is a case of a very badly crippled girl, who 
was placed by the guardians in a special home for cripples. I went to see the girl there, and I 
brought the case under the notice of the Charity Organisation Society, and consequently one of 
our ladies found a suitable dressmaker, and the girl was taken out of the home. A brother, who 
was not legally liable, was written to, and he helped to pay the cost. The guardians, instead of 
paying to the home, will be paying for about two years a small amount, and at the end of those 
two years that girl will be self-supporting. There was a piece of work which was very largely 
not relief work, it was the arrangement and the management of the thing, which I think 
will save the rates a. very considerable sum. That was one of the cases. . . 

"Then the second I have brought is a. case that is now being worked out. ,It is really only 
just commenced; it only came in about a month ago. It is a case in which a man had insured 
against fever in an insurance society, and had dropped it some three months before, thinking he 
would never have fever. Then he took scarlet fever, and the relieving officer found it was rather 
a hard case. The wife went to ask if the guardians could pay the rent. We found that the 
relations were willing to help with the food, and 80 on, and it seemed to us rather a pity tha~ 
the wife, under those circumstances, should Jet on the rates. That is a case we are dealing with 
at the present time. That is a temporary case for.rent. 

"16713. The guardians did that 1-No, the Charity Organisation Society. These are cases we 
have taken off the hands of the guardians. The next case was a case where one of the out-of
work men applied to the relieving officer. This was one of the cases that was referred to 
us. That man has just been accepted for emigration by the Central Unemployed Body. , That 
was the case of a man and his wife and five children, and jt is a case where I think probably they 
would have had to go into the workhouse, but in that case he was sent to us before the order 
for admission was given. We went into the case, and found it was not without spot or blemish, 
but it was a case where we thought he might be emigrated, and the Central Unemployed Body 
took the same view, and the family is being emigrated to Canada. this next month. 

"The fourth was a case which was sent to us in the middle of last month, a man who had 
gone into the workhouse; he was blind, and they asked me if I could look into it and give 
some advice with regard to it. I found he had been educated at the Blind Institution at 
Hampstead, had behaved very badly indeed; had stolen and behaved disgra.cefull}' in many ways. 
That was a case where I thought it best to leave the man for a time in the workhouse. I thought 
it better to put him to grinding corn for a time, and when he had learned what steady work 
was one might see what could be done with him, so as to put him back to his trade, which is 
Braille printing . 

.. 16714. Has he learned the lesson !-That lesson i.s in process of being learned. These are 
all quite recent cases. I took the last five cMes. As it happens, instead of all being old-age 
cases, they are various cases, they are not all of one type. The last case is a pension case; an old 
woman of eighty-one, who had been very largely helped by her adopted daughter. The relieving 
officer, when she applied to him, felt it would be rather a mistake to bring an old lady like 
that up to get her relief from the rates. He thought her adopted daughter had behaved so 
splendidly to her that it would be better to arrange the relief through charitable people. We 
fouud that someone who knew her was willing to help, and we have raised the balance. 
Those are five cases that have come to us recently from the guardians, and show the sort of 
co-operation that goes on. It 'is very largely & co-operation of the relieving ofij,oers; all the 
relieving officers come to our offices and know us, and if they think there is a caSQ.,which seems 
a suitable case for us, they pass it on." ' 

204. An example of the method of co-operation applied to the relief of school 
-<lhildren, with the results attained by it was submitted to us by Mr. Toynbee.s 

" The cases showed how varied was the needs of the different families and what different 
methods were required if they were to be effectively assisted." 

205. Of cases that fail the following, ti:l.ken from the report of investigators of 
the question of the effect of outdoor relief on wages, may be cited as typical:-

.. A. C.-Widow, forty-two. Left with five children in 1902. Two were taken by the 
houardians. The woman was taught good cooking and a situation was found for her as daily 
servant. She did not like the regularity of her life, grew very slack and was dismissed. She 
was not willing to make another effort, and now gets casual work and receives occ.asional help 
from the guatdii\Ds. 

1 Morris, 16712-5. I Toynbee, 30622 (41-44). 
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" G. R.-Came for help, as her husband had consumption, and it was necessary for her to 
beco~e the wage earner. It seemed promising, and she was taught fine ironing with a firm 
of shirt manufacturers, where she could have earned up to 259. a. week when she was skilled. 
Her home was kept for her for three months while she was learning. At the end of the time 
she informed the f<.'reman that ~e did not like it, did not mean to wurk every day, and preferred 
to do casua.l charmg and get what help she could.' She has since drifted to the Poor Law." 

206. In these two instances ~what appeared to be hopeful plans for the help of those 
assisted failed owing to the temperament and character of the applicants. The extent 
to which this affects the administration of relief, and especially of any curative 
treatment, is hardly understood. It is possible that personal influence might, in 
t\ese cases, effect the change of mind which would make the assistance of service 
ultimately; but too much should not be expected from that method. Or even a 
decentralised scheme of public relief, such, for instance, as that at Hamburg, as our . 
colleagues report, there is very little power of inducing a recovery of the better position 
in life which the applicant once held. The method of voluntary friendly visiting as 
practised at Boston and elsewhere might achieve more. But all that can be done 
i3 to put in operation the best personal forces that are available; and by a com
pleter organisation of these, as we suggest, and by the training of both paid officers 
n.nd men, better and m0re preventive results may be accomplished. 

207. In addition to the evidence which we ha .... e quoted, we have the evidence of the 
Jewish Bonrd of Guardians. They may be said to make a minimum use of the Poor Law 
and conduct thei! work, it would Feern, very successfully on the lines of inquiry and 
as~istance with the visitation by districts. 1 

208. It may be urged that it makes little difference whether the applicant receives 
relief from the Poor Law or from some well-administered voluntary organisation. 
Here the question of the efficiency~ of the voluntary organisation is the critical 
question. What the standard should be we have stated above {p. 2}.2 Of the general 
utility of preventive help, there seems to be but one opinion. We desire both to 
increa~e its utility and to extend it. 

XXIX.-FuRTHER DEVELOPMENTS OF DECENTRALISATION, AND PROPOSALS 

FOR CO-OPERATION. • 

209. In the last year or two there has sprung up another movement consistent with. 
the lines of charity organisation, but differing from it in the stress laid upon the personal 
care of individual cases on "Elberfeld" .lines. Mr. Grisewood, the secretary of the 
Liverpool Central Relief and Charity Organisation Society, gave us evidence in regard 
to it. In Liverpool there are now eighteen district committees with 250 voluntary 
friendly visitors, a number which it is hoped to raise to at least 500, in. accordance 
with a plan of undertaking certain duties under the guardians on well-defined limits. s. 
The voluntary visitors might, Mr. Grisewood suggests, "be placed in contact with the 
Poor Law organisation," and b~ semi-official visitors ." in actual connection with 
the Poor Law." And on the guardians' part;-

.. Every case Bhould be dealt with as a. problem in itself, precisely the sa.me as we dea.l with 
our cases in charity organisation work. We say, What can be done for this family' In what 
way can they be restored to self-support, What natural means of help are there 1 And w& 
resort to those means of help, and we use,those mean~ of setting them on their feet again .•. ." 

"I fear there would still be a number who could not be treated in what we might call an . 
effective way; . but, at all events, when they ca.me into a position to be treated effectively, it 
ought to be done." 

210. Thus, at Liverpool we have the Central Relief Society developing on "Elber
feld" lines with the definite object of it'! visitors becoming the semi-official visitors of 
the board of guardians, and the guardians adopting what m.ay be called a "charity organi
sation '~ policy. 4 At Bradford, Bolton, and elsewhere, gmlds of help have been recently 

1 8tepha~y, 30349, 30499, 30513, 30520, 30314, 30525.. 2 Dalton, 31567, 31571, 31330, (10). 
a Grisewood, 37I05,Sec8. 24, 25,63; 37121,37127;37328; 37317, 87320. 4 Cooper, 36692 (19). ; Milledge 
VoL IX., App. Jxxvi. ; Paton, \~ol. IX., App. lxxix. 
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established on lines parallel to the Poor Law, with, it would seem, a similar aim in view, 
at least, to the extent of their visitors becoming the visitors of a remodelled scheme of 
public. assistance. On the other hand, there if! some criticism. Mr. Cleaver, for instance, 
the e~perienced clerk of the We"t Derby Union, whilst strongly in favour of co.operation 
with charitable societies and ready to adopt the suggesticn that the visitors of the Central 
Relief and Charity Organisation Society should visit all the widows in the union, was of 
opinion that it was better to adhere to the present divi"lion of labour between the Poor 
I .. aw.and voluntary agencies.1 It was, he thought, impracticable to grant relief through 
voluntary agencie'i. "He did not think we should get the voluntary aE'E'istants here 
that they can there." But on this question we will not enter. We think that those 
who may undertake the work of visiting should assist the recognised. voluntary aid 
comtfuttee, the establishment of which we propose, and should thus take a position 
parallel to that of the officers of the boards of guardi~ns on the public assistance com. 
mittee, co.operating with them and visiting for them as the cases may require; and we 
have made our recommendations accordmgly. This represents the length to which 
the "semi·official" assistance should go. We believe that it would preserve its 
spontaneity and effectiveness to the best purpose if it were associated with the 
public administration of relief and worked in recognised alliance with it, but was not 
part and parcel of it. 

211. At Hampstead,2 under the guidance of Mr. T. Hancock N unn, a member of our 
Commission, an interesting experiment in what is styled communal co.operation is 
being cauied on. First he and those co-operating with him aimed at securing three 
conditions :-

(1) That the actual hand felt by those in distress be the hand of a friend, and not of an official 
organisation. 

(2) That the helper should yet be backed by a powerful instrument for handling the network 
of agencies that existJor social betterment. 

(3) That the relationship between helper and helped should continue long enough to develop 
the knowledge essential to friendly help. 

And to secure also the individuality and spontaneity of the several societies that 
co.operated and wishing to avoid centralisation they aimed also :-

(1) Complete intercommunication between the associated agencies, • 
it contented itself with merely offering-

(2) Opportunities for any closer co·operation that might be desired, either permanently or as 
a temporary expedient, . 

and maintained-
(3) The complete freedom of action of each agency. 

They next surveyed the borough, and made a registration of all agencies, municipal, 
endowed, voluntary or mutual, and subsequently a registration of all assistance. Next 
inter-parochial conferences were established to consider how co-operation might be effected 
in the cases in which overlapping occurred, and as "common meeting places to promote 
special organisation, local schemes for the improvement of the condition of the poor, 
or any meetings of common interest." This led to the formation of inter-parochial com· 
mittees of assistance. The object of these committees was to improve the relation of 
the district visitor to the poor, by enabling her to substitute friendly visiting for the 
dispensing of alms; to bring into operation a committee of men of business and working 
men, who would be better equipped for the actual work of making wise decisions than 
the district visitor; to facilitate co-operation with municipal and other. bodies. For 
purposes of social education a board of flocial study was established .. And the scheme 
was also organised so that, there should be co· operation with the friendly societies and 
with the Public Libraries Committee, the Public Health Committee, and the Distress 
Committee of the Boroue;h Cmmcil, with the elementary schools and the Poor Law 
guardians. . 

"We saw that Poor Law relief and voluntary aid were two forces whose interaction~ was in
evitable, and that unless the closest co-ordination could be effected between them they must thwart 
one another at every turn. The temptation to a board of guardians to play the part of charity is as 

1 Cleaver, 36155,315887 (33), 359Ft 35917, 36159, 36150 IS68 p. 684. 
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irresistible as it is dangerous, and is illustrated up and down the country in union after union: and· 
the only solution of this difficulty seemed to be, tp to man the board with voluntary workers and volun- . 
tary &8sociations with guardians, as to ensure an enlightened policy on the part of both. At any 
rate, the Hampstead Board, after having beeD dominated by a chairman to whom the poor rate was 
a constant temptation to lavish out1'elief, became a board of social workers, who realised that the 
legal li~tations of a destitution authority practically precluded any serious form of charitable 
enterpnse_" 

. . 
Finally, as a centre for discussion a Council of Social Welfare was established repre

sentative of the agencies in the district and of the inter-parochial Committee. This 
Council appointed a Domiciliary Visiting Committee of which the results are stated as 
follows :-

(1) Virtually complete inter-communication between all assisting agencies had been secured 
by our system of registration, whilst the permanent allocation of certain families (composite as to 
their relations with several churches) to certain churches and societies and to the guardians, had 
minimised the possibilities of overlapping. 

(2) The release of the district visitor in several parishes from almsgiving, and the administration 
of assistance by weekly or fortnightly committees representative of the churches had purified the 
friendly influence of the visitor, and the spiritual influence of every Church. 

(3) The Social Study Circle, by rendering continuous social study easy, attractive, and practical. 
had paved the way for the Continuous Course, now running, which aims at providing such a general 
equipment as to eliminate the necessity, in all but exceptional cases, of employing a fresh visitor 
to meet fresh needs unstudied by the visitor already at work. 

212. Of the gen~al movement of thought towards the development or establishment 
of some central administration, representing, for co .operative purposes, voluntary effort 
and the charities. there is a mass of evidence from London, Liverpool, Birmingham, New. 
castle-on Tyne, Tynemouth, Huddersfield, Sheffield, Leeds, Leicester.l But we think 
that without special effort~ being made by inspectors and others in charge of the 
direction of public relief, "to assist in systematising, as far as possible, relief 
o}>erations" in these and other places. little may b'3 accomplished. If co-opera
tion with .voluntary agencies, personal and institutional, assumes an official im
portance equal to that of the administration. of Poor Law relief by separate and in
dependent boards, great progress in it mlly be made. But this can hardly be expected 
on the present lines, so long as the Poor Law has no active relations with the 
general charities, and "is managed usually as an independent and isolated organisa-
tion. . . . 

XXX.-VOLUNTARY SOCIETIES. 

213. Before submitting recommendations on this point, however, we would refer 
shortly to the large group of voluntary societies in the great cities, but especially in 
London. In considering these, the following statements should be taken into account. 

(1) Charitable work of the best type is becoming more and more preventive in 
its nature :-

.. That that is so is due in no small measure to the increased study which is now devoted t<> 
social questions. It is now becoming common for would-be social workers to equip themselves. 
for their re~ponsible duties by attending lectures and classes and submitting to a course of pracitic~l' 
training under those who have already had experience. These workers are no longer satisfied. 
with giving relief; they begin to enquire into the causes which make 'relief necessary' and 80· 

come to be attracted to such work as hea.lth visiting, the promotion of thrift, the industrial, 
training of children and the better organisation of labour." 

For their instruction classes have been arranged at the School of Sociology and 
Social Economics in London, coupled with practical work at the district committees 
of the Charity Organisation Society, and courses of instruction for relieving officers 
and others. I Similar classes are being furnished in connection with the Victoria 
University at Liverpool; and centres for the examination of Poor La.w f)fficials. 
who wish to stand for the relieving officers' examination are being o!Jened in 

1 Toynbee, 30622 (59) (60). Grisewood, 37105 (31). Bra.dley, App. cxv., Vol. IV. Rogers, 45454. TiIlyard, 
Vol. IV., App. clvii. Manton,43659. Moll, Vol. V., App. xcvii. Simey, 5165. Parkin, Vol. V., 51535, 51550. 
Frat.or, Vol. V., 52086 (12). Chapman. 84791 (49). Dyson,Vol. IV., App.1xiv. (17, etc.). Verity, 42232. Block
shaw, 41349 (12). Ford,39776 (69), 39943. Harper, Vol. IV., App.cxniii.; Hincks, Vol. IV., App.cxxxiv.(:l8). 
I A.lford, 31693 (13). Hill, Vol. IX., App. !xi,·. Munsterberg, 100481,100483. Craig, 19466 (29). 
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J.ondon, Liverpool, and other parts of England. This method, it appears to US, is 
worthy of general adoption. If greater reliance is to be placed on the individual 
official or voluntary worker, the assistance. both of those who, like many capable 
officers, have been educated by the experiences of life and of those who have 
studied the administration of relief as a department of work and thought, like an 
increasing number of officials and voluntary workers, will be required. In this 
way, to a great extent. Ie the co-operation of persons of leisure and information" 
and also of a well-instructed paid staff will be promoted. 

The Rev. B. H. Alford, who, as clergyman and Poor Law guardian has had a long 
experitmce of districts, rich and poor, urged upon us the advantages of the" interaction 
of State and voluntary agents" on the intellectual side of administration :-

"I desire it," he said, "80S 80 volunteer, in order that philanthropists may be steadied in 
their work by a fuller sense of its wide significance; that visitors to the poor may be moved to a 
more oontinuous st,udy of the poor, and more considered and persistent action, as feeling their 
responsibility to a board which entrusts them with civic duties. 

"I desire it as a guardian; for I recognise with Mr. Birrell that there is • a charm about 
voluntary work which could never be obtained in connection with work done at the expense of 
the taxpayer or ratepayer.' Also I see that in this way something of a novitiate may be provided 
to train the judgment and supply acquaintance with details of work among the poor. So candidates 
for the board might prove more suitable for election, and when elected more ready to acknowledge 
that there is no issue out of the perplexities of pauperism save by following patiently and 
through many long passl>ges the tlue of experience." . 

Arising, in great part, out of this new demand for special instruction, there is a 
new and widespread endeavour to use old institutions and agencies in a new way. 
They are being pressed out of their isolation. Miss Nussey, the almoner at the West
minster Hospital, showed us to how large an extent, with a view to the better care 
of out-patients, new connections were being opened out on all sides with general and 
:parochial agencies. 

"The difficulty of getting the various charitable and endowed organisations to combine 
and come together is growing considerably less." "It is difficult .•• but it is far easier now 
than it was to get people of various denominations to work together. and to get the various 
charities to co-operate. For instance, you. will find on some of the parochial relief committees 
Nonconformists sitting. I am quite certain that some years ago it would.have been quite impossible 
to have brought this about ••. " 

As to co-operation :-
"I think the people are much more dissatisfied with the state of affairs than they were. 

They find the overlapping which goes on is so prevalent and 80 unsatisfactory, and that the way 
relief is given leads to no good results when it is given in such very small amounts. I think there is 
a great desire on the part of people to see that the work is done more thoroughly." 1, 

(3) The cure for over19pping is co-operation.s Overlapping is a soft and quiet 
thing. It is due in part to heedlessness and to want of experience, in part to a 
feeling of the privacy of charity. It can neither be found out nor checked as a rule, 
except by local inquiry (if, even then, the facts happen to come to .light), and by 
reference to those who are mostly likely to be givers of relief in the area. Hence the 
use of registration. At the offices of centralised charitable societi€8 it cannot be ascer
tained. They can pre~ent the grosser abuses of overlapping by reference to some 
general society for inquiry and mutual aid, but they cannot do more. By personal 
and continuous friendly visiting alone probably will be learned the facts, and that often 
incider..tally. Hence, overlapping, as a ruIe, cannot be stopped by large measures of 
,unifying, or, as it may be vaguely called, co-ordinating institutions, but by the general 
. '.lse of a common method of inquiry and by the perfection of local friendly care. 

'214:. Thus, as we have said, the cure of overlapping is co-operation. And this co
operation is constantly increasing in reference to individual cases. If an institution 
is co-operating with others in regard to the people who want its help, it is probably 
fulfilling its function properly and for the common cause. It is wrong to take the 
mere number of the charities as in itself evidence of want of co-operation or ineffi
ciet:cy. One must also judge them by what is much less easily observable-by 
the to and fro of co-operation that goes on between them. 

1 Toynbee, 30621, 45. Toynbee,30705. Nussey, 32917 (4), (6), :(7). (16), (18). 
(66-72). 
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215, The charities of provincial towns endowed and others are not usually very large: The charities of 
those of London are comparatively large. But to judge of them fairly, it is necessary Lon~on.and 
to consider as London charities only those charities that find their field of work wholly provm~l towns. 
or for the most part in the Metropolis. The population of larger London is great, 
bu~ not a few charities have their headquarters in London, which to a very large 
extent deal with cases outside London, and are national rather than metropolitan. 
On the other hand, many charities outside London are local, but yet are available for 
London cases. The largest and most important charities are usually in modern times 
the voluntary charities. A classified return of the receipts of "charities in or available 
for the Metropolis" is printed in the Appendix.1 The summary of these charities is as 
follows :-2 

SUMMARY. 

The income of the agencies dealing with material needa may be thus 8ummarised :-
. £ £ 

Charitable contributiona - 3,664,022 
Payments by or for beneficiaries - 955,847 

Interest on invested fund!.· 
Legacies 
Industrial receipt8 and sundries -

To this must be added the minimum income of local charities 

Making a total in and available for the Metropolis of 

4,619,869 
1,537,712 

735,197 
367,080 

7,259,858 
419,883 

7,679,741· 

It should be noted that large sums are also contributed congregationally for the purposes of 
relief, the distribution of which would not necessarily pass through the above channels. Thus in. 
1905-6 the contributions entrusted to the Church of England for the support of the poor amounted,. 
in the Diocese of London, to £84,533, and, in the Diocese of Southwark, to £39,716. Similar informa· 
tion with regard to. other religioua bodies is not available. 

In addition to the receipts for material relief given-above it must be noted that charges on public 
funds have been excluded from the summaries; consequently, in estimating the sums available for· 
expenditure, the following amounts have to be added :-

£ 
County and other councils' expenditure on asylums for the insane and epileptic of 

the Metropolitan area - - - - - - - - . - 566,845 
Treasury and public grants to industrial and reformatory schools - 360,038 
Total expenditure of guardians on relief of the poor in the Metropolis - 3,864,973 

4,791,856 

The classes of charities each stand for Bome definite want on the part of the people, and as 
such they have a logical social claim and justification. Nor, in many instances, is the income 
for the class of charities out of proportion to the obvious needs of those who may be in 
want of relief from such charities. For example, the income of the charities for the blind 
in London and throughout the country is £205,961. A common registration is greatly 
needed in the relief of blind persons, but the income cannot be said to be excessive. So· 
in regard to other classes. On the other hand some institutions, forgetting the three' 
requirements of efficient administration, to individualise, to decentralise, and to co-· 
operate-such as some hospitals in their out-relief departments, may, while doing much 
good work, promote and foster much that is indifferent and harmful. In these cases, 
a change of method which should now be sufficiently understood would meet the eviL 
In other instances the institution itself may be administered on entirely wrong lines .. 
In these cases it is a question whether it should not be permissible to appeal to some 
authority to consider and report whether it is in the interest of the community that such 
an institution should be established. The question of the establishment of sh~lters is 
an instance in point. We are of opinion that if a suitable central body tmch as we have 
suggested were set on foot, it might very rightly report on such matters. 

216. What we have said leads us to these conclusions. The income of the charities 
is large, and they represent not only a large sum invested in the assistance of the distressed 
and afHicted, but a very large amount of experienced paid and voluntary work. They are 
the natural co-operators with any organisation for public relief. Public relief on its 

• Adding the income of spiritual charities (.£2,386,662) would bring the total income of charit:l.blo 
agencies to .£10,066,403. 

1 Charities Register and Dige~t, p. cccxii., 1908. II Charities Appendix. 
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side absorbs the proceeds of a large capital.' In England and Wales in 1905-6 £3,374,427 
was spent on outdoor relief. The effect of good administration is generally two "-fold. 
The number ot those who make application is reduced. Those who are relieved are, 
generally speaking, relieved both toa larger amount, if the financial question only be 
considered, and very much more thoroughly and sympathetically. The Med of the 
individual is not generalised into half-crowns or other purposeless gifts; it is met accord. 
ing to its character, with money or without money, as, may prove best. Co-operation 
implies, therefore, a better utilisation of means and an economy of means. But'if this 
result is to be secured, there should be some recognised grouping of charities in each 
city, and some central body representing them. The parallelism between the Poor 
Law and chaxity should be carried through. If the bond between them is of value, 
each 'party to it should have the best opportunity for fulfilling it, the charities 
as well as the Poor Law. Each brings 'different qualities to the solution of the 
problem, the one a certain spontaneity ~nd devotion, the other a more regularised 
and defined intervention. But it cannot be urged, as it is sometimes implied, that the 
Poor Law has the means to deal with all- questions of relief completely, while the 
former, supported only from voluntary resources, can deal with them, only in
completely. In the Poor Law, under the form of official continuity, there may be 
great changes in policy and great derelictions of duty; and these may hardly come 
to light, or come to light very slowly. The completeness and social utility of 
an institution does not depend on its command of resources only. Other 
elements of activity, energy and, direction of purpose have to be taken into account, 
and what is, or seems to be, incompleteness may be in part only an indication of 
growth and of a process incident. to the adoption of new ways. We think, 
therefore, that while help is given to promote the co-operation of charities, 
a larger rather than a lesser range should be given to voluntary effort; and that it 
should be the policy of the Local Government Board and the administration of 
Public Assistance to promote it and to utilise it as far as possible, and not either 
directly or indirectly to supersede it. 

XXXI.-CoNCLUSIONS. 

217. We have now completed our survey, and would submit our general conclusions 
and recommendations, which indeed we have already in great measure indicated. 

218. Three methods of reorganisation have been considered by us. The first method 
was the withdrawal of all non-institutional Poor Law relief. To this objection 
was made to us by those who fully concurred in the criticisIns of outdoor relief, 
which we have elsewhere stated at lengtli.1 They were witnesses of great experience, 
who had spent a great part of their lives in the administration of poor relief, 
and their knowledge of the whole subject-alike from the p'oint of view of the poor and 
from that of voluntary charity-was exceptional. They felt, however, that outdoor 
relief, or what would elsewhere be'called "help at the home," if the antithesis of indoor 
and outdoor relief may for a moment be 'set aside, had become so definitely and absolutely 
a part of the administration of the country that it could not be wholly abolished. And 
we, accepting this view and at the same time appreciating fully the very grave evils of 
the present administration of outdoor relief, have made proposals which, we believe. 
would modify very greatly the general conditions under which outdoor relief is now given. 
As we have shown, by the inter-action of the Committee of Public Assistance and the 
Voluntary Aid Committee new forces will be brought into the field; and it will be, the 
duty of the Public Assistance Committee to deal with no applications that can be dealt 
with equally well or petter by the Voluntary Aid Committee; and also, as we have 
shown, the persons who can be assisted by the Public Assistance Committee are those, 
and those only, who fulfil certain conditions. In this way, under proper,supervision 
and subject to the proper training ot those who take any responsible paid service with 
the committees, we think that the burthen of home relief which now rests on the guardians 
will become less and less and the responsibilities of the Voluntary Aid Committee will become 
greater. And thus we may hope that in the course of a few years outdoor relief will 
shrink to small proportions. In these rircUInstances we have recommended a, policy 
of~diminution and limitation instead of abolition. 

1 Crowder, 11'14 i AUord, 32039; Chance, 27106 ;.Mackay', 29861. 
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219~ 'The 8~~ond m~thod which we hav~ considered 'is to fomi a singie locai boa~d The second 
in each union area, which should have at its disposal such moneys as might be receivable me~hod. 
from the rates, supplemented by any relief that mi!!ht be obtainable trom voluntary AC sIng.lte f "h 

Th' h d h ~. omIDl tee or. e sources. IS met 0 we ave not adopted. It seemed to us that relief from the rates administration 
must. for the good of the community, be administered subject to definite limitations, alike of rate 
and to ~3rge the two into one would result in introducing into rate-furnished relief an furnished an~ of 
uncertainty. in direction and purpose, which would lead to gr~at confusion and much volunta.ry rehef. 
inequality of expenditure, and possibly much extravagance. Thus it Inight be very 
desirable that by some temporary aid an applicant should be so helped that he might no 
longer require :to apply to the public relief committee. But if the resources of both the 
public com'llittee and th03e of the charities formed one fund, the prevention of dependence 
wDuld be m!l.de more difficult. There would be no intervening body, which with many 
pri vate influences and som~times considerable private means at. its disp.osal, might stop 
dep:mdence, if possible, at the outset.l Nor is it likely that the trustees of charities and 
charitable persons would be willing to place their funds and their generosity in the hands 
of a public rate-support~d body. Rather would they say, as the trend o,f gifts and bequests 
for the endowment of charities seems to indicate, that what the State does not undertake 
they will help, what it does undertake they will leave to it wholly. 

., 

220. For these and other reasons we have concluded that there should be two The third method. 
recognised bodies, parallel each to the other, one dealing with reliet from the rates and S~parate Com- . 
one with relief and aid from endowed and voluntary sources. While we are of opinion mlt!ees for Pd~lic 
that these two bodies should be distinct and separate, they should, we think, also be for ¢cl~!~~; ~id. or 
certain purposes associated. What is desired is a division of labour accepted in concert 
and consistent with the same principles. For this reason we would arrange that represent-
atives of the charities should be nOIninated to serve upon the Public Assistance Committee, 
and that Bome members of that comInittee should be co-opted on to the Voluntary Aid 
ComInittee. Again our desire would be that funds now in the hands of trustees for gifts 
to the poor should become funds available for the relief of distress or for certain purposes 
ot charity to which they may be permanently applied. There would thus be a much 
larger amount of money available tor the relief of distress than there now is; and the 
many obsolete conditions that now surround the use of doles and render them injurious or 
unserviceable we would, as suggested below (see par. 237 (21» remove by an alteration of 
the Charitable Trusts Acts, combined with a simplification of the ComInissioners' 
methods of modifying the application -of charities by scheme. 

221. This method would apply to the rural districts. There we find that the adminis
tration of voluntary relief is in the hands of the clergy and churchwardens and the trustees of 
the non-ecclesiastical charities/ol Sometimes the trustees of the non-ecclesiastical parochial 
<lharities are appointed by the parish council. But besides these there may be other non
parochial charities which are under the charge of independent trustees. There are also 
the church a.nd chapel collections and some voluntary gifts; and sometimes 3. nursing or 
sick relief association. 

222. Mutatis mutandis the problem in the towns is the same. The provision of 
Telief is usually more abundant. There are large voluntary charities of many kinds, 
which often meet both the needs of rural districts, and sometimes those of the neigh~ 
bourhood generally, as well as the needs of the locality itself. There are many voluntary 
workers also attached to the parochial organisations and the churches a,nd chapels, and to 
voluntary societies. There are endowed charities, in proportion to the amount available 
for relief usually smaller than those in many parishes in the country. And there is a 
comparatively elaborate system of Poor Law relief. 

.. . 
223. Our object is to bring these agencies into some continuing relation to one another, 

and, as a body, also into relation with the public administration of relief. We propose 
therefore the establishment of Voluntary Aid ComInittees parallel to the Public Assist- Esta.blishment 
ance ComInittee on these lines. These Committees would be specially concerned with relief ~I~unta.:lt 
and aid at the home, the personal help of those in distress, the pr~vention of distress, the and th:rm~u:i:~ 
visiting of cases of all kinds in connection with applications made to it directly, or in 
connection with public health or educationa.l authorities. Further, as we have else-

1 Young, 31191. I Charities Appendix. . 
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where shown,· we propos~ ~hat ou~door rel!ef, or r~l~ef at th~ home, if provided from 
tIle rates. should be admInIstered on certam conditIons, whIch may be summed up as 
follow!!:- . 

(1) That out-relief or home assistance be given only after thorough en
quiry, except in cases of sudden and urgent necessity. 

. (2) That it should be adequate to meet the needs of 'those to whom it is 
gIven. 

(3) That persons so assisted should be subject to supervision. 

(4) That with a view to inquiry and supervision the case-paper system 
should be everywhere adopteq. . 

(5) That such supervision should include in its purview the conditions 
moral and sanitary, under which the recipient is living. ~ 

(6) That . voluntary agencies be enlisted as far as possible in the personal 
care of individual cases. 

Co· operation with 224. The division of work between the charities and the Poor Law would take the 
Publio.Assistanoe following form. The liInitations to the claim of public relief which at present obtain 
GomIlllttee. would continue. Only destitute, or as we prefer to call them, necessitous persons would 

be eligible for it, and destitution is thus defined :-

Ar"a of Volun
tary Aid Com
lllitt('(1s and thoir 
dt·vclopmcnt. 

II DestitutlOn when used to describe the condition of a person as a subjeot for relief implies that 
he is for the time being without material resources: (i.) Directly available; and (ii.) appropriate for 
satisfying his physical needs; (a) whether actually existing; or (b) likely to arise immediately. By 
physical needs in this definition are meant such needs as must be satisfied: (i.) In order to maintain 
life; or (ii.) in order to obviate, mitigate, or remove causes endangering life or likely to endanger life 
or impair health or bodily fitness for Belf-support." , 

Those who do not come within this definition would be dealt with by charity or, rather, 
by the Voluntary Aid ComInittee. 

225. The Public Assist,ance ComInittee would proceed by trying to settle some plan 
of help, instead of considering only the question whether an allowance should be 
given, and how much it, should be. They should not help in any case in which the 
necessary assistance could be obtained from other sources. Thus, instead of the present 
isolation of the board of guardians, there would be a constant reference of cases to the 
Voluntary Aid ComInittee for their help. Also, in so far as charitable institutions 
existed or came into existence to meet definite wants, they would underta.ke the cases 
of those in distress, as might be arranged, freely or on payment by the Public Assistance 
Committee. That comInittee would also be able to refer applicants to the Voluntary 
Aid ComInittee in order to arrange that visits should be paid to their homes by a com
petent visitor, with a view to some definite object being carried out, such, for instance, 
as household cleanliness, the proper use of the relief, etc. 

226. This scheme of relief, coupled with the proposals made above, would, as far as 
possible, put a stop to the supplementatio~ of outdoor relief. ~he grants of out·door 
relief are at present often 80 small t~at chant able ~eans of every kind ar? use~ to supple
ment them. TIut in future the standIng excuse for mad equate outdoor relief Wlll no longer 
be preferred, namely, that it is given on the assumption that it is eked out by the addi
tion of other undivulged means. The inquiry would hav~ to show that the s?m 
which it is proposed to give, plus SuIIlS definitely asc~rtamed to be forthCOmIng 
or actually obtained lrom other sourc.es, is enough accordl~g to ~ rea.sonable s!andard 
of necessary relief, or it would be lll~gal fol' the PublIc. A~slst~nce CO~IIllttee to 
grDnt the relief at all As an alternatIve they could offer mstItutlOnal relief of some 
kind or they could leave the relief to the Voluntary Aid ComInittee. 

227. The area of the Public Assistance ComInittee would be that of the present Unions. 
In the country tho area of endowed and private' or voluntary relief is the ecclesia.stical 

* S,'e Part IX., par. 79: . 
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parish. To a large extent this is so also in the towns and cities; but voluntary charities 
and sometimes the endowed charities extend over a larger area, such as that of the whole 
town, which is usually contained within one Union. We propose that the area of the 
Voluntary Aid Committee be the Union, but the Union considered as built up and composed 
of the parishes comprised within it. In the country and in all but the larger towns and 
cities the parochial divisions would be of special importance. The work of the Voluntary 
Aid ComInittee could be decentralised and Inight in part devolve on them, so far as the care 
of individual cases !night be in question, and often its relief also. Thus, if it were 
thought necessary, the parish !night be a unit of adIninistration in connection with the 
Committee of the Union. And in the larger towns other subdivisions Inight be adopted 
according to local needs and requirements. The Voluntary Aid ComInittee might thus 
be developed into a kind of "friendly visiting" or a kind of " Elberfeld" systexn. In 
any case it would be the standing counterpart of the ComInittee of Publio Assistanoe. 

228. Our proposal for carrying out this method is as follows :-

PART VII" 

First it is necessary, in our opinion, that charities that undertake any responsible Registration of 
public duties should be registered.. Already the system of regi."tration and certification Voluntary 
has been carried far; and it is of great service to the public as providing guarantees of ~arl!leS at the 
bona fides and accountability. This we would extend. Some common centre for regis- Co::n~:~ion 
tration is necessary. We suggest that the Charity Commission, subject to certain changes 
and alterations, should be the centre of this registration. A Department for the 
registration of voluntary charities should be opened at the offices of the Commission, 
and it should be within the power of every voluntary charity to register if eligible 
within the terlll8 of paragraph 229. A voluntary society by registration would have 
privileges si!nilar to those of an endowed charity or a friendly society. It would have 
a limited civil personality and would become a voluntary body publicly recognised 
as pedorIning certain definite functions for the community. Registration would be 
the conJition precedent to the representation of a society on .the Voluntary Aid 
Committe.e. Endowed charities, which may not be known to the Charity ComInission 
and therefore would not have been registered by it, would have to be registered before 
they could be represented on the Voluntary Aid ComInittee. * 

229. We begin, therefore, with a scheme of registration for voluntary charitable 
and benevolent societies; and we have defined as eligible for registration any voluntary 
charity that holds any property in land or houses obtained by purchase or by leasehold, 
or that is the tenant of any property under a yearly or otheJ; agreement. 

230. The Charity Commission would be enlarged to meet this new work and would,The ~ar.ity 
we suggest, take a new position. It would become the Charities Commission, and would bComIDlsslon to 

1 . ecome a 
be attached to the the Loca Government Board. The PreSIdent of the Board would" Charities 
represent it in the House of Commons. Commission .. 

231. But apart from the registration of charities it would have a further duty. 

To Bet on foot the Voluntary Aid Council, we place the initiative on the Lord~ The establish
Lieutenants, Chairmen of County Councils and Mayors of County Boroughs in each ~ent~~ "b0lun-.Is 
county or county borough. It will be incumbent on them in co-operation with managers ary ounm 
of Charitable Societies, Trustees of Endowed Charities, and members of the Publio 
Assistance Authority, to establish a Voluntary Aid Council consisting in part of trustees 
of endowed charities. of members of registered voluntary societies, of some members of 
the Public Assistance Authority, and of such persons as are members of friendly societies 
and of trade associations, and of other persons being co-opted members. 

• As was stated on p. 455, we are not here concerned with educational charities, whether ecclesiastical or 
not ecclesiastical, but with eleemosynary charities; and furthcr, neither here or elsewhere itl the-discussion 
respecting regis .ration do we make any reference to the endowed or the voluntary charities of churches or 
congregations granted for religious purposes nor to the voluntary charities of churches or congregations 
provided for eleemosynary purposes. To charities of any kind it would be left open to register, if they 
eo deBirrd, and if otherwiae eligible under paragraph 229. . ~ 
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232. The scheme under which the Voluntary Aid Council is formed must receive the 
approval of the Charities Commission. 

~33. It shall be the duty of _ the Voluntary Aid Council to appoint the members 
of the Voluntary Aid Committee. These committees would consIst partly of representa
tives of trusts and founda.tIons-endowed charities-registered at the Charities Commission 
and partly of representatives of voluntary societies so registered. These endowed 
charities and voluntary societies' would be registered as engaged in local work in the 
Union area or in any of the' parishes in the Umon. The COIlllllittees would 
also consist partly of social workers and of persons of influence in the locality 
interested in charitable work. The schemes for these Voluntary' Aid CommIttees 
wOuld also in turn be approved by the Charities Commission in accordance with some 
set~led lines of organisatIOn. The COIlllllissIOners no doubt would consult with persuns 
representative of ,the administrators .of charities, and would formulate model schemes 
applicable to the varying conditions of parishes in rural unions, villages, smaller and 
larger towns, and county boroughs. A Voluntary Aid Council or Committee, should be 
eligible for subscriptions from the Public Assistance Authority on the lines of 42 & 43 
Viet., c. 54, Sec. 10. No subscription should be made under the Act to any unregistered 
endowed charity or voluntary society. 

234. The duties of the Voluntary Aid Councils would be for the most part 
supervisory. The Voluntary Aid Council would supervise the operations of the 
Voluntary Aid Committees generally, and they would, as far as possible, maintain 
the same standard of help and relief throughout the area under their charge. They 
would collect funds for distribution to Voluntary Aid Committees, and they would 
allocate funds to poor districts. The County is already the accepted area for IDany 
benevolent and philanthropic purposes.' The local infirmary or hospital is frequently 
a County institution. There are County nursing associations, and the County is 
the recognised centre in connection with various naval and military charitable 
associations. We propose that the Voluntary Aid Council acting for the County 
should promote th~se and any other voluntary in~titutions, associations, or societies 
for which the County, as a whole, has need. Its dut.ies would thus be both distinctive 
and important. 

235. With regard to all dole charities there would. be a statutory provision enabling 
the trustees to administer them as relief for person~ in distress, and to co-operate with 
the Voluntary Aid Committee and with any sub-committees it may appoint in the 
administration of this relief. 

236. In the solution of these questions, it has been our endeavour to apply a general 
principle of the Report of the Commissioners of 1834 and the suggestions of theMinute 
of Mr. Goschen of 1869 to the new conditions of the present time, in so far as they bear 
directly or indirectly on that charitable and voluntary provision and organisation, which 
should, we think, be established and extended on lines parallel to the Poor Law, or rather, 
perhaps we should say, parallel to a new public administration in very many ways different 
from what is known either as" the old Poor LaW' before 1834 or the new Poor Law afteI 
1834. We have proposed measures for meeting cases of indigence and helplessness, partly 
by outdoor relief (as the Commissioners approved); and for providing partly by voluntary 
organisation (a branch of the subject which they did not discuss with any fulness), cases 
in which it may seem possible to " lift" people "out of the circumstances that necessitate 
recourse to Poor Law relief." We have drawn attention to the laws relating to the supervision 
of ,endowed charities and for the registration of voluntary benevolent societies. We have 
submitted a sketch of the general conditions of the poor, the administration of doles in 
various places, and the suggestions made for their reform. We have also described in 
some detail the methods of public assistance in some of the towns in Germany, not because 
we propose to include that method in the English Poor Laws, but because we think thai 
it furnishes many suggestions for the organisation of helpers, who, working on voluntary 
lines but as the recognised coadjutors of the Poor Law authorities, could definitely under. 
take on behalf of the community the visiting of Poor Law cases, but, above all, the pre
ventive work of social and charitable aid. We have described the work of volunta.rj 
societies and the success that has attended co.operation with the Poor Law and co-operatioI 
between societies, wherever it has .been carried out. We have shown how the movemeni 
of thought and the recognition of the need of social education coincide with our proposals. 
and, accepting the principle of Mr. Goschen's Minute, we have recommended a genera: 
and intimate co-operation between the Poor Law and charity, so as to give to the lattel 
not merely the opportunity to co-operate, if it may. but the status and encouragement thai 
may enable it to become both in town and country the responsible and competent fellow
worker of the administrators of public assistance. 
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. XXXII.-ESTABLISHMENT OF VOLUNTARY AID ORGANISATION. 

237. Our recommendations in regard to the organisation of Volunt~y Aid are 
as· follows :-. . . 

. Establishment of the VolurIJary Aid Oouncils and Oommittee$. 
- 1. That in the area of I l.ch Public Assistance Authority, that is in each C~unty 

or County Borough, there be. formed a Voluntary 4id Council, consisting in· part 
of Trostees of endowed cbantIes, of members. of re~stered voluntary charities, as 
defined below, of some me~bers of t~e. PublIc ASSIstance Authority, and of such 
persons· as members of fnendly SOCIeties and trade associations· of clergy and 
ministers, and of other per.:;ons being co-opted members, as m~y be settled in 
schemes approved by the Charities Commission. - .. 

2. That a statutory obligation be imposed. upon the Lord Lieutenants the 
Chairmen of County Councils, the Lord Mayors and Mayors Qf County Bor~ughs 
to taktl steps, within a given period,and after consulta.tion with the managers of 
charitable soc~ties, Trustees of endowed charities, and members of the Public 
Assistance Authority, for drawing up schemes in accordance with the· preceding 
recommendation, which schemes must be submitted to the Charities Commission for 
approval. 

3. That the Voluntary Aid Council submit to the Charities Commission proposals 
for the formation of Voluntary Aid Committees to be drawn up in the form of 
schemes to be approved by the Commission, and that the Voluntary Aid Council 
under such schemes appoint as members of the Voluntary Aid Committees persons 
such as those mentioned in Recommendation I. 

4. That Voluntary Societies and Charities as de~fd in Recommend.ation 17 be 
entitled to register at the Charities Commission on lInes similar to those of the 
registration of .FriE'ndly Societies under the Friendly Societies' Act. 

5. That a registered voluntary society be entitl~ to nominate members of its own 
body for appointment to the Voluntary Aid Council and to the Voluntary Aid Com
mittee of the district in which either its institution; or any branch of its institution 
has an office. 

6. That it is desirable that the Voluntary Aid Committee have its offices in the 
same building as the Committee of Public Assistance. 

Functions of the Voluntaru Aid Council. 
7. The duties' of the Voluntary Aid Councils would be for the most part not 

executive but supervisory. The executive work would be assigned to the Voluntary 
Aid Committees. The Voluntary Aid Council would supervise their operations 
generally and would, . as far as possible, maintain the same principles of help and 
relief throughout the County or County Borough. They would collect funds for 
distribution to Voluntary Aid Committees, and they would allocate funds to poor 
districts. The County is already the accepted area for many benevolent and philan
thropic purposes. The local infirmary or hospital is frequently a County institution. 
There are County nursing associations, and the County is the recognised centre in 
connection with various naval and military charitable associations. We propose that 
the Voluntary Aid Council acting for the County should promote any voluntary 
institutions, associations, or societies for which the County, as a whole, has need. Its 
duties would thus be important and distinctive. 

Functions oj the 'Voluntary Aid Oommittee. 
8. That tle Voluntary Aid Committee aid (1) persons in distress whose cases 

do Dot appear to be suitable for treatment by the Public Assistance Committeer 

and (2) applicants. for P~blic Assistan?e whose cases have been referred to the Com
mittee by the Public ASSIstance CommIttee. 

9. That, with a view to the thorough treatm~nt of .ind~vidual cases, ~he y oluntary 
Aid Committee make such arrangements for the mvestIgatIOn ofthe applIcatIOns made 
to them as the Charities Commission may deem necessary and sufficient. 

10. That in dealing wit~ pe~sons in distress for whom it is desired to. provide 
aid by way of monetary relIef, It shall .be the duty o~ the Voluntary .AId qom
mittee to obtain such sums as may be pOSSIble from relatIOns of the applIcant, from 
friends, and from charitable sources generally for the aid of individual cases . 

.. See Fecommendation No. 18 as to the proposed change in the name of the Charity Commission. 
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11. That with. the administration ,of aid·onthe.: part of the: Voluntary Aid 
Committee there should be associated, l;uch a, system, of voluntary·,visitation as the 
Committee may deem advisa.ble in view of the responsibilities of their work..in pro
viding effectual aid} and in view of the p~ysical ~eds and the. habits of those 
whom they decide to assist. '. '. ' 

J ' • 

12. That the Voluntary Ai<iCOlllmittee be:,empoweredJ:o ,appoint'such:Lbcal 
Commit~ees as itmay deem;necessary,subjoot.to.the,approva1oi!the:; Voluntaryr::Aid 
Council. . 

.1~. That a Voluntary Aid ComJ;llittee shan, ,as'far as possible;.' register the cases 
dealt with by the Public Assistance Committee and by the Charitable societies~d 
inst'itutions in the 9.istrict. 

14. That, Voluntary Aid. Committees .:receiye the support of tha Public' Assista.noo 
Committee, and of the lnspectors of the Local . Government ,Board, with a view to 
systematising the relations between the Public Assistance and Voluntary .Aid Com~ 
mittees and.promotipg co-operation between them. . 

15. Tha.t Voluntary Aid Councils or Committees be eligible for subscriptions from 
the Public Assistance Authority, on the lines of 42 and 43 Vict., c. 54, Section 10. . 

,The Oharities Oommission., 

16. That the Charity Commission be attached to the Local Government Board, 
and that the Commissioners and Assistant Commissioners, permanent or temporary;. be 
appointed by the LocaJ Government Board, whose President should represent it in the 
House of Commons. 

17. That the Charity Commission be enlarged, and that there be assigned to it 
two departments of work, the supervision of endowed charities on the lines of the 
Charitable Trusts Acts, and the registration, of Voluntary charities or: Societies, 
which hold any property, in land or houses by. purchase,. or by leasehold, .. OF; ,ar~ 
the tenants of any property under yearly or other agreements. . : 

18. That the name Qf the Charity CQIPmissioll be ,the :Cha,ritie.s; C.ommis~ion. 

19. That the staff of the Commission be strengthened so as to fulfil all the 
various additional duties that. may devolve upon them.:-

1. As a centre roJ.' the )'egistratiQn .of voluntary charities. 

2. In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment· of 
Voluntary Aid Councils and for registering such schemes, , 

3. In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment.o{ 
Voluntary Aid Committees and for registering and supervising.their,admini~ 
stration. 

4. In the i;crutiny of accoimts and statements relating to Voluntary·Aid 
Councils and Committees. 

5. In the supervision of other schemes; and 

6. In the scrutiny, of the accounts .of endowed and registered charities. 

20. That Section 30 of the' Endowed Schools Act, 1869, by which certain 
charities founded for purposes of relief may be applied to purp?ses of educ~ion,: be, 
repealed. . 

21. That it be provided in a Statute amending the Charitable Trusts Acts that,by 
order of the Charities Commission, any charitiesj'as :defined.iu, Section 30 of the 
Endowed Schools Acts, 1869, exclusive of Loan Charities, .Apprenticeship,Charities~ 
and Charities for Advancement in Life, 'may be used for the relief.of distress, sllhject 
to such conditions respecting enquiry and other matters as .theCommissiQllers may 
determine. u~der a general o~der. . ' 

238. We have included in the Charities Appendix a draft of suggestions for 
the formation of an organisation of .voluntary Aid.in the.M.etropolis. 
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Chapter 1 

INVALIDITY INSURANCE. 

1. We have shown in another Chapter the great changes that have taken place in 
the organisation of industry during the last eighty years. The more intimate and inter
dependent relations that often used to exist between employers and employed have been 
supet~eded by a system which, in appearance and also largely in fact, divides the interests of 
the employers from those of the workmen. This in tum tends to efface duties which 
might have been urged on the one side or on the other as a kind of moral obligation. 

2. The' evidence shows that,' ~thvery_ few exceptions, what working-men desire 
is the " cash nexus" -the bare wage contract uninfluenced by any but purely economic 
considerations-and the employing classes generally have accepted the situation and 
consider their obligations fulfilled when they pay the wage. Over the great trades, wages 
are determined by collective bargaining between Trade Unions on the one side and large 
employers and associations of employers on the other. The issue of the system is, for 
those who find employment a maximum wage during the prime of life, and no wage at all 
when the prime is passed. 

3. The theory of industry which used to prevail was that the worker should main
tain himself throughout life by his own exertions, providing for contingencies and for 
old age by thrift, or that, if he could not do so and his relatives were unable to help, he should 
receive poor relief. But of late years the cc cash nexus" has been supplemented and 

. modified in two different ways-the Employers' Liability and the Workmen's Com
pensation Acts· and the Old-Age Pensions Actt-the one insuring the operative against 
the accidents more incidental to work than heretofore, the other providing for a time 
when he is no longer able to work for his own support. 

4. But it has become evident that these two methods do not meet all the 
exigencies which have arisen under this system. Accidents are' not the only checks to 
wage-earning during active life, and wage-earning itself, as we have seen, generally ceases 

. before the pension age of seventy. 

6. From the Chapter on cc Social and Industrial Developments since 1834,"t it seems 
clear that the present organisation of industry, with its excessive specialisation and universal 
application of machinery, has raised the standard of work required from the ordinary opera
tive. From such an organisation, many, we fear, owing to want of original capacity and 
want of early training, must always be excluded and fall into intermittent a,nd ill-paid 

, {)Ccupations. 

6. Trade Union regulations have worked in the same direction., The cc standard 
wage" is based on the assumption that the worker employed is worth that wage to his 

. -employer; if the employer does not consider him so, the man is dismissed. 

• • Under the Workmen's Compensation Act where death results from the injury; if the workman leavca 
any dependants wholly dependent upon his earnings, there is payable a sum equal to his earnings in the employ
ment of the same employer during the three years next preceding the injury, or the sum of £150, whichever 
of those sums is the larger, but not exceeding £350 in any case .••• If he leaves no such dependants, but 
only those who are partially dependent on him, a sum lesser than that which would have been payable under 
the preceding clause is agreed or determined upon i and where total or partial incapacity for work results from 
the injury a weekly payment during the incapacity, not exceeding 50 per cent. of his average weekly earnings 
,during the previous twelve months" is payable. 

t The Old·Age Pensions Act, 1908, allows a gratuitous pension to a person who has attained the age of 
-seventy, and has 12s. a week or less; all who have £21 a year or 8s. a week or less, receive a pension of 5s. a 
week. A person who has an income of £21, or 8s. a week will thus have in all 13s. (5s. plul 8s.) i and those 
who have an income of between £21 and £3110s.receive an addition of 4s.,33., 2s., or ls., so that theirincOPl6 
also may reach 13s. a week in all. But a person is disqualified for receiving, or continuing to receive, a pension 
while in receipt of poor relief (other than medical relief), and until 31st December, 1910 (unless Parliament other
wiee ':letermines) if at any time since January 1st, 1908, he has received, or hereafter receives, any Buch relief. 
He is disqualified also if, inter alia, before he becomes entitled to a pension, he has habitually failed to work 
according to his ability, opportunity, and need, for the maintenance or benefit of himself aud those legally 
dependent upon him. The pensions are payable from the Exchequer, and new authorities have been created 
for their administration • 

. t. Page 
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7. The same tendency seems to have been strengthened by the. working out of the 
Employers' Liability Act and the Workmen's Compensation Acts. Whatever be the 
cause, the fact remains that, since the passing of these Acts, the number of injuries re
gistered has constantly increased. Against the undue extension of this, liability, the 
insuring bodies, whether employers themselves or outside companies, must protect them
selves, and the system necessarily excludes many who cannot fulfil the insurance standard 
whatever it mav be. Those presumably more liable to accident, though'still more or 
less efficient, are excluded, and a. new standard of ability is created which reacts on in
dustry generally. A large dass grows up of partially effiCient unemployed men. They 
accept the situation,. with complaint, inde~d, but with.'submission, and thus assume a 
new position which imposes on society many new anxieties and difficulties .. 

8. We have, again,evidence to show that indiIstrial demand, aa'it now exists, draws 
many younger ,unskilled men into a kind of . employment~ in its early stages' remunerated 
by a wage which w=..n not increase at any later period of their lives but will rather 
diminish. Such a demand in effect puts a premium on want of skill; if it be ineVItable, 

_ it suggests that measures should be taken by way of insurance to prevent in part the evil 
results which must follow. . , 

9. The years between the withdrawal from wage-earning and the pension age present 
a more serious problem than ever before. Trade Union regulations make it difficult for 
men skilled in the great trades to work on at their trades and accept a lower wage, and 
partial employment is more difficult to get. If, as frequently happens, there is not enough 
put by to cover this period, insufficiency of means. or the acceptance of relief seems in
evitable. In L!uch cases the £act of other men getting a State pension at the age of seventy, 
on the ground that they are unable to earn a wage, may create a feeling of injustice on 
the part of those who have not jl.ttained the age and are yet as effectually barred from 
wage-earning. 

Unless, therefore, some system of wages graduated according to age can be adopted, 
it is clear that workmen above a certain period of life will for the futUre find it more difficult 
to keep themselves in continuous employment. We do not forget that for the solution 
of these and other industrial problems we may look with growing confidence to methods 
of remuneratic:m, such ,as co-operatio:t;l and co-partnership .. Of .their, importance and 
promise we are convinced; but we have felt that to deal with them fully would take us 
far beyond the terms of our reference. 

10. We seem almost driven to the conclusion that anew form of insurance is required, 
which, for want ofa better name, we may call Invalidity Insurance. The 'early super
annuation of the best workmen is so well recognised that it'will, in all probability~ give 
rise to demands for lowering the pension age, and will, at sorile point or other, entaila 
financial burden beyond the power of the national resources to bear. 

H. We have made strong recommendations as regards insurance against tem
porary unemployment, but this does not meet,. the case"of such"persons ,when 
entirely incapacitated from wage-earning. It would, at any rate, be more agreeable to 
them, and more consonant with the feeling of the community, that they should fall back 
on an insurance fund to which they ~ad a~ least contJ,'ibu~e,da part, than that thev shou~d ,be 
forced to have recourse to the Public AsSIstance AuthorItles •.. Such.a scheme of InvalidIty 
Insurance strongly appeals to us as calculated to meet many of the evils which we have 
been discussing. 

, .. 
12. One thing, however, must be borne in mind., Whatever b~ t,he risk insured 

against, whether it be sickness, accident, old age or unemployment, the' possibility of such 
insurance depends ciIi the existence' of savings, whether these savings be in private or 
collective hands, or be put in the hands of the State by taxes which represent the savings, 
or what otherwise might be the savings of its citizens. Insurance, in short, is only a 
method' for the utilisation of those savings. Whatever may be said, in order to insure, 
BOme people' must have saved~ individually or collectively. 

13. As the necessity for such insurance seems to arise from the very organisation 
of industry which the nation has adopted, such a fund, it seems to us might appropriately 
be supported partly by contributions from employers, partly by; contributionI:' f~om em. 
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ployees. and partly by a. subsidy from the State..' In considering the amount of any 
subsidies to be granted by the State, we think that full' weight should be given to the 
fact that a very heavy charge has recently been imposed upon the revenue of the country 
by the Statute. granting gratuitous. old-age pensions to all above 70 years of age who 
comply with certain conditions. . . 

~ctuarial tquiIJ' 14. We have consulted .three eminent actuaries as to the weekly premiums for which. 
i::li%~yO insur- a man aged twenty-one in good health and employed in a. healthy occupation could insure 
anee. the receipt of lOs. 6d. a week during the first twenty-six. weeks ,of illness; and7s. 6d. a 

week during the remainder of illness up to age sixty-five •.. Mr. T. G., Ackland, F.I.A., 
takipg a 3 per cent. basis, places the amount at 3' 9d.; Mr. George.King, F.I.A.~ assuming 
2! per cent. as'the rate of interest, estimates the amount at 3·74d., and Mr. F. G. P. Neison, 
F.I.A., at 3' 62d.1 These sums are little in excess of the average weekly fee payable per 

Daniah acheme; 

child at school up to 1891, and remitted by the Act of that year.. : : '_" . . 

15. Though we have obtained a good deal of information: from the Board of Trade 
concerning systems of insurance both at home and abroad, and also frem' a number of 
witnesses representing the provident and benefit societies of this country the informa.; 
tion is not su$cient to enable us to make specific recommendations. An account of some 
of the foreign systems of Insurance will be found in the following Note. It will be seen 
that none of them exactly meets: the case, and, moreover~ generally the schemes have not 
been long enough in operation to enable us to judge as to their measureofsuctess. The 
foundations of any future legislation ought to be very closely' scrutinised .. : .' :They' should 
be broad, solid and capable of-continuous extension, and the'organisationsresting upon 
them should be so constructed as to expand automatically according to need.· The great 
trade and benefit organisations in existence in this country ought to be 'very freely con" 
sulted before any proposals are made in Parliament. If time had permitted, we' might 
have been able to make definite recommendations under this head, but, in view of the urgent 
necessity of laying our more important proposals before Your Majesty, all we feel justified 
in doing is to state our opinion that the information at our disposal requires to be supple
mented before legislation can be attempted. 

NOTE AS TO 'FOREIGN SYSTEMS OF' 'INSURANCE. 

I. In Denmark the claim for statutory assistance in old age is inability, on reaching 
the sixtieth year of life, to provide what,is necessary for.the.maintenance.of,oneself and 
such dependants as have a claim to entire support, or" in .. case of sickness, inability. to 
provide medical relief and care~ The poor relief authorities settle the cases and grant 
the allowances. In 1905-6 the average allowance per head in Copenhagen was £~ 7s.:3.d.,; 
and the average subvention per head £10 3s. 6d. For the. whole country, mcluding; 
Copenhagen, the average figures were £6, and £8 Is. lld. 

, 

II. The following figures show the results :-* 
. , 

. Heads of families and Commlmal' .. 
- - lingle persona. 

Dependants. . grants. ~tate gI'llD.ta. , 

£ £ 

31 December 1892 30,959 12,867 82,008 53,883 

1897 
, 39,048 15,240 112,080 ' 112,07,{ 

1902 46,01lS 16,791 161,05~ 161J 059 , 

Sl March ··1901i·· .. · , ! '9,490 ,. ,.' :~ 17,388, ,186.7.li4,. .... "i 190,0I~q. '. ,., 

III. On this method of what may be ~alled statut.oryold-age- poor relief it is clear that 
the claimants and the charges tend to merease senously from year to year., But the 

• Su StatistiskJaarbog, 1901, p.1l5i,;.1905,p.120 i 1907, pp.132-3 il908, p.138. 

~ Statistical Appendix, Part XVI. 
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8cheme reaches the labouring cla8Ses~ It. gives them relief pro.vided by State and 
communal grants at sixty years of age,; ~ and what, in practice, simplifies; a.dministration 
is. its association With. the- ,Poor Law. 

IVr Notu.ulike.the Danish scheme is that adopted inFra-nee in 1905* for the assistance Frenoh scheme. 
of the aged, infirm and incurable who are without resources (p'I'ive&.de, resources.) 

V. The claim, for assistance is thus defined:--

.. Every F.reIlchman who ill without resoureel', ~ either more ,than, 8e'Venty ';YOOl'8l. of: age. or 
suffering from II,ll iniinnity or a malady adjudged to ~ wurable" ;ooeeiyel\the ''It&nee, presclibetl 
by thia _;'lIubjeQt to~rtaiu conditioD"," 

VI. Lists are drawn up annually by the bureau d'assistance 01 persons who fulfil these' 
conditions and reside in the commune. The lists are revised by the :Municipal Council, who 
settle the admission to assistance of those who have their settlement in the commune and 
determine the conditions under which they shall be assisted, whether at their homes or in 
an institution. Provision is made for, appeal. The Departmental Committee settles 
the admission to assistance of persons who have a departmental settlement, subject to 
approval by the General Council of the Department and subject also to appea1.t The 
approved claimants, if settled in the commune or department, have relief at theu 
homes. But with their consent they may be placed in institutions, and there maintained. 
The mode of assistance which is adopted in each case is not fixed (n'a aucun caractere 
definitif). It usually consists of a monthly allowance-not, less than 5 francs, nor, unless 
in: exceptional cases, more than 20 francs. The cost is met by the communes and depart
ments and by State subv.ention. 

VII. The numbers who were assisted under the Act in 1907 were 340,610. tThe 
estimate of the number to be assisted in 1909 is 495,000. § The charges for the year 
1907 on the Commune Departments and the State may be taken at £1,961,980: t the 
charges for the year 1909 are estimated at £3,760,OOO.§ 

VIII. Here, too, the charges appear likely to increase very greatly. The measure is a 
Poor La.w measure and it is non-contributory; but allowance is made for other resources 
such as pensions and savings. The allowance thus, as in our Old-Age Pensions Act, provides 
a kind of bonus on contingent resources up tQ a. fixed total. In France this fixed total is 
about 9 francs a week.1I 

IX. Both the Danish and the French schemes provide not only for old age but also for Belgian Scheme. 
infirmity; but neither is on a contributory basis, though the French scheme, as we have 
just said, is so applied as to give advantages on account of savings up to a certain point. 
The Belgian scheme. on the other hand, depends on voluntary effort stimuiated to make pro-
vision by reason of the largeness of the bounty it receives. As aiming at a growth in thought 
and habit, it cannot reach unskilled labourers 80 immediately, but it merits very careful 
consideration. It suggests a method which, applied to medical insurance~ old age, in-
validity, and also to accidents might very quickly harmonise,with English institutions and 
legislation in this department. 

X. The following brief description of the Belgian Caisse de Retraites is compiled from 
the Board of Trade Report on Provision for Old Age in certain European Countries (1899) 
the" TransactioIl8 of the Second International. Actuarial Congress" (1898), and" Le 
Caisses de. Retraites,Ouwiert'B," by J. Lefort (1906). 

XI. The fund WaS first instituted in 1850 as a system of deferred annuitie~ to be 
bought entirdy through, the savings of the recipient, but working under the guarantee 

• Law of July ath, 1905, Sec. 1., modified according to Section 35 of tbe Financial Law of December 
,31st,1907. t Ibid .• Sees. 7-18. t L'Assistance oblig~toire aux Vieillards, aux Infirmes, et aux 
Incurable.: Edouard Campagnole, p. 50 (1908). § The Ti.mes, October 30th, 1908. lILaw of July 14th, 
1905, Sec. 20. 
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of the State! ~nd bearing interest at .the .rate of 41 per ~e~t. The principal changes in the 
pl'esentposltIOn !1re that the contrIbutIOns of the reClplents are largely subsidised, and 
that the rate of mterest has been reduced to 3 per .cent. The regulations under which 
the fund is now administered are as follows :-Any person over eighteen years of age 
may pay money into the Oai~s~ with the obje~t of acquiring' an annuity. for himseU or for 
e..tlotherperson, but persons mto whose account sums are paid by another- must not be 
under six years of age. * . . 

XII. The annuity purchased may be i~mediate or deferred, and the terms of purchase 
may provide for the return of the .capital at the death of the insured· person. The maxi
mUI\l annuity payable to anyone person is 1,200 francs (£48). A deferred annuity may 
be purchased also by a single payment or by a series of payments, of which, however, 
either must suffice (having regard to the age of the insured person, and the time of life 
fixed for the commencement of the annuity) to purchase an annuity ot at least 1 franc 
.(9·6d.). Sums of not less than 1 tranc may be paid into the fund, but they are treated as 
ordinary savings bank deposits until enough has been paid in to purchase an annuity 
of 1 franc. 

, XIII. The age at which an annuity is to become payable is fixed at sixty-five, but a 
person who becomes invalided -earlier may draw. his annuity at a rate reduced in proportion 
to his age. t But persons whose incapacity is due. to loss of a limb or an organ or other 
permanent infirmity arising out of their employments may draw the full amount of annuity 
without reduction. 

XIV. Annuities payable by the Oaisse cannot be assigned or attached, except in the 
circumstances provided in the Civil Code respecting the reciprocal Qbligations ot parents, 
children and married people. In these circumstances annuities exceeding 360 francs 
(£14 8s.) a year may be attached to the extent of one-third, provided the remainder be 
not less than £14 8s. 

XV. A sum of 25 francs (£1) as burial money is paid out of the fund to the relatives 
of deceased annuitants who are in indigent circumstances. 

XVI. The various steps by which the system.. has been turned from almost complete 
failure in its earlier years to a very considerable success are suggestive. Up to 1887 the 
fund was little used, except for· soldiers' . accounts opened by Government. In 1888 the 
State entered upon a vigorous propaganda by means of widely distributed pamphlets 
and notices. In 1890 the Post Offices were placed at the disposal of the institution. Pro
gress began, but still slowly, and it was not until 1895 that the working class came in 
to any considerable extent. Since then the increase has been rapid amongst the workers, 
who in 1903 numbered 87 per cent. of the whole membership, i.e., 544,606 out of 624,086 
(population, 6,000,000).: This success is attributable mainly to :-

(1) The simplification of formalities to be complied with. 

(2) The reduction to 1 franc of the minimum sum for deposit (1884) • 

. (3) The reduction to Ifrlmc of'the minimum amount of deferred annuity . 
(1896}. 

(4) An appeal to employers to affiliate their workers to the fund. 

(5) The subsidising of Friendly Societies. 

XVII. It is really the last stt:!P which appears to have been most influential in attracting 
new members; . and, in entering upon this policy, the State seems to have been influenced 
by the fact that in Belgium Friendly Societies are legally prohibited from providing life 
annuities for their members. In 1891 a subsidy was voted to be divided amongst recog
nised Friendly Societi~s, in proportion to the number of new subscribers to the fund, and 
the amount of plO.yments made to it through their agency. This subsidy was renewed 
annually on an increasing scale until 1900, when it was made permanent on the basitj 
of a percentage on every payment (60 centimes per franc), and an annual subvention to 
the intermediary society of 2 francs on every account on which at least 3 francs has been 

• Board of Trade Report, p. 29. t Lefort, p. 126. : Lefort, p. 1 SO. 
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paid during the past year.· The result has been a rapid increase, both in the number 
of 6I)(;ieties and the number of accounts opened. The number of affiliated societies 
increased from 232 in 1896 to 4,924 in 1903; while the number of new accounts opened 
annually increased from IC,549 in 1896, to IH.978 in 1903.t 

XVIII. It must be noted that many of these new societies have been formed solely for 
the purpose of bringing new subscribers to the fund; they are sometimes quite small, 
and serve no other function than t.hat of collecting the payments at the homes of the 
members and receiving the subsidies.t Nearly all of them are said to be organised on a 
political basis, and the fear is sometimes expressed that the State would refuse to recognise 
them if their politics should be displeasing.§ . . 

XIX. In addition to the State subsidy, these societies generally receive subsidies 
from their honorary members, from their provinces, and sometimes also from their com
munes. It is estimated that of the whole sum invested, 55 per cent. is due to personal 
effort, 45 to various subsidies. II 

XX. So far it is said that the fund has touched only the elite of the working class, 
and it is feared that it will fail to attract members of the poorest or of the least provident 
classes.~ It has been suggested that for those who are really poor, recourse should be 
had to charitable societies which should open accounts for them, while, for the improvident, 
it is suggested that their employers might make enrolment compulsory. More promising 
than either plan would seem to be the movement which is taking place in the elementary 
schools, where .societies are formed by the teachers, who collect the smallest subscriptions 
from the children, and are paid a small premium in proportion to the sums paid in. These 
school societies are recognised by Goverpment, and in 1901 they numbered several 
hundreds, while more than 2,000 Friendly Societies had a school section for the same 
purpose.·* 

XXI. Two points remain to be noticed. As a temporary measure the law of 1900 
provides a pension of 65 francs for indigent workers already over sixty-five, and for those 
who were over fifty-five on January 1st, 1901, when they shall reach the age of sixty-five.tt 
The granting of these pensions is left to local Oomites de Patronage, and some complaint 
is made of the facility with which they are given; over 40 per cent. of the population 
over sixty-five having received them in 1901.t:!: 

XXII. The second point is the fact that the savings may be returned. "SURlS are 
paid into the Oaisse by Friendly Societies for their members on one or other of the t,/iowing 
conditions :- . /. / 

(I) That when the pensioner dies, the capital be handed over to tili society 
for the benefit of its own funds. 

(2) That when the pensioner dies, the capital be h.'l.nded over to his own 
family. 

(3) That no capital be returned. In this case the rate of pension is much 
higher than in either of the other two cases. . 

XXIII. The last named arrangement is, however, but little approved of by the 
workmen's families, and by far the greater number of investments are made in accordance 
with the second arrangement by which the capital is paid over to the fatuily on the 
decease of the member."§§ 

The contributions made by the State. are on a non-returnable basis. 

XXIV. This Bcheme seems to contain much that is applicable to conditions existing Que~tioll;?f . 
m this country. The element which is peculiarly applicable is the utilisation of Friendly ~l~cabllitkofl 
Societies and the encour~gement ~f~hei: work. Special ad~antages mig~t fai;ly be ac- to '~~a~d. mJ 

corded to members of Fnendly SOCIetIes, m return for the serVlCes of the SOCIety m collect- . 
ing and remitting payments. By making the fund a centralised one, under the guarantee 
of the State (as in Belgium), the necessity of any further interference with the manage-
ment of societies, than that at present involved in their registration would be avoided. 
In England the Friendly Soc~eties have never been organised as po~i~ical agencies, and it 
might be well to guard agamst any such development by recogwsmg for the purposes 

• p. 126. t p. 1!!9. t 1'. m. § p. 130. 1/ p. 132. ~ 1'. 130. •• p. 134. tt p. 126. 
t~ p. 138 §§ Board of Trade. Report, p. 31. 

4~9. 3Z 
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GernlllD Scheme. 

alAccident 
Insurance. 

of the fund only such societies as were really mutual benefit societies, granting sick pay 
to their ?lem~~rs. The benefits of State subsidy would then be accorded only to :per-
manent InvalIdIty.' ' 

XXV. The following figures show the working of the Belgian' system :-* . 
New Old Contributions Con tribn tiona Number of Balance 

Pensions Invested - Saving. Savings Mutual Aid not returnable. returnable. on 
paid. Fund8. Books. Book •. Societies. Deposits. 

, 
\ £, £, £, £, £, 

1898 43,873 288,Hi6 89,365 50,864 22,553,131 45,793 872,387 

1900 136,384 719,732 102,650 102,192 4,996 26,460,303 54,872 1,187,877 
1906 86,151 2,138,576 310,118 238,11>6 7,079 32,483,717 6,6,159 3,823,268 

XXVI. The table shows what a very great incentive to insurance the bonus of tiie 
G.overnment has given. The machinery of the Act is very simple also, and all the trouble, 
heartburnings and often litigation that follow on adjudication on individual claims are 
avoided. 

XXVII. In Germany there may be said to be three public insurances, the Accident 
Insurance, with which is closely related the Sick Insurance, and the Invalidity Insurance, 
with which again the old-age insurance is so closely related that the latter may be 

,considered as merely supplementary to it. 

(1) The Accident Insurance led up to, and almost necessitated, the Sick 
Insurance. "All workmen and managers, the latter in so far as their yearly 
wage or salary does not exceed £150, are according to this law insured against 
the consequences of accidents which may occur in their industry, while they 
are engaged in it;" and definitions follow. The word" manager" has a side 
connotation. 1 

The object of the insurance is to provide for compensation proportioned 
to the loss which ensues from injuries to the body or from death.2 In the case 
of injuries, there is provided as compensation for 10s8 from the beginning of 
the fourteenth week after the occurrence of the acciden~ :-

1. Free medical treatment, medicine and other medical aid. 

2. An allowance during the continuance of unfitness for work. If it \ 
be a full allowance, it consists of 661 per cent of the year's earnings; if a part 
allowance, it consists of some lesser sum than this' reckoned according to 
the degree of incapacity for work which has ensued. 

The earlier weeks' illness are met by the sick insurance. S In case of death 
the compensation is:.:..-

, 1. As burial money, the fifteenth part of the year's wages, but at least-
not less than fifty shillings. . 

2. Allowances to dependent relations, proportioned to the wages, from 
the day of death. Thus a widow would receive an allowance equal to 20 
per cent. of the year's wages; and so a child up to the age of 18.4 

The contributions are assessed on the employers according to wages and 
risks. 

, (~l Sick Insurance 

(2) The.Sick Insurance is managed chiefly by groups of associations. T?e,' 
assurance is compulsory on workmen and on employees who have yearly salanes 
up to £100 and are engaged in trade or commerce., (For agriculture and home 
industries there are special rules.), " 

Th~ cont~ibutions are met two-thirds by the employees and one-third by the 
employers. ' ': ' 

h' 

• Annuaire Statistique de la Bel!!ique. 
1 Gewerbe Unfallversicherung Gesetz5 July, 1900, § 1. 

41bid., §§ 16, 17. 
I ibid., § i ·''slbul., §§ 12, llS. 
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The benefits are medical treatment and sick pay for thirteen weeks at the 
rate of 50 per cent. of the average daily wages; or free treatment at a hospital 
with half sick pay for the family. Confinements also are provided for, and burial. 

(3) Lastly, as a third form of insurance, an Invalidity and Old-age Insurance (8) Invalidity and 
supplements the Sick Insurance. The insurance is compulsory on all wage old-age insura.nce. 

, earners, as defined, managers, foremen and others who have a salary ofl~ssthan 
£100. The employers and employed each contribute half of the necessary funds, 
and the Sta\e contributes fifty marks for each annuity.1 

XXVIII. Persons who do not come within the terms of the Act may insure voluntarily 
if their wage does not exceed £150; and there are other classes of persons also who are 
allowed to insure, such as small employers a~d h()me workers. I _. . 

XXIX. The object of the insurance is the claim to receive a pension or allowance in the 
case of inability to work or of old age. The allowance for invalidity is payable irre
spective of the age of the insurer and continues during inability to work. If the inability 
to work is due to an accident, the claim for the invalidity allowance is valid only in so far a 
the latter exceeds the allowance granted for the accident. 8 

XXX. The old-age allowance is payable without regard to the question whether the 
insurer is or is not able to work. 

XXXI. An insurer who is not permanently unable to work, but who has been unable 
to work for twenty-six weeks continuously, receives an allowance for the further period 
of his inability to work. • 

XXXII. If an insurer is so ill that, as a consequence of his illness, he ~as to be cared for in 
order to prevent his becoming unable to work and thus claiming an invalid allowance, the 
insurance office is required to allow him to undergo medical treatment within such limits 
as may appear to them suitable. The insurance office can do this hy bringing the sick 
person into a. hospital or a. convalescent home. The ~harges for this institution~lt~eatment 
fall not on the Sick Insurance Fund but on the Invalid Insurance. 

XXXIII. During this treatment a relief allowance has to be paid for such dependants of 
the insurer as he has hitherto maintained out of his wages, if the insurer does not come within 
the terms of the legal provisions for the sick. This relief insurance, in so far as the insurer 
was under the legal provision for the sick up to his coming into relation with the insurance 
office, amounts to one-half of the sick pay allowed to him during the legal continuance of 
the sick relief, besides a fourth of the customary local daily wage of the ordinary day 
labourer in the place where he was last employed or last resided. 6 

XXXIV. These funds, it will be noted, are very closely related the one to the other. 
They apply chiefly to wage-earners and to employees who earn less than 2,000 marks, or 
£100 a year, and they give large advantages of treatment and maintenance. The Accident 
following table shows the totals paid in certain years for compensation for injuries due to Insuranoe. 
accidents :-

1890 

1895 

1900 

1905 

1906 

Accidents, Insurance 
,Compensa.tion for 

, injuries. 

£ , 
1,015,766 ' 

2,506,289 

, '4,332,247 

,6,771.896 

. ' 

7,2~~;~~~6; . 
. .t! ~ . :., 

1 Invaluiun Vel'~iclernngs G-eset£; '1899, § 1. 'illbid.,§ 14. ' :8'lbid., § 15.' ,4 ~id,;§ 16. '6 Ibid., § 18. 
8 Amtliche Naohrichten des Reichs Versicherungs amts15 Ma'rch;'1908, p. 326.' 
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Invalidity, Sick, 
and Old Age 
Insurance. 

. XXXV. The following table gives the number of current pensions or allowances under 
thell' several heads :-

Years. Total. 
Of these:-

Invalid Pensions. Sick Pensions, ~)ld Age Pensions. 

1st January, 1897. 365,625 161,670 - 203,955 

" " 
1900. 519,452 324,319 5,118 (1901) 1915,133 

" " 
1905. 897,406 734,955 16,985 145,466 

" \ " 
1908. 978,960 841,992 20,081 116,887 1 

XXXV~. The total expenditure upon these forms of insurance, and upon contributions 
return.ed to lnsurers, treatment, hom care, and extraordinary expenditure has been in the 
folloWlng years: - . 

£ 
897 - - 2,994,691 
900 - 4,636,463 
905 - 7,911,000 

1906 - .....;, 8,301,957 
. Of the last sum £5,864,076 were paid by the' insurers, employers and employees. 

and £2,437,880 by the State. II . . 

XXXVII .. The wage-earning population which is dealt with in Germany is 15' 4 millions ; 
and to this population £8,301,957 was paid in the year ending January 1st, 1908 for the 
three insurances, I and for acci~ent insurance in 1906 £7,121,343. 4 The yearly increment of 
pensions for invalidity appears now to be lessening, and the old-age pensions vary little 
in number from year to year. Perhaps, except in the case of the accidents insurance, a 
maximum has been reached. On the population of 15,000,000 the number of current 
pensions is 6 per cent. 

XXXVIII. There is, we believe, no reason to believe that there has been any consider
able decrease in pauperism or in Poor Law expenditure in consequence of the insurances, 
judging by the statistical standards applied to poor relief in Germany. When the sick 
allowance has run out or an invalidity allowance is not sufficient, on an application to the 
Poor Authorities it is frequently supplemented by poor relief. The relief per head is thus 
probably larger than it was. The existence of three funds gives rise to unnecessary com
plications and expenditure. It is suggested that the next step of reform will be the 
consolidation of the funds in one single fund with one insurance payment for 
all benefits. 6 The total expended by the working classes and by the employers through 
these funds is very large, amounting to £15,000,000 a year for all the insurance purposes, 
a sum withdrawn from the ordinary circulation of the market and devoted to a special 
purpose. The justification for this withdrawal is the same as that for the poor rate, 
namely, that, if it were not for compulsory contributions, the money would not be 
forthcoming to meet needs; and those who most wanted the help might least obtain 
namely, that, if it were not for compulsory contributions, the money would not be forth
coming for the needs of the people; and those who most wanted it might least obtain 
it. The scheme coincides with the industrial system. The levies are made out !If wages 
on pay days, and the employers act as agents. The obligation on each party is fixed 
and transformed into a monetary transaction. It is accepted as part of the business 
system of the country and thus becomes a matter of routine; and as in other ranks of 
life insurance through insurance societies is used to cover most of the financial risks of 
life, so in these classes a national insurance in great measure supersedes clubs and savings 
banks and sick funds. 

XXXIX. If a contributory scheme were adopted the choice would seem to lie between 
the Belgian system and the German. The Belgian system would fall in with the great 
Friendly Societies organisation in this country and might be supplemented. The insurances 
of the country might be reorganised on such a basis, settling the purposes to which public 
insurances should be applied and defraying the expenses in great part by Government 
grants on the Belgian lines. 

1 Amtliche Nachrichten de:! Reichl YOI'sichorungs Amts Hi March, 1908, p. 31)6. 
I Ibid., p. 326. 'JUd., p. 368. 6 Miinsterburg 100,333. . 

!lIbid., p., 368. 
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XL. The alternative is the German 'System. To produce benefits according to the 
standard of living in this country would involve the charging of considerable premiums 
and thelayingasideofaverylargecapital. But it would have one advantage. It would 
make a provision for the poorer classes at once. though it would not. like the Belgian system. 
directly stimulate habits of, self-support and thrift. If the formation of such habits 
is of the first importance, more important than the provision of relief without regard 
to them-then the Belgian system is the better. • 

XLI. It is true that such schemes scarcelv touch the unskilled worker. but efforts, in the 
mst instance experimental. might be made m this direction. In most poor districts there 
might be club centres, to which by arrangement the employers might pay some part of 
the wage to the account of their workmen, who would thereby become contributing members 
for the prescribed benefit. By way of experiment the Trpasury might allow the Registrar 
of Friendly Societies to appoint one or two organisers to promote or extend clubs for 
this class, in co-operation with tlie employers and existing societies in the locality. In this 
way the contributory system might be extended. 

XLII. ,We would also call attention to a Memorandum which has been submitted to DiscUBSion of 
us by t~e Bishop of Lichfield, Lord Avebury and Sir Edward Brabrook. The suggestions ~~emorand~ by 
made in that Memorandum are for the creation of a pension fund administered by the :litlofdLich-
State, and are summarised under the following heads:- E\ -ebU:; and 

,Ir Edward 
(1) Registration on birth fee. Brabrook. 

(2) School fee. 

(3) Voluntary contributions of payments at fiXed interest, subject to limit 
of £52 a year. 

(4) Temporary State addition to contributions of persons of more advanced 
age not qualified to receive pensions. . 

(5) Temporary pro\ision of free pensions to persons too old to buy any 
pension, subject to limit of income and to a certain amount of discrimination. 

XLIII. No estimate is given of the suins necessary to be paid, but it is said that: ' 

"The registration fee and school pence will, in the generality of cases, have been adequate 
to provide for the child a pension of 58. a week at the age of seventy, and a certificate of the pension 
that has been ensured by those payments should be granted to the child. It should at the same 
time be intimated to the child that he or she is at liberty to make further payments to the pension 
'fund administered by the State. The essential condition of that pension fund is that all payments 
made to it should be accumulated at a fixed rate of compound interest. If the earnings of the in
vestments of the fund do not in any year amount to that rate of interest, the defioiency is to be voted 
by Parliament, and added to the investments of the fund. The payments to the pension fund should 
be voluntary, and might be applied to increasing the amount of the pension already earned, or lowering 
the age at which the pension may be claimed. 'In cases of persons above school age, or scholard 
for whom pence have not been paid, payments to the pension fund might be made of any amount 
at any time, and corresponding cards or certificates issued, specifying the pension thereby acquired. 
No person should be entitled to insure in the pension fund any sum exceeding in the aggregate £52 
a year-£l a week." -. . . •. . 
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Chapter 2. 

SETTLEMENT AND REMOVAL. 

16. The origin of settlement extends into those remote periods which are responsible 
for the body of judicially recognised custom known as the Common Law.1 An early 
legislative recognition of a kind of settlement may be found in ·the Statute of 
Lab\>urers, .12 Rich. II., c. 3, which enacts that " no servant or labourer 
. . . shall depart, at the end of his term out of the hundred . . . where he is dwell
ing, to serve or dwell elsewhere." without" a letter patent";9 and also "that every 
person that goeth begging and is able to serve or labour" shall be punished until means have 
been found of securing that they return to serve and labour in the town whence they 
came. I Also" beggars impotent to serve shall abide in the cities and towns where 
they be dwelling, and if the people of the said cities and towns will not or are not able 
to maintain them they shall withtake themselves to other towns and cities within 
the hundred, or to the. town where they were born, and shall there continually 
abide during their life."4 Thus, with the well-known qualification that all relief in 
those days was voluntary relief, this enactment seems a distinct recognition by Parlia
ment of the principle of referring both able-bodied and impotent applicants for 
relief to the town of their birth or residence. The Act for Artificers and Labourers (5 
Eliz., c. 4) controls the movement of labour on the same general principle as 
the Act of Richard II: Settlement is thus due, in part, to the desire to keep labourers 
available in the places where they are wanted, and at the same time to keep those 
who beg for or require relief within their parishes, and thus prevent mendicancy 
and vagrancy. * 

17. There is accordingly a demand for settlement c:m two grounds, the regulation of labour 
and the local administration of relief. And when, as after the Acts of Queen Elizabeth 
respecting relief, "abiding places" were provided and "work," there was, as sub
sequent Acts show,1i a new attraction as between parish and parish from the point 
of view of the provision of " employment" as well as of "relief." 

18. The Poor Relief Acts of 1572, 1597 and 1601,~ although they contained no 
direct reference to settlement, incidentally made it more important by making each 
parish definitely responsible for the relief of the poor and by requiring that there 
should be a compulsory rate for setting the poor to work. Indeed, the Act of Charles 
II. (1662),'1 under which settlement acquires its chief significance for modern Poor Law. 
was directly due to the difficulty of deciding who were and who were not the poor whom 
the parish was to maintain or set to work under the Act of 1601. The parish authori
ties were, as required by the Elizabethan law,· in the habit of providing" stock" for 
setting the poor to work, and were desirous of defending it against the inroads of 
strangers, much as Distress Committees at the present day find it necessary to exclude 
from their relief works all who have not resided one year in their district. In 
order, therefore, to prevent "the great discouragement of parishes to provide 
stock when it is liable to be devoured by strangers," and "to prevent the 
perishing of any of the poor, whether young or old, for want of such supplies as are 
necessary," power was given to the parish authorities to remove within forty days any 
newcomer to such parish where he was last legally settled, either as a native, house
holder, sojourner, apprentice, or servant, for the space of forty days at the least, 
unless he gave sufficient security for the discharge of the said parish to be allowed 
by the justices. This removal might be made though the newcomer had not 
applied for relief. It was' the safeS!uard against prospective charge ability. Thus 
forty days' residence without removal.-or, by another provision of the Act, occupation or 

• See also 1 Edw. VI., c. 3. .. The mayor shall see all maimed, lamed, sore, aged and impotent 
persons, who cannot otherwise be taken for vagabonds, bestowed and provided for." ~ 

1 Report to Poor Law Board, on the Law of Settlement and Removal. H.C., 67;),1851, Coode, p. 7. 
~ " History of the English Poor Law," Vol. 1, Nicholls, p.56. IIbid., p. 58. 4lbid., p. 58. Ii 3 
Charles I., c.4. 14 Charles n., c. 12, etc. 814: Eliz., c. 5. 3U Eliz., c. 43 Eliz., c. 2. '113 &; 14 
Car. II. c. 12. 843 Eliz c 2. 
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a tenement of £10 annual value, ,gave a right to "settle." Other conditions under 
which settlement could be acquired were made legal by subsequent Acts, and in 1834 the 
nine various modes of settlement were enumerated by the Royal Commission. 

19. The power of removing all new-comers, subject to certain limitations, con
tinued until the Act, 35 George II!., which prohibits the removal of others than per
sons actually chargeable. 

20. In 1817, a Select Committee on the Poor Laws drew attention to the expensive 
and embarrassing litigation to which the laws of settlement had given rise, and to 
the fraud and chicanery to which they had given occasion; but they thought "that 
something short of a. total repeal of the law of settlement'" would meet the evils 
of which complaint was made, and they proposed several important simplifications. 
As to litigation they pointed out that the money expended in litigation and the. 
removal of paupers in 1815 amounted to £287,000, while the appeals against orders 
for removal. entered at the previous four Quarter Sessions amounted to 4,700.1 The Royal 
Commission of 1832 wrote in the strongest terIrul against settlement and were in favour 
of its entire abolition, but they did not include a recommendation for its abolition 
among their recommendations. II A Select Committee in 1847 passed a series of 
resolutions against the law, but" though not agreeing to a report, they were united in 
condemning the narrow area of rateability." The Commission, appointed by Mr. Charles 
Buller:- ' 

.. Established beyond question all the eviis that followed from the system of parochial 
settlement, the clearing of parishes, the driving the poor out of them, and thrusting them into 
places already overcrowded, and into dwellings more fitted for beasts than for human beings." 

In 1854 and 1860 two other Select Committees of the House of Commons again considered 
the operation of the laws, and in the Acts of 1865 and 1876, large simplifications and 
changes were made. The status of irremovability was adopted. A residence of one 
year on certain conditions gave irremovability; and in 1876 it was agreed that a 
continuolls residence of three years should give settlement. In 1879, a Select Committee 
of the House of Commons recommended the abolition of the law, but, partly, no 
doubt, owing to the 'adoption of Union charge ability, no important change in the 
law has been made. 

21. We would now deal with the question more at length, from the year 1834 to the View of Com
present time. In 1834 the nine methods in force for obtaining a settlement were as missioners of 
follows: (1) birth; (2) parentage; (3) marriage; (4) estate; (5) . apprenticeship ; 1834. 
(6) renting a tenement; (7) payment of parochial rates; (8) serving a. parochial office; 
(9) hiring and service.' The Royal Commission described at length the evils arising 
from settlement, the fraud, the neglect of the paupers' interests, the litigation, and 
perhaps worst of all the stagnation of labour due to the labourer's fear of "losing his 
parish; " and they concluded by saying: 

.. These evils arise almost exclusively from the heads of settlement, which were introduced in 
consequence of the l3 & 14 Car. II., and might be almost entirely removed if those heads of 
Bettlement were put an end to. But there are others greater and more extensive, which arise from 
the mere existence of a law of settlement whatever tho law may be, which increase in intensity 
in proportion as the limits of the district, which has to support what are called its own poor, are 
restricted, and could be mitigated only by its extension, and removed only by its entire abolition." * 4 

22. Nevertheless, they subsequently recommended 'that settlement by birt}" 
parentage, and marriage should be retained .. The introduction of settlement by residence, 
which had been recommended by the Committee of 1817. tliey definitely rejected 
as likely to aggravate existing evils.· One difficulty which they anticipated from it is 
especially interesting in view of subsequent history :- . 

.. Again, the demolition of cottages, and the forcing the agricultural population into the towns 
and the parishes in which property is much divided, though we fear that they must, to a certain 
degree, arise under any law of settlement whatever, would be much promoted by a law which would 
fix on a parish evelY labourer who should have been allowed to reside there for any given perio,l, 
unless the period were so long as to render the law almost inoperative." 6 

• The meaning of the quoted passage is doubtful. The" its extension s' obviously relates to "district" 
and not to .. settlement." Does not" its abolition" mean also' abolition of district ot'abolition of paro
chial system fBu also p. 165. "All these are the natural result of the parochial system," etc. 

1 Report from the Select Committee on the Poor Laws, 462, 1817, p. 26. IIReport of Poor Law 
Commission, 1832 [Cd. 2728], 1905, pp. 152-64, 344-6. 'Ibid., pp. 152-3. 4 Ibid., p. 164. flIbid., 
p. 343. 6 Ibid., p. 344. ' 
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23. Some indication of the extent to which the labourers had suffered may be found 
in the further recommendation of the Commissioners that:- . 

.. Instead of the present mode of first removing ~ pauper, and then inquiring whether the 
removal was lawful, the inquiry should precede the removal." 1 

24. It was only to a very limited extent that Parliament, either in 1834 or subse
quently, adopted the recommendations of the. Commissioners with respect to settle
ment; and the existing law still retains eight forms: birth, parentage, marriage, 
estate, apprenticeship, renting of tenement, payment of parochial rates and residence. 
Here it will be seen that" hiring and service" and "serving an office" have been, 
o~ted; while residence was added at a much later date (1876), carrying out the 
recommendation of the Committee of 1817. 2 

25. The Royal Commission of 1832 foresaw in their Report that if their policy of 
refusing outdoor relief to the able-bodied were carried out, questions of settlement would 
diminish very much in importance 3 ; and this has in faei; happened. A further 
mitigation of the hardship arising out of settlement laws is found in the practice 
of some Guardians in granting" non-resident relief." It is generally open to a Board 
of Guardians, as an alternative to removing a pauper to his parish of settlement, to grant 
relief and pay it by arrangement through the Board of Guardians or other agency 
in the parish in which he is residing. But this practice was found at that time to be 
open to great abuses . 

.. The granting of non-resident relief continued to be a widely adopted practice, because, bad 
as it was, it was a less costly and unjust expedient than removal. At Lady-Day, 1846, 
there were 82,249 persons receiving non-resident relief, and Mr. Coode points out that though this 
practice led to a large amount of imposture, demoralisation and fraud, yet, if we reckon 2! persons 
a8 affected by each order of removal, it had prevented some 32,899 warrants of removaL" " 

Limita.tion of 26. In 1846 Parliament passed a Poor Removal Act prohibiting the removal of any 
power of removal. person who had resided in a parish for five years" next before the application for the 

warrant," providing that the five years did not include residence in a prison or lunatic 
Ilkgal removal. asylum or hospital, receipt of parish relief, etc., etc.6 It is significant also that it 

attached a penaity to· the offence of causing any poor person to become charge
able to a Union to which he was not previously chargeable, by removing him or 
assisting him to remove, and such penalty attaches, however the removal may have 
been brought about, whether by direct or indirect payment, by facilities of convey
ance, by promises or by threats. 8 The Act provided that no warrant should be granted 
for the removal of a person becoming chargeable in respect of temporary illness, 
nor for a removal of a widow within twelve months after her husband's death in the 
parish. 7 The status of irremovability thus created was further developed by the Poor 
Removal Act of 1861, which reduced the period of residence from five years to three, 

SetUement DV and substituted residence in the Union for residence in the parish; 8 and by the Act 
l'esidence. • of 1865 which diminished the period of residence to one year. 9 Finally, in 1876:-

.. It was enacted that where any person shall have resided for the t~rm of three years in any 
parish, in such manner and under such circumstances in each of such years as would in accordance 
with the several statutes in that behalf render him irremovable, he shall be deemed to be settled 
therein until he shall acquire a settlement in some other parish by a like residence or otherwise."lO 

. 27. These repeated attempts to diminish the hardships of compulsory removal 
represent a compromise between the desire to abolish settlement altogether, and the fear 
of leading up to a ·national poor rate .. It was thought by opponents of the change 
that the abolition of settlement involved the abolition also of all local chargeability, 
and the evils of having local authorities spending a national rate were felt to outweigh 
those of removal. In 1854 Mr. Baines, then President of the Poor Law Board, 
introduced a Bill: "To abolish the compulsory removal of the poor on the ground 
of settlement, and to make provision for the more equitable distribution of the charge 
of relief in the Unions," pointing out in his speech th.at if all the orders issued in 1849 
had been executed upwards of 40,000 poor persons would have been subjected to the 
hardship of compulsory removal.ll The Union Charge ability Act of 1865 was opposed in 

11~oport of Poor Law Commission, 1832 [Cd. 2728]. 1905, p. 344. IAdrian, 356-8. 3.Report 
of Poor Law Commission. 1832 [Cd. 2728], 1905, p. 345. 4" History of Poor LII.w/' Vol. III:, Mackay, p.1350. 
Ii 9 ok 10 Viet.,c. 66, Sec. 1. Sea also Adrian, 387. 8 Sec. 4. '7 Sec. 2. 82-1 & 25 VIet., c. G5, ~ec. 1. 
928 & 29 Viet., c. ;9, Sec. 8. 10 Adrian, 366. II " History of the English Poor Law," Vol. II., Nicholls, 
pp.433-5. 
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the HouSe on two grounds. firstly, because it did not inelude the entire abolition of 
settlement, and, secondly, because it was feared that it would lead ultimately to a 
national rate.! 

28. Subsequently, in 1879 a Select Oommittee of the House of Commons reported Recommenda.tioo 
strongly in favour of the abolition of compulsory removal :- of Committee of 

Y C 'tt h" . - 1879. .. our ommi ee a.vmg given due weight to the various arguments and opinions 
that have been placed before them, recommend that in England the law of removal should 
be ab~lished, an~ that for the.purposes of poor relief settlement should be disregarded, with the 
followmg exception: That With respect to seaport towns, persons landing in a destitute condi
tion, and immediately applyin~ there for relief, be chargeable to the place of their sf:'ttlement 
for non-resident indoor reliet" S 

29. Since then the only change in the law has been that effected by the Poor Removal 
Act of 1900. which provides that a person who has resided five years continuously in 
England shall not thereafter be removable to Ireland. 3 

30. Hut the situation is to some extent modified by the power given to Boa~ds Appeals to L:Jcal 
of Guardians to refer disputed cases of settlement to the Local Government Board Government 
for decision in order to avoid litigation. It is partly due to this practice, but more to ~o~r~ ang~f[ect 
the introduction of Union chargeability, that the expenses of removal and of litigation ~bili~;01ct alge-
have very much diminished during the last fifty years. . 

31. AB we have seen, for a very long time the abolition of the law of settlement 
has been strongly advocated, and many witnesses have placed that view before us. 
We will now, accordingly, consider that question. and in relation to it the questions 
of removal and non-resident relief. Mr. Joseph Brown, President of the Poor Law 
Unions ABsociation, says :-

"I believe that less harm would result in any case from the abolition of the law of settle
ment than is anticipated. I question whether many unions obtain the relief by settlement which 
they imagine they do. If the two sides were carefully estimated, I do not think the burden 
would be serious that would be thrown on any union, whilst the hardship inflicted on many a 
family would be saved. It is from that standpoint that I dislike the law of settlement and 
removal.'" 

32. The Clerk to the St. Pancras Board would like to see settlement abolished in 
London:- -

"The settlement is always difficult to decide, because we are confronted with a great 
tendency to evade the truth on the part of the people. Sometimes they have an objection to 
being sent back to their homes, and, therefore, we have to prove everything." i 

33. Sir William Chance states:-
.. A very necessary reform is, to my mind, the final and complete abolition -of the III. W 

of removal that has long been condemned, and so lately as by the Report of the Select Com
mittee of the House of Commons in 1879. Such a reform would put an end, -at once, to all the 

abuses connected with non-settled relief and non-resident relief. ' 6 

34. Mr. Willis Bund states :-
.. No reform in dealing with the sick poor can be carried out·withouta change in the law bf 

settlement. The best thing would be to abolish it entirely, but if that cannot be done to make 
the county the area of settlement, not the union, and to make six months residence or employment 
sufficient to give a settlement." 1 

:35. ~Ir. John Laverack states:-
"Law of settlement should be dOl!e away with, relieving paupers wherever they become 

chargeable." 8 

:36. Mr. Cripps, K.C., would:-
.. Strongly advocate the abolition of the law of settlement." .. I look upon the law of 

settlement a8 really a survival of the old penal laws, and it ought to have been done away 
with, I think, when the parish was no longer' the unit, and the union was made the unit. 
With the county as the unit, I think there would be no necessity for it at all." 9 _ 

1 " History of the English Poor Law," V 01. IlL, Mackay, p. 363. S Report from Select Committee on 
Poor Removal, H.C., 282, 1879,p. V. &8 also Adrian, 409. 363 & 64 Viet., c. 23, Sec. 1. Sua/so Adrian, 
390. 4 Brown, 25118. 6 Millward, 18!l06. 6 Chance, 27061 (64). 1 Bllnd, 76546 (16) • 
.a Lavorack, -76227 (4). 9 Cripps, 76394 (4),76422. 

4029. " A 
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,37. The abolition or s:mplification of the law of. settlement is. one .0£ the reforms 
most generally urged upon the Commission by Boards of Guardians and their Chairmen 
throughout the' country. Thus 37 recommended that the law should be "abolished," 
25 others that it should be " simplified or abolished, " and a further 198 that the law and 
decision of settlement should be simplified.1 .. . . 

38. In view. of much of this evidence it may be asked with some reason why the 
Legislature has refrained from abolishing the law of settlement. The evidence that we 
have received indicates the answer. . In urban centres at the present time there is a 
feeling that the law of settlement limits to a certain extent the local charge ability of the 
pa-qperism which arises among migrants in a moving and, changing population. 
And this feeling is accentuated perhaps in cities which are large seaports or are close 
to .such seaports, like Liverpool and West Derby.2 . There is also the general feeling 
that it is fair that the place to which an applicant is attached by some tie of settle
ment, such as birth, parentage; or continued residence, should be responsible for his 
maintenance. "There is a certain amount of fairness in the law." 8 On the other hand, 
it must be admitted that settlement now, and in its present form, neither restricts' 
the mobility of labour, nor makes it more difficult for the poor to find houses in their 
Unions. We do not believe that the prospect of becoming removable· as a pauper 
is at present sufficiently imminent to the majority' of workmen to act as, a deterrent 
to them in moving into a :district where they hope to get work. Moreover, the -old 
tradition of the labourer that he was settled in a particular parish and that it was 
dangerous to move from it for fear that he should lose his. settlement has long since 
disappeared. A status of. irremovability may be acquired in any Union by one year's 
residence 4 . and a settlement by three years' residence (; in any parish, and there is no 
evidence to show.that the fear of getting inadequate relief in a particular Union has 
any appreciable influence on the economic influx of labour into that Union. We 
are inclined, therefore, to agree with Mr. Davy that the law of settlement as now 
administered has no serious effect on the mobility of labour.6 

39. But other arguments are used. One is that the law of settlement is the 
cause of hardship to the poor." During the year 1907 upwards of 12,000 persons, 
or one out of every 141. paupers, were removed from one Union to another in 
England and Wales.· The law of settlement led to the law of irremovability; and 
the existence of this law is in itself evidence of the recognition of the hardship resulting 
from an untempered law of settlement. It has seemed hard, for instance, that a 
person who has acquired new ties in the place where he has resided, in the event of 
his receiving Poor Law relief, should be liable to removal to his native place, if his 
settlement is a settlement by birth. And similarly, in other circumstances whi~h 
entail settlement, such as parentage, or marriage, or residence; To modify this 
hardship, as we have seen, a person who is ill temporarily cannot be removed, though 
he be not settled in the Union in which he becomes chaI;geable; nor can a widow be 
removed within twelve months of her husband's death; and, finally, a residence of one 
year now renders a pauper irremovable. The hardship, however, is still felt where 
removal is in all cases insisted on. 

* Removal is more frequent in urban Unions than in rural Unions, as the following figures show :

London • 
Extra-Metropolitan Unions: 

'''holly urban· 
Mainly urban • 
Mainly rural 
Wholly rural • 

England and Wales 

One removal amo:J.gst 
• 72 paupers 

• 148 
· 183 .. 
- 289 
- 366 ... 
• 141 

Moreover, this movement takes place prulcipallY bet.ween the urban UlI~ons, and! '~pon the "'hole, tht 
movement is slightly to the advantage of those UnIons, the rural UalO:J.s recelvmg a rather larger 
number of paupers than they remove. 

1 Vide Appendix. II Cleaver, 35887 (12), 35894. Macdonald, Vol. IV., App. xlv. (13). a Cutter, 
19332. 428 & 29 Viet., e. 79, Sec. 8. 639 & 40 Viet., c.61, Sec. 34. 6 Davy, 3895. ." Davy, 2549 ; 

. Drown, 25121 ; Gaunt, Vol. IV., App. lxxii. (14). 
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40. On the other hand. the fact should not be overlooked that, in a. large number of 28 &: 29 Vict., 
caS'>~ of removal. removal has been beneficial. Children have been returned to parents c. ~, Sec. 3. 
and aged people to relations or friends. And whole families have been sent back to their 
native places on their failure to succeed in some locality to which they had been allured 
by false pretences. This point was brought out before the Select Committee of 1879. 
among other witnesses by Mr. Higgins, removal officer for the Parish of St. Pancras, and 
apparently the only witness before the Committee who was continually in contact, with 
persons under orders of retnoval. Mr. Higgins points out that, under the law of 
removal. in one year alone the St. Pancras Guardians were able to return to their parents 
in the country 200 unfortunate girls who otherwise would have gone to swell the ranks 
of prostitutes in London. l 

41. In 1905-6. £270.728 was received by Boards of Guardians in repayment of relief 
given by them to paupers not settled in their ' lnions, and the amount appears to 
be increasing.- On 31st March. 1906. the nuI'" Jer of persons in receipt of non
resident relief was 21,884.8 About one-half of "nese persons are aged, and Mr. Davy 
suggests :-

" I think that in the case of people oyer sixty it is a great hardship that they should be 
removl'd against their will, and I unhesitatu'gly recommend that no removals of persons over the 
age of sixty or sixty-five should be allowed. If that were dOll!' we should, to a great extent, 
automatically put an end to non-resident relief.". 

42. In certain cases it is at present within the powers of Boards of Guardians to 
give non-resident relief to their own paupers. and they' may pay non-settled relief to 
the paupers· of other Unions.6 Unions which are "strict" in their administration 
frequently refuse to do either. and insist upon removal.6 This course is, in many 
cases, a great hardship to old people or those who, on account of some physical 
or mental disability, are best cared for when living with their friends or relatives; and 
if removed they are placed in institutions at a greatly increased cost. 

43. A person who has resided for twelve months in a Union cannot be removed or N 'd Ii 
charged tv his Union of settlement; but this does not gain a settlement for him. refi~"tSl en 
On th~ other hand, if he becomes chargeabJe before he has resided in the Union uninter-
ruptedly (with certain exceptions) for twelve months, he may receive non-resident 
relief from the Guardians of the Union of his settlement. This relief is administered by 
the Authorities of the Union where he resides, and it is obvious that the Guardians of his 
own Union have to trust to them entirely, both in regard to the investigation of his 
circumstances alld the necessity, sufficiency, and continuance of the relief which they 
grant. There is often found to be a want of adequate supervision; when the relief 
is granted by one Board and administered by another, and Poor Law officers who 
have appeared before us have expressed themselves very strongly against it on these 
grounds. They are in favour of remedying the evil by making removal compulsory 
except in the case of infirm persons living with relatives who look after them.7 

44. Non-resident relief has, by reason of its careless administration, led to evils 
which are laid at the door of the Law of Settlement; the evils result from less 
care in investigation, discrimination, and supervision being exercised by the authority 
administering the relief, because they are entitled to re-imbursement by the authority 
of the place of settlement. We believe that these evils are exaggerated. Little 
eviJence has been given which leads us to believe that the evils are widespread; at 
least, they are no more extensive than the laxity in administration of settled relief. 
"-here one form is lax, the other form is usually lax also. In the next place, persons 
are always in receipt of relief before the question of settlement really arises. It is 
true that, on dealing with an application for relief, particulars as to residence which 
bear upon settlement must be taken down. This knowledge of its probably being a 
non-settled case rarely enters into the quality of relief in the first instance. It 
is not dealt with as a suitable case for relief on the strength of possible repayment. 
as the settlement has got to be proved to .the satisfaction of the authority of the 
place of settlement. It may therefore 16 said generally that . non-settled cases do not 
get relief more easily than a settled case. 

1 Report of Select C()mmittee on Poor Rllmoval. H. C. 282, 1879, Higgins, 2122. 2216,p. 11i 
2 Thirty-"'ixth Annual Report. Local Government Board [Cd. 361l5~, 1907. p. cxxxvii~ 8Statistical-
Appe::lcix, Part II .• Table 2. . • Davy. 25-!~. 6 Davy, 2937.. 6 Davy, 2423. 7 Peters, 20052-3. 
Dyson, 20117,20185--7 (U).20236. 
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45. The evils, such as exist, usually occur in cases in which, when once relief 
has been given, and the place of settlement proved and repayment obtained, less super
vision. is exercised, and changes in circumstances are not notified as carefully as 
in a settled relief case. Such a defect in administration is an obvious one, which can 
be easily guarded against by a rule to make it, on the part of the authority 
of the place of settlement, an imperative duty to require a full report on the circum. 
stances of the case on a specified form transmitted with each demand for payment. 

46. We can, therefore, conceive of non-settled cases of relief being as well-administered 
as settled cases. In the treatment of settled and non-settled cases there should be n() 
<liffetence whatever. It is only a question of charge, not one of treatment. 

\ 

47. The effect of settlement at the {lresent time may be stated in the following words: 

" The obligation to relieve must now be held to lie, in the first instance, on the parish where 
the poor person is. Settlement merely affects the question whether the parish which relieves. 
has any right to transfer the burden .elsewhere, and in no way influences the right of the
pauper to relief." 1 

48. If settlement were abolished there would be a danger of the differentiation 
of treatment between old and new residents, adopted with a view to preventing people 
being attracted to the district for the advantages which a certain method of 
treatment may o~er. 

49. The truth is that the remedy lies largely, almost entirely, In proper an<! 
sufficient inquiry. This is indispensable. And in these cases there IS, perhaps, an 
added incentive to thoroughness of investigation. In regard to new residents .. 
Inquiries would have to extend. into the area from. whence they came; and it is 
only reasonable to suppose that the officers of such an area would not so readily make 
inquiries for another authority, when no question of chargeability is involved, as 
they do now for purposes of settlement. But we conceive that in the future between 
all the Committees of Public Assistance there will be a regular system of local 
i~vestigation, one district assisting another to complete its inquiries. 

50. Lastly, there is the argument that the law of settlement entails unnecessary· 
expenditure of time, trouble and money, and causes needless litigation. 

51. The expenses of removal and litiga.tion amounted in 1905"':'6 to £21,530,. 
and this did not include the salaries of the officers engaged partially or wholly 
in settlement business.a This is a very considerable item. In every Union 
such questions employ a large part of an officer's time, in many Unions an officer 
is employed solely for the purpose, and in large urban Unions more than one officer 
may be so employed. One witness, Chairman of the Birmingham Board of Guardians,. 
states :-

"The present system of removal and settlement is very. antiquated, and needs to be
thoroughly revised and to a large extent abolished. It is absurd to keep an expensive army of 
officials to move people from place to place throughout the Kingdom." 8 

52. A return as to settlement work in the Dewsbury Union shows that in 1905 
191 cases were investigated, 42' reported to and accepted by other Unions, 32 ceased 
to be chargeable after the particulars were taken, and 28 were reported by other 
Unions and accepted by Dewsbury.· . The total cost for twelve months of cases that 
were accepted by other Unions, or. that. ceased chargeability by reason of the 
inquiries, was £661. The total cost of the cases accepted by Dewsbury, as re
ported by other unions, was £339. The annual cost (or saving) in favour of Dews
bury was £321-the difference being £18.. The total expenses incurred each year in. 
the investigation of. settlement was £29. One official gives his time to settlement 
cases, and his salary should be set against the" saving."4 We cannot generalise ?,om 
these figures, but they indicate what is the actual cost of settlement work In a 

1 Mackay, "History of th~ Poor Law,"p. 364... . a Loca"l Taxation Returns; 19C5-6, Parts .I!. and IV. (H .• ~. 
321 and 321-IIl. of 1907), pp. 78 a!ld 56 respectively. a Turner, 43566.(9). .4Brown, Vol. Ill., App. l.~ 
(e) 25122. 
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large indwitrial town in 'the West Riding. On the other hand, it may be argued 
that, but for this work, instead of 42. cases being accepted by other Unions, 
and 28 reported by other .Unions and accepted by Dewsbury, Dewsbury would have 
been chargeable for the difference for at least fourteen cases of which it has now got 
rid. The grievance of cost, however, is generally admitted. 

53. It appears ~hat in the three Unions of Birmingham, Aston, and King's Norton 
five officers are entIrely engaged in removal work.1 A similar expense is avoided in 
Manchester and Liverpool. each of which towns also extends to three Unions. by an 
arrangement through which the several Unions in each toWn do not remove against 
each other (except in the case of lunatics). 8 

54. There remain the questions of time. trouble and litigation. That the time and 
trouble expended in settlement cases is very considerable is also admitted. Most 
witnesses are in favour of some further modification and simplification of the law 
of f\ettlement. Of the nature of these modifications they did not speak with 
precision except in one or two instances; but it is' fair to infer that all the objections 
to which we have alluded have their weight in this widespread conclusion. Litigation 
there is a general desire to prevent by the reference of all disputed cases to the final 
arbitrament of the Local Government Board. 

55. We feel, that a strong case has been made out for placing within the Extension of 
reach of Local Authorities and their officers the means of determining settlement, powers of Local 
wi th less expfmditure of time and money. The power which the Local Government ~ov~nment 
Board already possess to determi.ne the settlements of a pauper in any case where oa . 
the Unions agree to submit a case to them, should, we think, be extended, and all 
questions connected with any dispute whether of fact or law as to settlement should 
be determined only by the Board, unless the Board consider that the question is one 
which ought to be submitted to a Court of Law. This proposal has been strongly 
advocated to us.1 

56. What the effect of the abolition of settlement would be on administration it Settlement and. 
is difficult to forecast with certainty. Some witnesses consider that greater uniformity uniformity. 
would be the result. If people passed from less comfortable to more comfortable 
Unions. there might have to be a mpdmcation of standard in some of the larger 
urban workhouses. "in the dietary, for one thing, in order to make the conditions of 
workhouses really much on the same lines, as far as local conditions would admit."4 
Others argue that abolition would necessitate a greater uniformity, an uniformity 
greater than now prevails:; One witness thinks that in London, abolition of settle-
ment would result in absolute uniformity. One witness. who would be disposed to 
make it easier for persons to obtain a settlement. suggests. that. while actual 
uniformity in workhouses is hardly possible. " some Guardians whose workhouses were 
popular might go to the opposite extreme and treat the people as badly as they 
possibly could."8 ,Under proper inspection. and as the result. of the one cause, abolition 
of settlement. we think that this could hardly happen. though it may be urged 
that if settlement· were abolished there would be a danger of differentiation or 
·treatment between old residents and newcomers, in order to avoid attracting people 
to the district for the advantages which a certain method of treatment offers. 
However, we do not propose entire abolition. 'Ve leave it for the future to prove' 
whether, administered in County areas, Poor Law relief will still require the protection 
of "settlement," even in th~ modified form we suggest. 

57. The evidence taken as a whole suggests in our opinion one .or other of Abolition or' 
the followina alternatives. Either the law of settlement should be repealed. save modification of 
and except in seaport towns, for" which special Regulations may be required; or it ~h~tfaws ~f 
should be very greatly modified, especially in view of the changes of Poor Law areas "e emen., 
which we propose. . 

1 Fothergill, 43817-9. 8 Ball, 35467-8, 35587. I Brown, 25136-9; King, 25264 (9); Cleaver. 
36081-4 ;,Ford, 39826-7; Fothergill, 43825 (13n); Thompson, Vol. IV., App. Clll. (13); Cook, 74259-65:; 
Sharman, 75202 , Wilkes, 753t5 (10); Wallace, 77007 (9),77065. 4 Booker, 40893. 6 Cook, 74271-3 ; 
Willis·Bund, 76580; Millward, 18941, 18942. 8 Curtis, 290S7. 
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58. To take the latter alternative first.Th~ law of settlement might be .modified 
. by eliminating from it settlement by estate, apprenticeship. r.enting. of tenements, and 
payment of parochial rates. There would then remain the simpler and more im
portant conditions of settlement, birth, marriage, parentage, and residence. The 
period for settl~ment is n.ow three years, and it app,ears to .us that some lesser period 
should be substItuted for It; and we suggest that, If settlement be not abolished the 
period of settlement by residence be one year. ' 

59. But the suggestions. that we make in regard to the areas of Poor Law 
administration largely modify the whole position. ~ 

\ 
60. We have proposed that Counties and County Boroughs should be the 

areas for what we have termed I( Public Assistance" in the future, an organisation 
of assistance in many ways different from that which now prevails, and that 
its expenditure should be charged to a County or Borough rate. Obviously, therefore, 
this area would for purposes of settlement and removal supersede the Union area; and 
it would thus reduce.very greatly the number of cases in which questions of settlement 
would arise. But the point should be considered in detail. 

61. In the case of County Boroughs which are in close proximity there might be 
considerable differences in regard to settlement cases. But, as we have seen, Unio.ns in 
County Boroughs already tend to come to agreements by which, as between themselves, 
:they practically set aside the law of settlement .. In such cases a modified settlement 
-such as we have suggested could hardly be inconvenient or oppressive, forlin these cir
"cumstances the tendency of combination is towards the several Boards acting together 
. in many ways or for one associated area, as in London, Liverpool and elsewhere; and 
the Central Authority could promote development in this direction. 

62. There are, next, the cases which would occur as between a County and a neigh-
Douring County Borough; and these cases might well cause trouble, as the rural population 
moves constantly towards the urban areas, settling outside the County Boroughs and 
within them. In these circumstances there would be, on the one side, the large County 
population, on the other the often larger population of the County Borough. As between 
these two areas and populations, there might be constant cases of difference, but the modi
fied law of settlement which we suggest would prevent any migration for immediate relief 
in the, perhaps, better establishments of the County Borough. 

63. There remains, lastly, the relation of County and County Borough areas to one 
another when they are not contiguous. If the largeness of the population in most of 
these areas be considered, it will, we think, be admitted that, in these instances as well as 
in the others which we have discussed, we have reached the conditions of extension, which 
the Royal Commissioners of 1832, contemplated and in which the largeness of the areas 
largely neutralises the purpose of the law of settlement. 

64. For the abolition of settlement it cannot be denied that there are many strong 
reasons-the labour it would set free, the time it would save, the friction it would prevent, 
the hardships it would avoid; though we have shown that removal is not always a hard
ship, and that non-resident relief well administered may be a sufficient alternative. 

65. Of the two courses, therefore, which lie before us, the repeal of the law of settle
ment or its simplification, we have, after much consideration, preferred the latter. If 
experience shows that repeal is the better plan, that course may be adopted later. But 
for the present we think that the modes of obtaining a settlement might be reduced to 
the four we have mentioned, viz., those of birth, parentage, marri&ge, and residence, and 
that a settlement by residence should be acquired by one year's residence in a County or 
County Borough. In the Unemployed Workmen Act a year's residence is required as the 
('ondition of eligibility for assistance; and we have received no complaints on that score. 
We think that this precedent might safely be followed in the larger pr9vince of Publio 
Assistance generally. . . . : '. . . . ... 
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66. It has already been shown that the existin~ law retains eight forms of settlement: 
lirth, parentage, marriage, estate apprenticeship, renting of tenement, payment of 
larochial rates and residence. We propose to reduce these to four, birth, parent~ge, 
[larriage, and residence. Settlement by estate, apprenticeship, renting of tenements, 
.nd payment of parochial rates we would abolish. On these terms settlements are com
laratively seldom gained at the present time. The period of residence we would reduce 
rom three years to one, making it the same as the period of irremovability. This would 
educe considerably the labour involved in investigating settlement cases. It would also 
lecrease the number of removals and the number of non-resident relief cases. We con
ider that the ~rea. for all purposes of settlement and removal should be the County or 
:ounty Borough, as the case may be. 

67. We propose that the Local Government Board should determine all cases ot 
lisputed settlement, unless the Board consider that the case should go to a. Court of Law. 

68. We shall teal separately with the difficulties of settlement and removal as affecting Hemov~l ?~twee~ 
kotland and Ireland, but we may here point out that we see nothing in the arrangement thr~e dlVl~lOn8 o. 
ve propose for England which need interfere with any legislation securing reciprocity of Umted Kmgdom. 
emoval as between the three countries. ' 
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Chapter 3. 

RECOVERY OF COST OF RELIEF. 

69. It is the duty of a man to maintain himself, his wife and family, and If, while 
able to do so by work or otherwise he fails to perform this duty, and as a result he or 
his wife or any of his family whom he is legally liable to maintain become chargeable, he 
is liable to punishment as an idle and disorderlyperson.1 If, too, he runs away and his 
wife or child is or becomes chargeable, he is deemed a rogue and vagabond, and is liable 
to be punished accordingly. 2 . 

70. The cost of relief granted to a poor pe~son mav, under ceriain conditions, be 
recovered by the Guardians:- . . _ 

(1) From the pauper himself. 

(2) From the person liable for the support of pauper dependants; or 

(3) From certain relatives of the pauper. 

71. With regard to recovery from the pauper himself the law provides that if a pauper 
has money or valuable security for money the Guardians may appropriate a sum equivalent 
to the cost of the relief granted during the preceding twelve months, and, if the pauper 
dies, also the expenses of burial. The Guardians may also recover at common law from 
a pauper's estate the cost of his maintenance for a period of six years, i.e., for an additional 
period of five years.3 Moreover, it is within the power of the Guardians to stipulate that 
the cost of the relief given to any poor person above the age of twenty-one shall be con
sidered as given on loan, and for repayment of relief so given wages may be attached, 
or the relief may be recovered in the County Court.4 

72. In the case of relief to dependants, it is provided that all relief given to a wife or 
to a child not being blind or deaf and dUD;lb, is considered as given to the husband or 
father as the case may be, and relief given to the children of a widow is considered as given 
-:to the widow. The cost of such relief may be recovered from the head of the family 
.in the manner previously indicated and the relief may be given on loan. II 

73. The justice of these provisions cannot be questioned, for it is clearly reasonable 
that a. person who has received assistance a.t the public eXI>.ense for himself or his family 
should reimburse the ratepayers if, and when, he is in a position to do so. At the same 
time it would manifestly be improper and contrary to the public welfare to press for 
repayment in cases in which the recipient would thereby be compelled to deprive himself 
of the necessaries of life, or his family of adequate support. And we also feel that it 
would be unwise to exact repayment in cases in which it would prevent ~ man from insuring 
against such contingencies as old age, sickness, etc., for manifestly, if tliese be not provided 
for, the man will again become chargeable when they overtake him. It may be that 
these considerations weigh with some Guardians as the provisions with regard to relief 
upon loan are seldom ~dopted, and when advantage is tak~n of them .t~e amount r~c.overe?
is only small.8 But It seems more probable that the failure to utilise the provlSlons IS 
chiefly due to the procedure involved." One essential to recovery of loan relief is that the 
recipient should have been informed, at the time of receiving the relief, that it was granted 
on loan, and even when this formality has been complied with the procedure before the 
County Court involves so much inquiry and delay, and the results are so uncertain, that 
the Guardians are reluctant to put the machinery in motion. 8 

15 Geo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 3. 2 Ibid., Sec. 4. 3 Adrian, 110-11, D2. 751-4, 781-S. 4 Adrian, 
109, 755-7,913,1082-92. II Adrian, 101, 105. 8 PrestonjThomas, 4296. ThurnaU,15789. Gray, 
52195. '1 Cutter, 19201. BurneU, 68091 (10), 68147. 8 Baldwyn Fleming, 9505. Pres,tou 
Thomas, 12463, 12500. Brown, 25080. 
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74. llr. F. Morris, who is a member of the Marylebone Board of Guardians, says:
.. Th? recoveo/ of loans has always been a difficulty. We have attempted to recover amounts, 

but the difficulty 18 that unless we can prove earnings, and unless we can prove position,~t is hope
leSs." ~ 

75. And Mr. H. A. Craig, the superintendent relieving officer for St. Pancras, states:-
.. We grant very little relief by way of loan. We should have to recover through tae county 

court, of course, and that is always a troublesome process and a difficult process too. •.• If you 
get an order, you are still a long time in recovering it, and the Guardians feel naturally that it is 
hardly worth doing •••• It is an expensive process too." 8 

76. We have also received representations from several Boards of Guardians urging 
that the recovery of loan relief should be facilitated. 

77. As a result of these difficulties there is great variation in the praotice followed in Variations in 
, different Unions. Mr. Baldwyn Fleming put in a table showing the amounts recovered pr~ctice as to 
on account of loan relief in the fift~four Unions in his district, which extends into Dorset- rehef on loan. 
shire, Hampshire and Wiltshire. In the year ended Lady-Day, 1905, only ten of the Unions 
recovered anything, and the amounts received in nine of these were negligible, for out 
of a total of £443 recovered in the district £373 was received by Portsmouth. 8 Mr. Bircham 
reports that hardly anything is given on loan in Wales and Monmouthshini,though at 
Swansea the Guardians recently resolved that all relief should-be given on loan.4 Mr. 
ll. G. Solo:rp.on, who is on the Swansea Board of Guardians, states, however, that at any 
rate in the case of medical relief, recovery has not been effected in many instances, but 
that the action of the Guardians has reduced the number of applicants for medical relief.5 

78. In Bristol and Bradfield all relief. both indoor and outdoor, is given on loan, and 
a note to that effect is printed on every workhouse admission note and out-relief ticket 
given by the relieving officers. In Halifax and Skipton all out-relief is granted on loan 
where there is any prospect of recovery. In some Unions rules have been framed pro
hibiting the granting of relief in certain classes of cases, except upon loan. Thus, at 
Merthyr Tydfil the regulationa prescribe that all relief to able.bodied persons ,be by way 
of loan, and in kind ~nly, and that in all cases, when not prevented by illness, the applicant 
is to sign an undertaking to repay the relief advanced. Relief to the wives and families 
of sailors, soldiers, and militiamen, and midwifery orders where the number of dependent 
children is less than Jour, and the father is abl~-bodied, are also to be given on loan. In 
the Mitford and Launditch Union all orders for medical attendance are granted in the first 
instance by way of loan, the applicant being required to repay lOs. for each midwifery case, 
and 5s. for each other case. In the Parish of Poplar Borough the Relief Committees are 
recommended to grant by way of loan such relief as may be given to married women whose 
husbands are in prison or have deserted them, and in cases of interment orders, midwifery 
orders, and medical necessaries. In the Bradfield Union all medical orders have, since 
1872, been granted in the first instance on loan, and the fact is printed in red across the 
orders. ' 

" The result of this system has been that the people have largely joined' the medical officers' 
clubs, the fees for which are usuaUy 4d. per month for adults, and 2d. or less for children (not much 
more than the price of one pint of beer per week), for a man, his wife, and two children, and the 
medical orders have been reduced from 700 per annum to fifty-eight in 1905, thus saving hundreds 
every year from the curse of pauperism, to which free medical relief is the open door in the widest 
llense." 

79. Where inquiries were made in the Unions we have visited it was generally found 
that very little, if any, relief was given on loan.s In one Union, however, it was reported 
that a good deal of relief was 80 given T and in another ~hat the Guardians had passed~.a 
resolution some years ago to the effect that all relief should be given on loan. As at 
Swansea, where a similar resolution was passecl, little appears to be recovered.8 

80. The full effect of loan relief as a deterrent· cannot be accurately measured by the Ex~ended apjlli
statistical results. The amount actually recovered in any' Union clearly gives no indica- caft1lon of Blrsrtelllt 

. h G di 'li h 0 oan 1'8 Ie • tion ""Of the number of well-to-do persona who, 'OWIng to t e uar ans po cy, may ave 
been deterred from applying for relief. But the large proportion of Unions in which 

I Morris, 17090. 8 Craig, 19688-90. 
a Solomon, 60489. Vide also Young, 691)37 (4) . 
• Visits, Miscell. 108 II. 
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8Fleming, Vol I., App. xix. (E). 
8 Visits, Urban 2 C. and E., 15, 22A. 

4'Bircham., 6090. 
T Visits, Urban 51. 
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nothing whatever is recovered from loan relief, as shown by the table put in by Mr. Bald
--wy~ Flemmg, seems to suggest that much more might be done in this direction to relieve 

the financial burden, either by actual recoupment or by the influence brought to bear 
'uponj1rospective applicants. Mr. Fleming is of .. the same opinion.1 It is not probable 
that a.person really in need of relief will be deterred from applying by the knowledge 
that he will be called upon to repay the value of the relief should he be in a position to do 

- so at some future date. If the case be genuine, the desire to repay will be all the stronger. 
and if it be fictitious deterrence can do no harm. But it is undesirable and impolitic that 
tht;l poorest classes, when in real need of relief, should be placed in fear of harassing actions 
in the future. We think, therefore, that, whilst some simplification of the procedure for 
recovery of loan relief is desirable, the future Poor Law Authorities should exercise their 
p'owers in this respect with discretion, but with firmness where the ability to repay is 

. un&oubted, having regard to the ~an's obligations to his family and to the provision. 
which we think it is incumbent upon him to make, for sickness, old age, etc. 

81. The repaymentofrelief by relatives is provided for by the Poor Relief Act of 1601. 
whieh enacted that :-

" The father and grandfather, and the mother and grandmother, and the children of every poor, 
old, blind, lame and impotent person, or other poor person not able to work, being of a sufficient 
ability, shall, at their own charges, relieve and maintain every such poor person in that manner. 
and according to that rate as by the justices ••. shall be. assessed." 2 

And the Guardians have power to obtain the needful orders. Orders ean be mad.e only 
during the time the person is chargeable. It will be observed that the provision does not 
extend to the relief of the able-bodied, nor does it attach any liability to brothers, sisters. 
or grandchildren.s It was recently held that a married woman having separate estate was 
not liable for the support of her parents, but an Act has been passed in the present year 
(1908) to alter the law in this respect.' 

82. If a married woman requires relief without her husband and becomes charge-. 
able, the Guardians may obtain an order of Justices requiring the husband to contribute 
towards her maintenance.6 On the other hand when the husband becomes chargeable 
and the wife has separate property ,the Justices may, upon the application of the Guardians • 

. make an order upon her to contribute to the maintenance of her husband.6 

83. It is eminently desirable that the spirit of filial responsibility should be fostered 
and upheld as much as possible. However readily the moral obligations of children may 
be accepted by the majority of the population, there can be no objection to giving to those 
obligations the force of law if it be found necessary to enforce them in a minority of cases. 
The tenor of our evidence upon the question is, therefore, of much interest, and we regret to 
find that many witnesses dwell upon the disinclination of relatives to assist one another, 
and especially of children to maintain and nurse their parents. Mr. W. H. Peters; one·of 
the relieving officers for the Greenwich Union, says :-

.e My general observation is that as far as I can remember in many cases--I might almost say ill 
most cases-the children of the people that come to me would, if they possibly could get out of it, 
avoid contributing anything towards the support of their parents." 7 

84; And Mr. T. O. Williams, Chairman of the Aston Board of Guardians, states that :-
"Often at the relief committees you find sons in receipt of good wages endeavouring to evade 

contributing towards the support of an aged father and mother, or either, and in the case of lunatic.i 
the relatives will resort to any subterfuge to avoid paying a fair sum towards the support of a relative 
for whom they are liable." 8 

85. Moreover, we learn that the indifference of children to the welfare of their parents 
tends to grow. Mr. Bagenal says:-

. .. I have noticed that there is a growing disinclination on the part of sons and daughters to he]p 
in contributing to the maintenance of their parents. ••• I think Yorkshire is almost the WOrst place 
thel~ is in that respect; they are growing exceedingly lax in that way~" 8 . 

1 Flt:ming, 9390. II Adrian, 106. S Adrian, 786-93, 1225-6, 1433-4.· 48 Edw. VII., c. 27. 6 81 .& 3:l 
. Viet., c. 122, Sec. 33. 845 & 46 Vict., c. 75, Sec. 20. T Peters, 19~39. 8 W~lliams,454M.(16).· 

Vide also Court, 6179. R-:iant,14991. Kerwin,18280. Henniker, 68011. J3atchelor, 68973. Pearson~ 
72332. Visits, Urban 25 A., 43 A. t flagenal, 7371. 
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86. Mr. G. B. ffolkes; Chairma:n of the Freebridge Lynn Board of Guardians, says :-

" With regard to the poorer classes there is not the same disposition to assist one another that 
there was years ago, and the younger generation have not the inclination to support their aged rela
tives, or take the same interest in them as formerly. It is a difficult matter to get them to contribute 
towards the maintenance of their relatives, even in the case of parents. Rarely do they visit relatives 
in the workhouses, and when infonnation has been sent to them of the serious illness oh, near relative 
in the workhouse, very often no notice of it is taken, or possibly a letter is sent saying that they 
are not able to visit them." 1 , 

87. In this connection attention may also be drawn to the peculiarly painful evidence 
of Dr. F. L. Pochin, District Medical Officer of the Walsingham Union:-

" Would you have any objection to my rather emphasising the difficultie3 \V'ith regard to the 
nursing in my oW'll neighbourhood 1 In my neighbourhood, and I think it is the case all over the 
Walsillgham Union, you cannot get the poor people to help their neighbours. They will not do it. 
In London, one is often struck by the way in which the poorest people do help one another. There 
is nothing of that kind at all in my neighbourhood; nothing. An example of that is this: I have 
had people refuse to nurse their own children without being paid for it. A mother left her daughter 
with a child three days old, and went right away out of the district, miles away, because she was 
::lOt paid for nursing her." II 

88. In his Interim Report of Inquiry into the effect of outdoor relief on wages and 
the conditions of employment in certain rural Unions in the Counties of Suffolk and Cam
bridge, Mr. Jones concludes that the obligation to support aged parents is not keenly felt, 
but that the cause is not so much want of affection as an erroneous conception of the object 
of ,Poor relief, which appears to some as a privilege to which they are entitled. 

"Their minds are adjusted to this view of it; they do not feel pauperised in any bad sense." 3 

89. Possible explanations of this reluctance of children to succour their' parents Roosons for 
have been given by one or two witnesses. Mr. Jenner Fust attributes it, to some extent, d~crea8e of 
to the g:eat~r comfort of the work~()Uses, and c.onsi~ers that c~ild:en .have not the :f~{~i[espon-
same obJectIOn as formerly t,o theu parents gomg mto those mstltutIOns.4 Other Y· 
witnesses think that slackness of trade and diminished earnings are a contributing 
cause.6 . There can be no doubt that the spending power of the working classes would 
have an important bearing upon the question, but taken as a whole any diminution in 
their spending power due to slackness of trade would be merely transient. The greater 
comfort of the workhouses is probably a more important factor, and with this subject 
we have dealt in a previous chapter. . 

90. The Royal Commission of 1832 considered the question, but made no decided Views of ROyl 
recommendation. They write :- Commission 0 

1832. 
" It appears from the whole Evidence, that the clause of the 43rd Eliz., which directs the parents 

and children of the impotent to be assessed for their support, is very seldom enforced., ' In any ordinary 
state of .society, we much doubt the wisdom of such an enactment. ,The duty of supporting parents 
and children, in old age, or infirmity, is 80 strongly enforced by our natural feeliIigs, that it is often 
well performed, even among savages, and almost always so in a nation deserving the name of civilised. 
We believe that England is the only European country in which it is neglected. T9 add the sanction 
of the law in countries where that of nature is found sufficient, to make that compulsory which would 
otherwise be voluntary, cannot be necessary; and if unnecessary, must be mischievous. But if the 
deficiencies of parental and filial affecti,?n are to be supplied by the pansh, and the natural motives 
to the exercise of those virtues are thus to be withdrawn, it may be proper to endeavour to replace 
them, however imperfectly, by artificial stimulants, and to make fines, distress warrants, or im
prisonment act as substitutes for gratitude and love. The attemp~. however, iii scarcely; ever made." 8 

,~ .. 
91. In view of the evidence Quoted above it cannot now be said,. whatever the Variation in 

circumstances prevailing in 1834, -that ,compulsion is unnecessary. But the present practice. 
practice of Boards of Guardians as ,to enforcing the legal liability; of children to maintain 
their parents when they are in a position to do- so varies very lIluch. In some Unions 

I, ffolkes, 75247 (12). Videal80 Wethered, 5408,5494, Vol. App. xi. (116). Jenner Fust, 11133,11487. Morris, 
16999. Blackshaw, 41411. Fawkes, 43889 (28). Dodd, 47191 (13; 34a), 47223. Reale, 69047 (8, 25) 
69145. Mee, Vol. IV .• App. lxxxviii.(63-4). II Pochin, 74965-7. 8 Report into Effectof Outdobr Relief on 
Wages and Conditions of Employment in Certain Rural Unions, Mr. Jones, p. 26., 4 ,Jenner, F?st, 11134. 
Vide also Heale, 69148. 6 Quelch, p. 35. Fawkes, Stat. 28. 8 Report of Poor Law Commlsslon of 1832. 
[Cd. 2728) 1905, p. 43. 
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it is only exceptionally that even sons are asked to contribute towards the support of 
their parents,1 while in others all the children, including married daughters, and some
times grandchildren, are expected to help,. according to their means. In rural districts 
as we have seen, it is quite usual to give relief to old people who have sons living with 
them in regular work. We have found this practice obtaining in.North and South 
Wales; and in both the Eastern and Western Counties o~ England. 

92. In St. Pancras all liable relatives are provided by the relieving officers with a 
form for their written statement of particulars of their position, children, rent, income. 
etc .• and the relatives are asked to attend before the Committee.· A somewhat similar 
system is adopted in Bermondsey.s In the Langport Union of Somersetshire it is 
repoI{ed that:-

.. When relatives who are legally liable to contribute are discovered they are (provided it appears 
to the Guardians that they are in a position to do so) asked in the first place to sign an agreement 
to contribute a sum mutually agreed upon, failing which a magisterial order is applied for. The 
collection of these contributions is far more general than it used to be." 4 

93. In several other Unions from which evidence has been received sons are re
quired to contribute and in some cases to appear before the Guardians personally. Ii 

94. The Swansea Board of Guardians have formed a Committee known as the 
" Ability of Relatives" Committee, and Mr. H. G. Solomon. who is a Member of the 
Board, describes the procequre thus :-

"The relief committees consider the inwvidua.l cases of the applicationf that are made to them, 
and refer any cases where there are means to a committee which has been called the ability of relatives 
committee. They consider what relatives there are able to pay, and have a certificate of wages from 
the employers of the sons, and Bee if, in .their opinion, the sons are able to repay part or all of the 
relief which the relief oommittee has ordered in the case of the parents. The sons are summoned 
to appear before this committee as a preliminary step, and if they do appear, or volunteer to pay 
the Guardians the sum which the Ability of Relatives Committee assess them at, no further pro
ceedings are taken, and the warrant officer collects every week from the sons the amount they have 
voluntarily agreed to repay to the Guardians. Failing that, the board would authorise proceedings 
to be taken for the recovery of those sums." 8 

95. Some interesting statistics were put in by Mr. F. W. Mee, Clerk to the Hunslet 
Guardians, from which it will be seen that this Board deals actively with the question 
of both liable and non-liable relatives, and by assuming an authority which is not always 
maintainable in law succeed in obtaining contributions from sons and other relatives 
in a large proportion of cases :-

"The following figures show our dealings with new cases of liable rela.tives of paupers during 
the year ended Michaelmas, 1906:-

Number of separate cases dealt with - 93 
Number of relatives dealt with - 185 
Sons ordered to pay whole cost 1 
Sons c;>rdered to pay part cost - 48 
Sons excused payment - 25 
Sons ordered to keep parents - 45 
Sons ordered to pay parents direct 53 
Grandfather ordered to repay 1 
Other relatives ordered to contribute - 12 

"In addition to these cases numerous others arose in which a notice from the relieving officer 
was sufficient to bting sons to their senses without the cases coming before the Guardians. 

" Over half the recorded cases were disposed of without the parents becoming paupers by a 
show of apparent authority." T . 

96. There is often much difficulty in ascertaining whether applicants. have relatives 
able to contribute to their support, and the applicants themselves not infrequently give 
incorrect information or no ihformation at all. 8 In some Unions it is the practice to refuse 
outdoor relief in such cases, and this sometimes leads to the withdrawal of the application 
or to an offer to contribute.9 We see great advantage in the provisions contained in Section 

1 Visits, Urban 43 A. • Craig, 19466 (8). 19635. • Dyson, 20339. 4 Lang. Stat. 13. 6 Briant 
15090. Morris,16732. Kendrick,22504. Jones,49848. Pearson,72331. Visits, Urban 14, 15.17. G.2O, 
25 A., 40 A. 8 Solomon. 60585. T Mee, Vol. IV .. App. lxxxviii. (65-7). 8 Wilkes, 75346 (9), Tho:
burn, 35693 (50). Peter319757. Cooper. 36845-8. Ford. 39776 (Hi). ButflcU Briant, 14992. Wright, 40042-4. 
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70 of the Poor La,"! (Scotland) Amendment Act, 1845, which gi~es to the Poor Law Authori
ties power to re<lwre an applicant ~o answer on oath all questions regarding his case which 
may be put to hIDl before any JustIce of the Peace or Magistrate. 

97. In a good many cases t.he amounts ordered to be contributed by sons are not Failure to 
recovered. Mr. Preston-Thomas says:- recover amounts 

ordered . 
.. Occasionally a son is ordered to pay, perhaps. Is. a week towards the out-relief of his father, he 

pays for a little time and then he falls into arrear, the debt accumulates and accumulates and finally 
it is often wiped off." 

98. Mr. Preston-Thomas also states that in some Unions the Guardians publish P blication of 
statements showing exactly t.he amounts in arrear, and that this action has had a salutary a~ount9 in 
effect.1 arrear. 

99. The collection of the amounts repayable by relatives is in some of the larger 
Unions placed in the hands of a special officer, but in the large majority of Unions the Collection of 
relieving officers are appointE:d as collectors and receive a percentage, generally 10 per repayments. 
cent .• upon the amount collected.s This arrangement is open to obvious objection. 

100. In the Tablepreviously mentioned which was put in by Mr. Baldwyn Fleming, 
the amounts recovered from relatives in each Union in his district are given for the years Amounts 
1903-4 and 1904-5. In every Union something was recovered, and the totals were recovered. 
£17,633 in 1903-4, and £18,824 in 1904-5.4 The amounts recovered in other Unions 
have also been mentioned by witnesses}i 

101. In Lambeth, £5,850 was rec<?vered in 1905, as compared with only £3,263 in 
1896.8 Some interesting particulars were also put in by Mr. F. T. James, Clerk to the L ts 
Merthyr Tydfil Guardians, showing that the amounts recovered in that Union had averaged re~r!ve:r:;~~n 
about £2,500 during the three years ended Michaelmas, 1906. The amounts recovered respect of 
in respect of outdoor relief and of indoor relief are distinguished, and it appears that out-relief. 
whilst £1,600 was collected in respect of outdoor relief only £400 or £500 was in respect 
of indoor relief. The remainder was chiefly in respect to lunacy cases.7 The greater 
desire of the Guardians to obtain repayment in respect of outdoor· relief was referred 
to by Mr. Davy, who thought that very often it does not occur to them to ask for repay-
ment for indoor cases.8 Mr. Lockwood states, however, that a contribution is made 
for inmates of the infirmaries in a good many cases.9 

102. Some witnesses have stated that they thought there had recently been an im-
provement in regard to the amounts recovered,IO and this would appear to be the case I . 
for the total amount received from relatives and property of paupers in England and ar:::~~:~eo~n 
Wales, including repayments of relief on loan, amounted to £211,061, or 2·5 per cent. repayments: 
of the total poor relief expenditure, in the year 1888-9, and to £442,355, or 3·0 per cent. 
of the expenditure, in 1905-6.u It should be mentioned, however, in connection with 
these figures and'those previously given that a large proportion of the repayments are 
in respect of pauper lunatics. In the total practically one-half was recovered in respect 
of lunacy cases, in regard to the treatment of which there are only the alternatives of 
the expensive private houses, County Lunatic Asylums, and the pauper institutions. II 
A large number of persons who are able to pay moderate sums are thus ;compelled to 
send their relatives, through the Poor Law, to the County and Borough Asylums and 
to repay the Guardians the whole or a proportion of the cost. It may be here mentioned, 
however, that the Guardians receive a grant of 4s. a week in respect of each pauper lunatic 
maintained in an asylum, registered hospital, or licensed house for whom the net charge 
upon the Guardians amounts to or exceeds 4s. a week. If the net cost be less than 4s. 
no grant is obtained. Consequently, unless the full maintenance charges are repaid, 

1 Preston.Thomas, 4296, 12465. Vide alao Kerwin, 18279. Phillips, 71016. Hood, 71674. 2 Preston-
Thomas, 12466-8. 8 Briant, 15236. Phillips,71017-20. Wilkes, 75529-39. 4 Fleming, 9347, Vol. I., 
ApP.ltix. (E), 6 Cutter, 19206. Thomas, 50238. Piggott, 75924. LO)leh, Vol. VII., App. lvii, (12). 
Visits, Urban 25B., 51B. 8 ThurnaU, 15785. 7 James, 48395, and App. No. I. (F). 8 Davy, 3001. 
8 Lockwood, 4076. lOPreston-Thomas; 4296. Price,67743 (15). Lang, Vol. VIT., App. lvi. (13). ULoeal 
Taxation Ret.urna, 1888-9, Part L (B.C. 196 uf 1890), p. v.; and 1905-6, Parts· L and IV. {H.C. 321 and 
3!:1-III. of 1907), pp. 78 and 56 respectively. Ii }'leming, 9347. ' 
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it is to the interest of the Guard!ans ~ot to press ~or a larger repayment than will leave· 
the net cost at 4s. a week, and In thIS way relatIves well able to pay are sometimes', 
excused from the repayment, of a portion of the maintenance charges. - • 

.103. Although it has been shown that amounts are recovered from relatives in most 
Umons, we are conscious from observations made during our visits that the deO'ree in 
which contributions are enforced varies considerably.. So far as statistics are ~ble to. 
prove t~is ',Ve may r~fer again to Mt. Baldwyn Fleming's Table from, which it is found 
that whIlst In one UnIon less than I per cent. of the poor relief expenditure was recovered 
'from relatives in another the percentage amounted to over 8 per cent. In Portsmouth,. 
£4,247, or 5'8 per cent. of the expenditure, was recovered from relatives or the paupers 
thems\llves, in Southamption only £7~1, or l' 5 per cent. 
~ .... ' ,'- .. ,...···1 I 

104. In Northampton no effort appears to be made to recoverfrom relatives. The 
Rev. W. E. Chadwick, vicar 01 St. Giles, Northampton, says :-

"In Northampton (I can speak personally for my own parishI do not know of a single case in 
which there is any repayment to the Guardians from children. If the Guardians give out.relief 
there is no real effort to make the grown·up sons and daughters who might be able to pay, pay some
thing back. 

"The enforcing of the family liability is very rare 1-Very rare indeed. I think there have 
been in two years six cases brought into court, and all have been discharged except one." 1 

105. In another Union the election placard issued by four representatives of Friendly 
Societies, contained as the first item in the programme :-

" Adequate outdoor relief in every deserving case. Relatives not to be called upon to con
tribute to such relief." 2 

106. It is difficult to establish any direct connection between the disinclination of 
children to maintain their parents and the frequent failure of the Guardians to enforce 
filial responsibility; but it is, perhaps, still more difficult to believe that there is no 
connection. We think that the want of uniformity in practice is largely responsible 
both for the neglect of filial duties, and for the resentment felt towards any attempt 
to enforce them. If the law were regularly enforced as a matter of course, the attempt 
to evade it and the consequent friction would be diminished. 

107. Mr. W. S. Price, Clerk to the Guardians for the Wellington Union of Somerset
shire, says :-

"There is little doubt that the practice of the Guardians with regard to relatives of paupers 
being generally knOW'll, in many cases children undertake the maintenance of their parents without 
allowing them to apply for relief." 3 

'ersons relieved 108. A considerable number of cases are driven to apply for Poor Law relief because 
,~ing to of disagreement amongst the children as to the amount of their contributions and in 
'lslIgreeme.nts such cases the refusal of out·relief becomes ineffective as a meani1 of coercion.4 It-
lIJon'-'st chIldren. -., . h h ' 

'" has been suggested,to us In connectIOn WIt sue cases:-
.. That aged and infirm persons eligible for outdoor relief should 'be empowered to bke' legal 

proceeding8 against their relatives for support, without applying to a. Board of Guardians." Ii' 

The witness quoted in support of ·this suggestion the case of an old woman with 
eight, sons, whose only reason for not maintaining her was disagreement a;mong 
themselves.8 . 

109. :Mr. H. A. Craig, the superintendent relieving officer for St. Pancras. sa:v:s that 
in that parish there have been during the last three years 150 cases where children,
have refused to maintain their parents and the old people have had to apply to the 
Guardians in consequence.7 And Mr. J. T. Thompson, J>resi~ent of the Metropolitan 
Relieving Officers' Association, estimates that in the MetropolItan area. there are nom 

1 Chadwick, 4-'024-5, also 470~!5.. II Bagenal, Vol. I., App.xv., (J)J a Price, 67743 (16).! 4 Bagenal, 
7316. Craig, 19466 (31). Bircham, Vol. I., App. x. (A) (42).' Ii Peters, 19734 (4). 8 Peters, Vol.II~, 
App. viii. (B). T Craig, 19557. . 
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'800 to 1.000 cases per annum of aged and needy persons who would not need to come 
to the Poor Law if they had any means of making their liable relatives support them 
without seeking aid of the Poor Law.1 

110. At present, as we have already pointed out, the Guardians of the Poor, ona person Question of poor 
becoming chargeable, may take proceedings to recover the cost of his maintenance from persons.pl'OCeed
relations within the terms of affinity set down in 43 Eliz., c. 2, Sec. 6, who" being of suffi. lng

l 
~gamst. h 

. b'li h 11 t th . ha l' d" h " re atlOns WIt out Clent a 1 ty, s a a e1r own c rges re leve an mamtam every sue poor person. intervention of 
It is suggested that in the case of relations coming within the terms of this Section, in- Guardians. 
·di viduals aggrieved by not being wholly or in part maintained by such relations, should 
have a statutory right to proceed against them on their own behalf. It is affirmed that 
in many cases the question Qf maintenance could be more suitably dealt with by a direct 
appeal to court, without the intervention of the Board of Guardians, for in these cases the 
applicants are pauperised quite unnecessarily, as the relations are in a position to assist, 
and would do so if they were ordered by the court to do so. We recommend that in any 
revision of the Poor Laws this suggestion be fully considered with a view to the amend-
ment of the laws in this sense. . 

111. Whilst suggesting that poor persons should have power themselves to proceed I.te~ov~l of 
against liable relatives for their support. we do not wish to diminish the powers of the hm~~t~n ?f 
Authorities in regard to reco~ery from r~latives. Indeed, we think that greater powers ~~teh G:~ftans 
should be conferred upon them by the removal of the limitation of the period during which may obtain 
the Guardians may obtain orders. It will be remembered that orders are at present only orders. 
obtainable during the chargeability of the poor person, and we see no reason why the 
Public Assistance Authorities should not have power to take proceedings against liable 
relativeR before the applicant becomes actually chargeable, and to recover from such re-
latives, after the poor person has ceased to be chargeable, the value of the relief given. 
?[his amendment of the law would, we think, result in many persons being maintained 
by their relatives without pauperisation. 

112. We may also say here that we think the liability of children to support their Liability to 
grandparents should be established. Although the reciprocal liability exists, it has been support 
held that the provisions of the Act of Eliz. do not attach any liability to grandchildren, grandparente. 
and this anomaly should, we think, be removed. 

113. Reasons given for the failure of the Guardians to take action for ,the recovery Procedure for 
'Of relief from relatives are that the procedure gives much trouble. and that the action re~,:ery from 

'may be unsuccessful.B The procedure before the Magistrates is not so tedious as the re tIves. , 
procedure in the County Court, but nevertheless it involves considerable trouble and 
delay. Mr. H. I. Cooper, Clerk to the Bolton Guardians. pointed out that :-

.. Under the existing law, sums due to Boards of Guardians from relatives of paupers in respect 
of the luaintenance of such paupers are to be recovered as civil debts. The following is the process 
which has to be gone through at the County Petty Sessions Court ~ the Bolton Union :-

(1) Summons and order on liable relatives. 

'(2) Upon non-payment, summons for arrears and order for payment of arrears.· 

(3) Upon disobedience of the order for payment of arrears, application to be made to 
court for distress warrant. 

l4) In case there are no effects to distrain upon, another summons is necessary, calling 
upon the defendant to show cause why he should not be committed to prison. 

(5) 'Ppon defendant appearing, the onus of proof that the defendant has had means where
with to pay il upon the Guardians, and it is very difficult to prove in some cases. 

H These proceedings are cumbersome and expensive; often the relatives of paupers are without 
goods on which to distrain." 8 , 

114. As with regard to the procedure for the recovery of loan relief, we tl;llnk that 
some simplification should be effected in the process applicable to recovery from relatives. 
There is some difference between the procedure for recovery of money due under con· 
tribution orders made upon relatives and the procedure under Bastardy Orders. Money 
due under an order of Justices made upon a person for the maintenance of a relative under 
the ,Poor, Relie! Act, 1601 (43 Eliz."c. 2, Sec •. 7), is recoverable before a,Court pf Summary 

1 Thompsoll, 22535 (2), 22566, 22903. II Court, 6176, 6221. 3 Cooper, 36692 (14-15). 
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Jurisdiction as a civil debt, and not as a penalty, so that the provisions of Sec. 35 of the 
Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1879, apply, and an order of Justices for the payment of money 
so due cannot be enforced by imprisonment in default of distress unless it is proved that 
the person in default has since the date of the order had the m~ans to pay the sum in 
respect of which he has made default. Sums due under an Order in Bastardy are enforce
a~le by crimina:l process, and not as civil debts. That. is to say, a man failing to comply 
WIth an Order In Bastardy may be apprehended and In default of sufficient distress, be 
committed to prison without reference to the question of his ability to pay. If the latter 
procedure be considered too drastic to apply to the recovery of money due on contribution 
orders made upon relatives, we think that the present procedure should at least be amended
by req~u:ing proof of inability to pay from the relative instead of ability to pay from the 
A~horltIes. , 

, 
115. Amongst other reasons which have also been given for the reluctance of Guar-

dians to recover from relatives are :- , 

(1) That the strict application of the law in rural 'areas would have the 
effect of driving the young men to the towns 1; and 

(2) That, in the case of medical relief, it is difficult to attach a value. 

116. To the first of these reasons, to which reference is also made in Mr . .lones' 
Report on Suffolk and Cambridge, we do not attach much importance. Removal 
from the district does not relieve a man of his liability, and although a few cases may 
have occurred wh~re responsibility has thus been evaded, it is improbable that the 
enforcement of the law will operate in this direction to any great extent. It is the 
plain duty of the Guardians to enforce the fulfilment of the obligation which the law 
impos!'ls; and we think that, to prevent a failure of justice, in these and other cases 
resort should be had to the assistance of other local poor relief authorities for making 
inquiries as well as of the police and other agencies. In the case of poor relief authorities 
the obligation to assist should be imposed upon them by Statute. These authorities 
should not be isolated bodies each working and investigating separately, but associated 
bodies each giving assistance to others in carrying out common duties. The second 
question is fully discussed in the chapter on Medical Relief. 

Influence of 117. Reference may also be here made to a financial arrangement which has operated 
l\1etropolitan against the enforcement of the law in London. In claiming from the Metropolitan 
Common Poo~ Common Poor Fund the sum of sd. per head per day for each indoor pauper the Guar
Fund on question. dians are required to set against their claim any sums received from relatives in res~ect 

of such paupers, up to the amount charged against the fund. Consequently each Uruon 
does not obtain the benefit of the sums it recovers, except to the extent to which in 
any case the repayment may exceed Sd. a day.s This difficulty would disappear under 
the scheme for the formation of a County Authority for London, which we advocate 
in a later Chapter. 

More might be 
recovered from 
relatives, 

118 .. That more might be done in the way of recovering contributions from liable 
relatives is the opinion of many witnesses.4 We think this is clear and that the 
new Poor Law Authorities should pursue this policy uniformly and with firmness and 
discretion. 

119. As an alternative to proceeding against persons for the support of their relatives 
the assistance is sometimes offered in the less attractive form of indoor relief, or is occa-' 
sionally reduced in amount. Whilst the offer of the workhouse is a perfectly legitim~te 
method of inducing relatives to contribute, we should deprecate any attempt to accomplish 
this end by reducing the amount of out-relief given below what is required to meet the 
needs of the case. If the person relieved be living with the relatives who, .it is thought. 
should assist, it is obvious that the amount of the relief which would otherWIse be granted 
should be reduced to the extent to which it is considered the relatives should assist, for 
it would be ridiculous to grant a larger amount and then to call upon the ,relatives to repay 
part of it. But where the recipient of relief is not living with relatives, adequate relief 

.1 Court, 6174, Vol. I., App. xiii. (14). Burge~. 72166. Wood, Vol. VII., App.ocxii (3). 2 Davy, 2479. 
S Downes, 23087. Mott, 14766. Briant, 14922. 4 Court, 6430. Herbert, 8446-7. Fleming, 9390. 
Williams,45464 (115). Childe, 71062 (3). Mahomed;76132. Reynolds, VoL VII .• App.oxlvi., 21'r7. 
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should be granted whether the effort to recover from the relatives be successful or not. 
These, in the main, were the views taken on these points by the Royal Commission on 
the Aged Poor, to paragraphs 155 and 156 of whose Report we may refer.1 

120. Ill: the case of relations who are not legally liable the GU:ardians frequently not Recovery from 
only neglect, but actually refuse, to recognise any responsibility at all;9 with the conse- non-~iable 
quence that much relief is given into.-nouseholds of which the It!lgregate income of the relatlves. 
members places them far beyond the position of want :-. ~ ;- =r: 

:rr .. Relief is given -almost irrespective of income in the case of old people living With relatives not; 
legally liable. This statement applies in practice with slightly varying degree, to the whole of the 
Unions in .•• which I visited." 3 

121. On the other hand, it appears that in some Unions a rule has been adopted which 
prohibits the granting of out-relief to persons residing with relatives where the united 
income of the family is sufficient for the support of all, whether such relatives are legally 
liable to maintain them or not. The rule is not strictly adhered to, however, for there 
is much difference of opinion amongst Guardians as to the propriety of the policy.4 

122. We thoroughly endorse the principle that relatives, other than liable relatives, 
should assist wherever possible. The names of such persons should be carefully entered; 
and they should be approached as friendly assistants in the relief of their relatives, asked to 
co-operate with the local authority in the fulfilment of a personal duty. Sometimes it 
may be found best to leave the care of particular cases to volUntary assistance, which, 
acting on other lines, may be able to obtain the help of relatives, employers and friends 
for persons in distress who have applied for public relief.6 The attitude of the Poor Law 
Authorities towards non-liable relatives should, however, be governed by the limita
tions we have indicated regarding recovery from relatives legally liable. 

• 1 Report of Royal Commission on the Aged Poor [Cd. 7684], 1895, Pars. 155-6. 2 Ball, 35566-9. 
Skivington, 36501-4. a Visits: Urban 96. 4 Stable forth, 51369. Crowther, Vol. IV., App.lxiii. 
(3). 6 Briant, 15282. Peters, 19986. Jones,49848-52. Court,6627. Preston-Thomas, 12421. Foster, 
16428-39. But ride Briant, 14988-92. 
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Chapter 4. 

BASTARDY. 

(A) Maintenance Orders. 

123. Under the Bastardy Laws before 1834, any man became the putative father 
of an illegitimate child on the uncorroborated oath of the mother. The putative 
father was then liable to imprisonment in default of maintaining the child and the 
amount of any maintenance order made by the Magistrate against the putative father 
was paid by the parish to the mother, quite irrespective of whether the putative 
father in fact made any payment at all. On the other hand, the mother herself was 
liable to a year's imprisonment for each bastard child who became chargeable to the 
parish. These laws had been productive of so much immorality and injustice that the 
Royal Commission of 1832 recommended that they should be totally abolished and that 
the whole burden of an illegitimate child's maintenance should be thrown in the first 
instance upon the mother, or, if she married, upon her husband.1 The Poor Law Act 
of 1834 gave effect in the main to these proposals, but, during the passage of the 
Bill through Parliament, the Government accepted an amendment enabling the parish 
to recover from the putative father the cost of relieving an illegitimate child, 
provided that .the evidence of the mother as to the paternity of the child was 
corroborated in some material particular. To this extent, therefore, the recommendations 
of the Royal Commission were modified. 2 . 

124. The only Sections of the Act of 1834 dealing with bastardy which are still in 
force, are Section 57, which makes a man liable for the maintenance of the children 
of the woman he marries, whether those children are legitimate or illegitimate, and 
Section 71, which makes an unmarried woman liable for her children till the age 
of sixteen. In 1844 an important change was m,ade in the law: heretofore, from 
Elizabeth's time downwards, the sole object avowed by the Statutes regarding 
affiliation was indemnity of the parish for the charge of supporting the child. The 
new Act departed entirely from this principle; in it, redress to the woman was the 
object, it being now "admitted that the mother of the bastard, not the parish; is 
the party by whom redress is to be sought from the putative L!l.ther, and the means 
placed at her disposal are the cheapest and most accessible known to the laws of this 
country," a proceeding in Petty Sessions. All pre-existing powers of the parish, 
therefore, for obtaining orders on putative fathers for the maintena.nce of bastard 
children were abrogated. 8 

125. It was evident, howC\'cr, that this made no change in. the duty of Guardians 
towards mothers and bastards: they were, like other persons, entitled to relief 
when destitute-the payment made by thE' putative father being, of course, 
considered among the" means" of such paupers. 

126. The existing Statute law on the subject of bastardy is contained in more recent 
enactments. "The effect of the more material of these provisions is as follows: Any single 
woman with child or delivered of a bastard may, either before the birth or at any time 
within twelve months from the birth of a child, or at any time thereafter on proof 
that the putative father has within the twelve months next after the birth paid 
money for the maintenance of the child, or at any time within twelve months nOirl 
after the return to England of the putative father on proof that he ceased to reside 
in England within the twelve months next after the birth, make application to a Justice 
for a summons against the putative father. If the application is made before the birth 

1 Rl'port of Poor Law Commission, 1832 [Cd. 2728], 1900, pp. 166, 346. 
. . 8 l:!mart, Mem. 78. 

II Adrian, 419. 
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the woman must make a deposition on oath statinO' who is the father. The Justice 
shall issue ~ summons requiring the putative fath~r to appear at a Petty Session 
(35 .& .36 YIC. c. 6?, Sec. 3). Ano~her form of applica~ion is permissible. This 
app~catlOn 18 authorISed by the 36. VIC., c. 9, Sec: 5. It IS made by the Guardians, 
and It can only be made after the bIrth of the child, and after the child becomes 
chargeable. Where the Guardians apply, their application must be made to two 
JtlStices, and there~pon the Justices may summon the putative father to appear 
before any two JustIces to show cause why an order should not be made upon him to 
contribute towards the rel~ef of ~he .child." 1 "With regard to the other kind of applica: 
tion, that of the GuardIans, It 18 to be observed that the foundation for this is 
the actu~l chargeability. of the. child. Hence there may. be a difficulty in making 
the putatIve father contributory m the event of the cessatIOn of chargeability, unless 
within the prescribed time the woman has also availed herself of her right to apply." 2 

127. "At the hearing, in cases where the application is made by the mother after Procedure. 
the birth of the child, the Justices, on the appearance of the person summoned, or 
on proof of due service of the summons, are to hear the evidence of the woman, 
and such other evidence as she may produce, and also any evidence on behalf of 
the putative father; and if the evidence of the mother be corroborated in some 
material particular by other evidence, to the satisfaction of the Justices, they may 
adjudge the man to be the putative father of the bastard child. The proceeding at the 
hearing on the application of the Guardians is, up to this point, essentially similar." S 

128. "The order on the application of a woman takes various forms according' to The Order. 
the varying circumstances of cases. The cases are these :-

(1) Where the application was made before the birth of the child and the child 
is alive. 

(2) Where the application was made before the birth of the child and the 
child has been born and is dead. 

(3) Where the application IS made after the birth of the child and the 
child is alive; and 

(4) Where the application 18 made after the birth of the child and the 
child is dead. 

129. If the Justices adjudge the man to be the putative father of the child, they may also, 
if they see fit, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, proceed to make 
an order on the putative father according to the exigencies of the cases above enumerated. 
Thus the order may direct payment to tl;te mother or to any person appointed to have 
the custody of the child (that is, where the mother is of unsound mind or a prisoner) 
of a weekly sum not exceeding 5s. for the maintenance and education of the child; also:-

(a) The expenses incidental to the birth of the child. 

(b) The funeral expenses of the child, if it has died before the making of the order. I 

(c) The costs incurred in obtaining the order; and where the application is 
made before the birth or within two months after the birth the weekly sum may, if 
the Justices think fit, be calculated from the birth (35 &; 36 Vic., c. 65, Sec. 4).4 

130. to Where the application is made by the Guardians under Section 5 of the Bastardy 
Laws Amendment Act, 1873, the order may direct the putative father to pay to 
the Guardians or one of their officers such sum weekly or otherwise towards the relief 
of the child during such time as the child shall continue or afterwards be chargeable 
as shall appear to them to be proper. Any payment will be recoverable by the officer 
appointed to receive it. Procedure in regard to and under the order is subject to 
the important conditions set out in the form of provisoes to Sec. 5 of the Act of 
1873. The provisoes are as follows:-

'(1) That no payments shall be recoverable under such order except in respect 
of the time during which the child is actually in receipt of relief. 

1 Adrian, ~20. II Adrian, 421. 8 Adrian, 423. 4 Adrian, 425'. 
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(2) That an order under this Section shall not be made and if made shall 
cease except for the recovery of arrears when. the mother of the child has 
obtained an order .... 

(3) That nothing in this Section shall be deemed to relieve the mother 
of a bastard child from her liability to maintain such child. 

(4) That any person upon whom an order is made under this Section shall 
have the same right of appeal against such order as in the" case of an order' 
obtained on the application of the mother. 

(5) That if after an order has been made under this Section the mother 
\ should apply for an order ... the order made under this section shall be prima 

facie evidence that the man \ upon whom the order is made is the father of 
the child.' (36 Vic., c. 9, Sec. 5.)" 

131. "With reference to the second proviso it is to be observed that, in the event of 
the child being no longer chargeable, ·the order obtained by the Guardians will not 
authorise the mother to obtain payment from the putative father. For this she 
will need a fresh order, and this must be obtained on her own application. This 
apparently she may obtain during the currency of the order obtained by the 
Guardians.' But her application must be made within the time allowed to her 
apart from the proceedings of the Guardians.'" 1 

132. We have received important evidence to the effect that procedure under the 
law as it· now stands is uncertain and difficult, and that the power of the 
Guardians needs enlarging. The following extracts from the evidence show the gravity 
of the position. 

133. Mr. Joseph Brown, the President of. the Poor Law Unions in England and 
Wales was asked if anything was done if a man absconded. He replied :-

" Nothing is done. I should think perhaps only in one-out of every three cases are we able 
to obtain the order." 2 

134. And his colleague, l\fr. King, who had been Chairman of the Wallingford Board 
SInce 1874, said:-

" In my opinion power should be given to boards to obtain an order from the putative father 
of a bastard child for contribution towa.rds the maintenance of the mother independently of the child, 
during her chargeability. As the matter now stands, the mother is often chargeable three or four 
months before and after the birth of her child. If she leaves, say, within one month of the child's 
birth, the quardians have in practice no remedy, as in present circumstances, they can only recover 
the cost of the child's maintenance, which, if breast-fed, is practically nil. Moreover, no order can 
be applied for by a board till after birth, and this practically gives no time to procure one, so that 
there is to all intents and purposes no remedy against the father in the very large majority of cases 
which come to the union infirmary." 8 

135. A witness from West Hani, says:-
Ie Very large numbers of single women are admitted to the workhouse in a pregnant condition, 

and these come under the notice of the special committee consisting of the lady members of the 
Board and are in turn seen by me with a view to taking steps to compel the putati'\'e fathers to 
contribute towards the maintenance of the children." 

"During the three years ended 31st December, 1905, forty-two such cases were settled 
in fllvour of the mothers, either by orders made by the justices at petty sessions, or by properly 
attest.ed agreements; but many young women prefer to leave the workhouse as soon as possible after 
confinement, consequently, proceedings in the larger number of cases have not been taken.." 4 

: 136. Another representation frequently made to us is that an order obtained on the 
application of the Guardians, which at present lapses on the mother ceasing to be 
chargeable, should ipso facto be renewed on the mother again becoming chargeable. 

137. The most important suggestions for reform received by us are the following :r-

(1) That an order once obtained, either by the mother or the Guardians, 
shall be available by whichever party is maintaining the child, and that where the 
order has been obtained by the mother, the Guardians, if maintaining the child, be 
empowered to apply for an increase in the amount of the allowance. 

1 Adria.n, 427. 2 Brown, 24843. 8 King, 25264 (6c). «Rusbridge, 20~18 (10). 
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(2) That an order may be obtainable without the evidence of the mother when 
through death, insanity, or other sufficient causes her evidence cannot be obta~ed.l 

(3) That an order once obtained should remain in force until the child reaches 
the age mentioned in the order, whether the mother lives or not. II 

(4) That a putative father should be liable for the maintenance of the mother 
during her chargeability.8 

138. With regard to the first point we are advised that, under Sec. 7 of the Act 
()f 1872, payment can be recovered by the Gul,trdians under an order obtained by the 
mother. We think that the wording of the Act is not clear on this point, and that it 
should be expressly stated that an order once 'obtained, either by the m-other or the 
Guardians, shall be available by whichever party is maintaining the child, and that, where 
the order has been obtained by the mother, the Guardians, if maintaining the child, shall 
be empowered to apply for an increase in the amount of the allowance.4 

139. With regard to the second point, we cannot recommend that an order should 
be obtainable without the evidence of the mother; but we recommend that action for 
l'ecovery of expenses of chargeability be brought against the alleged putative father by 
the Guardians immediately on the birth of the child, according to the evidence obtained 
by them, irrespective of the fact whether the mother is then able at once to give evidence 
or not; and that, if the mother is then unable to give evidence on account of 
her state of health, the man should be bound over to appear at a later date. 

140. With regard to the case in which the mother dies before the child reaches 
the age mentioned in the order, some provision is already made in the Poor 
Law Amendment Act, 1844. "After the death of such mother, or if such mother 
be incapacitated as aforesaid, so often as any bastard child for whose maintenance such 
order of Petty Sessions has been made becomes chargeable to any parish or Union by the 
neglect of the putative father to make the- payments due •.. then it shall be 
lawful for the Board to make such applications for the enforcement of the order 
as might have been made by the mother." Ii It is to be noted that the chargea
bility to the parish must be due definitely to the "neglect of the putative father." 
We think that this should be amended; and that, under whatever circumstances the 
child becomes chargeable, the chargeabilityof the father should remain and be enforced, 
with-as we have said-'the enforcement of a larger payment if necessary. 

141. The fourth point is insufficiently met· by the present law, under which 
a mother (but not the Guardians) can obtain the expenses incidental to the birth 
of her child.8 It is, however, entirely discretionary in the Justices ·to give them 
incidental expenses. (Stones's Justices Manual, p. 153.) We recommend that the putative 
father be chargeable for the maintenance of the mother of his child from the date 
of the mother's admission to relief, and for the child after birth; and that, immediately 
on the mother's admission, inquiry on behalf of the Local Authority be made in 
regard to the paternity of the child. If the cases be numerous these inquiries should be 
made by a special officer suitable for the work; but the interrogation of the mother 
should be by a woman. 

142. In the previous Chapter we referred to the procedure for enforcing payment 
of arrears under the Bastardy Acts. That procedure, when the order has been made 
on the mother's application, is as follows :-

"What is the procedure for enforcing payments under orders made on the mother's 
application '-Provision is made for enforcing payment of arrears under such an order by 
empowering justice by warrant to cause the putative father to be brought before any two justices, 
and, "in case such putative father neglect or refuse to make payment of the sums due from hiln 
under such order, or since any commitment for disobedience to such order as hereinafter provided, 
together with the costs attending such warrant, apprehension, and bringing up of such putative father, 
~uch two justices may, by warrant under their hands and seals, direct the sum so appearing to be 

1 Brown, 247 ,11 (17). 8 King, 2;)264 (6 c). 
.tbe Appeoijx. 4 Curtis ok Batterllby, :,)8796 (17). 

8 Vide Recommendations from Boards of Guardians in 
1i7 & 8 Vic., cap. 101, sec. 7. 8Bastardy Law 

Amenum€.1t. Acts, 1872, Sec. 4. 
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due, together with such costs, to be recovered 'by distress • . • . and may order sucb putativo 
father to be detained and kept in safe custody until return can be conveniently made to such warrant 
of distr(lss, unless he givo sufficient security by way of recognisance or otherwise to the satijfaction 
of such justices for his appearance before two justices on the day which may be appointed for the 
ret,urn of such warrant of distress." If no sufficient distresB can be had, any two justices may commit 
the putative father to gaol for a. term not exceeding three months unless the Bum and cost be 
sooner paid (35 & 36 Vic., c. 65, Sec. 4). With regard to the amendments which the legislation 
of 1872 and 1873 effected in the law, it may be noted' that any reasonable Bum may be 
ordered to be paid !UI incidental to the birth of the child and of its funeral; and the recovery 
of tIle weekly Sl1ms is not limited to a particular arrear; payments may be directed to continue 
until the child reaches sixteen years of age. Where an order bas been made on the application of the 
mother, and the chikl bas become chargeable after tbe death of the mother, the guardians are 
empowered to make any such application for the enforcement of the order sa the mother might 
have made if alive (7 & 8 Vic., c. 101, Sec. 7). Also during the Jifetin:.e of the mother in a' case 
where an order has been made on her application, and where the child has become chargeable, two 
justices may appoint some relieving officer or other officer of the Poor Law Union to receive, 
on account of the Poor Law Union, such proportlOn of the payments then dl,le or becoming dlie 
as may accrue during the period for which tbe child is chargeable (35 & 36 Vic., c. 65. Sec. 7).1 

143. It has been represented to us that in a large number of cases this procedure 
fails, and that the man escapes payment by the simple expedient of removing to another 
place. We think that this difficulty will be very largely met by the recommendations 
made by us in the last Chapter, that the Poor Law and other authorities, both in the 
same and in different districts, be required to co-operate in enforcing the law. It is also 
desirable that fathers against whom affiliation orders are made should be required 
to report to the Court changes in address. 

144. There is a minor point of procedure in connection with bastardy orders which we 
consider deserves attention. It has been strongly alleged to us that the practice of 
making orders against putative fathers in terms necessitating direct payment by the 
man to the woman, is productive of undesirable results, and sometimes tends to increase 
bastardy. It is not right that the terms of a legal order should serve as a pretext for 
periodical visits by a man to the woman he has seduced, and the position is even worse 
when, through failure of the payments, the woman is induced to frequent the man's 
house with a view to obtaining her money. 

145. Miss Hogg, secretary of the Southwark Diocesan Association for the Care of 
Friendless Girls, says :-

"I have no hesitation in stating that when payments Me made direct from the father to the mother 
the effect is so detrimental that so far as the influence of this Association is concerned the law is 
practically a dead letter." 2 

146. Miss Newill, president of the Birmingham Association for Rescue Training of 
Young Women, says :-

"The great aim of aU rescue workers is to sever all connection between the putative father and 
the mother of an illegitimate cbild. For very obvious reasons the man should never be allowed to 
pay directly to the woman. At present no one but the mother is legally authorised to receive it. By 
threats or persuasions the man when paying directly bas e,"ery opportunity to induce the woman either 
to return to him or relinquish her claim upon him." 3 

147. Miss Hall, honorary secretary of the outdoor rescue work department of t.he 
Church Army, says :- . 

" If, on the application of a solicitor acting on bebalf of some rescue association or of the mother 
berself, an affiliation order is granted, payment is required to be made direct by the father of the 
child to tbe mother. But the great aim of the rescue worker is to break off all connection between the 
father and the mother. A weekly payment on a magistrates' order involves constant meetings which 
not only prevent the mother settlinO' down in a respectable way of life. but most lmdesirable results 
almost inevitably ensue. Either she has to hang about on pay day at the shop where he works (and 
it very soon becollles well known· why she is there), or she bas to haunt his horne or the place where he 
lodges; with the result that her shame is blazoned abroad and she becomes at leaat the centre of a 
degraded notoriety. If, as is often the case, the father regains his bold upon her, he works. upon 
her affections, and not infrequently drags ber down again, with the result that Boards of Guardians are 
apt to regard her as an altogether depraved WOlllan, when the blame, as a matter of justice, should be 
laid on other shoulders." 4 

148. 'Ve think, therefore, that bastardy orders should invariably be mada payable 
through the agency of some person other than the mother of the illegitimate' child. 

1 Adrian, 426. 
Vol. XI., App. 

lIHogg, Vol. XL. App. 
(2). 

(2). 3 Newill, Vol. Xl., App. (2). 4 Hall, 
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We make this recommendation both in the interests of morality" and of the ratepayers, 
who are so frequently called upon to support many bastard children of a single mother. 
As regards cases which involve no chargeability upon the rates, the Justices should be 
required, where the circumstances are favourable, to appoint an agent through whom the 
payments to the mother would be made. 

(B) Treatment of Unmarried Mothers. 

149. There is perhaps no more difficult problem in Poor Law administration than the 
treatment of unmarried mothers, and none in which discriminating methods might have 
greater results. The need for introducing a. different system from the present has made 
itself univerully felt amongst Poor Law workers, and there are certain points upon 
which our evidence is practically unanimous. 

150. A very large proportion of the births which take place in the workhouse are 
illegitimate. Mr. Lockwood gives the numbers of legitimate and illegitimate 
respectively for six months in seven London workhouses, and the totals are 145 
legitimate and 245 illegitimate.1 Mr. Kendrick states that all the births in the Stone 
(Staffs.) workhouse the previous year were illegitimate.· Mr. Tarrant states that:-

"During the past five years there have been 229 births in this institution, and 177, or 77'2 
per cent., of these have been illegitimate children, the mothers of whom for the most part are 
mentally weak, and in many cases approaching the imbecile."S 

:P.!r. H. Senior says :-
.. Out of forty-five pregnant cases during the years 1905 and 1906 thirty-one were single 

women." 4 

Mr. H. Cooper says:-

"In the workhouse of this union there are a great many illegitimate children born--children 
of young single women who go to the workhouse for the purpose of confinement. During the 
year ended June, 1906, there were thirty-two births in the workhouse, of which eight children 
only were legitimate and twenty-four illegitimate." 41 

151. Some witnesses have felt strongly the fact that to many of these women there 
is nothing deterrent about the workhouse, and that they are able to obtain there 
treatment which is far superior to that within reach of the independent labourer's 
wife. The Rev. J. R. James says :-

.. There is no doubt but tha.t a premium is put upon illegitimacy by the ease with which 
the mothers of illegitimate children are admitted to the lying-in wards. I know of one such ward 
where during seven years seven different women have been confined of from three to five children 
by different fathers, and to these same wards it is very difficult for married women whose 
husbands earn a bare living wage to gain admission, in addition to the fact of the 
demoralisation which follows upon association with the regular inmates. The girl who comes 
to be delivered of her illegitimate child finds that there are numbers of others in the same case as 
herself, and feels no shame in returning in like case again." 8 . 

152. The fundamental mistake hitherto has lain in the tacit assumption that all 
unmarried mothers coming into the workhouse belong to the same class, and are to be dealt 
with on the same lines. It has become clear to us that in future we must distinguish 
between at least three classes: the feeble-minded or irresponsible, t~e young mothers 
who are responsible but have fallen for the first time, and the women who have 
no desire to lead a respectable life. 

153. With regard to the first class, the feeble minded, their case is fully dealt with in 
the Report of the Commission on Feeble-minded. If, as we" hope, the recommenda
tions of that Commispion are carried into effect, a system of control OVer the feeble
minded. will be initiated which will put an end to one of the most prolific sources of 
pauperism, and free the Poor Law administrator from one of his greatest difficulties. 

1 Lockwood, 14017. 2 Kendrick, 22394. a Tarrant, Vol. IV., App. cii. (12). 4 Senior VoL IV., App. 
xcvi. (9). a Cooper, 36693 (6). 8 James, 23566 (8). 17ide also Vol. V. App. cxi. (56-7). 
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Meanwhile, we think that as a provisional measure, the Poor Law Authorities should 
be given power to detain feeble-minded mothers of illegitimate children who come 
under their care. . . 

154. With regard to the second class, the young mothers who come into the work
house for their first confinement, there,is also great need for reform. Many. of these 
are young girls, greatly to be pitied, who have been much sinned against, and who 
with proper encouragement and help may be restored to a useful and happy life. We 
cannot condemn too strongly the present system by which their sojourn in the workhouse 
becomes too often the introduction to a life of permanent degradation. We attach 
great importance to the evidence on this point of Miss Stansfeld, who inspects the 
mate~nity wards in the Metropolitan District for the Local Go'Vernment Board. 
She says:- . 

.. The experience I have gained impresses upon me the duty of representing to the Roya! 
Commission that, for social reasons, I am of opinion that provision should be made for flecuring, 
separate treatment for the large class which consists of young unmarried women who come into the
maternity wards for the first time. A great deal has been said in favour of the classification 
of the aged poor and the withdrawa.l of chirdren from workhouses and infirmaries, but nowhere
is classification more needed than in the maternity wards. The ·unavoidable and close intercourse 
between the young girl, who often enters upon motherhood comparatively innocent, and the 
older woman who is lost to all sense of shame and who returns again and again to the
maternity ward for the birth of her illegitimate children, constitutes a grave danger. Too often the 
older woman invites the friendless girl to share her home on lea.ving and so leads her on to 
further ruin. A young girl comes from the country to Beek her fortune as a servant in 
London, she is led astray, and, not daring to return to her frienus, she applies in her lonely 
despair to the workhouse maternity ward. Now while I feel sure that the matron and the
n.urses make every endeavour to shield and to help such a patient (a.nd Cas a class they are 
easily distinguishable) it is impossible to avoid contact and conversation with the older women." 1 

155. In London, and probably elsewhere, a large proportion of these young girls have 
been domestic servants, and Miss Stansfeld assents to the suggestion that this 
indicates very great carelessness on the part of their mistresses. It'also means :-:-

" That there are a great many country girls who come up to London quite ignorant of 
London ways and London's temptations; they are unprotected and unguarded, and they are thus. 
led astray." II 

156. In many places, and more especially in the Metropolis, great efforts are being made 
on behalf of these girls, to give them a fresh start. Miss Stansfeld says of such work that :-

"It is very much on the increase. I think the amount of voluntary work which is now 
being done in the maternity wards of the Metropoli3 is wonderful. I do not think that I 
remember anyone single instance, when asking a girl whether she would receive help on leaving~ 
of her saying No ; and I nearly always ask that question." 3 

157. Those of our witnesses who have experience in work of this kind are generally 
agreed that it cannot be made really effective under present conditions. Miss 
Newill, speaking of a committee working in connection with the Birmingham 
Workhouse, says: 

"The result has been most encouraging, but the committee have felt that for some long: 
time their work has beeu very sadly handicapped for the want of a home to which these young 
girls might be sent, instead of mixing for long periods of time-as many often have to do-with 
the degraded and vicious women who haunt our workhouses all over the country. We believe
that the list of these women which now appears to be so large would be wonderfully decreased 
in the future if we could only rescue all our young unmarried mothers and help them to regain 
their footing. The moral atmosphere of a workhouse is such that no young girl should be intro
duced into it if we have any hope or wish to reclaim her." 4 

158. The opinion expressed by this witness is confirmed by the evidence we ha.ve
received from Bethnal Green, where it has heen found possible to separate these· 
"first cases'" from the others. The matron says: 

" These women are specially looked after by the midwife and not allowed to come in contact 
with undesirable women. Each woman is brought before the Ladies Committee, and she is 
visited by a member, and everything is done to reclaim her. Some of them are sent to homes, others
to domest.ic service. Homes are found for their babies. The girls, if they earn sufficient money, 
pay Ih. a week, but if at first they cannot. earn enough it is made up by the Ladies' Commitflee. 
I alll glad to be able to state that, during t,he nine years I have been matron here. I have· 
.. nly known t·wn of these girlR ret.nrn t.o havA t.hoir lIor-ond child."6 

-~--- ... -~-- ... ------~---~----

1 Stau8fold. Vol. I., App. xxvi. (L-!). 
611ushell, Vol. II" App. xv. (D). 

a Stansfold, 14564. 3 Ibid., 14240. 4 ~owill, H920 (4). 
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159. The goo~ results. of this system in diminishing the number of cases are seen in 
the fact that, durmg the SIX months already referred to,' there were only ten illegitimu te 
births in the Bethnal Green Workhouse, as against seventeen legitimate.' 

\ 160. Unfortunately, it is not found possible in most workhouses to find accommodation 
for these cases apart from others. Mr. Briant says: 

" I feel very strongly that there ought'to be some means of dealing with them outside, or 
when they como in. of not mixing them with the other women who have been in, unfortunately, 
in many cases, 6everal times. That is a very Rcrious blot practically on the administration. With 
Qur prcSJlnt workhouse it is very difficult to do ot,herwise, but I think someth:ng should be done 
to remedy that; it is a crying evil, to my mind." II 

161. The Hampstead Boar~ has m.et the difficulty by referring such of these cases 
as are willing to th~_ Maternity Committee of the Hampstead Charity Organisation 
Society. Provision is made for them by this committee in voluntary homes, without 
their being brought before the Board and entering the workhouse. They are 
subsequently looked after and ~nabled to make a fresh:start.3 

162. :Many witnesses are of opinion that these cases can best be dealt with in separate 
homes, preferably by voluntary charity. and in any case quite apart from the workhouse. 
:Miss Stansfeld recommends that such a home should be established in connection with 
the Poor Law :-

.' I would, therefore, vellture to recommelld that some' means should be devised for 
Lonnon ~enerally by which the exclusion of the YOlmger women (primipa711l) could be secllred. 
I should venture to suggest the establishment of a special maternity home, wit,h laundriee and 
workrooms attached, to which the various boards of guardians might send such cases for employ. 
ment before the birth of the child and for those important months afterwards which offer 
silch valuable opportunities for the development of the instinct of motherhood-that instinct 
which c~nBtitutes 80 great a support to the young and impressionable woman. To such a Hoip,e 
I would also recommend that married women of really good character might, if· they 
wil,bed,be admitted." 4 

f At the Liverpool Workhouse: 
" Every unmarried woman who enters such a ward for the first time is given the chance of 

. going to & home with her baby." 6 

Miss Newill says : 
" We would urge that a sufficient number of homes should be started by charitable agencies all 

over the country to which guardians should subscribe and after due consideration, send suitable 
cases and maintllin them in the home for the requisite period." 8 

163. We are strongly of opinion that these recommendations should be carried out in 
80 far that all first cases should be dealt with in institutions apart from the workhouse. 
W'hE're suitable voluntary homes are available, it would be well that these should 
be utilised; and the Authorities should directly endeavour to promote their 
establishment as certified voluntary homes to which patients may be admittell direct 
em the order of the Public Assistance Committee, subject to their making such 
payments as may be agreed for the maintenance and care of the individual case. 
Failing these, the Poor Law Authorities should institute homes of their own. 
But in either case we think that the services of charitable workers should be enlisted 
to watch over the girls on their first return to t\e world. 

164. A large number of witnesses have urged that even these first cases should be 
detained for a short period after child·birth, partly in order that they may be fully 
restored to health, and partly in the interests of the child. Miss Zanetti, Inspector 
under the Infant Life Protection Act to the Chorlton Board of Guardians, says: 

1 Lockwood, 14017. II Briant, 15374. 8 Stansfeld, Vol. I, App. xxvi. (B). 4 Ibid. App. xxvi., 
(1\) (15). 6 Thorburn, 35692 (15). 8 Newill, 44920 (l). Fidll also ThurnaU, 15718, Lloyd, 70lill (9b). 
;\lacN'aughton-Jones, 72976 (4),73078. 
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.. I think that the detention of unmarried mothers of babies bom in workhouses would, if 
f~a8ible, have an important enact on the infantilo death-rate. The mother herself would derive 
great benefit from good food and lodging for a few months after her confinement, and the child 
nursed by its mother during that timo would have a better chance of healthy life than il 
brought up on artificial food and left to the care of a baby farmer." J 

165. We think that, if the young mothers wer~ cared for under better conditions than 
at present, and were given ihe option of remaining when no better arrangement could 
be madE', it would probably be unnecessary to exercise any power of detention. Ex
perience shows that some simple exped ient, such as the provision of an outfit for 
service, at the end say of three or six months, inuuces these young. women to 
remain without powers of detention. In any case we think it undesirable to lay down 
any hard-and-fast rule, and prefer to leave it to the discretion of those undertaking the 
work to deal with each case according to the varYing circumstances. We also desire to 
expl:ess the strong hope that those, who are in charge of t,he homes, as well as the 
charitable workers, will impress on th~ girl mothers the duty-of nUI.';;ing thei:' 
babies, and the advantages of that course both to the mothers themselves, and to 
the babies. During the nursing period there is strongly developed and intensified 
that maternal love which becomes in the case of the unmarried mother, a powerful 
factor in her moral reformation, and in her restoration to a respectable and 
independent life. This love also provides the mother with an, unfailing· motive to 
make eyery effort to contribute to the support of her child; and the human tie 
thus maintained is an excellent safeguard against a moral relapse. 

166. It is different when we come to consider the more depraved women who 
habitually make a convenience of the workhouse. We hope that the numbers of these 
will be very largely diminished as they gradually cease to be recruited from the two 
previous classes; meanwhile, we have to meet a strong and indignant feeling on 
the part of local administrators that such women cannot continue to be encouraged 
in their immoral lives at the expense of the ratepayers. The remedy almost 
universally proposed to us is that of detention for a longer or shorter period.2 At 
present there is no check upon the number of times they may come into the workhouse 
for their confinement, and their children for the most part become a permanent 
charge upon the rates. ·We think that these cases should be dealt with on 
lines similar to those adopted for "in-and-out" cases. The fact that they make a 
habit of throwing themselves constantly upon the rates constitutes a sufficient 
justification for affording relief only under strict conditions. After recovery from 
confinement they should, we think, be sent to some suitable institution, where they 
should be detained and taught, if possible, to earn a living. Their detention should be 
on an order of Justices, and should be probationary, and until it was judged that they 
were prepared to lead respectable lives. If they were fit to nurse their babies, these 
should be left with them while infants. 

167. To sum up : we urge that careful discrimination should be exercised in dealing 
with the unmarried mothers who apply for relief. For the feeble-minced we 
recommend complete control on the lines laid down by the Royal Commission on 
Feeble-Minded. For young mothers coming for the first time we recommend treatment 
in special homes, voluntary where possible; and we w'ge that the services of voluntary 
workers should be enlisted for their after-care. \:Ve recommend that there should 
be a \Vomen's CCllllmittee connected with everv Public Assistance Committee, consisting 
of member3 of that Committee and of other voluntary helpers, to advise in regard to all 
maternity cases; and that members of the \Vomen's Committee, or, others suitable 
for the work shall 'keep in communication with mothers leaving the homes, 
for the purpose of befriending them a.nd their children. For depraved women 
we recommend Hat the Local Authorities should have power to arrange for 
their detention in suitable Institutions. Should these recommendations be 
carried into effect, we confidently anticipate a great diminution in the nu~bers 
of the latter class, and also in the -numbers of illegitimate and degenerate chIldren 
who are born. only for an early death or to become a lasting burden upon the community. 

1 Zanetti, Vol. IV., App. Ii. (23). ride a180 Hill, Vol. IV., App. xl. (7), Wetbored,. 53S2. White,. 26407 
(3:1),26735. Cook, j41~i (13). Copeman, 74414 (12). 2 Millward, 18959. KCDdnck,22221. B.OSSOIll, 

42883., Hill,.Vell. IV., App. xl. (8). Ha.dfield, Vol. IV., App. lxxiv. (15 c.). Brown, 50029, Burnell, 
68119. Buckh~ham. 68419. Wethered, 5382. Heale, 69045 (14). Cook, 74127 (13), 74210. l)opemall, 
74414 (12), 74()~1. Mahon:ed, 76222, etc, etc. 
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168. We have seen that the Royal Commission had, in 1834, recommended that the 
Central Board should be "empowered and directed to frame and enforce Regulations" 
as to the relief of vagrants.1 It was anticipated that the burden of vagrancy would be 
lifted if the relief were "such as only the destitute would accept" ; but the Commis
sioners expressed their assured belief that this result could be effected only if the svstem 
were general. Their prescience has been justified in the sequel. • 

169. No special reference to vagrants was made in the Act of 1834; presumably, it was 
~onsidered that the general powers conferred by that Act would suffice, and in the Third 
Report of the Poor Law Commissioners are details of Regulations sanctioned by them for 
~'the Relief of Casual and Mendicant Paupers" in the Hatfield Union.!! These 
Regulations empowered every ratepayer, and any parochial or Union officer, to give a 
ticket recommending relief to be given in the workhouse, to "any person who shall 
by words or signs intimate that he or she is in a state of destitution, has no means to get 
his or her living by (St.at. of 43 Eliz., c. 2) or who shall use no ordinary or daily trade of 
life." The master was to admit the person in accordance with ordinary regulations of 
the workhouse, and then "if he or she be able-bodied or partially disabled" the 
~asual thus admitted was to "be set on such work as may be provided for the able
bodied or for the partially disabled." After the performance of this task, which was to 
be "proportioned to his or her capacity," he was to receive the same diet and be 
subject to the same discipline as the other paupers in the workhouse. Provision was 
also made for notification to the Clerk and for the directions of the Guardians at 
their next meeting as to the continuance of the relief or the removal of the casual to his 
or her place of settlement. A set form was provided for the examination of the 
~asual by the master, the result of which was open to the inspection of the ratepayers, 
and special stress is laid on the importance of due investigation of each case. The 
relieving officer was further authorised in certain cases to "suspend the performance of 
his other duties," and to deal with, a "common vagrant" in accordance with the 
Act for the Punishment of Idle and Disorderly Persons and Rogues and Vagabonds" 3 

before the :Magistrate. Finally, the ratepayers were notified that "every penny given 
to Il!!!!.tli('_aJf,ts~perates as a bounty on filth and imposture, and an inducement to 
bring up poor c'hlldren in miserable and wicked courses." 

170. It.las anticipated from a short experience of this plan that "with strict 
attention, and when it becomes generally known, there will not be a beggar to be seen 

"throughout the Union." 4 . -.-

171. It appears that a similar plan was adopted in other Unions, and in an applica
tion from the Spalding Guardians for the appropriation of one of the outhouses in 
the men's yard at the new poorhouse for the nightly reception of vagrants may be found 
the germ of the present casual ward. II The vagrant was to receive a supper and 
breakfast of bread and water, but the latter meal, and also his discharge, was dependent 
on a task of two hours on the corn mill. An Assistant-Commissioner, reporting on 
this proposal said :-

"Every workhouse ought to be provided with two rooms and straw beds for vagrants. 
A mill handle should be adjacent on the men's side. At Coventry. we re4uced an expenditure 
upon vagrants from many hundreds to a mere nothing." 

But tne provision of casual wards for destitute wayfarers not belonging to the 
district was a duty which had nQt been contemplated by the framers of the Act of 
1834.6 Difficulties Boon arose al ~ foremost of these was the fact that, until the 
law was amended in 1848 T, inmates who had no settlement were maintained at the 
cost of the parish in which the workhouse happened to be. 

1 Report, of Poor Law Commission. 1832. [Cd. 2728J. 1905, p. 340. I Third Annual Report Poor 
Law Cilmruissioners, 546-1,1837, App. A, No. x., p. 80. 35 Geo. IV., c. 83. 4 Tbird Annual 
Report Poor Law Commissioners, 546-1, 1837. Report ~om' the master to the Marquis of Salisbury, 
p. 82. 6 Ibid., pp. 82-3. 6 Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852 j, 1906 p. 9. 
111 & 12 Viet., 110, Sec. 1. 
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. 172. The position wa~ especially acute in t~e MetropoFs, where destitute persons found 
l~ the stre~t by the polIce were refuse~ relief on the ground that they belongedlto 
distant panshes.' < 

173. In their reply to a representation from the police authorities the Poor Law Com
missioners affirmed their confidence in the sufficiency of the existing policy and the 
extension of workhouse accommodation. but they say:-

" That which the Commissioners are most anxious to have made known is, that the relief ()f 
actual destitution in cases of emergency should always precede the investigation of any question 
as t() ts cause, or as to the liability of any other I>arties than the parish to contribute to it." 

i 74. In a Circular Letter to the Boards of Guardians in the Metropolis the Commissioners 
requested that their correspondence with the police may" be read by the Clerk to the 
relieving officers and master of the work-house in the presence of the Guardians,'~ 
and arrangements for task-work, with regulations on the lines of those adopted at 
Hatfield, were recommended.' 

175. In 1839 a further Circular threatened with dismissal any officer who neglected his 
primary duty of relieving any case of urgent casual destitution. I! 

" Serious notice" had to be taken of the "reprehensible ptactice on the part of 
certain parish officers of bribing or otherwise inducing casual paupers (who from 
sickness or other accidental causes have appeared likely to become burdensome) 
to quit the parish." 4 

176. Thenceforward was issued a series of Circulars and Orders directly dealing with 
the vagrant.6 

177. The vagrant has been termed "an accidental result of the law of settle
ment "8 and in their 8th Report the Commissioners deal at length with the question 
of settlement :-

.. Although the right to relief in so far as it exists by virtue of the 43rd of Elizabeth was long 
anterior to the present law of settlement, it yet seems probable that after the statute of Charles II. 
had established the present system of settlement, some such local claim was considc;:ed necessary 
for conferring a right to relief. At least, in Rex v. Inhabitants of Eastbourne it was stated 
. . . 'that Lord Holt had held he did not know that a foreigner had a right to be maintained 
in any place to which he came, but that they might let him starve,' upon which Lord 
Ellenborough, Chief Justice, said, ..• in giving judgment, 'the.4.la.~~Wl!S~ 
anterior to all positive laws obliges us to afford them relief to save them from starving; and 
those laws (i.e., of settlement) were only passed to fix the obligation more certainly, and point. 
out distinctly in what manner it should be borne.' . • • Since the judgment in Rex fl. Inhabitants 
of Eastbourne there is, it appears to us, no doubt that persons in a state of destitution ar& 
entitled to relief wherever they may be, independently of any previous residence and of any 
settlement or pretence to settlement."·7 

178. By an Act of 18428 Guardians generally were enabled to prescribe a task of work 
in return for food and lodging, and were given a limited ~Qwer QLdciention; refusal to 
perform the task, as also wilful inj ury or destruction of his own clothes or of the· property 
of the Guardians, were to be deemed offences within the meaning of the Vagrancy Act~ 
1824. Another Poor Law. Act of 18449 still in force authorised the formation of 
districts for providing" asylums" for the houseless poor in London and in five other
large towns. 

"" Nevertheless, the Commissioners found it necessary to recur to the subject in their Twelfth Rt'port< 
1846, and to insist that it was not the law but the practice which they had sought to alter, p. 12, folio. 

1 Fourth Report Poor Law Commissioners, 147, 1838, App. (A), p. 98. II Fifth Annual Report. 
Poor Law Commissioners, 78, 1839, p. 52. . 8 Sixth Annual Report Poor Law Commissioners, 245,1840. 
p.59. 4 Fifth Annual Report Poor Law Commissioners, 78, 1839, p.51. 6 The first Order (August 6th.. 
1841) of the kind, addressed to certain parishes of the City of Westminster "ordered and directed 
under the powers aud authority of the Act of 183-1," the admission to the workhouse of those parishes. 
of .. any person who may apply for relief under circumstances of sudden or urgent necessity." i ; 8 Report 
of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy lCd. 2852], 1906, p.9. 7 Eight Annual Report Poor Law 
\.:OlUmissioners, 389, 1842, p. 14. 85 & 6 Viet., Clip. 57, Sec. 5. < . 87 & 8 Yi~t:.< Cap. 101, Sec. 41. 
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179~ Voluminous evidence was taken by a Select Committee of the House of 
(;ommons in 1846 on a scheme which had been proposed by the Commissioners for the 
formation of districts in the Metropolis. The scheme was opposed and eventually 
abandone~ , 

180. Meanwhile vagrancy had increased generally and to an alarming extent. To 
some extent the increase was attributable to the policy of the Commissioners, or perhaps 
to the manner of its application by the Local Authorities. A notable and instructive 
instance of this occurred at the workhouse of St. Saviour's Union in 1842 :-' 

.. A boy to whom admission had been refused by the porter was taken before a police 
magistrate. An inquiry into the porter's conduct followed. . . . The board of guardians were 
directed to admonish the porter • . • and the practice forthwith commenced of giving relief 
to all persons representing themselves to be vagrants. The number of applicants increased with 
wonderful rapidity. In the week before this mistaken system began 549 vagrants were relieved; 
in the next week, 1,279; then 2,026; then 2.947; then 4.281; and in the last week. 3,883; making 
in five weeks, 14,416 cases .... Such a concourse of clamorous applicants frequently rendered 
the presence of the police necessary; inquiry into individual cases was impossible, and there is 
no doubt that much imnosition was successfully practised." The guardians then established a 
stone-yard, and resolved to exact work for all relief afforded to such vagrants as were able to 
work. The weekly numbers for the next three weeks were 303, 243, and 230, atotal of 776 for three 
weeks after the offer of stone-breaking, against 11,111 for the three weeks preceding that offer. 1 

181. But other causes were in operation; the great expansion of railway construction 
and industrial development coincided with a period 'of famine and fever in Ireland 
to swell alike the mass of vagrant mise.ry and mendicancy and the stream of 
migrant labour.1 And the mobility of labour had been increased by the abolition 
of settlement by hiring and service and many of the other consequences of the Poor 
Law Amendment Act. 

lR2. In 1848 vagrancy was one of the first questions dealt with by the new Poor Law 
Hoard. A special Report made in that year testified to the increased numbers of the 
vagrants, their idleness and the part they played in the spread of fever and other 
diseases, as well as to the deficiencies of many vagrant wards. The want of uniform 
treatment was felt by the Inspectors, and the Report included a recommendation that the 
vagrant should be entirely transferred to the police. A Minute of the Poor Law Board 
was issued urging upon Guardians discriminate and uniform action, the refusal of relief 
to able-bodied men not actually destitute, and the employment of the police as 
assistant relieving officers for vagrants. A further recommendation was that passes 
should be given ro persons actually in search of work.3 

183. The vagrant appears to be always sensitive to Circulars from headquarters, 
and the Board were gratified to observe that the number relieved fell from 13,714 on 
July lst, 1848, to 5,662 and 2,954 'on the corresponding days in 1849 and 1850 
respectively.4 Unfortunately this desirable effect is also evanescent, and from 1857 
onwards the vagrant again continued to occupy the attention of the Central Authority 
and of the Legislature. 

184. The Houseless Poor Acts of 1864-5, supplemented by the Metropolitan Poor 
Act of 1867, required the Guardians to provide casual wards to the satisfaction of the 
Central Authority, and the cost of these and the expenses in connection with vagrants 
were to be repaid to the Guardians by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and became 

, eventually a charge on the Metropolitan Common Poor Fund. 

185. At the same time special attention was given to vagrancy elsewhere throughout 
the country. A Parliamentary Report in 1866 ~ showed the general absence of 
uniformity in the treatment of the vagrant class and the insufficiency of the accom
modation provided for them. In the County of Essex alone was the system of passes to 
work-seekers (see above) in operation, and it is noteworthy that in that County" vagrancy 

1 Tenth Annual Report Poor Law Commissioners, 560, 1844, p. 7, II Fourteenth Annual Report, 960. 
18tS, p. 4. 8 Ibid,., pp. 5-6, and App, 22, etc. 4 Second Annual Report Poor Law Board, 1142, 185Q, p. 6, 
a Reports on Vagrancy made to the I;'resident of the Poor Law Board by Poor Law Inspectors, 1866. 
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had ,been 1?ractically abo~ished by the energy of ,th,e chief constable." 1 The Report 
furrushes pIcturesque detaIls of the degraded and crimmal types using the easual wards as 
a converuence or a rendezvous. Here are some notices copied from writings on the 
wall~ :-

. " Saucy Harry and his moll will be at Chester to eat their Christmas dinner, when they 
!Lope Saucer and the fraternity will meet them at the union.-November 14th, 1865." 

" The Governor of Chester Castlo orders all subalterns to meet at Stourbridge," 

" If rag-tailed Soph stays here, come on to Stafford." 

\ " Harry Heenan was here, haftm: beeing off of the rope twelve months.".l 

186. In 1871 the Pauper Inmates Discharge and Regulation Act required the 
Guardians of every Union to provide such proper casual wards as the Poor Law Board 
considered to be necessary; it made provision for the detention of casuals, and 
empowered the .Central Authority to prescribe Regulations for their employment, 
dietary and discipline. 

1"7. As usual these measures were followed by a temporary fall in the number 
of vagrants relieved by the Poor Law. But by 1881 the numbers had again risen 
to 6,215, and in 1882 another' Casual Poor Act was passed extending the period of 
detention in the case of persons admitted to it casual ward of the same Union more 
than once in a month. For this purpose the Metropolis was to be deemed to be one 
Union, and for the purpose of identification officers appointed by the Local Govern
ment Board were frequently to visit the wards in London. 

188. By a General Order dated December 18th, 1882, the Local Government Board 
prescribed the Regulations for casual paupers which, with a few minor modifications, 
are those now in force. 

189. Admission to a casual ward, except in case of sudden or urgent necessity, is 
by order of a relieving officer *; it is directed to be after 4 p.m. in winter, 
and 6 p.m. in summer: vagrants are to be searched and money or other articles to 
be taken from them-the latter being restored on discharge. The vagrant is to 
be bathed, necessary garments supplied to him and his own clothes dried and dis
infected if necessary. An admission and discharge book is to be kept, and particulars 
of any refusal of admission must be recorded and laid before the Guardians. The casual 
is not entitled to his discharge, which is subject to the performance of a task, before 
nine o'clock a.m. of the second day following his admission, or, in the case of a previous 
admission during a month, before the morning c;>f the fourth day, Sunday being 
excluded from the computation. 

190. In 1892, another General Order conferred upon any casual seeking work the right 
to discharge at 5.30 in summer or 6.30 in winter on the second morning after 
his admission. In 1897, an improved diet-including milk-was prescribed for the 
children. 

191. But provisoes to the Orders enabling the Guardians or the officers to dispense 
with the provisions for detention, and the alternative dietaries and tasks of work 
prescribed by the Orders themselves, have occasioned an unfortunate diversity in 
practice. 

192. In 1888. proposals were made before the Select Committee of t~e Hous~ of 
Lords on Poor Relief for the abolition of casual wards, but the Commlttee declded 
that the vagrant could not be dealt with otherwise than as a separate class, so that 
it would always be necessary to maintain a separate department of the workhouse 
for his l'eception, 

• In the Metropolis a person brought by a constable is to be admitted" if there be room." 

l']bid., p. 31. . IIbid., pp. 62, etc. 
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.' 193. In 1895, the vagrancy statistics were nearly double those of 1885, and strong 
representations were made to the Government. Another Circular exhorting Guardians 
to uniformity of treatment and to the exercise of their existing legal powers 
was issued in 1896, and was followed by the usual responsive decrease of numbers. 
But with the close of the South African War and the approach of a period of trade 
depression the numbers again rose, and in 1904 passed all former records, The general 
agitation throughout the country led to the appointment by Mr. Long of a Depart
mental Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Lloyd Wharton, which reported in 
February 1906. 

194. The Committee distinguished four types of vagrants resorting at one time or 
another to the casual ward. 

(1) The bona rde working man, travelling in search of employment-less than 
3 per cent. of the total in the opinion of competent observers. "In times of 
trade-depression there is," the Committee say, "no doubt a larger number of work
ing men on tramp, but it seems clear that as a rule the vagrant who is 
bona fide in search of work is extremely rare." 1 

(2) Men willing to undertake casuallaboudor a short time, but unwilling or unfit 
for continued work: the first to lose employment and the last to regain it as 
trade falls or rises. Drink, idleness, incapacity, and physical disability play their 
part; and for this class "once on the road, always on the road," has come to 
be a proverb.1 

~3) The habitual vagrant and the mendicant. I t 
(4) Old and infirm persons" wandering to their own hurt," crawling from ward to 

ward, entering the workhouse infirmary only when compelled to do so, living by 
~~nd a constant trouble to police and Magistrate. For this class, the Com
mittee thought that some power of £2.mJ>u1.!l.nI~E:0val to a suitable institution 
for care and treatment is needed.s 

HIS. The number of female vagrants using the casual wards is comparatively small,4 
and the proportion of vagrant children has been greatly exaggerated.6 The actual 
numbers, so far as these can be ascertained will be considered presently. 

196. The majority of yagrants are men i~ the ~~le-1>odied period of J~fe, and about 
70 p('r cent. of the vagrants of poth sexes relieved In casual wards on January 1st, 1905, 
w('re b('tween thirty-five and SIXty-five years of age; 23 per cent. were from sixteen 
to thirty-five, and 5 per cent. were over sixty-five. * In summer, the proportion of 
persons over sixty-five rises to 8 or 9 per cent., and there is some increase in the 
proportion of women and children during that season.8 Attempts have been made 
to ascertain the numbers of army reservists, discharged soldiers and militiamen r('sort
ing to the casual ward. On the night of May 8th, 1896, 24 per cent. of the men relieved 
represented themselves as of this class, but only about 5 per cent. were able to 
substantiate the claim. Another Return for December 20th, 1897, gave similar but 
rather lower proportions. T 

197. The Royal Commissjon on the Care of the Feeble-minded do not find any excess 
of mentally defective persons among the vagrant class: indeed "the general opinion 
seemed to be that their wits had been sharpened by hardship and experience."8 
There may, however, be a "considerable population" of discharged mentally defective 
prisoners wandering to and from prisons, workhouses. casual wards and shelters, 

... Of 5,579 casuals relieved on Janua:y lst,1900, only forty-eight meri and nineteen women were reported 
to be over seventy years of age. 

1 Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852) 1906, p. 24. 2 Ibid, PI>, 25~6· 
8 Ibid., PI>- ~5, 106. 4 Ibid., p. Ill. 6 Ibid., 113. 81bid., App. V. 7 Parliamentary Returns' 
No. 89 of 1897, and No. 332 of 1898. • Report of Royal Commission on the Care and Control of the 
:Feeble·Minded [Cd. 4202), 1908, p. 132. .. 
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and to control these the Commission recommend" systematic notification, identifica
tion . • . and control, by which they could be detained and made to labour accordi.ng 
to their ability.l '.' 

198. Vagrants as a class are not ill-fed, they are much better clad than formerly, 
and those who frequent the casual wards have reached a higher standard of cleanliness. 
Rut in other respects there is little change for the better. "The modern tramp as a 
rule lives an unsocial and wretched sort of existence. He has no object in life, 
and his very contentment with his miserable surroundings renders any improvement 
in his condition practically hopeless." 2 It is indeed his low standard of comfort which 
has\occasioned the treatment of the homeless man as a class apart from the ordinary 
indoor poor, and which stands in the way of any attempt to relax the rigour of 
that treatment. 

199. It is in recognition of the evil arising from facilities for this low standard of 
miserable existence that the Committee. recommend the provision of effective super
vision and control over charitable shelters and free-food distributions. Thevadduce 
abundant evidence of the demoralising effect of these shelters, "the maintenance 
of which as at present conducted and the free distribution of food to all comers simply 
perpetuate the evil conditions and in no way remedy the disease-debarring the 
deserving and enabling the idle to continue in their aimless life." 3 . 

200. They advise, that such shelters should be licensed and regulated by the local 
authority of the district; 4 that the licences of these and of common lodging-houses 
generally should be subject to annual renewal; that the public distribution of free food 
should be under similar control; that the consent of the local authority should be 
required to the use of any building for the purpose; and that it should be open to the 
authority to withdraw their consent if at any time this should seem necessary in the 
interests of the community.' 

201. The Committee recommend that" sleeping out" should be an offence when
ever it takes place in buildings or on enclosed premises (e.g., the staircases of tenement 
houses). or is a danger or nuisance to the public. 

202. For sixty years past Returns have been obtained of the number of vagrants 
relieved in the casual wards of England and Wales on January 1st and July 1st in 
each year. In July, 1848, the number * was 13,714; in January, 1860, it had fallen to 
1,542; in January, 1908, it was 17,083. The intervening period from 1860 to 1908 
is occupied by waves. of which the years 1869 (7,020), 1881 (6,215), 1889 (7,058), 
1898 (13,563) mark the crests, while the troughs find their lowest points in 1875 

,(2,235), 1885 (4,866), 1891 (5,552), 1900 (9,841). The figures in brackets denote the 
count of each year. 

203. About 1890 it was found that the day count of casuals did not give an accurate 
return of the actual numbers, vagrants breakfasting in one Union and supping in 
another being counted twice. Since that date a Return of those relieved on the night 
of January 1st or July 1st has also been published. The night count shows that the 
numbers have risen from 4,960 in 1891, to 10,436 - the highest recor~:-on January 1st, 
1908. Since 1904 weekly counts have also been made, and from these it would appear 
that the maximum numbers of vagrants relieved in casual wards ~ay be in the 
autumn months-but possibly in association with the movements of hop-pickers, etc., 
and not wholly in consequence of an increase in the number of habitual vagrants resorting 
to the wards at that time. Both in 1904 and 1905 there was also a rise from January 
throughout the spring until June, followed :by a rapid and remarkable fall of about 50 
per cent. to the middle of July, and then a rise as rapid as the fall.6 

* Incomplete, as not all Poor Law ,Authorities then made returns. 

1 Ibid., p. 133. 2 Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852], 1906, p. :lli. 
3lbid., p. 96. 4 Ibid., p. 98. 6lbid., p. 88. SIMd., App. V. and VI. 
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204. In pomt of distribution through the country vagrancy is found to cling to the 
lUetropolis and its neighbourhood. and to the manufacturing and coal or iron-niiniLt, 
districts; it follows also the track of the navvy when any new works of importance 
are in progress. l 

!m5. The burden and annoyance of vagrancy and the spread of disease by t!amps 
press hardly on the rural Unions through which the main tramp-routes pass. 

206. 'fhe casual pauper· is but an incident of vagrancy; and vagrancy. at one time 
swelling. at another shrinking in volume, merges into a shifting and shiftless fringe of 
the population in such a way as to elude definition. Gypsies. hawkers and pedlars 
are often. but. as the Departmental Committee think. not properly. included in the 
term. And the same observation applies to hop-pickers and fruit-pickers, although these 
at certain seasons freely use the casual wards.· 

207. One witness spoke favourably of the definitions of the German penal code as 
effective in the practical management of vagrancy :-

.. Anyone may be punished by imprisonment (1) Who goel about as a vagrant; (2) who 
gives way to gambling, drink, or idleness. and thus reduces himself to a state in which he has to 
apply to the Huthorides for means for the maintenance of himself and of those dependent upon 
him; or (3) who receives public poor relief, but from unwillingness to labour refuses to do work 
wbich the authorities have provided and for which he has sufficient strength; or (4) who after the 
loss of biB place, within a period fixed by the authorities has not found another situation, and 
cannot sbow that he has used all diligence to find it; or (5) who, although he can maintain those 
for whose support he is liable and in spite of being called upon by the authorities to do BO. fails to 
fulfil his obligations, and is thereby reduced to apply to the authorities for means to maintain 
them.S 

These'definitions go b~yond the description of a "vagrant" as "a person with no' 
settled home and no visible means of subsistence." 4 

20ft Taking the latter definition. the Committee after a detailed consideration of 
the results of various censuses and of the estimates of competent authorities, concluded 
that the number" probably reache~ at times of ·trade depression as high a total as 
70,000, while in times of industrial activity (as in 1900) it might not exceed 30.000 
or 40,000. Between these limi~ the number varies, affected by the conditions of trade, 
weather, and economic causes." The" habitual vagrant" is unaffected by trade 
conditions further than that by each period of depression his ranks are permanently 
and increasingly recruited. No definite figures of this class are available, but the 
Committee were" inclined to think that the numbers would not exceed 20,000 to 30,000." 
We fear that the later counts of casual pauperism indicate a serious and continued 
increase of habitual vagrancy. 

209. A Return' obtained from the Prison Commissioners showed that in February,. 
1905, more than one-fourth of the total prison population were, in the opinion of the· 
authorities, persons of the vagrant class. The class, as a whole, is not addicted to· 
the worst forms of crime, but minor offences are very common. "Cases of assaults by 
tramps on the highways frequently occur, and there is no doubt that in certaiD._ 
districts the tramp is a source of terror to women and children."s 

210. The conclusions of the Committee were that the present system neither repels nor 
reforms the vagrant; and that uniformity of administration. which is an indispensable 
condition of success, is impossible under the "600 independent authorities who are 
actuated by no common principle except the desire to get rid of the vagrant as cheaply 
ag possible. "7 . 

• The Act of 1871 defines a II ea8Ul1J" as II any destitute wayfarer or wanderer applying for or 
receiving relief." . 

1 Report Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 28:.2] 1906, pp. 18, 25. J Ibil. [Cd. 28251 
1906, pp. 24 and 109, etc. I German Penal Uode (Strafgezetabuch), SectionB 61 and 62. ' 4 Report 01 
Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2825] 1906, p. 22. 'Ibid., App. VIL Slbid.,p.25. 
7 Ibid., pp. 32, etc. 

4E 
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211. Nor apparently could poor Unions, the workhouses of which happen to be on main 
roads much frequented by vagrants, be expected to willingly incur the heavy expenditure 
which proper control may entail in buildings and in staff . 

.. We are forced to the conclusion," say the Committee, "that an essential condition of any 
reform ... is an extension of the area of chargeahility and management, and the substi
tution for the guardians of some other authority who will administer the law on uniform lines and 
be subject to central control." 1 * ' 

212. They accordingly recommend the substitution of the police authority as the body 
responsible for the control of vagrants, for their local relief, and for the management 
of <,\asual wards. 

213. Other suggestions had been made to the Committee, such as the combination of 
Unions within a County, or a system of co-operation between the police' and the Poor 
Law with an Exchequer grant for efficiency, to be paid on the certificate of the chief 
constable. But on consideration these were rejected as presenting grave difficulties or 
being open to objection. 

~ 214. There .is, they think, strong ground for making over to the police rather than to I a relief authority the control of vagrancy. 

215. The Committee show that only a 8m~1l proportion of actual vagrancy at a 
given time is represented by the number of casual paupers. They remark that the care 
of the vagrant" may, in fact, be regarded rather as an excrescence on the Poor Law than 
as an integral part of the system"; II and that from early times the regulation of 

\1
' houseless .. persons has, in England, been regarded as a duty of police. They recom
, mend therefore that the tramp should be put under the police, "because it is 
! mainly qua vagrant and not qua pauper that he has t9 be treated."s 

216. The Committee point out that the work is akin to much that already is dis
discharged by the police in their control of the community, such as the regulation of 
traffic, provision of assistance in street accidents, granting of pedlars' licences, 
impounding of stray cattle, and they observe that in thirty-six Counties the 
police already act as assistant relieving officers for vagrants, and that orders for 
:admission to the casual wards are obtained from them. 

217. To the objection that the proposal would take the police away from other 
·duties the Committee reply that they do not contemplate that any great burden should 
be placed on the active members of the force; that in many cases the existing 
'staff of the casual wards could continue their duties under the police; and that 
as vacancies occur it would probably be convenient to appoint retired constables.4 

218. The possibilities of utilising existing casual wards and of arranging for supplies 
from the adjoining workhouse when the casual ward is not a separate establishment, 
were carefully gone into by the Committee; they concluded that such arrange
ments and the other details connected with the transfer and administration of the 
buildincrs were quite practicable, and they believed. that in comparatively few cases 

'would ~ntirely new buildings be needed. They also considered that, in many cases, 
'superfluous 'casual wards could be closed, and that the usual provision should be 
:made for any permanent officer who might lose office under the scheme. 

219. The Committee propose the adoption of the s~andin~ join~~oommitteeas the 
Local Authority in Counties, or the watch co;nmi~te~ ill police .~oroughs. Th~y con
sider that these bodies would by reason of the1l eXlstmg compOSItIon and funC~lOns be 
specially qualified to deal with the matter, and that there would thus be m each 
County a body specially interested in vagrancy as a whole . 

• The Committee devote a chapter to a consideration of the lavish, expenditure on' modem. casual 
wards which had come under their notice. They express" a strong opinion that mea,na should. be 
adopted to protect the ratepaye,from any expenditure . which . is not really ,necessary for the. obJect 
in view," pp. 86-7. 

1 Report of Depa.rtment,.l Committee on Vagran'cy [Cd.' 2852] 1906, p:33. • Ibid., p.35. 
8 Ibid.~ Preston· Thomas, Q. 625. 4 I/tid., p. 3&. 
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220. :The Metropolis presented a difficulty because within the Metropolitan Police 
area. the Secretary of State is the statutory policeanthority, and there is no standing 
joint committee, the force being gover~ed by the Commissioner appointed by the 
Crown.1 

221. Holding that their scheme is "essentially an affair of police," and that inLondon 
the police side of the question is of special importance, the Committee after considering 
a number of alternatives, conclude that the control of the casual wards should be 
given to the Metropolitan Police within their area. But to meet the difficulty 
involved by the position of the Secretary of State as police authority, they propose 
that" the !fetropolitan Police for the purpose of the management of the casual wards 
should be placed practically in the same position as the standing joint committees in 
the rest of the country, leaving the Secretary of State the same power of control as he 
exercises elsewhere ";11 and that the City of London Police should manage the wards 
belonging to their own area. -

_ 222. The transfer of the casual wards from the Poor Law to the police implies 
a coincident assignment of central authority from the Local Government Board to the 
Home Office.- The Committee recommend that the issue of the Secretary of State's -
c·ertificate of efficiency should be made conditional on ~atisfactory arrangements 
respecting vagrancy within the area of the police authority to which the certificate 
is granted. By this they hope that a powerful inducement to uniformity and efficiency 
would lie ready to hand.4 

223. The Committee next address themselves to a consideration of the assistance 
which may properly be given to .!!2.."!!!,.ji4e r:w~r~-_seekers. fhey propose .that the 
police should be empowered to issue a way-tIcket to a man who can satISfy them 
that he has recently worked at some employment (other than a casual job), and that. 
he has reasonable expectation of work at a certain place or other good reason for 
desiring to gothere. They further propose that the way-ticket should bear on it proofs. 
of identity; that it should be limited to a certain period, say one month; that it should 
be so framed alii to form a record of the man's journey; that it should entitle the bearer,_ 
on application at the casual ward, to a night's lodging, supper, and breakfast; and 
that after doing two hours' work the man should be free to depart.1i 

224. It appears that the object of the small task is to maintain a spirit of independence, 
in rendering something in return for the lodging, and partly also to check abuse. The 
Committee are of opinion that the way-ticket man should generally have somewhat 
better treatment than the ordinary vagrants and should be kept apart from them as 
far as possible.8 Details of dietary are given in the Report and arrangements 
for a. mid-day meal en. route are proposed; both for the ticket-holder and for the 
ordinary vagrant. T 

225. The Committee express the hope that the sufficient provision made for 
bona fide wayfarers would tend to check the indiscriminate charity which is "the main 
support of vagranc0-- --------------.---------_ .ko 6_ 

226. For the habitual vagrant the Committee contemplate the enforcement of A

task and a detention of two nights at least in the casual wards. But they are
strongly of opinion that the women and children should be received temporarily 
into the workhouse,t and not into the casual wards;9 and they were confirmed in their 

• This includes the Counties of London (except the City) and Middlesex, and a number of parishes 
in Surrey, Kent, Essex and Herta, which are wholly or partly within fifteen miles of Charing Cross. 

§ The scheme of the Committee generally resembles the system of Inter-Cantonal Union of 
Switzerland. The Unioll is a voluntary society, but the police are actively associated with the working 
of the system and some of the Herbergen (relief stations) are at police s1at ion'. (Report of 
Departmental Committee, Q. 8285.) , . . ~ 

t Of 10,'36 persons relieved -iu- casual wards on the night of January 1st,. 1908, only 986 were 
women, and 178 children. Of th" children, nearly one-half on average are·over seven years of age,and 
rather more than one-third are between two and !leven years. _ (Report, App. v., and ReturIlJi of Pauperism, 
January Ist,1908_)· . 

. 1 Report ()f Departmental _ Committee on Vagrancy. (Cd. 2852] 1906, p. 38. 9 !bU., pp. 39-40. 
8 County and Borough Police Act.. IS56, Sec. 16, amended by the Local Government Act, 18158, Sees. 24-5. 
4 Heport of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy rCd. 2852] 1906, p. 40, /j Ib-id., pp. 48-9. 8 Ibid., 
p.49. T Ibid., P. 49 "n'1 Chapter VIII. 8 Ibid., p. 104. 9 Ibid, pp. 112-2. -
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(Idle and 
disorderly). 

(Rogues and 
- Tagabonds). 

opinion of the advantages of this arrangement by the evidence which they received 
as to unsatisfactory treatment of female casuals. 

. 227 .. They are .disposed to ~hink that the question of female vagrancy is compara
tIvely ummportant; and that wlth the removal of the men from the roads would follow 
the speedy disappearance of the tramping women and children. 1 

228. The law as to vagrants rests on the Vagrancy Act (1824)2 as amended, and 
extended by subsequent enactments. Three classes of persons may be thus dealt with :-

(1) Idle and disorderly. 

(2) Rogues and vagabonds , 

(3) Incorrigible rogues. 

Under Class (1) are included:-

(a)" Every person being able wholly or in part to maintain himself or herseH, or , 
his or her family by work or by other means, and wilfully refusing or neglecting to 
do so by which refusal or neglect he or she (etc.) shall have become- chargeable--"3 

(b) Persons having been legally removed but returning and becoming chargeable. 3 

(c) Workhouse inmates refusing or neglecting to perform a prescribed task, 
or destroying their clothes, or damaging the property of the Guardians.4 

(d) A similar provision for persons relieved out of the workhouse.6 

(e) Persons applying for relief and not disclosing money or property in their 
possession.8 

(/) Paupers: absconding from casual ward, workhouse or asylum during legal 
detention; refusing to do work or observe regulations while inmates of such 
institutions; wilfully giving false name or making false statement to obtain relief. 
(Certain officers of a workhouse or casual ward are empowered to take offenders 
before a Justice without summons or w~rrant, and upon conviction to convey 
them to gaol)T . . 

(g) Unlicensed pedlars, also mendicants and prostitutes u~der certain conditions.8 

Under Class (2):-

(a) Paupers repeating any of the offences enumerated above (f), or any person 
on a second conviction as "idle and disorderly."9 

(b) Men deserting their families, and so leaving them chargeable.1o 

(c) Mendicants exposing wounds or deformities; 
under false pretences. U 

also persons gathering alms 

\ 
(d) Certain offenders against decency or morality.ll 

(e) Fortune-tellers, persons gaming or betting m certain places or concerned 
with lotteries.13 

(/) Persons found in enclosed premises, etc., or frequenting certain places 
for an unlawful purpose, or in possession of house-breaking tools or armed with 
felonious intent.14 

(g) Deserters from the Navy.16 

(h) Immigrants or aliens guilty of an offepce under the Aliens Aci.18 

1 Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852] 1906, p. 112. 15 Geo. IV., c. 83. 
, 3 Ibid., Sec.' 3, 12 & 13 Viet., c. 103, Sec.:. Ibid., and 7 &; 8. Vict., c. 101, Sec. 55, and 28 & 29 Viet., e. 79, 
Sec. 7. '4 5 & 6 Viet., c. 57, Sce. 5. 629 & 30 Viet., c. 113, Sec. 15. 811 & 12 Viet., e. 110, 
Sec. 10. T 34 & 35 Viet., c. 108, Sees. 7 and 8. 39 & 40 Viet., c~ 61, Sec. 44. 45 &; 46 Viet., es. 36, 
Sees.· '-5. 85 Geo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 3. 34 &: 35 Viet., c. 96, Sec. 13. 4 Edw. VII., c. 15, Sec. 2. 
934 &; 35 Viet., c. 108, Sec. 7. 5 Geo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 4. 105 Geo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 4. 11 Ibid.'.' 
11 Ibid., and 1 &: 2 Viet., e. 38, Sec. 2; 61 &; 62 Viet., e. 39, Sec. 1. 13 Ibid., and 36 & 37 Viet., e. 38, 
Sec. 3, and various statutes of Geo. III., and IV. 14 5 Geo. IV., e. 83 Sec. 4. 34 &; 35 Vict., c. 112, Sec. 7, 
54 & 55 Vict , 0.69 Sec. 6. 16 1,) &: 1) Viet., e. 62, Sec. 10. 185 Edw. VII., c. 13, Sec. 7 (1). 
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. I . (Incorrigible 
(a) Persons preVIous y conVIcted as rogues and vagabonds.1 rogues) 

(b) Escaping from legal confinement before expiration of a term of sentence under 
the Vagrancy Act.1 

229. It will be seen that the operation of the Vagrancy Act is by no means confined 
to the ordinary vagrant; it includes the pauper class generally and it extends to 
large sections of the criminal population, and it has been applied to quite miscellaneous 
offences. 

230. The scale of punishments under the Vagrancy Act is as carefully graduated as 
the offences. " Idle and disorderly" persons on summary conviction before a 
single Justice may be imprisoned for not exceeding fourteen days with hard labour, 
or before a petty sessional court the term may be extended to one month. " Rogues 
and vagabonds" similarly may' be imprisoned for not more than fourteen days on 
conviction before a Justice or for three months by Petty Sessions. 

231. The foregoing may appeal to Quarter Sessions. The "incorrigible rogue" can 
. only be finally dealt with by those Sessions; but any Justice or Petty Sessions may 

commit him to prison with hard labour to await Quarter Sessions, where he may be 
sentenced to further imprisonment for not more than one year with hard labour.:I 
Male offenders may be whipped.- . 

232. The great majority of sentences under this Act are for fourteen days or less, and 
the Committee report that it is impossible from any practicable point of view to 
defend these short sentences, which neither deter nor reform.4 f 

233. Some of the Committee's witnesses held that minimum sentences in the case 
of vagrants should be laid down by Statute, but it was felt by others that there would 
be considerable objection to taking away the discretionary power of the Magistrates. 
The Committee urge that, in any case where a Magistrate deems it expedient to give 
a sentence of less than fourteen days, the sentence should be for one day only, which means 
that on the rising of the Court the prisoner would be discharged. 

23'{. But this nominal sentence would be a conviction and would be recorded, and 
the Committee suggest that, on a second or third conviction, the habitual vagrant should I 

be dealt with by a long term of detention. 

235. Hitherto the difficulty of identification has proved a great obstacle in dealing 
with this class of offender; but this, the Committee think, could now be overcome by a 
system of finger-print records. I 

236. The Committee recommend that "means should be provided to allow of the 
habitual vagrant being dealt with otherwise than under the Vagrancy Act, and that 
as far as possible he should be treated not as a criminal, but as.a person requiring detention 
on account of his mode of life." They suggest that the class should be defined by Statute 
and include any person who has on three or more occasions been convicted of such offences 
as begging, refusing_.!.?J~~rJ.qt:..Ill..JL.tas.~~ of. work. 9~ Jailing 1(0 mai~t~in ,himself. The 
CoIiiiillttee also 'pomt out that under thIS head would come With much advantage 
many of the class of workhouse inmates known as "ins-and-~uts." 

237. The Committee consider that this prolonged detention should as far as possible 
be carried out in a . ..:l~b..QJ.U:-;'colc.u.~ and that, although Government institutions will 
eventually be necessary for the more difficult cases, it would be best in the first instance 
to trust to the enterprise of voluntary associations or of individual philanthropy or of 
local authorities under strict supervision by the State, and assisted from the rates or the 
National Exchequer.' 

238. The Committee commend the general lines of a Bill introduced by Sir John 
Gorst in 1904 and modelled on the Inebriates Act of 1898 which provided for the 

a Ibid., Sec. 10. 4 R~port of 
6 Ibid., p. 60. 'Ibid., p. 74, etc. 

1 5 Goo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 5. :I 5 Goo. IV., c. 83, Sec. 14. 
Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852] 1906, pp. 51, etc. 
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certification and regul~tion of such places of ~9,mpJ.lls.Qryq~1iJI.!!i9_~ the Secretary 
of State and f~"p_~~.,aid from the rll:tes or from the EXChequer. " 

~.~", ... -... --. ..,----..---
, 239. The Committee suggest that the period of detention should be from six months 

. i to three years and that there should be power to obtain discharge by good conduct and 
. ~ ~ by small earnings.. The. Co~ttee also ~ttach great importance to the dietary as a 

l' means of encouragmg or mduclng the colorust to work. They found that, in some estab. 
lished labour colonies, the unearned allowance of food was lavish and costly, and tha~ 
the system under which it was" given instead of stimulating the man's energies tended 
to sap them. 

\240. They propose therefore that the allowance to each colonist should, with certain 
safeguards, be. skmply sufficient ~2!'_I?1!~~~!1ce, but it would be open to every man to 

I supplement this y meaiis ot-wm and good conduct. Apart from the reception of women 
into a workhouse the Committee do not propose that their treatment should materially 
differ from that of men. Some provision should, they think, be made for female labour 
colonies, but it is not anticipated that many women would need to be so dealt with. 

241. As regards children, the Committee recommend that, where the parent or guardian 
f of a child is dealt with as a habitual vagrant, the Court should be empowered to send 
i the child to an industrial school or to a pl.ag.~.£~~s~fety, and that S~ction 14 of the Industrial 
l Schools Act, ISM, sliO'UlQ'b~meride<ras to remove doubts of lts application to vagrant 
. children. 

242. Under the Poor Law Act, 1899, Guardians are empowered to assume parental rights 
under specified conditions. This was' commended to the Committee by an experienced 
witness as the most successful method of dealin"g with vagrant children. 1 The Committee 
endorsed its desirability inasmuch as it affords alternative ways of dealing with individual 
cases. But the law of settlement has, it appears, been an obstacle, as Guardians have 
hesitated to assume the cost of children not belonging to their Union. It had been sug
gested that the County should contribute, but the Committee were" not prepared to 
suggest that the charge should be thrown on the County in every case where the Guardians 
adopt a vagrant child."2 Action may also be taken in the interest of vagrants' children 
under the Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, 1904. The Committee found that much 
useful work has been done in co-operation with the Poor Law officials by the National 

, Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children under this Statute, but that difficulty has 
been found in practice because it is necessary to prove an overt act of cruelty, and because 
the Society are not able to as~unie control of a child unless they undertake the cost of 
maintenance. 

243. The Committee also found that difficulties have arisen in regard to the provisions 
of the Elementary Education Acts applicable to children of this class, and that if these 
were acted on ample means would be available for assuming control of vagrant children 
who are not receiving proper education. S 

244. Since the Report of the Departmental Committee upon Vagrancy has been 
published and its recommendations known, B2!D.:~ .. Qbjections have been raised to the 
proposal to entrust the regulati()n, 9f the vagI'ant class to thepolic.e...anthQ.rities. The 
proposal is one which has-been made -lnore 'than" once since 183-1 by experienced 
officials who have inquired into the matter, and one of the grounds upon which it 
is advocated is that the casual pauper is but an incident and a fragment of vagrancy. 
His exiguous' relief, it is urged, is a small matter in the regulation of the multitude of 
which he is a part, and, as the purpose of the police is thp, preservation and enforce
ment of order, it has been commonly recognised from' early times that the control of 
the vagrant is a part of the prevention of crime not less important than its dotection. 

245. It is further contended by the Committee that there would be no need foJ;' the 
withdrawal of the police from their other duties, for it was contemplated by those 
making the Report that an auxiliary organisation and the employment of superannuated 
constables should be authorised, as well as an extension of the arrangement by which 
certain Poor Law officials are at present invested with police powers in special 
circumstances. The Committee were further of opinion that there would not De any 
insuperable difficulty in arranging for a ~ient...-scp~~ation of, buildin~s a.nd of 
administration where the casual wards are contiguous to a workhouse. , 

1 Rcport of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852] 1906, Q. 11010., 2Ibid •• p. 114; 
S IMd., p. 115. 
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24:6. To the objections raised against the proposal that the police should control 
the male tramps in the casual wards while the women and children are relieved in the 

. workhouse, the Committee's reply would be that there may be distinct advantage in a 
separation which is in any case one of clear ddinition. The number of women and 
children to be found sleeping in the casual wards is small compared with the number 
seen upon the roads. The inference therefore is that the women and children sleep 
elsewhere, and this theory is confirmed by the counts which from time to time have 
been made of the vagrant population as a whole. These counts show a far larger' 
proportion of women and children than is found in the Poor Law Returns.1 It is 
therefore contended that the complete dissociation of the women and children from 
the casual ward will tend to further disperse the remnant of women and children who 
resort to th~m. 

~47. The main recommendations of the Vagrancy Committee involving police 
control are in fact co-ordinate parts of a scheme for the elimination of the undeserving 
vagrant. They are associated with a way-tioket which is intended as a pa.QF;port and 
safeguard for the bonafide worker, and which derives its authoritive value from, and: 
in its regulation depends upon, 11 police system. The powers which must necessarily 
underlie a compulsory detention are to be entrusted to the Department of Sta.te 
responsible for the enforcement or-order and of the penal institutions of the State, as 
being the only authority capable of adequately carrymg out srich'Tunctiotis. 

, 248. We did not ourselves give special attention to the subject of Vagrancy in view 
of the fact that it had been inquired into so recently by the Departmental Committee 
whose Report we·nave summarised in the preceding paragraphs. 

249. We' shall not, therefore, attempt to revise the Committee's conclusions, with 
which, indeed, many of us are in agreement. But on the other .hand, we feel that some 
of our own proposals, such for instance as that for the enlargement of the Poor Law 
area and for the granting of passes to workmen by the Labour Exchange, . will, if adopted, 
alter the situation 6S it existed at the date of the Departmental Committee's Report. 

250. We therefore merely set out the recommendations arrived at by the Committee. 
and express the opinion that. in taking any action upon them, Your Majesty's Government 
should carefully consider the effect of our proposals for the re-organisation of the Poor 
Law system. 

1 Report of Departmental Committee on Vagrancy [Cd. 2852] 1906, pp. 20, 21. 
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Chapter 6. 

STOCK-TAKING AND WORKHOUSE ACCOUNTS. 

''''; \151. The question of workhouse accounts is one which should be dealt with- in the 
reorganisation of Poor Law administration generally. 

252. With the greater specialisation of institutional treatment the books and forms 
should be adapted to the particular type of institution. We desire the responsible heads 
of the institutions of the future to devote their time and energies to the more important 
questions of internal management, the individual care of inmates, etc. It will, there
fore, be necessary in our opinion that the system of accounts should be reconsidered. 

253. A Departmental Committee was appointed in May, 1901, to inquire into the 
question. The Committee made an exhaustive inquiry, and came to the conclusion 
that the system could be considerably simplified.1 On any revision, the question of 
stock-taking should not be overlooked; the present methods are open to serious objection. 
Except in a few cases in which a stocktaker has been appointed, the duty devolves upon 
the visiting committee of the workhouse or institution. Whilst the duty of stock-taking 
may in many cases have been carefully and punctually performed, we think that in future 
this duty should be performed by a paid stocktaker appointed by the Public Assistance 
Authority in each area. 

254. The Orders which have been issued by the Local Government Board in the case 
of Willesden Board of Guardians and others, make it the duty of the stocktaker to compare 
the stores with the book entries of the quantities of stock in store at the date of taking 
stock and to certify accordingly; on the other hand the Departmental Committee object 
to this, and consider that such a certificate could be given only by a person capable of 
examining all the books and vouchers, and they think that the stocktaker should be 
restricted to a statement of the stock found by him to be in store at the time.s 

255. We believe that such a restriction might leave the way open to fraudulent 
practices. 

256. Persons fully capable of undertaking the double duty of taking stock and checking 
the necessary books should not be difficult to find. We recommend their appointment. 
but the appointment should not take away the responsibility of the Public Assistance 
Authority for the proper oversight of all stores and the keeping of bOOKS. 

257. We suggest that the keeping of accounts should be simplified as far as possible, 
and the number of books and forms reduced to a minimum consistent with sufficient 
safeguards to prevent or detect fraud and to prevent laxity of method. 

- 1 Report of Departmental Committee on Workhouse Accounts (Cd. 1440] 1903, p. Iii 
App. iv., pp. 60-1. 
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Chapter 7. 

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND INEBRIETY. 

258. As the evidence has shown, the immediate cause of destitution in many cases 
is drink. When application for relief is made, a habit [of drinking has often 
been already formed; and it is too late to do more than maintain the applicant, 
'Who can leave the workhouse with the usual notice and often returns the worse for 
a debauch. We have made recommendations elsewhere in regard to "Ins-and-Outs," 
·amongst whom many of this character would be found; but we are not content to 
leave the question without some more precise suggestions. Where the cause of 
distress appears definitely to be drink, we think that the case should be specially 
investigated and noted and the applicant examined medically and otherwise, and 
proper action taken. 

259. Little use can be made of the voluntary provisions of the Habitual Drunkards 
Act of 1879.1 But the Inebriates Act of 1898 contains valuable provisions, which 
might, we think, be turned to account and extended. This Act provides that a 
person may be sentenced to be detained for a period not exceeding three years in a 
State inebriate reformatory or any certified inebriate reformatory, subject to the 
managers being willing to admit him, on his being convicted of an offence punishable 
by imprisonment or penal servitude, if the court is satisfied that the offence was 
'Committed under the influence of drink, or that drunkenness was a contributing cause 
of the offence, and the offender admits that he is, or is found by the jury to be, an 
habitual drunkard. I 

260. In a Schedule to the Act is entered a list of offences, and any person who 
(}ommits any of these offences, and who within the twelve months preceding the date 
of the commission of the offence has been convicted summarily at least three times of 
any such offence, and who is an habitual drunkard, is liable on conviction by indict
ment, or, if he consents to be dealt with summarily, on summary conviction, to be 
detained for a term not exceeding three years in any certified inebriate reformatory. 

261. There are thus for these offenders two kinds of institutions-the State 
inebriate reformatorie~, for "troublesome, refractory and violent" inmates, and 
(lertified inebriate reformatories, which remain institutions of the more normal 
I'etormatory type. And besides the procedure by indictment there is the simple 
procedure available under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts. But apart from the policy 
and requirements of the Inebriates Act, cases of "criminal inebriety" are constantly 
brought before the magistrates. These are cases of attempted suicide, wounding, 
assault, malicious damage and other similar offences, brought before justices sitting in 
summary jurisdiction courts, which are dealt with by short terms of imprisonment 

It or are handed over to friends. It is most probable that among these are many persons 
who subsequently become paupers, and are often for a long time maintained by the 
rates. 

262. There is thus provision for the more extreme and less remediable cases of 
inebriety, but for other and presumably earlier and more remediable c~ses there is only 
as a rule the short sentence. 

263. The weekly cost of an inmate in a certified reformatory may be taken at 
from lOs. to 12s.8 The weekly cost of ail. indoor pauper is about 10s.4 If the lower 
figure be taken, the difference of cost is not great between the inebriate 
and the pauper. On the other hand, we have the fact that the persons 

1 Report of the Royal Commission on the Feeble-minded [Cd. 4202], 1908, p. 133. 2lbid., pp. 133-4. 
Stone's Justices' Manual (1905), p. 257. 8 Report of the Inspector under the Inebriates Acts, 1879 to 1900, 
for the year 1907 [Cd. 4342], p. 8.. 4 Thirty-sixth Annual Report Local GovernJ]lent Board [Cd. 3655], 
1907, p. cDviii. 
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whose'drinking habits are least settled alid unalterable receive short sentences and dis
appear, in no way bettered but left to drift into crime and pauperism. These two facts 
suggest: (1) that the evil might be dealt with at an earlier stage, if the law 
allowed it; and (2) that at that st~ge .the-cost of maintenance in suitable inStitutions 
would not be more expensive, or only slightly more expensive, than maintenance in a 
workhouse. But unless the ground for intervention at the earlier stage be strong and 
such as could fairly be dealt with in a court of law, it is hardly possible to base any adminis. 
trative proposal upon it.. 

264. Socially, the ground for intervention-a ground which appears to us to be suffi
cient-is that the inebriate is reducing himself and his family to such straits that he will 
hare to apply to the poor relief authorities for maintenance. There seems to be no reason 

. why this should not be made an ofience. Whether the cause of the intemperance be in 
part physical, or not,' the result afieets most seriously the community at .Iarge. Not 
only does the delinquent deprive his family of his services, but he weakens and degrades 
it, and he injures the community as well by imposing on it a large expenditure and by 
failing to fulfil his duty towards it. It may be asserted that the system of treatment 
is only partially curative. That may be so, and still it may be advantageous. Like 
other branches of medical social work it has to be carried out in a large measure experi
mentally and in the future there may be many alterations in the conditions of treatment. 
But to leave the problem unconsidered is the greater evil. 

N oTE.-The above paragraphs were written -before the publication of the Report 
of the Departmental Committee appointed to inquire into the operation of the law 
relating to inebriates and to their detention in reformatories· and retreats} 

The definition recommended by the Departmental Committee includes (see 
Recommendation II.) the class of cases to which we refer. It is as follows :'---'-

" An inebriate is a person who habitually takes or uses any intoxicating 
thing or things, and while under the influence of such thing or things, or in 
consequence of the effects thereof is . . 

(a) Dangerous to himself or others; or 

(b) A cause of harm or serious annoyance to his family or others; or 

(c) Incapable of. managing himself or his affairs, or of ordinary proper 
conduct. "2 

1 (Cd •• 438, 1908). II ibid., P. 33. 
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Chapter 8. 

COMPOUNDING FOR RATES. 

265. Our attention has been directed by many witnesses fto the system und,er which 
rates are now collected, a system which must be carefully considered in reviewing Poor 
Law administration. Speaking generally occupiers of rateable properties are alone liable 
for the payment of rates; but under the system popularly known as that of " compound
ing " the owner of small property may be rated instead of the occupier, either by agreement 
or by compulsory order of the localauthority.l 

266. The law on this subject is, in regard to the rate for the relief of the poor, 
contained in Sections 3 and 4: of the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act. 1869. 
which are as follows :- . . 

(iii.) In case the rateable value of any hereditament does not exceed twenty pounds, if the 
hereditament is situate in the Metropolis, or thirteen pounds if situate in any parish wholly or partly 
within the Borough of Liverpool, or ten pounds if situate in any parish wholly or partly within the' 
City of Manchester or the Borough of Birmingham, or eight pounds if situate elsewhere,and the 
owner of such hereditament is willing to enter into an agreement in writing with the Overseers to 
become liable to them for the poor rates assessed in respect of such hereditament for any term not 
being le88 than one year from the date of such agreement, and to pay the poor rates whether the 
hereditament is occupied or not, the overseers may, subject, nevertheless, to the control of the vestry, 
agree with the owner to receive the rates from him, and to allow to him a commission not exceeding 
25 per cent. on the amount thereof. 

(iv.) The veltry of any parish may, from time to time, order that the owners of all rateable 
hereditamentllito which Section 3 of this Act extends, situate within Buch parish shall be rated· 
to the poor rate in respect of Buch rateable hereditaments, instead of the occupiers, on all rates mado 
after the date of such order and thereupon, and 80 long as, such order shall be in force the following 
enactments shlill have effect :-

(1) The overseen shall rate the owners instead of the· occupiers, and shall allow to them 
an abatement or deduction of 15 per centum from the amount of the rate. 

(2) If the owner of one or more of Buch rateable hereditaments shall give notice to the over
seers in writing that he is willing to be rated for any term not being less than one year, in respect 
of all such rateable hereditaments of which he is the owner, whether the same be occupied or 
not, the overseers shall rate such owner accordingly, and allow to him a further abatement 
or deduct.ion not exceeding 15 per centum from the amount of the rate during the time he is, 
80 rated. 

(3) The vestry may by resolution rescind any Buch order after a day to be fixed by them, 
liuch day being not les8 than six months after the passing of such resolution, but the order shall 
continue in force with respect to all rates made before the date on which the resolution takes 
effect. 

Provided that this clause 8hall not be applicable to any rateable hereditament in which Ii dwelling-
house shall not be included. ~ 

267. Now this system of compounding has on many occasions been the subject 
of discussion. It was abolished by Parliament in 1867; it was re-established in 
1869 because of the difficulties which the Local Authorities encountered when they 
attempted to collect the rates directly from small occupiers. We have Dot had access 
to any evidence other than that contained in the debates in Parliament which led 
to this significani fluctuation of opinion. We may, however, be permitted to observe 
that in administrative questions it is practically impossible even for Parliament 
to force on unwilling Local Authorities a system which they regard as administra
tivelv unworkable; but it should noi be forgotten that forty years ago ihe machinery 
of local self-government was, comparatively speaking, undeveloped, and in some districts 
the working of this machinery was in the hanns of a type of administrator very 
different from those who occupy similar position~ to-day. Churchwardens and Over
f:eers were· the rating authority; they were appointed for the most part by the Easter 
Vestry; the rates are now made by the Overseers only, who are appointed by other bodies. 

1 Final Report Royal Commission on Local Taxation, Chapter XII. 
429 4F2 
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But whatever changes have been introduced, the compounding system ever since has 
been and still is condemned on the ground that thos~ who have the right to vote for the 
election or to become members of Boards of Guardians, entrusted with the raising and 
expenditure of mo~e! derived from t~e rates, should be. directly. rated and pay -rates 
th~~selves. In thIS Judgment many Wltnesses1 re~r~sentatIve ot varlOUS shades of political 
opmIOn have concurred and have endorsed the OpInIOn of the Royal Commission on Local 
Taxation ~ho, although. they pointed ?ut the great practical difficulties of abolishing 
compoundmg held that lt was most desITable that all classes of the community should, as 
far as possible, be made liable to personal payment of rates, in order that they might 
appreciate directly the effect of competent or incompetent, economical or extravag~nt. 
administration. The occupier of compounded property has, under the present, system, no 
mea:ns of knowing what proportion of his rent is due to the demands of the rating authority. 
If tHe rate rises he may )lave his rent raIsed, but if it falls he does not necessarily obtain 
any reduction.2 It is generally argued that the evil results of this system apply only to 
the poorest classes in the community ; but as a matter of fact owing to the erection of 
what are popularly called Co flats" occupiers paying an inclusive rent amounting in some 
cases to £400 or £500 a year have little cognizance during their tenancy of a rise or fall in 
the rates.s 

268. There is, however, no reason to labour this aspect of the question. As far as the 
principle is concerned, few would be found to support the compounding system. It 
contravenes the whole theory on which the democratic form of government has been set 
up. On the other hand, it is urged that the practical difficulties of collecting and enforcing 
payment of rates from the large number of weekly tenants who, in urban areas, frequently 
move from one tenement to another, are insuperable. It should not, however, be forgotten,. 
that as a rule these tenants move to a fresh tenement in the near neighbourhood, and that 
although the number of removals is large, in very many cases accommodation is found 
in the same rating area. The conclusion in regard to compounding at which the Royal 
Commission on Local Taxation arrived was based on the consideration of these diffi
culties ; but the recommendation, it would appear, was founded on the evidence of officials 
directly concerned with the collection of rates.4 Now while we attach full weight to the 
conclusions of local administrators of great experience, we venture to suggest that public 
servants familiar with present methods of collection may be disposed to over-estimate 
.the difficulties involved in any change of system. At the same time we have to report 
that official witnesses have pressed on us their opinion that any radical change in the 
method of collection would be a matter of very serious difficulty.6 The Local Taxation 
Commission recommended that compounding should be permitted where the rateable value 
of the hereditaments does not exceed £10 in localities other than London and LiverpooL 
The effect of this proposal would be to increase the number of hereditaments to which 
•• compounding" might be applied in all places except London, Liverpool, Manchester and 
Birmingham.6 . 

269. Assuming that m principle it is desirable to abolish compounding we proceed 
to consider whether any practicable scheme has been laid before us. We have evidence 
from the Metropolitan Rate Collectors' Association7 to the effect that the abolition of 
compounding would result in a considerable mcrease in the total rates collected, but that 
if dfrect application to the occupiers were the established system, loss from empties, 
increased cost of collection and irrecoverables would be greater than the allowance made 
for compounding. But seeing how large the compounding allowance is not only in 
London but in other parts of the country, we question whether -this forecast would be 
borne out by experience. Another consideration must ,be weighed. Local Authorities 
when estimating their financial requirements and framing their budgets require to know 
the amount which the precept will produce, otherwise they will be driven to make" specu
latIve precepts," in order to compensate for the losses entailed by direct collection. We 
are, however, of opinion that if the compounding system were gradually abolished this 
difficulty would prove much less than is anticipated. With a certain class of tenant in 

1 C. H. Wilson, Stat. 27. Crowder, 175451; Kemp, 4686,); Dodd, 48131; Mee, Stat. 85; Young. 
69722; \Hlkes, 75441i; Moody, 72082, etc.; Local Taxation Commission Report, p. 51; Crouch, App. xxxiii .• 
Vol.IX., p. 813. a Sharpe, 17334, 'S Lockwood, -14037i 14136. 4 Local Taxation Commis8ion~ 
Minutes of Evidence, Vol.!., 1755-63, 4017, 6878. 6Thom&s, 50156 ; Clarke, Vol. IX., App. xxv.; 
TRgg, Vol. IX., App. xxix.; Potter, Vol. IX., App. xxvi; Potts, Vol. IX., ApI» xxvii. 8 Final Report. 
p. 1.12. 7 Robertll, 93504 (7). 
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OUI' judgment no evil results would follow. This opinion is based, as we have said, on 
the recommendation of the Local Taxation Commission, and is supported by witnesses, 
such as .Mr. F. B. Crouch,l the Secretary of the Peabody Donation Fund. Miss Constance 
Bartlett, and Mr. J. T. Baker, the senior rate collector for the Borough of Islington, who 
possess intimate know ledge of th~ financial difficu.l~ies of those inhabiting tenement!)' of 
low rateable value. Mr. Crouch mforme~ us that In one of the M~tropolitan Boron.ghs 
an attempli was ~de by the Local.Au~horlty to reduce the compounding allowance. This 
proposal was reslSted by a combmatlOn of property owners .. ' The authorities decided 
to abolish the compounding system in certain selected districts; in consequence of this 
on two of the Peabody estates accommodating 366 tenants, rates have been paid direct 
by the occupiers to the collectors appointed by the rating authority for more than five 
years. These tenants earn but small incomes, and no special arrangement as to collection 
has been made by the rating authority, but we are informed the arrangement has been 
for the advantage of the Municipal Authorities, and the tenants have not su:ffered. In 
several properties in the Metropolis, as we are told by Miss Bartlett,! an interesting 
experiment has been made in order to prove whether it is possible to get rid of the com
pounding system~ The tenements in question are separately rated, and the tenants 
have paid direct with satisfactory results. In other groups of houses the rates are collected 
weekly with the rents, the former rising and falling with the amount levied, special rent 
books being now published containing scales showing amounts payable under various 
assessments and various rates. The result has been what might have been expected. 
The tenants take an intelligent interest in local administration; they take advantage 
of their privilege as direct ratepayers, not only to grumble at the amounts required, but 
they are on the alert to get full value for their money as regards street cleansing and the 
like. They realise that if the administration becomes slack they are the sufferers. If 
rates rise they have to pay their share, and even a small increase has a disturbing influence 
on the family budget. If the rates, owing to the watchfulness and efficiency of their 
representatives and the officials diminish, they get a direct and immediate advantage. 
They realise what too many forget, viz., . that no small proportion of the burden which 
resUlts from increased municipal expenditure falls heavily on the class least able to bear 
it, and that when rates rise by reason of a progressive increase' in loan charges spread 
over a period of years, no relief can be anticipated. In other words, the increase in rates 
is the result of increased loan charge. We should travel far beyond our terms of reference 
were we to attempt a description of the serious burden laid on the poorer class of the 
community by extravagant or inefficient administration. And as need hardly be stated, 
owing to the increase in rates, rents and the cost of all commodities rise. The tenants, 
as we have been informed, have to rest satisfied with less adequate accommodation than 
they would rightly desire, for they cannot afford to take an extra room if such be needed. 

270. We must also allude to the evidence which has been submitted to us by Mr. J. T,' 
Baker,8 the senior rate collector of the Metropolitan borough of Islington, The rateable 
"9'alue of this borough is £1,945,113; its population, 334,991; and its rateable vl;llue, 
therefore, amounts to £5' 68 per head of population, thus showing that within its borders 
are contained a considerable amount of small property. The compounding system was 
abolished some years ago, and the change has resulted in a large saving to the ratepayers. 
Thus, according to a statement for the auarter ending Michaelmas, 1907, the loss on 
irrecoverabletl, etc., throughout the whole district amounted only to 8s. 4id. per £100. * 

271. Now, in principle we are of opinion that the compounding system should be 
abolished wherever practicable, and that, as far as possible, rates ,should be collected 
weekly, monthlv Vr quarterly, as are rents. Collectors, either men or women, should 
be appointed at" a small fixed salary, and a commission on collection. In this connection 
we desire to point out that in the last forty years a vast system of industrial insurance 
for funeral benefit and other purposes has spread over the whole country. Premiums 
are collected weekly in very small SUnlS, which, in the aggregate, reach large amounts 
by co~ectors calling weekly on the occupiers of property of very low rateable value; 
and the syst~m, from a commercial point of view, is, eminently satisfactory. If, as a 
commercial undertaking, a weekly collection of small premiums is remunerative to the 
collectors, and provides the poorer classes with a method of insurance of which they 
approve, it can scarcely be affirmed that if a similar method were adopted in regard to 
the collection of rates, satisfactory resUlts would not be obtained. There is little doubt 

• It should perhaps be observed that, in consequence of an understanding between owner and occupier, 
the rates were paid in many cases by the former, but without co~ission ~r oth~r allowan!!e. . T~e ~e~and 
note, was, however, served on the occupier, and the arrangement lD questiOn dld not affect hls liabllity to 
the Borough Council. 

1 VoL IX., App. xxxiii.; Bartlett, Vol. IX., App. xxiv.: Baer, Vol. IX., App. xxiii. 
App. xxiv. B Vol. IX., App. xxiii. ' 

'. Vol. IX., 
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but that 'the abolition of compounding gradually introduced would rsult in direct saving 
to the community as a whole, and to~thosewho now pay weekly their rates with their 
rents. There would also result an increased interest in the administration of local affairs. 
But it would be impossible to carry into effect so radical a change/unless the rating authori
ties were so convinced of its desirability that they would resoh.itely enforce any changes 
in administration which the new method might involve. No doubt in certain districts' 
the system would have to be introduced experimentally, but, as far as the local govern
ment of the Metropolis is concerned (and in a less degree this consideration applies to 
the country as a whole), a democratic system cannot be satisfactorily administered unless 
those who control policy are directly responsible for the expenditure involved. 

272. A survey of the evidence upon this subject submitted to the Local Taxation 
Comm\ssion as well as to ourselves has convinced us of the desirability of the direct pay
ment of rates by those who elect Local Authorities; and although we are well aware of 
the difficulties which would prevent a sudden abolition of the compounding system, we 
are fully persuaded that it should be reduced to the lowest possible limit. This would 
involve more careful and detailed arrangements for the direct collection of rates; but 
in the long run the community would benefit not only from less extravagant administra
tion, but from a more active and intelligent interest in local self-government on the part 
of the electorate. 1£ this policy were pursued, it might also be found desirable to modify 
the provisions of the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act of 1869, in the direction 
of reducing the limit of rateable value for compounding purposes. 
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CONSTRUCTIVE RELIEF IN THE CASE OF THE AFFLICTED. 

2i3. There is, so far as we know, no expres~ definitionofa-pauper_ Generally Constructive 
it may be said, however, that a pauper is a person maintained wholly or in part by pauperism. 
any Union at the cost of the Poor Hate. But it may be pointed out that., in the case 
of relief given to a dependent, the Law regards as a pauper the husband or parent 
liable for the support ot the dependant, although such husband or parent may not be 
~intained wholly or in part by any Union at the cost of the Poor Rate. 

274. This enactment is contained in Sec. 56 of 4 & 5 Will. IV., c. 76, which runs :-..:. 
II All relief given to or on account of the wife, or to or on account of any child or children 

under the age of sixteen, not being blind or deaf and dumb, shall be considered as given to the hus
band of such wife or to the father of such child or children, as the case may be, and any relief 
given to or on account :of any child or children under the age of sixteen of any widow shall be 
considered as given to such widow." 

275. It will be observed that exceptions are made to the rule of constructive Extension of 
relief in the case of the blind or deaf and dumb. We see no rea.son why the exceptions rule of . 
should be limited to those classes, for there are other forms of affliction which cannot const~ctlVEt 
be prevented. It was suggested to us by Mr. R. J. Curtis, Clerk to the Guardians pauperISm. 
of the King's Norton Union, t·hat "no electoral disability should attach to the father 
or mother of any person maintained out of the rates (either wholly or partially) in an 
asylum, or a re~istered institution for the care and control of epileptics and feeble-
minded persons," 1 and not only do we agree with this suggestion but we also think 
that the exceptions should be extended to include the following classes of the afflicted, 
viz., the mentally defective, epileptic, lame, deformed, and crippled, provided that the 
assistance rendered from public funds to or on account of the afHicted wife or child is 
occasioned by such infirmity.. . 

1 Vol. IV. App. emil. 13 (d). 
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Chapter 10. 

THE COMPILATION OF THE STATISTICS OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. 

276. A well-considered system of statistics is an essential of efficient admlnistrative 
control. We need not dwell upon the importance of obtaining adequate statistical infor
mation on the multitude of questions which will confront the future Authorities. The 
effect, both as to. numbers and cost, of the different forms of administration, the progress 
mad~ from time to time in the country as a whole and in different districts, the nature 
of th~ distress calling for public assistance and the best methods of dealing with it, are 
questions, inter alia, upon which statistics can furnish most valuable information, and 
such statistics should be in the hands riot only of the Local Authorities but also of the 
Central De"J)artment, of Parliament, and of the public generally. 

277. The statistics of pauperism have been much impro~ed in recent years, ana a great 
deal more statistical information on the subject is now presented to Parliament than 
formerly. There is room, however, for development in the present scheme, and if effect 
be given to the far-reaching suggestions we make in regard to the administration of the 
Law it is obvious that modifications will be required in the statistical forms and methods 
employed. 

278. In the compilation of the statistics of persons relieved it has always been the 
practice of the Central Department to call for tabulated Returns .in a prescribed form 
from the Clerks to the Boards of Guardians. These Returns are made up from various 
sources, e.g., the Indoor and Outdoor Relief Lists, and the :Medical Relief Register, aJ;l.d 
there is reason to suppose that the Returns are not always made up upon generally uniform 
lines. Some development has recently taken place in the instructions issued to the Poo 
Law Authorities in regard to the method of compiling the Returns, but these instructionr 
have in the past been too meagre and are still capable of considerable expansion if the 
Local Authorities continue to render their Returns in the condensed form now in use. 

279. It has been suggested elsewhere in this Report that case-papers should be 
orought into use throughout England and Wales. They are now used with great 
<tdvantage in a large number of Unions, and, under the scheme of Authorities we propose, 
their adoption universally will be essential if the Public Assistance Authorities are 
to supervise effectively the work. of the Public Assistance Committees. :Moreover, 
with a carefully arranged system of case-papers the existing books might be 
simplified. If, then, case-papers are adopted we suggest that the form should 
be prescribed by the Local Government Board, though it should be permissible 
for the Public Assistance Authority to amplify the form in any way it thought 
fit, and that the case-paper should form the foundation of the statistical records 
of persons assisted. We have printed in Part XIX. of the Statistical Appendix a 
specimen case-paper which would contain the necessary data for the compilation of 
t.he future statistics. 

280. It has been suggested that, this system of case-papers having been established, 
the original tabulation of the particulars of the persons assisted should be transferred 
from the Local Authorities to the Central Department. Under this system the Public 
Assistance Committee, under whose care the case-papers would be, would prepare copies of 
so much of the case-papers as would be required by the Local Government Board forstatis
tical purposes. We print in Part XIX. of the Statistical Appendix a specimen form for 
the statistical Return which would be rendered to the Central Authority half-yearly. These 
Returns would be filled in from the case-papers, and would contain all the necessary details 
~£ each case.. They would be transmitted through the Public Assistance Authorities 
to the Local Government Board, and the information they contained would there be 
ta bub ted in whatever form might be found necessary. The I.Jocal Government 
Board would, no doubt, require additional staff for the purpose, but it is suggested that 
the necessary expenditure would be justified by the greater accuracy and intelligence 
with which the Returns would be prepared. The persons assisted m~t be classified 
and cross-classified statistically, and such work, it is urged, can only be done efficiently by 
clerks trained for the purpose. It is also urged that it would be impossible for every 
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Pablic Assistance Committee, or even every Public .Assistance Authority, to employ a special 
.tafT of this nature. The suggestion thus made would simpliiy considerably the work 
of th~ Public .Assistance officials, wIio would thus be enabled to devote more 
time to their administrative duties, for the clerical work involved in making copies 
of the prescribed portions of the case-papers would require no more labour than 
is now invol ved in the present system of statistical Returns. And further,. as the 
work could be performed without special training, it might, under supervision, 
become the duty of the junior clerks. 

281. The Census ·of persons in receipt of relief' on March 31st, 1906, which Advantages C)f 
we obtained for the purposes of our inquiry, was carried out on these lines. proposed 
Each Board of Guardians furnished a Return giving certain particulars of e'\ery system. 
person in receipt of relief. and the Returns were then tabulated by our staff. The 
novelty of the Return probably gave the Poor Law officials more trouble than would 
be involved in furnishing a Return the details of which were settled on permanent 
lines.' But the examination of the Returns received by us clearly showed that there 
was a great lack of uniformity in the method of recording the details required for 
statistical purposes. It is not always possible to detect this divergence of practice in 
summarised Returns such as are now furnished to the Local Government Board half-
yearly, and it is contended that uniformity would be greatly promoted by the a~option 
of the system of central tabulation. We may here refer to an omission in the half-yearly 
Returns which has recently been brought to light by the Local Government Board. 
Where indoor relief is given to a dependant, the head of the family should be treated! 
as receiving constructive relief, but in the half-yearly Return for January 1st, 1908, 
it is stated that :-

.. There is ground for the belief that these persons have not usually been included in the 
Returns, as the rules relating to the Outdoor Relief lists, under which the heads of families 
have been included in those lists, have not 'expressly required any similar record to be kept for 
cases of Indoor Relief .••• The total n~ber thus excluded is slightly over 5,000." 

With central tabulation such an omission as this would have been discovered at once. 

282. Under the system thus outlined, the preparation of special Returns would 
often be effected with less delay and labour than at present. Any special Return now 
required must be obtained by the issue of a special Circular to the Local Authorities~ 
whose officials must be detached from their ordinary duties to furnish the material~ 
or must compile the Return during extra official hours. The system sometimes leads 
to friction between the Central and Local Authorities and demands for payment for 
the extra. work performed are often made by the local officials. To a large extent 
these difficulties would be removed under the plan proposed. Again, it may some
times occur that the results of a statistical Return suggest further lines of inquiry 
of great importance, which could hardly have been foreseen at the outset. Unless 
separate details of the persons relieved are in the possession, of the Central Department 
the further prosecution of the inquiry can only be effected by the issue of a new 
Circular involving much labour to1ihe Local Authorities. . 

283. This suggestion, would, however, we are inlormed, impose so heavy a burden Alternativo 
upon the Central Authority that we pass it by and turn to another proposal. We would system of 
suggest that the Director of Public .Assistance in each Public Assistance area of sufficient collection. 
size should have a statistical officer whose duty it should be to prepare the Returns for 
tJ:ansmission to the Local Government Board. This office might be combined with that 
of accountant. The Assistance Officer of each Public Assistance Committee would prepare 
a Return for the required dates, and these Returns would be sent to the Director of the 
Public .Assistance Authority, who would summarise them and send the.results, with all 
information and· Returns required, to the Local Government Board. 

284. The detailed counts should, we think, continue to be taken on the dates Dates of half
which have now been adopted for a long series of years. Arguments might be ad- yearly returns. 
vanced for altering the date of the January count, for January 1st seldom marks the Pr~ ret:;,rn 
highest point of pauperism for the season, but we do not think that this is an adequate ~c~~~s8of':-elitlf. 
reason for breaking the continuity of the existing statistics. We suggest, however, that 
a new Return should be prepared at regular intervals on the lines of the Special Return 
obtained for us by the Local Government Board, showing the aggregate period and 

~L 4G 
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occasions of relief granted to each person during the year ended September 30th, 
1907. Reference has been made to the results of this Return in Part II. of this 
Report, and we attach the greatest importance to the facts whch have been elicited. 
They have thrown a new light on many questions coming within the terms of our 
refer~nce Il:nd have confirmed our views regar~ng the gr~at part which organised 
chanty mIght sucoossfully and profitably play III the aSSIstance of "first cases." 
The principal details which should be obtained in this Return are the periods and 
recurrence of relief, but it is important to distinguish in the classification between Insti
tutional Relief and Outdoor Relief. as well as between persons of various ages, in 
perhaps three or four groups. Experience would show whether anything more than 
this lv'as desirable. Under a system of central tabulation the details might be recorded, . 
and forwarded to the Local Government Board at such periods as might be prescribed in 
the form attached to the specimen of the "Statistical Return" printed in Part XIX. of 
the Statistical Appendix. ' 

:-'J 285. In the compilation of all statistics it is of the first importance that the unit 
should be carefully defined. 'In the majority of cases no difficulty arises in regard to the 
unit, but the question of constructive relief has produced some uncertainty in the 
statistics of the past, for some of the Poor Law officials do not appear to have 
understood the system. We would suggest, therefore, that a person should be 
considered to be in receipt of public assistance when he or any dependant of his. 
subject to the exceptions we propose to the rule of constructive relie£,* or, being a 
dependant, when he or the head of the family receives money, kind, or medical attention 
at the cost of public funds, notwithstanding that the whole or part of such cost may be 
repaid by the person assisted or by relatives or others, and that the Local Government 
Board should bring this rule to the notice of all the Local Authorities concerned. 

286. Separate statistics should be obtained of the cases involving constructive pauperism 
both as to the persons actually relieved and the rpersons only constructively relieved, as 
well as of the exceptions to the rule, such, exceptions being classified according to the 
various classes of the affiicted. The necessity for separate statistics of constructive 
pauperism will be apparent when it is pointed out that an able-bodied father of a child 
receiving no relief other than medical ttreatment is recorded in the statistic's as an able
bodied man in receipt of outdoor relief. although he may be at work and in all other 
respects supporting a large family. -

287. One of the most difficult q1iestio~ in connection with the statistics of persons 
relieved is that of classification by physical condition. Under the present system the 
.' able-bodied" are distinguished from those' not able-bodied." but no definition is given 
of these terms and the resulting statistics are acknowledged to be unreliable. 

288. Reference is made in the Memorandum on the Census of Paupers printed in Part 
II. of the Statistical Appendix to the anomalies produ:ced by the classification, and we 
need not here say more than that we think terms should be used to which some standard 
of capability can be applied. We suggest the terms" ordinarily able to work" and" not 
ordinarily able to work," and, if the definition of "able to work" be ability to perform 
(1) light, (2) moderate, or (3) hard work of a suitable character within an Institution, a 
practical standard might be established. 

289. The term "able-bodied" involves medical questions, and its use has in a. 
large number of unions, resulted --in the classification following the medical officer~s 
classification for dietary purposes. On the other hand, the term "able to work" 
is one which does not involve so much difficulty, and it is within the power of 
any experienced administrator to determine whether a person is able to. perform the 
work by which he is accustomed to ~arn his living, or work to which unskilled 
hands in an Institution might be put. 

290. The class "ordinarily able to work" should, however, be subdivided in order 
to distinguish those able to work on the date of the Return from those ordinarily 
8.ble to work, but who are temporarily incapacitated on the 'date of the Return. 
There is an analogy for this distinction in, the existing classification, and the 
separate statistics should, we think, be continued, as they will give the actual 
number of persons who are apparently in want of employment and for whom 

* S6tJ Chapter 9. 
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-the special Institutions for dealing with those able to work will be required. 
"Finally, we suggest that under each class those on the Medical Relief Lists should 
'~e distinguished from those who are not on those lists. The distinction of those 
-under medical treatment from other persons has hitherto only been applied to the 
cable-bodied, but we see -no reason why it should not be applied to all classes, 
thus giving statistics ot some value from the medical standpoint, and in considering 
the causes of pauperism. 

291. In connection with the classification thus suggested, we may draw attention Classification. 
-to two points requiring consideration in the present system. The first has reference of wiv~s 
to the classification of wives of men in receipt of -outdoor 'relief, who for a. long ahco~~g to 
series of years have been classed according to the physical condition of their husbands, ~:d~~~n 
-though the Local Government Board has recently obtained the numbers of those 1,' 

who were themselves able-bodied. We think the latter course is preferable, and 
-that, in the new statistics it should supersede the ,older method. The second point 
relates to the classification of persons in separate Infirmaries. There is some Classification of 
.Jifficulty in correctly classifying such persons, - owing to the form of the Relief persons in 
Lists for those Institutions. In several of the separate Infirmaries the inma~es ~eparate. 
have all been classed as not able-bodied, although many were only temporarily mfirmanes. 
-disabled. The classification we have suggested should, we think, be embodied in 
the Relief Lists for these Institutions when such of the patients as were not per
'manently disabled would fall into the class of those ordinarily able to work, 
-but who are not 8 ble to work at the date of the Return, and are on the Medical 
Relief List. The correct classification would then be returned to the Local Government 
Board. 

292. The classification according to physical condition would then be as follows :-

PROPOSED CLASSIJ!'ICATION ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL CONDITION, IN TABULAR FORM: 

--------~I~-----------------------------,----------------------------

I Ordinarily able to work. Not Ordinarily able to work. 

I Able to work at date I 
of Return. * 

: On Medical Relief List Not on Medical Relief 

I I and not able to work at Ll·st. 
Not on On date of Return. 

, Merlieal 1 Medical 
I Relief List, 1 Relief List. 

On Medical Relief 
List. 

- ----I 1-----'--1--------1--------11--------

:\la1c8 
I 

Females I 

• The grade of work should be recorded by filling in these columns with the letter H.M. or L. (for Hard: 
,~loJcrate: or Ligbt work) as the casemigbt be. , 

293. It will be observed that the classification provides for those able to work on 
-the date of the Return but who are on the medical relief list. There is some doubt 
,as to the correct classification of such persons in the existing scheme, and not only 
would this difficulty be removed, but we should also obtain complete totals of those 

tIUlder medical treatment,and of those able to work at the moment. 

294. Some difficulty arises in regard to the reckoning for the day counts, of persons in Statistics of 
-receipt of medical relief only. It is often ,doubtful whether a person who has received medical relief 
medical attention will again call upon the Medical Officer, who must consequently be only. 
'in doubt whether the persons should be counted as in receipt of assistance on any 
given day. In Part II. the Statistical Appendix it is shown that a great many different 

<systems are in force, and we think that, in order to secure uniformity in this respect, ' 
.some guidance should be given to the Local Authorities. We suggest that the 
Local Government Board should lay down the rule that the persons counted should 

:be those patients who were dealt with during the week preceding the date of the 
'Return. 

295. The medical statistics of persons in receipt of public assistance should, howeyer, Further 
,be further developed. Reference has been made to a special Return on the ~ubject d;veld1m~1. 
.which ,we obtained in 1907 from certain unions, showing the numbers, under ~ta.Z:~ti~a 
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medical 'treatment by the Poor Law Officers on a certain day, and the natur~ 
of the dise8:ses from which the persons were suffering, and we . recommend. 
that details similar to those obtained in that Return should in future be rendered. 
yearly. The diseases specified in the Return of 1907 might be usefully extended. 
It would be essential to the preparation of such statistics that a system of medicaL 
case-papers for indoor cases (similar to that recommended by the Workhouse Accounts.· 
Committee), and a more comprehensive Medical Relief Register for outdoor cases:
should be inaugurated. 

~96. Two matters to which we would specially draw attetion in connection. with 
medical statistics are the desirability' of pbtaining statistics:-

(1) Of the average stay of patients in the Infirmaries of the Local Autho-
rities; and . 

(2) Of all births and deaths in the Institutions of those Authorities. 

Such statistics would be of great value from the administrative standpoint, and should,... 
we think, be obtained without further delay. We need not indicate the details
to be included in the Returns, the precise form of which should be considered by the 
Local Government Board. 

297. Another statistical question which appears to reql1ire attention is that of the
ages of persons in receipt of relief. Age statistics have .only been collected at irregular 
intervals in the past, and nearly all the Returns differ in form. Consequently, comparisons-. 
of the age statistics we obtained from the Census of 31st March, 1906, with others, could 
only be made with difficulty, and the utility of the statistics was thus limited. The value of 
all statistics is greatly enhanced when comparisons with former periods are available, and~._ 
in view of the great importance of age statistics for this large section of the population ... 
we think that the ages of persons relieved should be regularly tabulated on uniform. 
lines. . 

298. In considering the causes of pauperism, such information is invaluable. T()· 
what extent is pauperism a question of old age, of the displacement by younger persons
of those who have passed the prime of life but are still able to work, or of in
ability to obtain work by young persons with health and vigour? In determining' 
the causes the remedies are indicated. In proportion to the magnitude of the d,i.:fIerent· 
classes so must attention be concentrated on the remedies with a view to their per
fection. Administratively, the information is also of great importance. If district be 
compared with district in regard to the burden of pauperism or to the effect of" 
administration, false conclusions will inevitably be drawn in the absence of infor
mation as to ages. For instance, uncorrected for age distribution the rate of" 
pauperism in London is lower than in the rural groups of Unions, but the corrected 
rate for London is considerably in excess of the rates for all the other six groups in. 
which we have arranged the extra-Metropolitan Unions. 

299. Of secondary importance is the question of the combination of age statistics
with other statistical facts .. In the Census of Paupers of 31st March, 1906, ages were" 
tabulated in conjunction with :-

(1) Physical conditi~n, etc.; 

(2) Method of Relief; 

and these two classifications were also combined. From the results it was possible 
to say (1) how many persons of specified ages were able-bodied, etc. It was possible 
to show (2) the number of persons of specified ages in receipt of each form of 
relief. And it was possible to indicate (3) the number of the able-bodied, ctc.~ 
in receipt of each form of relief. 

300. Taking the first combination, viz., age with physical condition. the questions. 
to which it furnishes answers are :-To what extent are those able to work made 
up of persons just past the prime' of life who may have been displaced from their 
employment by younger men,' and what tendency in this respect is observable over 
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a period? Of whom do the class of persons described as "not able-bodied" consist? 
Are they all old people, or are they to an appreciable extent persons of middle age 
()r younger who are permanently incapacitated? Stillmore importaItt perhaps are 
age statistics of sickness. The sickness returns obtained by the Commission have 
shown the great extent to which persons under fifty receive the benefits of the 
infirmary accommodation in London and other urban areas, and although- adminis-
trators of the Poor Law were more or less conscious of that fact, it had hardly been 
proved statistically. 

301. By means of th~ second combin!1tion, that of age with form of relief, many facts 
of importance may be ascertained. For inqtancl', how far are persons of pension age in 
Poor Law Institutions? And in regard to children what proportion of those in workhouses 
are infants and "hat proportion are of school age? At what ages do indoor and outdoor 
-children respectivt'ly drop out of the lists, and, presumably, go to work? 

302. The third combination, that" of physical condition with method of relief 
is not so important, but in obtaining the other two combinations this is obtained 
automatically. The physical condition of indoor and outdoor paupers respectively is, 
.of course, obtained at the present time. 

303. As the Institutions of the Public Assistance Authority would be very differ
~nt from those of the present Poor Law Authorities we do not suggest a list for 
separate enumeration. The list at present in use (see the Memorandum on Census of 
Paupers in Part II. ot the Sta~stical Appendix, or the Half-Yearly Returns) is 
perhaps more detailed than is necessary for the purposes of age statistics. 

304. Apart from the combinations thus dealt with, age statistics are useful in 
cOllllection with special classes, e.g., widows with children, casuals, insane, mothers of 
illegitimate children, etc. etc. And age statistics would be useful in any further 
analysis of the persons relieved for very short periods, or on a great many di.fferent 
()ccasions. 

305. If the present system of collecting the statistical material were continued it 
would be necessary to indicate upon the blank forms issued to the Public Assistance 
Authorities the particula,r combination of ages and other statistical data required. 
On the other hand, under a system of central tabulation, the question need not 
be settled until the commencement of the tabulation in the offices of the Local 
Government Board, and if at a later date'it appeared that further details were 
desirable the information could be obtained without the issue of a new circular to the -
Public Assistance Authorities. 

306. It will be observed that, under a system of central tabulation, provision. could Statistics of 
be made in the "Statistical Return" (See Par~ XIX. of the Statistical Appendix) occupations. of , 
for a record of the" usual occupations" of persons assisted. QuestlOns will sometimes persons relieved. 
arise regarding the social position of those persons assisted who are able to work, and the 
records of occupations would thus be furnished to the Local GovernmeBt Board, where 
they would be available if required. By the term" usual occupation" we wish to denote 
-the calling which the person has habitually followed and not any chance occupation by which 
_ he may have gained a living just previous to the receipt of relief. Such chance occupations 
would not represent the term (l industrial conditions." 

307. There appears to be a difference of practice in regard to the reckoning of Statistics of 
,children under sixteen, years of age of persons in receipt of outdoor relief. In chil~ren in . 
. some Unions the children are struck off the lists and the allowance in respect of receIpt of rehof. 
them is stopped at fourteen years of age with the object of inducing the parents 
to find work for them. In other Unions the children are not struck off the Lists 
until they have actually found work, and in others they are retained on the Lists 
until sixteen years of age whether at work or nat. Bearing in mind the difficulty of 
determining the amount of the e'arnings which would constitute self-support in 
the case of a child living with his or her parents, we think it would be desirable 
,that all childrpn under sixteen years of age of parents in receipt of relief should 

4~O, 4 H-
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be counted. whether the children are earning or not. Children adopted by the guardiaill!' 
should not be counted after they have rea,ched the age of sixteen, unless they 
continue to be dependent. 

308. We would also recommend ;-

(1) That the present classification by "families" or "cases'~ should be
continued, and be supplementary to the classification of individuals acoord
ing to their industrill.l ability and physical condition. . 

(2) That there should be a further classi.fication o.f individuals under
\ the heads of:-

(a) Indoor paupers; ,(b) Outdoor paupers, and (c) Boarded-out· 
paupers; 

and that, subject to reconsideration when the scheme we recommend IS. 

put into force, the present classification by Institutions should be continued. 

(3) That statistics should be obtained of the number of deserted wives. 
and children. 

(4) That for the purpose of the half-yearly Returns the numbers relieved 
at midnight on the date selected be recorded instead of those relieved on a 
given day. By this means persons who received both indoor and outdoor- . 
relief on the date of the return would no longer be counted twice over. 

309. In regard to the relation of finance to statistics we think it eminently desirable
that periodical Returns should be obtained of the cost per head (in the case of annual ex
penditure) or per unit of accommodation (in the case of capital expenditure) of various 
classes of persons relieved and of the various methods of relief. Returns of this nature
have been obtained from time to time, of whieh we may mention the Return included in 
Dr. Downes' evidence before the Commission relating to the cost of the Separate Infirmaries 
and Sick Asylums in the Metropolitan District;1 the Return attac·hed to Dr. Macnamara's 
Report un " Children under tht' Poor Law" showing the cost of Poor Law Schools and 
Cottage and Scattered Homes in the same district';S a. Return showing the weekly CObt 

of the mainten!lDce of paupers in the various workhouses in the same district; and a 
R('tuJ'll as to the numbers of, and cost o~, relief to aged paupers;n Homes for Aged Poor 
in England and Wales.s It is desirable that these ReturnR should be made up on uniform 
bases in order that comparisons may be made, so far as possible, between different in
stitutions of the sarno class, and in. order to compare the cost of each mstitution in different 
years. With a view to the establishment of this uniformity, not only for the pUIpose~ 
of the Returns suggested, but also for the purposes of the annual and half-yearly financial 
Returns, it would, we think, be deE:irable that the items of expenditure of Public A&:sistance 
Authorit.ies should be classified and an Index prepared on the lines of the" IndeA of 
Classification" included in "The Uniform SYl)tem of Hospital .Accounts." That uni
formity in the accounts can be obtained without such an Index seems highly ®probable. 

310. We would also recommend that thE' accounts of the Public Assi:stance Authorj
ties should, in an rases, be made up to 31st March and 30th September. 

3ll. With regard to the f'tatistics of unemployment we do. not wish to add to the
remarks we have made in Part VI. of this Report.* 

__ ' ___ ' _____ 0-' __________ _ 

1 Vol. II. of Evidence, Appendix xiii. (B). S "Children under the Poor Law" by Dr. T. J. Macnarnar& 
(Cd. 3899) pp. 22-25. S Statistical Appendix, Part xiii • 

." See Part Vl., par. 473. 
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PART IX • 

. REVIEW OF EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PROPOSED CHANGES . 

. in this Part we propose to give a general review of the existing conditions of 
:poor Law administration, and to ,enumerate the 'chief recommendations we propose 

. to make. 

(I). LEADING DEFECTS OF THE POOR LAW. SYSTEM. 

i The preceding pages of this Report, and . the voluminous evidence we have 
collected, will have laid bare the main defects in our present system of Poor Law 
administration. They may be briefly summarised under the following heads:-

(i) The inadequacy of existing Poor Law areas to meet the growing needs 
of administration. . 

(ii) The excessive size of . many Boards of Guardians. 
(iii) The absence of any. general interest in Poor Law work and fPoor 

Law elections, due in great part to the fact that Poor· Law work stands in no 
organic relation to. the rest of local government. 

(iv) The lack of intelligent uniformity in the application of principles 
and in general administration. 

(v) The want of proper investigation and discrimination in dealing with 
applicants. . 

(vi) The tendency in many Boards of Guardians to give outdoor relief 
wi~hout plan or purpose. 

(vii) The unsuitability of the general workhouse as a test or deterrent for 
the able-bodied; the' aggregation in it of all classes without sufficient 
classification; and the absence of any system of friendly and restorative 
help. 

(viii) The lack of co-operation between Poor Law and charity. 
(ix) The. tendency of candidates to make lavish promises of out~relief 

and of Guardians to favour their constituents in its distribution. 
(x) General failure to attract capable social workers and leading citizens. 
(xi) The general rise in expenditure, not always accompanied by an 

increase of efficiency in administration. 
-(xii) The want of sufficient control and continuity of policy (In the 

part of the Central Authority. 

2. These defects have produced, notably in urban districts, a want of confidence 
'in the local administration of the Poor Law. They have also been maWy the cause 
·of the introduction of other forms of relief from public funds which are unaccompanied 
by such conditions as are imperatively necessary as safeguards. 

Any reform to be effective must be thorough. We will now state what portion 
~f the old system we propose to sweep away, what to retain, and the conditions necessary 
in order to create for the future a trustworthy and elastic administrative system of 
Public Assistance. \-. 

(:t). PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. 
I. 

3. It has been impressed upon us in the course of our enquiry that the name" Poor 
Law" has gathered about it associations of harshness, and still more of hopelessness, 
which wo fear might seriously obstruct the refots which we desire to see 
initiated. 'Ye are aware that a mere change of arne will not prevent the old 
associations from recurring, if it does not repre ent an essential change in 
the spirit of tho work. But in our criticism and .. recommendations we hope 
to show the way to a system of help which ·will be bett4' expressed by the title of 
Public Assistance than by that of Poor Law. 

) 
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We therefore recommend that the new Local Authority shall be known as the 
Public _-\ssistance Authority, and that the Committees which will carryon its work 
locally shall be known as the Public Assistance Committees. The name is not 
intended to disguise the fact that those who come within the scope of the operations 
of the new authority are receiving help at the public expense; but it is intended to 
emphasise the importance of making that help of real as~istance. We hope also that 
the change may make it easier for those directly engaged in administrating relief to 
build up new traditions, and to carry on their work with a higher aim before them. 

(3). DESCRIPTION .oF THOSE QUALIFIED FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. 

4. The principles dominating the spirit of the existing English Poor Law, so far as 
they determine the definition of those qualified for relief, seem to us both sound 
and humane. "They contain a positive and a negative element; to relieve those who 
are qualified for public relief, and to discourage those who do not legitimately come 
within this category from becoming a public burden. The conditions under which relief 
is given ought to be prescribed, not by the applicant, but by the authority that 
relieves the applicant. We do not recommend any alteration of the law which would 
extend the qualification for relief to individuals not now entitled to it, or which 
would bring within the operation of assistance from public funds classes not now 
legally within its operation. The term "destitute" is now in use to describe 
those entitled to claim relief. Mr. Adrian, Legal Adviser to the Local Government 
Board, thus defined those who, in his judgment, come under the term "destitute":-

.. Destitution, when used to describe the condition of a person as a subject for relief, implies 
that he is, for the time being, without material resources (i.) directly available and (ii.) appropriate
for satisfying his physical needs-(a) whether actually existing or (b) likely to arise immediately. By 
physical needs in this definition are meant such needs as must be satisfied (i.) in order to maintain 
life or (ii.) in order to obviate, mitigate, or remove causes endangering life, or likely to endanger life
or impair health or bodily fitness for self-support." 

We prefer the term "necessitous," for we believ~ that it more accurately describes 
those who are at present held to be qualified for relief. We recommend, therefore, that. 
the term" necessitous" take the place of "destitute." 

Those, however, who are now qualified for relief by coming within the definition of 
destitution, fall into many classes, and the treatment of each class, and of each 
individual within that class, shoUld be governed by the conditions surrounding· 
the class or the individual. Help, prevention, cure, and instruction, should each find 
its place within the processes at the disposal of the new authorities. Too much import .. 
ance cannot be attached to the organisation to which the selection of the appropriate~, 
treatment is to be entrusted. 

(4). AREA OF THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY.* 

5. As a preliminary to any scheme of public assistance it was necessary to form' 
areas for administrative purposes. In doing so we have been guided by the experience 
of the past and by the needs of the present, and both, in our judgment, point to great 
changes. 

We are fully conscious of the difficulties involved. In the matter of areas, public' 
opinion is tenaciously conservative.· The sentiment, based on associations and tradi.
tions, which unites those within an area and detaches them from those without it,
is a force in local government which cannot be ignored. Consequently, it is" 
wiser to take, if possible, areas well defined and familiar, and to attach to them new' 
administrative functions, rather than to create a fresh area for each successive.: 
development. 

The Royal Commissioners of 1832 found that the parish was almost universally' 
the unit for Poor Law purposes. They were impressed with its inadequacy. They 
found in the great majority of cases no guarantee that a supply would be forth. 
coming of persons qualified for the difficult and delicate duties of administering relief. 
Even were such persons forthcoming, there was a complete lack of any healthy public 
opinion to support them. Continuity and uniformity, whether of policy or practice. 
were hardly to be hoped for; a proper classification was impossible. 

* Cf Part IV., Cbapter 4.; also Part V., CbllJlter 2, pars 145 alld 151. 
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True, this inadequacy of the parish had been realised by the statesmen of 
the eighteenth century, and they had fallen back on the magistracy to correct 
its sh1>rtcomings. In a sense. therefore. they endeavoured to make the county 
the area for administration, inasmuch as its government was vested in' quarter 
sessions. The attempt proved a. failure, partly because joint action on the part' 
of magistrates was uncommon, at least in Poor Law matters, and individual magis
trates were unequal to the strain put upon them i partly because the states
men themselves had no real grasp of the problems involved. 

The Commissioners in their Report recommende'd that Jt new area should be formed, 
half \way between the parish and the county, viz., the union. It is now our duty 
to report that in our judgment, the union, as an area, is open to many of the same 
Qbjections as attached to the parish at the date of the Report. . 

I.-We think that the number of areas is in itself a source ot weakness 
in' administration. There are 643 unions in England and Wales. They 
vary in size from Welwyn, with a population of 2,200, to West Ham, 
with a population of 580,000. Such variations are inconsistent with uni. 
Iormity of administration. The difference again in the number of 
members of Boards of Guardians. as representing a varying number of 
parishes, is a disturbing factor. A reduction in the number of areas by their 
enlargement is essential to any reform. 

. Il.-It was objected to the parish, as an area, that, in the great majority 
of cases, it was not large enough to guarantee a supply of persons qualified 
for the work of administration. The Royal Commissioners were sanguine 
that with a larger area this defect would be remedied, and experience has 
to some extent justified them. But the evidence we have received goes to 
show that often the policy of a Board of Guardians and its successful applica
tion have been due to the influence of an individual. Sometimes it has been a 
chairman, who set before himself a clear line of discrimination and decision 

. and explained it so as to win the suffrages even of those who might on 
other grounds have been opposed to his views. Sometimes a similar deference 
has been paid to a clerk who, remaining in office while the personnel of 
the board was constantly changing, acquired authority and used it with 
good effect. Sometimes, again, a relieving officer who was devoted to his 
duty, and had experience of the people among whom he worked, was able, 
without presumption, to make acceptable suggestions in individual cases and 
in the general conduct of the business of relief. On such men as these and 
on the grouping of members round them in carrying out different branches 
of inspection and supervision, the goodness of the administration has 
depended. But of late years two important changes have taken place. 
First, the Act of 1894 has' made it necessary for all those who are 
desirouS of entering upon this form of public service to go through the 
Cl storm and stress" of public election. There is evidence to show that there is 
a growing reluctance to face this ordeal. And, second, the migration from the 
-country districts is not confined to anyone class; and it is increasingly difficult 
to find men who, by local associations or a sense of public duty, are qualified 
for the office of Guardian. With an enlarged area, the chances of securing 
men with the requisite insight and sympathy will be greater than now. 
Again, the scale of the work being larger and the work itself more im
portant, it will be more attractive to capable men. We rely on these causes 
to bring about a rise in the standard of administration. 

IlI.-The history of Poor Law administration since 1834 shows that 
the hopes of the Commissioners have not been realised. Boards· of Guar
dians have wavered and vacillated in their application of principles. This 
failure to secure continuity has inflicted great hardship on the poor. Within 
certain limits the inhabitants of a union will adapt themselves to the 
policy of a board. But uncertainty as to that policy, and a doubt whether it 
will be consistently followed, year by year, or even week by week, is fatal to 
th.e formation of habits of foresight and thrift. We hope and believe that, 
WIth the larger area which we propose, this uncertainty will be very greatly 
reduced. 
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IV.-Another complaint against the present area is that it makes uni
formity of treatment difficult to obtain. The complaint, indeed, is often made 
without regard to thA special characteristics of poor relief. Of mechanical 
uniformity there is more than enough in Poor Law administration. The 
repetition of routine decisions, e.g., the indiscriminate application of a scale of 
outdoor relief to case after case, without regard to individual differences, 
is the bane of administration. But true uniformity lies rather in the 
general acceptance of certain definite principles and their consistent appli
cation. Such principles are thorough enquiry, the consideration of each 
case in all its bearings with a view to ascertaining how it can best be 
trcated, the granting of assistance at once appropriate and adequate, the 
securing of co-operation between all the various agencies of public assist
ance. \Ve believe that one supervising authority acting over a large area will 
produce a uniformity of this kind. 

V.-Again, we need but repeat in this connection what we have 
before urged, namely, that only with an enlarged area is it possible to 
secure that classification of institutions which is so necessary to-day. In 
the great majority of unions there is but one workhouse; and it is the practice 
of those unions to keep within that workhouse and its curtilage all those, with 
the exception of children, to whom institutional relief is given. They are kept 
there because there is no other available building or institution at the disposal 
of the Guardians. The Royal Commission of 1832, as has been stated more 
than once, attached great importance to classification; the old Poor Law unit, 
i.e., the parish, was in their opinion too small and too poor for the purpose of 
classification; and one of the reasons for the extension of area which they 
!l.dvocated was the belief that it would facilitate classification. But the Com
mission also pointed out that, even in large workhouses, a proper classification 
was difficult and could. be much better obtained in separate buildings than 
under one roof. * It may safely be asserted that the universal experience of 
the last eighty years endorses this opinion. A proper or thorough system of 
classification is very difficult, if not impossible in a workhouse through whose 
doors all classes of paupers pass. We advocate a change in this method of 
administration. Until the present areas are enlarged, no proper classification 
on uniform lines throughout the .country can take place, but the substitution 
of a large area, within whose limits are several institutions, will at once place at 
the disposal of the new authority much of the necessary accommodation for 
carrying through and developing this most urgent reform.t 

• Report of Poor Law Commission of Inquiry, 1834, pp. :~06-7. : 
t The following table giving the available institutional accommodation respectively in London, in County 

Boroughs, and iu Administrative Counties, as compared with the number of inmates receiving institutional 
relief, show8 a very large surplus of accommodation over needs in the Administrative Counties, and a smaller 
surplus in the County Boroughs and London (see Statistical Appendix, Part IX.) .-

... ol Accommodation 
8 § Number 

&:4 .~ 
ACcording According of .... q.~- to Lists of Inmates 0 

Acreage. PopUlation to Lists ... ...~ Gusrdians 
~~ (1901). ., ::l furnished on 

.0 ...... 
byL.G.B. and Paid 31st March, - 0 

~~ ::l._ 
Officers, 1906. ::s .: Inspectors. Zp Z~ 1908. 

London ... ... .. . 31 74,817 4,536,429 144 78,336 78,293 72,433 

51 40,797 40;748 37,860 

COlmty Boroughs ... . .. 85 2,323,664 12,725,306 174 102,476 .100,964 87,062 

102 84,809 83,135 72,919 

Administrative Counties ... 528 34,928,998 15,266,108 565 119,135 143,378 79,454 
529 114,953 138,951 76,012 

--
England and Wales ... 644* 37,327,479 32,527,843 883 299,947 322,635 238,949 

682 240,559 262,834 186,791 

Tl~ figures in italics denote tl~ number of W(JI"khoules, their accommodation, ana number of inmat,·s. 

* The number of Unions in England and Wales was reduced to 643 in March, 1908 
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VI.-With an enlarged area we believe that it will be possible to im
prove the position and the prospects of the officials engaged in administration. 
Division of labour can be carried further, promotion can be made more 
common, the scale of salaries and pensions can be brought into accord 
with the scale of the work. We welcome the opportunity which thi3 
change will give for adequate recognition of a class of men whose services 
to the community have not always been valued, as our experience leads 
us to think that they deserve. . &. 

6. We have set out at some length our reasons for proposing an enlarged area~ 
beca.,use we feel that, cogent as is each individual reason, the cumulative effect of 
the whole is irresistible. 

We propose that in future the unit of administration shall be the County and 
the County Borough. In view of the strength of sentiment as regards areas, we 
have thought it better to adopt an existing area. We are well aware that objections 
may be made to it, but_the fact that it is already recognised and familiar has had 
great weight with us. 

7. The main objection urged against any enlargement of area, and the associa
tion under one authority of institutions distant from one another, is that· some of 
the recipients of institutional relief may be so far away from their friends and 
relatives as to make visits to them difficult. We believe that any such inconvenience 
is greatly exaggerated. Communication has been so far facilitated and cheapened 
that the several parts of a county are now, for practical purposes, no more distant 
from one another than were the individual parishes of a union in 1834. Moreover, 
analysis of the inmates of a country workhouse shows that the greater proportion of 
the adults so relieved are infirm or old persons. We have recommended that the 
old shall in future be cared for in small homes, and these would be available in 
different parts of the county. For those needing special care, we think that the 
superior treatment offered in a covnty institution would far outweigh any incon
venience to relatives and friends. In pursuance of our proposals we would there
fore lay down the following principles as governing the readjustment of areas:-

(a) That the area of the Public Assistance Authority shall be coter
minous with the area of the county or county borough, and that no exception 
from this principle shall be permissible unless the Local Government Board is 
satisfied that such exception would, in each particular case, be in the best 
interests of administration. . 

(b) Any union area, which at present overlaps a county or county borough, 
shall be divided up so that each part of it will be attached for Public Assistance 
purposes to the county or county borough .within the boundaries of which 
such part is at present situated. 

(c) Any injustice or anomaly arising from this arrangement may be reme
died subsequently by the ordinary procedure for altering county or county 
borough boundaries, supplemented, if necessary, by further powers to the 
Local Government Board. 

(d) Financial adjustments necessitated by the partition of a union area 
shall be determined by agreement between the authorities concerned, 
and, failing agreement, by arbitl"lt.iion as unaer Section 62 of the Local 
Government Act, 1888. 

8. It remains to determine the area of charge. The Uoyal Commissioners of 
1832 found that under the 43rd Eliz. the area of charge was the parish. The changes 
which they proposed necessitated its enlargement, and by successive Acts of Par
liament, the Union was gradually substituted for the parish. In view of the fresh 
changes which We suggest, we have been led to the conclusion that the area must 
be once more enlarged. If the classification of institutions which we propose is 
adupted~ it will logically follow that the area of charge should coincide with the 
area of administration. It may well Le that some new institutions will be required, 
ml(~ that some of the old can be dispensed with. But however that may be, it would 
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clearly be difficult or impossible for the new Authority to enforce a common 
sta,ndard of efficiency in the institutions in their fJ,rea, unless the cost of maintaining 
such institutions WM a charge common to the whole area. And with ,regard to 
out-relief, or, a.s we s~aU call it, ho~e assistance, the sa~e holds ~ood. 'Ve anticipate 
that the Pubhc Asslstance Authorlty of the future will supervlse the work of its 
Committee~. If this supervision is to be thorough and effective, the Committees must 
be dependent upon the Authority for the necessary funds. We propose therefore 
that the cost of Public Assistance, so far as its incidence remains local, shall be 
horne by a County or County Borough rate. 

(5). DIVISION OF EXISTING POOR LA. W WORK. 

9. The enlargement of the area will in itself be an administrative benefit in many 
ways; but it is only one item in the list of improvements we suggest in the existing 
machinery of the Poor Law. By increasing the size of each administrative unit. 
classification and specialised treatment, so far as institutional relief is concerned, 
will be facilitated. But a proper and discriminating classification can be success
fully carried out only by a careful inquiry into the case of every applicant for relief, 
and this inquiry must be common to all applicants whether they receive ultimately 
outdoor or institutional relief or whether their claim is rejected. The treatment 
of all who apply should be individualised; that is to say, special inquiries should 
be made into the circumstances connected with the individual case; and the treatment 
should be governed by consistent principles. The construction of the machinery 
for this investigation requires close and careful consideration. The decisions arrived 
at upon individual cases, even although those who do this work may form but 
a fraction of the Board, initiate and govern the practice of the whole Board. 
This work is in one sense the most difficult and invidious that' falls to the lot of 
the Guardians. A knowledge of the principles which should govern the distribu
tion of public money,-kindliness, firmness, impartiality, an aptitude for discerning 
truth,-are required, and in addition the administrator should be familiar with the 
locality and with the needs and characteristics of its inhabitants. 

10. Under a system of enlarged ·areas the work of Public Assistance would 
seem naturally to divide itself between:-

(1) A Local Authority for the central administration and control of 
Public Assistance within the enlarged area. 

(2) Local committees for dealing with applications and for the investiga
tion and supervision of cases and such other duties as may be delegated by 
the Local Authority. 

Those who are best qualified to discharge the one service not infrequently have 
less aptitude for the other, and the two kinds of work are so different that both 
would be better done if thus distributed. 

n. DeV'olution rather than division is the term which should be associated with the 
distribution of work. which we propose. Where a public service- affectingl the whole com
munity is placed lmder local supervision, it is generally found to be necessary, if good and 
uniform administration is to be secured, to combine unduly small areas until they attain a 
considerable and convenient size as an administrative unit. This has been done 
in connection with various services, and recently with education, but this process 
of enlargement, if it is to be really successful in combining effective supervision with a 
knowledge of local wants and peculiarities, should carry with it another change-the 
association of unpaid noIninated persons of local experience and knowledge with the paid 
officials of the enlarged local authority. To these n(Jn-elected persons duties can be 
entrusted of investigation, inspection, and report, which should give the authority at 
headquarters of the enlarged area, the local information it requires, the trend of 
opinion in outlying districts, and an accurate measure of the ':Vants and efficiency of the 
services locally rendered. As we have before shown, the' principles doIninating 
our system of poor relief, whether we regard the laws theIUSelves or the orders and 
re!!ulations issued in their explanation, are humane and sensible in their intention. 
The difficulty for centuries' past of giving intelligent expression to this intention 
has been the want of an efficient and suitable~ local machinery. Instruments of 
high finish and fine temper are required, and under our present system 
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of ,popular e1ecti?n in small areas these a.re not easily ,found. Enlarged areas" for 
relie~ ,purp,oses, If they, are to confer real benefits m. the shape of improved 
admirustratlOn, carry wIth them as a necessary concoIDltant the recognition and 
utilisation of non-elected and nominated members for purely local and district 
work. 

(6). BREAKING UP OF THE POOR LAW .• 
12. There was a scheme brought to our notice known as the" Breaking up of the 

Poor Law." Its ide~s appear to be the foun?-ation of the alternative proposals 
recommended by certam of our colleagues who dIssent from our Report. Under this 
schetpe the whole existing machinery of Poor Law administration would disappear with 
the abolition of the Guardians, and the work previously perform'ed by them would be broken 
up into sections and transferred to existing Committees of County and County Borouuh 
Councils. ", 0 

13. Though we have had the scheme fully before us, we do not propose to criticise it in 
detail. It seems clear to us that the idea upon which it is founded is faulty and unwork
able. The question at issue is, whether the work of maintaining those members of the 
community who have lost their economic independence can be safely entrusted to authori
ties whose primary duty is something quite distinct-such as that of Education or 
Sanitation-or whether it is essential that there should be an authority devoting itself 
entirely to the work. We consider that the many and subtle problems associated with 
Public Assistance, especially when it is a family rather than an individual that requires 
rehabilitation, cannot be solved by the simple process of sending off each unit to a separate 
authority for maintenance and treatment. What is needed is a disinterested authority, 
practised in looking at all sides of a question, and able to call in skilled assistance. The 
specialist is too apt to see only what interests him in the mst instance and to disregard 
wider issues. 

,;' Moreover, the existing educational and sanitary authorities ought not, in our judgment, 
to be converted into agencies for the distribution of relief; and the less their functions 
are associated with the idea of relief, the better will they perform the public work for which 
they were specially called into e:x;istence. To thrust upon these Authorities, while their' 
work is still incomplete, the far more difficult and delicate duties of dealing with 
families whieh have already broken down, would be to court failure in both directions
that of prevention and that of cure. 

14. There are further difficulties which would inevitably arise from this lnultiplieation 
of ageneies authorised to grant public relief. Whilst a combination of ineompatible 
duties is imposed upon the Edueation and the Health Committees by the scheme, its 
operation in another direction is to dislocate and separate work whieh cannot be effec
tively discharged unless it is combined and under the control of one authority or 
committee. The functions of granting relief, and of the recovery of the cost either from 
the recipients or those legally liable for them, should be in the hands of one body and not 
divided between two or more organisations with separate staffs, and methoqs of investi
gation. Such a separation must result in a multiplication of inquiries and visitations, 
causing annoyance and waste of time and money. The same critieism applies to 
domiciliary and institutional relief. Being the two recognised methods of Public 
Assistance they should be utilised together as one system under one supervision. Their 
disconnection by being placed under two tribunals must lead to administrative inefficiency 
and confusion~ Whilst a multiplication of authorities and organisations for the discharge 
of local duties is to be deprecated as tending to delay and friction, care must be taken 
not to run to the other extreme by the abolition of organisations specially qualified for a 
certain class of work and the transfer of such work to existing bodies who, are not 
specially qualified for its discharge. 

(7). COMPARISON OF FOREIGN AND BRITISH METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION. 

15. Before coming to any conclusion as to the form which the organisation of 
Public Assistance should take, we were careful to. make inquiry into the experienee of 
other countries. We invited evidence from those best qualified to give it, and some of 
our members visited the Continent and reported to us on the working of different 
systems. We are greatly indebted to both these ,sources of information. 

* Cf, Part V., Chapter IlL, pars. 206·10 
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16. We found at the outset a sharp contrast between this country and others in the 
constitution of the bodies administering Public Assistance. Nowhere, save in our 
own country, is this duty placed in the hands of a body of men directly elected for 
the purpose. In most cases it is entrusted to a Committee appointed by the general 
administrative authority of the town, district, or place. It is thus regarded and 
treated as a branch of municipal government. Moreover, there is no special rate 
in aid of the poor, but grants are made for the purpose by the Municipal Authority 
on an annual estimate. By this means the relations between the department of 
Public .Assistance and the other branches of the public service are made much closer 
than in this country. All form part of one great organisation, and all are maintained 
out of the same general fund. 

17. Still more in contrast with our methods is the place and power of the official 
element. In many cases a paid and trained official presides over the local adminis
trative body. In Paris, the Director is a member of a consultative committee of 
supervision. In Hamburg, he sits and votes on the Committee as Assessor to the 
President. 

18. In the Colonies the work is mainly carried on by paid officials holding permanent 
office. These officials, both in Europe and in the Colonies, may be credited with expert 
knowledge upon the subject of relief. Many of them have been thoroughly trained 
and have risen to their position after having given proof of capacity. An ex
pert knowledge may, therefore, be said _ in foreign systems to be at the head 
of local administration. In this country the reverse method largely prevails. The 
unpaid and elected ele;ment dominates the paid, or expert· element. We do not 
in any way wish to decry the splendid service which has been, and is still being 
rendered to the public by the elected and unpaid members 'of local administration. 
When a man of ability, probity, and leisure can be found willing to give his 
continuous services gratuitously to the public to promote good government in his 
locality, his freedom from remuneration or official ties not infrequently gives 
him an authority and an influence in excess of that which any official could 
exercise. But a system of voluntary unpaid workers has its limits, and there are 
certain forms of work which are apt to strain the capacity of all but the ablest 
and most conscientious. The work of investigating and deciding upon the rela
tive claims of applicants for public relief is of this character. The expert or 
official element ought in this class of work to have great weight. We would 
strongly recommend that, whenever an Assistance Committee sits and adjudicates upon 
claims, the official associated with that Committee should be in a position of greater 
authority and influence than the clerk or the relieving officer is now supposed to 
possess. What his authority and influence will be in any particular case must always 
depend in great measure on his personal qualities. We propose that definite guarantees 
of his efficiency shall be forthcoming, and that he shall be a man who by capacity and 
training is qualified to share and even to guide the deliberations of the. body to which ' 
he is attached. We propose further to safeguard his independence by making him 
irremovable, save by or with the assent of the Central Authority, and to improve his 
position by throwing open to him a wider prospect of promotion. 

19. There should be associated with each Public Assistance Committee, both 
in London and' the provinces, an official of experience whose position towards such 
committee should, as regards decisions upon the claims of applicants for assistancep 

resemble that of an Inspector of the Poor in Scotland, whose duties, as defined by 
statute, are mentioned in the note below.* H.e should be designated the Superin-

• Section 55 of the Poor Law (Scotland) Act, 1845, which defines the duties of the Inspector of the Poor 
is as follows :-" The Inspector of the Poor in each parish or division of a parish for which he may be appomted, 
shall have the custody of, and be respo~sible for, all books, Writings, accoun tao' and other documents whatsoever 
relating to the management or relief of the poor in such parish or division of a parish, and it shall be the duty 
of the said Inspectot to inquire into and make himself acquainted with the particular citcumstances of the 
case of each individual poor peJ:80n receiving relief from the poor ~unds, and to keep a tegiste~ of all such persons 
and of the sums paid to them, and of all persons who have apphed for and been refused rehef, and the grounds 
of refusal, and to visit and inspect personally at least twice in the year, or oftener if required by the [Parish 
Council] or [Local Government Board] at their places of residence, all the poor persons belonging to the parish 
or division of the parish in the receipt of parochial relief, provided that such poor pe~sons be r~sident within 
five miles of any part of such parish Ot division of a parish, and to report'to the [parlsh CounCll] and to the 
(Local Government Board] upon all matters connected with the management of the poor, in conformity ~th 
the instructions which he may receive from the said Boards tespectively, and to perform such other duties 
11011 the said Boards may direct, provided always, that in populous and extensive parishes or divisions of parishes 
the duties of inspecting and visiting the poor roay be performed by a~sistant Inspectors or other competent 
persons, to be appointed and paid by the [Parish Council] for these duties, and for whose conduct and Ijoccuracy 
the Inspectot of the Poor shall be responsible to the [Local Government Board]." 

~ 4K 
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tendent of Public Assistance, and he would be responsible for all the Relieving 
·Officers, or, as we propose to call them, Assistance Officers' working within the 
area, of the Committee. He should be a whole-time officer and the Assistance Officers 
referred to should stand to him in the position of assistants. He should attend all 
meetings of the Committee. 

Similarly the Clerk to the new County or County Borough Authority, whom we 
propose to call the Director of Publio Assistanoe, will have greater responsibilities 
than the average clerk to the Guardians of the present day. 'Ve have also made else
where* in our Heport a number of important reoommendations which should go far to 
main~ain and increase the efficiency of Officers generally. There will thus be a Publio 
Assistance Service of trained and competent officials to assi"t the new local authoritiei 
in their work. . 

Taking then the division of that work as above defined, we would designate the 
Local Authority entrusted with the central supervision and control in each new area 
as "the Public 'Assistance Authority" and the body discharging the local duties of 
hearing and deciding individual cases, as "the Publio Assistance Committee." 

(8). DUTIES AND POWERS OF TiIE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY. 

20. We now propose to define more carefully the duties. each of the two bodies 
should be asked to undertake, their respective composition and the relative positions of 
the one to the other so far as finance, area, and authority are concerned. 

We have separated the duties now performed by Boards of Guardians into two 
categories, ~nd we propose to call into existence two bodies for the discharge of the 
two sets of functions, viz., Public Assistance Authorities and Public Assistance Committees. 
The powers and duties of the Public Assistance Authorities would, subject to the 
regulations and general control of the Local Government Board, be as follows :-

(a.) To set up and supervise the Public Assistance Committees for 
investigating and deciding applications for Assistance, and for dealing with 
applicants in accordance with the regulations of the 'Local Government 
Board. 

(b) To make rules and standing-orders for the guidance of the Public 
Assistance Committees. 

(c) To dissolve any Public Assistance Committee subject to the assent of 
the Local Government Board. 

(d) To organise, provide, and 'maintain the institutions necessary for the 
supply of sufficient and suitable Assistance within their area, or to combine 
with other Public Assistance Authorities for that purpose, t and to be responsible 
for all contracts and stocktaking., 

(e) To provide for the cost of the administration of Public Assistance 
within their area, and, generally, to undertake financial responsibility for 
such administration. 

(f) To appoint and allocate to the Public. Assistance Committees such 
officers as are necessary for their work. . , 

The expenditure which each Public Assistance Authority determines to be 
required for the administration of public assistance within its area, should, in the case 
of a County, be paid out of the County fund in the same way as the expenditure of a 
~tanding Joint Committee is payablA under Section 30 of the Local Government Act, 
1888, ll;ud it should he the duty of the County Council to provide for such payment 
accordmgly. . , 

Similarly in the case of a County Burough, the expenJiture should be made 
payable by the Town Council out of the Borough fund. ' 

Any loan required would be raised by the COUllcil of the County or COUllty 
Borough as the case may be. . 

-- -_. - - ---- .. -------.-----~-

• Cj. Part IX., par. 69, and Pil't IV., Chapter 3. 
t It is understood that the Local Government Board shall have power to compel two or more Public 

Ass:stance Authorities to combine in any case where sufficient&nd suitable relief cannot otherwise be provided., 
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(9). CONSTITUTION OF THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY. 

21. We now approach the most difficult part of our proposed reconstruction, 
namely, the constitution of the Public Assistance Authority. The simplest method 
would be that ofl direct election by the existing County Council and Borough 
Council electorates. But direct election for Poor Law purposes, as our evidence over 
and over again shows, has brought in its wake, whether the elected body be the old 
Vestry or the more modern Boa.rd of Guardians, unmistakable evils which in our 
judgment ought not to be perpetuated. We cannot recommend this method of selection. 
Going to the other extreme, namely, that of direct appointment, it has been sug
gested to us that a local authority, ,composed of a limited number of Commissioners 
appointed by the county council and the Government in the ratio of three to one for 
a fixed period, would, for all purposes of administration, best discharge the duties 
we propose to assign to the Public Assistance Authority. We are not prepared to con
test this assertion. A body so constituted, if composed of capable men would, being 
free from outside pressure, in all probability discharge the work of Public Assistance 
bttter than any elected body. But we hesitate to put this suggestion forward as an 
authoritative proposal. The difficulties of selection, and of fixing the tenure 
constitute together obstacles of a most serious character to the realisation of such an 
idea, and it is difficult to believe that local authorities would consent to power being 
given to a body of this kind to spend funds derived from local rates. 

I 

22. Rejecting these two proposals, there remains the creation of a Statutory Com
mittee of the County Council and County Borough Council, to whom the existing 
work of the Guardians might be given. We are well acquainted with the objections to 
this proposal. It is alleged that the County Councils are overworked; that they have 
no aptitude or inclination for this kind of work; that all power would ultimately 
slip into the hands of the permanent officials in their employ. But if the alternative 
is a second elected body with power to rate the whole county, the finance and 
credit of the county would be prejudicially affected by this duplicated spending power. 
In proposing the creation of a Statutory Committee of the County Councils and 
County Borough Councils, it is very desirable that the change should not break continuity 
of a~nistration, and we hope that Guardians of ability and experience will not 
be dissociated from future participation in the work with which they are already well 
acquainted. Accordingly we recommend that one half of the members of the new 
Statutory Committee shall consist of persons of experience in Public Assistance and 
cognate work. . 

23. As regards the constitution of the Public Assistance Authority then, we 
propose :-

429. 

(a) That the Public Assistance Authority shall be a Statutory Committee 
of the County or Countv Borough Council constituted as follows:-

(i) One-hall of the members to be appointed by the council of 
the County or County Borough, and the persons so appointed may 
be persons who are members of t1;te council. 

. (ii) The other half of the members. to be appointed by the 
council from outside their number, and to consist of persons experienced 
in the local administration' of public assistance or other cognate 
work. 

(iii) The actual number of members of the Public Assistance 
Authority, in each case and from time to time. to be determined by the 
Local Government Board, after consideration of a scheme submitted on the 
first occasion by the council of the County or County Borough, and on 
subsequent occasions by the Public Assistance Authority. 

(iv) Women to be eligible for appointment under either head (i) or (ii). 

(b) That one-third of the members of the Public Assistance Authority shall 
retire each year. but shall be eligible for reappointment if duly qualified. 
A member ceasing to be a member of County Council or County Borough 
Council shall ipso facto cease to be a member of the Public Assistance 
Authority, but shall be eligible for reappointment if otherwise qualified. 

4K2 
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(10). AREA OF THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE. 

" 24. The area of the Public Assista.nce Authority being determined, we' now define 
within those limits the area of the Public Assistance Committee :-

r (a) In the first instance the areas of the Public Assistance Committees 
shall be the union areas. . . 

(b) lntimately, the areas of the Public Assistance Committees shall be 
such as the Public Assistance Authority, . with the consent of the Local 
Government Board, shall prescribe, and those areas shall as far as possible be 
coterminous with one or more rural or urban districts. 

(c) Every Union overlapping the boundaries of a County or CI)Uhty 
Borough shall be dealt with· so that each part of ~uch unionenti.rely within 
a County or County Borough shall be either provisionally constituted a sepa
rate Public Assistance Commi,ttee area, or else provisionally attached to another 
Public Assistance Committee area within the County or County Borough in 
which such part \ is situated, and the Local Government Board shall issue 
Orders accordingly. . 

(11). DUTIES OF THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE. 

- 25. The following will be the duties of the Public Assistance Committee, under 
rules laid down by the Public' Assistance Authority :-

(a) To make careful inquiry into the circumstances and condition of all 
. persons applying for Assistance within their area with a view ,to ascertaining 

the cause and nature of their distress. 

(b) To review periodically the circumstances and condition of persons 
in receipt of Assistance. I • 

(c) To investigate the means of persons liable for maintenance and to 
take the measures necessary for th.e recovery of the cost of the AssistaMe 
given. 

(d) To sub-divide their area when desirable for the purposes of local 
Assistance, subject to the assent of the Public Assistance Authority. 

(e) To determine in the case of each person applying for or receiving 
Public Assistance whether such person is by law entitled to such Assistance. 

(f) To decide upon the best method of assisting applicants with a view' 
to removing the cause of distress. 

(g) To co-operate with the Volun.tary Aid Committee* with a view to the 
assistance of cases of distress. 

(k) To co-operate with other public and voluntary agencies. 

(i) To inspect,' supervise, and administer the Public. Assistance Au
thority's institutions within their area and such other institutions as the 
Public Assistance Authority shall direct. 

(j) To secure periodical visitation of all cases in receipt of Home Assistance. 

(k) To make half yearly an estimate of their expenditure and requirements, 
and submit it to the Public Assistance Authority ~ho shaH from time to time 

, remit such sum or sums as may be neeessary. 

(l) To control and supervise the officers assigned to them by the 
Public Assistance Authority. . 

(m) To furnish the Public Assistance Authority from time to time with 
such information concerning the proceedings an~ work of the Committee as 
the Authority may'require. '. 

'(n) To discharge such other duties as the Pubiic Assistance Authority 
may. from time to time. call upon them to undertake. 

• See par!. 105-109 and Part VII. 
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{12). CONSTITUTION OF THE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE. 

26. For each arca constituted as in paragraph 24, the Public Assistance Authority 
shall appoint a Public Assistance Committee, which shall include a certain proportion 
of persons nominated by the Urban and Rural District Councils, and, where a Volun
tary Aid Committee* has been established, a certain proportion nominated by that 
Committee. The persons so nominated shall be experienced in the local administration 
of Public Assistance or other cognate work 'and shall include a proportion of women, 
in our judgment not ordinarily less than one-third. One-third of the members shall 
retire each year, but shall be eligible for re-appointment. 

(13). POOR LAW AUTHORITY FOR LONDON. 

27. Whi1st the general principles we have laid do\'\<"D. as to the future administration 
and distribution of relief work apply with equal force to London as to other parts of 
England, the area to be included in the London district a:nd the administrative 
machinery to be established within that area require special attention. The case for 
the abolition of Boards of Guardians has been more conclusively demonstrated in London 
than in any other part of the kingdom. Quite independently of inquiries proving cor
ruption and malversation in certain unions, we found that there was an almost 
universal opinion amongst those acquainted with Poor Law work in the Metrbpolis 
that the present system, based on popular election in a multiplicity of separate 
districts. does not. under the conditions sUl'rounding it, produce the right class 
of Poor Law administra tor. or secure generally economical and efficient adminis
tration. That there are many capable hard-working Guardians in London at this 
moment. and that there are unions in London well-worked and managed, is not 
disputed. But London unions. as separate and diBtinct organisations, have not been 
able to adapt themselves to the needs of the Metropolis, and the legislation of the 
last half-century for the improvement of poor relief in London is based on a recog
nition of this fact. The characteristic of almost every statute effecting changes 
in London has been in the direction of throwing fresh charges upon a commqn 
fund. The variations of rateable value, as compared with needs and population, 
make it very difficult to establish a common standard of treatment without an equalisa
tion of expenditure. An examination into the policy, practice, scale of relief, and 
cost of institutions shows a wide divergence between the different unions and sometimes 
between unions immediately adjacent to one another. These differences exist 
whether the unions in contrast are rich or poor, in the south, the east, or the west. 
Neither locality, nor wealth,nor poverty seems to have been the mll.in contribllting ca.UStl 

of this variation of treatment and of policy. An inquiry into the amount of public 
interest shown in the elections or in the subsequent policy of the Guardians, gives 
little hope that outside pressure is likely to revive such interest, so long as the present 
system prevails. The first reform necessary in our judgment is the total abolition 
of the present Boards of Guardians. and the establishment of a unified London for 
all purposes of Public Assistance. The financial effect of such a change would be com
paratively small. as under the present system by far the largest proportion of Poor 
Law expenditure is not a union charge. The charges upon the Common Poor Fund. 
the disbursements made by the County Council to the separate Boards of Guardians, 
and the expenses of the Metropolitan .Asylums Board, in the aggregate, amount 
to about 70 per cent. of the whole Poor Law eXpenditure in London, and they are 
directly or indirectly levied upon the whole rateable area of London. The transfer 
of the remaining 30 per cent. to a common fund would, we believe, be economical 
to London as a whole. 

PART IX. 

28. There are,' outside' the boundaries of the, London County Council area, a number Area of London 
of urban communities, such a~ West Ham, Edmonton. Homsey, and Kilburn. rapidly Poor ~w 
growing in population, and with a very low valuation per head of the population. Authonty. 
These areas are, practically, a continuation of London. The poor rate in some of 
them is high and will probably rise. Although these districts possibly might, 
for administrative purposes. be advantageously included in the London of the 
future. we cannot on the knowledge before us make this recommendation. The 
question involves many considerations relating to other local branches of expendi-
turt' and administration which are outside our purview. We therefore suggest that 

---.-----
* See Part VII. par. 237. 
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a series of local inquiries should be undertaken by the Local Government Board 
in these districts, to ascertain what are the opinions of the localities themselves 
as'to incorporation with London. 

29. The area for the new Public Assistance Authority which we' would recom
mend would be that of the London County Council. The areas of the Public 
Assistance Committees would generally be the areas of existing UnIons, though 
in certain cases some re-adjustment would be necessary. 

Constitution of 30. The County of London with its central body in the shape of the London 
PuI,lie ,Assistance Co~nty Council,and with its borough councils within that area, some of which have con-
tutifl'lty for trol over populations exceeding 300,000 persons, presents a different problem from 

Oll< on. that of the ordinary county. The abolition of Boards of Guardians is necessitated by the 
impossibility of establishing a good' general system of Public Assistance, so long as 
London is divided into sections,-each having an independent and separate 
authority of its own. There must be one central body for the control of the adminis
tration. If this reasoning be sound, it is equally effective against any proposal to 
put the Metropolitan Borough Councils in the place of the deposed Boards of Guardians 

:n. This was the plan officially placed before us by the London County Council. 
The scheme, as well as the examination of those recommending it, will be found in 
Vol. IX., Qs. 97473 to 98066; They suggested a committee of the London County 
Council as a central administrative body, and the substitution of the Borough Councils 
for the Guardians, each borough council to discharge locally the work of their pre
decessors, subject to certain restrictions, and supervision by the London County 
Council as a central authority. These restrictions and supervision were not 
cle,arly defined. The dhision of charges between those falling on local rates and 
those mp.t out of a fund common to the whole Metropolis were to be much the 
same as before, with this one exception. The responsibility for maintaining children, 
either those in institutions or those whose parents were in receipt of poor relief, was 
to be transferred to the Education Committee of the London County Council, and the 
cost was to be defrayed as an item of expenditure separate from that relating 
to education. We fail, however, to understand how, or by what machinery, 
this was to be done, unless the relief of the child was to be dissociated from the reliej 
given to the parent. 

32. From an administrative point of view, this scheme has little, if any: 
advantage over the system now in force. It might be summed up as a practical 
continuance of the present plan of separate and independent Poor Lawadministratioll 
in London, Borough Councils being substituted for Boards of Guardians, accom
panied by a transfer to the London County Council of some of the powers of super
vision now exercised by the Local Government Board. It gives little hope of bettel 
classification Or of improved or uniform general treatment; the control proposed 
to be given to the London County Council over the Borough Councils would not, ill 
our opinion, be administratively effective. 

33. We are not inclined to favour this scheme, as it does not seem to conforn: 
with the main principles we had laid down as the foundation of a reformed 
administration. 

There remain, then, the following alternatives viz.:

First.-Direct election. 

Second. -Nomina ted Commissioners. 

Third.-A transformed Metropolitan Asylums Board. 

Fourth.-A Statutory Committee of the London County Counc,il. 

Direct election. 34. We have already given our opinion upon the evils resulting from a direct systen: 
of election for Poor Law purposes, and we are not disposed to perpetuate a system bJ 
which Poor Law administration in London would be disturbed by the oscilla.tory result! 
of triennial political contests concentrated upon the one subject of eleemosynarJ 
relief. 
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35. Some of us are of opinion that, looking to the'enormous size of London, to the Nomi~a~d 
constant shifting of its population, and to the lack of cohesion between, and the CommISSIOners, 

dilIerent character and wants of, individual districts, the nomination of Commissioners 
as a central and controlling authority would be the best form of administration for 
it; such a body to be small in numbers, partly appointed by the London County 
Council and the Local Government Board, and assisted by local committees. We think 
that such a scheme would well suit the case of London and would give the 
best results both as regards efficiency and economy. It would, however, be an inno-
vation certain to be strongly opposed and it may be that the political difficulties 
attendant upon it would be more than any Government would care to encounter. 

36. The Metropolitan Asylums Board, whose duties and composition have bee~ A Public ~ist
described in evidence, have efficiently discharged as a central body for London the afnce

Lo 
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task entrusted liO them. The Board, as was shown by the statements and examma- lines of the 
tion of Mr. Helby, the Chairman, and J\fr. Duncombe Mann, the clerk, believe in Metropolitan 
their ability to undertake other duties. In fact, Mr. Helby was confident that they A~ylums Board. 
could discharge as the central controlling and supervising body, in addition to their 
existing work, all the duties now performed by the Guardialls. 

We have, in a previous portion of our recommendations, expressed a strong opinion 
that the work now performed by the Guardians, especially if areas of administra
tion be enlarged, should be divided into two branches :-

Firstly.-That of administration and control to be discharged by a central 
body • 

. Secondly.-That of dealing with individual cases to be discharged by 
local bodies. 

37. The division of labour would liold good whatever the character and compo
sition of the Public Assistance Authority for London. Assumirig, then, that satis
factory Public Assistance Committees can be established, each in an area. 
corresponding to' an existing union, it remains to consider whether the constitu
tion of the Authority should follow the lines of the Metropolitan Asylums Board. 
It would then be in part representative, in part nominated, and independent of 
the political issues of the day. It would in many respects resemble the Conseil de 
Surveillance in Paris. 

Two methods have been suggested for supplying the representative element, 
viz. :-

1. Direct election in each borough. 

2. Direct selection or nomination by each borough council. 

It is not suggested that the whole of the Public Assistance Authority should 
be elected by the ratepayers in the various boroughs, but that a part only
say, two-fifths-should be so elected. By this means the Authority would be kept 
in touch with the several districts, each of which would contribute a representative. 

3S. Though some of our colleagues favom the first of the two methods suggested above, 
the evils of direct election for Poor Law purposes seem to the majority of us too 
patent to permit of their continuance in ~ondon. If the representative area of the 
future is to be the Metropolitan borough, its magnitude, and the fact that there are 
within each borough political organisations actively employed in promoting the candi
dature of their nominees for Parliament, county councils, and municipal work, would 
inevitably draw the administration of relief 'into the vortex of local politics. A 
direct election for Poor Law purposes has this danger; if the poll be small, it is in 
the power of a small fraction of the electorate to reverse the whole existing policy 
of relief; if the poll be large, then the question of how relief was, or was 
not. to be locally dispensed would be a burning question in the locality, with 
corresponding discontent and unsettlement. The Public Assistance Committee in 
the locality where the election took place might, under the instructions of the 
Public Assistance Authority, be conducting investigations and granting relief on 
principles which a majority of those polling in the district condeInned, and frICtion 
would at once arise. ' 
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39. There remains the selectioti and nomination by the borough councils, and, assliming 
that it was considered that these bodies generally were, in personnel and standing 
greatly superior to the Boards of Guardians, they might be entrusted with the selection 
of nominees to the Public Assistance Authority. But we have no reason to 
believe that direct nomination by the Borough Councils of- representatives to 
serve upon the Public Assistance Authority would result in -securing the services 
of those best qualified for the work. ' 

A Statutory 40. The main objections to the fourth suggestion arp. two. The London County 
Committee of the Council is already heavily worked, and would with difficulty, therefore, it. is said, find the 
Londo~ County personnel for yet another committee, whose work would be responsible and exacting. 
~o~rClIA8.8 ~he Aga~, the county councillors are, to a greater extent than in the country, mainly 
A~t;~rit;s~~~nco elected on political grounds, and the echoes of the platform are not unfrequently heard 
London. in the council chamber. These drawbacks must be admitted, even though the first 

of them may be minimised' by providing that the new committee shall consist, to 
1M great extent, of persons who are not members of the council. On the other' 
hand, if there be an advantage in including the relief of the poor within the purview.of a 
municipal authority-and this assumption has prompted our proposed reconstitution 
of the Public Assistance Authority throughout England-it does not seem reasonable to 
exclude London from participating in this advantage. Nowhere are problemS of 
poverty, under-employment, and public assistance more acute and more difficult. 
and nowhere do' they require a more sympathetic and firm handling than in London. 

41. After a full consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of the various 
schemes we have considered in connection with the establishment of a Public Assistance 
Authority for London, we recommend a Statutory Committee of the London County 
Council with statutory duties as being most in harmony with modern developments 
of local government. ' 

• 
42. In fact, we apply to London the scheme drawn up for Counties and County 

Boro!lghs with the following modifications: - , 
(a) One-half of the members of the Statutory Committee to be nominated 

by the London County Council either from their own Jlumber or from outside; 
(b) One-quarter of the members of the StatulJory (Jommittee to be appointed 

by the London County Council from outside their own number and to consist 
of persons of skill and experience in the administration of Public Assistance 
or other cognate work; 

(c) One-quarter of the members of the Statutory Committee to be nominated 
by the Local Government Board so as to secure representation on the Committee 
of such interests as the medical and legal pr(lfessipns, employers and working 
men, hospital administration, charitable organisations, etc. 

(d) We propose that a scheme on these lines should be drawn up by th~ 
London County Council and submitted to the Local Government Board for 
approval. The scheme should secure a considerable number (such as fifty or 
sixty) of members on the Committee- and the inclusion of a certain proportion 
of women. ' 

43. The Statutory Committee of the London County Council thus constituted we 
would call the Public Assistance Authority for London, and to it we would transfer the 
Poor Law work of the Metropolis. 

Con8~itutio~ ot 44. A!3 in the country, so in London, we propose that the work of hearing'and de
PCubhc. ASSIstance ciding applications for Assistance shall devolve on local Public Assistance Committees 

ommlttees. t b t' d' L d f 11 . o e cons Itute III on on as 0 ows:-
(a) Each Public Assistance Committee shall be appointed by the Public 

. Assistance Authority, care being taken that, amongst those so appointed, there 
shall be included a certain proportion of persons IJ.ominated by the Metro
politan Borough counciis, and, where a Voluntary Aid Committee· has been 
established in a district, a certain proportion nominated by that Committee. 
The persons so nominated shall be experienced in the local administration of 
Public Assistance or other cognate work and shall include a certain proportion of 
women, which proportion in our judgment should not ordinarily be less than 
one-third. 

• See pors. 105-9 and Port VII. 
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(b) . One-third of the members shall retire each year, but shall be eligible for 
t"e-a ppomtment. 

(c) The number of members on the Public Assistance Committees should be 
largely regulated by the area and population of the districts in which they will 
act, and should be fixed by schemes submitted by the Public Assistance Authority 
to t~e Local Government Board for approval As a large area will requirE.' It. 

consIderable body of members, such schemes should provide, if necessary. 
fl?r sub-divisions of the Committee, it bemg understood that each sub-com
mittee will act in a smaller area as a section of the Committee. 

45. We also propose that Poor Law expenditure in London be a uniform charge Poor Rate for 
ever the whole area according to rateable value. London. 

(14). THE CENTRAL AUTHORITY •• 

46. Having laid down the area, constitution, and functions of the future local 
authority to be established for the purpose of public assistance, we will now consider 
what should be the status and powers of the Central Authority, and its relations to, 
and control over the local authority. 

47. We have given a full account in a preceding chapter* of the origin and growt;h 
of the Local Government Board so far as Poor Law control was concerned. We have 
shown that out of the Poor Law Commissioners appointed in 1834 grew the Poor Law 
Board with its Parliamentary representatives, and how that Board was merged later 
in the Local Government Board. This Board has now to perform many duties relating 
to the local administration of the country in addition to those connected with Poor 
Law. To a large extent it discharges the duties of a Ministry of the Interior. 
Its status does not seem to us to be adequate, considering the importance, authority, 
and character of the multifarious work it discharges. We are in full accord with 
the proposal to raise the salary and status of the head of the Department to that of It. 

Secretary of State. 

48. Although our reference brought us into contact chiefly with the Poor Law side 
of the Local Government Board, yet this was sufficient to convince us that the Depart
ment is greatly over-worked. The enormoU! mass of administrative questions brought 
within its cognisance, upon subjects which do not brook of delay, gives to the higher 
officials insufficient time for the study of new and perplexing problems as they arise 
and come up before them. The volume and importance of such questions are on the 
increase. We feel it, therefore, of great importance that the staff of the Office 
should be adequately increased so as to relieve the P~manent Secretary and the 
higher officials of the undue strain which the present conditions often impose upon 
them. These considerations are of special weight at a time when it is proposed to re-
organise the whole service of Public Assistance. • ,. 

49. There are five ., Divisions" of work in the Local Gover~~~t Board, of which Poor 
Law is one; and this is again divided into two branches-the Poor Law Administra
tion Department and the Poor Law Officers' Department. There are incidental a,nd 
general questions connected with the Poor Law, such as questions of law, the issue 
of orders and statistics, questions of audit and accounts which are referred to and 
dealt with by the Order and Audit Departments of the Board. The aggregate powers 
and control exercised by this combination of departments over the local Poor Law 
adminis"ation and expenditure have already been fully explained. But we think it 
would be an advantage if the public generally could recognise that there is 'a separate 
4, Division" of the Local Government Board, devoting its whole attention to Poor Law 
work. To this end we recommend that greater prominence should be given to the 
fact that there is a separate Division of the Local Government Board, under a separate 
Assistant Secretary, which will deal with the workof Public Assistance. We also recom
mend that in future the annual Report of the Public Assistance Division should be 

. printed and presented to Parliament in a. volume separate from the rest of the 
, Report of the Local Government Board. 

50. We recommend that there should be closer co-operation between the Public 
Assistance Division, and the Statistical and Audit Divisions of the Local Government 
Board. Similarly, the Public Assistance Division of the Local Government 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-

.,. Cf. Part IV., Chapter 1. 

429. 
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Board should be in close touch wit4' ~ther Go';einmentoffices in work in which· they 
are commonly interested. ·One othedarge department which fulfils similar duties is 
the Home Office: and we think that there should be the closest co-opera.tion between 
the-Home Office and the Local Government Board: In the hands of the Local Govern
ment Board and the Public Assistance Authotitiesof the future will be the man
agement of Public Assistance. In the hands of .the Home Office is the provision 
made for persons who hllve been convicted and ar~, placed in detention. These 
cases and the cases of persons' who, amongst, -otliers, ., 'should, be. detained as 
inebriates, "ins-and-'outs," or vagrants can be rigntly.:', tre~t.ed" only by measures 
which fall within the province of the Home Office,aI?-d-w~'reqommeIid that they 
should all be placed under the control of that office.* It is orily.bythe recognition of 
this division of labour and by its observance by the Local Authorities, and the Central 
Government Departments that the task of either can beproperl1 accomplished. 

51. The eyes and ears of the L~cal Government Ba'ard' a;r:e the General In
spectors and, iv Part IV., Chapter I of our Report, we, have made a number of 
recommendations in regard to them. Appointments should in the. future be given 
only to those who have special qualifications, and these qualifications should, as a 
general rule, be tested by service for a probationary period as an Assistant Inspector. 

The number of Assistant Inspectors should be increased. This would relieve 
the Inspectors of their routine and less important duties, and enable them to 
strengthen their grasp of the administration of Public Assistance in their districts. 
We have already described the existing duties of Inspectors. We think that, for 
the future. these duties should be extended, and that the Inspectors should be authorised 
to attend, not only the meetings of the Public Assistance Authority, but also those 
of the Public Assistance Committees and sub~committees, as well as to visit institu
tions. They should be ready to advise the Public Assistance Committee in regard 
to the general principles and methods of Public Assistance; they should, in con: 
junction with the Assistance Officerst and otherwise. visit individual cases. so as to 
ascertain whether the Assistance is given under suitable conditions. 

Upon appointment, Inspectors should receive written or printed instruction'f 
as to their duties, and .such instructions should be periodically revised. Conferences 
should take place between the Inspectors. at least annually, to enable them to 
exchange views and experiences, and thus to carry out methodically the policy of the 
Department. . 

52. With regard to the Auditors of the Local Government Board, we recom
mend that appointments should be made from the ranks of Assistant Auditors; 
that qualifications for Assistant Auditors should be defined and tested by examina. 
tion; and that there should be an increase of the auditing staff. 

53. We consider that the increase in the number and efficiency of the inspectors 
and auditors which we propose is no more than is essential for the normal control 
and supervision of the administration of Public Assistance. But, in addition, we 
recommend that adequate funds should be placed at the disposal -of th6 
Local Government Board, to enable it from time to time to undertake inquiries. 
or to obtain expert assistance, upon particular subjects. The Central Authority 
responsible for the administration of Public Assistance should· be abreast of 
expert knowledge. both at home and abroad, in regard to the constantly changing 
problems with which it has to deal. 

54. We will now consider the relations of the Central Authority to the new Local 
Authorities. We see every reason to anticipate that, under the new regime, it will be 
possible for the Local Government Board to keep more closely in touch with the 
Public Assistance Authorities than it }las been in the past with the Guardians. 

Under the existing law, while t.he poor relief administration is in the hands of 
643 different Boards of Gu~rdians, meeting as a. rule weekly or fortnightly, it is 
obviously out of the question for ~he Local Government Board to follow very closely 
the various methods and proceedings of each and all of them. The Board is not 
responsible for the due and effectual relief of the poor in the direct sense that the 
law has made the Irish Local Government Board responsible. For both these 

* C/. pars. 138 and UH.t Self par. 19. 
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reasons the periodic survey by the Board at Whitehall of the Guardians' work, by 
means of Inspectors' and auditors' reports and statistical returns, must be a review of the 
past rather than ot the current questions .of..administration, although the Board is 
frequently consulted by Boards of Guardians on questions of importance and as 
regards many current matters as to which some action on its part is required. * 

, 55. The change which will be effected by concentrating everything but the routine 
work of these 643 bodies in the hands of 133 County &;nd County Borough 
Authorities, gives an opportunity for & great advance in the way of a closer linking 
up of the central and local authorities in regard to important matters of current 
administration, and we suggest that this object might perhaps be achieved by 
the transmission of the minutes of Public Assistance Authorities to the Local Govern
ment Board immeruately after each meeting. 

56. The minutes might set forth not only the proceedings and orders of the Public 
Assistance Authorit)' '\pon all reports and correspondence received, but also the financial 
position of the Authority and its subordinate Committees at the end of each month, 
as well as the statistics of admissions and discharges and other relief afforded 
during the same period. In Ireland this practice is adopted, and it is found that the 
minutes form a convenient means of communication between the Local Government 
Board and the Authorities; and when any matter comes up for consideration upon which 
the sanction, approval, or advice of the Local Government Board is desired, the clerk 
indicates the fact by a marginal note on the minute in question, thereby obviating 
the necessity for a separate letter on the subject. We suggest whether this practice 
might not be found suitable for adoption in England. 

57. If such a. system were adopted, the whole policy of each Public Assistance Authority 
would; as it were, be passed in review before the eyes of the Local Government Board 
and its Inspectors. The difficulties of the Authorities would be seen, their successes 
and failures would be followed and understood, and the Inspectors would be enabled 
to judge when their attendance at the meetings of the Authorities would be most 
likely to be helpful. Whether this system would be necessary or expedient as a 
permanent arrangement, time alone can show, but Pot all events, when these new 
county Authorities are first started and the reins of the new administration are 
thrust into their hands, it seems desirable that, if the new regime is to be carried out 
wisely and with uniformity throughout the country, with due regard to the principles 
laid down by Parliament and the orders of the Local Government Board, there should 
be some such intercommunication in the progress of business, between the Central and 
the County and County Borough Authorities. 

.... 58. To assist the new local authorities to understand the spirit of their duties and 
the intention of the legislature, the codification and consolidation or existing Poor 
Law statutes should at once be undertaken all well as of the orders and circulars issued 
under the authority of those statutes. To expedite this work, we would suggest 
the appointment of a small committee of Poor Law and legal experts to sit continuously 
until the task is completed. 

59. We think also that it would be useful for the Central Authority to issue, or 
cause to be issued, a small manual of instructions for the guidance of the local 
authorities. The manual should contain a clear exposition of the main features of the 
law relating to Public Assistance, and of the policy of the Central Authority as laid 
down in their orders and circulars. The manual should be periodically revised and 
brought up to date. 

60. We will next briefly review the changes which we propose in the powers and 
functions of the Central Authority. 

We have not attempted to draw up a detailed list of those minor functions of the 
Local Government Board which might be handed over to the new Public Assistance' 
Authorities, but we trust that the constitution of these bodies will enable the 

• Moreover a atatement is aent to the Inspector weekly by the clerk of each Board of Guardians in his 
district, and in this atatement a copy of any special minute or Ilotice of motion at the last meeting of the 
Guardians is incluued, tOgAtht't with any observation in reference to any unusual increase or decrease in the 
number of persona relieved._ 

8~ 4L2 
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Local Government Board to devolve upon them the power to give assent to many 
individual cases of relief, such as emigration cases, children sent to homes, etc. The 
devolution of such powers would ·lighten the work of the Local Government Board. 
considerably and advanta~eously. 

We have recommended that. subject to more precise qualifications being laid down 
for higher officers, the local authorities should have full discretion to appoint such 
ollicers so long as the prescribed qualifications are fulfilled. 

We have also recommended that the-power of the Local Government Board to 
sanction prospective expenditure under the Local Authorities Expenses Act should be 
aboli~hed. . ~ 

With these exceptions we do not propose any diminution in the powers of the 
Local Government Board. On the contrary, we think it of importance that its powers 
should be increased in the following directions. 

61. The Local Government Board at present cannot order a new workhouse to be 
built unless a majority of the Guardians of the union or of the owners and ratepayers 
consent. It is desirable that this limitation should cease, and that the Board should have 
power to compel the local authority to provide adequate buildings and adequate 
classification. . 

The Local Government Board should have power to direct that a particular class 
or classes of paupers for whom there is no suitable accommodation in the area of It 

Public Assistance Authority. should be removed to and treated in any available and 
suitable institution of another Public Assistance Authority. 

62. We feel that a stronger check should be exercised than heretofore over the 
cost of buildings erected by loan. To prevent extravagance, they should be built more 
in accord with some· accepted plan, and care should be taken that the buildings are 
actually erected in accordance with. the approved plans. 

The Local Government Board should have power to authorise the Publia 
Assistance Authority to purchase land compulsorily for the provision or enlargement of 
institutions. 

. 63. Previous to 1894 the Central Authority were able through the ex officio 
Guardians to carry on the business if the elected Guardians refused to act. Though we 
do not contemplate the likelihood of any such hitch occurring as that. the new 
authority would decline to act, it would be well, in the legislation which will be 
necessary to give effect to our recommendations, that the Local Government Board 
should be given authority in such a contingency to empower persons to exercise 
~em:porarily all or any of the powers which they may consider necessary for the object 
m view. 

64:. We recommend further that the Local Government Board should be 
empowered to compel Public Assistance Authorities to combine to provide for certain 
classes of cases, when sufficient and suitable accommodation is not otherwise 
available, and failing agreement between the authorities concerned.· 

(15) GRANTS IN AID OF LOCAL TAxATION. ** 
65. The control to be exercised over Government grants to local authorities 

for Poor Law purposes is a more complicated question. At present the Guardians do 
not receive any grant direct from the Government, except that in respect of agricultural 
rates, which is given to make good. part of the deficiency caused by an alteration in the 
law of rating. The other grants are given to the Guardians through the County and Count 
Borough Councils, and are paid to them by such Councils in connection with certain 
specified services and payments. When the County and County Borough Councils 
become the Poor Law authority, they will retain the money they- previously passed 
on to the Guardians, and, if the poor rate be a county and county borough rate, the 
Government grants will simply be an annual sum in reduction of the county and 
county borough rates, which would otherwise have to be raised .. 

• SOfl also par. 109 (16) as to placing Charities Commission under the Local Government Board. 
*. Soe al~o Part IV .• Chapter 4, pars. 172-6. . 
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66. The principle upon which for the future these grants should be calculated and 
peid over to the various localities has been a subject of much controversy, and the 
Royal Commission on Local Taxation were divided upon it. . 

The majority of the Commission were in favour of grants being made in respect of 
selected items of expenditure, but the minority, including L~rd Balfour of Burlei~h, 
Sir Edward Hamilton, alld Sir George Murray, believed that the sounder principle 
would be to base the amount on calculations made from the assessable value, the popu
lation and the expenditure in each locality. Tersely expressed, their argument was that 
the grant should be measured by neces::!ity and ability, necessity being represented by 
the population and expenditure, ability by the assessable value. 

67. When, after years of special investigation, authorities, so high as those quoted 
above, differ upon a question of such intricacy, it is difficult for us, who have not 
been able to give any exceptional attention to the subject, to express a decided opinion 
one way or the other. What we feel strongly is that these grants should be conditional; 
that is to say, that there should be a power to refuse any or all of such grants to a local 
authority, if the services or work towards which they are a contribution is not up to 
a proper standard. The plea upon wh.ich such grants are given from the Imperial 
Exchequer is that the services towards which they go are national in their 
character; if they be of that character the nation, through its recognised authori
ties, has & right to see that the services are efficiently rendered. 

We are, therefore, of opinion that such grants, or portions of such grants, 
should be withheld from any County or County Borough authority, in cases where the 
Local Government Board reports that the administration, or branches of administra
tion, of Public Assistance. are not efficient, in the same way as the police grant may be for
feited if the Secretary of State withholds his certificate as to efficiency in discipline. We 
should be disposed to favour that system of calculation which makes the withholding 
of such grants under the conditions contemplated the most effective weapon for 
enforcing efficiency, and it would seem to us, as at present advised, that the block 
grant system would be the most suitable in this respect. 

68. As regards the amount of the grant, we note that both Reports of the 
Local Taxation Commission recommended an increase. We concur in that view, 
and recommend that it be raised to the sum of £5,000,000 per annum, the amount 
suggested by the 'minority. 

(16). OFFICERS OF .THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

69. We have recognised that the efficiency of the officer~ of the local authority 
entrusted with Public Assistance is a matter of the utmost importance and we have 
made a number of detailed recommendations (Part IV., Chapter 3) as regards their 
qualifications, appointment, terms of service and superannuation with a view of 
establishinO' anrl maintaining a high standard of efficiency. We repeat verbatim here 
for purpos~s of conveniencel,heHe recommendations :-

(I) When a Local Authority and the Local Government Board concur 
in the opinion that the retention of any officer is, on general grounds. 
detrimental to the administration, the Local Authority should have powet° 
to terminate that officer's appointment after proper notice. 

(2) No person should be appointed as Clerk who has not some knowledge 
and experience of the Poor Law, nO ~erson. as superint~ndent of an 
institution who has not had some experIence m dealmg WIth the classes 
which the institution contains, and no person as a relieving officer who has 
not had some previous training as an assistant relieving officer or has not 
passed an examination and obtained a certificate of an examining authority 
recognised by; the Local Government Board. 

(3) There should be qualifying examinations for the higher officers. 
Once qualifications for each office are laid down, aI.ld the Loca.l .~overnment 
Board ,satisfied that they ~re fulfilled, the entIre responslbll!ty for the 
aDDointment of all officers mIght be left to the new Local AuthOrItIeS. 

PART I%. 
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~4) The Local Government Board migh~sanction a scale or omcers' 
salarIeS for each Local Authority, and so long as the salaries, or increases of. 
salaries, were in accordaMe with that scale, it should not be necessary for the 
Local Authority to require the sanction of the Local Government Board to 
individual salaries. 

(5) A Central' Supera'nnuation Fund should· be. established for the 
whole service, and in the case of teachers transferring themselves from 
public elementary schools to the Poor Law service and vice versa, arrange
mentsshould be made by which any sacrifice of pension is avoided. '. 

(6) The Clerk of the future or any officer performing analogous duties 
to any Local Authority shall not, save under very exceptional circumstances, 
and subject to the consent o( the Local Government Board, be a part-tirpe 
officer. •. : 

.(7) If the General Workhouse is abolished, each of the specialised 
institutions which takes its place, will require a superintendent, qualified by 
knowledge and experience, for its· management. The salary offered must 
be sufficient to attract men not merely of organising power, but having the 
moral qualities necessary to develop the capacities of those under their 
charge. 

(8) Highly trained officers will be required in what are now. regarded as 
less important posts, as e.g., that of labour master. . 

(9) Provision should be made for inmates of all· denominations receiving 
religious administration and instruction from the clergy of their respective 
churches. 

(10) The indoor staff should be allowed to live out, where circumstances 
permIt, and so far as is consistent with discipline and the proper discharge of 
their duties. 

(11) Where adequate relief is offered and refused, the responsibility for 
the consequences arising from such refusal should not rest with the relieving' 
officer. 

(12) The relieving officer must not be burdened with tao. large a number 
of cases. In any scheme or regulations for the administratian of relief in 
lacal areas, the proportion of cases to. officers should. be carefully and 
periodically revised. 

(13) ~ay statians should be abolished. 

(14) In some places an afficer might be appointed who., like the Inspectar 
-of Poor in Scatland, might fill the pasition both of Clerk and relieving officer 
with such assistance as is necessary. 

(15) A Loca.l Authority should not be allowed to appoint an ex-member 
.as a paid officer, unless he or she has ceased to be a member of the Local 
A uthority for a period of, say, twelve months befare appointment. 

(16) 'Vomen visitor& might be employed for certain classes of out-relief 
-cases. 

(17) A graded Public Assistance Service should be set up which should 
include all officers concerned with the supervision, control, and disciplinary 
treatment of the poor, including relieving officers, both male and female, 
masters, matrons and superintendents of institutions of every grade, )abour 
masters and mistresses. In this service there should be more opportunity of 
promotion from the lower to the higher ranks, and no question of super
annuation should hinder the transfer of efficient and promising officers from 
one Lo~al Authority to another. . 

70. \Ve have also recommended in this Part of our Report, that the officer 
referred to in recommendation No. 14 ~bove, who will be the chief officer of the Public 
Assist.ance Committee, shall be called the Superintendent of Public Assistance, and 
that the relieving officers working under him shall be called Assistan~e Officers. TI~e 
Clerk af the Public Assistance Authority we propose to c.all the Dlfector of PubliC 
Assistance. 
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(17). MAIN PRINCIPLES OF A REFORMED POOR LAW.· 

71. We have now completed the description of the new machinery we propose to 
set up in the place of the Boards of Guardians and their officers, and we turn to the principles 
which we hope this new organisation will keep before it in its exercise of its powers. These 
principles may be thus epitomised :-

(1) That the treatment of I the poor who apply for Public Assistance should 
be adapted to the needs of the individual, and, if institutional, should be 
governed by classification. 

(2) That the public administration established for the assistance of the 
poor should work in co-operation with the local and private charities of the 
district. 

(3) That the system of Public Assistance thus established should include 
processes of help which would be preventive, curative and restorative. 

(4) That every effort should be made to foster the instincts of independ
ence and self· maintenance amongst those assisted. 

72. Any treatment adapted to the needs of cases, especially if applied on a large 
scale, requires not only many helpers but also such a distribution of cases amongst officials 
and workers as will allow time and attention to . be given to each individual case. Our 
scheme of organisation permits of this sub.division, for it will always ;be competent 
for the Public Assistance Authority to increase the number of Public Assistance Com
mittees in any district, or to divide the district. 

73. We now pass on to the methods of Public Assistance, and the treatment to be 
applied to the different classes who seek it. . 

(IS) "INDOOR" OR INSTITUTIONAL RELIEF.t 

74. The Royal Commission of IS32 intended that the workhouse should be a place in 
which the able. bodied could be set to work, and that for other recipients of indoor relief 
provision should be made in separate and appropriate institutions. We have found that 
this intention has been only partially realised. In the great majority of Unions the work~ 
house contains several distinct classes of inmates. As the outcome of this system we have. 
found that :-

(i.) Proper classification is impossible. 

(ii.) There is a great want of uniformity in the various workhouses. 

(iii.) Indoor relief is deterrent to some and attractive to others . 

. (iv.) The cost of erection, equipment, and indoor maintenance all tend to" 
rise. 

(v.) A class of " ins and outs" has come into existence.] 

(vi.) Residence in a workhouse has a demoralising effect. 

75. We recommend that in the future :-

(i.) General workhouses should b~ abolished. 

(ii.) Indoor relief should be given in separate institutions app.:ropriate to the 
following classes of applicants, viz. :-

(1) Children. 

(2) Aged and Infirm. 

(3) Sick. 

(4) Able-bodied men. 

(5) Able-bodied women. 

(6) Vagrants. 

(7) Feeble-minded and epileptics. 

• Yid. also para. 143 and 144 &8 to ~ner~l Principles governing Public Assistance to the Able-Bodied. 
t Ct. Part IV., Chapter 0, and Part VI., Chapter 4 (2.) (d). 
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(iii.) All indoor cases should be revised from time to time. 

(iv.) Powers of removal to and detention in institutions should be given, with 
proper safeguards, to the Public Assistance Authority. 

(v. ) The treatment of inmates should be made as far as possible curative 
and restorati"V'e.· . 

(vi.) The Central Authority should exercise a more strict control over 
expenditure on buildings and equipment. 

(vii.) In every institution for the aged and for the able-bodied a system of 
classification should be adopted on the basis of conduct beiore and after 
admission. 

(19) OUTDOOR RELIEF * OR "HoME ASSISTANCE." 

76. We have dealt at some length with the history of outdoor reliefand the problems 
which are bound up with it. We have seen that the Royal Commission of 1832 
proposed the abolition of outdoor relief in the case of the able-bodied, and that 
Parliament accepted that principle. We have described the various orders issued 
from time to time by the Poor Law· Commissioners, the Poor Law Board and 
the ·Local Government Board for its prohibition or regulation. We have also traced the 
fluctuations of public opinion which have greatly influenced its administration in 
those cases in which it is permitted. 

77. The results of our investigations into its history, of our own observation 
in visiting Boards of Guardians in different parts of the country, and of the evidence 
given before us, may be summarised as follows:-

We have found a total want of principle and of uniformity in its administra
tion, due, as we think, in part at least, to a lack of sufficient supervision. This 
want of uniformity does not necessarily arise from a difference in the circumstances 
of unions, but is generally the result of careless administration. We have been 
impressed by the inadequacy whieh often characterises it, particularly in the case 
of widows with families, and by the absence of thorough knowledge of applicants on 
the part of Boards of Guardians, and sometimes even of their officers. We have 
had to record cases in which it was distributed with a complete disregard of 
sound policy, and, though rarely, on grounds, so far as we could judge, incon
sistent with any high standard of administrative honesty. We have found that in 
few cases is any care or thought given to the conditions under which those who 
receive it are living. We do not recommend its abolition, partly because we hope 
that, if our proposals 'are adopted, the need for it will gradually disappear, and, in 
any case, its mischiefs will be reduced to a minimum, and partly because we 
feel that time is needed for the. development of a curative system of treatment. 
and that the abolition of out-relief might cause hardship. We also feel that it may 
be, if used wisely, a means of restoring to independence those to whom it is given, 
and that the strict supervision which we recommend of the housing, surroundings 
and habits of the recipients may do much to raise the level of a neighbourhood. 

78. We think that the work done by out-relief, so far as it is useful, might be 
better done by voluntary agencies, and we hope that in the future it will be so, and 
that a clear line will be drawn between the" necessitous," who are properly relieved 
by the community, and the" poor" who are the proper objects of voluntary aid. 

79. Our chief recommendations are:-

(1) That Out-relief, or as we shall call it, Home Assistance, should be given 
only after thorough inquiry, except in cases of sudden and urgent necessity. 

(2) That it should be adequate to meet the needs of those to whom 
it is given. 

(3) That persons so assisted should be subject to supervision. 

(4) That, with a view to inquiry and supervision, the case-paper system 
should be everywhere adopted . 

• Cf. ral't IV., ChaptAr6, and Part VI., Chapter 4 (2) (d). 
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(5) That such supervision should include in its purview the conditions, 
m!>ral and sanitary, under which the recipient is living. . 

(6) That voluntary agencies should be utilised as far as posluble for the 
personal care of individual cases. 

(7) That there should be one uniform Order governing Outdoor Relief or 
.. Home Assistance." , 

(20) CHILDREN. * 
80 . .erior to 1834, of all the classes that came under the authority of the Poor Law, 

children were, perhaps, the most neglected. According to the evidence then given, the 
majority of the Poor Law children in workhouses outside London were merely trained 
in ignorance, idleness and vice, and not one-third, of them found any respectable 
employment. The majority dropped almost mechanically into the ranks of 
pauperism and crime. 

81. It is gratifying to us to be able 'to give a very di:fferent account of the present con
dition of the children. The evidence was almost unanimous as to the good re~lUlts obtained 
under the various systems of education and training in force, and this evidence was 
confirmed by our own experience when visiting and inspecting the various educa
tional institutions and dOIniciles. Few such children in after life fall back into pauper
ism, and it is probable that the children in some, at least, of the present Poor Law 
schools are being better fitted for earning their living than those, educated outside. 
This substantial improvement must be put to the credit of the existing Poor Law 
administrators. We consider that they have, through the educational methods 
now in force, weakened if not stopped an old and copious source of pauperisIn. 

82; We may briefly summarise our opinion upon the different systems of dealing 
with Poor Law children now in force. 

83. First of all, we are strongly of opinion that effective steps should be taken to 
secure that the maintenance of children in the' workhouse be no longer recognised 
as a. legitimate way of dealing with them. We put this in the forefront of our recom· 
mendations. 

84. As to the other systems in force, viz.: District Schools, Gro1' cled Cottage 
Homes, Scattered Homes, Boarding-out. we consider that each system : _s its merits 
and its drawbacks, and that more depends upon the administrators than upon the 
systeIn. 

85. The District Schools, established first in 1844, give an excellent education, 
and those trained therein do well in after life. We do not endorse the wholesale 
condemnation of these institutions by the Committee on the Care of Poor Law 
Children in 1896. All large schools have inherent evils connected with the aggrega
tion of children of various ages, and the District Schools, are not free from such 
defect~. We would not. however. in any case, recommend the multiplication of large 
institutional schools, as we think that there are other methods of education and 
training, particularly for girls, which are more adaptable and produce even better results. 

86. Grouped .Cottage Homes, introduced in 1867, give an excellent education and 
training, but there are grave objections to their elaborate construction and equip
ment, and the growing cost of maintenance in them. 

87. The Scattered Homes, which have the great advantage of involving. very 
little capital expenditure and of securing a kind of home life particularly valuable 
for girls, have been increasingly adopted by other unions since they were started in 
Sheffield. Such Homes, when closely supervised and under competent foster-mothers. 
promise good results. 

88. Boarding-out is another method of training children which might and should 
be greatly extended. Here the expense. is comparatively small and involves no 
4?'lpital outlay whatever, and where the' system is well managed a real home life i" 
secured for the . children, and they enter upon industrial life on the same terms as 

* Cf. Part IV., Chapter 8. 
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the children of the independent working classes. InScotlan<l, it is the general system 
for the upbringing of Poor Law children. and there it works exceedingly .well; but a. 
most careful and constant supervision over all such children is indispensable, and 
where such" a system of inspection cannot be had, boarding-out ought not t9 be 
attempted. So far as our evidence and' special investigations go, the system of 

• boarding-out within ~~e Union has been liable to be very unsatisfactory owing t() 
; lack of proper superVISIon. . . 

We have recommended' that the work of supervision of boarding-out within the 
Union by the Public Assistance Committee should be placed in the hands of competent 
women officers, and that special care should be taken when the boarding-out is with 
relatives. ' 

89. We think that the power to adopt children of vicious parents should be more 
frequently exercised and accompanied' by a 'strict~r dealing with the parent, and that 
the Public Assistance Authorities should, in future, retain supervision of adopted 
children up to the age of twenty-one. 

90. We think also that, in all cases, there should be systematic records of the after-
life of children leaving the care of the Public Assistance Authorities. . . 

91. The condition of the out-relief children-that is, children whose parents 
are in receipt of out-relief-is much less satisfactory. The Guardians' have not in 
the past assumed the same responsibility, or, in fact, in some cases, any responsibility 
for these children. The condition of many of them is far from what it should be. . 

It should be a direction to the Public Assistance Authority that when Home Assist
ance is given for the maintenance of children, it should see that the assistance is adequate 
in amount; that the children are being properly nourished; that the housing cm;ulitions 
are satisfactory; and, particularly that no children are maintained in immoral surround
ings. Otherwise the children should be sent to an institution or industrial school. 

92. As regards the difficult question of the employment of widows in receipt of Public
Assistance, we have recommended that the mother, when a widow and respectable woman~ 
should not be separated from her children, and that the Assistance should be such as to 
enable her to give the time necessary for taking care of her children~ If tne children are 
more numerous than she can manage, they or some of them should be sent as day 
boarders to Ii. school where they can be fed during school hours. In populous districts 
these schools might be f'tarted much on the lines of the day industrial schools, but care 
must be taken to give to them such a designation and surrounding as will altogether 
dissociate them from crime or misconduct. When the children are too young to go to 
schooi, the mother should ,not go to work unless a sufficient substitute for her can be 
provided. 

, 93. ,As regar~ the ~migratio~ ~f, c~dren, we are of opinion that its advantages on 
the whole outweIgh its dan~ers.,partlcularly where the parents are neglectful and un
worthy. Boards of Guardiansar~ well advised in taking advantage of this mode of 
treatment. 

94. Since 1834, a large number of specialised charitable institutions dealing 
with special classes of children have grown up. These, when gertified and put under 
inspection, have been largely utilised for Poor Law children., and we see in this a 
beginning of co-operation between Poor Law and voluntary charities which might 
form the basis of a much wider scheme. As regards other large charitable institutions 
for dealing with poor children generally which are not certified, it is a question whether 
they should not be registered' as proposed in PaI~ VII. and subject to some 
supervision. . . 

95. Whilst we recommend special co-operation between the Poor Law and the 
Education Authorities, we are not in favour of transferring the education of 
Poor Law children wholly to the Iocl')l Education Authorities, but we would re
commend a scheme by which teachers in either service should have the, same 
status and be interchangeable. 
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(21). THE AGED. * 
96. The question of the aged poor, as is shown in the chapter relating to 

that class, has in recent years received much attention; their diet and institu
tional accommodation have been improved, and the scale of outdoor relief has been 
raised. Of all the adult classes receiving relief, there is none whose condition appeals 
more strongly to public sympathy, and whose treatment requires more discrimination 
and greater variety. 

97. The respectable aged regard" a good character as their most precious possession; 
those who have sunk low in the scale of respectability consider good or bad char
acter as a matter of indifference. By associating the respectable and the 
disreputable in institutions without classification, a sense of wrong is aroused in 
the minds of those of good character. They feel that a public authority, by 
forcing them to associate with the depraved, has stained and tarnished their most valued 
treasure. This feeling is recognised by many" Boards of Guardians, who have 
classified the aged by character' as far as the accommodation of a single institution 
permitted. 

98. The health and strength of the individual which, in any case, must be on the 
-.vane, is a factor which obviously must be carefully taken into account in the 
treatment and classification of the aged. But there is another human element which, 
under our present system, is not called into action-that is, the capacity and 
willingness of the old person to help himsel£. When the institution is on a large 
scale he may become a mere numero,' the aged person is, day by day, fed, clothed, 
and accommodated mechanically as one unit amongst many. His everyday life is 
deprived of all opportunity for exertion, thought and independence, and this has its 
inevitable effect upon the morale of even the active and. the willing. The physical 
comfort of such a life may be enhanced, but that again is purchased by the loss of 
much that makes existence pleasant and cheerful even to the aged. 

99. By the reforms we propose, the Public Assistance Authority will have at 
their disposal all the institutions within a county, and will, therefore, have facilities 
for classifying the necessitous poor by institutions. We recommend that one or 
more of those institutions, according to the requirements of each county area, 
should be set aside for the necessitous aged, and that their classification should 
be determined by their physical condition, the record of their lives previoUl3 to theiJ 
admission into the institution, and their behaviour after admission. 

100. We have greatly admired the small"homes which some Boards of Guardians 
have erected, purchasedt or rented for the accommodation of a limited number 
<of respectable aged persons, who are there helped and looked after by a matron. 
The cost per head, including maintenance, rent, or repayment of building loan, is 
not greater than the cost in the workhouse, but the tone, and vivacity of the individual 
and his willingness to help himseU is incomparably greater. In each room are the 
little treasures of the inmates-sometimes furniture, sometimes china, sometimes a 
keepsake,-intrinsically worth little, but the very sight of them, and the daily 
task they suggest, make the' life of their owner very different from the colourless 
and dreary routine of workhouse existence. Whenever additional accommodation for 
the respectable aged is required, we recommend that the system of small homes 
should be adopted; but, with its adoption, visitation ltnd supervision must ltt t1!.e 
eame time be organised. . 

~ . -- -, ._--- -_ ._" ...... ,_ .. ..u -e' ~ 

101. As regards outdoor relief or Home Assistance given to the aged, we recommend 
t~3;t greater care be taken to ensure its adequacy; and that the recipients be periodically 
,:s~ted by the officer~ of .the Public Assistal!-ce Committee and by voluntary 
\"lSltors. In rare cases m which the old person 18 helpless, has no friends, and is 
neglected, there should be power for compulsory removal to an institution to secure 
the comfort and even the safety of the person concerned. 

429. 
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(22). MEDICAL RELIEF AND ITS PROPOSED REORGANISATION.* . . 
1102. In a previous part of our Report we have dealt at some length with the 

development of the present system of Poor Law medical relief. We have enumerated its 
main defects. We have described the working of the various agencies, public and private, 
which provide medical assistance to poor persons outside the Poor Law. We have shown 
the evils which arise from the present want of co-operation, and the consequent overlapping 
between these agencies and the Poor Law. We have also stated our objections to proposals 
which were submitted to us for making medical assistance. gratuitous for all who cared 
to apply for it, and for transferring to the Sanitary Authorities the work of the Guardians 
in connection with medical relief. 

\ 103. We have drawn up a scheme with the object of co-ordinating and systematising 
the work of the various agencies now administering medical assistance to poor 
persons in sickness. Among other advantages we are hopeful that it will do much to 
bring the voluntary hospitals into closer co-operation with the rate-supported hospitals. 
So urgent and difficult is this question that it has been suggested to us that a 
special Royal Commission should forthwith be appointed for the purpose of endeavouring 
to secure a modus vivendi on reasonable and advantageous terms between all those 
agencies. Such a Commission may ultimately be necessary, but in the first instance 
we are inclined to await the results of the efforts at co-operation which will be initiated 
all over the country if the organisation which we propose to set up be adopted. 

104. The organisation we propose will not only fit into and utilise existing medical 
agencies and institutions, but, by inducing the wage-earning population to provide medical 
assistance for themselves on a contributory basis, it will, we hope, encourage qualities of 
providence and independence. Our main proposals for medical assistance are as 
follows :-

(1) That, the Public Assistance Authority, to assist them in carrying out 
their functions in connection with medical assistance, shall appoint a com
mittee from among their number, to which shall be added representatives 
of the Health Committee of the County Council or of the County Borough 
Council, and of the local branch or branches of the British Medical Associa
tion. This committee shall be called the County or County Borough Medical 
Assistance Committee, as the case may be, and shall have power to co-opt 
representatives of local hospitals, county or county borough nursing associations 
iispensaries, and'registered friendly societies. 

(2) That where necessary a local committee on similar lines shall be 
appointed by each Public Assistance Committee for the purposes of the 
local administration of medical assistance. This committee shall be terme~ 
the Local Medical Assistance Committee. 

(3) That all or any of the functions of the Public Assistance Authority In 

regard to medical assistance may be referred to the County or County Borough 
Medical Assistance Committee. 

(4) That, in all matters affecting medical assistance, there should be 
systematic co-operation between the Public Assistance Authorities, the Public 
Health Authorities, the Education Authorities, and the Voluntary Medical 
Institutions, based on a clear definition of their respective functions. 

(5) That the medical and nursing needs of each area, whether institu
tional or otherwise, should be reviewed, and, if necessary, supplemented, regard 
being had to the available provision made by Poor Law; Sanitary, or 
Voluntary Authorities. 

l6) That Medical Assistance should be organised on a providen:t basis. 

" (7). That a general system of provident dispensaries s~o~d be estab.lis~ed, 
::>f which existing voluntary outdoor medical orgamsatlOns be mVlted 
to form an integral part, and that every ~n~ucement should be off~red 
to the working classes below a certain wage limIt to become, or to contmue 

* Cf. Part V. 
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to be, members of a. provident dispensary. To this end the subscription to 
the provident dispensary . should cover the following advantages to its 
members:-

(a) Power to choose their . own doctor from the doctors upon the 
list of the dispensary. 

(b) The provision of adequate medical assistance at a rate or fee 
within the reach of those subscribing to the Provident Dispensary. 

(e) Institutional treatment upon a. recommendation from the dis
pensary doctor. 

(8) That medical treatment should' be more readily accessible to all who 
are in need of it; that, in cases of illness in which immediate treatment is 
necessary, the physical condition of the patient should be the first con
sideration; that in such cases medical aid should be obtainable in the first 
instance by application to any medical officer in the service of the 
Provident Dispensary. 

(9) That, except as regards the cases requiring immediate attention above 
referred to, all necessitous persons shall receive medical assistance through 
the Public Assistance Committee. 

(10) That certain cases in receipt of public assistance, such as the aged and 
widows with young children, might be made members of the. Provident 
Dispensary on payment of the necessary fees by the Public Assistance 
Committee. 

(11) That domiciliary medical assistance at the public cost should be 
conditional upon the maintenance of a. healthy domicile and good habits. 

(12) That no disfranchisement should be attached to any form of medical 
assistance. 

(23). THE VOLUNTARY AID ORGANISATION. * 
105. We have said so much in preceding parts of our Report as to the reorganisation 

orcharity. that we need not here do more than indicate generally what the functions of 
chirity should be. and the position it should occupy towards Public Assistance: The Public
Assistance Authority can help only those who are destitute or, as we prefer to call it, 
necessitous, it cannot help many others who are, from various causes, steadily slipping down
wa.rds in the social scale. To stop this downward progress is the special duty of charity 
which, if properly organised, should be an effective agent combating the incipient 
development of destitution and distress. 

But, in addition to this, charity has a. still larger task of effective co-operation 
with the Poor Law, and :Mr. Goschen's :Minute of 1869 sent to :Metropolitan Boards of 
Guardians laid down admirable principles as a. foundation for such co-operation. We 
believe that it is mainly due to the want of general and systematic organisation that the 
principles there enunciated have not been extensively applied and made an operative 
force in our national system of relief. 

106. We have endeavoured to create out of existing voluntary and charitable agencies. 
an organisation. established by statute, to form a recognised link between. Public Assist-· 
ance and charity. We have therefore proposed that in every County and County Borough. 
there shall be a Council of Voluntary Aid, and in every district a Voluntary Aid Como. 
mittee. which shall carry on and... develop the functions of charity by methods which we 
have detailed in Part VII. 

107. The functions of Public-Assistance and Voluntary Aid, as we have sketched them .. 
are so closely allied that it may be asked whether the applicants for help can be divided 
out between them, and, if so, on what principle. The materials for an answer are supplied 

• Ct· Part V:II. 
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partly by the evidence tendered to us, and partly by our own personal observation. Inl 
addition to, those of the able-bodied whom we have referred to in Part VI. as suitable for 
Voluntary Aid, there is a class of case which is in constant danger of falling into pauperism, 
viz. :-the mother of a family who is suddenly left a widow. To such cases Boards of Guar
dians make a grant of money and do little more. But money is the least of a widow's many 
needs. If her independence is to be preserved and her family to be well started in the 
world, she must have encouragement to persevere, opportunities for self-help, and openinge 
for her children. Such a case should clearly be dealt with by Voluntary Aid; for Voluntary 
Aid is more sympathetic and more elastic than official assistance can be. Old people, again. 
who have done their best to, m!lke pr?vision for themselves, ~nd perhaps through the dis~l 

, honesty of others have been disappomted, may be approprIately helped byVoluntar~ 
lid. Even where a pension has been provided under the Old-Age Pensions Act, additionS! 
to the comforts may very fairly be made by charity. But we go further than thisj 
and express the hope that, when our proposed reforms are in full working order, the gres ' 
majority of cases will pass, as it were', through the sieve of Voluntary Aid before they reac 
Public Assistance. , 

108. The special return of persons relieved during the year ended 30th September 
1907, suggests that many cases of temporary distress might be dealt with by voluntaIJ 
agencies instead of by the Poor Law. Thirty per cent. of the applications to the POOl 
Law were cases of persons whose aggregate period of relief during the year did no 
exceed one month, and who were not relieved on more than two occasions during th 
year. 

109. Our recommendations in regard to the Voluntary Aid Organisation 
follows:-

(a) Establishment 0/ the Voluntary A.id Oouncils and Oommittees. 

(1.) That in the area of each Public Assistance Authority, that is in each count~. 
or County Borough, there be formed a Voluntary Aid Council, consisting in part 0 
Trustees of endowed charities, of members of registered voluntary c):!.arities, as 'define 
below, of some members of the Public Assistance Authority, and of such pers,ons a 
members of friendly societies and trade associations, of clergy and ministers, and of othel 
persons being co-opted members, as may be settled in schemes approved by the Charitie 
Commission. * 

(~.) That a etatutory obligation be imposed upon the Lord Lieutenants, thf 
Chairmen of County Councils, the Lord Mayors, and Mayors of County Boroughs t(; 
take steps, within a given period, and after consultation with the managers of charitabH: 
societies, Trustees of Endowed Charities and members of the Public Assistance Authority; 
for drawing up schemes in accordance with the preceding recommendation, which 
schemes must be submitted to the Charities Commission for approval. . I 

(3.) That the Voluntary Aid Council submit to the Charities Commission proposa1i 
for the formation of Voluntary Aid Committees to be drawn up in the form of schem(\ I 

to be approved by the Commission; and that the Voluntary Aid Council under such scheme If 
appoint a~ members of the Voluntary Aid Committees persons such as those mentioneo 
in Recommendation I. , 1 

(4.) That Voluntary Societies or Charities as defined in Recommendation 17, b~ 
entitled to register at the Charities Commission on lines similar to those of the registra.fl 
tion of Friendly Societies under the Friendly Societies' Act. I 

I 
(5.) That a registered voluntary society be entitled to nominate members of its OWl', 

body for appointment to the Voluntary Aid Council and to the Voluntary Aid Com, 
mittee of the district in which either its institution or any branch of its institution hat , i 
M~ '1 

(6.) That it is desirable that the Voluntary Aid Committee have its offices in thl 
same building as the Committee of Public Assistance. ' . 

... See Recommendation No. 18 as to the proposed change in the name of Charity Commission. 
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(b) Functions 0/ th.e Voluntary Aid Council. 

~ (7.) The duties of the Voluntary Aid Councils would be for the most parl not 
executive but supervisory. The executive work would be assigned to the Voluntary 
Aid Committees. The Voluntary Aid Council would supervise the operations 
of these Committees generally and would, as far as possible, maintain the same 
principles of help and relief throughout County or County Borough. They would 
collect funds for distribution to Voluntary Aid Committees, and they would allocate 
funds to poor districts. The County is already the accepted area for many benevolent 
and philanthropic purposes. The local infirmary or hospital is :frequently a County 
institution. There are County nursing associations, and the County is the recognised 
centre in connection with various naval and military charitable associations. We propose 
that the Voluntary Aid Council acting for the County should promote any voluntary 

. institutions, associations, or societies for which the County, as a whole, has need. Its 
duties would thus be important and distinctive. 

(c) Functions 0/ the Voluntary Aid Committee. 

(8.) That the Voluntary Aid Committee aid (1) persons in distress whose cases 
do not appear to be suitable for treatment by the Public Assistance Committee; and (2) 
applicants for Public Assistance whose cases have been referred to the Committee by 
the Public Assistance Committee. 

(9.) That, with a view to the thorough treatment of individual cases, the Voluntary 
Aid Committee make such arrangements for the investigation of the applications made 
to them as the Charities Commission may deem necessary and sufficient. 

(10.) That in dealing with persons in distress for whom it is desired to provide 
aid by way of monetary· relief, it shall be the duty of the Voluntary Aid Com
mittee to obtain such sums as may be possible from relations of the applicant, from friends~ 
and from charitable sources generally for the aid of individual cases. 

(ll.) That with the administration of aid on the partoi the Voluntary Aid Com-
mittee there should be associated such a system ot voluntary- visitation as th~ 
Committee may deex:n advisable in view of the responsibilities of their work in provid
ins effectual aid, and in view of the physical needs and the habits of th03e whollA 
they decide to assist. 

(12.) That the Vohmtary Aid Committee be empowered to appoint such Local' 
Committees as it may deem necessary, subject to the approval of the Voluntary Aid 
Council, -

(la.) That a Voluntary Aid Committee shall, as far as possible, register the cases
dealt with by the Public Assistance Committee and by the Charitable societies and in-
stitutions in the district. 

(14.) That Voluntary Aid Committees receive the support of the Public Assistance-
Committee, and of the Inspectors of the Local Government Board,' with a view to 
systematising the relations between the Public Assistance and Voluntary Aid Commit
tees and promoting co-operation between them. 

(15.) That Voluntary Aid Councils or Committees be eligible for fUbscriptions from 
the Public Assistance Authority, on the linES of 42 and 43 Viet., c. 54,. Section 10. 

.< d) The Charities Commission. 5 .. -:"':i- -~-

(16.) That the Charity Commission be attached to the Local Government Board:. 
and that the Commissioners and Assistant Commissioners, permanent or temporary, be 
appointed by the Local Government Board, whose President should represent it in the· 
House of Commons. 

(17.) That the Charity Commission be enlarged, and that there be assigned to it. 
two departments of work, the supervision of endowed charities on the lines of the Charit. 
able TnIsts Acts, and the registration of Voluntary charities or Societies which hold any 
property in land or houses by purchase, or by leasehold, or are the tenants of any pro
perly under yearly or other agreements. 

" PART IX. 
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lI8.} That the name of the Charity Commission be the Charities Commission. 

{19.} That the staff of the Commission be strengthened so as to fulfil all the various 
additional duties that may devolve upon th~m :--'- ..... 

\ 

1. As a centre for the registration of voluntary charities. 

2. In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment of Volun· 
tary Aid Councils and for registering such schemes. 

3. In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment of Volun
tary . Aid Committees and for registering and supervising their admini-' 
strahon. 

4. In the scrutmy of accounts and statements relating to Voluntary Aid 
Councils and Committees.. _ 

5. In the Elupervision of other schemes; and 

6. In the scrutiny of the accounts of endowed and registered charities. 

(20.) That Section 30 of the Endowed Schools Act, 1869, by which certain chari
ties rounded for purposes of relief may be applied to purposes of education, be 
repealed. 

{21.} That it be provided in a Statute amending the Charitable Trusts Acts that, by 
order of the Charities Commission, any charities, as defined in Section 30 of the Endowed 
Schools Acts, 1869, exclusive of Loan . Charities, Apprenticeship Charities, and 
Charities for Advancement in Life, may be used for the relief of distress, subject to such 
conditions respecting enquiry and other matters as the Commissioners may 
determine under a general order. 

[To prevent misunderstanding, it should, perhaps, be mentioned that we are not concerned 
with educational charities, whether ecclesiastical or not ecc!esiastical, but with eleemosynary 
charities; and further, neither here nor elsewhere do we intend to include in our recommendations 
the endowed or the voluntary charities of churches or congregations granted for religious purposes, 
nor the voluntary charities of churches or congregations provided for eleemosynary purposes.) 

(24). INVALIDITY INSURANCE.* 

110. On the very difficult and complex question of Invalidity Insurance, we 
arrived at certain tentative conclusions which we stated concisely in Part VIn of our 
Report. To further compress these views might lead to ambiguity or misunder
standing. We therefore here repeat the opinions we have already expressed. 

111. We have shown in another Chaptert the great changes that have taken place 
in the organisation of industry during the last eighty years. The more intimate 
and inter-dependent . relations that offen used to exist between employers and, 
employed have been superseded by a system which, in appearance and a180 
largely in fact, divides the interests of the employers from those of the workmen. 
This in turn tends to efface duties which might have been urged on the one side 
or on the other as a kind of moral obligation. 

112. The evidence shows that, with very few exceptions, whitt working-men desire 
'is the "cash nexus "-the bare wage contract uninfluenced by any bnt purely 
economic considerations-and the employing classes generally have accepted the 
situation and consider their obliO'ations fulfilled when they pay the wage. ° ,'C1' 

the great trades, wao-es are dete~milled by collective bargaining between Trade 
Unions on the one side, and large employers and associations of employers o.n the 
other. The issue of the system is, for those who find employment, 'a maXImum 
wage during the prime of life, and no wage at all when the prime is passed. 

113. The theory,of industry which used to prevail was that the worker should main
tain himself throughout life hy his o'Vn exertions, providing for contingencies and 
tor old age by thrift, or that, if he could not do so and his relatives were unable 

• Cf. Pa.rt VII!., Chapter 1. . t Part VI., Chapter 1 
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to help, he should receive poor relief. But of late years' the" cash nexus" has 
been supplemented and modified in two different ways-the Employers' Liability 
and the Workmen's Compensation Acts and the Old Age Pensions Act-the one 
insuring the operative against the accidents more incidental to work than hereto
fore, the other providing for a time when he is no longer able to work for-his own 
support. 

But it has become evident that these two methods do not meet all the exigencies 
which have arisen under this system. Accidents are not the only checks to wage
earning during active life, and wage-earning itself, as we have seen, generally ceases 
long before the pension age of seventy. 

114. From the Chapter on "Social and Industrial Developments since 1834,"· 
it seems clear that the present organisation of industry, with its excessive specialisation 
and universal application of machinery, has raised the standard of work required 
from the ordinary operative. From such an organisation, many, we fear, owing to 
want of original capacity and want of early training, must always be excluded and 
fall into intermittent and ill-paid occupations. Trade Union regulations have worked 
in the same direction. The" standard wage" is based on the assumption that the 
worlwr employed is worth that wage to his employer; if the employer does 110t 
consider him so, the man is dismissed. The same tendency seems to have been 
strengthened by the working out of the Employers' Liability Act and the Workmen's 
Compensation Acts. Whatever be the cause, the fact remains that, since the passing 
of these Acts, the number of injuries registered has constantly increased. Against 
the undue extension of this liability, the insuring bodies, whether employers them
selves or outside companies, must -protect themselves, and the system necessarily 
excludes many who cannot fulfil the insurance standard whatever it may be. Those 
presumably more liable to accident, though still more or less efficient, are excluded, 
and a new standard of ability is created which reacts on industry generally. A 
large class grows up of partially efficient unemployed men. They accept the sit.uation, 
with complaint, indeed, but with submission, and thus assume a new position which 
imposes on society many new anxieties and difficulties. 

115. We have, again, evidence to show that industrial demand, as it now exists, 
uraws many younger unskilled men into a kind of employment, in its early stages 
remunerated by a wage which will not increase at any later period of their lives 
but will rather diminish. Such a demand in effect puts a premium on want of 
skill; if it be inevitable, it suggests that measures should be taken by way of 
insurance to prevent in part the evil results which must follow. 

116. The years between the withdrawal from wage-earning and the pension age 
present a more serious problem than ever before; Trade Union regulations make 
it difficult for men skilled in the great trades to work on at their trades and accept a 
lower wage, and partial employment is more difficult to get. If, as frequently 
Ilappens, there is not enough put by to cover this period, insufficiency of means or 
the acceptance of relief seems inevitable. In such cases the fact of other men 
getting a. State pension at the age of seventy,on the ground that they are unable to 
earn a wage, may create a feeling of injustice on the part of those who have not 
attained the age and are yet as effectually barred from wage-earning. 

U nIess, therefore, some system of wages gi'aduated according to age can 
be adopted, it is clear that workmen above a certain period of life will for the 
future find it more difficult to keep themselves in continuous employment. We do not 
forget that, for the solution of these and other industrial problems, we may look with \ 
growing confidence to methods of remunerat.ion such as co-operation and co-partnership. 
()f their importance and promise we are convinced; but we have felt that to deal with 
them fully would take us far beyond the terms of our reference. 

117. We seem almost driven to the conclusion that a new form of insurance is 
Tequired, which, for want of a better name, we may call Invalidity Insurance. The 
~arly superannuation of the best wlJrkmen is so well recognised that it will, in all 
probability, give rise to demands for lowering the pension age, and will, at 
some point or other, entail a fiuancial burden beyond the power of the national 
resources to bear. . 

• Part VI., Chapter 1. 
429. 4N 
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118. We have made strong recommendations as regards insurance against 
temporary unemployment, but this does not. meet the case of such persons when 
entirely incapacitated from wage-earning. It would, at any rate,· be more agreeable 
to them, and more consonant with the feeling of the community, that they' should 
fall back 011 an insurance fund to which they haa at least contributed a part, than 
that they should be forced to have recourse to the Public Assistance Authorities. 
Such a se-heme of Invalidity Insurance strongly appeals to us as calculated to meet many 
of the evils which we have been discussing. ' One thing, howe\Ter, must be borne in mind~ 
Whatever be the risk insured against, whether it be' sickness, accident, old age, or 
Unemployment, the possibility of such insurance depends on the existence' of savings, 
whether these savings be in private or collective hands, or be put in the hands of the 
~tat~ . ~y taxes which represent the savings, or what otherwise. ~g~t be the saving~, of 
Its CItIzens. Insurance, m short, IS only a method for theutilisatlOn·of' those savmgs. 
Whatever may be said, in order to insure, some people must have saved individually or 
collectively. ' 

119. As the necessity for such ,insurance seems to arise from the very organisation of 
industry which the nation has adopted, such a fund, it seems to us, might appropriately be 
supported partly by contributions from employers, partly by contributions from em
ployees, and partly by a subsidy from the State. But in considering the amount of any 
subsidies to be granted by the State, we think that full weight should be given to the 
fact that a very heavy charge has recently been imposed upon the revenue of the country 
by the Statute granting gratuitous .old 'age pensions to aJIpersons above 70.years of age 
who comply with certain conditions. , . . 

120. 'We have consulted three eminent actuaries as to the weekly premiums for which 
a man, aged twenty-one,. in good health,and,employed, in a healthy occupation, could 
ensure the receipt of lOs. 6d. a. week during the first twenty-six weeks of illness,and 7s. 6do 
a we~k during the remainder of illness up, to; age sixty.-five. :Mr. T., G. Ackland, F.I.A., 
taking a'3 per cent. basis, places the amount at3'9d;; Mt. George;King, F.I.A., assum
ing 21 per cent. as the rate of interest, estimates the amount at 3' 74d., and Mr. F. G.P. 
Neison, F.I.A.,at 3·62d. These.sullis are little in excess of the average weekly fee pay
able, per child at school up to 1891, and remitted by the Act of that year. 

r - 121; Though we ,have obtained a good dealof,information from the' Board,of Trade 
concerning systems ,of insurance, both at home 'and abroad, and also:from a number of 
witnesses representing the provident and benefit societies of this country, the information 
is not sufficient to :enable us to make specific recommendations. An'account of some of 
the foreign systems of Insurance will be found in Part VIII. * It will be seen that none 
of them exactly meets the case, and, moreover, generally the schemes have not been long 
enough in operation to enable us to judge as to their measure of success. The foundations 
of any future legislation ought to be very closely scrutinised. They should be broad, solid~ 
and capable of continuous extension, .and the organisations resting upon them should be 
so constructed as to expand automatically according to need. ,The great trade and 
benefit organisations in existence in this country ought to be very freely consulted before 
any proposals are made in Parliament. If time had permitted, we might have been able 
to make definite recommendations under this head, but. in view' of the urgent . necessity 
of laying our more important proposals before Your Majesty, all we feel: justified in doing 
is to state our ,opinion that the information at oUr disposal requires to be supplemented 
before legislation can be attempted. . , 

(25). THE ABLE-BorHED AND UNEMPLOYMENT.t 

122. In the sections of the Report 'dealing with distress from unemployment, we 
gave a consecutive narrative of the social and industrial developments since 1834. Such 
a recital was necessary to establish the groundwork of our' subsequenf conclusions.· A 
review of existing conditions has led us to two definite conclusions :-

(1) We have an increased aggregation of.unskilled labour at our great ports 
and in certain populous districts., ' " " " " . 

(2) This aggregation of low-grade labour is so much in excess' of the normal 
local needs as to promote and perpetuate under· employment. . ' , , 

* See Chapter 1. t cr. Part VI. 
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123. We went on to consider the conditions connected with skilled and high-grade 
labour, in order to ascertain if they were such as tended towards the alleviation or 
towards the aggravation of under~employment intM unskilled labour market. Though 
the survey of this part of our industrial' system'was far more satisfa"citory, yet there were 
causes in operation even here, which tended from time to 'time to add to the number of 
those seeking casual or intermittent employment. The growth and continuous expansion 
of our trade places cyclical fluctuations more and more beyond the control of anyone single 
industrial district. The high pressure of competition raises the standard and shortens 
the period of efficiency of the worker, whilst changes both in fashion itnd, in methods of 
production are becoming not only more sudden but also more uncertain in their duration. 
Employment once lost by the middle-aged and less efficient'is regained with greater diffi
culty than heretofore. W'hen to these ordinary conditions are added the cyclical depres
sions in trade, a serious state of affairs is created, and we came to our third conclusion 
that-

(3) This normal condition of under-employment, when aggravat~d by periodic 
contraction of trade 'or by the inevitable changes in methods of production, 
assumes such dimensions as to require special machinery and organisation for its 
relief and treatment. . 

124~We then carefully scrutinised the Constitution and operations of the various 
relief organisations, both public and private, normal and-abnormal, that are now in exist. 
ence.We looked at their work from various points of view and asked ourselves, firstly,: 
was the relief given in times of distress adequate and suitable? . and secondly: were the 
a.fter consequences of such relief beneficial or prejudicial to the community affected
did it, in a word, strengthen or weaken the origiJlal causes of the distress? 

125. We regret to state that our investigations point to the 'Conclusion ,that th~ relief 
given was frequently unsuitable and inadequate, and that its effects were often pernicio% 

Poor Law relief. if deterrent,is at 'times' deterrent to the wrong people and I'estora tive 
treatment plays a. very small part in its methods. 

Charity. when organised and working in co-operation with the Poor Law and other 
relief agencies, is always helpful, but, in the absence of these conditions, charitable effort .' , 
too frequently takes the forJIl of doles to the unworthy and results in demoralisation. L:;.o 

The relief works carried on by Municipal Authorities, and 'by Distress Com
mittees under the Unemployed Workmen Act, have in certain instances been successful 
in reaching the class for whom they were intended. In the vast majority of cases, how~ 
ever, they have perpetuated a system of able-bodied relief reproducing some of the bad 
features of the methods in force before 1834, which the ColllIilission of that date so vigor~ 
ously condemned. ' 

It is impossible to contend that the relie'f measures and organisations. no,w a~ 
work in any degree come within the category of " special machinery or organisation for the 
relief or treatment of distress" caused by ui1der-employment. 

126. But, during the Cotton Famine, there was a period of distress, historic both by 
reason of its duration and of the number of skilled workers affected by it, and in its latter 
phases we there found charitable and Poor Law organisations working in co-operation With 
m~rked smoothness and ~uccess. Char~t.y and the Poor Law wer~ sup~le~ented not by 
rehef works but by public works of utility managed on commerCIal prInCIples, and not 
only was this combination most effective in times. of .distress. but, when the distress was 
over, it left the community with a Ininimum of demoralisation; We propose,to refer to 
these methods-which contrast so favourably with recent failures-together with certain 
other suggestions, which, while preventive in their character, are designed to elicit co
operation and self-Bupport from those whom they assist. We .will deal with preventive 
measures first. . . 
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(a) Education. 

127. In previous parts of our Report "ie have shown how serious and wide
spread is the ~endency for childreQ ,to slip into occupations and callings which lead 
first to casuahty and then to unemployment. Unless we can arrest at its source 
this increasing stream of casuality and under-employment our subsequent remedial 
measures may be futile. We therefore regard with favour the proposals of our Special 
Investigator Mr. Cyril Jackson:-

\ 

(1) That boys should be kept at school until the age of 15. 

(2) That exemption below this age should be granted only, for boys. 
leaving to learn a skilled trade. .. 

(3) That there should be school supervision, till 16, and replacement 
in school of boys not properly employed. 

W' e also believe that there is urgent need of improved facilities for technical 
education being offered to young people after the present age for leaving schooL 
We consider that to prevent the deterioration of. physique it is necessary that 
physical drill should be more prolonged and thorough than it has hitherto baen. 
Although we are not unanimous upon this point, some of us believe that the 
most effective and thorough method of infusing into boys approaching adolescence 
a sense of discipline. and self-restraint, both physical and moral, and of improving 
their physique for subsequent industrial occupations, would be a universal system. 
of a short period of military training. 

128. Before we leave the subject of education we must refer to one criticism that has 
been made with almost absolute unanimity. There seems to be outside the circle of the 
teaching profession a very sirong general feeling that the education of our children in 
elementary schools is not of the kind which is helpful to them in after life. Education 
is the accepted antidote to unemployment and pauperism. The cost of elementary 
education in this country in 1905-6 was twenty million sterling. This is an almost entirely 
new national charge since 1870. It should have steadily reduced unemployment and 
diminished pauperism. If it has failed in this, its accepted mission, it cannot be said 
that the failure is due to lack of funds. The desire of the young to raise themselves in the 
social scale ana. improve their position should evet be encouraged, but this desire seems 
to us too frequently to take the shape of trying to avoid handicraft and manual labour 
by recourse to other occupations which, though associated with a. black coat, are less. 
remunerative and less progressive than skilled handiwork. Clerical labour is a glut upon 
the market; high-class artisans are, according to our evidence, at times obtained with 
difficulty. We doubt if the atmosphere of our school life is altogether congenial to a. career 
of manual labour. We would suggest to the Board of Education the advisability of meeting 
these criticisms by a. thorough reconsideration of the time table and curriculum in our 
elementary schools as well as of the aims and ideals of elementary education. Thougll 
employers of labour may perhaps be apt to look at questions too much from their own 
standpoint, still, the unanimity of opinion that our school curriculum does not supply the
right class of instruction and training for industrial purposes, cannot lightly be put on-
one side. . . 

(b)· Labour Exchanges.f 

129. In the forefront of 01,1r proposals we place labour exchanges. We propose their. 
establishment under the control and direction of the Board of Trade. We look to them 
to achieve two distinct objects:-

• (1) An increase in the mobility of labour. To do this it is essential that 
they should be used freely by employers and employed, and that their manage
ment should be associated with a joint committee of these two classes. W 0 

think that Local Authorities an.d Government Departments should be·encouraged 
to make use of them when engaging either skilled or unskilled labour. T~eir 
usefulness will be greatly increased if they are linked up all over the Uruted 
Kingdom. . f'" 

* Cf; Part VI., Chapter 1 (11), and Chapter 4 (1) (b), 
t Cf. Par~ VI., Chapter 4. (1) (a). 
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(2) The collection and distribution of information. The most obvious 
form of this would be the dissemination of information as to demand and supply 
I)f labour in the country, and as to public works and other large contracts .. But 
their area of usefulness should extend much further. The Board of Trade 
should receive weekly from the labour exchanges accurate and detailed in
formation as to the amount of unemployment and also as to the demand for 
employment throughout the whole country. Owing to our vast international 
trade and our dependence upon external sources for the supply of the raw 
material we require, industrial depr~S8ion in this country is not unfrequently 
due to causes far away from the districts affected. We see no reason why the 
Board of Trade. availing itself of the inIormation obtainable from our Consuls 
and other officials stationed abroad, might not in course of time become 
a kind of trade meteorologist, and by publishing the information received, 
which gradually will become greater and more exact, indicate the 
causes likely to affect our home industries. With this information from abroad 
and the returns of the labour exchanges at home, trade storm signals might 
be hoisted in time to prepare .the districts likely to be afterwards affected. 

Such -a scheme would require time, money, and trouble to be expended upon it 
before it became. a trustworthy source of advice and guidance; but in our judgment 
the experiment is well worth attempting. . 

Associated with the labour exchange there should be, in connection with every 
public elementary school, an intelligence bureau which would advise parents and 
teac~ers as to the bra~ches of employment lik~ly to give the best ope~ng for children 
leaVIng school By this means we hope to divert boys from the "blind-alley occupa
tions n which so many enter at present, into occupations which will lead to permanent 
employment. 

If this be accomplished we hope to cut c;>ff at its source one of the most fruitful 
8upplies of casual labour. 

(c) Casual Labout'.· 

130. We have dwelt in several parts of our Report on the phenomena of casual labour 
and its far-reaelling evils, both as regards the character of the man and the disastrous 
effect on his family life, and we have ventured on the statement that a system so dangerous 
to the social life of the whole community cannot be regarded solely froIp. the standpoint 
of the employer and the employee. 

The remedies, however, are not very obvious, as they must be undertaken in face
of a dead weight of apathy on the part of the public, and perhaps. an active oDPosition. 
on the part of the various interests. . 

131. So far as casual labour is encouraged and fostered by mere thoughtlessness on the
part-of those who employ it, the remedy lies in an awakening of the public. conscie.nce, 
and we hope that some good may be done by the mere exposure of the evils entailed. 
We are convinced that Government Departments and municipal bodies might do 
more than they do to regularise the work of those they employ. 

But in its most prominent form, dock labour, the more serious problem is that, at 
the great ports of the kingdom, many thousands of men are engaged in an occupation 
which seeIDS almost of necessity casual, and moreover, the occupation is one which seeIDS 
as attractive to the docker himself as it is advantageous to his employer. Here the· 
formidable objection is that if decasualisation on something like the lines adopted by the' 
Lr,ndon and India Dock Company is attempted, a certain proportion of persons at: 
present under-employed will be' thrown out of employment altogether until re .. absorbed. 
in other industries~ 

With full consciousness of the gravity of this issue, we venture to think that 
such an effort must be made, and we have recommended that the Board of Trade should 
send to our large ports and industrial centres, officers who might confer with masters 
and worlaneri., with a view to reducing casual and ,intermittent employment to the 
'Bmallest dimensions. 

• C/. Part VI., Chapter 1 (15) and (21) and Chapter 4 (1) (b). 
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'(d) 1 nsumnce Against Unemployment. * 
., 132: What~ver the m~thods ad~pted to promote regularity of employment, the 
o~d-fashioned VIrtue of t~lft must stIll ~ccupy a cen.~ral place m. pr~venting distress. 
Smce 1834 the opportumtles of husbanding small sa Vlngs and making Insurance against 
sickness, accident, old age" and ·death have very greatly increased .. ' But there seems 
room and necessity for a great· extension of. insurance against Unemployment, and in 
this case we have not hesitated to recommend the encouragement of a State subsidy. . 

The difficulty he~e is that the classes who are not .insured against .unemployment 
are the classes most liable to unemployment, and that the uncertainty and intermittence 
of tb,eir occupation makes it very difficult for them to raise by combination the ;necessary 
aggr~gate amount for individual insurance.· '. '., , 

We have examined the many experiments now being tried.in other countries in this 
direction. . None of" them ha va been quite effective in reaching these classes. But by 
encouraging and promoting', unemployment insurance amongst. the labouring classes 
above the rank of casuality, we hope to foster the downward growth of a desire for it. . 

. 133. Our review of unemployment insurance enabled us to arrive at the following 
conclusions:- . 

First, . that the establishmept and. promotion of Unemployment 
Insurance, espe(}ially amongst unskilled and unorganised labour, is .of 

. paramount importance in averting the distress arising from unemployment. 

Secona, that the attainment of this object is of.such national importance 
as' to justify, under specified' conditions; contributions from public funds 
towards its furtherance. 

Third, that this form of insurance can best be promoted by utilising the 
agency of existing trade organisations or of organisations of a similar character 
which may be brought into existence by a hope of participation in public 
contributions. "'., '. 

Fourth, that no scheme either foreign or British which has been brought 
before us is . so free from objections as to justify us in specifically 
:recommending it for general adoption. . 

'134. Accordingly, we have recommended' that '/10 small Commission 'or [Inter-
1)epartmental Committee of experts and representatives of existing trade benefit organisa
-tions be appointed, with an instruGtion to frame a scheme or schemes for consideration. 

135. Before leaving the question of insurance against unemployment, there is one 
point. in connection with it to which we would draw attention. We have referred to 
the excellent work done by trade unionists in insuring against unemployment, and 
thus protecting themselves against one of the most fonnidable risks of a workman's 

. life. But the attention of trade unions seems to us too much concentrated upon the 
amount o~ wage, too little upon the duratIOn and regulanty of the work. Irregular work, 

. even if paid per hour at a high rate, is the workman's bane; regular and continuous 
work, even if the rate per hour be somewhat low, is his salvation. Whilst we admit that 
both considerations should be taken into account, we think that the first ought not to 

"entirely override the second. 

(e) Voluntary Aid and Unemployment.t 

136. 'Ve have already indicated our general proposals for establishing a ~ oluntary 
Aid Organisation. At a time of general unemployment there is usually a wldespread 
desire to render voluntary assistance of some kind. This, as we have shown, can be 
don~ in many ways (see Part VI. and Part VII.), by .help' giv~n to the ~an ~nd his 
famIlv, or to some member of his family. Voluntary AId CommIttees, workmg III close 
co-operation with Public Assist..'tnce Committees, may prevent distress due to want of 
work at its earlier stages, and often a little aid for a comparatively short ti?1~ 'will 
prove effectual in makinrr other and more elaborate measures for the provlSIOn of 
unemployment relief unn;cessary. Assistance should by this means b~ forthcoming to 

« C/. Part VI., Chapter 4 (1) (c). t Cf. Part V!., Chapter 4: (2). 
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an unemployed workma'l who has a prospect of work in any quarter. Men and 
women who have acquired some experience of the personal administration of relief 
become then most serviceable. Indeed, we look forward to the provision by means of 
Y oluntary Aid Committees of an outlet for the countless forms of personal service which 
now, owing to lack of insight and co-operation, run to waste. We hope to find here, even 
more than in carefully administered money help, the prevention and cure of much of the 
poverty and suffering which form so sad a picture at the present day. 

(f) PubliC Assistance and Unemployment. * 
137. Behind the organisation of Voluntary Aid will be the new Public Assistance 

Authority, which, freshly constituted and with increased powers; will be a far more potent 
agency in dealing with distress amongst the able-bodied than the bodies which it 
will supersede. 

138. The methods at its disposal for dealing with the able-bodied out of employment 
will be many and graded. They have been described in much detail in Part VI. of our 
Report and include :-

. (1) Home Assistance, .onconditionof daily work, which will be available 
for men of good character requiring only temporary employment. 

(2) Industrial' and Agricultural Institutions and Labour Colonies, with 
.classification for those whose industrial- antecedents perhaps are not so good, 
or who require more prolonged treatment.· ... 

: (3) Detention. Colonies under the ~ome Office to which .th,e: " ~-.and~ 
outs," the work-shy, and the loafer will.be co~tted ,for perioqs of de~tention 
and training. 

. 139. If the powers thus given to the new authority are exercised with discrimination,.. 
firmness and kindness, and if the treatment of all those of inferior efficiency and character
applying for Assistance is governed by the idea of industrial and moral restoration, a.. 
change for the better should soon be effected in the management of that heterogeneous
mass of persons now known as .the Unemployed. At the root of the new system lies-, 
the principle of classification. Classification will in future be aided by the.system 'of 
case-papers and by the records of workmen registered at the Labour Exchange . 

. (g) Transitional JJ.Jeasures as to Distress IromUnemployment.t 

. '0. The changes which we have proposed will take some time before they can fully' 
mature .. .lemselves. When they have separately and in combination attaineda reasonable·· 
standard of working efficiency, we believe that they will.be adequate to deal with· local 
distress. But, pending their development, we consider it necessary to formulate a supple
mental scheme, so safeguarded as to be put into operation only un9-er a number ofsp~cifi~~ 
conditions, to meet any exceptional and protracted distress. Under this scheme, the Local. 
Government Board may after consultation with the.Board of .Trad,e authorise the Public 
Works Loan Board to grant special financial facilities to Local Authorities. f9r the', 
prosecution of public works., Before any: suchalithorisation is 'given; the two, first~men-
tioned Departments'must be eonyinced,.by ascertai.ned !lnd verifie~ facts, 'that 10ed rustres!:!: 
due to' severe andprolongedmdustrIal depreSSIOn IS'overtaxmgthe resources of the: 
newly-established Public Assistance Auth?rities .. ' The works must~ moret>ver,be of public 
utility in the locality .. and the plans and estImates m respect of them· be approved beforehand 
by the Local Government Board. - . ." , . 

141. We lay great stress on the condition atta~hing to such works, that they should 
be promoted and managed on ordinary comIl),ercianine~.and .that those employed should 
be taken on not as paupers, nor as persons' to whom work will be found because they 
are in distress, but as workmen capable of giving an adequate return for the wage paid. 
Fitness for ~he work will.in .fact be t4e governing consideration in the engagement and 
retention of such workmen as may be required. " 

142. We are well aware -that this doctrine is very unpopular in certain quarters, 
where it is held that th-e mere existence.of distress is sufficientio entitle everyone -affected 

... CJ. Part VI., Chapter 4 (2). t CJ. Part VI., Chapter 4 (3). 
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by the distress to have work provided for him at standard wages; We contest this pro
position, not from lack of humanity, but because we know that such a theory is absolutely 
subversive of self-respect, seH-exertion, and independence, and is detrimental to the 
industrial efficiency of the community. 

(h) General Principles Governing Public A.ssistance to the A.ble-bodied._ 

143. Efficiency and inefficiency cannot work side by side at the same rate of pay 
without the certainty of inefficiency in the course of time lowering the standard of efficiency 
and determining the rate of pay and of progress. In all our proposals for dealing with 
poverty, distress, destitution, loafing, and ,laziness we have relied upon being able, under 
the t~eatment we suggest, to appeal to the better and worthier instincts of the individual. 
Thes~ may sometimes seem to be dead, and in certain cases even may be so, but in the 
vast majority of cases, by working for the moral r,egeneration of the individual, we may hope 
to restore him to independence' and respectability. Such a process must often be slow, 
and in its earlier stages inflict personal discomfort. But in no case ought it to be possible 
to reverse this process and to allow the malingerer or the loafer to obtain a better payment 
than the diligent and well-conducted. ' 

144. It has been pointed out that the increased comfort of our workhouses has made 
them attractive to a class of able-bodied to whose comfort it is not desirable to add. The 
elaborate proposals we now make will be nugatory unless for the future it is possible to 
segregate and deal separately with this class. It is not easy to formulate the principles 
of classification; but as, in the great majority of cases, it is curative treatment which is 
needed, we think that the determining factor should be the hopefulness of the case in the 
light of the present position and past life of the applicant. In some cases, no doubt,it will 
be found that a certain amount of preliminary discipline is indispensable before an applicant 
can be trusted to make a proper use of the opportunity and assistance given to him. 

(26). POLITICAL DISQUALIFICATIONS ON ACCO~T OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.* . 
145. The question how far relief from the Public Assistance Authority should dis

franchise its recipient is more closely connected with the relief of the able-bodied than 
with that of any other class of recipients of public assistance. We hold generally to the 
principle that those who, either from misfortune or otherwise, have failed to manage 
their own affairs successfully ought not by law to have power to interfere in the management 
of the affairs of others. But public assistance often assumes a transient form, and we are 
not disposed to disfranchise wholesale and unconditionally all who receive it. We there
fore recommend that only those persons be disfranchised on account of public assistance 
who have received assistance other than medical relief for three months or more in the 
aggregate in the qualifying year. 

As we have already stated, we do not think that medical assistance in any form should 
-entail disfranchisement. 

(27). RECOVERY OF COST OF PUBLIO ASSISTANCE. t 
, r 146. In our review of the working of the present law as regards the recovery of the 
..cost of relief from the persons relieved and from their relatives, we point out that, even 
under the present uneven and irregular application of the law, a. considerable sum is annu
. ally obtained. We in no sense wish to diminish this help to the ratepayer. On the con
trary we think that the present procedure requires strengthening in various details. and 
-we make the following recommendations:- ' 

(a) Loan Relief. 

Procedure fo( recovery ~hould be simplified. ' 

(b) Recovery from Relatives. 

(I) Relatives who are liable should be required' to contribute. and this 
policy should' be pursued uniformly and with firmness and discretion • 

.. Cf· Palt VI., Chapter 4 (2). _ t Cf. PartVIll., Chapter 3 •. 
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(2) Poor persons should have power to proceed directly against liable reIa
,- tives, and the Public Assistance Authorities should have power to pro'ceed 

against liable relatives before the applicant becomes actually chargeable. 
\ 

(3) Simplification of procedure applicable to recovery of relief ITom relatives. 

(4) The cost of relief given should be recoverable froni relatives after 
the person has ceased to be chargeable. 

(5) A man should be liable to contribute to the support of his grand
parents. 

(6) Non-liable relatives should also be induce~ to contribute where they, 
are able to do so. 

(28). BASTARDY. * 
147. Representations have been made to us that the procedure as to the recovery 

of maintenance under Bastardy Orders is difficult and uncertain, and that the power of 
the Guardians to obtain such orders is too limited. These representations appear to us 
to be generally well founded. We have, therefore, made a number of detailed recom
mendations which will operate to the advantage of the Public Assistance Authorities 
and of the mothers. -, 'One recommendation which we make in the interests of morality 
is that the money paid by a putative father to the mother of an illegitimate child 
under a Bastardy Order should be paid through the agency of a third person. 

148. As to the' treatment of unmarried mothers, regarding which we have received 
a great deal of evidence, we make the following recommendations :-

(a) Single Lapse Cases.-These should be dealt with in institutions apa)': 
trom the workhouse, preferably in charitable institutions, but if these are not 
available the Public Assistance Authorities should institute homes of their own. 
Charitable workers to watch over the girls on their first return to the world. 

(b) Depraved, Immoral Women.-Detention and reformative treatment on 
lines similar to those adopted for "in-and-out" cases should be organised. 

(0) Feeble-minded Unmarried Mothers.-These should be dealt with in 
d.ccordance with the recommendations of the Royal Commission on the Feeble
minded. Meantime the Public Assistance Authorities should have power to 
detain such mothers. ;;,;;< 

(d) For the purpose of advising in regard to all maternity cases, a Women's 
Committee should be appointed in connection with every Public Assistance 
Committee, consisting of members of that Committee and of voluntary workers. 

(29) THE DETENTION OR CONTINUOUS TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF 
PERSONS RECEIVING OR ApPLYING FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.t 

149. It will have been observed that from time to time in our Report, we have' 
recommended •• detention" for certam classes of cases. We now propose to summarise 
our various proposals in this respect -and explain very shortly our reaRons for 
r~commending this form of treatment. _ 

250. The term" detention" is perhaps, however, infelicitous. It is generally asso
ciated with the idea of punishment by imprisonment. Our primary object in proposing 
detentIOn is neither punishment nor imprisonment. We aim at obtaining opportunities 
for applying ameliorative treatment to particular individuals over a continuous period. 
We desire to substitute, for the present system of incontinuous and inefficacious relief, a 
continuity of care and treatment which shall benefit both the recipient and the 
.community. To secure this continuity of treat:tnent, some powers of control are necessary, 
but these powers of control are intended in the vast majority of cases to be curative and 
stimulative rather than punitive, nor need they necessarily be always exercised in an 
institution, as we shall see when we go into l particulars of the various classes of cases. 

• Ct. Part VIII., Chapter 4. \ 
f Of. Pa.rt IV., Chaptors 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; Part V., Chapter 2; Part VI., Chapte-r 4 (2) j and Part VITI. 

Ch"pters 4, and 7. 
-. See par. 151, Class III (a), page 638. 
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Sometimes the continuity of treatment which we propose, is required primarily in the 
interests of the individual, sometimes primarily in the interests of the community,"and 
sometimes indistinguishably in the interests of both the community and the individual. 
jBut all these cases have this common characteristic, viz., that the absence of power of 
continuous treatment constitutes a danger either to the individual or the State. 

(A) Olasses 0/ Oases requiring Oontinuous Treatment. 

151. We may classify the cases according as the Continuous Treatment is n:ecessitated 
by:~ 

I.-Extreme Age or Extreme Youth. 

II.-Illness or Disease of 'lIind or Body. 

III.-Persistent Indulgence in Vice or ,Pernicious Habits. 

We will now describe more particularly the cases coming within these categories,-and 
the conditions and safeguards under which we think that Continuo lis Treatment ·should 
be applied to them. -

Glass I.-Those Requiring Oontinuous Oare and Treatment on Account 
0/ Extreme, Age or Extre'lne Youth. ' 

This class will be subdivided into:~ 

(a) The Aged, and 

(b) Children. 

(a) The Aged.-There are certain helpless; friendless, old people receiving or needing 
relief, and living in a state of neglect which is very harmful. Such, for instance, would 
be'frail old persons who !night fall into the fire or otherwise injure themselves. who cannot 
clean or feed themselves properly, or, again, who are suffering from some ailment which~ 
though slight in itself, is, yet crippling to advanced age. It does not seem right that 
euch old people ~hould be maintained by public money in conditions so distressing and 
so dangerous. They should clearly be dealt with either in almhouses or, if necessary, in 
infirmaries, where their wants and ailments could be properly attended to. But these cases 
require very cOD~iderate treatment. and it is only in the event of their being friendless. 
or, of the inability of their friends or relatives to look after them in their own homes. 
that we think that, in their own interests, what we shall call an Order for Continuous 
Treatment should be obtained in regard to them. The conditionS under which such an 
Order should be obtainable are as follows:-

t 
(1) A medical certificate that continuous care and treatment are essential 

in the interests of the health or safdy of the person concerned. 

, (2) Sufficient proof that 'neithe~ such person, nor his or her friends ,or 
relatives arc able and willing to provide the continuous care and treatment. 

I (b) Ohildren.-The children to whom we think" Continuous Treatment", should 
be applied are children of " ins-and outs" and of parents whose mode of life is so harmful 
to the children. that in the interests, both of the children and of the State whose future 
citizens they ""ill be, the children should be separated from parental contrbl.Under 
existing Acts, the Guardians already have the power to take O'\-er the rights of the parent~ 
of children until the age of eighteen, where they are of opinion that a parent of a child~ 
by reason of mental deficiency or of VIcious habits or mode oflife, is unfit to have control 
of it. We consider that the principle of these Acts should be applied to the class of children 
we have specified, and that the control should continue until the age of twenty-one. More 
especially the Acts should automatically apply in all cases where parents have rendered· 
themselves liaLle to detention through indulgence in vice or pernicious habits as explained 
in Class III. below.' , 
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Class 1I.-Those requiring Continuous Care and Treat~~nt owing to Illness .. 
or Disease of Mind or Body. . 

(a) Feeble-minded.-Under this heading come those persons who, though not certified 
as insane, are yet not in such sufficient possession of their faculties as to be capable of 
properly looking after themselves. With regard to this class, their case is fully dealt 
with in the I'eport of the Roya] Commission on the· Care and Control of the Feebl~
minded. If, as we hope, the recommendations of that Commission are carried into 
effect, a system of control over the feeble-minded will be initiated which will free ,the 
Poor Law administrator f.rom one of his greatest difficulties. ..Meanwhile, we thjnk 
that as a provisional measure, the Poor Law Authorities should be given power to 
detain feeble-minded persons who come under their care. 

(b) Persons Suffering from Serious (Non-infectious) Illness.-Such cases would be, 
for instance, persons bedridden with rheumatism, or suffering from some malignant disea~e 
which could not properly be treated in their own homes. The conditions under which 
such pereons should become liable for Continuous Treatment should be those which we 
have specified for the" Aged," above, viz. :-

(1) A medical certificate that Continuous Care and. Treatment is essential 
in the interests of the health or safety of the person ~oncerned. 

(2) Sufficient proof that neither such person, nor his or her friends or 
relatives are able and willing to provide the Continuous Care and Treatment. 

(cn Persons Suffering from Certain !nfectious .or Contagious Diseases.-These may be 
divided into three classes:-

429. 

(1) Phthisis in an A.dvanced Stage.-We have dealt in Par. 155, Part V., 
with the difficulties surrounding this class of case, and with the difference of 
opinion in the medical profession as to when the development of this disease 
does become so infectious as to be a danger to those with whom the afflicted one 
may come in contact. We would, therefore, only advocate a compulsory Order 
for Continuous Treatment in advanced cases where a medical certificate is pro
duced, certifying that the pat:ent is likely to infect others, or where the home' 
conditions of the patient are such as to lead, with practical certainty, to the spread 
of the disease. 

~*! 
(2) Children Suffering from Ophthalmia or some other Infectious Complaint.

As regards ophtha'mic children of" in-and-out" parents, we have recommended 
that they should be "detained," and the same recommendation should be applied 
to all children suffering from infectious complaints of such a character as to be a 
source of danger to other children. In their case an Order for Continuous 
Treatment should be obtainable upon the production of a medical certificate 
to the effect that the diseased child is either in a state dangerous to others, 
or else is likely to communicate the disease to others,and that" such 
danger or likelihood is not being obviated by the treatment provided by the 
parents, guardians, relatives, or friends. 

(3) Venereal Diseases.~Those affected by these diseases come under a 
different category. In the vast majority of cases, they have contracted this 
ailment by their own misconduct. We have received evidence to the effect 
that these diseases work terrible havoc with the physique and stamina of the 
community, and that much of the infant mortality and bad health ·of chlldren 
is due to their after consequence. If the object be the arrest and stamping out 
of the~e poisonous ailments, caution must be exercised in not prescribing treat
ment so drastic as to lead to their concealment . We are, howf\ver, .clearlY of 
Qpinion that whenever sufficient proof is produced that an individual is in 
such a condition as to be a' danger to the community amongst whom he or 
she may be living, an Older for Detention or Continuous Treatment should be 
obtainable. 

402 
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Class IlI.-Those Requi~ing Co'ntinuous Gare and. Treatment Owing to Indulgence 

in V ice or Pernicious Habits. 

(a) Unmarried Mothers.-We haye recommended tltat "ti~st" c'ases should b~dealt 
with in charitable institutions. and where the mothers are feeble-minded, they will be 
dealt with under ~hat head. We haye, ~oweyer, to consider the case of themor~ ,depray'ed 
women wh? h~.btt~ally ~ak~ a conyeme~ce of. the. workhouse for the purpose of being 
confined WIth IllegItImate chIldren, who m their turn become a permanent charge upon 
the rates. We recogruse the difficulty of dealing with these cases; on the one hand. 
they may not resort to the workhouse sufficiently frequently within the year to come 
with,in the ordinary category of " ins-and. outs "; on the other hand, whilst ,it is right 
to check, if possible, their career of YICe, it must at the same time be recognised 'that the 
not always accessible putative father is largely to blame. We think that women of 
this class should be liable to an Order by Justices for a period of Continuous Treatment. 
and that after recovery from confinement they should be sent to some suita.bleinstitutioD~ 
for a fixed period and placed under reformatory influence. 

We commend this course in the interest of the woman herself. Unfortunate womcn, 
when they haye fallen thus low, have often no means of subsistence except through a 
resumption of their vicious mode of life. The treatment we suggest may afford them 
some chance of regaining a respectable existence. . . . 

(b) Ad'ults Repeatedly Becoming Chargeable through Wilful Neglect or Misconduct.
The last class of cases which we haye to consider are those in which there appears to be 
no hope of applying beneficial continuous treatment, except under conditions of disciplme 
and deterrence, such as could more efficiently and more suitably be exercised by an 
authority other than the Public Assistance Authority. 

We haye accordingly recommended that persons should be committed to a" Detention 
Colony" under the Home Office, for any period between six months and three years, 
who have been guilty of wilful and persistent repetition within a given period of any of 
the following offences :-

(1) Wilful refusal or neglect of persons to maintain themselves or their 
families (although such persons are wholly or in part able to do so), the result 
of such refusal or neglect being that the persons or their families have become 
:lhargeable to the Public Assistance Authority. 

(2) Wilful refusal on the part of a person receiving assistance, to perform 
the work or to observe the regulations duly prescribed in regard to such assistancE'. 

(3) Wilful refusal to comply with the conditions, laid down by the Public 
Assistance Authority, upon which assistance can be obtained, with the result 
that a person's family thereby becomes chargeable. 

(4) Giving way to gambling, drink, or idleness, with the result that a person 
. or his or her family thereby becomes chargeable. 

The results of this proyision will be, we hope, that the loafer, the" in-and-out," 
the person who neglects his family, or ,,:ho makes,~hem chargeable owing to h~bi~s. of 
gambling, drink, or idleness, etc., etc., will be submItted to a course of severe. disClpI!le 
and training, which, eyen if it does not restore the man to a comparative state of mdustrlal 
efficiency, will at the least for a certan period prevent him from further demoralisation .. 
and will to some extent deter both himself and others from indulging in the vice or habit. 
responsible for his downfall. 

(B) Procei1ure lor Obtaining Order lor Continuous Treatment lor Classes Land ID! 
and Class III. (a). 

152. We will now consider the ppocedure by which an Order for Continuous_Treat
ment should be obtained, and also what the effects of that Order should be. 
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It has been suggested :that in certain cases an Order for Detention ,or Continuous 
Treatment shoUld be an administrative matter in the hands of the Public Assistance 
Au~horit" just as the Guardians ilOW have power to detain certain paupers fo1' short 
perIOds ill the Wo:r;khouse. It must be remembered, however, that the Continuous 
Treatment which we now propose would extend in some cases to three years. We leel, 
therefore, th~t a proposalto commit a person to compulsory control for such a period 'on 
a mere Order' of the Public Assistance Authority might meet with great opposition, alid 
would not, in the present state of public opinion, be accepted.· We therefore propose that 
in all these cases, an Order for Continuous Treatment should only be obtainable after an\ 
application' on behalf of' the Public Assistance Authority to Justices of the Peace and 
upon such Justices being satisfied that the conditions which we have specified as 
rendering persons liable to continuous treatment have been fulfilled. In making these 
suggestions 'we have in mind the existing procedure under the Public Health Act, 1875 
(Sect. 124), and the Infectious Disease Prevention Act, 1890 (Sect. 12), under which 
persons suffering fromcerta~n diseases can be removed to or detained "in infectious 
hospitals on a Justice's order. We do not think that the application for an Order for 
Continuous Treatment need be made in open court; but we would allow an appeal to 
.Quarter Sessions. Such appeal, however, should not be allowed to interfere with the 
temporary validity of ' the Order. " 

We have suggested that cases of inebriety should be dealt with as far as possible 
in their earlier stages, on the ground that the inebriate is reducing himself and his 
family to such straits that he will have to apply to the Public Assistance Authorities 
for maintenance. 'Ve have already drawn attention to the recent report of. the 
Departmental Committee on the subject generally, with which we are in substantial 
agreemen~; 

l
· . (0) Effect of an Order for Oontinuous Treatment. . 

53. Persons against whom an Order for Continuous Treatment had been obtained 
wo ~be under continuous control for the period named in the Order, or for a lesser 
perio , if the Public Assistance Authority were satisfied that the conditions which had 
given !ise to the order had ceased to exist. 

I~ would not always be necessary that the control of the Public Assistance or other 
Authohty should be exercised for the whole, or in some cases, for any part of the period 
in an ~nstitution. For instance, it would be within our view of what was right that an' 
able·bodied man in a Detention Colony might be let out from such colony before the expiry 
of his/Order for Continuous Treatment, on condition of reporting himself periodically to 
the P~blic Assistance Authority, in order to test the progress he had made in overcoming 
the habit which had led to his detention. If necessary, however, the issue of au Order 
for Continuous Treatment would empower the Public Assistance Authority to remove 
the cases to which the Order applied to an institution and to detain them in such 
institution for the whole period of the Order. 

154. Our survey of the evils and futilities of the present system convinces us that it. 
is not possible to deal humanely, adequately, and restoratively with the cases we are 
considering unless there is power to give them continuous treatment under conditions 
which can be enforced. 

(30). SETTLEMENT AND REMOVAL.* 

155. Theoretically, there is much to be said in favour of the proposal to abolish the' 
Law of Settlement and Removal. From a practical point of view, however, there is much 
to be said against its entire abolition, and, accordingly, until experience has been gained of 
the work of our new organisation of Public Assistance, we think it better to retain the law, 
but in a modified and simplified form. The specific recommendations we make a.re:-

(a) That the County or County Borough shall be the area. for all purposes 
of settlement and removal. 

• Ct. Part VIII., Chapter 2. 
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(b) That the forms of settlement be reduced to four, viz. :
Birth. 
Parentage. 
Marriage. 
Residence. 

(c) That a settlement be acquired by one year's residence it). a qounty 0] 

County Borough. 

(d) That the Local Government Board determine all cases of disputec 
settlement unless the Board consider that a particular case should be decidec 
in a Court of Law. . . ~~.: 

(e) That there be reciprocity of removal as between England, Scotland ane 
Ireland. . ... ..... ;.... 

If these changes be given effect to, th~ labour of inquiry, the co~t of litigation: 
and the hardship of removal' under the existing law will be very greatly diminished. 
We would thus hope that most of the objections to the law would be met. But, if ex· 
perience showed that total abolition of the law was preferable, that course might be adoptee 
.later. 

(31). VACCINATION AND REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, ETc,.. 

156. If the Boards of Guardians· are abolished, and their Poor Law functions arE 
transferred to a Statutory Committee of the County and County Borough Councils, then 
duties in connection with vaccination and registration of births, etc., which are altogethel 
extraneous to the work of public assistance, should be handed over to the committees 01 
of those councils dealing with kindred matters. The Registrar-General considers that l 
closer relation between the Sanitary and Registration Districts is. highly desirable, ane 
has furnished us with a Memorandum containing a proposal having this object in view. 

(32). COMPOUNDL.~G FOR RATES. * 
157. A survey of the evidence upon the subject of Compounding for Rates sub

mitted to the Local Taxation Commission as well as to ourselves has convinced us 01 
the desirability of the direct payment of rates by those who elect Local Authorities; 
and although we are well aware of the difficulties which would prevent a sudden 
abolition of the compounding system, we are fully persuaded that it should be reduced 
to the lowest possible limit. This would involve more careful and detailed arrange
ments for the direct collection of rates; but in the long run the community would 
benefit not only from less extravagant administration, but from a more active and 
intelligent interest in local self-government on the part of the electorate. If this policy 
were pursued, it might also be found desirable to modify the provisions of the Poor 
Rate Assessment and Collection Act of 1869, in the direction of reducing the limit of 
rateable value for compounding purposes. 

(33). THE COMPILATION OF THE STATISTICS OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.t 

158. The m1l.rshalling and int~rprebtion of the mass of shtistical evidence on the 
"Subject of our inquiry has been a matter of some difficulty. Notwithstanding the many 
Poor L'lW st.1tistical returns issued periodically we found it essential to call for further 
st1l.tistical informJ.tion Reference is made elsewhere to the various statistics we obtained, 
and to which we athch considerable value. Most important, perhaps. was the Return of 
the persons relieved during the twelve months ended September 30th, 1907, and of the 
periods and recurrence of their relief. The results of this Reurnt have thrown a. flood of 
light upon the character of the pauper population. and they reveal in a striking m1l.nner 
the varying problems which confront the Poor Law Authorities. On the one hand there 
are cases in which relief has been obtained on four or five different occasions during the 
year whilst not extending to a period of one week in the total, and on the other hand 
there are the many cases chargeable uninterruptedly throughout the year. Between 
those extremes all manner of cases are to be found, cases of the merest touch with the 

.-
men. 

• Cf. Part VIIL, Chapter 8. 
t OJ. Part VIII., Chapter 10. 
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Poor law, 'persistently recurring cases,and cases of protracted, .though not permanent 
relief. So important do we consider this information that we recommend the collection 
at regular intervals of statistics upon the same lines. 

We also recommend the regular compilation of medical and age statistics, an amend
ment In the principle of classification according to physical ability and special Returns 
as to the cost of "arious classes of persons relieved and of various methods of reliet 

(34). CONSTRUCTIVE RELIEF IN THE CASE OF THE AFFLICTED. t" 
159. We suggest an extension of the exceptions to the rule of constructive pauperism. 

Under the existing law a man or a widow whose dependents receive relief IS .considered 
to be constructively relieved and may be disfranchised. If, however, the dep~n ent be 
blind, or deaf and dumb, this rule does not apply, and we think that similar e ptions 
should be made in the-case of the mentally defective, epileptic, lame, deformed, and ippled, 
provided that the assistance rendered from public funds to or on account of th afflicted 
Wife or child ~ occasioned by such infirmity. It will be seen that this. xtension 
has an important bearing on 'the question of disfranchisement on account of relief. . 

(35). TEMPORARY COMMI~SION, ETC. 

160. If our proposals are accepted and passed into law, we recommend that a small 
Temporary Commission working under the Local Government Board be appointed 
compo~ed of persons of administrative experience, who should place theIDSelves in direct 
communication with the Local Authorities with a view to securing the early and effective 
development of the new system. The appointment of such a Commission and a definition of 
their powers and objects should, in our judgment, be made part of the Act reforming the 
present Poor Law system. . 

We do not feel called upon to set out in much detail the transitional arrangements 
which may be necessary to carry the reforms we suggest into operation, and we believe 
that it would not even be possible to do so in an Act of Parliament. 

We assume that the Local Government Board will be given the widest 'possible 
discretion to make all orclers and' regulations which may be necessary, and to take 
any steps which, in their opinion and uFon the advice of the Temporary Commission, may 
be required to rEmOVe any difficulties arising in the establishment of the new authorities 
and the organisation of their work., There are one or two points, however, which we must 
notice. We believe that the appointed day upon which the new bodies will be constituted 
and the expenses will become chargeable upon the new areas, cannot be earlier than the 
commencement of the financial year next ensuing after the passing of the Act. But we see 
no necessity for any similar postponement in the formation of the Labour Exchanges, and 
the appointment of the Central organisation to control them. In our opinion, this part 
of our proposal might be embodied in a separate Bill which should be passed at the earliest 
possible date. It will, of course, be understood that the new Public Assistance Authority 
and their Committees will, on the appointed day, take over the existing Poor Law institu
tions and officers, and will carry on the work of relief. 

(36). OUR PROPOSALS IN RELATION TO SCOTLAND. 

161. The case of Scotland will be dealt with in a separate reJlort which is" 
being prepared, and will be issued as soon as possible. The Poor Law system of 
Scot.Iand is in many respects essentially different from those of England and 
Ireland. For example :-

~. The area of Poor Law administration in Scotland is the parish. 
The parish is also the area for educational purposes. • 

2. The Parochial Boards established under the Poor Law Act 1845. 
for ~dminister~ng the Poor Laws were. superseded as recently as ] 894 by 
ParIsh CouncIls-the present authOrIty-and these Councils discharge 
other functions besides those connected with the relief of the poor. 

t Cf. Part VIII., Chapter 9. 
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3. An able-bodied person is not legally entitled to ,poor relief. 

4. The form of relief granted (although not to the same extent in the 
large burghal parishes) is mainly outdoor relief. 

It is thus apparent that, while the principles .of the scheme of Public Assistance 
which we have recommended for England may be applied to Scotland, modifications 
will be required. I~ shoul~ perhaps also be observed that, so recently as 1904, a 
Departmental CommIttee of the Local Government Board for Scotland took evidence 
and reported on the system of Poor Law Medical Relief and on' the Rules and 
Regl~atio~s for the management of Poorhouses ,in Scotland; 

162. It is thus apparent that, while the ,principles of the scheme of Public 
Assistance which we have recommended for Englantl may be applied to Scotland 
considerable modifications will in any case be required. It is also to be observed that' 
so recently as 1904, a Departmental Committee of the Local Government Board fo; 
Scotland took evidence and reported on the system of l?oor Law Medical Relief and 
on the Rules and Uegulations for the management of Poorhouses in Scotland. 
Further, the administration of medical relief in Scotland is not on all-fours with the 
practice of England. For instance, in Scotland, there is an obligation resting on the 
Sanitary Authority to deal with and control Pulmonary Phthisis as an infectious 
disease in terms of the Public Health Statutes. It would be inadvisable to alter that 
law which is now in operation, and there may therefore be, in this and other respects, 
deviation as regards Scotland from the principles and scheme which we have proposed 
for England. 

163. The Unemployed Workmen Act of 1905 applies to Scotland as wellas to England, 
and although we are aware that the conditions and the methods of administration are 
not wholly identical in the two countries, we think that, in the main, our recommendations 
3S regards the unemployed and relief of distress are applicable equally to Scotland and 
England. The sections of our Report describing the preventive measures which we pro
pose, such as the decasualisation of labour, the establishment of a national system of 
labour exchanges, and the institution of a system of insurance against unemployment are 
of general application, and could be put in operation simultaneously in England and 
Scotland. 

(37). OUR PROPOSALS IN RELATION TO IRELAND. 

164. We also deal in aseparute volume with Poor Law administration in Ireland. The 
Poor Laws of England and Ireland have much in common,.on many points they are identical. 
Thus we have often found that the experience of one country suggests aieform in the 
other, and it may be convenient to state here that we intend that our recommendations in 
regard to the extension of areas, the constitution of the new authorities, and the classi
fication of institutions should apply equally to both. At the outset of our inquiry we 
found that a Vice-Regal Commission had lately reported on several points in connection 
with Poor Law administration in Ireland, and had formulated certain proposals for reform. 
The Commissioners were men of great experience and wide local. knowledge, and 
their recommendations appear to have received general support throughout the coUntry. 
We are greatly indebted to their Report, so much so that we have not thought it necessary to 
take any further evidence on matters with which they had dealt exhaustively. But we visited 
Ireland in order to make ourselves acquainted with the existing state of things, and some 
reports on the institutions, etc., in different parts of the country will be found in the Ap
pendix. Our scheme, it will be scen, in the main falls in with the views of the Vice-Regal 
Commission,.and although, in recommending the abolition of Boards of Guardians and the 
substitution of Statutory Committees, we have carried the reform a step further than the 
Vice-Regal Commissioners have gone, still we believe this will be found on the whole to be 
an advantage, as it will secure that the authority which provides the funds for the relief of the 
poor will also be responsible for their administration. 

It is true that the suggestion of the Irish Commissioners to revert to the old District 
Electoral Division as the area of rating for outdoor relief would not harmonise with th(> 
general princi~le of central county administration we have outlined. But now that the 
bId-Age Pensions Act has so greatly restricted the sphere of out-:relief, this WIll become a 
minor consideration. Moreover we believe that in practice the experiment of collecting. 
separate rates over different areas for indoor and outdoor relief might be found difficult of 
application. 
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165. Save as regards their proposals affecting outdoor relief. and the retention of the 
old Boards of Guardians to' administer the county rates for the relief of the poor, 
we find ourselves generally in accord' with the recommendations summed up in the 
concluding chapters of the Vice-Regal Commissioners' Report. and it appears clear 
that the statutory enactment required to give effect to our scheme of Poor Law 
reform would, if extended to Ireland, be found to give legislative authority for 
carrying out the almost identical reforms in Ireland which were recommended 
by the Commissioners in 1906. 

166. We do not suggest that our transitional arrangements for the relief of 
temporary exceptional distress should be applied to Ireland. The Local Government 
(Ireland) Act of 1898 has already made provision for any temporary emergencies 
which may arise, by a system which is no doubt better suited to the requirements of 
an agricultural country like Irelanc:l than that which we propose for the relief of 
distress in centres of industrial population in England. 

Our separate Report in regard to Ireland will fully describe the differences 
between the English and the Irish Poor Law systems, and will explain in detail the 
application of the suggested reforms to Ireland . 

. (38). CONCLUSION. 

167. The proposals we make cover a large field of administration, will conflict with 
many old traditions, and will take time before they can come into really effective opera
tion. But the evils we have had to describe are so. widespread and deep-rooted, and 
form so integral a part of the social life of the country, that no remedies less in scope or 
in force would in our judgment be sufficient. 

168. But great as are the administrative changes which we propose, and costly as 
some of the new establishments may be, we feel strongly that the pauperism and distress 
we have described can never be successfully combated by administration and expenditure. 
The causes of distress are not only economic and industrial; in their origin and character 
they are largely moral. Government by itself cannot correct or remove such influences. . 
Sometrung more is required. The co-operation, spontaneous and whole-hearted, of the 
community at large, and especially of those sections of it which are well-to-do and free 
from the pressure of poverty, is jndispensable. There is evidence from many quarters to 
show shat the weak part of our system is I not ~ant of public spirit or benevolence, or 
la.ck of funds ~or of social workers, or of the material out:of which these can be made. Its 
weakness is lack of o.rganisation, of metho'd, and,of confidence in those who .administer 
the system. We have so framed the new system as'to invite and bring into positions 
of authority the best talent and experience that the louality can provide. In addition 
to those vested with such auth:o,~itlY we have left a place in the new system for .a11 oapable 
and willing social workers; but they must work in accord, under guidance, and in the 
sphere allotted to them. 

169. Great Britain is the home of voluntary effort. and its triumphs and successes 
constitute in themselves much ·of the history of the country. But voluntary effort when 
attacking a common and ubiquitous evil must be disciplined and led. We have here 
to learn a lesson from foreign countries whose charitable and social organisations, notably 
in France. Germany. Belgium and Holland, work under official guidance with efficacy, 
promptitude, and success. Looking at the voluntary resources and societies at our disposal 
there is every reason to believe that we can vie with and surpass any results obtained 
abroad. To this end it is organisation we need, and this organisation we now suggest. 

170. There are other forIDB of assistance and prevention which we hope this Report 
may evoke from certain sections of society whose attitude hitherto has not been helpful. 
" Example is the school of mankind," and this aphorism was never truer than in these 
days of publicity. In every community the mode of life, the habits and the expenditure 
of the rich and ostentatious, reflect and reproduce theIDBelves in the lower grades of society. 
Witness after witness has noted the extravagance in dress, the restless craving for amuse
ment, the increasing time spent in watching sports or games-in a word, the subordination 
of the more serious duties of life te the frivolity and amusements of the ·mom!}nt;. These 
are habits which (lannot exist side by side with thrift, self-restraint,and self-improvement. 
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In the judgment of these witnesses these habits are largely responsible for much of modem 
pauperism and distress. A reform in these respects is required. May it not be fairly 
urged that to be effective and rapid the lead and example should be given from above? 

171. But over and above these we must notice two other causes which exerCIse flo 

subtle but important influence-we mean irregularity of demand and the confusion 
which exists in the minds of many consumers between cheapness and low price :-

(1) It is perhaps Utopian to imagine that men and women will ever free 
themselves from the bondage of fashion, and indeed its power seems to be greater 
now than ever. But fashion with its incessant changes exercises a powerful 
influence on production. .The lace-trade at Nottingham may be cited asa 
typical case. The popular use or disuse of lace determines to a large extent, 
the amount of employment in Nottingham, which is thus dependent on a demand 
of which it can o~y b,e said with certainty that it is irregular. 

(2)" It was laid down by Adam Smith that the consumer is the best. judge 
of the quality of a product, and the dictum had an important bearing 
on legislation. But experience .shows that many people, and the working 
classes themselves at least as much as any other, prefer commodities which are 
not durable, and which have the apparent advantage of being low priced. It is in 
the production of such commodities that much of the worst paid labour is em
ployed. Furniture and clothing are prominent examples, but the list might be 
greatly enlarged. .If cOJlsumers could be induced to spend their money thought
fully on articles of permanent value, and of real use, many of the labour problems 
of the day would be in a fair way towards solution. 

172. In our analysis of the modern development of industry. we have drawn 
attention to the inherent evils of casual and, intermittent employment upon those 
so engaged. We are convinced that the reason why the bulk of those employing 
this lind of labour have made no serio)ls or combined eHort to mitigate its evils is that 
they are unaware of their magnitUde. We hope to remove from aU sections of society 
this unconsciousness of and unconcern in the wants, the failings and the suffer
ings of those outside their immediate circle, and to replace them by knowledge, 
sympathy and co-operation. . 

173. "Land of Hope and Glory" is a popular and patriotic lyric sung each year 
with rapture by thousands of voices. The enthusiasm is partly evoked by the beauty 
of the idea itself, but more by the belief that Great Britain does, above other countries, 
merit this eulogium, and that the conditions in existence here are such that the fulfilment 
of hope and the achievement of glory are more open to the individual than in other and less 
favoured lands. To certain classes of the community into whose moral and material 
condition it has been our duty to enquire, these words are a mockery and a falsehood. 
To many of them, possibly from their own failure and faults, there is in this life but 
little hope, and to many more "glory" or its realisation is an unknown ideal. Our 
investigations prove the existence in our midst of a class whose condition and 
environment are a discredit, and a peril to the whole community. Each and every section 
of society has a common duty to perform in combating this evil and contracting its area, 
a duty which can only be performed by United and untiring effort to convert useless and 
costly inefficients into self-sustaining and respectable members of the community. No 
country, however rich, can permanently hold its own in the race of international com
petition, if hampered by an increasing load of thjs dead weight; or can successfully 
perform the roh of sovereignty beyond the seas, if a portion of its own folk at home 
are sinking below the civilization and aspirations of its subject races abroad. 

-----------
We have from the outset worked under the knowledge that it was necessary 

to report upon the questions referred to us in time to guide impendin~ legislatio~. 
The pressure thus imposed compelled us to accelerate our proceedings and In 

consequence we have not been able to give to all the subjects brought under o.ur 
cognisance the time and investigation we desire. Even so it would have been qUIte 
impossible for us to have compressed our work into a' period of three years, but for 
the exceptional assistance we have received from the staff placed at our disposal. ~his 
staff, though 'small for the burden of work imposed upon it, was admirably orgarused 
and skilfully handled. The arranging. distribution, annotation. and correction, of the 
vast· masses of evidence. and, pap,ers, brought before us was daily performed with 
unfailing punctuality and precision. 
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Our Secretary, Mr. Duff, of the Local Government Board, displayed great 
organising power, a clear judgment, and a. complete grasp of the prohlems involved. 
Hid tact, energy, and enthusiasm have. gone far to smooth the way and lighten the 
work of the Commission. 

Of our Assistant Secretaries, Mr. Jeffrey, of the Scottish Local Government 
Board, over and above the invaluable assistance which he gave to us in all matters 
relating to Scotland, has throughout been fertile in suggestions, as well as clear and 
aeeura te in his handling of detail. 

Mr. Craven, of the Statistical Department of the Customs, to whose conversance 
with statistical methods we are specially indebted, has sh0wn conspicuous ability!~in 
dealing with these and with all the other matters that have come under his charge. 

We desire to bring to the notice of the heads of their respective Departments our 
strong sense of the value of the services which these gentlemen have rendered to the 
Commission. 

ALL WHICH WE HUMBLY SUBMIT FOR YOUR MAJESTY'S GRACIOUS 

CONSIDERATION. 

(Signed) 

It. G. DUFF, Secretary. 

JOHN JEFFREY, Assistant Secretary. 

GEORGE HAMILTON, 
+DENIS KELLY, 

H. A. ROBINSON, 

S. B. PROVIS, 
F. H. BENTHAM, 
ARTHUR DOWNES,* 
THORY GAGE GARDINER, 

CHARLES S. LOCH, *t 
J. PATTEN MACDOUGALL, 

THOMAS HANCOCK NUNN,** 
L. R. PHELPS, 

W. SMA~T, 
HELEN BOSANQUET, *t 

OCTAVIA HILL *:l: 

EDWARD J. E. CRAVEN, As8'istant Secretary. 

4th February, 1909. 

* I siO"n, subject to the reservations stated in my Memorandum below (p. 671), and I desire to detach 
myself fro~ the schemes of new administrative machinery proposed in the Report. 

*t Subject to Memorandum on page 677, 
*t Subjoct to Memorandum on page 678 • 
... Subject to Memoranda on pages 679 and 712. 

(Signed) ARTHUR DOWNES. 

For Separate Report signed by the Rev. Prebendary H. Russell Wakefield, Mr. Francis Chandler, 
Mr. George Lansbury, and Mrs. Sidney Webb, see page 719. 
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. 

NOTE.-The Roman figures at the end of each Recommendation refer to the Parts of the Report. the Arabic 
figures to the paragraphs iA tho86 Partl. . 

(A) THE LOCAL GOVER:YMENT BOARD AND ITS OFFICERS. (See Part IV., Chap. I., 
, and Part IX., 46-64.) 

... (1) T~e Central Authority shoul~ ~ssume a more direct position of guidance and 
lIlltlatlve In regard ~o the Local Authorities. (IV.; 47.) 

.(2) The status of the Local Government Board does not seem .to us to be adequate, 
consIdering the impo~nce, authority, and character of the multifarious work it discharges. 
Weare in full accord with the· proposal to raise the salary and status of the head of the 
Department to that of a Secretary of State. (IX.,47.) .. 

(3) We feel it of great importance that the staff of the Office should be adequately 
increased so as to relieve the Permanent Secretary and the higher officials of the undue 
strain which the present conditions often impose upon them. (IX., 48.) 

(4) The Division of the Local GoV'ernment Board which has hitherto dealt with" the 
Relief of the Poor" should in future be known as the Public Assistance Division. (IV., 
49.) 

(5) We recommend that there should be closer co-operation between' the Public 
Assistance DIvision, and the Statistical and Audit Divisions of the Local Government 
Board. Similarly the Public Assistance Division of the Local Government Board should 
be in close touch with other Government Offices in work in which they are commonly 
interested. (IX., 50.) 

(6) We recommend that in future the annual Report of the Public Assistance Division 
should be printed and presented to Parliament in a volume separate from the rest of the' 
Report of the Local Govern~ent Board. (IX., 49.) 

(7) To assist the new local authorities to understand the spirit of their duties an-l 
the intention of the legislature, the codification and consolidation of existing Poor Law 
statutes should at once be undertaken as well as of the orders and circulars issued under ~ 
the authority of those statutes. To expedite this work, we would suggest the appoint
ment of a small committee of Poor Law and legal experts to sit continuously until the 
task is completed. (IX., 58.) 

(8) We think also that it would be useful for the Central Authority to issue or cause 
to be issued a small manual of instructions for'the guidance of the local authorities. The 
manual should contain a clear exposition of the main features of the law relating to Public 
Assistance, and of the policy of the Central Authority as laid down in their orders and 
circulars. The manual should be periodically revised and brought up to date. (IX., 59.) 

(9) We trust that the constitution of the new Local Authorities will enable the Local 
Gover'Sment Board to devolve upon them the power to give assent to many individual 
cas6"d"f relief, such as emigration cases, children sent to homes, etc. The devolution of 
such powers would lighten the work of the Local Government Board considerably and 
advantageously. (IX.,60.) . 

(10) The powers of the Local Government Board under the Local Authorities (Ex
penses) Act, 1887, should be strictly limited to sanctioning expenditure after it has beeu 
incurred. (IV., 24.) 

(11) The Local Government Board at present cannot brder a new workhouse to be 
built unless a majority of the Guardians of the union or of the owners and ratepayers 
consent. It is desirable that this limitation should cease, and that the Board should 
have power to compel the local authority to provide adequate buildings and adequate 
classification. (IX., 61.) . . 

-------------.-.:-- ~ ..• - ... ~ ... 

N')TE.-The Roman figures a~ the end of each Recommenrlation reler to the Parts 0/ t,1e Report. the A.rabic 
fi,9u,res to the paragrap k sin those Parts. 
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(A) THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD AND ITS OFFICERs-cont. 

(12) The Local Government Board should have power to direct that a particular class 
or classes of paupers' for whom there is no suitable accommqdation in the area of a Public-. 
Assistance Authority should be removed to and treated in any available and suitable
institution of another Public Assistance Authority. (IX., 61.) 

(13) We feel that a stronger check should be exercised than heretofore over the
cost of buildings erected by loan. To prevent extravagance, they should be built more 
in accor~ with some accep~ed plan, and care should be .taken that the buildings are actually 
erected m accordance WIth the approved plans. estuDJI,tes, and quantitiP!'\ lIX .• 62, IV .... 
204., & \T., 134}. Ct. Recommenda,tion 70 

(14) The Local Government Board should have power to authorise the Public Assist
ance Authority to purchase land compulsorily for the provision or enlargement of in
stitutions. (IX., 62.) 

(15) Previous to 1894 the Central Authority were able through the ex officio Guardians 
to carryon the business if the elect.ed Guardians refused to act. Though we do not con
template the likelihood of any such hitch occurring as that the new authority would 
decline to act, it would be well that the Local Government Board should be given authority 
in such a contingency to empower persons to exercise temporarily all or any of the powers 
which they may consider necessary for the object in view. (IX., 63.) 

(16) We recommend that the Local Government Board should be empowered t<> 
compel Public Assistance Authorities to combine to provide for certain classes of cases, 
when sufficient and suitable accommodation is not otherwise available, and failing agree
ment between the authorities concerned. (IX., 64.) 

Grants ia Aid of Local Taxation. 

(17) Grants or portions of grants in aid of Local Taxation should be withheld from 
a County or County Borough Authority in cases where the Local Government Board 
reports that the administration, or branches of the administration of Public Assistance
are not efficient (IX., 67), and the amount of the grants should be raised to£5,OOO,OOO~ 
as recommended by the Minority Report of the Royal Commission on Local Taxation. 

Inspectors, Auditors, etc. 

(17a). The staff of Medical Inspectors should be increased. (V., 127.) 

(18) Definite qualifications should be laid down for the office of General Inspector~ 
and prior to appointment Inspectors should, as a rule, be appointed Assistant Inspectors~ 
and in that capacity should have opportunities of learning the character of the adminis

. tration of relief, both legal and voluntary. (IV., 35.) . 
(19) The General Inspectors should have afforded them the help of Assistant In

spectors, to whom they might depute some of their routine and less important duties,. 
and should be given the assistance of experts when needed. (IV., 33.) 

(20) We think that for the future the Inspectors should be authorised to attend, not 
only the meetings of the Public Assistance Authority, but also those of the Public Assist
ance Committees and sub-committees, as well as to visit institutions. They should be 
ready to advise the Public Assistance Committee in regard to the general principles and 
methods of Public Assistance; they should, in conjunction with the Assistance Officers 
and otherwise, visit individual cases, so as to ascertain whether the Assistance is given 
under suitable conditions. (IX., 51.) 

r. (21) Upon appointment Inspectors should receive written or printed instructions 
as to their duties, and such Instructions should be periodically revised. Conferences 
should take place between the Inspectors, at least annually, to enable them to exchange
views and experiences, and thus to carry out methodically the policy of the Department. 
IX., 51.} . 
----------

NOTE-The Roman figures at the end of each Recommendation refer to the Parts. of the Report, the Arabic 
figMres to tIle paragraphs in -thos~ Parts. 
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(A) THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD AND ITS OFFICERS.-cont. 

(22) The present system of audit should be maintained, on the understanding that 
persons appointed as Auditors should be experts, both in the law and in the practicQ of 
the Poor Law, and should, as a rule, have served, in the first instance, as Assistant Auditors; 
Assistant Auditors should, before appointment, be· required to show that they have de
finite qualifications for the post, ~oth by reason of their knowledge of the general ad
ministration of the Poor Law and by reason of their professional ability as Accountants; 
and as a rule the possession of such qualifications should be tested by examination or 
otherwise. .(IV., 18.) 

(23) The Audit Staff should be increased. (IV., 19.) 

(24) We consider that the increase in the number and efficiency of the inspectors 
and auditors which we propose is no more than is essential for the normal control and 
supervision of the administration of Public Assistance. But in addition we recommend 
that adequate funds should be placed at the disposal of the Local Government Board, to 
-enable it from time to time to undertake inquiries or to obtain expert assistance upon 
particular subjects. (IX., 53.) 

(B) THE LOCAL AUrHORITIES AND THEIR OFFICERS (See Part IV., Chap. 2, and 
Pa.rt IX.). 

Magistrates • 

. (25) The powers of Magistrates to visit and report on the state of Workhouses and 
to order relief may be regarded as obsolete and should be abolished. (IV., 61.) 

Public Assistance Authorities and Oommittees. 

(26) We have separated the duties now performed by Boards of Guardians into two 
~ategories, and we propose to call into existence two bodies for the discharge of the 
two sets of functions, viz: (IX., 20.) 

(1) A Local Authority for central administration and control within an 
enlarged area. 

(2) Local Committees for dealing with applicationst investigating and super
vising cases, and undertaking such other duties as may be delegated by the 
Local Authority. 

(27) We recommend that the new Local Authority shall be known- as the Public 
Assistance Authority, and that the Committees which will carryon its work locally shall 
be known as Public Assistance Committees. {IX., 3.) 

Area of the Public Assistance Authority. 

(28) The area of the Public Assistance Authority shall be coterminous with the area 
~f the county or county borough, and no exception from this principle shall be per
missible unless the 'Local Government Board is satisfied that such exception would, in 
-each particular case, be in the best interests of administration. {IX., 7.) 

(29) Any union area, which at present overlaps a county or county borough, shall be 
divided up so that each part of it will be attached for Public Assistance purposes to the 
county or county borough within the boundaries of which such part is at present situated. 
(IX.: 7.) 

~30) Any injustice or anomaly arising from this arrangement may be remedied sub
-sequently by the ordinary procedure for altering county or county borough boundaries, 
supplemented, if necess:uy, by further powers to the Local Government Board. (IX. 7.) 

(31) Financial adjustments necessitated by the partition of a union area shall be 
determined by agreement between the authorities concerned,. and, failing agreement, by 
arbitration as under Section 62 of the Local Government Act, 1888. (IX., 7.) 

NOTE.-The" Roman figurll$ at the end oj each Recommendation rejer to the Parts oj the Report, the Arabic 
jiguru to th~ paragraphs in those PartB. 
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(B) THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES· AND THEIR OFFICERS.-cont. 

Constitution of the Public Assistance Authority. 

, (32) The Public Assi~tance ~uthority shall be a statutory committee of the County 
or County Borough CounCIl constItuted as follows (IX.) 23) ::- . 

(i.) One-·half of the members to be appointed by the council of the County 
or County Borough, and the· persons so appointed may be persons who are 

members of the council. 

(ii.) The other half of the members to be appointed by. the council from 
outside their number, and to consist of persons experienced in the local 
administration of Public Assistance or other cognate work. . 

, (iii.) The actual number of members of the Public Assistance Authority, 
inl each case and from time to time, to be determined by the Local Government 
Board, after consideration of a scheme submitted on the first occasion by the 
council of the County or County Borough, and on subsequent occasions by the 
Public Assistance Authority. 

(iv.) Women to be eligible for appointment under either head (i.) or (ii.). 

(33) One-third of the members of the Public Assistance Authority shall retire each 
year, but shall be eligible for reappointment if duly qualified. A member ceasing to 
be a member of County Council or County Borough Council shall ipso facto cease to be 
It member of the l?ublic Assistance Authority, but shall be eligible for reappointment 
if otherwise qualified. (IX., 23.) 

Duties and Powers of the Public Assistance Authority. 

(34) The powers and duties of the Public Assistance Authority would, subject to 
the regulations and general control of the Local Government Board, be as follows :-(IX., 20. ) 

(a) To set up and supervise Public Assistance Committees for investigating 
and deciding applications for Assistance, and for dealing with applicants in 
accordance with the regulations of the Local Government Board. 

(b) To make rules· and standing-orders for the guidance of the Public 
Assistance Committees. 

(0) To dissolve any Public Assistance Committee subject to the assent of 
the Local Government Board. 

(d) To organise, provide· and maintain the institutions necessary for the 
supply of sufficient and suitable Assistance within their area, or to combine 
with other Public Assistance Authorities for that purpose, and to be responsible 
for all contracts and stocktaking. 

{e) To provide for the cost of the administration of Public Assistance 
within their area, and, generally, to undertake financial responsibility for such 
administration. 

(f) To appoint and allocate to the Public Assistance Committees such 
officers as are necessary for their work. 

(35) The expenditure which each Public Assistance Authority determines to be 
required for the administration of Public Assistance within its area, should, in the case 
of a County, be paid out of the County fund in the same way as the expenditure of a 
Standing Joint Committee is payable under. Section 30 of the Local Government Act, 
1888, and it should be the duty of the County Council to provide for such payment 
accordingly. (IX.,20.) . 

Similarly in the case of a County Borough, the expenditure should be made payable 
by the 'l'own Council out of the Borough fund. (IX., 20.) 

(36) Any loan required would be raised by the Council of the County or County 
Borough as the .case may be. (IX., 20.) 

NOTE.-The Roman figures at the end of each Recommendation refer to the Parts of the Report, tile Arabic 
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B. THE I.oCAL AUTHORITIES AND THEIR OFFICERS-cont. 

Areas of the Public Assistance Oommittees. 

(;17) In the first instance the areas of the Public Assistance Committees shall be the 
union areas. (IX., 24.) 

(38) Ultimately, the areas of the Public Assistance Committees shall be such as the 
Public Assistance Authority, with the consent of the I.ocal Government Board, shall 
prescribe, and those areas shall as far as possible.be coterminous with one or more rural 
or urban districts. (IX., 24.) 

(39) ~very union overlapping the boundaries of a County or County Borough shall 
be dealt wIth so that each part of such union entirely within a County or County Borough 
shall be either provisionally constituted· a separate Public Assistance Committee area, or 
elso provisionally attached to another Public Assistance Committee area within the 
County or County Borough in which such part is situated, and the Local Government 
Board shall issue Orders accordingly. (IX. 24.) . 

Oonstitution of the Public Assistance Oommittee. 

(40) For each area constituted as in Recommendations 37 to 39, the Public Assist. 
ance Authority shall appoint a Public Assistance Committee, which shall include a 
certain proportion of persons nominated by the Urban and Rural District Councils, and, 
where a Voluntary Aid Committee has been established, a certain proportion nominated 
by that Committee. The persons so nominated shall be experienced in the local 
administration of Public Assistance or other cognate work and shall include a proportion 
of women, in our judgment not ordinarily less than one-third. One-third of the members 
shall retire each year, but shall be eligible for re-appointment. (IX., 26.) 

Duties of the Public Assistance Oommittee. 

(41) The following will be the duties of the Public Assistance Committee under mleE! 
laid down by the Public Assistance Authority (IX., 25):-

(a) To make careful inquiry into the circumstances and condition of all 
persons applying for Assistance within their area with a view to ascertaining 
the cause and nature of their distress. 

(b) To review periodically the circumstances and condition of persons in 
receipt of Assistance. 

(c) To investigate the means of persons liable for maintenance and to take 
the measures necessary for the recovery of the cost of the Assistance given. 

(d) To sub-divide their area when desirable for the purposes of local 
Assistance, subject to the assent of the Public Assistance Authority. 

(e) To determine in the case of each person applying for or receiving
Public Assistance whether such pe.rson is by law entitled to such Assistance. 

(/)" To decide upon the best method of assisting applicants with a view to· 
removing the cause of distress. 

(g) To co-operate with th( Voluntary Aid Committee· with a view to the 
assistance of cases of distress. 

(h) To co-operate with other public and voluntary agencies. 

(i) To inspect, supervise, and administer the Public Assistance Authority'S' 
institutions within their area. and such other institutions as the Public Assistance 
Authority shall direct. 

(i) To secure periodical visitation of all cases in receipt of Home 
Assistance. 

(k) To make half yearly an estimate of their expenditure and req~ements, 
and submit it to the Public Assistance Authority who shall from time to time 
remit such sum or sums as may be necessary. 

NOTE.-TAs Roman fitJu'fU at the end 0/ eac1& Recommendation 'fe/er to the Pan, oj the Report, the A'fabic 
figu.~eB to the paragraphs in those Part,. 
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(B) THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND THEIR OFFICERS-Cont. 

(l) To control and supervise the officers assigned to them by the Public 
Assistance Authority. ' 

(m) To furnish the Public Assistance Authority from time to time with 
such information concerning the proceedings and work of the Committee as the 
Authority may require. 

(n) To discharge such other duties as the Public Assistance Authority 
may, from time to time, call upon them to undertake. 

Scheme of Local Authorities for London. 

. (42) 'We a~ply to ~ond?n the scheme drawn up for Counties and County Boroughs 
wIth the followmg modificatIOns. (IX., '42):- . . 

(a) The area for the new Public Assistance Authority would be that of the 
London County Council. The areas of the Public Assistance Committees would 
generally be the areas of the existing Unions, though in certain cases Borne 
readjustment would be necessary. (IX.,29.) . 

(b) The Public Assistance Authority for London would be a. Statutory 
Committee of the London County Council, with statutory duties. ,(IX., 41.) 

(e) One-half of the members of the Statutory Committee to be nominated 
by the London County Council either from their own number 01 from outside; 

(d) One-quarter of the members of the Statutory Committee to be appointed 
by the London County Council from outside their own number and to consist 
of perSOIlB of skill alid experience in the a.dministration of Public Assistance 
or other cognate work; 

(e) One-quarter of the members of the Statutory Committee to De nominated 
by the Local Government Board so as to secme representation on the committee 
of such interests as the medical and legal profeSBioIlB, employers a.nd working 
men, hospital administration, charitable organisations, etc. 

(f) We propose that a scheme on these lines be drawn up by the London 
County Council and submitted to the Local Government Boord for approval. 

'The scheme should secure a considerable number (such as fifty or sixty) of 
:members on the committee and the inclusion of a certain proportion of women. 

'(4~) 'The Statutory Committee of the London County Council thus constituted we 
. would call the Public Assistance Authority for London~ and to it we would transfer the 
Poor Law work of the Metropolis. (IX .• 43.) 

(44) As in the country, so in London, we propose that'the work of hearing and de
ciding applicatioIlB for Assistance shall devolve on local Public Assistance Committees 
to be .constituted in London as follows (IX., 44):-

(a) Each Public Assistance Committee shall be appointed by the Public 
Assistance Authority, care being taken that, amongst those so appointed, there 
fiball be included a certain proportion of perSOIlB nominated by the Metropolitan 
Borough councils, and, where a Voluntary Aid Committee h~s been established 
ill a district, a certain proportion nominated by that Comnuttee. The persons 
so 1Il0minated shall be experienced in the local administration of 'Public Assist
ance or other cognate work and shall include a cer.tain proportion of women, 
which proportion)n our judgment should not ordinarily be less than one-third. 

(b) One-third of the members shall retire 'each year, but shl),ll be eligible 
for re-appointment. 

(e) The number of members on the Public As~istance Committees should be 
largely regulated by the area and population of the districts in which they will 
act, and should be fixed by schemes submitted by the Public Assista.nce Authority 
to the Local Government Board for approval. As a large area will require a. 
considerable. body of members, such schemes ,should provide,.if necessary, 
for sub-divisions of the Committee, it being understood that each sub-com
mittee will act in a smaller area as a section of the Committee~ 

NOTE.-The Roman figures at the ena 0/ each Recommendat'ion refer to the Pam of the Report. the Arabic 
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(B) THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND THEIR OFFICERs-cont. 

(45) We also propose that Poor Law expenditure in London be a uniform <:harge 
over the whole are~ according to rateable value. (IX .• 45.} 

Officers 0/ the Local Authorities. (See Part IV., Chapt. 3, and IX., 69.) 

(46) When a Local Authority and the Local Government Board concur in the opinion 
that the retention of any officer is, on general grounds, detrimental to the administration, 
the Local Authority should have power to terminate that officer's appointment after 
proper notice (IV., 101). 

(47) We think that the J~ocal Government Board should lay down !Jlore precisely 
the qualifications for the higher offices under the new system. (IV., 104.) No person 
should be appointed as Clerk who has not some knowledge and experience of the Poor 
Law, no person as superintendent of an institution who has not had some experience in 
dealing with the classes which the institution contains, and no person as a relieving officer 
who has not had some previous training as an assistant relieving officer or has not passed 
an examination and obtained a certificate of an examining authority recognised by the 
Local Government Board. (I;V., 106.) 

(48) There should, be qualifying examinations for the higher officers. Once quali
fications for each office are laid down, and the Local Government Board satisfied that 
they are fulfilled, the entire responsibility for the appointment of all officers might be left 
to the new Local Authorities. (IV., 107.) . 

(49) The Local Government-·Board might sanction a scale of officers' salaries for each 
Local Authority, and so long as the salaries, or increases of salaries, were in accordance 
with that scale, it should not be necessary for the Local Authority to require the sanction 
of the Local Government Board to individual salaries. (IV., 107.) 

(50) A Central Superannuation Fund should be established for the whole service, and 
in the case of teachers transferring themselves from public elementary schools to the Public 
Assistance service and vice versa, arrangements should be made by which any sacrifice of 
pension is avoided. (IV., 114). 

(51) The Clerk of the future or any officer performing analogous duties to any Locat 
Authority shall not, save under very exceptional circumstances, and subject to the con-
sent of the Local Government Board, be a part-time officer. (IV., 117.) 

(52) If the General Workhouse is abolished, each of the specialised institutions which· 
takes its place, will require a Superintendent, qualified by knowledge and experience, for 
its management. The salary offered must be sufficient to attract men not merely of organis- . 
ing power, but having the moral qualities necessary to develop the capacities. of those 
under their charge. (IV., 11R.) 

(53) Highly-trained officers will be required in what are now regarded as less important. 
posts, as e.g., that of labour master. (IV., 119.) 

(54) Provision should be made for inmates of all denominations receiving religious..: 
administration and instruction from the clergy of their respective churches. (IV., 120.)' 

(55) The indoor stafi should be allowed to live out, where circumstances permit, and 
so far as is consistent with discipline and the proper discharge of their duties. (IV., 121.) 

(56) Where adequate relief is offered and refused, the responsibility for the conse. 
quences arising from such refusal should not rest with the relieving officer. (IV., 127-8.} 

(57) The relieving officer must not be burdened with too large a number of cases. 
In any scheme or regulations for the administration of relief in local areas, the proportion 
of cases to officers should be carefully and periodically revised, and pay stations should 
be abolished. (IV., 36; 130 & 131.) ~ 

NOTE • .,...The Roman figures lit the end oleach ~omrn,endation refer to the Part, 01 the Report, the A.-abill 
figures to the para;Jraphs ill those P.trts. 
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(B) THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND THElR OFFICERs-cont. 

(58) In some places an officer might be appointed who, like the Inspector of Poor in 
Scotland, might fill the position both of Clerk and relieving officer with such assistance 
as is necessary. (IV., 1~4, & IX., 19.) 

(59) A Local Authority should not be allowed to appoint an ex-member as a paid 
officer, unless he or she has ceased to be a member of the Local Authority for a period of, 
say, twelve months before appointment. (IV., 136.) . 

(60) Women visitors might be employed for certain classes of out-relief cases. (IV., 142.) 

(61) A graded Public Assistance Service should be .set up which should include all 
officers concerned with the supervision, control, and disciplinary treatment of the poor, 
including relieving officers, both male and female, masters, matrons and superintendents 
of institutions of every grade, labour masters and mistresses. In this service there should 
be more opportunity of promotion from the lower to the higher ranks, and no question of 
superannuation should hinder the transfer of efficient and promising officers from one 
Local Authority to another. (IV., 143.) 

(62) We have also recommended that the officer referred to in recommendation No. 
58 above, who will be the chief officer of the Public Assistance Committee, shall be called 
the Superintendent of Public Assistance, and that the relieving officers working under 
him shall be called Assistance Officers. The Clerk of the Public Assistance Authority 
we propose to call the Director of Public Assistance. (IX., 19.) 

(C) METHODS OF ASSISTANCE. 

Indoor Relief or Institutional Assistance (See Part IV., Chap. 5). 

(63) General workhouses should be abolished. (IX., 75.) 

(64) Classification by Institutions is an essential preliminary to making indoor relief 
rightly effective (IV., 224 j OJ., 145-167), and accordingly indoor relief should be given . 
in separate institutions appropriate to the following classes of applicants, viz.: (IX., 75.) 

(1) Children. 

(2) Aged and Infirm. i 
(3) Sick. l 

(4) Able-bodied men. 

(5) Able-bodied women. ' 

(6) Vagrants. 

(7) Feeble-minded and epileptics. 

(65) All indoor cases should be revised from time to time (IX, 75) by a responsible 
'Committee with a view to seeing whether the existing treatment is producing the desired 
result, or whether it is desirable that the treatment should be altered. (IV., 212.) 

(66) Powers of removal to and detention in institutions should be given to the Public 
-Assistance Authority under proper safeguards. See (J) page 667 ~ 

(67) The treatment of inmates should be made as far as possible curative and restora
tive. 

(6~) The Central Authority should exercise a more strict control over expenditure 
on buildings and equipment. . 

(69) In every institution for the aged and for the able-bodied a system of classification 
should be adopted on the basis of conduct before and after admission. . 

NOTE.-TAe Roman figure. at the end 0/ each Recommendation reler to the Part. 01 tAe Report, the Arabic 
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(0) METHODS OF ASSISTA,NCE-cont. 

(70) We think that the Local Government Board should exeroise its authority more 
strictly in· checking ·excessive expenditure. (See Recommendation No. 13) and that, on 
any:proposal being made for building n"Jw institutions, it should be considered 

(I) Whether some part of the demand for institutional treatment could not 
be met by a greater and more systematic use of voluntary homes and hospitals; 

I 

(2) Whether the institution is necessftry in view of the desirability of breaking 
up the existing workhouses into institutions specialised for different classes, and, 
if so, what the policy of the local authority should be in utilising the workhouse 
or a particular class or classes and not for applicants of all or many kinds; 

(3) Whether the proposals for building do, or do not, exceed a recognised 
standard of cost per bed, which buildings for the particular class of inmates 
should in no circumstances be allowed to exceed i 

(4) Whether the land on which it is proposed to build is not, in view of 
modern facilities for movement, unduly near the large towns and unduly expensive, 
considering the particular class of inmates for which the accommodation is 
desired . 

. Outdoor Relief or Home Assistance. (See Part IV., Chap. 6.) 

Our chief recommendations are (IX., 79) :-

(71) That Out-relief, or as we shall call it, Home Assistance, be given only after 
thorough inquiry, except in cases of sudden and urgent necessity. 

(72) That it should be adequate to meet the needs of those to whom it is given. 

(73) That persons so assisted should be subject to supervision. 

(74) That, with a view to inquiry and supervision, the case-paper system be 
everywhere adopted. 

(75) That such supervision should include in its purview the conditions, moral and 
sanitary, under which the recipient is living (IX., 79 (5)}; it should be a condition of 
out-relief that the recipients are living respectable lives in decent houses, and, as a step 
towards this, the Public Assistance Authority should have power to refuse relief in certain 
areas where the conditions of living are bad. (IV., 268.) 

(-76) The provisioll which obtains in London, that it is the duty of the relieving officer 
to inform the Sanitary Authority of overcrowded and insanitary premises, should be 
extended to the rest of the country and enforced, and the Public Assistance Authority 
should be required, if the Sanitary Authority refuses to take action, to report the fact to 
the Local Government Board. (IV., 268.) 

(77) Power should be given to the Public Assistance Authority, under due precautions, 
to remove persons living in a state of neglect to an institution (IV., 270). Of. (J) page 667. 

(78) Every case of out-relief to widows should have special and individual attention. 
(IV., 285.) . 

(79) Outdoor relief should not, except in special cases, be granted to any woman 
deserted by her husband during the first twelve months after desertion. (IV.~ 286.) 

(80) There should be systematic co-operation between the Public Assistance 
Authorities and recognised Voluntary Aid Committees in the care and treatment of cases 
of distress (IV., 301) and voluntary agencies should be utilised as far as possible for the 
personal care of individual cases. (IX., 79 (6)). 

(81) There .should be one uniform Order governing outdoor relief or Home Assistance. 
(IV., 230.) 

NOTB.-Tlie Roman figurl'~ at tlie end 01 eacA Recommendation reler to tlie Part. 01 tAe Report, tAs ..4.rabic 
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(C) METHODS OF ASSISTANCE-cont. 

Ohildren. : (See Part IV., Chap. 8.) 
i _ 

(82) The supervision of children boarded-out within ,the Union should be placed-in 
the hands of competent women officers, and should be brought under Local Government 
Board inspection. Special care should be given when the boarding-out is with relatives 
and all such cases shoUld be specially notified to the Local Government Board. (IV., 383.) 

(83) Whilst strongly advocating the extension of boarding-out as far as possible 
we do not recommend any relaxation in tho care exercised. (IV., 389.) , , 

(~4) In all cases of boarding-out the fullest inquiry should be made into-the character 
of the foster-parents and the suitability of the home before, rather than after, the children 
are handed over. (IV., 390.) , 

(85) In all cases of ad~p~ion, n~ pers~m. s~ould be eligible asa !oster-parent who 
does not profess the same rehgIOus belief as IS mdicated on the creed regIster of the child. 
(IV., 39J.) 

(86) Effective steps should be taken to secure that the maintenance of children in 
the workhouse be no longer recognised as a legitimate way of dealing with them. (IV., 394.) 

_ (87) The Public Assistance Authority should have power to keep the children of 
"ins-and-outs" in institutions, while their parents are detained in a Detention Colony. 
(IV., 394.) 

(88) Children under treatment for ophthalmia, or some chronic co~tagious ailment, 
should not be discharged along with their parents. (IV., 394.) 

J 
(89) Guardians should have power to retain supervision of adopted children up to 

the age of twenty-one, and in such cases parental responsibility should be more strictly 
enforced, in some cases by detention in an institution, and, wherever practicable, by 
charging to the parents the whole or a part of the cost of maintenance of the children; 
such children should become the Wards of the Local Authority up to the age of twenty
one; the children, whether removed from their parents or left with them, should be kept 
under supervision; and one of the parents, if found worthy, or some other responsible 
person should, if willing to act in that capacity, pe associated with the Local Authority 
as the official guardian. Every case in which a conviction is obtained should be reported 
to the authority by the police. (IV.,390.) , 

. -{90) Voluntary agencies should be recognised by the Public Assistance Authorities 
as regards the after-care of Poor Law children, and should report to them; such reports 
to be entered on a record. (IV., 399.) 

(91) A system of supervision and record such as prevails in the case of children leaving 
industrial schools and reformatories. should be applied to the children leaving the care of 
the Poor Law Authorities. (IV .• 400.) 

(92) The provision of Homes for boys whq leave Poor Law schools to take up work 
should be undertaken by voluntary agencies. (IV .• 401.) _ 

(93) There should be closer supervision of the condition of children in receipt of 
out-relief. (IV~. 413.) Care should be taken that the total income from whatever sou~ce 
is sufficient to afford proper food. clothing. and housing conditions for the whole fa~y 
(414). and the Public Assistance Authorities should ascertain that the children are bemg 
properly nourished. (IV .• 415.) 

(94) Unless satisfactory conditions in the home can be assured. the children s~ould 
be maintained in a Public Assistance institution or an industrial school, and no children 
should be maintained by out-relief in .immoral surroundings. (IV.~ 416.) -

(95) There should be more medical supervision of all children under the Poor Law, 
both indoor and outdoor. (IV .• 417.) 

NOTE.-The Roman fig'ures at tlle end 01 each Recommendat1'on refer t? the Parts 0/ the Ik,¥!rt. the_ Arabic 
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(C) METHODS OF ASSISTANCE---cont. 

I 
RECOMMENDATIONS; 

(96) Care should be ta.ken that the children of widows get a fair start on leaving 
school (IV .. 418). 

':'J (97) The employment of mothers in receipt of out-relief should not in all cases be 
prohibited. But the circumstances in each case should be carefully considered, and 
watched, and the mothers should not be expected to earn unless satisfactory arrangements 
can be made for the children (IV., 419); for many such childre~_provision might be 
most satisfactorily made by means of day boarding schools. When the children 
are too young to go to Bchool, the mother should not go out to work where it is impossible 
to provide a sufficient substitute. Special provision should, where necessary, be made 
for the children of widowers. ' (IV., 420.) 

(9S) Voluntary agencies should be enlisted for the supervision of out-relief children; 
when such are not available additional officials-in many cases women-should be 
appointed. (IV., 421.) 

(99) The increased expenditure' in connection with the assistance of children should 
be accompanied by a strenuous effort to return to 'a simpler, though not less effective, 
way of dealing with the children for whom institutional life is necessary. (IV., 421.) 

(100) In the case of children of neglectful and unworthy parents (adopted under the 
Poor Law Act, lS99) as well as in the case of orphan and deserted children, Boards of 
Guardians might take advantage of emigration, 80 long as adequate inspection is ensured. 
(IV., 426.) 

(101) Consideration should be given to the question whether all voluntary charitable 
institutions dealing with children should not be registered and subject to the same super
vision and be required to co-operate with the public authority. (IV., 432.) 

(102) Children now under the Poor Law should not be transferred entirely ,to the 
care of the Local Educational Authorities. (IV., 435.) 

(103) Teachers in Poor Law schools should have the same status as teachers in the 
public elementary schools, and every facility, including pension, should be given them 
for passing from one class of schools to the other. (IV., 436.) , 

(104) The policy and terms of the Education (Provision of Meals) Act, 1906, should 
be reconsidered in its relation to the relief of distress generally; if relief for necessitous 
'children is required, and is not, and cannot be, met from voluntary sources, it should 
become part of the duty of 'the Public Assistance Committees to provide such assistance 
as may be necessary by way of meals or otherwL.'1e. (IV., 440.) , 

The Aged. (See Part IV., Chap. 7.) 

As regards institutional relief:-

(105) The aged should have accommodation and treatment apart from the able-bodied, 
and be housed on a separate site, and be further sub-divided into classes as far as prac
ticable with reference to their physical condition and their moral character. (IV., 354.) 

(106) The system of small homes such as has been instituted ,at Kingst<,>n,-on-Hull 
and Woolwich should be promoted and extended, both on 'the ground of economy to the 
ra~epayer and increased happiness to the recipients. (IV., 328, 354.r 

As regards outdoor relief :-

(107) Greater care should be taken to ensure adequacy of re1ief. 
\ 

(lOS) The aged recipients of oU:t-relief should be periodically visited both by officers 
of. the local author~ty (who might be w~men) and by voluntary visitors, as may be arranged 
wlth a local COmmlttee for voluntary ald. (IV., 339-40.) 

NOTE.-The Roman figures at the end of each Recommendation refer to the Part, of the Report. the Arabia 
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(C) METHODS OF ASSISTANOE-cont. 

(109) AB regards old persons given to drink, or of dirty habits, they should not be 
enabled to remove themselves from control either by a pension or by the granting of out
door relief. (IV., 354.) 

Medical Relief or Assistance. (See Part V.) 

Our main proposals for medical assistance are as follows, viz.: (IX., 104.) 

(109a) The primary responsibility of the Public Assistance Authorities for the 
inspection and supervision of Medical Assistance should be clearly recognised and care
fully maintained; but, meanwhile, the arrangements for both indoor . and outdoor 
MedicI\! Assistance should be periodically inspected by Medical Inspectors on behalf of 
the Local Government Board; to this end the Board's staff of Medical Inspectors should 
be increased. (V., 127.) , . 

(110) That, the Public Assistance Authority, to assist them in carrying out their func
tions in connection with medical assistance, shall appoint a committee from among their 
number, to which shall be added representatives of the Health Committee of the County 
Council, or of the County Borough Council, and of the local branch or branches of the 
British Medical Association. This committee shall be called the County or County 
Borough Medical Assistance Committee, as the case may be, and shall have power to co-opt 
representatives of local hospitals, county or county borough nursing associations, dis
pensaries, and registered friendly societies. 

(111) That where necessary a local committee on similar lines shall be appointed by 
each Public Assistance Committee for the purposes of the local administration of medical 
assistance. This committee shall be termed the Local Medical Assistance Committee. 

(112) That all or any of the functions of the Public Assistance Authority in regard to 
medical assistance may be referred to the County or County Borough Medical Assistance 
Committee. 

(113) That, in all matters affecting medical assistance, there should be systematic 
co-operation between the Public Assistance Authorities, the Public Health Authorities 
the Education Authorities, and the Voluntary Medical Institutions, based 'on a clea: 
definition of their respective functions. 

(114) That the medical and nursing needs of each area, whether: institutional or 
otherwise, be reviewed, and, if necessary, supplemented, regard being had to the available 
provision made by Poor Law, Sanitary, or Voluntary Authorities. 

(115) That Medical Assistance should be organised on a provident basis. 

(116) That a general system of provident dispensaries should be established, of which 
existing voluntary outdoor medical organisations be invited to form an integral part, 
and that every inducement should be offered to the working classes below a certain wage 
limit to become, or to continue to be, members of a provident dispensary. To this end 
the subscription to the provident dispensary should cover the following advantages to 
its members:-

(a) Power to choose their own doctor from the doctors upon the list of 
the dispensary. 

(b) The provision of adequate medical assistance at a rate or fee within 
the reach of those subscribing to the Provident Dispensary. 

(c) Institutional treatment upon a recommendation from the dispensary 
doctor. 

(116a) That the Public Assistance Authority should have power to subscribe, if 
necessary, to the purposes indicated in Recommendations 114, 115 and 116. (V., ~37.) 

(117) That medical treatment should be more readily accessible to all who are in 
need of it ; that, in cases of illness in which immediate treatment is necessary, the physical 
condition of the patient should be the first consideration; that in such cases medical 
aid should be obtainable in the first instance by application to any medical officer in the 
service of the Provident Dispensary. 

(118) That, except as regards the cases requiring immediate attention above referred 
to, all necessitous persons shall receive medical relief through the Public Assistance Com
mittee. 

N OTE.-The Roman figure, at the end of each Recommendation refer to tlie Part,; of the Report, the Arabic 
fig'lWt8 to the paragraphs in tho8e Part8. 
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(0) METHODS OF ASSIST,UCE-cont. 
, 

_ -.J(1I9) That certain cases in receipt of Public Assistance, such as the aged and widowS' 
with young children, might be made members of the Provident Dispensary on payment 
of the necessary fees by the Public Assistance Committee. 

, (120) That domiciliary medical assistance at the public cost soould be conditional 
upon the maintenance of a healthy domicile aI\d good habits. 

,121) That no disfranchisement should be attached to any form of medical assistance. 

(D) THE ABLE-BODIED AND UNEMPLOYMENT.' (See Part VI. Chapter 4.) 

I.-Labour Exchanges. 

(122) A national system of Labour Exchanges should be established and worked 
by the Board of Trade (507) for the general purposes of assisting the mobility of labour 
and of collecting accurate information as to un~mployment. (VI., 487.) 

(123) The Labour Exchanges should be in charge of officers of the Board of Trade, 
assisted by Committees of employe,rs, workmen, and representatives of local authorities. 
(VI., 507.) 

(124) There should be no compulsion to use the Labour Exchanges, but the object 
of the Government and the Local Authorities should be to encourage and popularise them 
in every way, e.g., by propaganda and by making use of the exchanges in engaging work
men. (VI., 519, 528.) 

(125) The Labour Exchanges should be granted free postal and telephone facilities 
by ·the State. (IV., 520, 528.) 

~126) Arrangements should be made to enable the Labour Exchanges to grant passes 
entitling workmen travelling to a situation to specially cheap railway fares; in suitable 
cases the cost of the passes might be defrayed by the Labour Exchange and recovered 
afterwards from the workmen. (VI., 528.) 

Ir~The Education' and Training of the Young for Industrial Life. 

t127) The education in our public elementary schools should be made less literary 
and more practical, and better calculated than at present to adapt the child to its future 
occupation. To this end the curriculum should be revised. (VI., 553.} 

{128) We regard with favour the suggestions (VI., 549) ~ , 

(a) That boys should be kept at sch091 until the age of fifteen instead of 
fourteen. 

(b) That exemption below this age should be granted only for boys leaving 
to learn a skilled trade; , 

(e) That there should be school supervision till sixteen and replacing in 
school of boys not properly employed. 

(129) There is urgent need of improved facilities for technical education after the 
present age for leaving school. (VI., 550.)' ' 

"':130) With a view 'to the improvement of physique, a continuous system of physical 
drill should be instituted which might be commenced during school life, and be continued 
afterwards. (VI., 582.) 

(131) In order to discourage boys from entering uneducative occupations which 
offer no prospect of permanent employment, there should be established, in·connection 
with the Labour Exchange, a special organisation for giving boys, parents. teachers, Bnd 
school managers, information and guidance as to suitable occupations for children leaving 
school. (VI., 527; 537-546). 

NOTE • ....,.The Roman figureB at the end 0/ etreh Recommendation reler to the Part 01 the Report, the Arabi<; 
MUfe. to the parfUJrap h in those PartB. ' 
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(D) THE. ABLE-BODIED AND UNEMl'LO)rMENT-cont. 

III. - The Regularisation 0/ Employment. 

(132) Government Departments and Local and Public Authorities .should be enjoined ~ .. 

(a) To regularise their work as far as possible. (VI., 561,568.) 

(b) To endeavour, as far as possible, to undertake their irregular work when 
the general demand for labour is slack. (Vr., 566,568.) . 

(1~3) Th.e .Board of Trade should .send officers to visit and hold inquiries in localities 
where mternuttent employment prevaIls, and should endeavour through conference with 
emplo')rers and employed to arrangeschen'les for the progressive decasualisation of such 
employment. (VI., 563,568.) , 

tV.-U nemployment Insurance. 

(134) Th~ establishment and promotion of ~nemployment insurance, especially 
amongst unskIlled and unorganised labour, is of paramount importance in averting distress 
arising from unemployment. (VI., 604.) 

(135) The attainment of this object is of such national importance as to justify under 
tlpecified condition, contributions from public funds towards its furtherance. (VI., 604.) . 

(136) This form of insurance can best be promoted by utilising the agency of existing 
trade organisations, or of organisations of a similar character, which may be brought 
into existence by a hope of participation in the public contributions. (VI., 604.) -. 

r ~ (137) No scheme of Unemployment Insurance, either foreign or British, which has 
been brought before us, is so free from objections as to justify us in specifically recom
mending it for general adoption. (VI., 604.) 

(138) A small Commission or Inter-Departmental Committee of experts and represen
tatives of existing trade benefit organisations should be at once appointed with an instruc
tion to frame as quickly as possible a scheme or schemes for consideration. (VI., 605.) 

(139) After that Committee has reported, a special Advisory Board should be set up 
to help and promote schemes adapted to the varying conditions· of different industrial 
communities. (Vr., 60G.) 

V.-Organisations engaged in the Public Assistance 0/ the Able-bodied, and their Functions. 

<140) There shall be in every district four separate but closely co-operating organisa
tions with the common object of maintaining or restoring the workman's independence 
<yr., 607,608), viz. : .... 

(a) An organisation for insurance against unemployment, to develop and 
,'>ecure (with contributions from public funds (604)) the greatest possible benefits 
to the workmen from co-operative insurance against unemployment .. (VI., 608.) 

(b) A Labour Exchange established and maintained by the Board of Trade 
to provide efficient machinery for putting those requiring work and those re
quiring workers into prompt communication. (VI., 608.) 

(c) A Voluntary Aid Committee to give advice and aid out of voluntary 
funds especially to the better class of workmen reduced to want through 
unemployment. (VI., 607-608.) (See also Part VII.) . 

(d) A Public Asistance Author~ty rep.resenting the qounty or Co~ty Bor?ugh 
-nd acting locally through a P';l~lic ASSIstance C?mnuttee, to aSSIst neceSSItous 
workmen under specified conditIOns at the public expense (VI., 607,608, 609). 
0/. Recommendations 32 and 40 • 

. -'141) It shall be a fundamental principle of the system of .Public Assistance that t~e 
resp'6;sibility for the due and effective assistance of all n~ces~ltous persons at the- public 
expeIl.;!e shall be- in the hands of one and only one autho:nty In, {lach OQunty and 90unty 

NotE.-The Roman figure; at the end 01 each Recommendation reler to ~he fari, oltMRepo-rt, . the A·rabic 
figure. t9 the paragraph, in thO$6 Part,. 
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.(D)--THE:'AltLE'-BOD'IED A.."'D UXEMPLOniE..~T~ont. 

Borough, viz., the Public Assistance Authority (Vr., 609), 'a Statutory Committee of the 
I Coqnty'or County Borough Council (See Recommendation 82) . 

• ' {1(2) The guiding principles of the organisations engaged in the work of Public Assist· 
a.nce should be :- ' , 

, (a) Co,operation, so as to secure prompt and efficacious treatment ofappr-
priate cases by the various agencies. (Vr., 611-614.) , , 

(b) Pis crimination, so as to select treatment appropriate for each case and 
yet encourage general thrift and indepe~dence. (Vr., 615.) , 

(c) Restoration, so as to lrepare workmen by restorative treatment, for 
return to independent life. (V., 616-618.) . ' 

(143) From the point of view of treatment, the necessitous unemployed may be divided 
into three classes (Vr., 619,622,627,628) :-

Class I.-Those requiring temporary maintenance and work. (Vr., 620-622.) 

Class II.-Those requiring for a longer period maintenance and work with 
training. (Vr., 627.) " 

Class III.-Those requiring detention and discipline. (VI., 628.) 

(144) For Class I. and Class II., there will be available various methods Of treatment 
under the Public Assistance Authority (VI., 622, 626,627), but Olass III. will be handed 
over to another authority-the Home Office-and dealt with in Detention Colonies. (VI., 
629, 655-666.) 

VI.-lffethods 01 Treatment 01 Able-bodied. 

(145) There will be available for the Public Assistance Authority the following methods 
of treatment of the able-bodied (VI., 630) :-

(1) Home Assistance. 
(2) Partial Home Assistance. 
(3) Institutional Assistance. 
(4) Continuous maintenance in a Detention Colony under the Home,pffwe. 
(5) :Emigration. (VI., 663.) ( ., 

VII.-Home Assistance. 

(146) By Home Assistance we mean assistance at the heme, whether in money or in 
kind, and given without requiring the recipient to live entirely in an institution. The 
conditions under which such assistance should be granted to the able-bodied would be 
a.s follows (VI., 630) :-

(a) That the requisite assistance is not forthcoming from any other source. 
(b) That the assistance be given on condition of daily wo:rk, in an industrial 

or agricultural institution or colony, or otherwise as the Public Assistance 
Authority may decide within regulations laid down by the Local Government 
Board. 

, (c) That the assistance should only be given to an applicant with a decent 
home and a good industrial record. 

(d) That the order for assistance should only be for a strictly limited period, 
and subject to revision. ' 

. (e) That the applicant should be registered at the Labour Exchange, and 
'that the relief should cease as soon as suitable occupation has been offered througb 
the Labour Exchange. 

11(7) An essential principle to be observed in connection with Home Assistance to the 
able-bodied is that it should be, in some way, less agreeable than aid given by the Voluntary 
Aid Cdmmittee or than the receipt of Unemployed Benefit through Insurance. (VI, 62~.) 

NOTE.-ThB RamilYl.f4Jurea...at,the . .end 0/ each Rxomm~ndation 're/erta the ParIs 01 the Report, the Arabic 
figu.rea to the parg,graphB in thoB6 Pants. 
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.' (D) THE ABLE-BODIED AND UNEMPLOYMENT-cont. 

Vlll.-PartiaZ· Home Assistance. 

(148) By Partial Home Assistance we mean Home Assistance for the family' of an 
applicant, the applicant himself being maintained in an institution and given work. (VI.

p 

624,. 630.) . 
I X.- I nstitutionaZ Assistance. 

(149) By Institutional Assistance we mean continuous maintenance in an Industrial 
or Agricultural Institution or Colony without detention, except in so far as the applicant 
binds himself by a writte'n agreement to stay for a definite period. (Vr., 630.) 

.\ X-Industrial or Agricultural Institutions. 

:150) Industrial or Agricultural Institutions should be situated in the country or 
on the outskirts of towns (VI., 631-632), in many cases a disused workhouse might be 
adapted. (VI., 631.) 

(151) They should include housing accommodatlOn for those receiving Institutional 
or Partial Home Assistance. (VI., 635.) . 

(152) They should be built in an inexpensive manner and with sufficient land to 
e~ploy a large number of persons. (VI., 631.) 

,153} For industrial occupations, inexpensive workshops should be erected. (VI., 
631.) . 

(154) The workshops and land need not necessarily be adj acent to the housing accom
modation. (VI., 635.) 

(155) The Industrial and Agricultural Institutions will be in direct communication 
with the ,Labour Exchange, and one of the primary objects of their officials should be 
the restoration to industrial efficiency and independence of the inmates under their care. 
,VI., 634.} 

(156) On entrance into the institution the applicant should, as far as possible, be 
placed on work adapted to his previous occupation, and his capability and willingness 
towtJk will thus be ascertained. (VI., 634.} . 

(157) The dllIerent treatment and classification of the able-bodied should commence 
from the time that the application for assistance is entertained, and every effort should 
be made, at an early stage, to dissociate the respectable unemployed from the habitual 
"in-and-out." (VI., 634) 

(158) It will probably be found necessary to establish separate industrial institutions 
for women. (Vr., 635.) 

Xl.-Labour Colonies. 

(159) While appreciating the limited experience and success of Labour Colonies, we 
recommend their establishment (Vr., 641} and use on the following grounds:-

(a) The open-air life will conduce to the rehabilitation of those . subjected 
to its influence. (Vr., 641.) 

(b) The expense of maintenance, site, and building should be less than in 
the case of Urban Workhouses. (VI., 642.) , 

(c) The colony affords better opportunities than the workhouses for more 
varied methods of industrial treatment (VI., 641), and for classification. 
(VI., 643.) 

(160) The colony system should provide several distinct classes of treatment, either 
In separate colonies or in distinct divisions of the same colony. (VI., 647.) 

(161) Public Assistance Authorities might combine to establish a colony or colonies 
for their common use. (Vr.,647.). . 

NOTR.-The Roman figuru at the end 01 each Recommendation reler to the Parts 01 the Report, tAs Arabio 
figure. to the paragrapl~B in th08s Part8. 
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(D) THE ABU-BODIED AND UNEMPLOYMENT-cont. 

(162) The colonies of voluntary and religious bodies should be utilised by the Public 
Assistance Authorities for restorative treatment in suitable cases. (VI.,648;) 

. (163) The colony system should be carefully controlled and supervised by special 
additional officers of the Local Government Board. (VI., 650.) 

XII.-Good-Oonduct Pay in PUblic Assistance Authorities' InstitutiO'f/;/j 
and Oolonies. 

(164) Well-conducted men in institutions or colonies might, if they show industry,be 
awarded small gratuities in the shape of good-conduct pay, the greater part of such pay 
to accumulate and be given to the men on leaving the colony or institution. (VI.,651.) 

• XIII.-Detention Oolonies. 

(165) Compulsory Detention Colonies are essential tp the success of a system of 
voluntary Labour Colonies. (VI., 629, 653.) 

(166) Detention Colonies under the control and supervision of the Home Office should 
be established (655); to which might be committed, for any period between six months 
and three J (lars (658) persons guilty of a wilful and persistent repetition of anY'of the 
following offences (VI., 657) :-

(a) Wilful refusal or neglect of persons to maintain themselves or'their 
families (although such persons are wholly or in part able to do so), the result of 
such refusal or neglect being. that the persons or their families have become 
chargeable to the Public Assistance Authority. 

(b) Wilful refusal on the part of a person receiving Assistance to perform the 
work or to observe the regulations duly prescribed in regard to such assistance. 

. (c) Wilful refusal to comply with the conditions laid down by the Public 
Assistance Authority, upon which Assistance can be obtained, with the result that 
a person's family thereby become chargeable. 

. (d) Giving way to gambling, drink, or idleness, with the result that a person 
• or his or her family thereby become charge~ble. 

, 
(167) Public Assistance Authorities should pay the full cost of maintenance o· persons. 

sent to Detention Colonies by them .. (VI., 656.) 

XIV.-Emigration. 

(168) While emigration by itself cannot be considered as a sufficient remedy for un
employment, it is, nevertheless, a valuable means of dealing with a certain class of cases,. 
which are likely to make a fresh start under new conditions. More especially is it in
dispensable in dealing with districts where an excessive congestion of labour has taken 
place, and where exceptional treatment is called for. (VI., 662.) 

{169) This work of emigrating poor persons at the pu~lic expense falls well within 
the functions of the Public Assistance Authority, which would, however, naturally co
operate with established emigration agencies, and would be-either through those agencies 
or immediately-in close touch with the responsible authorities in the countryof destina-
tion. (VI., 663.) 

Disfranchisement of Able-bodied receiving Public Assistance. 

(170) Only persons receiving assistance (other than medical relief) for not less than 
three months in the qualifying year shall be disfranchised on account of such Assistance. 
(VI., 667.) 

XVI.-Discontinuance of Unemployed Workmen Act. 

(171) The Unemployed Workmen Act, 1905, should expire SO soon as the new system 
of Public Assistance has come into operation. (VI., 677.) 

NOTE.-The Roman fi,?uru at the end oj each Recommendation reler to the Parts 01 the Report, the Arabic 
figuru to the paragraphs an those Parts. 
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XVI I.-TRANSITIONAL MEASURES. AS REGARDS DISTRESS FROl'4, UNEMPLOD1ENT. 

Special TV arks and Loans lor times 0/ Exceptional and Protracted Distress. - , 
, .' ' ."". I : ,I 

(172) For a strictly -limited period during the earlier years of the reforins which we 
suggest (VI.,678), the following arrangements should 'be made :-

(a) The various existing Local Authorities (VI., 692) should draw up, either 
singly or in co-operation, and submit to the Local Government Board for'approval 
(702) schemes of works of public utility (703) which might be put in operation in' 
times of ~xceptional and protracted distress due to severe- 'industrial depression. 
(VI., 695.) 

(b) If the Local Government Board are satisfied, after consuit~tion with 
the Board of Trade (VI., 697, 703), that there exists exeeptional and protracted 
distress, to meet which the resources of the Voluntary Aid committees and Public 
Assistance Authorities are inadequate (698), then the local authorities (other 
than the Public Assistance Authorities (692), may obtain loans from the Public 
Works Loan Commissioners at the rate of interest at 'which the Imperial 
Government can borrow, so as to enable special works approved under (a) to 
be carried out. (VI., 695, 703.) . 

(c) The Special works should be carried out on ordinary commercial lines, 
by contract, and the fitness or unfitness of workmen for the work shall be the 
main consideration in engaging or dismissing them, and in determining the 
conditions of their employment. All workmen so employed shall, as far as 
practicable, be taken from the register of the Local Labour Exchange. (VI., 703.) 

(d) The wages paid will be the ordinary market wages for the kind of work 
done, whether piece-work or time rate&. (VI., 703.) . 

(E) CHARITY AND VOLUNTARY AID. (See Part VII.) 

Our recommendations In regard to the Organisation of Voluntary Aid are as 
follows (Part VII., 237) :-

Establishment 0/ Voluntary Aid Councils and Committees. 

(173) That in the area,of each Public AssistanceAuthority, that is, in each County 
or County Borough, there be formed a Voluntary Aid Council, consisting in part 
of Trustees of endowed charities, of members of registered voluntary charities, as defined 
below, .of some members of the Public Assistance Authority, and of such persons as 
members of friendly societies and trade associations, of clergy and ministers, and of other 
persons being co-opted members, as may be settled in schemes approved by the Charities 
Commission. * 

(174) That a statutory obligation be imposed upon the Lords Lieutenants, the 
Chairmen of County Councils, the Lord Mayors, and Mayors of County Boroughs to take 
steps, within a given period, and after consultation with the managers of charitable societies, 
trustees of endowed charities, and members of the Public Assistance Authority, for 
drawing up schemes in accordance with the preceding recommendation, which schemes 
must be submitted to the Charities Commission for approval. 

(175) That the Voluntary Aid Council submit to the Charities Commission proposals 
for the format.ion of Voluntary Aid Committees to be drawn up in the torm of schemes 
to be approved by the Commission, and that the Voluntary Aid Council under such schemes 
·a ppoint as members of the Voluntary Aid Committees persons such as those mentioned 
in Recommendation 173. '-

(176) That Voluntary Societies and Charities, ·as defined in .Recommendation 189, 
be entitled to register at the Charities Commission on lines similar to those of the 
registration of Friendly Societies under the Friendly Societies' Act. 

(177) That a registered Voluntary Society be entitled to nominate membe~s of its 
own body for appointment to the Voluntary Aid Council and to the Voluntary Aid Com
mittee of the district in which either its inst.itution or any branch of its institution has 
an office; . 

* Se6 bdow as to the proposed change in name of the Charit.y Commission. 
NOTE.-Tlic Ruman figures at the end of each llec&mmcndat-ion refer to the Part, of the Rep()rl, the ArabI:': 
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(E) CHARITY AND VOLUNTARY AID-cont: 

(178) That it is desirable that the Voluntary Aid Committee have its offices in the 
same building as the Committee of Public Assistance. 

Functions 0/ the Voluntary Aid Council. 

(179) The duties of the Voluntary Aid Councils would be for the most part not execu
tive, but supervisory. The executive work would be assigned to the Voluntary Aid 
Committees. The Voluntary Aid Council would supervise the operations of these Com
mittees generally and would, as far as possible, maintain the same principles of help and 
relief throughout County or County Boroughs. They would collect funds for distribution 
to Voluntary Aid Committees, and they would allocate funds to poor districts. The 
County is already the accepted area for many benevolent and philanthropic purposes. 
The local infirmary or hospital is frequently a County institution. There ar.e County 
nursing associations. and the County is the recognised centre in connection with various 
naval and military charitable associations. We propose that the Voluntary Aid Council 
acting for the County should promote any voluntary institutions, associations, or societies 
for which the County; as a whole, has need. Its duties would thus be important and 
distinctive. 

Functions 0/ tlte Voluntary A id Committee. 

(180) That the Voluntary Aid Committee aid (1) persons in distress whose cases 
do not appear to be suitable for treatment by the Public Assistance Committee, and (2) 
applicants for Public Assistance whose cases havebee~ referred to the Committee by the 
Public Assistance Committee. 

(J 81) That. with a view to the thorough treatment of individual cases, the Voluntary 
Aid Committee make such arrangements for the investigation of the applications made to 
them as the Charities Commission may deem necessary and sufficient. 

(182) That in dealing with persons in distress for whom it is desired to provide aid 
by way of monetary relief. it shall be the duty of the Voluntary Aid Committee to 
obtain such sums as may be possible from relations of the applicant, from friends, and 
from charitable sources generally for the aid of individual cases. 

(183) That with the administration of a:d on the part of the Voluntary Aid Com
mittee there should be associated such a system of voluntary visitation as the Committee
may deem advisable in view of the responsibilities of their work in providing effectual: 
aida.:Q.d in view of the physical needs and the habits of those whom they decide to, 
assist. 

(184) That the Voluntary Aid Committee be empowered to appoint such Local' 
Committees as it may deem neceo::sary. subject to the approval of the Voluntary Aid· 
Council. 

(IS5) That a Voluntary Aid Committee shall. as far as possible~ reiister the cases· 
dealt with by the Publio Assistance Committee and by the Charitable societies and in .. 
stiutions in the district. 

(186) That Voluntary Aid Committees receive the support of the Public Assistance
Committee, and of the Inspectors of the Local Government Board, with a view to syste· 
matising the relations between the Public Assistance and Voluntary Aid Committees 
an~ promoting co-operation between them. . 

(187) That Voluntary Aid Councils or Committees be eligible for subscriptions from 
the Public Assistance Authority, on the lines of 42 and 43 Viet., c. 54, ~ection 10. 

The Charities Commission. 

(188) That the Charity Commission be attached to the Local Government Board 
and ~hat the Commissioners and Assistant Commissione~s, permanent or temporary, b~ 
appomted by the Local Government Board, whose PreSIdent should represent it in the 
House of Commons. 

NOTE.-TAe Roman figure. at the end 01 each Recommendaticm reler to the Part8 0/ the Report tlte Arabic 
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(E) CHARITY AND VOLUNTARY Am-cont . 

. (189) Thl1t the Charity Commission be enlarged, and that there be assigned to it 
two departments of work, the supervision of endowed charities on the lines of the Charitable 
Trusts Acts, and the registration of Voluntary Charities or Societies which hold any 
J;>roperty in land or houses by purchase, or by leasehold j or are the tenants of any property 
under yearly orother agreements. 

~190) That the name of the Charity Commission be the Charities Commission. 

(191) That the st~:ff ofthe Commission be strengthened so as to fulfil all the various 
addit\onal duties that may devolve up~n th~m: - .. .'- . 

(1) As a centre for the regIstratIon of voluntary charItIes. .. 
(2) In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment of 

Voluntary Aid Councils and for registering such schemes. 
(3) In assisting in the preparation of schemes for the establishment of Volun

tary Aid Committees and for registering and supervising their administration. 
(4) In the scrutiny of accounts and statements relating to Voluntary Aid 

Councils and Committees. 
(5) In the supervision of other schemes; and 
(6) In the scrutiny of the accounts of endowed and registered charities. 

(192) ·That Section 30 of the Endowed Schools Act, 1869, by which certain charities 
founded for purposes of relief may be applied to purposes of education, be repealed. 

(193) That it be provided in a Statute amending the Charitable Trusts Acts that, by 
order of the Charities Commission, any charities, as defined in Section 30 of the Endowed 
Schools Acts, 1869, exclusive of Loan Charities, Apprenticeship Charities, and Charities 
for Advancement in Life, may be used for the relief of distress, subject to such conditions 
respecting enquiry and other matters as the Commissioners may determine. under a general 
order. 

(F) DISFRANCHISEMENT ON ACCOUNT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. 

(I94) We recommend that only those persons be disfranchised on account of Public 
Assistance who have received assistance other than Medical Relief for three months or 
more in the qualifying year. (IX., 145.) . 

(195) We do not think that Medical Assistance in any form should entail 
disfranchisement. (IX., 145.) 

(G) RECOVERY OF C'.oST OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. (See Part VIIL, Chapter 3.; 

(196) Procedure for recovery of relief on loan should be simplified. (VIII., 80.) 

(197) Liable relatives should be required to contr.ibute, and this policy should be 
pursued uniformly and with firmness and discretion. (IX., 146.) . 

(198) Poor persons should have power to proceed directly against liable relatives, 
and the Public Assistance Authorities should have power to proceed against liable 
relatives before the applicant becomes actually chargeable. (IX., 146.) 

(199) Simplification of procedure applicable to recovery of relief from relatives. 
(IX., 146.) ..' 

(200) The cost of relief given should· be recoverable from relatives after the person 
has ceased to be chargeable. (IX., 146.) 

(201) A man should be liable to contribute to the support of his grandparents. 
(IX., 146.) 

(202) Non-liable relatives should also be induced to contribute where they are 
able to do so. (IX" 146). . ' 

l 

NOT E.-The Roman figures at the end o/each Recommendation rider to the Parts 0/ tlill Report. the ArabiQ 
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(H) BASTARDY ORDERS. (See PART VIIl, CHAPTER 4.) 

(203) An order once obtained, either by the mother or the Guardians, should be 
available by whichever party is main~aining the child, and where the order has been 
obtained by the mother, the Guardians. if m:l.intaining the child, should be empowered 
to apply for an increase in the amount of the allowance. (VIII., 138.) 

(~04) Action for recoverr of ~xpens~s of chargeab~lity shoulq b~ br~:lUght ag.ainst the 
putatIve father by the Guardians Immediately on the birth of the clllld, rrrespectlve of the 
fact whether the mother is then able at once to give evidence. or not; and, if the 
mother is then unable to give evidence on account of her state of health, the man should 
be bound over to appear at a later date. (VIII., 139.) 

(205) We recommend that the putative father be chargeable fo~ the maintenance 
of the mother of his child from the date of the mother's admission to\relief, and for the 
child after birth; and that, immediately on the mother's admission, inq'.iry on behalf of 
the local authority be made in regard to the paternity of the child. l{ the cases be 
numeroUB these inquiries should be made by a special officer suitable. fo~t~ work; but 
the interrogation of the mother should be by a woman. (VIII., 141.) "", 

"" (206) Money paid under a Bastardy Order by a putative father to the motheN an 
illegitimate child should be paid through the agency of a third person. (IX., 147.) ~", 

(1) TREATMENT OF UNMARRIED MOTHERS. (See PART VIII., CHAPTER 4.) 

(207) Single Lapse Oases.~These should be dealt with in institutions apart from the 
workhouse, preferably in charitable institutions, but if these are not available the Public 
Assistance Authorities should institute homes of their own. Charitable workers to watch 
over the girls on their first return to the world. (IX., 148.) 

(208) Depraved, Immoral Women.-Detention and reformative treatment on lines 
similar to those adopted for" in-and-out" cases should be organised. (IX., 141).) 

(209) Feeble-minded Unmarried 1I1others.-These should be dealt with in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Royal Commission on the Feeble-minded. Meantime, 
the Public Assistance Authorities should have power to detain such mothers. (IX., 148}. 

", (210) For the purpose of advising in regard to all maternity cases, a Women's' 
Committee should be appointed in conneetion with every Public Assistance Committee, 
consisting of members of that Committee and of voluntary workers. (IX., 148.) 

(J) ORDERS FOR DETENTION OR CONTINUOUS TREATMENT. 

(211) Certain classes of persons applying for or receiving Public Assistance (see 
Part IX., paragraphs 149-154) should, subject to appeal, be liable to an Order for ContinuoUB 
Treatment after an application by the Public Assistance Authority, to Justices of the 
Peace. (IX., 152.) 

(212) Persons against whom an Order for Continuous Treatment had been obtained 
. would be under continuous control for the period named in the Order: this control need 

not be exercised in an institution for the whole of such period, but, if necessary, the 
Order would authorise the Public Assistance Authority to remove persons to and detain 
them in institutions. (IX., 153.) 

(213) We have recommended that persons should be committed to a "Detention 
Colony" under the Home Office. for any period between six months and three years, 
who have been guilty of wilful and persistent repetition within a given period of any of 
the following offences (IX., 151 Class III. (b»:-

(1) Wilful refusal or neglect of persons to maintain themselves or their 
~amilies (although such persons are wholly or in part able to do so), the result 
of such refusal or neglect being that the persons or their families have becom' 
chargeable to, the. Public Assistance Authority. 

NOTE.-The Roman figuru at the end of each Recommendation refer ~o the Paris of the:Repore, the, . 
figuru to the paragraphs in th086 Pam. ablO 
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(J) ORDERS FOR DETENTION OR CONT.INUOUS TREATMENT~ontd. 

(2) Wilful refusal, on the part of a. person receiving assistance, to perform 
the work or to observe the regulations duly prescribed in regard to such 

. ! 
asslstance. . 

(3) Wilful refusal to comply with the conditions, laid down by the Public 
Assistance Authority, upon which assistance can be obtained, with the result 
that a person's family thereby becomes chargeable. 

'. 
(4) Giving way to gambling, drink, or idleness, with the result that a person 

or his ot"ber family thereby becomes chargeable. . 
i ( 

(K) ,SETTLEMENT AND REMOVAL. (See PART VIIl, CHAPTER 2.) 

(214) Theo,t~tically, there is much to be said in favour of . the ~roposal to abolish 
the Law of Se.etlement and Removal. From a practical point of view, however, there is 
much to be said against its entire abolition, and, accordingly, until experience has' been 
gained oithe work. of our ne~ organisa~ion ~f Public Assistance, we think it bette~to 
retain the law, but m a modified and slmplified form. The specrlic recommendatlOns 
we make are:-

(a) That the County or County Borough shall be the area for all purposes 
of settlement and removal. . 

(b) That the forms of settlement be reduced to four, viz. :
Birth. 
Parentage 
Marriage. 
Residence. 

(c) That a settlement be acquired by one year's residence in a County 
or County Borough. 

(d) That the Local Government Board determine all cases of disputed 
settlement u:D.less the Board consider that a particular case should be decided 
in a Court of Law. 

(e) That there be reciprocity of removal as between England, Scotland and 
Ireland. " 

(L) COMPOUNDING .FOR RATES. (See PART VIII., CHAPTER 8.) 

(215) Compounding for Rates should be reduced as much as possible and it might 
be found desirable to reduce the limit of rateable value for compounding purposes 
under the Poor Rate Asssessment and Collection Act, 1869. (IX., 157.) 

(M) CONSTRGCTIVE RELIEF IN THE CASE OF THE AFFLICTED. 

(216) A person should not be considered constru-4.:--~-
Public Assistance to a dependant, occasioned by SUl.. 

defective, epileptic, lame, deformed, or crippled. (IX., 159., 

____ < __ ,._ •• ______ "'- _1 

(N) STOCKTAKING AND WORKHOUSE AccouN .. 

(217) A paid Stocktaker should be appointed by each Public Assist~ J i 
to undertake the double duty of taking stock and checking the necessary boo. !:i' ttl 

256,) " ..,jO 

(218) The keeping of accounts should be simplified as far as possible, and tlJ. ... 
number of books and forms reduced to a minimum consistent with sufficient safer-uards 
to prevent or detect fraud, and to prevent laxity of method. (VIIL, 257.) 
~ NOTE.-T~ Roman figures at the end 0/ each Recommendation reler CO the Parts 0/ the &port, the Arabic 

.U to the paragraphs '" those Parts. 
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: r CoMPILATION OF THE STATISTICii OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE. (See PART VIII., 
CHAPTER 10.) . 

(219) The Director of Public Assistance in each Public Assistance ,area of sufficient 
size should have a Statistical Officer whose duty it should be to prepare the ;Returns of 
persons assisted and transmit them to the Local Government Board. (VIIL~ 283.) . 

(220) A Return should be prepared at regular intervals showing the aggregate 
period and occasions of relief granted to each person, distinguishing between Institutional 
Relief and Outdoor Relief, and classifying by ages (in three or four groups), the persons 
assisted. (VIIL, 284.) 

(221) A person should be considered to be in receipt of public assistance when he, . 
or any dependant of his, subject to certain exceptions to the rule of constructive relief, 
or, being a dependant, when he or the head of the family receives money, kind, or 
medical attention at the cost of public funds, notwithstanding that the whole or part of 
such cost be repaid by the person assisted or by relatives or others. The Local 
Government Board should bring this rule to the notice of the Public Assistance 
Authorities. (VIIL, 285.) 

(222) Separate statistics should be obtained. of the cases involving constructive 
pauperism both as to the persons actually relieved and the persons only constructively 
relieved, as well as of the exceptions to the rule, such exceptions being classified 
according to the various classes of the amicted. (VIIL, 286.) 

(223) The use of the terms "able-bodied" and I( not able-bodied" should be 
discontinued, and the terms I( ordinarily able to work" and "not ordinarily able to 
work" should be substituted therefore. If the definition of "able to work" be ability 
to perform (I) light (2) moderate or (3) hard work of a suitable character within an 
institution, a practical standard might be established. (VIII., 288.) 

(224) The class "ordinarily able to work" should be sub-divided in order to dis
tinguish those able to work on the date of the Return from those ordinarily able to 
work who are temporarily incapacitated on the date of the Return. (VIIL,290.) 

(225) Under each olthe aboY'e classes those on the Medical Relief Lists should be 
distinguished from those who are not on those Lists. (VIII., 290.) 

(226) Wives of men in receipt of outdoor relief should be classified according to 
their own physical condition, and not according to the physical condition of their 
husbands. (VIIL, 291.) 

(227) The classification by physical condition should be embodied in the Relief' 
Lists for separate infirmaries. (VIIL, 291.) 

(228) In regard to the statistics of medical relief only for the day counts the Local 
Government Board should lay down the rule that the persons counted should be those 
patients dealt with during the week preceding the date of the Return. (VIIL, 294.) 

(229) The medical statistics of persons in receipt of public assistance should be 
further developed. (VIIL, 295). 

(230) The ages of persons relieved should be regularly tabulated on uniform lines 
and this information might be combined with other statistical facts. (VIIl, 297). 

(231) All children under Id years of age, of parents in receipt of relief, should be 
counted, whether the children are earning or not. (VIII., 307). 

(232) The present classification by "families" or "cases" should be continued, 
and be supplementary to the classification of individuals according to their industrial 
ability and physical condition. (VIIl,308). 

NOTE.-The Roman fig'lM'U at the end 0/ each Recommendation re/e, to the Parts 0/ tM Report, the .A,abia 
figures to tM paragraplu itt tho8e Parts. 
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(0) THE COMPILATION OF THE STATISTICS OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE-cont. 

(233) There should be a further classification of individuals under the heads of:

(a) Indoor paupers; (b) Outdoor paupers, and (c) Boarded-out paupers; 

and that, subject to, rec«;msideratio~ w,hen the scheme ~e. recommend is put into 
force, the present classificatlon by InstltUtIOns should be contmued. (VIII., 308.) 

(234) Statistics should be 6btained of the number of deserted wives and children. 
(VIII., 308). 

(2~5) For the purpose of the half-yearly Returns, the numbers relieved at midnight 
on the day selected should be recorded instead of those relieved on a given day. By 
this means persons who received both indoor and outdoor relief on the date of the 
Return would no longer be counted twice' over. (VIII., 308.) 

(236) Periodical returns should be obtained of the cost per head (in the case of 
annual expenditure) or per unit of accommodation (in the case of capital 
expenditure) of various classes of persons relieved and of the various methods of relief. 
(VIIl, 309.) 

(237) The items of expenditure of Public Assistance Authorities should be classified 
and an Index prepared on the lines of the "Index of Classification" included in the 
"Uniform System of Hospital Accounts." (VIII., 309.) . 

(238) The accounts of the Public Assistance Autho:dties should in all cases be inade 
up to the 31st March and 30th September. (VIIl, 310.) 

(P) TE'MPORARY COMMISSION •. 

(239) A temporary Commission, working under the Local Government Board, should 
be appointed with a view to securing the early and effective development of the new 
system of Public Assistance. (IX., 160.) 

NOTE.-The Roman figures at the end 01 each Recommendation reler to the Parts 01 the Report, the Arabie 
figures to the paragraphs in those Parts. 
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l\lEl\IORANDUM BY DR. DOWNES ON THE REPORTS OF THE 
COMMISSION. 

~ ha~e ~igned the Majority Report ~e?ause I desire to support the principle that 
public rehef ill every form should be admmistered and controlled by one local authority 
in each area. The control of assistance from public funds is a foremost funCtion of Govern
ment, but it is not one which t.he people of this country would willingly surrender to a 
regime of officialism, however this may commend itself to the ultimate aims which have 
inspired the Minority Report. . 

. B.ut I regret that I must dissent from the scheme of administration proposed in the 
?liaJonty Report. I view with grave misgiving the wholesale and imminent disruption 
of existing agencies and the transference of the work of reliet to a complicated, untried, 
and, as I venture to think, unworkable system of machinery with manifold and inherent 
dangers. It is doubtless true that the present elective basis of our local government has 
in some places proved insufficient to secure efficiency or to exclude corruption, and that 
it has failed to preserve a due balance of representation of interests or to enlist the services 
of many well~qualified workers and administrators. But all this could be adjusted by 
other measures, and a proposal to sweep away ~ll directly elected representation in this 
great field of local government is so contrary to the national instinct and to our established 
principles, and so fraught with contingent dangers, as to demand the most rigid proof 
of its necessity. The sufficiency of such proof, either in the Majority or in the Minority 
Report may, I think, be justly challenged, and it is improbable that the picture drawn 
in the latter Report will be generally recognised as an accurate or impartial presentment 
of the actual facts. 

In so momentous an issue it is perhaps unfortunate that the Evidence should not 
have been previously made public, and that even now it will not be accessible to many. 
It is important that every statement should be carefully tested, and that all contingent 
conditions should be taken into account. I do not think that the extracts given, even 
in the Majority Report, sufficiently comply with this in all cases. As an example I may 
refer to the extracts given in Part IV., Chapter 6, from certain Reports. These extracts 
fail to convey the very important fact that there is in the original Reports abundant 
evidence to show that the conditions of life of the outdoor paupers described are 
certainly no worse than those of the neighbouring independent people of the poorest 
class. What is there in question is, in fact, not so much the administration of reliefto 
which prominence is given, as shortcomings of education, of sanitation, and ot housing. 

That defects exist would be denied by no one, and that the machinery must advance 
with the times and be adjusted continually to the standard of the age is cle:a.r. But in 
a balanced consideration of those defects we should not lose a just sense of proportion, nor 
omit to take into account the advance which has been and continues to be,uade, in the. 
general welfare and standard of living, and in the administration of the Poor Law itself. 

To take an example :-The CommIssioners are impressed,and rightly, with the im .... , 
portance of classification: this, indeed, is a pIvot of both Reports, but the illustration. 
of shortcomings is so prominent that, as I have said above, there is danger of injuatice_ 
For in this matter of classification it is a fact to the credit of the country that of the indoor
poor-exclusive of lunatics in asylums and of casuals-more than 38 per cent. were in. 
1908 already provided for in specialised institutions quite apart from the ordinarv' 
workhouse, * and the proportion in London was more than 50 per cent. There may 
indeed be a danger of classification being carried too far, to the verge of hardship or
even tyranny. The breaking up of families, the removal of old folk from their associates 
and friends, may outweigh many administrative advantages. And administrative 
difficulties may themselves arise of minor import compared with the above, but well 
to be remembered. Classification run to an idea~ entails many practical diffi..culties and 
even evils. . 

• The percentage might be increased by the inclusion of a large number of indoor poor accommodated 
in II homes for the aged," etc., but technically included in the list of " workhouses" so-called. Moreover. 
i~ ill irrespective of all· the· classUications, . 8ometimeshighly- elaborated, -within the· workhouses-themselves. 
Nor does it take into account the great and ever-extending use of voluntary institutions bv the existing 
relief authorities. . 

• 
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To take another example: It is surely no mean thing to be able to say tha.t now 0 

all the chil~en in recei~t of r~lief, not 7 per cent. are housed in a workhouse proper, and 
that there IS. hardly.a umo~ whlCh does not send this remnant out to the public elementary 
school to mmgle wIth theIr fellows. In 1838 nearly half 0:1: the entire number of the 
,inmat~s of the wo~~houses were ,~hildre~ under sixtee~ years ofage. Now only one-tenth 
ot the mmates ot. workhouses, are chIldren under SIxteen; of these one-half are in the 
sick wards or separate infirmaries, and a large proportion of the remainder are babies 
under three years of age. . 

. Not less s~tis~actory is the rec?rd that within the same period the number of paid 
nurses of th~ SICk Ind.oor p.oor h8:s'rlsen fr?m less than 200. to more than 6,000, many of 

. whom are hIghly, tramed In th,eu professlOn. The beds In the separate infirmaries of 
:r.ondap. alone now nearly e~uallf,th~:r do not outnumber thos~ 0:1: all the general hospitals 
In the whole country. It IS a slgmficant proof of the public appreciation of these in-,. 
firmaries that the proportion 0:1: the total deaths in LoncWn which occur in the Poor Law 
institutions has risen from 12'3 p'er cent. in 1890 to20'5 per cent. in 1907. We should 
be careful, in considering statements of cases in which the Poor Law is asserted to be 
deterrent, not ~~ lose sight of these broad truths I regret that there is not in the Reports 
a fuller recogmtlOn of them and of the work that has been accomplished by the guardians 
a~d their officers, a work in which the co-operation of many voluntary agencies has greatly 
aIded. 

r' have studied the list of detects on which the sweeping changes advocated in the 
Majority Report are based. My experience convinces me that there is not one which 
could not be met, and I venture to say, better met by a revision, a strengthening, and an 
extension of existing powers on lines already established. Powers exist, more elastic 
and more extensive than the proposals of the Report, whereby any necessary extension 
of area, any combination ot local administration, or any classification could be effected. 
Some revision or addition of detail and a public mandate is alone needed to set them in 
. .operation. 
t 
I The Report, premising that extended areas are necessary, proposes that the future 

-'ayes. of local Poor Law administration shall be the county or the county borough. The 
vast amount of readjustment involved in this will best be realised by those who have 
had experience of the difficulties· entailed. "There would have to be no less than 225 

· adjustments of existing properties and liabilities, involving much time, trouble, and 
· expense, and without finality being secured. Urban districts grow into populous places 
· .and may be organised as boroughs. Boroughs increase in importance and will claim to 
.rank as county boroughs. Each change will necessitate further adjustments, and the 
more complete the institutional service provided by the administrative county from which 
the population would pass, the more difficult the rearrangement would become. With 
what' confidence could institutions be established for so uncertain a population? " * 

, The scheme of the Report indeed is inconsistent with the object ot self-contained classifi
, cation on which it is chiefly based. There are even cases in which the area would be 
reduced; the union of West Ham with a population in 1901 of more than half a million, 
would be replaced by a county borough of only half the population of the dissolved ullion, 

''While the remnant would be incongruously grouped for relief purposes with the sparsely 
peopled marshes of the coast. 

At present there are ni~e~y-tw? Poor La-yv unions, each with a population. of ~o~e than 
100,000. Among the admlmstratIve countIes and county boroughs by whlCh It IS P!O-

1Posed that these unions should be replaced, seventy-seven only have populations excee~mg 
100,000, The scheme in fact does not solve the problem of the great urban populatlOns 
where necessity for reform is greatest, while it threatens a maximum of disturbance to the 
rural districts where the need is least preflsing. It may indeed, be doubtedwhethet 
ma.ny of the proposed areas would atter all suffice for a complete self-contained scheme of 
classification; some of them are manifestly too small for moderate or even elementa.!y 
requirements. But the grouping of county or county borough areas would be difficul,tor 
practically impossible, in proportion to the incongruity of social and'industrial conditlOns 
and to the jealousies of strong municipalities, And thus the problem of the fringe of the 
great cities would still remain. ' 

__ .• Memorandum by the Right Hon.~ CharleBBooth~ See Appendil,. 
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From these objections a policy of grouping or amalgamating existing unions would be 
largely free. The adjustment of properties and liabilities would be comparatively_simple. 
" The plan could look forward to and automaticall.v provide for the future: existiItg 
machinery would be available and could be used for all it was worth." '" And in this 
connection the question of the existing officers should not be forgotten. The scheme 
before the Commissioners does not fully deal with this, and no estimate of_ possible cost 
of compensation for loss of office is given. Nor is there any indication of possible cost 
as regards the scheme as a whole, although it is apparently contemplated that the change 
shall be applied by one measure to the whole country. 

But such an upheaval would, I think, be rather astonishing to the rural districts, 
where pauperism is largely an affair of old age, and may reasonably be expected to ;be 
8ubstantially relieved by the Old-Age Pensions Act, and where enormous reductions have 
taken place in child pauperism. The necessity of drastic interference with these areas 
is not apparent. It is in fact not in the rural districts but in London and in the urban 
centres, and in regard to adult pauperism, especially of men, that the position is serious. 
The most disquieting index of urban pauperism is the increasing proportion of able-bodied 
men in health who are dependent on the rates, and the groWing percentages of previous 
applicants to comInittees under the Unemployed Workmen Act. . 

The following table (Report Part II.), seems to me so significant that I reproduce 
~~ I 

INCREASE OR DECREASB PER CENT. IN NUMBER OF ABLE-BODIED MEN IN HEALTH IN REC cIpf Oli 
POOR LAw RELIEF. -

Indoor. Outdoor. 

Groups of Unions. 
Between Between Between Between 

1891-1900. 1895-1905. 1891-1900. 1895-1905. 

-

Lmdm - - - - - - - - + 0'7 + 38'4 + 6'6 + 137'9 

Exira .Vetropolit/l,1L. 

Wholly urban - - - - - - - + 1:!'8 + 24-4 - 5'5 + 133'8 

Partly urban and partly rural, of which the 
following proportions are comprised in 
boroug~8 and urban districts:-

(a) 75 per cent. and upwards - - - + 34'0 + 19'2 - 32'6 4- 56·s;. 
(b) 50 per cent. and under 75 per cent. - - 3'5 + 2'3 - 48'9 - 18'5, 

(-.) 25 per cent. and under 50 per cent. - - 6'4 + 8'4 - 45'0 - 39'3, 

(d) under 25 per cent. - - - - - 26'1 - 19'0 - 44'2 - 34'.f. -

Wholly rural - - - - - . - 30'0 - 33'7 - 41'0 - 3i', 

England and Walu . . . . . . + 6'5 + 21'2 - 28-4 + 49-9 -

The decreased rate of able·hodied pauperism in the rural or semi-rural districts i3" 
as striking as the progressive increase in the urban districts, culIninating in the Metropolis ... 
is disquieting. There is indeed abundance of statistical evidence to show that the present
position is more serious in London than in any other part of the country. and this seems 
to demand that with London and the urban centres reform should begin. 

So far I have spoken of objec~ions to the adoption of the county or county borough 
as an area. There are further reasons for opposing any step which tends to municipaHse 
the adIninistration of public relief under the existing conditions of m.unicipal government 
in this country; conditions which are devoid of essential safeguards, and are fundamentally 
different from those 9f continental cities, a point which appears to be too often forgotten. 

A strong control of public relief is a vital necessity; I repeat that I wholly agree 
with the recommendation that this control should govern public relief in every form and 
that it should be in the hands of one authority. But I }told that that authority should 
be directly constituted for its special purpose: its functions are too great to warrant 

• Mr. Booth's Memorandum. 
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.its attachment as an appendage to a borough council. The device of a statutory com
mittee is at best but a makeshift of representative government: the great county or 
county boroug~ councils are already over-burt~ened with duties, a~d the minor municipal 

. bodies can claIm no such status as would entltle them to a dommant control of public 
relief. , . '. 

Any idea that the Bcheme would promote co-operation of departments-public 1:.ealth 
education, works, relief-I believe to be..illusory and dangerous. The mutual jealousie~ 
of committees, even of the same body, are familiar to those engaged in practical adminis
tration, and statutory committees may be expected to revolve in their own orbits apart 
from the rest. There is a greater probability of eventual fusion, the children to the 
edu~ation committ~e,~edical relief to the sanitary officers,. the able-bodied to the works 
depattment. In thIS lIght the scheme would appear to be but a halfway step to the multi
plication of relief authorities advocated by the Minority, and to the very end which the 
whole argument of the Majority Report condemns. 

I should favour, then, for London a scheme under which a relief authority 
should be constituted for its set purpose, ,I!artly elected and partly cominated. 
with an administrative area which could, 1£ and when thought fit, be extended 

\to include the" fringe" of London. I am Qonvinced that it would be a mistake to make 
.such a body too large: one elected member from each borough area should suffice, the 
nominated members being representative of defined interests. This body would set 
up, its local relief committees on the lines generally suggested-in the report, and I desire 
to especially support the proposed association.of each comxnittee with a chief and expert 
-officer charged with very responsible duties-such as are now discharged by the clerk of a 
-board of ~uardians, but with powers superadded on the lines of the office of inspector 
-of poor in ~cotland. For the control of institutions, numerous though they be, a large 
body is not requisite: to this the experience of map.y railways and other commercial 
-Concerns will testify: I believe that a small temporary Commission of, sa:r, five experienced 
administrators could initiate the whole machinery Strong and systematlc central financial 
-control is indispensable throughout, and I am not sure that this has been sufficienty 
-emphasised. 

Although London presents an exceptional problem, I see no reason why a s~ilar 
machinery should not in turn be applicable to great urban areas elsewhere, each area 
being built up of existing units of Poor Law administration, according to their' com
munity of social and industrial interests. It was calculated by Mr. Booth, in a 
memorandum from which I have largely drawn, that 154 urban unions, out of a total of 
'645, with two-thirds of the entire population of the country, xnight be thus dealt with, 
leaving the remaining 491 more or less rural unions, in which no great change is 
required, largely undisturbed for the present, further than by some adjustment in the 
numbers of guardians and the adoption of representative nomination, or by' a 
grouping and possible provision of a federal district board to co-ordinate the general 
adxninistration, and to make better provision for certain classes such as the sick* or the 
8.ble-bodied. On these lines I believe that efficiency may be secured and a large 
measure of devolution obtained. 

Where the relief adxninistration is thus systematically organised, it. might properly 
take over the administration of the lunatic asylums and fever hospitals. Both of these 
are essentially instruments of public relief, and there would be obvious. advantage .in 
consolidating the adxninistration of these public institutions under one body specially 
equipped for such a duty. The experience of London has shewn that the fever hospitals 
and the ambulance services may be admirablyadxninistered by such an authority, and 
that the arrang~ment admits of many advantages which could not otherwise be secured. 
The scientific application of principles of, administration, the, development of a trained 
and organised service, the control of finance, of contracts and supplies, and the adaptation 
of accommodation according to the need of the time, may be instanceq in illustration. 

As regards medical relief I fear that the 'scheme proposed in the Report is too 
complicated for adoption in practice, and too dependent on agencies beyond the 

• I have great hope that, in the Counties, muohmay be done for the siok by nursing organization, a~d 
by the development of County Infirmaries and Cottage Hospitals under the auspices of the Volunt~ry AI.d 
Councils and Committees proposed to be eshblished in Part VII. of the Majority Report. Wlth ~hls 
portion of the Rcheme, I am heartily in accord •. -But oiithese' Councils and Comnuttees the medloal 
profession should be represent·. d. .' . 
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eontrol of the Poor Law. The future must largely depend on the action· of the great 
voluntary hospitals and institutions of charity and self-help. There are signs that this 
will be forthcoming when the future of Poor Law relief has been settled, but this settlement 
should be the first step, and alignment of the other agencies should follow. The interest 
taken in this matter by the representative medical association, by some of the lee.ders 
of the medical profession and by the hospital organisations is a guarantee that the matter 
will not rest. The building up of the provident dispensaries, their relation to the voluntary 
hospitals, the reciprocity of each with any system of public medical relief, and the ever
increasing public demands upon the services of the medical profession, involve problems 
which should, I submit, be considered by some body more representative ot the interests 
concerned and more directly equipped to deal with detailed difficulties than the present 
Commission. The scheme set out in the Report appears to me to offer what amounts 
to a large measure of free medical relief without adequate safeguard either to the medical 
profession generally or to the ratepayer. Provident dispensaries established by the 
enrolment of paupers and subsidised by the rates would, I fear, becollle provident in nama 
only, and the offer, or inducement, of free institutional relief to any member of these 
dispensaries is one which in my judgment could not be met until the available accommoda
tion for the sick has been largely augmented. The margin of spare accommodation at 
present lies in remote country workhouses and not in the infirmaries of the urban centres 
-of demand. This offer of free institutional relief implies also, but does not insure, a settled 
scheme of reciprocity between the voluntary and the rate-supported hospitals; UIi.less 
this is done, the Poor Law in order to fulfil the obligation incurred, would be compelled 
to establish a costly system of specialised hospitals· parallel to and competing with the 
voluntary institutions. 

The problem of institutional medical relief lies mainly in the question of the man 
who is not ordinarily dependent on the rates. His necessity may be very real and urgent; 
a sudden requirement of costly and imperative surgery may be ruinous or even prohi
bitive to many who for the ordinary needs of lite would be counted well-to-do. The 
solution will doubtless be eventually found partly in increased facilities of accommoda
tion for those who can and wish to pay according to their means, partly in the .resources 
of co-operation and insurance, and partly in there-organisation and mutual reciprocity 
of the existing medical services, whether voluntary or rate-supported, which, I hope, may 
not be long deferred. As matters stand the position of the pauper may in this respect 
be not of less, but of greater eligibility than that of the man who has maintained his 
independence. 

Meanwhile, the grouping or combination of existing Poor Law units on the lines 
contemplated in this Memorandum i~to broad areas of administration for medical relief 
should with the widened choice of institutions, facilitate the classification of the sick 
poor, with advantage and economy, and at the same time enlarge the scope and conditions 
of the medical service. If this step is well assured Poor Law medical relief will, I think, 
progress on safe lines and will be prepared for systematic extension of co-operation with 
the voluntary agencies at the proper time. For co-operation with the Sanitary services 
provision already exists and could be developed without difficulty. The. separate func
tions of the two services, however, are quite definite, and any amalgamation of them such 
as is suggested in the Minority Report would, in my judgment, and I have had experience 
of both, be detrimental and contrary to the public interest. . 

On the question of disfranchisement the folloVl-1.ng observations of our Investigators, 
Mr. Steel-Maitland and Miss Squire are, very pertinent, "at present medical out relief does 
not disfranchise," infirmary treatment do~s so in some caSes and in some places but not 
in others. . . • . The origin of the present state of affairs lay in the cry' Why should a 
man lose his vote just for a bottle of medicine.' " And the distinction" is precisely the 
Teverse of what is really reasonable. In the case of a serious illness ~ demanding in
stitutional treatment the expense might well be beyond the resources of a thrifty man. 
The opposite is the case with a medical order. Hence at present a man is· not 
disfranchised if he gets relief which he ought to have been able to provide for himself. 
He may be disfranchised for seeking relief he could not reasonably be expected to provide 
and which in addition it was often to the public benefit as well as his own that he should 
get.". Personally I think that disfranchisement should at any rate be reserved for 
certain cases, e.g., persons able to pay but failing to repay. for infirmary relief obtain~d 
by them. 

: ..Memorandum co On certain aspects,' etc., paragraph 2. 

4T 
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Finally, I am of opinion that the whole question of the cost of hospital and infirmary 
construction and administration, and t~e standard of equipment generally should be 
inquired into by a Departmental Commlttee. 

The most pressing need for action is occasioned by the distress which is associated 
with lack of employment. Few things could be more injurious to the commonweal or 
more unsettling to men's minds than hesitation or delay in such It matter. And this, 
even if it stood alone, would to my mind be a fatal objection to the revolutionary schemes 
and to the breaking up of existing machinery proposed. by the Reports. I fully agree 
that the provision of public relief made by the Poor Law should be such as may be offered 
without loss.of self-respect to the well-conducted man who is obliged to resort to it. To 
every m~n should be given a chance in the first instance and a possibility of hope even 
in the last resort. It needs no great enlargeme:nt of present powers to secure this, and 
to extend the arrangements 'whereby a deC(ent home shall not be broken up in time of 
depression. This demands a more effectual severance of the idle and vicious from the 
industrious, a severance which can only be effectually enforced if the relief is in the hands 
of one authority in the first instance. To this end I would urge the promotion of legis
lation on the lines of the Report of the Departmental Committee on Vagrancy, and .1 
regret the inconclusive reference of the Majority Report to the recommend~tions of that 
Committee. 

I dissent from any recommendation for the provision of special work by local 
authorities at times of depression. The machinery of the Relief Authority should be 
so constituted as to suffice, and it should include provision for the use of spare 
accommodation in other localities if the accommodation of a distressed area should be 
found to be inadequate. More power for the utilization of distant accommodation is 
indeed needed. for ordinary administration, and it is imperative if great towns are to deal 
with able-bodied men in workhouses with sufficient land attached. In the rare case of 
local industrial disaster, such as the Lancashire cotton famine, I should desire to see pro
vision for financial assistance on the principle of a rate-in-aid over an extended area. I 
regret that this and the financial considerations of public relief generally have not been 
more fully dealt with by the Commission, and especially so, because the proposals of 
either Report must. in my judgment, inevitably involve an immediate but uncalculated 
outlay of public money. . 

The hurried issue of the Reports does not permit me to consider them in further 
detail. and I will only in conclusion refer to the proposed tabulation of statistics by the 
Central Authority. The experience of the statistical work of the Commission itself and 
of various public departments certainly does not support the conclusion that this work 
would impose too great a burden on the Central Department. I attach great importance 
to a proper and accurate system of statistics as an instrument of administration. and I 
trust that a strong Statistical Department and Intelligence Bureau will be established 
asa division or branch o.f the Central Authority. 

(Signed) ARTHUR DOWNES. 
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~IEMORANDUM BY MR. C. S. LOCH AND MRS. BOSANQUET. 

THE TREATMENT OF UNEMPLOYED PERSONS. 

We accept the necessity of making some provision for meeting exceptional 
distress, if it should arise in the transitional period, before the system of Public 
Assistance has been actually established. But we think that the ability of the Public 
Assistance Authorities ~to meet exceptional distress of all kinds, after that period, 
might have been more fully explained and illustrated in the Report. We regret that 
this has not been done. 

The Commission have agreed to the principle of there being one relief authority 
only. This authority it is proposed to call the Public Assistance Authority. The 
change of name from Poor Law to Public Assistance implies and indicates a change 
in spirit and purpose, methods and organisation. In these circumstances there seems 
to us to be no reason, why, when the new system has been set on foot, the Public 
Assistance Authorities should not meet all the exigencies of exceptional distress of 
whatever kind they may be, subject to the enforcement of the principle, which is based 
alike on general experience and on the dictates uf common sense, that the provision 
made for persons in distress who are able to work should not be more attractive than 
the conditions of self-support. 

We see no reason, why, unller obvious'safeguards, the Public Assistance Authori
ties should not be empowered to purchase land or to take any other measures which 
they may deem desirable to deal with exceptional or severe distress, as, for instance, 
such measures as might be required to meet the distress of a Cotton Famine or the 
difficulties that might arise in a cyclical want of employment; 

We are strongly of opinion that t.he treatment of distress, exceptional or other, 
should be entirely dissociated from the municipalities and from municipal employ
ment. 

We should very greatly regretit, if the methods proposed in the Report, in order 
to meet exceptional distress during the period of transition, should become permanent 
methods of procedure. 

(Signed) CHARLES S. LOCH, 

HELEN BOSANQUET. 

429. , T 2 
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While signing the Report because I agree, in the main, with)ts conclusions, I 
regret that I must differ from my colleagues on the following points:-

Machinery. 

A statutory Committee of the County Council appears to me to be open to the following 
objections :- . . 

(1) It tends to the municipalisation of the Poor Law. 
(2) It is comparatively untried machinery_ 
(3) It is, at best, composed mainly of those elected for other duties, and 

already over-weighted with work. 

I should have recommended an ad hoc authority elected from an enlarged area. and 
with a strong nominated, or co-opted element. The prospect of more hopeful work 
which must open out under the fresh arrangements would probably attract the services 
of those interested in the poor, and able to devote undivided strength and thought to 
them, as they would not be burdened with County Council business, nor eager for political 
advancement. ' 

Medical Relief. 

The scheme for Medical Relief sketched in the Report is not, in my opinion, workable~ 
moreover it opens the door too widely to free Medical Relief. 

Disfranchisement. 

I regret that the recommendations with regard to disfranchisement extend, rather 
than diminish, the number of those dependent on public funds, who would have voteE. 

Special Schemes of Work under AuthoriUes other than those for 
Public Assistance. 

But, finally, and chiefly, I emphatically dissent from the recommendation as to the 
provision of special work at times of depression. However guarded the conditions may be~ 
the mere knowledge of the existence of such schemes would, I believe, do harm. Artificial 
work provided by State or Municipality has never yet been successful, whether financially. 
industrially, or in its influence on character. There is also danger 'of corruption creeping 
in, the more industrial enterprises are carried on by Municipalities. The relation 
between these and their employes, who are also their constituents, is not satisfactory. 
Moreover, the duty of inspecting private enterprise cannot be properly performed by 
those who are competing with it. 

But there are far more important objections to a supply of artificial work. Such 
supply withdraws attention from those radical changes which can alone meet the diffi
culties of unemployment If, as I believe, we must trust to the energy, resolution, and 
keen practical sense of our people to find the places where they are wanted, an~ to fit 
themselves for the work which is needed; if we must look to them to provide against times 
of crisis by foresight. insurance, and savings; we must not buoy them up by visions of 
State, or Municipal, employment,-schemes .specially devised to meet their capacity 
instead of developing their power to do what is really wanted. Nor must we keep them 
in congested districts. . 

It may be that the provisions recommended in the Report, I.e., Insurance and Labour 
Exchanges for the industrious, and places of detention for vagrants and wastrels, may 
etill leave a certain number of unempl9yed. Then let our Workhouses-called, if it is 
thought well, Industrial and Agricultural Institutions or Labour Colonies-be, as the 
Report recommends, such that we shall not be ashamed to o'ffer them to a respectable 
man out of work, where he can wait, in healt:;hy surroundings, withdrawn from the labour 
market, afforded special training and employment, until he can resume his place in the 
industrial world. . 

(Signed) OCTAVU HILL. 
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MEMORANDUM BY MR.T. HANCOCK NUNNASTO'TllEFUNCTIONS 

AND CONSTITUTION OF THE NEW PUBLIC ASSIST.ANCEAUTHOR
ITY AND ITS LOCAL COMMITTEES, WITH A NOTE UPON 
THE HAMPSTEAD. SYSTEM OF CO-OPERATION BY 'MEANS OF 
A COUNCIL OF SOCIAL WELFARE. 

(A). INTRODUCTION. 

This Memorandum is written to indicate an alternative view of the functions of the 
future committees of Public Assistance, and to suggest' an alternative method of 
appointing them. This view and this method are derived very largely frOIil- my 
experience of the Hampstead system of co-operation by means of a Council of S~ial 
,V elf are. Accordingly, I have, in the Note following the Memorandum, described 
the genesis and functions of that Council. It is, I think, the only constructive and 
comprehensive attempt made in England, so far, to federate alL the Public Bodies 
and Friendly Societies in one Borough in one organized effort of social beneficence.· 
alleviative, restorative, and preventive. 

The Commission has been practically unanimous in selecting the County Area as 
the unit of administration of Public Assistance in the future, and in recommending that 

• the organization of Public Assistance be given to a Statutory Committee of the County 
Council Concurring as I do most cordially with this cardinal reform of our present 
Poor Law system, I feel bound to make the following alternative suggestions as to the 
functions of .the new Authority, and consequently as to the constitution of the new 
Authority and the method of appointment of their. local managers. 

(B.) ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS. 

I would recommend;-
1. That in each local area a Council of Social Welfare be formed on a 

scheme made by the Public Assistance Authorities, and approved by the 
Ch .. _ ties Commission Department of the Local Government Board, repre
sentative of all the Public, Voluntary, Endowed, and Friendly Bodies at work 
in that local area for the social betterment of the people. That the functions 
of this Council of Social Welfare be deliberative and electoral only. 

2 .. That in each County, or County Borough Area, a Council of Social 
Welfare be formed on a scheme drawn up by the County or County Borough 
Council and approved by the County Council Department of the local 
Government Board, representative of all the Public, Voluntary Endowed 
and Friendly Bodies at work in the County, or County Borough, but over 
areas transcending the local areas, for the social betterment of the people. 
That the functions of this Council of Social Welfare be deliberative and 
electoral only. 

3 That the majority of the Public Assistance Authority be members of 
the County Council '01' County Borough Council, whilst the minority consist 
of persons nominated by the County Council of Social Welfare and appointed 
by the Coun~ Councilor County Borough Council. 

4. That the local Committee of Public Assistance consist of persons 
nominated by the local Council of Social Welfare and appointed by the Public· 
Assistance Authority. 

5. That in addition to the Duties and Powers recommended in Part IX;, 
of our Report the Public Assistance Authority be empowered to effec~· 
organized co-operation amongst the constituent Bodies of the County and 
local Councils of Social Welfare, but that. no special Statutory powers be 
given them for this purpose beyond the power of making grants towards the 
working expenses involved in effecting. such co-ordination as they might 
recommend. This would involve an extension of 42 & 43 Vict., c. 54; 
Section 10. 
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6. That in addition to the duties laid down for the Public Assistance 
Committee in Part IX. of 'our Report, it be the duty of these committees 
with the approval of the Public Assistance Authority and in consultatio~ 
with the Local Council of Social Welfare, to organize co-operation amongst the 

'constituent Bodies of the local Council of Social Welfare, and to recommend 
to the Public Assistance Authority grants to voluntary agencies under the 
extended powers of 42 & 43 Viet., c. 54, Section 10. . . 

I would venture further to recommend, in order to mark the fact that the powers 
and duties, greatly enlarged no doubt, of the present Poor Law Guardians, are to be 
transferred to a Statutory Committee of the County Council, 

~\ 7. That the Public Assistance Authority be referred to as the County 
Guardians and their local committees as the Guardians' Managers. 

Under this system, although it would be open to the County Guardians and the 
local Managers to appoint Medical Committees, these would not be related to the 
A uthority in such a way as to ahsorb most of the organising work of what I describe 
as the democratic base of the system. Nor can I entirely subscribe to the suggestion 
in our Report that through the Medical Committee' a direct path should be onened 
from an application to the Guardians directly into a Provident Dispensary. Under 
this system the better way would surely he to promote such an organisation of 
combined Medical Aid as is actually in progress at Hampstead as sketched in 
Section XIII. of the following K ote. The path to the Provident Dispensary is there 
opened up, not through an application for relief, but by the enthusiasm, good 
fellowship and brotherhood, that links the members of a great Friendly Society .. 

(U,) AN ORGANIC RELATION BETWEEN THE STATUTORY AND VOLUNTARY BODIES. 

The general effect of these proposals is to make the County Guardians a real 
democratic base to the New System of Public Assistance; to place in the hands 
of these Guardians not only the provision and organization of Public Assistance but 
the promotion of co"operation' amongst all institutions that aim at the betterment 
of the people; and to do this by means of County Committees and local Managers; 
but to secure the representation on both of these, of the bodies whose co-operation 
is sought. These alternative proposals are based upon my confirmed opinion that no 
reform of our present Poor Law will be effective if the new system is not fortified by, 
and at the same time safeguarded from, the operations of equally powerful Bodies in 
the same field ; and that the way to effect this is to connect organically the Statutory 
and the Voluntary Bodies. 

I.-Electoml. 
It is now agreed on all hands that the direct election of the local administrators 

of Public assistance is a failure. Overwhelming evidence has been submitted to us 
proving that the great majority of the local electorates are not sufficiently interested 
to vote ad hoc. On the other hand it is felt that the electoral dependence of the local 
administrator of relief upon the individuals who may themselves become applicants 
for relief is demoralizing to the representative and to the electorate. This very kind 
of demoralization, followed by a reversion to those condemned methods of relief aL 
once pauperizing to the poorer classes, and impoverishing to all classes of the 
community, has been only too conspicuous of late. . 

But if we are forceu, owing to the apilthy of the electorate to abandon one form 
of representative government for the appointment of the local managt'rs of the 
democratic Authority, have we then exhausteu the possibilities of representative 
government 1 If the ordinary {'lector is not sufficiently interested in Public Assistance 
to go to the poll, who is suttici'ently interested, to whom is it of importance? The 
answer is that it is of importance, it is of vit.al interest, to certain classes of the com
munity - to those who. by adopting certain professio:;}s, or as voluntary workers, or as 
organizers of Friendly Societies, are devoting all or a la.rge portion of their time, 
strength and abilities to the service of their poorer neighbours, The derh'Y of a 
Ruri-decanal Chapter, the members of a 'Free Church Council, a Branch of the British 
Medical Association, the Governing Bodies of our great Hospitals, Nursing Associa
tions and Dispensaries, the Trades Councils reprei'lenting the Trll,des Unions of' their 
districts, the Committees of the great afliliated and other l<'l'iendly Societies, the 
members of Public Health Committees, Bath Committees, Libraries Committees, and 
Distress Committees of our Municipal bodies, Committees-men and women- of 
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Voluntary Societies, Trustees of local and county Endowments-to these people, a 
great and constantly increasing number of influential persons drawn from all classes 
of society, all religious denominations, and every shade of political opinion. To these 
certainly the election of the local managers of the Publio Assistance Authorities is of 
extreme importance. Their work may be upheld and aided, or undone altogether by 
the local administration of the laws relating to the poor. On the other haud, sinc~ by 
their maladministration they may flood the local managers of the Guardians with 
applications for relief or wreck the policy conceived by the County Authority, their 
sympathy and co-operation are essential to Public Assistance. . 

It has been shown in Hampstead how easy it is to form out of these elements an 
Electoral Council by which the local managers of Public Assistance might be 
nominated-their appointment-like the constitution of the Electoral Council itself
remaining in the hands of the democratic Public Assistance Authority of the Council. 

It must be remembered that we are face to face with a real political difficulty
the astonishing apathy of the elector at the triennial election of Guardians; and that 
we are also face to face with an administration of the Poor Laws which-althouglJ 
there are many shining exceptions to prove the rule-reflects the temper of the 
electorate in its want of heart, want of mind, and general want of power to deal with 
the most difficult problems presented by the present condition of the Poor. 

H.-Personal. 

N ow is it not true that in the community itself what is wanted is just that kind of 
concentration or rallying ground for social sympathy, social aspiration and enthusiam, 
social effort, and social co-operation, which a Council of Social Welfare affords? . In the 
sporadic efforts now being made to imitate unofficiaUy the official Elberfeld system, in 
the Guilds of Help which are springing up in the provinces and competing, it is to be 
feared rather unhappily, with existing charity organization societies, in the efforts more 
or less successful to reform the Charity Organisation Society itself and adapt it to the 
needs of this generation, in the excellent organization of Health Visitors in London and 
in the country, in Mrs. Asquith's admirable l~aue of Personal Service in London, which 
must be established or it will evaporate-in all these efforts one sees an awakening of the 
public conscience-a desire to "serve God in the State," a civic enthusiasm that cries aloud 
for organization. This need has been met in Hampstead by the gradual building up of a 
representative Council of Social Welfare. Such a council meet two needs at once because 
the needs are so intimately connected. It can form an electorate for the nomination of 
the local managers to be appointed by the Public Assistance Authority. And it can 
concentrate and rally all the personal service of the community-now more or less isolated 
and to that extent ineffective. But I have to show that it can perform two more services 
not a whit leES important. For, thirdly, iu appointing an Executive as in Hampstead, 
or in nominating (not appointing) the local Managers of the Guardians in our new system, 
it can give them its mandate to promote co-operation amongst its own constituent Bodie~. 
And, fourthly, by seating the representatives of the Voluntary, Friendly and Municipal 
Services, which are largely preventive in their opecation, in the heart of the system of 
Public Assistance (which is now mainly alleviative but increasingly remedial), it may 
enable the Public Assistance Authority to harmonize the whole system of assistance 
within and without its statutory limits. These two later propositions I proceed to 
illustrate from the Hampstead system, only premising that what obtains there under a 
purely voluntary system would. in my opinion obtain with greatly enhanced advantage 
in the case of a County Council of Social Welfare nominating a minority of the County 
Authurity, and in the case of a local Council of Social ·Welfare nominating all or nearly 
all of the local Managers of Public Assistance. 

III.-Execllti1:e. 

The need of co-operation is enforced at some length in the following Note, because 
I feel that in our Report we have regarded the Voluntary Aid Committee too much 
as a Voluntary Committee of Assistance for individual cases of distress. What each 
community needs is a co-operative civic Body which will secure the organisation tllHt 
makes all case work effective. Such a Body CULJcentrates effort upon Social Welfare 
itself, and minimises the need of relief, not by charitable relief of individual cases, 
but by raising the whole standard of life and character by the development of sotidl 
responsibility. 
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The principle underlying the co-operation, that is, the distinctive features of the 
Hampstead System, is the Representative Control by aU the agencies of those depart. 
ments of their work which come into contact with one another, which may therefore 
clash by, overlapping, or gather power by co·operation. This Representative Control 
is in its turn based upon the principle that growth takes place from within, in other 
words, that all snccessful co-operation must depend upon the consent of the co
operating parties. We may go further and say that where co-operation is to be of 
real value the point of view of each agency must be sympathetically grasped by some 
central Body; and that not until all sides have been heard and understood can the 
true solut~on of any complicated social problem be indicated. These considerations 
are elaborated in the concluding section of the following Note, in which the need and 
use of a\Representative Council and Executive of Social Welfare are advanced. 

'Now the point about the Executive which I am anxious to make quite clear is 
this :-that the control it exercises over ,Agencies is, as I suggest that the control 
of the County Guardians should be, indirect. By an appeal which is backed by no 
statutory powers at all, it brings into conference the Agencies whose co-operation in 
some departments of their common work is required. The agencies themselves 
exercise in common whatever direct control is necessary. and this control goes as far, 
and goes on as long as it is found to be useful. Only the points of contact between 
the Agencies come under common control, each Agency retaining its entire 
independence in all other matters. In Section XVI. of the Note it is suggested that 
only under very exceptional circumstances would it be possible for any Body with less 
than Municipal Authority to compass the co-ordination here indicated; but at the present 
time the trend of public opinion is distinctly in favour of municipal intervention, 
provided it does not take the form of absolute control over voluntary enterprise. The 
Note that follows this Memorandum illustrates the kind of co-operation that may be 
brought about, provided it is the duty of some permanent body to bring it about. In 
the new scheme of Public Assistance we advocate, the work would fall 'to Standing 
Committees of the County Guardians and of the Guardians' Managers )·espectively. The 
Chairmen of these Committees would need to be men of influence in the County and 
in the local area, and their chief officers men of liberal education, experienced' in all 
departments of local work. 

IV.-Organic. 

But one of the greatest of our social problems is-how to provide preventive assist
ance just at the very point where dependence or pauperism may begin, such a backthrust 
-such an automatic backthrust-as shall start the applicant for Poor Relief upon the path 
of independence. Here again the application of the principle of representatiye control has 
been applied with success. The Note shows how the Board of Guardians in Hampstead, 
.already containing several earnest social workers, was gradually reinforced until it 
l)ecame practically a representative body of social workers. These workers, recognising 
the unsuitability of the machinery of a Destitution Authority for the purposes of 
charitable relief, and having full scope for voluntary enterprise in the Charitable Friendly 
and Municipal Bodies to which they already belonged, were able to apply what we may 
call the principle of Mr. Goschen's Circular to the relations between Voluntary and 
Statutory Relief. That principle, surely, is that, just as it is the function of the general 
local authorities to provide services for the public convenience or the public health where 
pl'ivate interest or enterprise is not equal to the task, so the appeal to the Guardians is 
not so mrch determined by the kind or- degree of calamity into which a family has 
fallen, but upon the answer to this question :-Is there or is there not available the 
voluntary help adequate to the right treatment of the case. The idea that the Poor 
Law wa.'! to deal with all destitute cases, and charity with all poor persons in need but 
not actually destitute, is apparently derived from the fact that upon an application for 
Relief the Poor Law Authority must relieve all who are destitute and only those who 
are destitute. But as a matter of fact some of the most destitute cases are regarded 
:as thA 8pecial province of charity; whilst the Commission has found all over England 
,and hardly any Board of Guardians confine their help to cases of destitution. 

The principle that the State and the Municipality should supplement Voluntary 
ServlCes only where the need of such supplement is proved to exist, seems to me to 
be the principle that should govern this confessedly difficult relation. On the one hand 
it gives free play to all the positive spiritual and social influences which are needed 
for social or individual reform. On the other hand it secures municipal intervention 
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where individual or social enterprise fails. The necessity of the position is that these 
forces should interact. 'Vhat is needed is, not that there should be anything like 
parallelism between Statutory Relief and Voluntary Assistance, ,but that the exactly 
opposite relation should subsist. Parallel lines are lines that never meet. Charity 
and a Poor Law should never part. Each should have within the other an organ of 
co-operation. That is, the Guardians' Managers should be ~representative of the 
Voluntary Bodies, and so be enabled without friction and by means of orga.nic relation, 
to promote the co-operation that safeguards both lines of action. This is provided 
by the system of which the Council of Social 'Welfare is the pivot, either in the local 
area or in the County or County Borough. 

(D). THE ACTUAL AnMINSTRATION OF RELIEF. 
(1). Under this system one of the first duties of the Organising Committee of the 

Guardians Managers would be to promote local committees of assistance on the lines 
laid down in Part VI., Section VII., of the following Note. When they were formed all 
applicants fOl" Domiciliary Aid would be at first referred to them. Afterwards they 
wonld soon learn to apply to them direct. The Guardians would still have the power 
of granting Out-relief in cases where they considered the local Committee of Assistance 
had failed to take the right line. But this is a power they would use very sparingly. 
Being members of voluntary agencies themselves, they would know that relief from 
the rates would tend to dry up relief from charitable sources. Their power would 
largely consist in their personal influence as members of the Voluntary Bodies, in the 
fact that the local committees would themselves be representative, and last but not 
least in their power of recommending grants for working expenses based upon the 
efficiency with which the local committees co-operated. . 

(2). All Domiciliary Relief, whether asked by a· joint Medical Committee, or by 
an Infants' Health Committee, or by a Children's Care Committee, or any other mediate 
organizing Body, would be administered by the local Committees of Assistance, repre
sentative of all the agencies, religious and otherwise, in an. area of two or three parishes. 

(3). All relief given in the home would be raised frbm voluntary sources, through 
appeals, collections and voluntary subscriptions. Such a system would, however,. carry 
with it the principle of personal friendly visiting, and would thus convert the mechani~ 
cal allowance system of the present Poor Law which pauperiJ s into a system of 
personal influence in the direction of self-reliance and mutual depe,\:lence. 

(E). CONCLUSION. 
The o~jections I have tried to meet in our present Poor Law System are :-First, 

that no Body of men and women appointed to act as a De.stitution Authority will stop 
short of relieving Destitution only.. Humanitarian motives will draw them over the 
border line that is supposed to separate Poor Law from Charity. On the other hand, the 
human feelings that prompt charitable assistance will inevitably deal most readily with 
the most destitute cases. If therefore this interaction cannot be avoided, it must be 
met and organized. And it may as well be organized as thoroughly as possible by a 
constant organic relationship between the Body that relieves Destitution and the Bodies 
(1) that aim at saving and restoring human wreckage, (2) that aim at promoting 
Preventive and Constructive methods of Social Welfare. It will be objected 
that I am advocating Municipal Socialism in a region hitherto exempt altogether 
from the ravages of that bogey. I can only meet this objection by saying 
that any dread of Municipal Socialism that I harbour lies in the danger it in
yolves of destroying Individual or Social Enterprise. But as a matter of fact the 
system I am advocating is proposed largely with a view of meeting and disposing of 
this very difficulty. A reference to Sections x., XI. and XII. of the following Note 
will show that in the domain of Public Health, Elementary Education and Poor Law 
Relief the field of Municipal administration in Hampstead is simply packed with 
voluntary workers whose activities are trained and heightened and fortified by their 
contact with expert officials, whilst the officials are freed from many of the trammels 
incidental to statutory regulations by the presence of a body of free but trained and 
organized visitors. This is in fact the. chief contribution of the Hampstead system to 
the most pressing Problem of the Day. It offers a fair and as I think a final answer to 
the old antagonism between State and Voluntary enterprise. . That answer is this, and 
it is of the essence of our system-That the cure for these Social antagonisms is-not 
that they should part, but that they should meet. 

(Signed) THOMAS H.A... ... coCK NUNN. 
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NOTE BY MR. T. HANCOCK NUNN ON THE HAMPSTEAD SYSTEM 

OF CO-OPERATION BY MEANS OF A COUNCIL OF SOCIAL 
WELFARE. 

PART J.-COM~IUNAL CO-OPERATION. 

I.-INTRODUCTION. 

For the past nine years a sustained effort has been made in Hampstead to 
co-ordinate all the agencies in the borough that deal with the social betterment of 
the people. And the instrument adopted for this purpose has been an old and very 
simple one-the principle of representative control. This principle has been applied 
in the earlier stages of the movement to small local groups or for special purposes, 
f3.g., the prevention of phthisis, or the prevention of overlapping in relief. But it has 
been applied more and more widely as its advantages were gradually recognised and 
accepted, until at the present time the whole of the agencies in the borough-religious, 
municipal, voluntary, endowed, mutual-are represented on one council whose object 
-the improvement of the condition of the people-is sufficiently general, if rightly 
interpreted, to include all further social (levelopments. 

It is this fact, that the system has grown, group by group and purpose by purpose, 
that differentiates it from most of the associations that have since adopted its main 
principle. At Edinburgh the only completely similar undertaking was inaugurated 
about three years ago with a complete representative co~stitution. The same thing is 
now being attempted in some English provincial towns. This is all to the good. But 
these associations, until they have gained their experience and produced their organi
zation, prove the desire, but not the power, to co-operate. In Hampstead· the 
-constitution of the representative councilt has been built up very gradually out of 
smaller representative groups of men and women interested in one particular locality 
{)r in one special phase of the social problem. This constitutes the unique interest of 
the Hampstead experiment. It is not a paper constitution from which men hope for 
things they cannot see. It is it point of view and a habit of action reached by the 
representatives of a whole community through their own experience and their own 
acts. It is a natural growth. It proves-what it is. 

Consideration then is claimed for this experiment, because up to a certain point 
it has proved successful. It has virtually eliminated overlapping of relief. It has 
strengthened, instead of weakening j the agencies associated. It has given to their 
combined efforts an effectiveness they could never have achieved in isolation. And it 
has unified and standardised many, and often conflicting, methods of social reform. 

Up to a certain point the system has succeeded, But beyond that point it has 
failed. And it is submitted that its failures are even more instructive than its 
successes. 

But successful or unsuccessful, it is lw'e. Embodied in the resolutions of every 
agency-religious, municipal, voluntary, endowed, or mutual-in one not unimportant 
borough of London, are agreements to aet in concert with all the other agencies for 
social betterment. The minutes of the Council of Representatives indicate those lines 
of least resistance upon which agreement is not . only desired but approved as 
practicable. The reports of the Executive Committee show how co-operation is 
actually practised in direct relation to the lives of the poor. 

- if And in Stepney, where a 6imilar association of agencies is now being built up by the Bishop of 
Stepney and Canon Barnett.- _. 

t See Charities Appendix. 
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It has been urged that Hampstead is so small,· and that its conditions are so 
exceptional, tha.t the experiment is valueless to the social investigator. But will a 
social investigator of any eminence say this? No practical thinker would neglect the 
study of republican government in Switzerland, for instance, because Switzerland is 
small and exceptionally situated. These factors might, indeed, give to the Swiss 
variant its special interest. It might be argued that under those conditions, if any, the 
referendum, for instance, should prove a success; that if it is not successful under 
those conditions, it is difficult to conceive any conditions under which it might safely 
be used. So with the voluntary, as opposed to any municipal, system of· public 
assistance. It might be argued that if it could succeed anywhere, it should have 
succeeded in Hampstead; that it has failed there; and that therefore it will be hopeless 
to depend upon it, say, in Bethnal Green. 

But the gravamen of the case against Hampstead as a fair ground for a social 
experiment is not that it is sma.ll and active, cultivated and liberal, but that it is ric/t, 
As a matter of fact, the Borough of Hampstead contains the poor of Kilburn. This is 
often forgotten in Hampstead, and quite unrealised by outsiders. Indeed, Hampstead. 
with its rich side and its poor side, is an epitome of London itself. It has the pover~y 
neither of Bethnal Green nor of Southwark. Nor has it the riches of the City or of 
Mayfair. Still it strikes much the same average. It is an ordinary borough, and like 
most London boroughs, very progressive in thought, very moderate in action. But 
like every other borough in London, and like London itself, the community needs 
communion; and, like them, must owe its social salvation to whatever trains its 
citizens, heart aod mind and will, to realize their mutual dependence, their member
ship of one body. This it is that the Hampstead system professes to do. 

n.-THE CHARITY ORGANISATION SOCIETY. 

. For such an attempt as was conceived in Hampstead there could be no better start
ing point than a local centre of the Charity Organisation Society. Indeed, the object 
of that society as set forth in its manual, viz., the improvement of the condition of the 
poor, is sufficiently wide to include all forms of social work within its scope. Compared 
with the public services of the municipal bodies, or with the partial schemes of ordinary 
philanthropic enterprise, it strikes one at onc~ by its comprehensive and ideal character. 

It has been partly the misfortune and partly the fault of the society that the 
public have never been persuaded to take this larger view of its programme. 
Criticism has halted between two ideas as to its functions-the idea that it was a relief 
society that gave too little, and the idea that it was a detective agency that inquired 
too much. Both these misconceptions. arose from the conscientiousness of the 
society'S older members. They were determined, according to their lights, to sift 
every case thoroughly-and they were dubbed inquisitorial. They were honestly of 
opmion that relief should be minimised-and they were stigmatised, by those who 
mistake cash for charity, as hard-hearted. They were confronted by a mass of cases 
of whose need and deserts they were satisfied j they raised money for them, giving in 
carefully selected cases relief that was adequate; then their own friends turned upon 
them, and reproached them with pauperising the people! Indeed, a society which, in 
London alone, enlists the active services of some thousand almoners and actually 
administers £35,000 per annum in the relief of distress, has found it hard to convince 
the public that it is not a relief society. It is useless to contend that by inquiries, 
reports, and organisation, it has probably directe.d into right channels a much larger 
Stun; or that a still larger amount has been probably saved for useful o~jects by its 
criticism of bogus or inefficient institutions, arId its detE'ction of fraudulent applicants 
for alms. The fact remains that in the past it has fed relief and starved organisation, 
and has allowed charity or "love made wise" to appear too often as a mere almsgiver. 
But at the same time, in criticising the action of others; it has led public opinion to 
demand wiser methods of relief. The Lady Bountiful, on her merciful errand of 
creating paupers at a shilling a ticket, is giving place to a District Visitor, ~ Deaconess, 
or a C.O.S. Almoner, who gives hel'sel/to strengthen character and family life in some 
relation to the needs of the community. As such friends of the poor learn to wield 
the instrument organisation can place in their hands, doles and allowances fall back ; 
schemes of moral or economic help, carefully planned and patiently carrie~ out, take 
their place. In such service, money plays a subsidiary, although an important, part; 
and is used not to replace, and so to wither, moral fibre, hut to save where effort has 
heenunavailing against physical and moral weakness or social calamity. 
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The third complaint against the society, viz., that it hard-heartedly rejected more 
than half the applications made to it by the poor or their helpers, is so intimately 
connected with the society's relation to the Poor Law, that a short historical retrospect 
is necessary to clear the ground. 

The society was founded at a time when enlightened public opmlOn was deeply 
impressed by the evils resulting from indiscriminate relief. During the last three 
-decades of the nineteenth century it was constantly combating the idea: that relief can 
be regarded, from any point of view, as a social lever. Accordingly, the society's 
·earlier case-books show a larg~ percentage of what are called" rejected" applications 
-cases.in which a man's difficulties were found to be irremovable by any method 
of mate:r.ial relief; in which the applicant was therefore "thrown back" upon his own 
resource~. Unfortunately this negative policy was usually applied to precisely those 
unhappy members of the community whose resources in character or circumstances 
were least able to stand the strain. In them self-reliance needed to be most carefully 
fostered, and upon them the Poor Law, to which they were" left," could exercise only 
a sterilising influence. During these earlier years the society was moved more by fear 
than by love-the wholesome fear of indiscriminate relief. Dming the 'eighties public 
feeling about the condition of the poor, the resulting Universities' Settlements move
ment, and such fresh light upon their lives as was given by Mr. Oharles Booth's" Life 
and Labour of the People," aided an inevitable react.ion towards a more positive, a 
more thorough, and a more humane treatment of distress: The member~ of the O.O.S., 
like other people, were asldng, 'Vhat can we do to share the burdens of the very poor, 
to learn their life, to cultivate their friendship, and so to create character? As men 
learned more abou.t that self upon which the pOOl' were expected to .rely, and about 
the conditions under which they were expected to thrive, they learned that the doctrine 
of self-reliance needs to be supplemented by the doctrine of our mutual dependence, 
our membership of one spiritual body. Thenceforward,. in the o.O.S. as elsewhet'e, 
men and women made greater efforts at individual and social reconstruction, borrowing 
from the American systems of friendly visiting. .The result is seen in an almost 
paradoxical reversal, not in o.O.S. principles, but in their application. District com
mittees of the society are now to a large extent occupied in the prevention of distress. 
The school and the club are becoming matters of first importance to them. Whole 
classes of cases formerly "rejected" as hopeless are found to yield to treatment. 
The case quoted on page 15 is one which, ten years ago, very few, if any, o.O.S. 
-committees would have dared to take up. It is one which, two years ago, was only 
taken up by the Hampstead committee in faith and blind hope. Its difficulties 
yielded to the combined power of organised enthusiasm. 

But an objection far more serious because more fundanlental than any of these, 
was felt by thoughtful men and women, not so much without as within the society. 
'Vhilst the central council waS propagating sound doctrine on charitable relief, and 
the district committees were devoting themselves with ceaseless energy to enquiries 
and reports-yes, and adequate assistanee-in thousands of cases per annum, a vast 
and growing complex of religious, endowed, voluntary, and municipal forms of assist
ance, largely inspired by the society's own teaching, were cutting athwart, and often 
undel'mining, the small and scattered work of the o.O.S. The first year the Hamp
stead Associated Agencies registered their assistance, for instance, it was found that 
the O.O.S. was dealing with less than ten per cent. of the total number of cases 
assisted in the borough. And yet co-operation has been put forward by the society as 
the first means of promoting any improvement. in the condition of the poor. Let us 
.glance at the genesis of some of the contemporary movements to which we have 
alluded. The Society was founded in 1869-the year of Lord Goschen's circular on 
"Charitable Oo-operation with the Poor Law Guardians." The Elementary Education 
Actfollowed in 1870. In the next decade the county councils were created. The Act 
of 1894 e~tended, with far-reaching results, the qualifications and electorate ~or poor 
law guardians. A few years later the boroucrh councils were formed; and, still later, 
under the Unemploycd Workmen's Act, the ~Distress Committees began their work. 
Alongside of this rapid development of municipal activity there has been a no less 
vigorous growth in the sphere of voluntary assistance, in the largest sense of the 
'"ord, in the rise and influence of the Universities Settlements, and in a vast output 
,)f social work organised by the churches of ail denominations, and. by innumerable lay 
societies. The same period has witnessed a parallel extension of the. great Industrial 
and Friendly Societies' mutual provident movement. . 
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In one generation the very foundations of public assistance had been shifted. The 
improvement of the condition of the poor was now seen to be no longer, if it ever had 
appeared, a mere matter of the organisation of charitable relief. Voluntary assistance, 
.altogether transcending mere schemes of relief, had enormously expanded, largely, it i~ 
true, owing to the society's initiative. The mutual help of workmen's associations hall 
.achieved a commanding position in trade, in industry, and in charity. Meanwhile 
municipal and legislative control already threatened to seize much of the ground thus 
<occupied. It is not strange if the mid-Victorian name and practice of the o.O.S. have 
,become antiquated in the face of a much larger need for the co-ordination not of some, 
but of all the social forces that aim at the" Improvement of the Condition of the Poor." 
:x or would it be anything but a sign of paralysis if, in the new conditions with which 
'we have to deal, the application of the old principles were not profoundly altered. 

In Hampstead the agencies-religious, municipal, volunt~ry and provident
runited to prevent this danger, and sa\-ed the C.O.S. from itself. For years smaller 
groups of agencies, brought together by local contiguity or by common interest in 
special departments of social work, learned by mutual concessions and common efforts 
the value of unity and co-operation. These smaller groupings, growing in strength, 
.efficiency, and mutual confidence, have rendered possible the Conncil of Social 'tV elfare_ 
'representative of all the local agencies in the borough. ~- .. 

IH.-Co-OPERATION. 
Those who conceived the Hampstead system, endeavoured to rid themselves of 

·the cant that pins its faith to anyone form of social enterprise-the cant of municipal 
:socialism-the cant of the C.O.!::i.-the cant of the unemployed banner: "Damn your 
. charity. " The religious, municipal, voluntary, mutual movements were here. The 
.effectiveness of their total services depended not upon the predominance of one, 
but npon the harmony of all. They were different arms of an army actually in 
:the field. They must either clog and cancel or support and fulfil one anothers' efforts~ 
In such a host of agencies social effort must federate or fail. 

N ow the enemy within the gate was a virtue in disguise-the loyalty and sense of 
.iluty that inspire the" local body" jealous of any assistance from without, that insti
itutional exclusiveness, that perverted sense of doing one's own duty, which, while it 
marrows our own action, cabins and confines on every side the action of our fellow
workers in the same field. It was felt that in our social world at any rate, with its 
-complex of agencies, no one social problem could be solved by one agency alone, and 
;by no number of agencies acting without unity; but that as it takes a soul to save a 
·soul, so it must take all that is best in the community to save all that is worst. This 
. means that the guerilla warfare that has so long been maintained against carelessness, 
;ignorance, and sin, must be given up, and a highly-organised and well-equipped army 
,take the field. . 

But our belief in co-operation was tempered by a lively fear of over-organisation 
,since much of the best social work consists in the personal influence of one human 
being over another. We did our utmost to secure that our' system should present 

ithese three conditions :-
(1) That the actual hand felt by those in distress be the hand of a friend, 

and not of an official organisation. . 
(2) That the helper should yet be backed by a . powerful instrument for 

handling the network of agencies that exist for social betterment,. 
(3) That the relationship between helper and helped 8hqUJd Giiitliune 

long enough to develop the knowledge essential to friimdl§ help. 

But the individuality of a society, its spontaneity,and freshness, and esprit de 
-corps, are as important to any combination to which it belongs as is the individuality 
of a member of a community. 

Accordingly, whilst our syst~m aimed at-
(1) Complete intercommunication between the associated agencies, 

it contented itself with merely offering-
(2) Opportunities for any closer co-operation that· might be desired, 

either permanently or as a temporary expedient, t . 

. and maintained-
(3) The complete freedom of action of each agency. 
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Above all things we were anxious to escape the dangers of a too highly centralise'd 
system, and to build one up which would fairly lend itself to influences that were local, 
personal, generic, and co-operative .. For effecting this something very different from 
the existing relief society machinery of the local C.O.S. was needed. What was wanted 
was a nidus for a mutual association not yet formed. This in tmn would depend 
upon an effort of faith, imagination, sympathy, and patience in a constantly' growing 
body of persons. 

}'ortunately this e,ffort was forthcoming. In the 'little meetings at which our 
plans were laid some nine years ago, now a neighbouring vicar or guardian, now the 
minister of one of the Free Churches, or a district visitor, or again a Friendly Society 
man, oi' some quite unofficial person who had heard of what was going on, would 
come forward with l:&lpful advice or a promise to bring into the work a fresh colleaO'ue 
or agency. Thus the mutual association j which for so long did not receive a con~ti
tution, became a real thing because it met a real need by the most potent and the 
most fruitful instrwnent in use amongst human beings, band work, the support of 
something that gre>ws, and can grow only by effort and sacrifice that are mutual. 
The closer association of the Hampstead Agencies has not been the work of one 

-Gou;lluittee or of one society. It has been a gradual growth in unity of spirit amongst 
those who recognised the necessity of co-operation; and its motive force has been 
the growing realisation of this truth, that any improvement in the condition of 
the poor is not forwarded, but is seriously menaced, by relief; alId to be compassed 
only by mutual personal influences that develop individual character, family life, and 
social responsibility. . 

IV.-ANTECEDENT ORGANISATION. 

It is indeed lamentable that the only thorough effort made in modern England 
to introduce order in the chaos of philanthropic effort should have suffered such a 
series of disasters as befell the o.O.S. Conceived on the broadest lines and launched 
under most favourable circumstances, the local committees of the Society, out of 
sheer humanity, abandoned the ideal of co-operation, and added one more, although 
an excellent one and the best, to the many relieving agencies they had set themselves 
to co-ordinate. Out of sheer humanity. Those who blame the o.O.S. for its" freezing 
reason's colder part " misconceive its mistake. In a spirit of catholicity which has. 
been maintained at a hig~itch through a whole generation, the doors of the Society 
have been open to the poor (hily in some forty districts of London for nearly forty years. 
Failing to secure the right treatment for its cases from the various societies to which 
it referred them, the C.O.S. set about the heroic task of secming by its own efforts 
that all helpable cases should be adequately relieved. The Society suffered the· 
defeat that attends those who start with the intention of standardising effort, and thea 
enter the lists with those they would regulate. What was the result 1 Through 
sheer pressme of case-work the Committees of the Society had to confine themselv~s 
almost exclusively to the relief of those who applied at their own offices. TheIr 
larger and harder task had been, so to co-ordinate and harmonise the work of all ~he .. 
agencies in each district that every distressed person, and not merely those applymg 
at their offices, should be adequately assisted and permanently benefitted. Their aim, 
indeed, had been to go still further to build up an organisation preventive of future 
distress. These larger tasks were by the local committees perforce abandoned.· 
Un~i' lp,tely. the self-constituted Committees of the C.O.S. have on the whole been 
gtad'if they CQuld secure some co-operation on their own. cases only. 

Antecedent o'-ganisatioll, seew'ed by representative control, /01' dealing e#ec~uall!J uvitll, 
all tlte di8tres8 in the borough lias been th.e mediate aim of the Hampstead Socuty. The 
Huccessive stages and departments of this antecedent ol'ga.nisation have now to be, 
deHcribed. 

* By t.he local committees. In a pamphlet of great interest Mr. W. A. BaiIward ~as shown, ~')W' 
steady, persistent and powerful the influence of the Central Council has been upon publIc and politICal 

, opinion. j 

, .'. 
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PART 1I.-CHURCHES AND CHARITIES. 

V.-REGISTRATIO~ OF AGENCIES AND OF ASSISTANCE GIVEN. 

As the last act of the reformed C.O.S. in Hampstead, in 1908, was to hand itself 
over to all the agencies in the borough, to be merged in their general executive, so its 
first act in 1900 was to endeavour to realise their point of view, their methods, and 
their ideals; and its second to become, as· it were, the genelYtl servant of all the 
agencies in the borough. 

--\. complete survey was made of the whole borough. The legal limits of 
each parish were carefully investigated, and the limits in use for practical 
purposes were duly registered and " agreed " amongst the vicars concerned. 
The head of every agency in the borough-municipal, endowed, voluntary, or mutual
was interviewed, printed matter obtained, and the objects and methods elicited. It 
was not until four bulky volumes containing this information had been carefully con
sidered throughout a winter session, that the first practical move was made. Many 
points of departure suggested themselves; but the registration of assistance was 
selected for a beginning, because of all the reforms needed, it seemed likely, from the 
outcry already heard against overlapping of relief, to indicate the line of least 
resistance in the direction of one goal of our efforts-the establishment in small local 
areas, of representative committees of assistance. The goodwill of our fellow workers 
favoured us. Nearly all the agencies in time agreed to register weekly, fortnightly, 
or monthly:- but they agreed upon two conditions. One was that the information 
given should be confidential information-given not to the o.O.S. generally, but to a 
small group of persons, the Registrar and his immediate. assistants-the beginning of 
.our new organisation. The second condition was that each agency should reserve 
from registration the help given to certain cases of a specially confidential 
<:haracter. These conditions were very willingly accepted, for we were confident that 
this form of wisdom would ultimately be justified of all her children. And so it has 
turned out. Some of the clergy, for instance, began to use it rather tentatively. 
But they soon found in it a simple and effectual method of systematising, and therefore 
<>f supervising, the record of their district visitors' work.t Very soon a demand arose 
for the registration of the membership of mothers' meetings, and later of the member
ship of some of the boys' clubs. Very early in its course, registration was applied 
quietly, but most effectually, for mingling justice with generosity in such matters as 
Christmas dinners and Christmas coals. 

VI.-INTERP AROCHIAL CONFERENCES. 

The mere notification of overlapping did not suffice for its prevention. Still less 
,did it meet the need of co-operation such cases so palpably presented. For the 
agencies notified often did not take the trouble to compare notes. A case soon 
·occurred to crystallise registration of help into local conferences of helpers:-

Before we had been registering a month, a certain widow, a Mrs. A. had applied to the Guardians for 
relief, deliberately and fraudulently concealing the fact that she had just received £20 from her late husband's 
benefit society. The causes of this double dealing began to unfold themselves &8 two more agencies reported 
help. An experienced visitor was then appointed to deal with the case, on the understanding that personal 
influence and not monetary aid was the chief need. Shortly after, a fourth agency reported relief given 
·to the case, and was asked to leave it in the hands of the lady in charge. All this took place in July, the 
.first month of registration. Then came the summer break, during which time no new lists came in. The lady 
strove with Mrs. A, but ineffectually. In October, Agency 5 began to send in lists, and was found to be 
giving a "little help regularly." In November, Agency 6 had commenced to register, and informed us that 
.it was giving Mrs. A 38. per week. 

This little story is cited because it illustrates exactly the chief evil registration is 
-devised to prevent. Had registration been started three months earlier, all these six 
.agencies would probably have notified their case simultaneonsly, and the courageous 
worker who essayed the difficult task of moral reconstructipn, would have been free 
from the cross-currents of relief which were constantly thwarting her efforts. Tho§le 
who do such work have enough of wasted power, disappointed hopes and tragic;y-· 
results to contend with already. This cla.shing of relief agencies seemed ~Jrurrutfa.ting 
in itself, so fruitful of evil, and so easily prevent.&ble as to mak~-thei1ction of thoso 

. -
.. For a statement of the order that guides the Guardians in this matt~r"'?ee Charities AppendlX. 
t For a statement of the method of registration, see Charitie~_"\rpeilillx. 
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who declined to notify quite unintelligible. But the case further suggested that some
division of labour was the only justifiable sequel to the discovery of overlappinO'. 'Ve
must decide in such cases either that one agency shall become solely responsible, or
in a less difficult case, where co-operation is desirable, that two or more agencies shall 
work together on understood lines. This meant that besides performing the written 
wod.:, which had answered admirably up to a certain point, we must form two or three
monthly or fortnightly conferences, for the oral settlement of the overlapping cases. 
The representatives of the six agencies involved in the above case met at once, and: 
have met every month since, with the utmost regularity. They met, filled with a 
sense that the degradati?n of this wo~an's character was the fault, in a less degree
of the ~oman detected m fraud, and m a greater degree of, those whose negligence, 
had ten~ted her to deceive. . 

Within -two years practically all the agencies had entered into the combination'
and ~our (since five) interparoc~ial conferences ha~ been formed,~ mee~ing monthly, t~, 
conSIder how co-operatlOn mIght be effected m the cases m whICh overlapping 
occurred. Used at first merely to consid~r cases of overlapping, these meetings. 
became useful in other ways. At these conferences, the helpers met, in many: 
instances, for the firs~ time. ]\~isunderstand~ngs which had .been the growth of years: 
were corrected at a smgle meetmg. Recogmsed spheres of mfluence were established,.. 
where, before, constant cross-currents. of work had confused and tempted the poor. 
For instance, for various religious, educational, and social purposes, one family often. 
uses several agencies. The conferences have made a monthly partition of such 
families as belonging, for purposes of assistance, to one agency alone. As the list of' 
such families in the hands of each agency increases, the chances of overlapping are-· 
reduced to a minimum, and tend to disappear, except for new families arrivinO' in the
district. Then again, any wide divergence of principle amongst the agencies that 
aRsist within a given area is seen, when viewed from a common standpoint, to be-· 
unjust to those who are so unequally treated. A common effort to act up to a good; 
average standard in our decisions upon case work has been recognised as more· 
effective in preventing poverty than a scale of standards, one or two of which iIb 
certain particulars may be very high indeed. t In various ways the conferences, at. 
first used solely to arrange co-operation in overlapping cases, have taken up case worky 

either where members have desired to consult the conference on a case of special 
difficulty; or at such a period of exceptional distress as occurred in the winter of 
1904-5, when cases which could not be helped by employment were referred by the 
Distress Committee to these conferences for other assistance. The conferences have
also been used as common meeting-places to promote special organisation, local 
schemes for the improvement of the condition of the poor, or any meetings of common 
interest. 

Throughout all this, the representatives at the conferences were jealous to
preserve the freedom of action of each agency in its own work, co-operating whenever 
spheres of influence were found to overlap. But it was always recognised that as 
their members learned to work together in harmony, the conferences might become 
increasingly useful for other purposes. They gave rise to the Board of Social Stu9y,. 
whose work is described elsewhere. And they suggested another fresh departure. 

VII.-INTERPAROCHIAL COMMITTEES OF ASSISTANCE. 

It was, indeed, an obvious development of the system, that the voluntary agencies,_ 
at least, should meet and consider their cases not after, but before, assisting them .. 
But the change thus indicated, although undoubtedly logical and convenient, and_ 
pursuant of the best interests of the poor, would probably never have been attempted. 
Lut for the growing sense that the personal influence of the district visitor as a friend ~ 
of her people is hampered almost fatally by one fact-that the poorest and weakest 
look to her, and to a large extent adapt their conduct towards her, as to a dispenser
of alms.! The improved personal relation between visitor and people is not, of course, _ 

_ -the only advantage likely to accrue fl'om the formation of local committees. Thes~ 

" Ham~t_ea.d is about a mile and a half square. It is divided into fifteen ecclesiastical parishes and has 
a population of ~,OO~1!?lls. ... '. -. __ 

... e.g. The District VisItor's standard of rehglOus mfluonce and constant friendly VIsltmg, the C.O.S .. 
standard of thorough enquiry, family responsibility, and adequate assistance. _ 

t S"e Chal·.ties Appendixlor-addressos (1) to the Clergy of the Hampstead Rundecallal Chapter;. 
\:l) to t,ne Visitors of the Conncil of Sol!Y-It \\' elfar.·. 
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will probably be better equipped for th \ctual work of making wise decisions than 
the district visitor; for, besides the fact hat much of her knowledge is at their service 
(in many cases she is herself the almoner of the committee), the committee is reinforced 
by the presence of men of business and working men, who are perhaps more keenly 
alive to the economic dangers of too much or too little relief. An important incidental 
advantage lies in the fact that municipal and other bodies are more likely to co-operate 
with a responsible committee that with an isolated district visitor. _____ ' _~ --- .'---. ----------- ---."- - - -- - - -

The Parochial Committee is-~al;;~ble because it shifts responsibility for relief, 
but not for personal care, from the district visitor, who is the Church's spiritual mes
senger, to a body to whom the recipient is unbeholden. The Interparochial or Local 
Committee carries this principle one stage further, and saves any church that co-operates 
thus from any who might be tempted by the loaves and fishes. - It is a recognition of 
the principle that the administration of relief is so important, and is attended by ,such 
grave social and religious difficulties, that it calls for a combination and a, division of 
labour amongst all the religious and social workers concerned. 

As the conferences upon overlapping-cases gave place, to the far more effective 
local committees for the consideration of all cases, the outlines of a new system of 
domiciliary visitation ~egan to emerge. Groups of local committees, connected by a 
central council on the one side with various agencies of social reform throughout tho 
Borough, and on the other side with the district and other visitors within its own area, 
might make it possible that no family really in need of assistance should he left uncared 
for, a.nd that no family should be visited as a rule by more than one visitor. The full \ 
development of such a system was two years ago still beyond the reach of tIle Associated 
Agencies; but there were active tendencies in those departments of our work that' 
deal with Social Study, Poor Law Reform, and the Friendly Societies' Uovem~nhthat-
showed how many and how hopeful were the elements for an important reconstruction. 
By this time all relief-municipal, voluntary, or endowed--was registered. Over
lapping was prevented. One temptation to deceive (so strengthened where donors 
act without knowledge of each other's gifts) was virtually removed. _ The represen
tatives of the agencies came to know one another's aims and methods. Differences 
tended to disappear. Large-hearted combined efforts took their place. Doles were 
discarded. Grants-or allowances were made in effective amounts.;" More and more 
the building up of character in the home, in the workshop, and in the club. were 
recognised as the great social aim. As Lady Bountiful passes away with her tickets 
and her tracts, the friendly visitor, the spiritual adviser, finds her way to the people's 
hearts, unbarred by any supposed nexus of cash or kind. Relinquishing the actual 
administration of relief to an Interparochial 'Committee, she finds a new and fertile 
re~on open for her cultivation, a new dignity in her calling, a new hope in her work. 
Where, as in four pairs of parishes in Hampstead, the latest step has been taken, and 
every church andchapel, and every charitable society, and every affiliated benefit society 
in the area has resolved that this immensely important question of relief shall be their 
common concern, the religious life of the neighbourhood enters imperceptibly upon a 
new phase. It is no longer a chance or a choice which church or chapel may earn an 
applicant's "anticipative gratitude." No doubtful adherents are gained by dole or 
ticket. .80 appearance of competition discounts religious zeal.- The decision of a 
common' committee on which all church~s are alike represented, frees the souls of 
poor men and poor women from a taint suffered for ages. 

After much consideration, indeed, after actual experience of a committee
working over one parish, the area comprising two or more parishes was selected~&. 
preferable on several grounds .. We have found that the extended area, by bringing 
in more points of view, liberalised ahd broadened the whole work of the committee; 
whilst the population usually to be found in two parishes--about 15,000 persons
does not present an unmanageable number of families to be dealt with. A great deal 
of very local up-to-date knowledge of the poor is still available from the repre
sentatives of the churches and friendly societies. The distances, too, are quite 
manageable, and the whole machinery of assistance wt>rks at a mechanical advantage. 

* An Incurnh'Jnt who was most helpful in forming one of these Interparochial Committees, theYicar of 
Christ Church, Hampstead, has publicly stated that within six months from the commencement of the Com
mittee's work, th" ticket doles given in his parish were reduced by 75 per cent. There was no diminution 
in the amount of relief administered. The Bame Bum was more effectively spent in the permanent benefit of 
of a emallcr numb"r of f"milies. 

4X 
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Besides this, the chairmanship of a parochial committee is inevitably and properly 
accorded to the incumbent of the parish; and an official chairmanship. like that of a 
clergyman in a purely parochial organisation is one of far greater predominance than 
that of an ordinary chairman chosen annually by his colleagues. It was felt by the 
clergy of the Established Church that in a relation' which might offer ,not a few· possi. 
bilities of friction; any thing that might give to an interdenominational tmdertakinO' the 

._ J!'ppear.ance QLden.Qmi.naj;i_o.JlilL~.troL~Eould be eliminated. This one the cl~rgy, 
by selectingthe wider area, eliminated straight-away: The Ward was rejected as an 
area for such a committee, first, because it corre'sponds with no area of assistance 
already in use for purposes of assistance; and secondly, because we were anxious, 
in view of still later possible developments, to eliminate the coincidence of a relief' 
area with a voting area. 

VII I.-BOARD OF SOCIAL STUDY. 

The Interparochial Committees of Assistance were a direct development of the 
conferences of workers for the prevention of overlapping and the promotion of co
()peration. But they were responsible for a development in another direction, which 
must now be described. Composed as they were of representatives 'ofwidelydiffering 
points of view, they could not meet and discuss concrete cases of distress without 
feeling the need of a common standard. The feeling grew that such an association of 
workers was inadequately equipped without some body of doctrine based on experience 
and guided by theory as to the best methods of attacking the social problem. Turning 
to the local. societies that make such study their first objec~the Christian Social 
Union and the Christian Social Brotherhood-we found that whilst doctrinal differences 
had hitherto prevented their formal co-operation, both were willing to meet and work 

'. o!l~the interdenominational lines of the " Associated Agencies."· Pourparlers. meetings, 
and a final meeting at the Town Hall resulted in the formation of a Board of Social 
Study, consisting of the chairman of the four interparochial conferences and about half 
a dozen economists and other experts. . 

.. 

The Board'tl first business was to circulate amongst the churches and social insti~ 
tutions in Hampstead an account of its objects and provisional plan, with a somewhat 
full list of subjects and books to be read in each course of study suggested. The cir
cular suggested that social study circles should be formed in every congregation and 
social agency in the Borough, and that these circles should be formed upon the following 
lines :-

(1) They should be small circles consisting of friends, members of the 
same congregation, society, or club, who would co-operate in preparing their 
subject for consideration, would understand one another's point of .view, and 
would not be afraid of their own ignorance or their neighbours' knowledge. 

(2) They should drop the occasional paper:s and speeches of the debating 
society and the mutual improvement guild, attack one subject, and master a 
a few solid books, in a continuous course extending through at least one 
session. 

(3) They'should not only attack their subject in practical co-operation 
hut should' guide it towards some practical outcome. The courses were 
intended to meet two needs and to bring together two classes of persons:
(1) W Ol·kers feeling the need of more knowledge; (2) Social students desiring 
to train for social service. A fair intermixture of both these classes at the 
study circles woulJ, it ,vas hoped, secure the best elements for the study 
itself, a higher standard of efficiency amongst present workers, and at 
once a recruiting ground and a training ground for future workers. 

Those proposals caught on immediately. In the first winter, 1905-6 no l~sg than 
ten Social Study Circles were at work, taking such subjects as :-The EnglIsh Poor 
Law; The Problem of the Unemployed; The Interdepartmental RepOlt on Phtsi?al 
Deterioration; Friendly Visiting; Phthisis Visiting; Luxury; The Friendly SOCle~16S 
and Relief; Principles of the C. O. S. For each circle a leader, who was more an orgamser 
of stndy than a teacher, was appointed by the Board of .Social Study. !he cir?l? .on 
the Unemployed has continued through three winter seSSlOns. That on Fnendly.Vuntmg 
consisted of the district visitors of an incumbent who was helping in the formatIOn of an 

--- ._---_._--- -.. -----
* The llame under which the present Council of Social Welfare WitS developed. 
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interparochial Committee~-irhos'e-who-sf~die'd-the rela~ion between the Friendly Socie
ties and Relief became'the nucleus of-our Women's Cou:rt of the Aucient Order of 
Foresters~the-nrst in Hampstead and the larg~st ever started anywhere. The students 
of physical deterioration, were definitely asked at the outset to 'equip themselves for a 
fresh development in, the work of our Health Society. At the eud'-of the session they 
fonned themselves into the Infants' Health Committee, whose work has progressell 
steadily ever since. ' 

The experience of the first two sessions suggested to those who were intimate 
with the social work going on in this borough that we might impress upon all those 
who intended to devote themselves to social service, the desirability of securing at the 
beginning of their labours for others, a more comprehensive course of training fol" 
themselves. , 

The entry of each fresh band of social workers tends to imperil the privacy of the 
homes of the poor, and at the same time, in spite of our careful system of mutual regis
tration of assistance, tends to create overlapping. Now, overlapping- is even more 
destructive where personal influence is aimed at. .than in the mere administration of 
material relief. Would it. we asked, be demanding too much of a district or other' 
visitor entering upon her work, to attend such a course and applyherse]f to 
attain in social method and general knowledge something like professional skill? 
Such a system of training would enable those who are responsible for social or 
religious work to organise workers on the basis of one worker to each family; 
and whilst it would not, we may be sure, interfere with normal friendly relations 
between different classes of society, it would generally prevent the .necessity of 
calling a fresh worker into a family because of some fresh need, which the ordinary 
visitor had not studied, e.g., the need of advice and guidance in the case of a careless 
phthisis patient, or in that of an ignorant young mother in a l?oor home. 

It has been felt that some such unity of knowledge, the kind of training connoted 
by the word "University," is as necessary to voluntary social workers as it is to the 
members of any liberal profession. Accordingly we have aimed at a training which 
should inform the social worker general1y i giving an introduction to the theory and 
practice of social work-a vade mecum to all sources of informatiou-a point of view 
from which to realise the relations of the individual; the family,' and society; and a 
method of interpreting individual experierrcesby. the aid of wider experience and 
social theory. .' 

One of the first acts of the Council of Social Vl elfure has beeu the inauguration 
of a sessional course, partly theoretical, partly practical, for the guidance of district 
and other visitors. It is attended by some seventy students. 

PART III.-MUNICIPAL AND MUTUAL AID. 

In the preceding sections a sketch has been attempted .of the combinations effected, 
chicHy, amongst the voluntary charities, strictly so called, and the churches. We have 
now to consider the leading municipal, mutual, and endowed institutions in the 
Borough, and review the efforts that have been. made to harmonise their action. It 
will be convenient to deal with one institution at a time, and see how others have been 
led to co-operate at whatever point their services might otherwise have overlapped. 
That, it will be remembered, is the distinctive feature of the Hampstead system; 
whilst leaving each agency full scope for its own work so long as it does not interfere 
with others- to promote co-operation at all points of contact with other bodies, and 
to do thiA by means of representative control. In this section we shall make it abun
dantly clear that in and about every Municipal Body, and in connection with several 
Voluntary and Friendly Societies, numerous bands of visitors are being recruited and 
trained i and that unless the visitors of the churches are willing not only to accept a 
similar training, but to share 'their work with the men and women who are now 
coming forward ,to befriend those in distress, a new kind of overlapping-a confusion 
of personal influences--:...must inevitably result. 

4:39. 
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IX.~THE FiIEND1¥ SOCIETIES.--

When, in 1900, a survey· was made of afCthe agencies-ih,.thtLBorough, the 
:Friendly Societies, and especially the branches of the great Benefit Societies-;'ctaimed 
our most careful attention. An examination was made of their financial soundness at 
the office of the Registrar of Friendly Societies; and, after a careful comparison on this 
point and upon -the personnel of the respective societies, we chose a Court of the 
Ancient Order of Foresters for the development of a .long-cherished scheme. We 
found that some of the clp,rgy harboured in their Institutes-Slate Clubs of whose 
unsoundness they were aware, but whose popularity amongst a certain clas~ of work
men they were unable to resist. On the other hand, the affiliated societies saving tbeir 
surplus funds from year to year found the improvident but popular societies that 
shared oht every Christmas, the greatest stumbling-block in their path. O~ the 
common ground afforded by our organisation, the idea was conceived of joining forces 
for the attainment of several objects we had ill' common-to undermine. the influence 
of the Slate Club-to plant juvenile branches of the Foresters throughout the Borough 
-to secure unlicensed premises for the meetings of Benefit Societies and Trade Unions 
-to promote branches of the Foresters for Girls and Women*-and to bring the great 
Friendly Societies and the other social agencies of the borough generally, into active co
operation in all schemes for social betterment. The campaign has been carried on 
with unflagging interest for seven years, and during that period one Men's Branch 
(the first adult branch in the Lonrion United District), one Women's Court (the largest 
ever started), and six Juvenile Branches, of the A.O.F. have been formed in the 
Borough, with over 800· new members. All these meet in unlicensed premises. One 
of them sent a deputation to a neighbouring Court (meeting in a public-house), 
which was objecting to the extension of the new movement. Opportunity was taken 
to point out the advantages of meeting on unlicensed premises. Within six months 
the Court visited had moved out into a provident dispensary. Another deputation 
visited a Slate Club, in order to try to convert it to Forestry. It met with a cold 
reception, but before leaving, arranged for a Juvenile Branch of the Foresters amongst 
the men's sons. The membership of the Juvenile Court is now three times that of the 
Slate Club. Nearly all the Juvenile Courts are formed in Sunday or Day Schools. In 
clubs, cadet corps, hoy's brigades, we have tried, but so far have failed, to establish 
them. Still, so far, the allia.nce effected between the National Church and a national 
movement of workmen in furtherance of mutual help, has been fruitful of good work, 
and the numbers of self-reliant, mutually dependent workmen, who now throng some 
of the Hampstead churches on Foresters' Sundays, bear witness to a new under
standing between the Church and the people. 

In all this the C.O.S., or, as it was now being called, the Associated Agencies, was 
simply acting as a connecting link between agencies whose co-operation was most 
desirable. But what did it mean? It meant that here, in Hampstead, if thes'e forces 
of self-reliance and mutual aid were thus prevailing a:gainst pauperism, and other 
forms of dependence, the workmen of the next generation might, to an extent hitherto 
unknown, provide against sickness, put by their savings in club banks, buy their own 
houses by advances from the club funds, and secure pensions as they now secure sick 
benefit. A Court or Lodge of one of the great affiliated Orde,rs, apart from its sick 
benefit and life assurance, is the cheapest form of building society, the most profitable 
of savings banks, and quite the most suitable agency to effect the provision of infirmity 
insurance. Taking into account the influence these great Orders exercise upon the 
character and circumstances of their members, it is easy to see how vitally their 
development must affect the future of both legal and voluntary aid. . 

Mr. Long's proposa.ls for dealing with the unemployed were used as an opportunity 
of securing fresh co-operation in matters relating to the welfare of the workman. , 

The Joint Committee in Hampstead was the first to be formed in London, and 
was composed, on the initiative of the then e.O.S., of five representatives nominated 
by that bo?y fr~m the Associated Agencies, five from the Guardians, and .five from the 
Borough CounCIl. Some of its members, supplemented by representatlves of all the 
registered Benefit Societies and Trades Unions in Hampstead, and several leading 
employers, were appointed a Standincr Committee to consider and assist the cases ot' o .. 

• See Charities Appendix for au Address to the Girls of the Welfare Club. 
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such of the unemployed as were found to belong to Friendly Societies. This committee 
was 'continued after the Act of 1905 as a Standing Committee of the Associated. 
Agencies. It is representative of the Hampstead Trades Couricil, three Trades Unions, 
all the Hampste-ad branches of the leading Sick Benefit Societies (Hearts of Oak, 
Oddfellows, and Foresters), one (registered) Slate Club, the Employment Exchange 
Committee, and one or two other workmen's associations. Its objects have been:- ' 

(1) To co-operate with the Distress Committee by deal~g with' applica-
tions belonging to Friendly Societies. . . . 

(2) To aid in the movement for the provision in other than licensed 
premises of the various Hampstead agencies (especially provident) for 
improving the condition of the working classes. 

(3) To propagate opinion in favour of sound finance in the administration 
of Benefit Societ.ies. . 

(4) To take up selected cases of men past work, referred to it by the 
Distress Committee. . . 

(5) To enquire into the conditions and aid the members of decaying 
industries. 

The committee has devoted half its time each session to the study of some subject 
connected with Friendly Societies' interests. In one session," A Minimum Wage ".; 
in the next, "Sharing-out Societies "; in the last, Shelford's " Industrial Efficiency"; 
in the current session, "Medical Aid." With the introduction of medical inspection' 
of elementary school children, and the removal of both the o1;lt-patient departments of 
the two Hampstead hospitals~ it was felt that an important move might be made in 
strengthening the position at once of Provident Dispensaries and of Friendly Societies. 
Four conferences were held on the relation of these to hospitals and Poor Law infirm-: 
aries, and a careful examination was made of the Medical Associations in the provinces. 
In these associations. the Friendly Societies in many towns federate for the purposes 
of medical attendance and drugs, paying a medical officer, or medical officers, resident 
at the common dispensary. One or two meetings had already been organised by the 
committee with a view to securing a common hall for workmen's association meetings.' 
It was thought that a Central Dispensary, supplementing the four local dispensaries 
already situate on the borders of the Borough, might supply this want, and afford a 
home for the various voluntary societies in the Borough. Here the matter began 
to transcend the scope of this committee, became a subject for, and was accordingly 
referred to, the Council of Social Welfare. . 

The Unde1·-employed. 
The Distress Committees, as conceived by Mr. Walter Long and Mr. Gerald, 

Balfour, were in themselves an achievement in co-operation; and if the central authori
ties had upheld the administrative arrangements they had 'made for applying their 
excellent regulations, the Distress Committees would have found work for steady, 
regular, thrifty workmen, suffering from depression of trade. These were the men 
to whom preference was to have been given. But the means of identifiyingthese 
were removed, under popular pressure, from the application, forms. The committees 
were left without the means of discriminating. And the standard inevitably fell . In 
Hampstead the influence of the Industrial and Provident Committee. secured that a~ 
least membership of a sick club or trades union should be ascertaiQed; and the cases. 
of such members were dealt with either (1) by the Distress Committee in the provision. 
of work, or (2) by the Industrial Committee (described under Friendly Societies), 
when the men were in arrears, or had lost member.ahip, in. sick or trade clubs, or (3) 
by the Committees of Assistance already described. A case or two may indicate the 
kind of co-operation that has been established between the Distress Committee and 
other agencies:-

A young harness maker, who, owing to slackness in his trade, had taken to labouring work, and in that 
also had failed to find employment, applied to the Distress Comlllittee for emigration to Winnipeg, where 
he had an offer of regular work from a saddler who had known him in this country. Owinlt to the fact that 
he had & wooden leg, however, the Central Unelllployed Body was informed that he could not be passed tor 
emigration. Fuller inquiry by our Kilburn Committee led to proof that his infirmity wai due to an accidont: 
in childhood, and not to any inherent disease. This was reported to the chiefs of the Interior I?epartment, 

. with the result .that his application was accepted. Fuller knowledge of the man, however, h"d also, led to the. 
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discovery that olle cause of his dis.tress had been an inclination to intemperance. A member of. Committee 
induced him to become a member of the Sons of the Phc:enix, and a former employer, also a member of a
Temperance Society, threw. himself warmly into the work of helping bim to. k6!lp the pledge .. ·- Through this 
former employer we were able 'to arrange that the emigrant should be met by members of the Good Templars 
who were already working in the saddlery to whicb he was bound. Pending emigration, help was' given to 
his wife and children through a visitol' who became their real friend, and by the time the arrangements were 
complete the man bad proved that so far he had conquered his intemperate habits. The family were able to 
enter upon their new 1ife across the seas with every prospect of success. 

All cases of families of more than four members were investigated, and emigr{l.ted 
through the agency of the C.O.S. At present, the Council of Social Welfare under
takes that the cases of men in acute distress but "listed ~, for relief work, shall be, in 
the meantime, dealt with by various local committees of assistance. 

\ . 
Much of the worklessness in modern cities is the result of the education of the 

children, so inadequate in many respects to the purposes it ought "to fulfil. In local 
work, however, it is our business to administer to the best of our ability the Jaw as it 
stands; and here again it is comforting to reflect how much can be done by voluntary 
societies if they will look to union as the source of strength. We felt that whilst we 
must look to other organisations to. secure an alteration in the Education Acts, by 
extending the school age and adapting education to the needs of a workman's life, 
much might yet be done by co-operation and personal influence to save some' of the 
boys and girls from forms of employment that led to nothing. We describe later our 
effort to promote the morale and physique of the children still at school. We have 
during the past year taken two steps to support the agencies that have most to d() 
with the first start made in life by the boys and girls·as they leave their school. 1. We 
we able to arrange last winter an exchange of representatives between the Employ
ment Exchange Committee and the Apprenticeship and Skilled Employment Committee. 
2. Again, on the 15th June, 1908, by the co-operation of the Managers of the Group 
I. Schools with the Apprenticeship Committee, a most interesting meeting was brought 
about at one of our poorest; schools. All the boys and girls likely to leave within 
three months were brought together and addressed on the importance of their next 
step in life, the facilities afforded by the Apprenticeship Committee, and the desh-a
bility if their parents agreed, of another year of school. This meeting has been followed 
up by visits to the parents of the children-the Apprenticeship Committee taking up 
the children likely to follow skilled employments, the Care Committee of the Managers 
visiting those whose children enter the battle of life as errand boys and van boys in 
blind alley occupations that will in the course of a few years throw them upon the 
casual labour market as unemployed, underemployed, or unemployable. The visitor 
of the Care Committee is concentrating her attention upon causes, in the character or 
circumstances of the parent that have led them to sacrifice their children's future t() 
the gain of a few shillings per week at the present time. For the number of boys 
entering unski1led occupations varies, roughly speaking, inversely with their age and 
proficiency at the time ofleaving school. 

X.-THE BOROUGH COUNCIL. 

The Public Health and Under-employment. 

Three of the Borough Council's committees are brought into direct contact with 
social workers :-(1) The Public Libraries Committee, (2) The Public Health Com
mittee, (3) The Distress Committee. With the first, although it offers many oppor
tunities for fruitfulco-operatio'n with other bodies, we have not yet dealt. The last 
is already dealt with (for reasons there stated) under Friendly Societies. 

The Public H eillth Committee. 

The H~mpstead Borough Healt.h Society (founded in 1902)"-:'the first of many 
such societies now at work throughout London-has been the instrument by which a. 
great variety of institutions have been brought into direct co-operation with the 
Public Health Department. It was in its turn. the direct result of the ideas thatfound 
expression in the (Voluntary) Notification of Diseases Act, and the International 
Congress on Tuberculosis (1901). A successful agitation was started by the C.O.S. in 
Hampstead for the adoption of the Act; . and the Health Society was formed with 
the'intention of securing that the Act should become effective in Hampstead, so far as 
its somewhat limited powers secured. . . . .. . . . . I!;-
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The society's objects were wider, of course, than the mere prevention of phthisis. 
It was formed to act as a rallying-point for public opinion in all matters relating to the 
public health of the Borough. and to bring into co-operation all who individually, or 
through their connection "ith some society. could contribute towards that object. Its 
method was not merely to stimulate vigilance, and (if necessary) lead criticism. It has 
stood for the principle that not only should the whole community be alive to the 
<:auses of its own suffering, but that all who conveniently can should be willing 
to play their part in an organised effort to remove these causes .. In reporting upon 
certain insanitary areas, in its criticism of the system of dust collection, of the 
ventilation of public buildings, and of the measures taken for the prevention of eKpectora
tion, it has exercised a considerable influence on pnblic opinion and municipal action. 
In the health lectures organised for visitors, mothers' meetings, and evening continua
tion schools, and by .undertaking the distribution of leaflets on hygiene, temperance, 
infantile diseases, and phthisis, published by the Borough Council, it has carried its 
propaganda to the people themselves. By appointing a Nurse in the schools when 
medical inspection was still in its infancy, it indicated the line it has since taken in the 
formation of its Joint Phthisis Committee and its Infant's Health Committee. The 
former of these is so typical of the function of voluntary effort in supporting 
municipal action, that it is proposed to give a short account of its methods. When 
we began onr work, voluntary notification still needed to be ado~ted by the Borough 
Council; the open-air principle had still to be ad"pted in the wards of the work
house infirmary; and some system needed to be arranged by which the Poor Law, 
the Borough Council, the c(mntry sanatoria, the local hospitals, the local visiting 
and assisting societies. all dealing with phthisis, might be brought into co-operation. 
This has been effected simply and easily by means of representative control. 

Practically all the churches and local societies have agreed to deal with their 
phthisis cases amongst the poor and ignorant through the Phthisis Committee. 
Both the local general hospital and the Mount Vernon Hospital for diseases of 
the chest have agreed to notify their phthisis cases (although this is still largely depen
dent, in practice, upon the feeling of each member of the staff); and on our Joint 
Phthisis Committee their representatives meet the medical officer of health, the lady 
sanitary inspector, the district medical officer, the medical officer of the infirmary (to 
whose eHorts the open-air wards are chiefly due), the ladies visiting the open-air 
wards, the clergy or their deaconesses, the representative of the Invalid Children's 
Aid Association, and others. The decisions of this joint committee are carried out by 
a large body of voluntary health visitors, aided by the lady sanitary inspector. The 
result is, that in this borough, prevention and cure go hand in hand. Antecedent 
organisation has arranged that the services of each institution shall be set in motion 
automatically, and each performs its own part better for the co-operation of the rest. 
The medical staff at the Consumption Hospital are able indirectly to supervise the 
home treatment of their patients; the latter are aided in the gradual improvement of 
their sun-oundings by a trained visitor; foods are supplied as the doctors direct; as 
far as possible work is found for the restored consumptive under conditions altogether 
different from those under which he contracted the disease. The medical officer of 
health finds the way for disinfection of premises, and for the gereral prevention of the 
spread of disease, paved by the persistent persuasion of the health visitor. Influence 
is brought to bear upon destitute and hopeless sufferers to induce them to enter the 
open-air wards at the workhouse infirmary. In a hundred ways, but always by gentle 
personal means, the pressure of a widespread and educated public opinion, itself 
largely formed by our society's efforts, is brought to bear'upon the sufferers from this 
most fatal but most preventible disease.-

OIle of the cases that led to our close co-operation with t,he hospitals in our neigbourhood was that of a 
youna man who was an out-patient suffering from bronchitis and heart disease. The hospital doctor who 
gave hlm his medicine time after time was not aware that the lad slept in an attio with a hole in the roof, 
through which in wet weather tho rain poured in immediately above his bed. What could advice and 
medicine do against such conditions 1 

Again, the mere knowledge that phthisis exists in a home may lead, withoot the intervention of any 
machinery, to important results. The first case to come under the notice of one of our visitors indicated 
this. An elderly woman living alone, was notified as suffering from advanced phthisis, and duly reported to 
the health visitor of the parish in question. Enquiry showed that the patient'li daughter came in for several 
hours during the day to look after her mother. But she could not leave her own child, two years of age; so 
she brougbt it with her and laid it to sleep in its grandmother's bed. This patient and her daughter were quite 
unaware of the d:lUger to which they were exposing the child; but as Boon as they realised it, they made. \ 
different arrangement; the child was excluded from the room; and its life was probably sa.ved. 

----.-- . ,. See Charities Appendix. " Y 
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.' But perhaps our confidence in friendly influences is in nQ 'Other part 'Qf the wQrk 
so necessary as where a family, or a member 'Of it, has tQ be induced tQ give up hurtful. 
habits and mQdes 'Of life that have becQme second nature. There is nQ strict line of 
demal'catiQn between physical and moral habit. There is nQ machinery to our hand 
at present fol' its guidance but the vigilance and alertness, the care and patient skill 
of the friendly visitor and lady inspector. And yet these preventive methods need, iI: 
the more difficult cases, tQ be supPQrted by instruments 'Of dQcial amelioratiQn, which in 
other boroughs ar~ found only in scattered gr~upsamongst the municip?,l, yoluntary, 
and mutual agenCIes. These need to be cQmbmed by antecedent orgamsatIOn before 
the friendly visitor can use them tQ the best advantage. If there is no combination 
\>efore her work begins, she has tQ effect it piecemeal upon every Case with a maximum 
of frictio'n and other waste. But if the antecedent organisatiQn is ready, the help flows 
jn along its accustomed channels.' 

There was referred to Ui by the medical officer of health the case of ,a builder's labourer. The man 
drank and was constantly out of work. The wife was emaciated and terror-stricken. Her little !rirl of eleven 
was suffering from tubercular glands ~n? was spitting blood. Her boy of five years was hJf paralysed. 
Her baby of two years was a hopeless IdIOt. The home wa!l wretchedly poor and neglected. A friendly 
visitor was appointed and the committee Bet itself to support her efforts. 

The eldest child was sent away for several months to the seaside, returned completely set up, and was 
kept under observation at pome and at the out-patients' department, and aided with milk when she showed 
signs of flagging. Arrang-ements were made with the medical inspector of the L.C.C. for a suitable school 
and conveyance for the paralysed boy. To the dismay of the committee it was annouIlced that another 
child was shortly to be added to this unhappy family, whose members showed successively so awful a decline. 
Bat the visito~ stuck to her guns. Daily milk and eggs were supplied to the wife for four months before 
her confinement and for seven or ei~ht months afterwards. A beautiful baby was born, quite normal, and 
at the close of its first year is still thoroughly healthy. ' 

But something more powerful than milk and eggs has gone to the salvage of this wrecked fa~ily. The 
representative on our committee from a neighbouring P.S.A. set his mates to work with the man. They 
closed in on him and gave him no peace un~il he had given up the drink. He has become a reformed 
character. His debts, which were many, he has paid up. His wife is well and happy. His home is such Ii. 
home as it never was before. The last report-two years afterwards-tells us that not only has the man 
maintained his own positi<?n, but is becoming an influcnre for good in his neighbourhood, especially in the 
Temperance cause . 

. In such a case as this we cannQt but see hQW clQsely positive personal influence 
of a general character, and curative relief in several fQrms, may intersect the preventive 
wQrk of the Public Health Department. As publio health busies itself more and 
more with personal hygiene, the need for something more than a scientific and adminis
trative interest in this department of its work is felt by its officers. At the same tim~ 
the opportunity for scientifio administration in the work of personal assistance forces 
itself upon the voluntary wQrker. The solution of this tWQ-fold need lies in the close 
Go-operation of the two parties ooncerned, in a closer understanding of their common 
object-not the health only, but the wholeness of the oommunity; Here is a case. 
Is the disease arrested, and its spread prevented, and another life. saved from the 
death-rate for the cQmmunity? Here, too, is a man. Has he been strengthened in 
weakness, re-established in indust.ry, restored to the life of the family, wOI,th tQ his 
community what has been spent upon him in money, time and loving service? 

Mrs. N unn, the Qrganiser of this Committee, owes much to Dr. McCleary. His 
great. knowledge 'Of all that relates to the public health ha..'! been placed unreservedly 
at the disposal of our workers, whQse teaching, 'On the medical side, he has . largely 
undertaken. The presence of the medical officer of the infirmary (as chairman) and 
of the district medical officer has alsQ been of the greatest service. 

The Hampstead Health Society was the first Borough Health Society formed in 
LQndou. During the past six years it has witnessed and aided the formation 'Of many 
similar societies through 'Out LQndQn. It has lately been instrumental in forming 
a representative cQuncil 'Of those whQse object is tQ influence public opiniQn and 
cO-Qperate with the sanitary authorities and medical agencies throughout London. 

XL-THE ELEMENTARY SCHOQLS. 

All other social problems, from the preventive point 'Of view, are of secondary import
ance compared with that of the education of the young. Thoso of us who ~re malla~ers 

"felt some years ago, that, greatly as ~egislation was needed, we woyld not WaIt for leg:sla
ti~fore attacking, as thoroughly as we CQuld, the social and physical side 'Of the Chlhrs 
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development. The "Social Side Committee" at the poorest council school in Hampstead 
was intended as a definite expression of this view, and as a rallying point for the 
various agencies, municipal, mutual and social, concerned with the child's develop
ment. Since then the County Council has formed the Care Committees with similar 
duties, and we have adopted that new and excellent name. Although our programme 
was considerably wider than that as yet reached by the Council for its Care Committees, 
we are glad to see that these committees are rapidly developing in the same direction. 
Our work was to provide for the managers an organ for supervising, recording, and 
assisting in the development of the social side of the child's life as distinguished from 
the work in the class-room-its home ties, its physical and moral welfare, the occupa
tion of its leisure; its need of play and of country holidays, its. futme industrial career, 
its provision for mutual help in sickness, its protection from hurtful influences at 
home and abroad. Accordingly, the committee is representative of the managers, the 
teaching sta£!, the school visitors, the local committees of assistance, the Children'S 
Country Hohday Fund, the Invalid Children's Aid Association, the Apprenticeship 
and Skilled Employment Committee, and the Play Guild. In response to the County 
Council's request, too, it has organised the dinner arrangements for children whose 
circumstances render a midday dinner at home difficult to arrange, and whose parents 
are willing to pay the twopence the dinner costs. Where the parents appear to be 
unable to provide the child with dinner, the case is regarded as one requiring careful 
inquiry and adequate assistance, and is taken up by one of our local committees of 
assistance. It is felt that if the children actually lack food, that is a serious symptom 
of some defect in the family life. To attempt to alleviate the symptom, without attempt
ing to remove the real cause of the difficulty, would be to play with misery, and neglect 
the child's best interests. The cases of children needing country holidays, of children 
employed industrially out of· school hours, of children needing spectacles, and of 
children leaving school, have all in turn been investigated by the committee, and appro
priate action has been taken in each case. The advent of three new members who had 
undertaken the Play Guild at the school, suggested the possibility of forming a juvenile 
branch of the Foresters in this' school as we had done ,at St. Mary'S, Primrose Hill, 
New End, and St. Paul's, Winchester Road. And this step seemed even more desirable 
in view of the medical inspection of school children in accordance with the Act of 1907. 
It was felt, however, that the full development of our plans in regard to the children 
would be more conveniently considered in conferences with additional agencies not 
represented on the Care Committee. The ma.tter was accordingly referred to the 
Council of Social Welfare as forming part of the more general problem of medical aid; 
and it will be dealt with under that hearl. 

XII.-THE GUARDIANS OF THE POOR. 

As the progress of any local reforms in the Poor Law has been more or less 
arrested by the larger possibilities opened up by the appointment of a Royal Commis
sion, this brief historical sketch, so far as the Poor Law is concerned, may be said to 
break off somewhat suddenly some too or three years ago. It seems desirable, there
fore, after premising a few facts about the Hampstead Board, to concentrate atteution 
upon a set of facts bearing most closely upon one problem, which will probably survive 
even the Report of the Commission. This problem relates to the nature of 'the 
arrangement that should subsist between the local body that administers public 
assistance, and those who are engaged in the voluntary visitation and assistance of the 
poor. 

The Hampstead Board, then, consists of eighteen elected (no co-opted) members. 
Of these, six are women. It meets weekly, in the morning, and in a population of 
80,000 persons has one superintendent, and two district, relieving officers, and two dis
trict medical officers. Its clerk is a part-time officer, with an assistant clerk. The 
case-paper system has been in use for about three years. Relief, indoor and outdoor, 
is granted only for a stated period, at the close of which the case comes up automati
cally for revision. No out-relief is given to the able-bodied, and therefore there is no 
labour yard. There are no schools belonging to the Union. The children arc dealt 
with (1) in their own homes by poor law relief given to their own mothers, or by the 
services of friendly visitors and relief from the voluntary committetJs of assistance; ~r 
(2) institutionally at the grouped homes of other Unions; or (3) in the allowed caseS. 
and in as many of them as possible, by boarding-out in the country. There is n~ 
boarding-out within the Union. \ 

429. 4 Y 
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The Associated Voluntary Agencies have, for some time, been very largely repre
sented on the Board, and hardly a week passes without a case being referred to them 
for assistance. During the time, some two or three years ago, when 'there was a. 
positive majority .of the representatives, of voluntary agencies on the Board, the amount 
spent in out-relief went down; the amount spent in charitable relief went up; there 
was a marked increase in the membership of the Friendly Societies in the Union; and 
a marked increase in the numbers and interest of those who served the poor. These 
are all facts which are to be found in the books and publications of the various Asso
ciated AgenciAs. What did they mean 1 Those of us who led the movement interpreted 
them in this way. We saw that Poor Law Relief and Voluntary Aid were tWO forces 
whose inf,eraction was inevitable, and that unless the closest co-ordination could be 
effected ~etween them they must thwart one another at every turn. The temptation 
to a Board of Guardians to play the part of charity is as irresistible as it is dangerous, 
and is illustrated up and down the country in Union after Union; and the only solu
tion of this difficulty seemed to be, so to man the Board with voluntary workers and 
voluntary associations with Guardians, as to ensure an enlightened policy on the part 
of both. At any rate the Hampstead Board, after having been dominated by a chair
man to whom the Poor Rate was a constant temptation to lavish out-relief, became a 
Board of social workers, who realised that the legal limitations of a destitution 
authority practically precluded any serious form of charitable enterprise. .. A charity
rigged Board" it will be said. Is there, then, any better qualification for a Guardian 
of the Poor than that he cares for the Poor and has devoted time and thought to their 
welfare 1 This is indeed just the Guardian we need; not the man who needs the posi
tion as a stepping-stone to higher municipal or political bodies, nor the man wh() 
wants to handle money, or to exercise patronage, or just to fill up his time. Quite 
thf' best Board would be one composed of men and women whose social insight, 
administrative ability, and personal influence had secured for them the suffrages of 
their fellow workers in Friendly Societies and Benevolent and Municipal Institutions. 
At least this arrangement secured the recognition by the Guardians of the principle 
that their action should leave the fullest scope for the personal influences of wisely 
directed voluntary effort. . , 

Although there is much in Lord Goschen's Circular of 1869 which is now inappli
cable to the relation between Poor Law and Charity, there is one provision that is 
still of the greatest importance-'the liberty given to Relieving Officers in cases not 
actually destitute at the moment, to refer suitable applicants to recognised Charitable 
Institutions. This provision has led, in Hampstead as elsewhere, to the reference ofa 
large number of cases annually to our Committee. The inquiry instituted by the 
Relieving Officer is merely intended to ascertain whether the resources of the appli
cant, or of his relatives who are legally liable for his' maintenance, are sufficient for his 
support and that of his dependants. The inquiry of the Charity Organisation Society 
goes much further and effects much more. It aims at ascertaining what are the causes 
of the family's distress, as revealed by careful and sympathetic inquiry into character 
and circumstances. This inquiry is intended to indicate the treatment by which these 
caufoles of distress may be removed, or, at least, alleviated. This difference in the 
motive and the method of inquiry corresponds with differences equally great. in the 
actual treatment of each case. As the inquiry goes further back and deeper down, 
so the treatment carries the family further forward, and aims at uplifting circumstances 
and cbaracter alike. This aim of charity-to give, not merely adequate relief but 
permanent bonefit, is reflected in one practice of our Committee which needs a little 
elucidation. In the Appendix* will be found, extracted from the Annual Repolt of 
of the Clerk to the Guardians (1903) a statement of the cases referred to and assisted 
by the C.O.S. Since that year the number of cases referred has increased by about 
75 per cent., and the practice of printing a statement of them has had to be abandoned. 
In those of the cases which have been decided over three months there appears an 
entry, "Revised on such and such a date." This refers to the fact that ~hen all. has 
been done that appears immediately possible to remove the causes of distress III a 
family, a statement of causes, trootment and immediate results is drawn up and pre
sented to the Oommittee. The family is then left, for three months, in the hands of 
the friendly visitor, who, at the expiration of that time, reports whether the ass~stance 
has proved permanently beneficial. If it has not, the case is attacked again wlth the 
help of the visitor's experience. This arrangement, which is aimed primarily at pro
ducing thoroughness of treatment, is, it need hardly be said, of considerable edu~a
tillnal value to the Committee-indicating as it does the comparative value of lts 

* Charities Appendix. 
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diagnoais and treatment. The inquiries made by voluntary aid contrast sharply with 
those made by the Relieving Officer in another important respect. They are :used to 
indicate not merely the causes of distress but also the sources from which the help 
required may be forthcoming. This is one of the real triumphs of the London C.O.S., 
for which the influence and pressure of the Central Council's Committees should have 
the highest credit. Of the forty or fifty thousand pounds per annum, not all Of it actually 
passing through the Society's books, but expended on C.O.S. cases, a mere fraction is 
drawn from any Relief Funds. It has been secured from relatives, friends, old 
employers, special societies, the Churches, the Benefit Societies, and Trades 1.Tnions, 
~nd from other persons previously, or as a result of. the appeal of the o.O.S., inter
ested in the case. At what a cost to more important work this has been done-for it 
is painful to reflect how many of these appeals are quite fruitless-we have already 
told in an early section. The following case illustrates not only the kind of inquiry 
~nd the kind of treatment received by those referred to us by the Relieving Officer~ 
but also the principles on which such treatment is based. 

An old ca.rpenter, past work, was advised by employers to apply for outdoor relief. A few minutes 
conversation with the m·~n convin~ed the rdlieving officer that more ~uitable aid than that of the Poor Law 
would be at once forthcoming from charitable sources; and the old man, whilst his application still stood for 
report to the Guardians, was advised to apply to the Charity Organisation Society. Here his circumstances 
were more fully entered into. He was country born and bred, had served his apprenticeship as a carpenter, 
'had married at twenty-three, and, with his wife, had come to London to seek his fortune. For sixty years he 
had worked for her and to bring up a family, all of whom, ex.cept one daughter, had died. He" had workcd 
for sixty years and his wife had never had to earn a penny." Line by line the story of hi'! life came out, not 
in one interview at our office, but in the course of several visits to the old people's home, where the remains of 
their once comfortable surroundings were stored in one kitchen-bedroom, always kept beautifully clean and 
bri~ht and orderly by the dutiful affection of their only remaining Ijaughter, who yet lived a mile away, and 
hact her own family and her own troubles. As the inquiry into the case deepened, the respect and affection of 
the old man's .new friend deepened still more. It was found that thc old couple had faced many misfortunes 
together. Amongst these were the loss of six children, after prolonged illness; the temporary failure of their 
eick club (now one of the best and safe3t in the kingdom); the loss through want of business knowledge of the 
hQuse they had acquired in a building society; the failure at last of their little hoard of cash, and the prospect of 
the pauper'. lot at the end of a long and strenuous struggle for independence. As the"e facts were verified by 
inquiry, the man's character and his wife's were revealed in the moat honollrable light. With the help of 
relatives, not legally liable, and old employers, to whom such an alternative to outdoor relief had not occurred, 
an adequate pension has been raised which will keep the old couple in peace and comfort for the rest of their 
days. Instead of the small dole and tickets handed to them across the pay-table of the relieving officer, a 
fuller allowance is taken week by week by one who will be glad of the old people's friendship, and bring to 
tbem not merely an allowance, bl1t many of those refinements of life which a friend may place at their disposal 
-in their window garden, in their little library (for the old man is a steady reader), and in other dome.tic 
comforts necessary to the period of old age. 

This case is merely typical of some seventy-seven pensioners on our books, and 
of some 1,700 on the books of our Society throughout London. ·We cite it in order 
. that the system of co-operation between the Associated Agencies of the Borough and 
the Board of Guardians may be fully understood; Had Outdoor Relief been given in 
this and similar cases-

(1) Some of the well-disposed ratepayers would have lost sight of thei!.' 
poorer brethren, and would have lost the opportunity of personally knowing 
them and serving them in their time of need. 

(2) The assistance of the remoter relatives would not have been forth
coming, arid their duty would have been neglected. 

(3) Old employers would not even have been asked to contribute. 
(4) Workmen making sacrifices to strengthen their provident associ<'\.

tions by mutual aid would have been discouraged and hampered, by the 
conviction that the Poor Law rate is the best poorman's club; and.as this 
tendency :worked itself out a gen.eral slackening in the administration of 
outdoor relief would ensue. . 
·(5) Provident workmen, keeping themselves above.the line of pauperism 
by their own exertions, would be made· to pay rates, contrary to their 
strongest convictions, for the comfortable support of the improvident; and 
these payments would tend to drag them down to the same level. 

The case of the widow has always seemed to us mOtlt unsuitable for Poor Law 
Relief, and one. in which the intervention of a Friendly Visitor is most opportune. Here 
no weekly payment, in cash or kind, can be supposed to fill the gap in the family life. 
:Brothers and.sis.ters and. other. relatives, th£l. club. members, and similar resOutces are 
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looked to, and do their best, often in most unstinted fashion, often with real self-sacrifice. 
But amongst the poorest, amongst the friendless, the paramount need is the need of 
one wise friend who understands the life of those she is dealing with, is willing to 
devote herself to their service, and is backed by such a combination of the sources of 
nelp to be rendered by the community afol our friendly visitors have at their command. 
The resources of the family and friends, the personal resources of the widow herself 
and of her older children, the provision for immediate needs, a. plan for the whol~ 
family in the future, the need for change of rooms, the supervision of the older boys
these are but a few of the points upon which the sympathy, counsel, and personal ~up
port of the Friendly Visitor are found to be most acceptable. Even where many offers 
of help are forthcoming from friends and neighbours, these are not always the wisest 
offers' ;\and to discriminate between them and use them to the best advantage will be 
no slight tax upon the worker on whom the responsibility falls. 

A very respectable widow, with three young -daughters, was referred to us by the Guardians in order 
that something better than a mere allowance might be secured for her. Inquiry showed that the husband 
had lost his life in an accident, which was due, so far as we could see, to his employer's mismanagement. 
The woman, who had received much help from the employer, was destitute when this ceased. We raised 
from various sources 6s. per week for boarding out two of the children with their grandmother in the 
country, leaving the widow with one child to support by charing. With the kind help of one of our 
subscribers, a solicitor, we fought the employer and recovered £ 100 compensation, entrusted to us for the 
maintenance of the children, who, owing to necessary changes in the grandmother's household, have been 
transferred to a sruall orphanage, where they are doing well. 

A young widow, with seven dependent children, was referred to our Committee for holp and advice. 
She had receivod 9s. 6d. outdoor relief during the illness of her husband, who had been a lazy good-for
nothing man, but now she nepded some well-thought-out plan for her future; she had thoroughly lost heart 
and her home and children had suffered from negle& Though her own pllrents were poor, her father-in-law 
was found to be a cabinet-maker in a fairly good position, and when he found she was no longer to be helped 
by the rates, he willingly promised to allow her lOs. a week. Her eldest son, who was thoroughly out of 
hand, was by t.he Committee's influence got on to a training ship, and another boy sent to a Home of the 
'Waifs and Strays at Margate, whilst the widow herself, now freed from the worst of her anxietip.s, set to 
work with a will, and managed to support her family by taking in washing, with the help from her father· 
in-law and a little assistance from her elder daughter. After some months, however, the grandfather died, 
and his widow and SOilS were only able to continue 7s. for two 01' three weeks longer. By this time one 
other daughter was able to go into service, and at the Committee's advice two more children were taken by 
the Guardians (one to Dr. Barnardo's and one to Banstead Schools). The widow and her three remaining 
children moved into one large room, and a grant of £ 1 tiding her over the first few weeks, she became 
entirely self-supporting. Since then she has again fallen into temporary difficulties, owing to the removal of 
her chief employers. But again her relatives have been persuaded to come forward. They have now taken 
the youngest child for a prolonged visit: another boy is being taken by the Guardians, and she is working 
up a new connection, with only on'3 child to support, but hoping soon to be able to have her little boy at 
home again. She is now a bright, clean, energetic little woman, Tery proud of all her children, and especially 
of ·the once troublesome son, now a well-set-up sailor-boy. 

Very often the case of an able-bodied man is referred, and often these cases are 
dealt with partly by a "voluntary" adaptation of the modified workhouse test-the 
Guardians sending to Lingfield :Farm Colony (a voluntary institution) a husband who 
needs the discipline and personal influence that are such a satisfactory feature of 
Lingfield, whilst one of our Committees of Assistance helps the wife. The following 
is a case referred to us by the Guardians, but sent, not to I.ingfield, but to the Distress 
,V or ks at Hi tchin :-

A young couple were referred to us by the Board oC Guardians, to whom the wife had applied for work 
for her husband. She was in an emaciated condition, looking wretchedly ill, nervous, and depressed. In· 
quiries showed that both man and wife came of respectable families, but had wrecked their prospects by an 
iruprovident marriago which had caused the young man, or rather boy, to lose his work as under-gardener
his employer being unwilling to keep married servants. Since their marriage thf'y had roamed about from 
place to place, living partly with relatives. the man doiug casual work, but always earning a good charac~er. 
There were indioations, however, that his desultory life was undermining his capacity for steady wor~, whIlst 
his wife wa~ breaking down in her efforts to keep the home together by her earnings. Intenm relief was 
obtained from the clergy, and the man dispatched to ilie Distress Committee, who set him to work at ~he 
Garden City at Hitchin. The wife was sent for troatment to the Hampstead Hospital, helped by the Nursmg 
ASflociation, and then sent with her baby to Hove for three weeks. On her retUl'1l an arrangement was made 
for htr to live with her mother until her husband's return. But her husband did not return. 'Work at a 
pouna a week and a oottage were found for him at Hitchin, and within eight months of his despairing appli. 
c:.t:cn to the Guardiam he was joined by his wife and children in their country home. , 

~;:,t there was a far more sad and difficult class dealt with by the Poor Law that 
made a powerfulapp(!al for our help-the young unmarried wom"en, the mere~t girl~, 
very often, applying, in the first instance, for Maternity Itelief. We felt that III theIr 
cases if in any, charity shouhl exercise its prior claim, step in before the Poor Law, 
and rescue those who in 'so many instances bad been mere victims, from some of the 
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results of their fall. The interview with the Relieving Officer, the appearance before 
a mixed Board with all the possibilities of cross-examination-the life in the able-hodied 
wards before confinemeftt, in which all maternal instincts would suffer desecration and 
suppression, the early separation from the child necessitated by ,the need of merest 
breadwinning-these seemed a series of misfortunes from whose hardening effect 
charity might save. those who were willing to be saved. After considerable controversy'.lf 
it was agreed, between the Guardians and our Executive, that, in accorda.nce with the 
principles of l\1r. Goschen's Circular, these young women should, in every first case, at 
the outset, be offered the alternati ve of being dealt with by a woman worker-one of 
the members of our Rescue and :M:aternity Committee. By these, the young women, 
who almost invariably accept the alternative thus offered, are sent first to a Maternity 
Home and then to a Maternity Hospital, often the same institution. For the first 
three, six, or sometimes twelve months of the baby's life, the mother is enabled to 
earn her livelihood in the Maternity Home without separation' from the life of her 
child. A glance at the Appendixt will indicate what measure of success has 
attended this difficult work. Of the influence on character-the most important thing 
...L.a schedule can only speak most vaguely. But it speaks definitely on two tendencies; 
firstly, the prevention of application to the Relieving Officer, and, secondly, the steady 
increase in the number of cases in which the man has been successfully prosecuted. 
Under the Poor Law the cases in which a pros-ecution of the man was successful, were 
exceediugly rare. It has only been by enlisting the systematic co-operation of many 
societies and institutions that this piece of work has been so completely established 
by Miss Topha~, the hon. secretary of the Committee. The Appendixt shows how 
the efforts made Within the borough have also been brought into line.t 

A girl of seventeen in service, who came of a thoroughly respectable famiTy; founet-it necessary _ to soek 
Maternity Relief. Her own mi~tress did not trouble where she was going; but her sister's mistresi! advised 
application to the Relieving Officer. This lady's medical attendant, however, who was consulted, knew the 
work our Committee was doing, and the girl was sent direct to Miss Topham. To this lady the girl confessed 
everything, including the name of the man who had wronged her. The man was s"en by a member of the 
Committee, was made to realise the gravity of his offence, and was made to pay regularly towards the main~ 
tenance of his ohild as long as it lived. The girl's family gratefully contributed towards the cost of her 
trelltment. The girl herself, who was very weak and wayward, just the sort whom Poor Law treatment 
could not have saved, was first sent to a Maternity Home, and has since gone for two year's discipline at a 
Home in the country. Here she is reported to be improving. The man has been reconciled to his wife. 
All that charity, at ouce compassionate and stern, could devi~e, has been tried; and so far it has not failed. 

PART IV.-A COUNCIL OF SOCIAL WELFARE. 

XIIL-Co-OPERATIVE MEDICAL AID. 

In dealing with certain departments of our work we have once or twice referred 
to matters of great importance, to many interests, neither purely local, nor purely 
generic-in which further progress could hardly be made without a far more general 
consent than our Local or Special Committees could give. These matters are the 
peculiar province, and the chief justification of a Council of Social Welfare. One of 
these matters of general interAst is the possibility of a large combination between the 
medical profession, the hospital and dispensary authorities, the friendly societies, and 
ultimately, perhaps, even the,municipal authorities in the reorganisation of medical 
aid throughout the b,orough on a provident basis. 

Our first step in this direction was to lay the matter before the Council, whenCe< 
it was referred after a preliminary discussion to the general Executive to ventilat.e the 
subject and to forward co-operation; our second step was to invite the secretary of 
the British Medical Association in Hampstead to read a paper at the Council,. 
de:;0ribing the attitude and relation of the hospitals to mutual provident aid. Imme
diately the question was taken up by the Industrial· and Provident Committee, and 
four public conferences were held. 

Reports from this Committee and the Care Committee of the Managers of the 
Kilburn Group of Schools were then considered by the Executive, and it was resolved 

• For a Circular to Guardians and the C.O.S. on this suhject. and for a Schedule of cases dealL with 
during three years, Bee Charities Appendi:r. "-

t Charities Appendix. . . 
t For Memorandum by Rural Dean and the Hon. Seo. of the Council ~f Social Welfare, see Chllritios 

AppendiL 
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to approach the various bodies concerned seriatim; beginning with the British Medical 
Association. It seem~dpossible at the present. jU~lCture to' initiate a widespread 
reform. There wera several factli tha,t seemed to mdlCate that such a change as we 
suggested might be carried out in the immediate' future: First, with regard to the 
Elementary Schools:- . 

(1) During the past five or six years' we had been instrumental in bringing about, 
between the clergy, the managers of elementary schools, and one of the great Friendly 
Societies, a great development in the Juvenile Forestry. movement. During these six 
years over six hundred children had entered the ranks, either as members of Sunday 
schools, or as attending the elementary. s~hools. This forms but a very small minority 
of the c.p.ildren receiving elementa,ry education within the boroug,h,' Lately, however 
by the provisions of the Education Act of 1907, a beginning has been ..... ~Je by .th~ 
County Council to organise medical inspection of all elementary school children. In 
this borough the medical inspector has already inspected the children at the poorest 
of our schools, and the inspection has yielded a total of eighty-one cases in. which he 
indicates that medical and sometimes surgical treatment are required. If anything 
like similar figures are yielded in the other sch.ools in the borough, .aVery large 
amount of work must necessarily be thrown, either upon medical practitioners in their 
private capacity, or upon the doctors at dispensaries, or at the out-patient departments 
of the nearest hospitals. All these cases have been warned by the teache.r~ and visited 
on behalf of the Care Committee; and we regret to say that in twenty-nine cases of 
disease the parents had taken no action; in those that had, thirty had been taken to 
hospitals and fourteen to private practitioners. Only one had been treated at a 
Provident Dispensary, _~nd none by a Friendly Society'S doctor. . 

-.-" ,". 

This led us to consider a seoond fact: the use of the Out-Patient Departments 
in our hospitals. 

(2) Both the out-patient departments that were formerly used by the poor of 
this borough have now been removed. The inspected. children, therefore, found to 
be suffering from illness or defect that would probably have been treated at these 
hospitals, will have to go outside the borough for their treatment. A great many of 
these cases, being chronic, and not of an exceptional character, should be treated by a 
family doctor, and not go to swell the numb en of those who make use of the out
patient departments in our hospitals. For a long time Wtl had felt, in connection with 
cases of illness where the home conditions were well-known' to us, that the medical 
treatment at the hospital was largely, if not altogether, nullified by ignorance of the 
actual possibilities of treatment that the home afforded; and that the family medical 
man on the spot was the only person who could deal with them adequately. Recog
nising that the out-patient departments should be made consultative in their character, 
and used chiefly for that, and for casualties, and for cases in' which expensive or 
highly specialised equipment is necessary, we could not regret, on the whole, the 
disappearance of the ordinary ant-patient department's work in our district, especially 
if their removal could be used for the greater development of provident dispensaries 
and friendly societies.. . 

This brought us to a third point-:-our Local Dispensaries: 

(3) For the people of Hampstead, there are, happily near to the five elementary 
schools in the borough, four provident dispensaries. But it is unhappily true of two 
or three of these, as of many other dispensaries: (1) that the membership fluctuates 
very greatly, and (2) that the equipment, and in one or two cases, possibly the dis
p~nsing department, are below the standard which the medical staff. would like tp 
secure. 

This led us' to a fourth point: the, possibility of a Public Medical ~~vice. for 
Hampstead. ' 

(4) In connection with one, the Kilburn, Provident Institute there were two facts 
to be observed: one was that the Institute was served.,.not by a chose.n staff, but by 
what may almost be called a public medical service. open to all. practitioners_in. _that 
part of the borough, and giving the members a· wider choice of a medical man than 
the staff system allows; another was that one or two henefit societies had already 
been induced to use this Institute for their medicalattendanceafi(J.df1lgs.'~ 

, , 

* Soo Cha11ties Appendix. 
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Taking these four facts together, it appeared that the time had come when 
the whole of the provident medical aid in Hampstead might be systematised. 

Our suggestions were ,-

(1) Might not the whole medical profession in the borough become, for 
the purposes of provident dispensaries at least a public medical service? 

(2) As the doctors belonging to the benefit societies would be included 
(we hope without exception) in this service, might not these societies be asked 
to do what is now being done on a smaller scale" at the Institute above 
mentioned-use the dispensary for their medical attendance and drugs 1 

(3) Might not the movement for extending the provision against sick
ness be established in our schools by the formation in all of them where they 
do not at present exist, of Juvenile Courts of the :Foresters and Juvenile 
Lodges of the Oddfellows 1 So much success had attended our efforts in 
this direction, that we thought that in time nearly alfThose -who wo~ld 
not under present circumstances be more suitably dealt with by the poor 
law, might be induced to join. We regard these juvenile societies as 
valuable in training the children to become members of the great friendly 
societies later on in life; but they are of even greater value educationally in 
training the children in habits of mutual helpfulness, order, and solidarity. 

It is well known that the system here advocat.ed has already bAenadopted,and 
canied out with some degree of success, in many of our provincial towns. But in 
most cases it has been ·done without the co-operation. of a public medical service, 
and we regretted to find in some of them that the medical appointment has been 
made a mere commercial arrangement between the societies and the medical officers. 
Medical men have been found who were willing to act as resident medical of officers the 
combined dispensaries at a salary which has in some cases been considered too low 
by their medical brethren in the town in question. Knowing. as we did, the liberal 
custom of the medical profession in graduating their fees according to the income of 
their patients, as roughly estimated by the rent (If the house they occupy, we were 
anxious that this point of view should be carefully considered in any proposals we 
had to make, in order that our constituents amongst the leading benefit societies 
might reconsider in the light of the practice to which we have just alluded, the 
desirability of instituting-not of course for ordinary insurance for sick benefit, nor 
for the purchase of drugs at co-operative prices through the dispensaries -but for 
medical attendance only, a scale of fees, rising approximately, according to the house
rent paid by, or the wages earned by, the member. 

There remained the question of expense: (1) In the possibility of a fifth central 
Dispensary being required, This might merely mean leasing a house and adapting it 
to the new requirements, or if any rich local endowment, or rich residents, could be 
brought to our help, it might mean not merely a central dispensary, but the long
coveted Societies' Hall, for the meetings of Friendly Societies and the establishment 
of the offices of the various voluntary societies under one roof. (2) In the equipment 
or improvement of the present dispensaries, especially with a view to the treatment· 
of children's cases, the Friendly Societies themselves might contribute. And the> 
Dispensaries' incomes might be supplemented by grants· made in accordance with. 
Section 13 (1) of the Education Act of 1907. , 

We have set forth this Elcheme at somewhat wearisome length, although it is 
'still under consideration, in order to indicate the function of such a representative 
Council as we have set up in Hampstead. On that Council, the local division of the 
British Medical Association is represented by two members, the Trades Council by 
four members, the Oddfellows and Foresters by two· members respectively, the 
Hearts of Oak by one member, the Dispensarias by two members, the Hospitals by 
four members. But the three local departments of municipal government are all 
more or less closely concerned in such a scheme. The Guardians, who possess perhaps 
the best equipped dispensary in the borough, are represented by two members; the 
Borough Council, the co-operation of whose health department is helpful to the move 
ment, has four members ;~:' and the Managers of the County Schools, whose consent 
must be secured, have three members . 

... Also the Mayor and Deputy-Mayor are President and Vice-President. 
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If one reflects how often good schemes are wrecked for want of some common 
ground whence a scheme, well considered from all points of view, may be worked out 
the advantages of our union of all agencies becomes apparent. ' 

XIV.-A BODY OF SOCIAL DOCTRINE. 

'This was a phrase by which Arnold Toynbee designated one of the ideals to which 
he gave, and for which he gave'up, his life. If our action is to be effective, it must be 
based upon principle; and since principles vary with men's minds, some reconciliation 
or unification, some bod!J of doctrine must be reached, before workers can hope to 
influence for good the lives and conditions of the people. Here again we have 
trustp,d\tno representative control; and representative control has has not failed us .. Our 
Board ~ Social Study was composed of the chairmen of the' local Committees of 
Assistance, reinforced by a few economists and social experts. It was successful in 
the formation of many Social Study Circles in congregations and local societies; but 
as we saiq-OnpagEriO, it always looked forward to the establishment of a general 
course of study that ~hould at once harmonise and inform the action of all the workers 
in the borough. Accordingly the' Representative Council of Social Welfare, 
appointed a special committee on Domiciliary Visiting, consisting of the Rural 
Dean and other leading clergy of the Established and Free Churches with a 
few representative women and laymen, including Miss]( K. U rwick, an experienced 
District Visitor, who acted as hon. secretary. We shall deal later on with 
their reference, as it related to the main subject they were asked to consider; but an 
interim report was sent in by this special committee recommending, as the first essential 
in any systematisation of visiting, a common training at once theoretical and practical 
for the visitors. In accordance with this recommendation, a sessional course of the 
character suggested has been inaugurated and is being attended steadily by an average 
audience of over seventy students-chiefly district, and other, visitors amongst the poor. 
We believe that this piece of work alone would justify the Council's existence, for 
it must exercise far-reaching results in one of the most important departments of 
social work-friendly visiting and its influence upon family life. 

XV.-ELBERFELD IN LONDON. 

The special committee on Domiciliary Visiting could, therefore, look back with 
some satisfaction upon certain achievements of our system of co-operative control; 
altbough they were fully aware how much had yet to be done. 

(1) Virtually complet~ intercommunication between all assisting agencies 
had been secured by our system of registration; whilst the permanent alloca
tion of certain families (composite as to their relations with several churches) 
to certain churches and societies, or to the Guardians, had minimised the 
possibilities of overlapping. 

(2) The release of the district visitor in several parishes from almsgiving, 
a.nd the administration of assistance by weekly or fortnightly committees 
representative of the churches, had purified the friendly influence of tho visitor, 
and the spiritual influence of every church. 

(3) The Social Study Circles, by rendering continuous social study easy, 
attractive, and practical, had paved the way for the Continuous Course, now 
running, which aims at providing such a general equipment as to eliminate the 
necessity, in all but exceptional cases, of employing u. fresh visitor to meet 
fresh needs unstudied by the visitor already at work. . 

But the committee had to consider not merely the areas where the whole system, 
so far as it went, was ah'eady in force, but others where it was as yet incomplete 
The committee asked itself: What is the problem taken at its worst? A new family 
enters a district-a poor family in a poor neighbourhood. Supposing two denomi
nations, seeking souls to be saved, in all good faith, but without intercommunication, 
invite th{'ir attention at church, or mission, or chapel. This in itself is a kind of 
confusion that might be eliminated, especially in very poor quarters, for it is bad enough. 
But it may Le worse. Suppose the newcomers are in actual want, and suppose one 
or both of the denominations, ignorant of each other's action, begin to give relief? 
How will the lowest class we aro thinking of escape something worse than confusion, 
Romething more like corruption-not from the motives that prompt, but in the results 
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which may follow, these negligent gifts? Yes, negligenJ, not in their kindness and care 
for the poor; but careless and unkind in their neglect of what others, equally earnest 
may be striving, at the same time, and in the same home, to effect. 

But we have not yet ended our account of the invasions and confusions to which 
the poor are subject. The visitors of the churches are not the only visitors. Apart 
from rent collectors, insurance collectors, and others, there are the school visitors, the 
care committee visitors of the school managers, the health visitors, the separate visitors 
of all the children's societies-Apprenticeship and Skilled Employment, Invalid 
Children's Aid, Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Children's Country Holidays. We 
need not labour the list of these. Their sum is great. But if the purposes for which 
the visits are made were catalogued, th'e confusion of counsel would be still more 
apparent. 

There is a host of visitors, in every London Borough at least, representative of 
the municipal bodies and lay societies. The seriousness with which these visitors 
conceive their duties will determine the earnestness and persistence of their advice, 
their persuasion and their practical schemes for each family visited. One visitor may 
be bringing port wine or brandy to the man pledged by another visitor to total 
abstinence. The child destined by a phthil:!is visitor for the isolation and special 
treatment of a Sanatorium, may be sent by another to regain its strength amongst 
a crowd of little cousins in a country cottage. The young and ignorant mother, who 
is being carefully guided by a lady Sanitary Inspector in the nurture of her infant, 
may be presented by some other visitor whose authority the mother deems to be 
greater, with a deleterious patent food. Mter much of the best kind of persuasion 
a father has consented to apprentice a bright lad to a trade. Another visitor nips this 
in the bud with a pecuniarily seductive offer of a situation that will lead to nothing but 
a place in an unskilled labour market already overstocked. 

Let it be granted that nothing is due to our self-respect, our consideration for 
others, or our sense of humour. But let this be answered: Is it just to the poor that 
these multiplied invasions of their homes, these divided counsels, involving life and 
death, good and evil, should stand in the way of trained thought and orderly service 1 
The Report of the Special Committ.ee which follows, indicates two simple methods 
of minimising the evil :-(1) The co-operation of interparochiaJ committees of assis~ 
tance, representative of all bodies of visitors; (2) The ascertainment by every visitor, 
as one of her most important duties, of the relations of the various members of each 
family to other organisations and visitors. 

429 

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE. 

The Special Committee has already presented its first or interim 
Report dealing with what its members regarded as their first duty under 
the circumstances, viz., to recommend that such visitors as feel the need 
of it shouid be offered a training that will 'enable them to deal with all 
ordinary cases of distress, without the frequent intervention of a special 
visitor. This Interim Report met with the approval of the General 
Executive and of the Council; and, accordingly, in co-operation with 
the Board of Social Studies, we have arranged g, series of twenty-one 
addresses on practical subjects. A preliminary course of four addresses 
has been attended on the Tuesday mornings of November by an average, 
of over seventy ladies. By the kind permission of the Vicar of Trinity 
Church, these addresses have been given in· Trinity Church Hall. 
These are to be followed after Christmas by ten lectures on Methods of 
Public Assistance. After Easter visits to Institutions will be arranged. 
A Reading Party has also been formed this term amongst a few of 
those attending the lectures. 

2. The Special Committee next held, a meeting in conjunction with 
the Upper Hampstead Committees of Assistance with a view to ascer
taining what were the views of the heads of Religious Bodies and other 
~ocieties in Upper Hampstead, as to the possibility of ensuring a friendly 
visitor for every family likely to need a visitor's help. The possibility of 

4Z 
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introducing some,.t.."lodification of the Elberfeld System was considered 
and Dr. Horton and Dr. Newton Marshall were in favour of an attempt 
being made in that direction. Another speaker suggested that one of the 
chief difficulties of the German !lystem lay in the want of proper com
munication between the visitors under that system, and those who are 
visiting on behalf of religious and other voluntary Associations over t.he 
same areas. It was aecordingly resolved, ,with the cordial conc~rrence of 
Dr. Horton and Dr. Newton Marshall, that an attempt should be made 
in the two parishes covered by the operations of the Upper Hampstead 
Committee of Assistance, to ascertain -as exactly as possible what visitino
was already systematised, who the visitors were, and what families they 
visited. . 

3. Returns have been received from all the Churches and -Societies 
at work. within these two p~rishes, except from t~e Salvation Army, viz., 
the Pansh Church and Christ Church, St. Mary s, Holly Hill (Roman 
Catholic), Lyndhurst Hoad Congregational Church, Heath Street Baptist 
Chapel, Prince Arthur Road Wesleyan Chapel, Rosslyn Hill Unitarian 
Chapel, the Invalid Children's Aid Association, the Care Committee of 
New End School, the Guardians, the Upper Hampstead Committee of the 
Council of Social \Velfare. . 

Although it is true that overlapping in material gifts bas been 
reduced to a minimum by our system of Registration, and conference, 
and by the permanent allotment, for the purposes of' relief, of the 
various composite families-families whose members are connected 
with more than one religious organisation-yet we regretted to 
find that whilst a very few very poor families were apparently not being 
visited at all, certain families were being visited by more religious bodies 
than one. . 

4. We think that both these difficulties may be met by means of 
our established machinery. In the district selected for our enquiry we 
have a. Committee, representative of every religious and otber body, 
engaged in the work of Assistance. Small Conferences consisting only 
of t.he workers actually concerned can therefore adjust the visiting of 
such families as are connected with more than one body. N or will it be 

. difficult to secure fresh visitors for those at present unvisited, as soon as 
the Committee is advised which families these are. But in order to 
carry out these arrangements it will be necessary to know, further than 
we already know, pr~cisely how this institutional overlapping occurs in 
each family. \Ve would therefore· earnestly recommend that every 
regular visitor of a family ascertain, gradually of course and not as the 
sub.iect of a special enquiry, to what religious and social organisations. 
each member of a family belcmgs. Some" overlapping" in the sense of 
visiting by more than one religious body is, we fear, inevitable so long 
as various members of the same family, living under the same roof, 
have attached themselves to different religious bodies; but we hope and. 
believe that the use of such opportunities by the Visitor, in order to 
influence the convictions of the other members of the family, is becoming 
in Hampstead more and more rare, o\\;ng to the good feeling and more 
intimate association existing between the representatives of the various 
religious organisations: an association whieh is at least in part due ~o 
opportunities for common· work afforded by the Council of SOCIal 
Welfare. The Vicar of the Parish and the Vicar of Christchurch have 
both recorded their opinion that the steps taken to prevent overlapping 
of Relief havf' resulted in a distinct improvement in the tone of those 

. neighbow'hoods where that reform has been effected; and we ho{>~ for 
still further gain as a result of the fresh efforts we now ask all VIsitors 
to make. 

5. Rut it is not from religious bodies alone, by any means, that tIle 
difficulty arises. There are several lay societies. doing excellent work. 
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but yet, unfortunately, traversing the visits of the Churches Visitors', 
viz., the Phthisis and Infants' Health Committees, other visitors of the 
Standing Committees of the Executive of the Council of Social Welfare, 
the visitors of the Care Committees, the visitors of the Children's Country 
Holiday Fund, the Invalid Children's Aid Associations, and of other 
excellent organisations. These· in their aggregate actually outnumbered 
the visitors of the Established Church. ,The .Pthisis visitors alone visit 
nearly 150 families. 

We have already made a beginning of reform here by invitations, 
most willingly accepted, to the hon. secretary of the Infants Health 
Committee, the Medical Officer of Health for Hampstead, and the 
lady Sanitary Inspector, to ~ddress and advise three meetings of 
District Visitors as to the treatment of families under the system 
known as Health Visiting. . And the Vicars of the Parish and Christ 
Church have since arranged with the Phthisis Committee for a beginning 
to be made in the clearance of overlapping with that Committee by the 
use of the services of the District Visitors for Phthisis Visiting. 

, 

It will be seen that progress must be slow, if, instead of adopting a 
system which ignores the work of others, and gives an appearance of order 
which only covers confusion, we take into account, and endeavour to 
adjust, the diverse efforts of all workers; and to train for their work all 
who have set themselves to serve the poor. 

None who have the least acquaintance with the missionary methods that obtain in 
the poorest quarters of our greater cities will deny the difficulties we have met. But 
only a few both know them· and realise their danger. The majority of those whose 
attention is drawn to them will' simply adopt the attitude that it is impossible to 
introduce system into a. complication of so many discordant elements. And yet in 
other walks of life far more complicated matters have to be disentangled and settled. 
Those who are familiar with Mr. and Mrs. Webb's "Industrial Democracy," for instance, 
may rememLer the striking passage in which the extreme complicatioris that attend 
the collective bargaining of the cotton-weavers are described. The factors that enter 
into the piecework rates of the Lancashire' cotton operatives a.re so complicated that 
both the employers and the workpeople have found it necessary to employ peI'm:anent 
professional experts devoting their whole time to the interests of the e~ployers' 
association and the tmdes union respectively. 'fhe agreed wage depends on many 
factors involved in the machinery, the materials, their quality and wear and tear, and 
the arithmetical calculations needed for. cQuntless differing cases, Yet the two experts 

. under the representative control of the &inployers' and workmen's associations solve 
the problems in the end to thesatisfactiQ:n of all parties. The Captains and the rank 
nnd file of Industry seek for their justice through a host of bewildering facts and 
most difficult calculations based upon them, although the end may be but the rise or 
fall oC wages by a penny or twopence. Shall not we who have the lives of the 
unhappiest at stake" venture as warily, use the same skill ?" 

At any rate, in Hampstead, experience shows us that all these difficulties due to 
isolated and impulsive action yield ;to treatm'ent-yield, that is, to experieuce~ 
forethought, and representat~ve control. 

• 
XVL-CONCLUSION. 

Our. history, the~efore, has been a history; firstly, oC co-operation; secondly, of 
co-operatlOn; and, thIrdly, of co-operation-co-operation between the bodies that 
deal with the unemployed~y between .the bodies that administer Poor Law Medical 
Relief and those that a,d¥inister through the Borough Council the Public Health 
Acts; ,?etween the Guardla~s of the roor and tl1e neighbo'urs of the poor as to the 
respectIve sph~res of Puolic .~elief ansl..private charity; between those who formerly 
undertook Rebef work ~');:P~t.r1.c~ VisitorS. and the other agencie~· working over the 
same area; between theNtttIonal Church and one of the great natlOnal movements of 
workmen for mutual help~::t; .~.: ... : 

429. 
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The crying need for co-operation and unity in social work to-day results from the 
great and irregular growth of our Voluntary and Municipal Institutions. Their
numbers and gr~t variety have indicated how mu~h there is to ?e done, and h<?w many 
there are to do It. But we found the army of SOCIal Reform still an army of uregular 
bands. If its units and groups were to turn out decent work, their efforts must be 
consolidated. Each group must learn to trust other groups, to share in· some of the 
work, to specialise in some, and to give up some altogether. Unless this spirit· of 
mutual help and mutual concession i~ evolved, social work cannot be disentangled from 
the muddle it now almost everywhere presents. The question arises: How by whom 
and at whose expense, is this disentanglement to be performed, so that the p~rsonal and 
financial fe.sources of the community may be sustained ~n. cO-~l'din~tion? It might be 
attempted m .one of three ways.. The State o~ the MU~llCIpalIty mIght. attempt it, but 
at present neIther shows any SIgn even that It appreCIates the need. Or, one society 
out of the many societies might attempt it. , One sQciety has attempted it, and so far 
has failed. It has fll.iled because it has not learnt the simple lesson that except' in th~ 
most rudimentary organisms growth takes place from within; or because, knowing 
that, it has not troubled to apply its knowledge to the social facts with which it was 
concerned. Or, finally, all the societies might attempt it together. 

In Hampstead the attempt to I' organise" "charities" from without had long been 
abandoned as a delusive enterprise. Patiently and attentively, and for many years 
members of the now Associated Agencies who believed in unity and co-operation had 
studied the Agencies with which they were already connected, or working with other 
,Agencies, had endeavoured to learn their aims and point.of view. A very few persons 
in a Borough who concentrate their time and strength in this way can do a good deal; 
and the Hampstead Associated Agencies have certainly become what they are in unity 
and co-operation because their representatives' were willing to learn other Agencies' 
methods of work, to admit that other people's point-of view demanded serious and 
sympathetic attention, to work hard at other people's jobs, and to take as their wages 
-unity and co-operation. . . 

:K ow, as soon as the case for association had been fairly made out, as it had been 
in Hampstead; as soon as enough progress in co-operation had been made as to justify 
it to the mass of reasonable persons; the time had arrived when the regulation of the new 
relations should be placed in the hands of some recognised, responsible body. The linking 
of personal effort through the local committees, and through the local conferences for the 
prevention of overlapping; the linking· of various forms of public medical assistance 
through the Health Society; the linking of various Provident Societies through the . 
Industrial Committee, and of various Rescue Agencies through our Rescue and Mater-' 
nity Committee; the powerful influence that is wielded, and might be' abused, by a 
Board of Social Study-these made up an organisation at once too delicate and too 
extensive to be left without some such central support as a representative Council 
supplies. It was because those of us who had been responsible for establishing these 
delicate and yet necessary connections between many institutions (municipal, endowed, 
and voluntary) felt the weight of our responsibility, that we laid before these vario~s 
agencies a definite scheme for a representative Council. We believed that co-operation 
had gone as far as it could go without being the outcome of direct personal control. 

Nine years of steady growth had been marked by the appointment of a General 
Executive Committee, and by the development at the hands of the new body of some 
dozen young and vigorous Committees which were applying the old principles in new 
ways. The one comparatively simple response to the application m:i~e by the poor 
after distress had overtaken them, had been superseded by an entirely New Organisa
tion-sympathetic and comprehensive in its relation to other agencies, aggressive and 
varied in its attack upon social evils, preventive first and curativeaiterwards, con
structiye of a new system in which the Churches, the 'great Friendly Societies, and the 
three main branches of Municipal Administration co-operate for th<: improvement in 
the condition of the people. 

\Ve had lost the flimplicity and possiLly some of the precision of an army made 
IIp of one Arm. We had gained the complexity, interdependence, and spontaneity 
needed for modern warfare. In fact, we had become a fighting force, a Movement 
with a purpose. And it has been given' us to see some of the fruits of our labours in 
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a decreased pauperism, bettered condition;r~ the working classes, and a new interest 
at once humane and ~cientific, in the social pro~m. But we are thankful to think 
that more than this has flo,,'ed from common effor ~ for which our Society in Hamp
stead has been a rallying ground. A better unders ding betw'een men and women 
of different classes, sects, and parties has resulted in complete revolution in the 
administration of voluntary and municipal assistance, an an extraordinary develop-
ment of the Friendly Societies' movement. . 

CONSTITUTION OF THE HAMP.3TEAD COUNCIL OF SOCIAL LFARE. 
L-The namE! of the Council shall be The Hampstead 

Council of Social Welfare. (The number of representa
tive~ that may be appointed by each agency are given in 
the second column below.) 

n.-The Council shall consist of-
(1) Representatives of such of the following 

Agencies as are willin~ to co· operate. (2) All the 
members of the Executlve, and three representatives 
of each of the Committees and Conferences of the 
C.O.S., and of its Associated Agencies. 

(1) Co-operating Agmcie,. 

Agency. 
No. of 

Represen-
tatives. 

Hampstead Ruridecanal Chapter - - 4 
Hampstead Free Church ()ouncil 4 
Je",ish Synagogue - - 1 
Dominican Church, Southampton Road - - 1 
Society of Friends Willoughh~ Road. - - 1 
Salvation Army,.&mpstead Headquarters - 1 
Ethical Society - - - - - - - 1 
The Three Unitarian Churches in Hampstebd - 1 
Borough Council - - 4 
Board of Guardians - 2 
Council Elementary Schools - - - 4 
The Welle and Campden Charity - 2 
Stock's Charit)' - - - - - 1 
Ham{ls~ Dlvision of the British Medical Asso-

• Clatlon • - - 2 
The Hampstead General Hospital - - - - 2 
The North London Hospita1 Mount Vernon - 2 
The Hampstead Provident JJispenSBry - - - 2 
The Kilburn Provident Medical Institute - 2 
The Kilburn Dispensary - - - 1 
The Hampstead Nursing Association 1 
The Kilhurn'Nursing Association· - 1 
The Brondesbury'Creche - - - 1* 
The Hampstead and St_ Pancras Day Nursery - 1 
The Hampstead Branch of the Invalid Children's 

Aid Association • - -:> - • - 1 
The Hampstead Branch of the National Society 

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children - 1 
The Hampstead Rescue Association - 1 
The Hampstead Women's Shelter - - 1. 
The Committees of the Metropolitan Association 

for Befriending Young Servants - . - 1 
Hampst~ Branches of the GirL!' Friendly 

SOCIety· - - - • - - - 1 
Hampstead Young Men's Christian Assoclation - 1 
Hampstead Young Women's Christian Association - 1 
The Women's and Girls' Diocesan Association - 1 
Christian Social Union, Hampstead Branch - - 1 
Hampstead Council for the Promotion of Public 

Morality_ • - - • - - - • 1 
Hampstead Temperance Council - - - - 2 
Hampstead Health Society . - - - - - 1 
Hampstead Branch of the Anti-Sweating ~eague - 1 
Hampstead Employment Exchange CommIttee - 1 
Hampstead Apprenticeship and Skilled Employ-

ment Committee , - 1 
The Hampstead Trades Council - - - • 4 
Court Goulding's Pride of the Ancient Order of 

Foresters - - - - - 1 
Court Abbey of the Ancient Order of Foresters - 1 
Prince Georue of Cambridge, Lodge of the Man-

chester Unity of Oddfellows - -. . - 1 
Dansie Lodge of the Manchester Unity of Odd· 

fellows - - - - - - 1 
The Hearts of Onk (Hampstead District) - - 1 
.The Carlton Lodge of the Total Abstinent Sons of 

the Phrenix - 1 
Lyndhurst Road Friendly Society - 1 

• The only agency th .. t h .... fa.iled to I16nd a represent&
tive.-T.R.N. 

No. of 
Agency. . '<. . Represeu-

. ·~tiVes. 
Adult Schools - - • - - - . 1 . 
The Ham stead Working Men's Associa.tion - -
Kilburn ~nference of the Society of St. Elizabeth 1,. 
Kilburn Conference of the Society of .st. Vincent 

de Paul --1 

Total - - 74 

(2) Executive and its CO.1ltmittees, af!4 Conferences of 
. the AII8()C1,ated Agenc'/,6s. 

General Executive -'25 
Finance Committee - 3 
Pension Committee 3. 
Board of Social Study Committee - 3 
Indqstrial and Provident Committee 3"-
Joint Phthisis Ulmmittee 3· 
Rescue and Mater~ity Co~mittee 3. 
Upper Hampstead Commlttee 3"-
Fleet Road ~ 
Belsize Committee 3 
Kilbum Committee 3 
Kilburn Conference 3t 

Total C.O.S. and Associated Agencies - 58 

IlL-The representati.ves of the Agencies shall be 
appointed by the Ag!lnCles scheduled O? th~ request ?f 
the Executive Commlttee of the Council trlenmally 10 
the May succeeding the Borough Council's and Guardie.n's
electiolHl. 

IV.-If any Agencies fail to appoint their repre· 
'sentatives within three months of the official request 
for the same, the Council may itself proceed to select 
representatives. 

V.-The Council shall .elect its own President e.nd 
Vice-Presidents annually. All other officers shall be 
appointed by the General Executive Committee. Twenty
five per cent. of its actual members shall form a quorum_ 

VI.-The Council shall meet quarterly for the dis-
• cUBsion of matters of common interest, to receive reports 

and suggestions from the General Executive, and to 
make reports and suggestions to the General Executive. 
Special meetings shall be summoned whenever the 
General Executive Committee desires to consult the 
Council! or upon requisition from 10 per cent. of the
Council s actual members. 

VlL-The Council shall elect triennially in the May
sucCeeding the Borough, Council's ,and Gua!dians' elec
tions a General Executive CommIttee, whICh shall be· 
the District Committee of the London Charity Organisa-
ation Society. . . 

VlII.-The Council shall perform all execut~ve, 
functions through the General Executive, which shall 
consist of twenty per~ons, ten of w.hom at least shall ha:v", 
served upon the, General 1l:xecutlve, or,upon any of ltl 
Sta.nding Commlttees dunng the preVlOUS year. Th~ 
Genera'! Executive Committee shall have powe.r to co-opi 

. five additional members and to fill all vacanCles causee 
by death, or resiguation, or otherwise; ·Six of its a.ctual 
members shall form a quorum. _ 

IX.-Alterations of the rules '!lust receive th!! ~s~enl 
both of a majority at the Councli a.nd of a ma.Jonty. a· 
the General Executive. Any resolutlon for the alteratlol 
of the R~les must be received by the Hon. ~ecretary. tc 
the Council at leastfifteenda.ys before them~etlDg,at whlcl 
it is to be brought forward. A cl~r week s notICe mns 
be given to members of the Council of any such pro~pn 
altdration. , 
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l\fEMORANI.:t.m::BY J).}1. t!~T:'''· HANCOCK NUNN,' IN 'REGARD TO 
J'NiMPLOYMENT. 

,~ .. 

I. THE [f:{j'tiK OF THE CENTRAL U NE~PL<?YED BoDY.' 

.. . , 

J~$t:HlJ.r of the t;ilief difficulties unde~ which the Ce~tral Unemployed Body has 
la~ed, 'hav~ i.5~en caused by the Unemployed Workmen Act of 1905, and the 
Regulations ot"'tlie Local Governm~nt Board un~er th~t Act. I? London, owing to 
the ma011s;eryof the Act all the DIstress Commltteei m the varIOUS boroughs were 
bl'Oll.,sht into existence, and many began to act, before the Central Unemployed Body 
met. This produced a variety of method and principle in dealing with cases of 
distress, which it took the Classification Committee a couple of years to reduce to any 
degree of uniformity. 

With regard to the classes of cases with which the Central Unemployed Body' 
was called upon to deal, the regulations placed the body in an initial difficulty. 
Preference was to be given to men who had shown thrift and had been in regular 
employment. But in spite of the appeals of the Classi~1ti0n Committee of the 
Central Unemployed Body, the Local Government Board deehned to allow a place in 
their record paper for any record as to the Applicant's'me)nbership of a Friendly 
Society, and further declined to afford any facilities in the record paper for enquiries 
into employment extending further back~than one year,t Thes~ two f.acts combined 
to make any classification on the lines hfip down by the Local Government Board 
extremely difficult. The two readiest means of ascertaining thrift and previous 
regularity of employment were withheld. And the impression was given that the 
Central Authority did not really care for classification on these lines. It is also the 
fact that the circumstances of the time stimulated an <?verwhelming proportion of 
applications from labourers whose employment had been more or less casual in 
the past. In dealing with these apMcations the Central Unemployed Body was 
successful at least in one particular;~'\ It set up a standard of work and wages 
for men employed in relief work;i wpich to the utrr10st of its ability it 
enforced. The men employed under t~ Act, whether dir~ctly by the Body or 
indirectly through the Municipal Bodies~worked under careful supervision, worked 
five days a week continuoU$ly for several weeks, were paid at a rate per hour equal to 
the Market rate, but at ~: weekly rate which was below the ordinary Market rate for 
labourers ill. London. 'f"9' have estal¥is~ed this principle and carried it out through 
three ye~s, was a performance for w.lt1(!h'the Local Government Board and the Central 
TJ nemployed Body should have full,pf<tdit: 

~~:<.~. I .. ~ ... 
Then with regard to Hollesley Bay, "The Body" was,plltCe~in a fresh difficulty. 

Its predecessor, "The Fund" of Mr. L~ng's organization,'J;i.ad secured, ,the Hollesley 
Bay esra£:e and started the work thel:e with the intention of ,using {.it for training 
~.9~{ ... It wasrealisod that any ~!¥k for the Unemployed Jllust contain as far as 

. ~~~lNi.·~l,s,~l~ment, ~nd that no perni~ent g.ood wo~l~ be effec~ed unl~ss the work 
~J,~t~~~~~.i11~~~ ~Il.. an lmprovement!<;>f ?dustnal condltlO~s and .mdustrlal charact~r. 
_i:.u1U,,-t,I~: Pjel?niPnt,'of the Local:,GiJy~qlment Board dechned eIther to support WIth 
;';;tuono)(.:-TJr '~~~\nten~j:lCe in any.:.w'a.Y·~~e;~~~ of a colony secured under the Act, for any 
':~t~pose.'). b.ilttt~Q~e,Qf giving':~~i.nnlpjpI~u~ to the Unetnployed * Schemes therefore 
,~,"~,*,~.ich·.fia.d~JQr \h~i:r:':robj~ct tbC:,t;j,#~\n_~:~~!llen .for agr:tculturallife,:'either ~ell. to the 
:~ ... ~·(}tln.d"in;.~~o'~D.n:to prIvate ollf~Rr~~.:'In spIte of f.l1e~e facts, h~veverJ It IS true 
:/~Wa.!, ~'tI," H~itll.l!roportion of tQe~~,~.~~~I?,ed there ~\~,:~ ent!t?d o~ re-enter~d upon 

agrwultl\l:al-.hfe, and that a verY." i):mc11:'l~,rger numher,;B;a.re been transferred eIther to 
agricultunu,or other' kinds of indUSV'i.ll·1if~ ,tllrough emigr~lion to Canada. It was as 
an intr~dl~ri.on, we o.'tn -hardly say 'a:s:.:-a;,~ta.ining, for Ca~dian life, that the value of 

. • T~~.A~§ 'was" An Act to establ.itih orga~'~Ati~~" with: a view t;~\~ provision 'of Emr'oy~ne1d ()1' 

Assl$fa~~ ,fQ~ Unemployed Workmen In proper cases, and. In the Local~yernmen.t Boards <?1:Cluar, 
10th ~~, 1905, the Central Unemployed Body WM described as empowe@ to ,aSsist bl. provldlOg or 
Ihntrlbutillg' towards the provision of temporary' work in such manner as they think hest calculated to put, 
hrn ina position to obtain fIlgular work or oth~r means of supporting himself." '"' 
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the Colony was most conspicuous. A considerable proportion of the Body's emigrants 
were set up bodil~', mentally and morally, before they emigrated, by a continuous stay 
at the Farm Colony. 

The Emigration work of the Central Unemployed BOdy must also be 
described as successful. At a time when Canada required more workmen and a 
certain class of workmen required a fresh industrial outlet, the Body dealt ~ith real 
succ~s~ -w:ith .this d.epartment of its work. There is no doubt that the very careful 
enqumes lllstltuted mto the cases of these men before they were passed for emigration 
enquiries in which the services of the Charity Organisation Society and of the East 
End Emigration }'und were very largely utilised, resulted in the selection of a class of 
men whose services were appreciated in Canada; and the Body was able in its 
.. Experience, 190~" to quote a gratifying letter received from Mr .• T. Obed Smith, the 
Assistant Superintendent of Emigration to the Canadian Government, in which he 
spoke in the followill,g terms:-

. " We say, "Give us' mote of such men.' Qui: experience has been th:1t the men sent out by the 
Unemployed Body have proved first 01&88 settlers.'" , 

That was because they had been carefully selected and. many of them, before emigra
ting, .. hardened out " on the land at Hollesley Bay. Unfortunately the tide of 
emigration was checked during the past winter by economic causes over which the 
Central Unemployed Body could exercise absolutely no control. But during the two 
years in which their operations were in full swing, there is no doubt that a large 
number of men were selected and placed in Canada who were much better .calculated 
for the industrial life of the Colony than for industrial life in England. Very few 
applications were received from the skilled workmen, needed in England, and on the 
whole well able to find employment here; whilst the wastrel whose services are useless 
either here or elsewhere was weeded out by strict enquiry. But a large number of 
labourers, many of whom had drifted to LOl;l.don from the ,country, who were not first
class labourers in the sense of being able to hold their own in the 'competition of the 
London Market, received a fresh start under new and less exacting conditions that 
'accorded with their capacity for work. 

The Central Unemployed Body, therefore, secured relief-employment for a 
large number of men in and around London, under conditions which nearly all experts 
in the subject then approved. It gave a fresh start in the Colonies to many for whom 
there appeared to be no opening in the Mother Country. But more constructive work 
than the employment 01' rehabilitation of individual cases of distl'ess was undertaken and 
performed Mr. Chamberlain's attempt, as President of the Local Government Board 
in 1836, to co-ordinate in times of distress the work of the Vestries and the Boards of 
Guardians, was the precursor of the Labour Bureau Act of 1902. But there were left 
very serious traces which it has, taken years to eradicate. The registers modelled 
on the 1886 arrangements were regi~ters which aimed at procuring employment-relief. 
All their forms assumed that employment was to be given, not to the most efficient 
but to the most needy workmen, and long after the Labour Bureau had been 
established under the Act of 1902, there lingered amongst these forms all kinds of 
traces of this, in the request for information from applicants as to their rent, the number 
of their family, the earnings of the adult children and so on. When the Unemployed 
Workmen Act of 1905 gave to the Central Unemployed Body of London the duty of 
organizing the metropolitan employment exchanges, Mr. Long's" Fund" had already 
eliminated most of these traces of the Order of 1886, (1) by making it clear that the 
candidate for work had no need to state any of his resources or want of resources, but 
merely to explain his industrial character: (2) by absolutely separating the Exchanges; 
in their Officers, 'in their Offices, and in the whole spirit of the work, from the operations 
ofthe Distress Committees. It had gone further than this, for it had not only strengthened 
the old exchanges and started fresh ones, it had linked and co-ordiIiated them all by 
nieans of the Central Employment Exchange, pooling all information and rendering each 
local exchange effective ov,l' the whole metropolis. . Here again, however, the actual 
operationto£ the Act stopp'tld short and failed to allow for full development. It was 

t 2 (1), (2) and (3) im 8611 upon the Local Government Board, and in their default upon County 
Councils and County Boroug Councils, duties which would have nationdi8ed the federation of Labour 
Exchanges, had they been P41rformed. 
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recogni.sed from the beginning that no. area less than national would meet the need 
Employment Exchanges had to meet; but the Regulations. had laid down a system of 
labour-tight compartments co-terminous with the Central Unemployed Body's larea. 
This precluded the possibility of any back-thrustto rural immigration, and althemgh the 
Act of 1905 had allowed for. the payment of migration expenses for workmen, 
who could show that they had found work in the country, the Local Government 
Board in reply to an application from the Central Employme,nt Exchange for leave to 
deal with the fares of men for whom wor~ was actually found in the country, replied 
thlt all such cases must be dealt with not by the Employment Exchange itself, but 
by the Distress Committees. As this involved an amount of time which could not 
be allowed in taking up a situation that was offered, the migratory clause of the Act 
prac~icall~ became a dead letter. 

I have ventured upon these considerations because it appears that the Central 
Unemployed Body for London was seriously hampered in every direct.ion, both by the 
Act and by the Regulations of the Local Government Board; but that it triumphed 
over a great many difficulties, standardized the conditions . of employment-relief 
re-established some men in the colonies, and laid the basis for important constructiv~ 
work in its organisation of employment exchanges. Much solid work has, however, 
been done independently of the Act. Gradually the Trades Unionist feeling against 
the Exchanges is being met ·and satisfied. The Local Exchange rooms have been 
placed at the disposal of Workmen's and Employers' Associations for meetings; some 
Trade Unions have even come to use the Exchanges as their own place of call The 
last link with 1886 was severed when the Borough and Union area ,was abandoned 
last summer in recognition of the fact that an Employment Exchange has no 
direct relation to the Public Services of the Borough Council, and still less to 
the Public Heliei' of the Union, but must concentrat~ its efforts upon the ganglia 
of industr'y where labour most needs to be mobilised. 

n.-THE PREVENTIVE AND CURATIVE TREATMENT OF UNDEREMPLOYMENT. 

The fundamental principles of the English Poor Law of 1834 in regard to the 
treatment of the able-bodied were briefly (1) that all destitute applicants for relief 
should be relieved; (2) that, in order to prevent the subsidence of a dependent class, 
this universal offer should be safeguarded by rendering the lot of the pauper less 
eligible than that of the independent labourer. This element of ineligibility in the 
pailper's lot is s~cured by the 'Vorkhouse and other .tests whi~h involve loss of 
Personal ReputatIOn, loss of Personal Freedom, and Dlsenfranchlsement. 

The Victorian Poor Law relating to the able-bodied may Le said to have failed, 
SQ far as it did fail, by the failure of the principle of Deterrence. It should, and it 

·does deter the independent labourer, because, unlike the ante 1834 Poor Law, it 
makes the pauper's lot less f':ligible than his. It was not foreseen th~n, perhaps it 
,·could not then have been foreseen, that it was the interest of the community, whilst 
safeguarding the independent labourer so far from himself, to go one step further 
and safeguard him, and at the sa.me time safeguard the community, by withdrawing 
from competition in the open market the ineligible labourer, whether his ineligibility 
was economic or persona.l. Such a safeguard for the independence of labour if it 
be not secured by the compulsory withdrawal of the ineligible labourer must be found 
in offering a condition which, whilst it is less eligible than the lot of the independent 
labourer is more eligible than the lot of the -dependent, unemployed and unprovided 
for labourer. 

It is to the disregard of this important distinction that many of our" Unemployed" 
difficulties are due. Few enactments in the history of legislation have been more 
Rtrikingly sllccessful than t~e re-crea~ion of the independen.t labourer by the offer of 
Ineligible Employment Rehef. nut It succeeded, he cause It threw the labourer back 
upon his own resources, personal or economic; and it failed, and it continues to fail, 
where the labourer lacks these resources. 

, , 

Surely the treatment of the problem this ineligible labourer presents must be 
twofold. The first and important question is: How can we in the future pndow 
him, or help him to endow himself, with the necessary equipment, personal and 
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economic, of independence. The answer is: By Education, TraininO' and Mobility. 
The second qu~stion is :-If.in the past we ~ave failed .t~ deal wit~.theb~nemployables 
(as we have faIled so far, belllgconfronted wIth a class hVlllg parasItically and lowering 
moral, hygienic and economio standards all round them), how are we'to deal with 
them now 1 The answer to t.his question is more difficult. The earlier Victorian Poor 
Law frankly leaves them alone. The State has made its offer of relief. The offer is 
declined.. The State's re~ponsibilit~ end~. Not so that of the growin.g conscience of the 
commumty. The lat.~r histor~ of VlCt?flan Poor Law shows~e philanthropist on the 
one hand, and the philanthropiC guardIan on the other, reduclllg~e old test to insignifi
ca.nce. This reaction on two fronts has vitiated, although it could 'nQt wholly destroy 
the personal care of the community that was to have been safeguar~ by the Poo; 
Law. * and the Mutual Provident movement which only asked that the ~te should 
neither interfere, nor compete, with its efforts. ""'-. 

~ 
III. THE PREVENTIVE TREATME..."iT BY EDUCATION AND TRAINING. 

The "unemployable" looms largest in the Urban Centres. The largest industry 
is still agriculture. The figures submitted to us by the Board of Trade, coupled with 
the statistics of Distress Committees, at last prove conclusively the conjecture of 
common experience, that the city dweller is under a constant process of being ousted 
by the countrymen from the regular work of the city and sinking into the ranks of the 
casuals, of whom he constitutes a large majority. . 

K ow, there are two ways in which the State and the community may co-operate, 
are co-operating, to re-adjust the balance between town and country labour. The 

. enormous strides made by Continental countries in agricultural organization and the 
steps being taken in this country in educating farmers and peasantry, re-populating 
and enriching barren districts, promoting co-operative industry and reviving the social 
interests and attractions of the country-side, are well-known to those who follow the 
movement·t 

By what means is it possible for the Government to supplement the help 
already given to the movement by the Board of Agriculture, the County Councils 
and other Bodies throughout the Country? The line of action has been sufficiently 
indicated by many expert witnesses, but the precise significance of their testimony, 
its relation to the problem presented by the urbanization of the countryman, has not 
been brought out. 

If the school age were raised to 16, and no industrial employment of children 
under that age allowed, the State might take up the responsibility, not of conducting 
children through a certain process up to an uncertain age, but of turning out a clearly 
defined product at the age of 16. If the State bOlTowed the hint suggested by the 
Scotch Leaving Certificate, and by the practice of some Continental countries, in 
retaining control to a later age of lads and girls who had not reached a certain stage 
of development; if education might b~ made more individual, by the reduotion of the 
present classes, and by the hygienic adaptation of the class-rooms in our elementary 
schools to about half their present aocommodation, we might begin to turn out 
citizens prepared in some degree for -the conduct of life. How should the longer 
period and the more intensive eulture be turned to account 1 

1. What has already been dealt with by many witnesses~the training of the eye 
and hand manual dexterity, drawing, the manipulation of materials, some 
acquaintance with machinery, some direction on the path of general or 
special culture, sketching, singing~ country tastes, etc. 

2. The later years of school life should become increasingly purposive. The 
parents should be invited to consider their child's future occupation; the 
Labour Gazette (of the future) and the, Employment Exchange Super- / 
intendent (of the future) should be consulted; and the earlier stage$ oJ/ 
technical or specific training should be entered upon. 

• Some of the Tudor Statutes are very clear on this point. Th& 'State provision for all who really 
!leeds it is to enable the charitable to aelect., Again, not begging only, but giving to beggars is made a 
punishable offence. 

t .. AgricultuIlll Organisation," by Pratt, and the serial and other publications of the Agricultural 
Organisation Society. 

429. 5A 
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,3. But apart from technical training for boys, if we recognise that labourers will 
still be needed and labourers of increasing intelligence, one great use of the 
extension of school life would lie in the production, by gymnastics and other 
methods, of young men of increased physical power, combined with manual 
dexterity and mental alertness. . 

4. Medical Inspection might in the later years of school life be supplemented by 
greatly needed instruction up0D: pract.w,al h~man physiology-food, air, 
exercise, alcohol, the sexual relatIOns, CItIzenshIp. 

5. Definite Ilild much needed teaching on such su~jects as the principles of Trades 
U ~jouISm, Co-operation, Friendly Societies. These, especially the last, might 
btl taught practically. * The Inspection of school children under the Education 
Act, 1907, and the action of the Health Societies, are tending to a care of 
the health of the children which must produce a marked influence on the 
next generation. 

6. For the girls, practical housewifery, care of infants, nursing, athletics, etc. 

7. For the lads, home arts, athletics, cadet corps, etc. 

8. But one of the great uses of the increased years of Education would lie in 
the back-thrust it would enable us to give to the urban aspect of the Rural 
Exodus. Surely it is morEl economical, wise and kind to send boys (and 
girls for bee-keeping, poultry farming, gardening, &c.) to learn country life 
and worlr, whilst it has attractions for them, t instead of sending. them to 
Farm Colonies ten or twenty years later, when city life has become habitual 
and their industrial opportunities have been lost. The same remark applies 
with less force, owing to parental objections, to emigration, but with equal 
force to the rural education of children, who, having lost their parents, are 
being brought. up by the State. 

What would be some of the results, as bearing upon our problem, of 
such an extension of compulsory Education 1 

(i) It would provide agricultural employment in the new and more highly 
productive system now coming into force. 

(ii) It would relieve the labour market to the extep.t of the School detention 
effected, giving an opportunity for porterage and messages to the 'older 
men now needing employment. More would have to be paid for older 
labour; but the cost to the community would be less than the cost of the 
present destruction of youth; and thus might not prove to be less, but 
more efficient. 

(iii) The boys' and girls' high wages, which now render them independent of 
. family ties and wasteful.in their expenditure, would be reserved for later 
.and wiser years. (By arranging a continuous succession of opportunities 
in occupations, a considerable number of lads now stranded after a few 
years' service might still be economically retained as messengers, always 
provided that special opportunities .of continued education and employ-
ment were afforded them.). . . 

(iv) We should enable the urban youth to.compete on more equal terms with 
the youth from the country. '. 

Education costs a great deal already. It is going to cost more. But it will never 
cost'so much as the neglect of it would cost. No change., in the Poor Law will have 
the same direct results in preventing distress as -will a modification, in the direction 
here indicated, of the Education Acts. In a word-th~ problem of preventing under
~mployment is fundamentally an educational problem, and as such it must be treated. 

it In Hampstead during the past fi\'e years, over 600 school children have joined the Foresters •. 
t The evidence of the Industria} Schools put in by Londo!l County CounciL 
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IV.-THJ!; CURATIV~ TREATMENT BY A NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL INTELLIG~~ 
DEPARTMENT A...~D LABOUR EXCHANGES.. '''~" 

So much has been said in comment upon the mass of evidence we have considered" 
that I shall confine my note of dissent from the Majority Report to the fewest possible 
words. 

A NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT. 

The Report assumes rather than describes the important changes that must take 
place in the central arrangements of the Board of Trade if the suggested local arrange
ments are to be successful in the decasualisation of the now unskilled labourers. As 
the National Intelligence Department with world-wide sources of information, it should 
be the final arbitrator as to the degree of distress at any given moment. 'It should 
decide this important question of fact from purely scientific data, and until it has 
declared exceptional distress in any group or groups of industry or in any given locality, 
no exceptional steps to absorb surplus labour should be taken. But when it has done 
so, another department of the Board of Trade should be ready to recommend, from 
data constantly accumulating, largely through the same channels-the e~change system
but of course from administrative sources-what local works of real and special utility, 
which would not otherwise have been undertaken, may be undertaken as a means of 
absorbing surplus labour. At all times, whether of exceptional distress or of exceptional 
prosperity, the ., play" between these two intelligence departments would determine 
Governmental action in supporting local schemes, or in pushing forward or retarding 
works of national or local importance, always on purely commercial lines, and where 
local authorities carried out the work, by contract. I attach the greatest importance to 
the work of the first of. these two departments, whose freed9m from any Executive 
interference or popular pressure should be as strictly preserved as are judicial sentences 
or the Reports of the Meteorological Office. 

But I have so much belief in the possibility of husbanding national and local 
necessary work, and in the new provisions we are proposing for the better education 
of the young, the increased mobility of labour, the substitution of Training for 
Deterrence, and the substitution of Detention for Vagabondage, that I believe this 
"South cone" will seldom be hoisted. Still I cannot regard as "transitory" the 
possibility of such exceptional Distress as would necessitate exceptional measures. 
Against such a possibility th~ maintenanpe of these two departments would be a cheap 
Insurance; whilst from a statistical point of view it would be priceless. 

V.-DECASUALISATION. 

There are three special measures of Decasualisation to which I should like to 
profess my adherence. 

1. Although I consider Mr. Webb's proposal to compel employers to 
use the Exchange for taking on all casual labour (engagements of less than 
a month) as impracticable, I believe that a beginning might be made with 
dock-labour; that Exchanges should be established in all docks and their 
use by employers and employed made compulsory. 

So many efforts have been made from all sides to tackle the problem of 
the casual docker; they have been so unsuccessful; the condition of the 
labourers is so miserable; that State intervention of a compulsory character 
seems to me amply justified The regularisation of the wages of the dockers 
might be aided by their training as a regular staff to perform much of the 
necessary work about the docks which would under present circumstances 
be given to other trades. . 

2. The evidence submitted annually to the House of Commons, and 
the experience of all who are connected with the administration of the Act 
of 1905, shows how large a share of the responsibility for casual labour
with its consequent demoralisation and stagnation-is borne by the Borough 
Councils and County Boro~gh Councils. It was this assumption by Borough 
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. Councils of the work of Publio Assistanoe by doles of work that led to Mr . 
Long's action in 1904. The evil has not yet been oured; and as the present 
attitude of the Counoils will, if it is persisted in, undo to an unknown extent 
the effect of the recommendations in this Report in . favour of better methods 
oarefully thought out, I would recommend that a spe'cial enquiry be held as 
to the best methods of checking this kind of expenditure. Perhaps nothinO" 
short of the pressure of an informed publio opinion can really check the evil; 
but I oonfess that the analogy of the work of a County Council's District 
Surveyor suggests one possibility to me. The District Surveyor is appointed 
in each Borough by the London County Council under the provisions of the 
London Building Acts, 1894 to 1905. Notice of all building operations in 

. his district must be sent to him, in order that no structures dangerous to the 
public may be erected. The inquiry I have suggested would elucidate the 
desirability and possibility of framing Hegulations and appointing officials, 
under an Act of Parliament, with a view to supervising the employment of 
casual labour by local authorities., in order to prevent their administration of 
employment relief. 

3. The evidence submitted to the Vagrancy Committee, and our own 
observations, have clearly indicated to me that vagrants should be left 
exclusively to the Police. The advent of the Employment Exchange with 
powers of assisted migration :fenders it absolutely unnecessary for any 
department of Pu blio Assistance to deal with the Vagrant. The bona fide 
seeker for work will seek it at the Employment Exchange, and to that work, 
if he be necessitous, he will be sent as soon as it is found. It is to be hoped 
that the more humane arrangements now recommended for the Unemployed 
by means of graduated labour colonies and daily institutional work, will 
gradually oust the night shelter and soup kitchen from the favour of the 
subscribing public. The encouragement in our midst of a nomad and 
penniless population is a constant terror to women and children in country 
districts, and altogether incompatible with a settled civilization. On the 
other hand the equally humane but sterner methods of the penal colonies 
we have recommended offer the best chance of restoration for the vagabond~ 
and a certainty of protection for the public. 

(Signed) THOMAS HANCOCK NUNN. 
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